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PREFACE

Our aim in the present volume is to describe the inner working of a variety of programming languages, especially from the point of view of the compilers which translate these languages from their original "source" form into executable machine code. While this aim will of course make it necessary for us to describe in some detail the external form of each of the languages which we shall study, no more detail will be given than is strictly necessary in order to make it possible for the reader to gain a clear view of the machine code forms into which the language will be translated and of the problems that a compiler for the language must handle. However, internal description of the languages studied will be carried rather far. Thus the attentive reader of the present work should gain a rather good idea of the methods which can be employed to write a compiler for a given language. On the other hand, he cannot expect to find in this book the detailed account of the source conventions for any language which he would need to use the language.

The present work also aims to treat the specific issues involved in the construction of particular languages only rather broadly, and does not discuss those issues of language design which, while they may contribute in significant ways to the convenience or elegance of a particular language, lie at a level of relative detail. The reader will therefore find that the languages which we discuss at length constitute a collection of elements maximally distinct from each other in form, purpose and spirit. Thus, for example, among the major algebraic languages, only one, FORTRAN, is discussed in any detail. From the standpoint of the present volume, the differences which separate FORTRAN from ALGOL and from other similar languages are sufficiently small as to make a discussion of more than one of these algebraic languages superfluous. For the same reason, we do not discuss MAD, JOVIAL or other languages of this kind in
any detail. On the other hand, we do discuss SNOBOL, LISP, SIMSCRIPT, etc.

Our sequence of chapters is as follows. A first chapter sketches the compilation process in general and discusses the main issues arising in language design, the general logical function of a source language, and similar matters. Chapter 2 contains a systematic discussion of top-down, syntax directed compilation. The issues arising in top-down compilation are described using various metalanguages, derived from the so-called Backus normal form, which serve for the formal description of the flow of compilation. Various subsidiary issues arising in the design of syntactic metalanguages are discussed. Chapter 2 ends with a formal discussion of the Dartmouth algebraic language BASIC which, because of the simplicity of its syntax and semantics, provides a good laboratory example for the detailed development of various significant points.

In the third, relatively brief, chapter, the lexical scan process, which generally forms the front section of a compiler system, is discussed. Since the lexical scan process is quite simple, Chapter 3 is rather short. At its end we discuss procedures for the incorporation of simple macro handling features into a lexical scan program.

Chapter 4 completes our discussion of the syntax analysis of mechanical languages by describing other schemes than the top-down scheme available to the compiler writer. These include various bounded context syntactic analysis methods which, when applicable, are normally faster and more efficient than top-down procedures. Techniques permitting the combination of bounded context analysis with top-down recursive analysis are discussed. The various bottom-up syntactic methods are then compared with the top-down method.

The first four chapters have a highly pragmatic character; theoretical considerations enter them only tangentially. Whereas this pragmatic flavor is that generally intended for the present work, Chapter 5 aims to prevent excessive one-sidedness in this regard by developing a few formal theoretical results concerning syntactic analysis which, in the author's belief, contribute
substantially to a clarification of the pragmatic issues arising in syntax analysis. These results generally concern recursive unsolvability, and serve to indicate the relative power of some of the principal syntactic analysis methods by revealing the extent to which it is or is not possible to replace one syntactic analysis method by another. Various more fragmentary results concerning the relative efficiency of various particular syntactic analyzers are also given in Chapter 5.

The semi-final stage of compilation is the optimization of compiler-generated sketch code. The final step of compilation is the generation of machine code in directly executable form. Chapter 6 treats the issues which arise in these two final compilation stages. This chapter contains an account of various systematic optimization methods that have been devised for use with algebraic language compilers, especially FORTRAN compilers. The issues which arise in optimization are rather multifarious; our lengthy discussion of these issues is of necessity pragmatic rather than theoretic.

Chapter 7 discusses two special-purpose languages, chosen to be as different as possible from the algebraic languages toward which the preceding chapters are directed. We discuss SNOBOL, which is a string manipulation language having an interesting and unusual statement form. We also discuss LISP, a language devised for application to symbol manipulation.

The compiler algorithms described in the first nine chapters of this book are all formalizable in source language terms. Chapter 8 discusses the problems which arise when an attempt is made to use this fact systematically to develop a complete compiler system written in its own language and hence "boot-strapable" with relative ease from one machine to another; a number of existing self-compiling compiler schemes are also discussed and compared.

From time to time in the present work, formal algorithms for various of the processes studied are given. Whereas these
algorithms have been sight-checked by the author, none of them are "certified"; these algorithms are available for use at user's risk. The author will of course be glad to obtain corrections to and certifications of these algorithms, as well as specifications of the algorithms in machine-available programming languages.

It should be noted that this volume consists of a highly preliminary set of notes. As such, it does not cover all of the topics in compiler design that must be discussed. Furthermore, the discussions included are necessarily incomplete. An attempt to mitigate both of these faults will be made in subsequent editions.
It is strongly hoped by the authors that circulation of the present notes in their highly unfinished form will encourage knowledgeable readers to comment on deficiencies and possible improvements in the notes. Detailed technical comments are especially hoped for. In certain cases an effort has been made to survey the literature, with the results contained in the sections of "Notes and Comments" with which this second version of the notes are supplied. Readers aware of significant papers not commented upon, or differing seriously with the emphases given in the comments made are also asked to communicate with the authors.

We wish to thank a number of friends for their active assistance in bringing our work to its present level. Patricia Cundall of the IBM Corporation supplied us with many corrections and helped very actively in the development of the "Notes and Comments" section appended to Chapter 4. Sheldon Best of Decision Systems Incorporated also contributed to this section. Chris Earnest of Computers Sciences Corporation contributed very significantly to the work on optimization described in Chapter 6. Valuable advice on this section was also contributed by Fran Allen and Paula Newman of the IBM Corporation. To all of them, and to all those others who supplied us with advice and corrections we extend our thanks.
CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW

1. Introduction. The Linguistic Approach to Programming.

To program is to specify, in all necessary detail, the steps required for the computer realization of some desired function. But, if the function is elaborate, the pattern of steps required may be highly complex. Thus the "programming problem" is the problem of expressing complex sequences of instructions and of verifying their correctness. Now, an information structure is complex to the extent that its most concise representation is long; this length (measured in number of characters or bits required) is the information content of the information structure in the sense of Kolmogorov. Since a pattern of information, brought into conjunction with a computer, may be used to generate a longer pattern of information, the minimal representation of any pattern P is in fact the shortest program which can be run on a computer to produce P.

The above very general considerations have direct application to the programming problem. The difficulty of completing, correcting, and testing a program is at least proportional to the length of the program. This difficulty even may be proportional to the square or to a higher power of the length of the program if the program is highly "coherent". In this context we may define the average coherence of a program, informally but in a manner sufficient for our purposes, as the number of other instructions to which the "average" instruction in the program stands in direct logical relation. If the coherence of the program, taken in this sense, is low, i.e. if each instruction has a relatively well defined small logical environment within the program, the difficulty of completing the program may simply be proportional to its length. If, on the other hand, the coherence of the program is high, so that the logical environment of each instruction consists of numerous other instructions scattered through the program, then the
difficulty of completing the program may be proportional to the square or to a higher power of its length.

The above reflections indicate the great importance, in programming a given function, of reducing the length of the required program and of restricting the logical environment of the instructions constituting it as much as is feasible.

*Minimal expression implies suitable language,* and thus the linguistic method appears as a principal tool for the efficient description of complex function. However, a more primitive step must precede the choice of a language. This step, which itself contributes to the desired minimization, is the expression of the required function in terms of simpler subfunction patterns which are as few in number and as stereotyped as possible. In this sense, effective programming depends first of all on the effective choice of standardized subroutines. Stereotypy brings with it a number of highly significant advantages. In the first place, using only a few basic elements repeatedly, one becomes familiar with them, accurate in their use, and in this way proceeds more rapidly and correctly in writing any desired program. But beyond this, and more significantly, stereotypy has the crucial advantage of permitting second level mechanization. That is, since the stereotyped elements in terms of which a program may at first be expressed are repetitive in form, they may themselves be generated from a more condensed representation by another program. Proceeding in this way one takes a large step toward the desired goal of expression in minimal length, since

(a) a function to be programmed is written in terms of stereotyped subunits,

(b) everything which is truly stereotyped can be generated mechanically,

(c) using a mechanical stereotype generator, one needs only to express the unsterotyped portion of a desired function explicitly in order to program it.
We may remark in connection with the above that adherence to the discipline involved in stereotypy is highly significant. To violate this discipline is to introduce a large mass of additional information into the expression of a function beyond what is minimally required for its definition. Such additional information may of course have a useful role to play. Often, for instance, information of this sort is introduced into a program for purposes of program optimization. Consider, to illustrate this issue, a given function as expressed on the one hand in a problem oriented or source language, and, on the other hand, directly in assembly or machine language. The information content of the first program is considerably smaller than the information content of the second program. From the assembly standpoint the source program consists of a sequence of "sketch" indications of the operations to be performed. The assembly language program, in addition to representing a sequence of operations, also contains a great many specifications concerning the particular machine registers or register types to be used in performing these operations; the particular order in which the necessary sequence of operations is to be stored within the machine; the particular manner in which data is to be stored within the machine; the detailed pattern in which intermediate information is to be stored and reloaded, etc.

All of this additional material accumulates to a very considerable mass with which the assembly language programmer is necessarily concerned and which the source language programmer need not even consider. The source language programmer relies on the translator or compiler (which, from his source indications, is to produce actual machine language) to handle all these problems in a stereotyped way. That is, registers are chosen in a stereotyped pattern by a compiler, temporary loads and stores likewise; storage is laid out and instructions are chosen and ordered in some standard fashion, etc. It is certainly true that the compiler's stereotyped process may in certain cases yield a program which is longer (perhaps) and less efficient
(perhaps) than a specially designed hand coded program providing the same function. (It is to be noted, however, that a high quality code optimizer is in many cases capable of producing code that is superior and perhaps even considerably superior to hand code.) Nevertheless, for the programming of elaborate functions, stereotypy of approach is an essential requirement, since a sufficiently complex program becomes completely untransparent and impossible to complete and test in a reasonable length of time.

Another consideration illustrating the manner in which an ill-adapted language can actually penalize the programmer may be added to the above. Often a language (like a machine assembly language) which permits the specification of information beyond that strictly necessary to describe a particular function not only permits but requires this information. E.g., an assembly language normally not only permits detailed specification of the machine registers to be used to carry out a sequence of operations but requires that this information be specified in all cases. While the programmer using such a language gains efficiency in certain parts of the code through his ability to specify such information, he must pay the price of specifying it everywhere, that is, even in those less critical parts of code in which he would be content with a less efficient code which could be represented in a much sketchier way. Very often, especially in long codes, this price will far outweigh any advantage obtained.

It is also worth noting that the use of an ill-chosen language may also cause a substantial increase in the average coherence of the program. Thus, for instance, machine registers are normally explicit variables in an assembly language, necessarily common to all parts of an assembly-written code. This circumstance increases the strength of logical connection between all parts of the code, introducing a whole class of register content errors which do not exist at all in a source
language in which the machine registers are hidden. By handling the loading and unloading of registers in a completely stereotyped way, by providing methods for the logical isolation of subsections of a long program, and by reducing the amount of information which must be specified in the description of a given function, a well chosen programming language manages to avoid many of these difficulties.

The linguistic method in programming begins with the process of stereotypy described above but carries it further. Stereotyped information, as has been indicated, can be mechanically generated from a relatively minimal set of indications of its form. A good language assists this minimization as follows. Certain aspects of the pattern of information (or program expressing a given function) to be generated are rigorously determined by other parts of the information and can be calculated from them. The minimal expression of such a pattern therefore consists of that smallest subpattern from which all the rest can be deduced. A sophisticated language processor examines the string of information submitted to it, finds indicative subpatterns therein, and, on detecting these, supplies the omitted, contextually implied information which is required. In this way, very considerable economies of expression become possible, and it becomes feasible to program complex functions, otherwise very difficult of expression, rapidly and effectively.

The linguistic approach to the expression of complex functions or of groups of complex functions belonging to a given field and having a certain over-all similarity of form may then be described in the following way:

(a) By direct experimental hand-analysis of the functions required, arrive at a well chosen and maximally stereotyped set of elements suitable for the expression of these functions.

(b) Analyze repetitive patterns in the use of the stereotyped
elements needed and develop a convenient and relatively minimal set of indications from which the full structure of element invocations can be derived.

(c) Design a language processor or compiler capable of expanding these minimal indications into the full pattern of information describing the required function.

(d) Steps (a), (b), and (c) suitably carried out, will result in the design of an effectively adapted problem oriented language. The required function may then be expressed effectively in this language.

Additional advantages accrue from the use of an appropriately designed source language and from the mechanization of its translation into machine code. The level of indirection introduced in such translation results in a considerable reduction in the role played in any program by the detailed features of the particular machine on which the program is to run. By virtue of this fact the source-language programming process attains a degree of machine independence which, while it may still be quite imperfect, is nevertheless very high when compared to the extreme machine dependence characterizing assembly language code. By substituting one translator for another, it becomes possible in principle to carry a complex function over to a new machine without changing much in the source-language symbolic description of the function. To the extent that the general process of programming complex function attains machine independence, it gains in continuity, and is freed from the intolerable burden of constant reprogramming that would otherwise follow from rapid changes in machine technology and the repeated re-design of machines which is a consequence of these advances. Since the body of accumulated source language code can be very considerably larger than the length of the compiler required to translate all this code for a given machine, a considerable total advantage may result from adherence to the use of a source language in programming.
A given language will, as has been indicated above, be adapted more or less closely to the range of applications which played an explicit or implicit role in its formulation. A well-adapted language will permit the convenient invocation of the stereotyped elementary functional processes which have been found to be of most general use in the intended applications area. At the simplest level these processes may consist simply of stereotyped schemes for storage allocation, address calculation, register use, subprocess linkage and input-output; these are the principal features of a basic algebraic language like FORTRAN. Languages specially intended for areas requiring other basic operations may contain more sophisticated elements. Thus, list processing languages intended for the processing of data structures which develop dynamically in unpredictable ways will normally include one or another mechanism for the dynamic allocation and reallocation of storage. Such languages may include pushdown stacks, list space areas with automatic garbage collection, and other dynamically varying storage types as basic elements. Languages especially intended for string processing may provide methods for the convenient and concise specification of various processes of pattern matching and subpattern location. A language developing in the context of a particular application will normally develop those specific dictions which are most concise for the particular applications most often repeated. This principle, which has determined the growth of languages from a very ancient period, may be called the Masai principle: since cows are common and highly significant objects on Masai culture, any adjective not referring to an explicit noun is understood in Masai to refer to the implicit noun cow.

In the present monograph we shall apply the general linguistic method described above to the language translation process itself. That is, we shall elaborate a language which is convenient for the specification of language translation processes. Having
developed such a system, we shall apply it to describe the structure of a number of specific translators, including translators from algebraic source languages to machine language, from list oriented source languages to machine language, and also including various more special translators which translate from specialized condensed source languages into more general expanded source languages intended for further compilation. We shall also consider the relation of the syntactic methods used in translation of mechanical languages to those which may be employed for the syntactic analysis of natural languages like English.

2. General Structure of the Compilation Process

The process of compilation, that is, the translation and expansion of one description of a given process into another more detailed description, may be conveniently divided into five substages. Material to be translated is normally presented to a computer as an information string within which certain key characters and key words are embedded; these keys separate other character patterns which denote logical constants or variables of one or another type.

The first, rather simple, stage of the translation process, the so-called lexical pass, consists in the scanning of this input string, the detection in it of separator marks, and the recognition of elementary word identifiers. The lexical scan results in the reduction of the input string to a string of atomic word designators, representing essentially the same information, but representing it in a more condensed form which can be used more efficiently by the complex analytic steps which are to follow.

The second logical stage of the translation process is syntactic analysis. During this subprocess, the lexically
reduced input string is scanned to determine the manner in which the paragraphs and sentences of the source string are to be decomposed into their constituent clauses and phrases. The result of this phase of the translation is a considerably transformed, syntactically analyzed form of the source string in which the implicit grammatical structure has been made completely explicit by transformation of the order of the source string and/or by the addition of any necessary explicit marks, indicators or pointers. If, for instance, one imagined such a process being applied to English language source text, the result would be an output in which the subject word of the sentence was explicitly flagged as "subject", the verb word of the sentence was explicitly flagged as "verb", any adjectives modifying the subject were supplied with explicit pointers referencing the subject, the scope of clauses was indicated by explicit insertion of parentheses, etc. Syntactic information can in principle be represented in a variety of equivalent ways. It can, as indicated above, be represented by addition to the source string of parentheses delimiting the various subclauses of the sentences and of marks indicating the type of each subclause. Equivalently we can represent the information developed by a syntactic analyzer using a graph or tree in which the words constituting the original sentence appear as twigs and in which every node represents some specific clause type. Such representations will be familiar to many readers from elementary courses in English grammar; they are, of course, logically equivalent to a parenthesized marking of the source sentence in the style described above.

On completion of the explicit marking of the constituent subclauses of all sentences and of the types of these subclauses, the syntactic analysis phase of the translation process comes to an end. The third phase of the translation process is the explicit generation, from the fully marked tree structures produced by syntactic analysis, of target code. In principle
this process involves an ordered traversal of the analysis tree, and the application at each node traversed of an appropriate strictly local rule concerning the code to be generated when a node of that type is encountered, followed by an iterative stepping to the next node to be treated. The point to be noted here is that each of these generation steps is strictly local to an individual node; the precise point of the input string→tree transformation performed in phase two of compilation by the syntactic analyzer is the development of all the pointers necessary to reduce the information implicitly and globally indicated in the original source string to an explicit and strictly local form. The result of the third or code generation phase of translation is an output string constituting the target code version of the original source program. This target code may be either an assembly language code, a macro code suitable for relatively straightforward expansion into assembly language code, or, alternately, may be code written in the input language of yet another translator.

The translation process, carried through to the end of the above third stage, can in principle be completed by one simple additional step: assembly, i.e. the detailed laying-out of instructions and data and the explicit calculation of numerical addresses. However a fourth major process is often interpolated after code generation and before final assembly. This fourth phase of translation, which forms a conspicuous part of the more sophisticated translators, is an optimization phase in which the algorithm expressed by the compiled text is transformed via a series of equivalent algorithms in order to eliminate redundant calculations, to condense multiple steps into single steps, to replace slow processes by faster processes, to move instructions from frequently traversed to less frequently traversed code paths where possible, etc. Only rather elaborate optimizers attempt to perform all of the reductions described above; a more primitive optimizer may merely suppress unnecessary
loads and stores and eliminate redundant instructions on a local basis. A good optimizer is on the other hand a very extensive mechanized representation of the coding tricks found in assembly-language coding experience to be valuable. Coding tricks which are relatively stereotyped can in this way be supplied mechanically, and the quality of code improved to the level of programmer-produced assembly code or beyond.

The fifth, and final, stage of the translation process is the assembly phase. In this phase explicit calculations of the size and layout of all data and instruction blocks are performed. The formal identifiers used to represent these blocks during the earlier translation stages are explicitly converted to machine addresses. A detailed choice of registers may also be made at this stage. In a sophisticated translation system, a final class of optimizations depending closely on the machine hardware may also be made. Final rearrangement of the order of machine instructions and final specification of the detailed local patterns of register use will be carried out. The output from the assembly phase can be executable machine code which a simple loader program can read into a computer for immediate execution.
Figure 1 diagrams the compilation process which has been outlined above.
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The above outline of the compilation process is somewhat over-schematic in the distinctions that it makes between the successive stages of the translation process. Often various of the phases which we have depicted as separate are combined into a single integrated subprocess of a translator. This is sometimes done for purposes of efficiency and sometimes for purposes of convenience.

In certain cases the specific conventions of the language to be translated require the union of several translation phases. Thus, for example, the fact that standard FORTRAN does not use blanks as separators, so that the string \texttt{CALLAB(I,J) = K} is a valid assignment statement, while the lexically related string \texttt{CALLAB(I,J)} is a valid call statement in which different inter-word breaks are to be made, requires that the lexical and the syntactic scans in FORTRAN be combined.

It is also very common to combine the syntactic and the code generation pass, which we have depicted above as separate processes, into a single process. This is particularly appropriate in that the syntactic analysis process produces the information required for code generation in quite convenient form; it is therefore more efficient and no more difficult to accomplish code generation at once rather than to store syntax trees and generate code at a later point in time. Indeed, in the compilers described in this monograph, we will normally combine syntactic analysis and code generation, developing the metalinguistic conventions which we shall use in accordance with this intent. Therefore, rather than speaking of a syntactic analysis process succeeded by a code generation process, we shall come to speak of a single main subprocess accomplishing both steps.

It is not even uncommon for a compiler's code generation procedures and the optimization process which it uses to be combined into a single iterated algorithm. Such combination often results from the judgment
that the optimization process can make effective use of certain information developed by the syntactic analyzer which it would be inefficient or clumsy to store. Thus, for example, a FORTRAN DO-loop is slightly harder to recognize after code generation than during syntactic analysis, and it is sometimes found convenient to bring the syntactic analyzer and the optimizer into a sufficiently close relationship to enable the former to signal the latter at the beginning and end of loops.

Sketch code generation and final assembly are often combined, and optimization may be combined with both of them. The combination of code generation and assembly is a not infrequent response to efficiency considerations. The preparation of sketch code output intended for subsequent assembly requires a reasonably elaborate organization of subfields of information into machine words or into BCD patterns. At the beginning of the assembly process these words or patterns must be picked apart once more. By combining code generation with assembly, one is able to avoid two intermediate processes, thereby gaining in translation speed, perhaps even substantially.

The translation process as we have outlined it is sometimes elided in various useful ways. Instead of generating machine code at all, it is possible to generate sketch code in appropriate form and to end the translation process proper with this sketch code. This code may then be executed interpretively rather than directly. Such an alternative may for instance be appealing for codes that are to be executed infrequently but whose size is a consideration. In such circumstances, the sketch code form can be specially chosen to permit highly dense storage, and the resulting total program, consisting of sketch code plus interpreter, may be considerably smaller in size than fully expanded machine code. It is also possible to adapt the translator not to produce any code other than the source code at all, but to combine the syntax analysis process directly with the interpretation process. This option simply requires replacement
of the code generation subroutines of a syntax analysis-code
generation processor by corresponding routines for the direct
execution of the instructions which otherwise would be
generated. Direct interpretation of this kind, as well as
indirect interpretation in the style described just above, are
sometimes particularly convenient in situations where code is
under debugging and only very short periods of execution are
expected. In such a situation the fact that the original
source form of the code has not been totally digested means
that incremental and even dynamic-on line changes to the code
can be accomplished very readily. Moreover, an interpretation
process which keeps the symbolic source at hand can provide a
variety of useful debugging services, such as traces, traps,
etc., in particularly convenient form, i.e. provide printed
diagnostics which refer directly to the symbols of the original
input. Of course, a suitably designed machine code compiler
could also provide the same services.

The form of the sketch code to be generated by the main
translation subprocess is worth separate consideration. In
certain cases this sketch code is quite close to the final
machine code, and only differs from final machine code in that
addresses (and perhaps registers also) are designated symboli-
cally rather than numerically, the numerical determination of
these quantities being left for the final assembly step. In
other cases, the especially when a fairly elaborate optimization
phase is to follow, the generated sketch code consists not only
of schematic instructions but includes additional information
concerning the destination of branches, the dependence or
independence of referenced data fields, the nature of invoked
subroutines, and so forth. All of this additional information
is intended to facilitate the optimization process by providing
it with necessary information on the structure of the program
to be optimized. The code produced by the optimizer may have
a form directly adapted to the conventions of the machine
language for some particular machine. On the other hand, this code may consist of a sequence of macros which is relatively machine independent, and which, on submission to an appropriate macro-expander program can be transformed into executable code for any one of a variety of different machines.

The various principal phases of the translation process have particular flavors which it is worth commenting on. The lexical analysis pass is a rather simple one and is normally accomplished by a simulated finite state process. The syntactic analysis pass is highly recursive and typically makes use either of implicit or explicit push-down stacks. The code generation pass is normally straightforward and directly computational; the computations of which it consists are often combined directly with syntactic analysis. The code optimization pass, if elaborately done, is rather complex, amounting as it does to a mechanization of a miscellaneous assemblage of programming tricks. It involves two principal families of subprocesses. The first family includes those processes which analyze program flow and attempt the global elimination of redundant instructions and the global motion of instructions from frequent to less frequent code paths. The second main family of optimization processes consists of procedures which are somewhat more local in nature and amount essentially to the local combination of multiple instructions into single instructions where a machine order code set permits this.

The final assembly process is straightforward and essentially arithmetic. It uses two sets of tables, one describing the order codes of the machine for which code is being assembled and a second which is an identifier table. The identifier table is used in a straightforward way to calculate the final address of each identifier in the sketch code string produced by the code generator and to replace all occurrences of logical identifiers by corresponding machine addresses.
The design of a compiler not only involves questions concerning the algorithms by which translations are effected but also requires decisions as to how the data on which these algorithms operate is to be held. That is, one must define the data structures to be used by the compiler.

One data structure used by almost all compilers is the symbol table alluded to above. This table, whose construction begins during the lexical scan phase, is used throughout the compilation process for the global accumulation of information. As a general rule, an entry is made in the symbol table for each name found in the input string and for each auxiliary name generated by the compiler itself during the compilation process. The table entry associated with each of these names consists of a group of fields used to record the attributes of the name as these are progressively determined in the course of compilation. For example, the type of a variable (e.g., character string or arithmetic; sometimes broken down more finely, e.g., fixed or float, character string of length \( n \), etc.) is often recorded. One may record other attributes as well. For example, one may record whether or not the name is used as a subroutine argument or whether or not it identifies a global (COMMON) variable. In some compiler designs it also turns out to be convenient to admit additional symbol table entries corresponding to elementary operations (e.g., \( A+B \)). This technique, which we shall describe more fully in a later chapter, allows one to treat variables and elementary operations in a uniform way and has certain other technical advantages.

Although almost every compiler uses a symbol table, the way in which this table is structured varies considerably. For example, since the size of the symbol table required for the compilation of one program may be quite different from that required for a different program, one must decide how to allocate storage for the symbol table. Should one allocate a fixed amount of storage at the beginning of the compilation, or should one "acquire" storage from a common storage pool as entries are made in the table?
Moreover, the information fragments associated with one name may be quite different from those associated with another name. For example, if a name is used as a subscripted variable, one must record both the dimensionality and the bounds associated with that name; on the other hand, if the name represents a simple identifier this information is not needed. This raises the question of whether the entries in the table should be uniform of whether the size and information content of an entry should vary. The structure of the language to be translated will also affect decisions regarding the symbol table structure. For example, many languages permit a single name to be used to represent different variables at different points in the same program. This fact must be suitably reflected in the symbol table.

Generally speaking, questions of this sort have no unique best answers. The form of symbol tables adopted will depend partly on other design criteria which the compiler is to meet and partly on the environment in which it must operate (characterized, e.g., by memory size). For example, a compiler that attempts to produce especially good code may require different information structures than a compiler for which fast translation time is the most important goal. For reasons of this sort, one cannot specify a unique general structure for a symbol table, although common techniques can (and will) be elucidated.

The push-down stack is a type of data structure that is frequently used by compilers. Such a stack is characterized by the fact that an entry is made only at the "top" of the stack. Characteristically, in using a push-down stack, this top element is accessed more frequently than other elements of the stack. When the top element of a stack is removed, the element immediately beneath it becomes accessible. Stacks may be implemented using arrays, as shown in Figure 1.
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\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{X} \\
\text{PDSTOP} \rightarrow \\
\text{other "filled" locations} \\
\text{ABC} \\
\text{XYZ} \\
\text{PDSTOP+} \\
\end{array} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{X} \\
\text{PDSTOP} \rightarrow \\
\text{other "filled" locations} \\
\text{ABC} \\
\text{XYZ} \\
\text{PDSTOP+} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

\text{STACK('XYZ',X) is } \text{PDSTOP} = \text{PDSTOP+1} \quad \text{X(\text{PDSTOP}) = 'XYZ'}

\text{b. Stacking an element on stack } X.

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{X} \\
\text{PDSTOP} \rightarrow \\
\text{other "filled" locations} \\
\text{ABC} \\
\text{XYZ} \\
\text{PDSTOP+} \\
\end{array} & \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{X} \\
\text{PDSTOP+} \\
\text{other "filled" locations} \\
\text{ABC} \\
\text{XYZ} \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}

\text{UNSTACK(X) is } \text{PDSTOP} = \text{PDSTOP} - 1

\text{c. Unstacking an element from stack } X.

\text{Figure 1. Typical use of a pushdown stack.}
For example, two principal data structures used by a compiler-compiler described later in this monograph are pushdown stacks. These are the recursion control stack and the argument stack. The recursion control stack is used for sequencing the recursive recognition procedures and contains machine addresses (or their logical equivalents), indicating the point from which a recognition routine was called. In the process of analyzing a syntactic fragment, a recognition routine may require the services of another such routine. When this occurs, the current machine locations is saved on the recursion control stack and a transfer to the required subroutine is made. When this subroutine is finished, it retrieves the address A to which it is to return from the control stack, removes the top entry (thus making the next lower entry available) and transfers to the address A. Thus the top of the control stack always indicates the address to which the current routine is to return when its task is accomplished.

The argument stack is used for the transmission of information from one fragmentary subprocess of syntactic analysis to another and also for the transmission of information between the syntactic analysis processes and interspersed code generation routines. Its use will be described in more detail later in the present work.
It is seen from the above that the information which must be supplied to define the syntactic analysis pass consists of two principal subportions: the syntax specification describing the phrase structure of the source language to be translated, and the symbol table manipulating routines which are invoked at appropriate points during the analysis. A source language to be translated may therefore be complex either because the syntax of the language is complex in and of itself, or because the set of attributes being accumulated in the symbol table and the routines for manipulating these attributes are complex. For an algebraic language like FORTRAN, possessing a fairly straightforward syntax, but admitting a rather large family of variable types and corresponding declarations, the symbol table manipulating routines will normally amount to a mass of code at least equal in length to the syntax specifications needed.
CHAPTER 2. THE PRINCIPAL SUBPROCESS.

In this section we shall describe methods used in analyzing sentences of a programming language and ultimately for generating code for these analyzed sentences. Our aim will be to develop a language in which both of these programming tasks can be performed comfortably. We will approach this goal through a series of steps, beginning with a well-known language that is purely descriptive; i.e., that describes, in a concise and elegant way, all the legal sentences of the language. We shall show how a description written in this language relates, in a natural way, to an algorithm for recognizing these sentences in an input string. By a gradual (and, hopefully, well-motivated) process of augmentation and modification we shall turn this language into one closer to that ultimately required -- a language in which it is possible to express both sentence analysis and code generation in a natural way.
1. The Backus metalanguage.

For the effective description of language structure we require a specialized language-describing language, or a metalanguage. (On the other hand, since a reasonably designed metalanguage can describe itself, no meta-metalanguage will be required.) We shall in the course of this section and the next have occasion to consider a variety of metalanguages, each with its own particular flavor. We shall begin our discussion with the elegant metalanguage originated by John Backus of the IBM Corporation, and called the Backus metalanguage or the Backus normal form in his honor. We shall at first approach this metalanguage somewhat informally, considering it to consist of a set of rules for the iterative construction of the family of all grammatical sentences of a specified language. Each rule or definition of the Backus metalanguage consists of a left hand portion, the definiens, of an equal sign separating the left and the right hand portion of the rule, and of a right hand portion: the definer. The definiens always consists of the name of the syntactic type being defined enclosed conventionally in pointed brackets as exemplified by:

1. \( \langle \text{story} \rangle \)

The form allowed for a definer is somewhat more complicated. Most simply, a definer might consist of a sequentially concatenated string of syntactic type names, each syntactic type name being enclosed in pointed brackets. Thus, for example, a definer might have the following form.

2. \( \langle \text{beginning} \rangle \langle \text{middle} \rangle \langle \text{end} \rangle \)

The definition with the first displayed formula as definiens and the second displayed formula as definer would then be
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Regarded as a rule for the production of the syntactic element "story" this states that a story may be constructed in any manner by the concatenation of a "beginning", a "middle", and an "end". Of course, "beginning", "middle", "end" are themselves syntactic types requiring further definition. The definition of "beginning" might for instance be

(4) \(<\text{beginning}> = \langle \text{title} \rangle \langle \text{first subheading} \rangle \langle \text{introductory paragraph} \rangle \). 

Similarly, "middle" and "end" would require definitions, as would the syntactic types constituting the definer of the definiens "beginning", namely "title", "first subheading", and "introductory paragraph".

It is evident that the procedure as so far outlined can only lead from definitions to new definitions without end. In order to enable the constructions specified by the Backus metalanguage to lead not only from syntactic types to other syntactic types but also from syntactic types to final sentences, one includes atomic symbol strings in the Backus metalanguage. These strings occur on the right hand or definer side of a definition and, by convention, may be concatenated into a definer at any point. They are distinguished from the syntactic types occurring in a definer simply by not being included in pointed brackets. Thus for instance we might include in our collection of definitions some such definition as the following:

(5) \(<\text{title}> = \text{HAMLET} \)

for the syntactic type "title". This hypothetical rule states that the only possible replacement for "title" is the literal word HAMLET. Of course, a syntactic type which can only represent a single literal word can as well be omitted. That is, the logical effect of (4) and (5) could equivalently be
conveyed by the following alternative definition of the syntactic type "beginning".

(6) \(<\text{beginning}> = \text{HAMLET} <\text{first subheading}> \text{introductory paragraph}>.

A more realistic instance of the above sort of construction is given by the following definition.

(7) \(<\text{ifstatement}> = \text{IF} <\text{expression}> <\text{relationop}> <\text{expression}> \text{THEN} <\text{line number}>.

taken from an actual set of language definitions which we shall consider in some detail later, namely the metalinguistic definitions for the algebraic language known as BASIC. Definition (7) states that an \(<\text{ifstatement}> in the BASIC language consists of the literal word IF, followed by any string that can be substituted directly or indirectly for the syntactic type \(<\text{expression}>, followed by any string that may be similarly substituted for the syntactic type \(<\text{relationop}>, followed by yet another string which is substitutable for \(<\text{expression}>, followed by the literal word THEN, followed finally by any string which may be substituted for the syntactic type \(<\text{line number}>.

The description which we have given of the Backus metalanguage is still incomplete in one essential regard. The metalanguage permits definers which rather than describing only a single prescribed form for a definiens, allow any one of a number of options. The options allowed are conventionally indicated within the sequence of symbols constituting the definer by subsequences separated by vertical bars. Thus, for example, if the syntactic type "beginning" were defined by the equation

(8) \(<\text{beginning}> = \text{HAMLET} <\text{first subheading}> <\text{introductory paragraph}> \mid \text{MACBETH} <\text{introductory paragraph}>,

then a "beginning" could be constructed either by following the
The number of alternatives which may be included in a Backus normal form definer is unlimited; as indicated above, successive alternatives are to be separated by vertical bars.

Given a set of metalinguistic definitions of the form described above, one may choose a distinguished syntactic type, called the basic or root definiens, or root type. A set of definitions, together with a designated root type, is called a context free grammar or a (simple) phrase structure grammar; the set of literal strings that can be generated from the root type is called a phrase structure language. The set of definitions describing such a language is sometimes called the Backus Normal Form or BNF description of the language.

Such a set of definitions formally determines a collection of generated sentences in the following way. Let $\Sigma_1$ be the one-element set consisting of the basic definiens. If $\Sigma$ is any set of strings, let $\tau(\Sigma)$ consist of the set of strings in $\Sigma$ together with every string which may be formed from the strings in $\Sigma$ by replacing a syntactic type by one of its alternative definitions. Clearly, $\tau(\Sigma) \supseteq \Sigma$. Inductively write

$$\Sigma_2 = \tau(\Sigma_1) ; \quad \Sigma_3 = \tau(\Sigma_2) ; \quad \text{etc.}$$

Let $\Sigma_\infty$ be the union of all the sets $\Sigma_n$. Let $\Omega$ be the collection of all strings in $\Sigma$ which contain no remaining syntactic types but only literal words. The family $\Omega$ of sequences of literal words generated in this way constitutes the family of sentences of the language defined by the original finite set of Backus definitions. Note that the set $\Omega$ will, in general, be infinite. This indeed is part of the power of the Backus notation; it is a method of describing an infinity of sentences in a finite way.
The illustrative definitions above may be included in a complete, though miniature, grammar as follows:

\[\text{*story*} = \text{*beginning*} \text{*middle*} \text{*end*}\]
\[\text{*beginning*} = \text{HAMLET} \text{CHAPTER 1} \text{ONCE UPON A TIME} \text{ONCE LONG AGO}\]
\[\text{*middle*} = \text{BOY MET GIRL} \text{GIRL MET BOY}\]
\[\text{*end*} = \text{AND LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER}\]

The reader may review and test his understanding of the Backus metalanguage by generating various \*story*'s belonging to the phrase structure grammar described above. It is to be noted that even though all of the generated strings are entitled either HAMLET or MACBETH their structures are primitive and quite unshakespearian. A more interesting language would of course require a less rudimentary grammar for its definition.

While the Backus metalanguage, as described above, already constitutes a useful device for the description of languages, it is convenient, especially for the description of mechanical languages, to add two more features to it. The first addition is motivated by the following consideration. Often, in mechanical languages, repetitive lists are used, as, for example, in the FORTRAN declaration statement

\[(9)\quad \text{INTEGER } A,B,C,D,E,F\]

It is, in fact, possible to define repetitive lists of the form occurring in (9) directly in terms of the Backus metalanguage. The required metalinguistic construction is merely

\[(10)\quad \text{<list>} = \text{<term>} \text{<term>} \text{<term>} \quad \text{<term><term><term>}
\quad \text{<term>} = \text{, ,}</list>\]

Overfrequent use of such a recursive form is sometimes clumsy. To provide a less clumsy metalinguistic expression applicable
to the definition of repetitive lists we can introduce the convention that if the name of a syntactic type included in pointed brackets is suffixed with an asterisk then repetition of the syntactic type any number of times, from zero to infinity, is intended. With this convention we can rewrite the syntactic definition (10) as

$$<\text{list}> = <\text{term}> \cdot <\text{cterm}*>$$

(11)

$$<\text{cterm}> = ,<\text{term}>$$

The definitions (11) may be read informally as follows:
a list consists of a term followed by an arbitrary number, perhaps zero, of "cterms"; a "cterm" consists of an occurrence of the literal "comma", followed by a "term".

A second addition to the Backus metalanguage has the following motivation. In some cases, it is more efficient, as well as more convenient, to treat a few of the simpler elements of a language lexically, rather than syntactically. The details of the lexical scan process required to accomplish this are given in Chapter 3 below; a theoretical discussion indicating the point at which the boundary between the lexical and the syntactic may most appropriately be drawn will be found in Chapter 4. When such a lexical scan has been applied, some of the character substrings in the source text are conglomerated into "words" which it is appropriate to treat in syntactic analysis as indivisible atoms. Each of these lexical atoms will be designated by the lexical scanner as having some particular type. E.g., in standard FORTRAN the lexical types: integer, name, octal constant, Hollerith constant, etc. would appear. At certain points in the syntactic description of a sentence we would then wish to indicate that an atom of a given type (rather than some fixed literal) is required. For this purpose we shall merely indicate the type
of a required atom with a prefixed asterisk as follows:

\[(12) \quad \text{*name}\]

Adopting this convention, we are able to write syntactic equations like

\[
\text{<subroutine statement> = SUBROUTINE <name> (</name> <namec*)>}
\]

\[(13) \quad <namec> = , <name>\]

The syntactic definitions (13) are to be read as follows: a "subroutine statement" consists of the literal word SUBROUTINE, followed by an atomic name, followed by a literal left parenthesis, followed by another atomic name, followed by an arbitrary number of repetitions of the syntactic type "namec", followed by a literal right parenthesis. The syntactic type "namec" consists of a literal comma followed by an atomic name.

We conclude the present section by noting that the Backus metalanguage, like any other reasonable metalanguage, may be used to define itself. In doing so however we must avoid confusion between the literal symbols occurring in the language being defined and the markers used as metalinguistic separators in the definition of this language. The only symbols having a special meaning in the Backus metalanguage, as we have described it, are the left-hand pointed bracket, the right-hand pointed bracket, the vertical bar, the asterisk, and the equal sign. All ambiguity can be avoided merely by substituting other symbols for these symbols. The formulae below then describe the Backus metalanguage in terms of itself. In writing them we have substituted round brackets for pointed brackets, and a slash mark for a vertical bar. As remarked above, this enables us to regard the conventional BNF separators as literals rather than as syntactic separators. Since the asterisk and the equal sign always occur in fixed locations relative to the other separators, they can cause no confusion and we need not use another symbol for either of them.
(wholedescription) = (defingroup*)
(defingroup) = (definition)
(definition) = <(*name)> = (definers)
(definers) = (definer) / (definer) (xtradefs*)
(xtradefs) = |(definer)
(definer) = (parts*)
(parts) = (*name) / <(*name)> / <(*name)>/<(*name)>*

The reader should examine this set of definitions closely and note that in its brief compass it specifies precisely the Backus metalanguage described informally in the preceding paragraphs.

The sequence of generative actions which lead from the root type of a grammar to a sentence valid in the grammar may be represented in a convenient and illuminating graphical form by the use of diagrammed parse trees. Such a tree is a collection of nodes, represented by points, and of branches, represented by lines connecting (higher) nodes to (lower) nodes. Each application during the generation of a given sentence of a Backus definition to replace an intermediate symbol α by a string of symbols β₁...βₙ is represented in the parse tree by a node which is marked with the symbol α and from which there depend n branches to nodes marked with the symbol β₁,...,βₙ respectively. Thus, for example, the parse tree of a particular sentence belonging to the miniature grammar described just above is shown in Figure 1.

```
<story>
  <beginning>   <middle>   <end>
    BOY MET GIRL
    HAMLET
      <introductory paragraph>
        ONCE LONG AGO
        AND LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER

CHAPTER I
```

Figure 1. An illustrative parse tree.
A language is called ambiguous if there exists a sentence of it which has more than one parse tree, unambiguous otherwise; almost all of the programming languages with which we shall deal are unambiguous.

The general aim of syntactic analysis is the explicit construction of the parse tree of input sentences; this forms a necessary part of compilation since the sequence of machine operations corresponding to a given source-language statement is represented explicitly in the structure of the sentence's parse tree, but only implicitly in the sentence itself. The parse tree of a sentence may be represented explicitly, and related explicitly to the grammar defining it, as follows.

Let a Backus grammar with definitions

\[(14) \quad a = b_1 b_2 \cdots b_n \mid c_1 c_2 \cdots c_m \mid \ldots \]

be given. Modify each definition in the following way:

i) Introduce, for each intermediate symbol \( a \) of the grammar, an otherwise unused terminal symbol, \( A \).

ii) Modify each definer of the intermediate symbol \( a \) by prefixing to it a left parenthesis and affixing to it the symbol \( A \) followed by a right parenthesis.

Applying the above definition to the definition (14), for example, we obtain the modified definition

\[(15) \quad a = (\beta_1 \beta_2 \cdots \beta_n A) \mid (c_1 c_2 \cdots c_m A) \mid \ldots \]

The grammar (15) may well be called the explicitly tagged version of the grammar (14). A parse tree of a sentence according to a grammar (14), which exhibits the use of some particular sequence of Backus definitions, corresponds precisely to the unique sentence produced according to the modified grammar (15) by the use of a precisely matching sequence of definitions. The parenthesis and node-type marks present in the latter sentence show the node structure.
of a parse tree in an explicit way. Thus, for example, we might by the use of the "explicit tagging" technique indicated above represent the parse tree shown in Figure 1 by the explicitly marked sentence

(16) ("HAMLET" ("CHAPTER 1" firstsubheading)
      ("ONCE LONG AGO" introductory paragraph)beginning)
      ("ROY MET GIRL" middle)
      ("AND LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER" end)story)

From this point of view, we may regard any parser as aiming to supply the parenthesizing and node-type marks present in a sentence generated according to the explicitly tagged version of the grammar (14), but present only implicitly in the corresponding sentence generated according to the grammar (14) itself. This makes it plain that a parser is useful because it enables us to write programs in a relatively brief and convenient form in which a large number of auxiliary marks are left implicit, and to recover these marks subsequently for explicit use in the generation of machine instructions.
2. **Anticipatory Survey of the Parsing Algorithms to be Discussed in What Follows.**

It is the intent of the present section to prepare the reader for the discussion of parsing algorithms which is to follow (principally in the remainder of the present chapter and in Chapter IV) by surveying the parsing methods which are to be studied in what follows. As we have seen, parsing is the process of making explicit the implicit structure of a sentence. The methods which can be used to parse may be classified according to various of their salient properties. One basic distinction is that separating the top-down or goal-directed methods from the bottom-up or data-directed methods.

In a top-down method (methods of this class will be more systematically and carefully described in later sections of the present chapter), the basic strategy is to start from the root symbol <a> and attempt to generate a sentence that matches the input sentence. Since, as we noted above, a grammar in general describes an infinity of sentences, we must include in this generation process checks on the plausibility of the partially formed string matching the input string. We accomplish this approximately as follows.

The root symbol <a> is defined by a set of alternatives

\[ <a> = \ldots | b_1 b_2 \ldots b_n | \ldots \]

We begin by choosing one of these alternatives, say \( b_1 b_2 \ldots b_n \), and forming the string

\[ b_1 b_2 \ldots b_n \]

Each \( b_i \) represents either a terminal symbol or a syntactic type. If \( b_1 \) is a terminal symbol, it is matched against the first symbol on the input string. If there is a match, an input string pointer is incremented and attention turns to \( b_2 \); otherwise another alternative is chosen for <a> and the process restarted. If \( b_1 \) represents a syntactic type, it is replaced in the string by one of its alternatives, say \( e_1 \ldots e_r \), resulting in a string

\[ e_1 \ldots e_r b_2 \ldots b_n \]
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The expansion and comparison process is then applied to \( e_1 \), etc. In general one will be dealing with a string

\[ c_1 c_2 \cdots c_k c_{k+1} \cdots c_f \]

in which \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_k \) are terminal symbols that have been successfully matched to the first \( k \) symbols of the input. The elements \( c_{k+1}, \ldots, c_f \) remain to be examined. If \( c_{k+1} \) is a syntactic type, we replace it by one of its alternatives. If \( c_{k+1} \) is a terminal symbol, it is checked against the \((k+1)\)st input symbol; if it matches, attention is turned to \( c_{k+2} \). If not, it is clear that the alternative of which \( c_{k+1} \) is a part was an incorrect choice. Therefore, that whole alternative (and possibly additional alternatives in which it was contained) must be replaced with another and the input pointer backed up accordingly. This procedure continues until either a string is produced that exactly matches the input or until the possible alternatives for generation are exhausted, in which case the input is grammatically incorrect.

In a bottom-up method we survey the input string \( w \) and attempt (using any one of a number of alternative algorithms, cf. Chapter IV) to find an intermediate symbol \(<f>\) of the grammar and a substring \( w' \) of \( w \) which forms an allowed definition for this intermediate symbol. Whenever this is possible, we replace the substring \( w' \) of \( w \) by the single intermediate symbol \(<f>\), thereby obtaining a condensed intermediate string \( w_1 \) to which the same basic step may be iteratively reapplied. Proceeding in this way we attempt to condense the given string into a single character representing the root-type of \( \Gamma \). Whenever the condensation process is blocked, we must find an alternative sequence of condensations to try.
A second basic distinction among parsing methods separates the advancing schemes from the backup-oriented schemes. Advancing parsers aim to attain efficiency by avoiding all conditional decisions which may arise during a parse and which can lead after several apparently successful steps to an ultimate failure. A well-designed advancing parser will analyze an input sentence consisting of $n$ lexical atoms in a number of steps proportional to $n$, the best asymptotic behavior which can be expected in view of the evident necessity to scan every symbol of an input string in parsing it. Such schemes pay for their efficiency through their inability to handle the most general grammar. Backup-oriented parsers, accepting the necessity to reverse prior parse-guesses at a later stage, can handle more general grammars, but may be less efficient in their treatment of grammars permitting an advancing parse.

We may usefully distinguish between parsing methods capable of handling only a sub-class of the class of all Backus grammars, and parsing methods capable of handling the most general Backus grammar. It should not, of course, be expected that every backup-oriented parsing scheme can handle every Backus grammar; we note in particular that the very simple top-down backup-oriented schemes presented as an introduction to parsing techniques in the next sections of the present chapter, while they are capable of handling a fairly large class of grammars, will nevertheless fail completely to handle even very simple Backus grammars if these grammars contain any one of a number of forbidden features. (We will first meet parsing algorithms capable of treating arbitrary context-free grammars in Chapter IV). A principal effort in the present chapter will be the discussion of an easy-to-use class of top-down parsers, basically advancing but capable of backup when necessary, which can handle an extensive but not completely general class of grammars.
Ease of use is of course an important feature according to which parsers may be classified. Various other aspects of a parser combine to determine its ease of use. A parsing algorithm capable of treating arbitrary grammars will often be easier to use than one which can only handle a special class of grammars. A parser capable of treating only a special class of grammars may be particularly clumsy to use if the class of grammars which can be treated is defined by conditions which are not easy to state directly in terms of those structures, visible in the terminal strings of the grammar, for which the would-be compiler writer has an intuitive familiarity. Frequently such conditions are imposed on a grammar in order that it may be transformed into some set of tables which the recognizer finds convenient to use. The precedence oriented recognizers discussed in Chapter IV employ techniques of this kind. This leads to another parameter determining ease of use, namely the extent to which the metalinguage in which the parse is expressed must be transformed to obtain the code and/or tables which constitute the running parser. Extensive metalinguistic pre-processing, especially if only a sub-class of grammars can finally be accepted, will normally imply a system somewhat harder to use than one involving a metalinguage closer in structure to the parser code which it represents. The extent of pre-transformation will also govern the degree to which a metalinguage can incorporate features which, strictly speaking, represent extensions of the basic Backus concept rather than elements possibly belonging to this concept. One of the advantages of the class of top-down schemes described in the later sections of the present chapter is that, involving relatively simple metalinguistic processing, they are easy to use and adapt easily to generalization.

Parsers may appropriately be classified according to the speed with which they are capable of analyzing sentences of a given length. Advancing schemes will analyze sentences of length n in a number of steps asymptotically proportional
to \( n \) multiplied by an efficiency factor characterizing the particular scheme and determined by the adequacy of the methods which it employs to avoid false starts and to proceed directly to the performance of required steps. The best algorithms from this point of view are undoubtedly the deterministic bottom-up schemes described in Chapter IV.

We note in this connection that action of a strictly advancing bottom-up parser may, in many cases, be understood in terms of the notion of a context-dependent grammar, inverse to a given Backus grammar \( \Gamma \). A context-dependent grammar or more preferably, a set of context-dependent re-writing rules is, for our purposes, a set of definitions of the form (17),

\[
(17) \quad \alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_m \beta_1 \ldots \beta_n \gamma_1 \ldots \gamma_k = \alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_m \delta \gamma_1 \ldots \gamma_k.
\]

and where

\[
(18) \quad \delta = \beta_1 \ldots \beta_n
\]

is an alternative of some definition belonging to \( \Gamma \). In writing (17), we mean to imply that the string \( \beta_1 \ldots \beta_n \) when it occurs in a context in which the string \( \alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_m \) appears to its left and the string \( \gamma_1 \ldots \gamma_k \) appears to its right, may be replaced by the character \( \delta \). Intuitively speaking, such an inverse grammar describes a family of syntactic condensations, which if the original grammar is to be parsable by use of the inverse grammar, must be capable of condensing arbitrary sentences written according to \( \Gamma \) back into the root symbol of \( \Gamma \). Each application of a context-dependent rule (17) inverts some particular application of a definition of \( \Gamma \), and may be considered as corresponding to a given node in the parse tree of the sentence to which the rule is applied. The grammars which may be parsed by bottom-up deterministic methods are those
for which inverse grammars of the above sort exist. Parsing algorithms taking advantage of the existence of inverse grammars fall into two main classes: those for which the grammar inverse to \( \Gamma \) is produced from \( \Gamma \) itself by application of a syntactic pre-transformation, and those which require the compiler-writer to supply the inverse grammar explicitly. In Chapter IV, we shall consider deterministic parsing algorithms of both types.

Parsing algorithms may also be rated by the speed with which they can analyze sentences written according to grammars not permitting parse by an advancing scheme, or, alternatively, sentences written according to grammars with a high degree of local ambiguity. Among known parsers, the best in this regard are the "nodal span" parsers described in Chapter IV, which analyze arbitrary sentences of length \( n \) written according to unambiguous grammars in a time proportional to \( n^2 \), and analyze sentences of length \( n \) written according to arbitrary grammars in a time proportional to \( n^3 \). These speeds are very much superior to the speeds with which other parsers will analyze sentences of like length. In particular, it is to be noted that many back-up oriented parsers may require a time proportional to \( k^n \) to parse sentences of length \( n \) written according to an ambiguous grammar.

The amount of storage required by a parser is an aspect of its efficiency as important as the speed of the parser. A parser may require large amounts of storage for one of two different reasons. On the one hand, the parser itself may either consist of a large amount of code or may require rather large pre-compiled decision tables as auxiliary information during its run. On the other hand, a parser may require extensive storage space for the storage of information developing dynamically during the parse of a given sentence. Advancing parsers are generally free of the latter problem, since they normally require an amount of space for the storage of dynamically-developed information which is not more than
proportional to the length of the sentence being parsed and which in many cases will be considerably smaller than the space required to contain the full input sentence. It is to be noted, however, that certain of the advancing schemes described in Chapter IV, especially those which use "look-ahead" very extensively, may require excessively large pre-compiled tables of look-ahead information. However, for certain languages which can be parsed by an advancing scheme requiring only a very few characters of contextual information, the tables required by the best bottom-up advancing parsers are not large, so that a bottom-up parse scheme which is highly efficient both in regard to time and in regard to space can be developed. The nodal scan parsers described in Chapter IV require, even in treating the most general grammars, an amount of intermediate storage proportional only to the square of the length of the sentence being parsed. For extensive classes of grammars these same parsers require an amount of intermediate storage which is only linearly proportional to the length of the sentence being parsed. It is to be noted that, by passing from a fully compiled parser to an interpretive version of the same parser, thereby replacing fully expanded code by some specially contrived dense tabular representation of the same code, we can decrease the amount of code space required by the parser at the cost of a certain loss in running speed.

We may describe the parse algorithms to be presented in Chapters II and IV in the light of classifications described above as follows. We begin by developing a very simple top-down back-up oriented scheme. This scheme is neither efficient nor wholly general and is in fact rather inadequate; it is presented merely as an introduction to the general principles involved in top-down parsers. Then we go on to describe a basically advancing top-down scheme and its associated metalanguage. This scheme is reasonably adequate,
is easy to use, and, since the generation of a running parser involves relatively simple pre-transformations of the metalanguage in which the parsers of this class are described, is easy to generalize. We shall use the "extended Backus" metalanguage corresponding to this class of parser as a standard means for the description of programming languages in subsequent chapters of the present book.

In Chapter IV we begin to consider bottom-up schemes. We start with a description of the very attractive "nodal span" scheme due to Cocke, Younger, and Early. This algorithm handles arbitrary Backus grammars, gives best-known asymptotic parse speeds for general grammars whether ambiguous or unambiguous, and is relatively moderate in its storage requirements both for code and table space and for space needed for the storage of dynamically developed information. Next we give an account of bottom-up parsers defined by the explicit specification of a grammar inverse to the Backus grammar defining the language to be parsed. Such schemes are not hard to use, and are capable of producing parsing programs quite satisfactory from the point of view of efficiency and size.

The final sections of Chapter IV are devoted to a description of advancing bottom-up parsing schemes which use bounded context methods. These schemes probably define the fastest known parsers for the class of languages which they handle. In some cases, however, the attractiveness of these parsers is marred by the large auxiliary tables which they require. It may also be noted that, since parsers of this kind can treat only a restricted class of grammars, the analysis of a given language by these methods may involve a preliminary stage of grammatical debugging during which, by modification of the grammar for the language which we wish to parse, we force the grammar to conform to the restrictions imposed by the parsing method.
We note in conclusion of the present introductory section that, as is often the case with theoretical models of procedures having a pragmatic origin, the parsing algorithms to be developed in the subsequent sections of this chapter and in Chapter IV go considerably beyond the methods directly needed for the analysis of the commonest programming languages. Almost all languages that will be met in practice can be treated either by a bottom-up precedence method, i.e., by the simplest of the methods to be discussed in Chapter IV, or by some slight variant of such a method. This parsing method is also fast; moreover, it requires little space. Thus even the simplest of the parsing algorithms to be described in what follows gives a good practical answer to the question "how to parse."
3. **Sentence Analysis in a Phrase Structure Language.**

The Backus metalanguage, as we have now defined it, is quite a powerful tool for the description of languages. Somewhat further on in our discussion we shall want to supplement and to modify this metalinguistic tool in various ways. However, before doing so, it is appropriate to take a first look at the principal problem in the use of a metalanguage in the construction of translators: the interpretation of metalanguages for language analysis rather than their use to describe sentence synthesis.

Consider a typical BNF definition, as e.g.

(1) \[
\text{<ifstatement>} = \text{IF}<\text{expression}><\text{relationop}><\text{expression}>
\text{THEN}<\text{line number}>.
\]

This statement not only describes the construction of an <ifstatement>, but, conversely, indicates the steps of analysis required to discover the constituent subportions of a source language statement, assuming this source language statement to be an <ifstatement>. These are as follows:

1. **The literal word** IF **must be found.**

   If this word is not present, then our attempt to analyze the given source language statement as an <ifstatement> fails.

2. **Next we must find a collection of atomic constituents which together constitute an** <expression>. **If not all the constituents required are present, our attempt to analyze the given source language statement as an** <ifstatement> **fails.**
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3. Next we must find the constituents required for a <relationop>.
4. Next must follow a set of constituents which together form an <expression>.
5. Next we must find the literal word THEN.
6. Next we must find all the necessary constituents to form a <line number>.

If all of the six steps listed above are successfully completed, then our analytic construction of an <ifstatement> comes to a successful end. If any of the six steps fails, then our source statement may be a grammatical statement of some other sort, but it is certainly not an <ifstatement>.

The six steps outlined above can be represented as a sequence of invocations of just two procedures, RECOGNIZE and FIND SUBPART. These procedures will work on a source string in left to right serial order, moving a 'next word' pointer along as syntactic analysis progresses. The RECOGNIZE procedure requires only a single parameter, namely the literal word which the procedure is required to RECOGNIZE. When invoked, the RECOGNIZE procedure has only to signal whether the specified literal word is or is not present as the next atomic word to be scanned in the source string. The success-failure signal which the RECOGNIZE routine provides may conveniently be transmitted through some machine register or memory cell available to the remaining parts of an over-all syntactic analysis program. The FIND SUBPART procedure also requires a single parameter, namely an identifier defining the particular subpart which is to be found. FIND SUBPART therefore acts as a parametrized subroutine transfer, routing the syntactic analysis process to the beginning of the sequence of steps required for the analysis of whatever syntactic type is momentarily required as a constituent in some larger structure.

In terms of these two procedures the syntactic reconstruction of an <ifstatement> as described by the metalinguistic definition (1) above is as follows.
(2) RECOGNIZE (IF)
FIND SUBPART(EXPRSION)
FIND SUBPART(RELATIONOP)
FIND SUBPART(EXPRSION)
RECOGNIZE(THEN)
FIND SUBPART(LINE NUMBER)
.

The sequence of steps (2) may be considered to represent a section of syntactic analysis in skeleton form. However, it is incomplete in a few major regards.

a) Since the algorithmic steps (2) are to be part of a larger algorithm which will have to invoke (2) as a subportion, a pair of labels, which we might agree to supply in some such conventional form as
BEGIN IFSTATEMENT

and

END

are required. The first of these labels is of course to be placed at the beginning of (2), and the second is to be placed at the end of (2).

b) In writing the algorithmic steps (2) we mean to imply that if any of the successive recognition or subpart finding substeps fails of successful completion then the whole sequence of steps is considered to fail.

To complete the specification of the analysis procedure we must therefore define the action to be taken if any of the sequence of steps (2) fails. One of two responses will be appropriate in the case of failure. If the <ifstatement> is a subpart of some more inclusive syntactic type in which the <ifstatement> is a constituent of one alternative but which allows other alternatives as well, we merely wish, on failing to find a complete <ifstatement>, to pass to the next alternative and to attempt analysis in accordance with this alternative. In this case, we must also push the pointer defining the next source word to be scanned back to the position it had at the beginning of our attempt to construct
an <ifstatment>. If, on the other hand, no syntactic alternative exists, then the failure of an attempted analysis indicates that the source sentence under examination is ungrammatical. We then wish to emit some diagnostic remark useful to the originator of the source language statement and to pass on at once to analysis of the next sentence in the source string.

When the FIND SUBPART procedure is invoked in a semantic analysis we must therefore arrange to store
(i) The address to which return is to be made on successful construction of the required subpart.
(ii) The alternative address to which we wish to proceed in the event of failure.
(iii) The current value of the word scan pointer.

A reasonable method for storing this information as it is developed dynamically, and which has the essential property of being fully recursive, is as follows: Establish a push-down stack on which the information items (i), (ii), (iii) may be stacked. Establish a POPUP routine which works in conjunction with the FIND SUBPART and RECOGNIZE procedures. This POPUP routine should transfer to one of the two stacked addresses, (i) or (ii), in the event of successful return from an invocation of FIND SUBPART, and to the other in the event of an unsuccessful return. On unsuccessful return, the POPUP routine should also restore the word scan pointer to its stacked value. At the time of return, POPUP should also remove the three stacked items which it has just used from the top of the pushdown stack.

A stack of the sort that we have described forms the basic mechanism of recursive control in a BNF syntactic analyzer. If the analysis process is to produce syntax trees as output we require another data structure and some few additional procedures. In this case the POPUP routine will also bear the responsibility for building the syntax tree.

A very simple tree-building method which can be used is as follows. On each successful return from a FIND SUBPART call a syntactic tree subsection is
to be built. When such a tree section is built, a pointer referencing it is left on the top of a so-called argument pushdown stack. The elements to be linked into the tree subsection to be built at any point are the top few elements referenced by the argument pushdown stack. That is, on successful return from a FIND SUBPART invocation (1) we conglomerate the tree sections referenced by the top few elements of the argument pushdown stack into a single larger subtree, (2) remove the reference to the conglomerated elements from the top of the pushdown stack, and (3) place a reference to the new conglomerate on top of the pushdown stack. The number of elements at the top of a pushdown stack which are to be conglomerated at any point is precisely equal to the number of syntactic subelements contained in the syntactic type which has just been successfully found. If syntax trees are the only desired output from the syntactic analysis process this single recursive tree construction procedure can be used throughout the operation of the syntactic analysis process. On unsuccessful return from a FIND SUBPART invocation, all those tree fragments which correspond to successfully found syntactic subelements of the failed syntactic type must be erased and references to them removed from the top of the argument pushdown stack.

The following example will illustrate the combined action of the syntax analysis mechanism and its auxiliary tree-building mechanism.

Consider the simple language defined by the following small set of descriptors.

(3)  \texttt{<ifstatement> = IF}<expression><relatop> <expression> THEN \\
    \texttt{<line number> \\
    <expression> = <*>name> + <expression> | <*>name} \\
    \texttt{- <expression> | <*>name} \\
    \texttt{<relatop> = > | < | =}
The basic type in this little phrase structure grammar is, of course, <ifstatement>. Suppose that the source statement to be analyzed is

\[(4) \quad \text{IF } A - B > C \text{ THEN } 100 \].

When syntax analysis begins the argument stack is empty, the word scan pointer is set to the first word of the source string, and no syntax trees or subtrees have been constructed. The initial state is represented diagrammatically in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. IF A - B > C THEN 100

The RECOGNIZE procedure is now called to recognize the word IF, does so successfully, and advances the word scan pointer by one word. Figure 2 shows the situation after the operation has taken place. We indicate the current position of the word scan pointer by writing all words preceding it in small letters; all other words are written in capitals.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. if A - B > C THEN 100.

FIND SUBPART is now invoked and required to find an <expression>. It begins with the first alternative form of the syntactic type <expression>, which requires that the lexical element <*name*> be found. This is successfully found, and made into a miniature
tree section consisting of just one twig. A reference to this tree section is placed on the top of the argument pushdown stack. After this operation, the analytic situation is as shown in Figure 3.

Next, RECOGNIZE is called to find the sign +. It fails to do so. The first alternative definer \(<\text{name}> + \text{<expression>}\) consequently fails, and the syntactic analysis process reverts to its status as of the beginning of the attempt to parse the source statement using this definer. After this reversion, the situation is as indicated in Figure 4.

Now the second alternative version of the syntactic type \(<\text{expression}>\) is tried. This requires that the lexical type \(<\text{name}>\) be found. It is found and made into a subtree, leading to the situation show in Figure 5.
Next, RECOGNIZE is required to find the sign -. It does so, a reference to a mini-tree T3 is placed on the stack, the word scan pointer is advanced, and FIND SUBPART is again called to find an <expression>. After trying two false alternatives it will succeed, whereupon the situation shown in Figure 6 will be attained.

(a) | T1: IF
   | T2: <*name>
   | T3: -
   | T4: <*name>

(b) (tree sections)

Figure 6. if a - b > C THEN 100. B
Since the call to FIND SUBPART to find an <expression> is complete, the components of this expression (only T4 in this case) are removed from the argument stack and replaced by the tree for the expression; this yields the situation shown in Figure 7.

(a) | T1: IF
   | T2: <*name>
   | T3: -
   | T5: <expression>

(b) (tree sections)

Figure 7. IF a - b > C THEN 100. B
But this completes the call to FIND SUBPART for the larger <expression>; consolidation of the nodes T2, T3, T5 representing this expression leads to the situation shown in Figure 8.

(a) | T1: IF
   | T6: <expression>
   | <*name> - <expression>

(b) (tree sections)

Figure 8. IF a - b > C THEN 100.
Subsequent stages of the syntactic analysis and tree-building process are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
Figure 9. if a - b > c THEN 100

Figure 10. if a - b > c then 100

At this point, the call to FIND SUBPART for <ifstatement> has been successfully completed. Therefore the tree sections T1, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10 representing its components are consolidated into the single tree shown in Figure 11.
Observe that the tree section of Figure 11 is a completely explicit representation of the syntactic structure of the source statement (4).

It is not strictly necessary to represent the terminal items discovered by calls to RECOGNIZE (e.g., IF, THEN) as separate elements of the parse tree. Rather, one can indicate the presence of these items by a parameter of the syntactic type in which they occur. For example, one could rewrite the tree of Figure 11 as:

In fact, we shall use this condensed form of the tree from here on in.
A convenient and simple mechanism for building the tree sections alluded to in the preceding paragraphs is as follows. A tree section stack is established. Each item placed into this stack is either a node descriptor or a branch indicator. A node descriptor describes the type of a particular node, and in particular, specifies the number of branches which the node supports. A branch indicator will either indicate an atomic symbol, or, alternatively, correspond to some branch emerging from a node, and is merely a pointer to the node descriptor belonging to the node which this branch reaches. The branch indicators therefore merely contain those tree section stack or symbol table addresses at which node items on the one hand or atomic symbol items on the other are to be found. Branch descriptors are therefore identical with argument stack entries. To build a new node during the parse process, we have only to transfer a number of (branch descriptor) items from the argument stack to the tree section stack, cap off these items with an appropriate node descriptor, and place the address of the new node descriptor at the top of the argument stack. Note that, if we use this procedure, we can erase nodes merely by decrementing the "top of the stack" pointer of the tree section stack.

The analysis process which we have just described has previously been summarized in the algorithm (2) above. The reader will recognize, however, that (2) gives only an incomplete representation of the syntactic analysis process. Note first of all that this algorithm contains no indication of the instruction to which transfer is to be made on the failure of any of the "RECOGNIZE" or "FIND SUBPART" invocations of which the algorithm consists. In order to supply this missing feature we must, of course, allow a label to be attached any line of a syntactic analysis algorithm of the type represented in (2) above. Moreover, we must provide for the use of an additional basic syntax analysis subroutine whose purpose it will be to establish a label to which transfer
is to be made on a failure return from any "FIND SUBPART" or "RECOGNIZE" invocation. The necessary additional basic routine may be called "STACK", and can conveniently be coded as a subroutine with a single argument, this argument being the label to which transfer is to be made by "RECOGNIZE" or by "FIND SUBPART" on a failure return. It is convenient, in coding this routine, to have it stack not only this "FAILURE" address, but also to enter a pointer to the current top location of the tree section stack used in the syntactic analysis process. Of course, both of these quantities are to be placed on the top of the syntactic analysis control stack. By saving an indication of the current state of the tree section stack, we make erasure of partially constructed subtrees on the occurrence of a failure return midway through a syntactic analysis convenient. Indeed, as indicated in the preceding paragraphs, the syntactic analysis tree is progressively be built up on the tree section stack during the syntactic analysis process, and, using this technique, erasure may be accomplished simply by returning the tree section stack pointer to its earlier value.

A new "failure label" will be established by a call to the STACK subroutine at the beginning of the section of recognition code corresponding to each Backus normal form alternative. This label will, in each case, reference the section of syntactic analysis code corresponding to the next Backus alternative in sequence to be tried on the failure of the Backus alternative represented by the current algorithmic block, if any such alternative exists. On the other hand, if no Backus alternative exists, the failure label established by the STACK subroutine must (explicitly or implicitly) reference a standard BACK label, upon transfer to which the POPUP routine already described (cf. the paragraph following i), ii), and iii) above) is to be called, the success-failure flag being set to the "failure" state.
Using the conventions introduced just above, it is easy for us to write the detailed form of the algorithmic expansion of the "IF" statement syntax described by the Backus formulae (3). Such an account is given in Table I. Each of the labels in Table I corresponds to a Backus alternative. The separate subroutine invocations which follow this label correspond to the various syntactic items of which the complete Backus definer of <ifstatement> is composed. The routines invoked in Table I are RECOGNIZE and FIND SUBPART, whose significance has already been explained, the routine STACK which has the significance described immediately above, and two routines POPYES and POPNO, which are invocations of the POPUP routine in its "successful return" and its "unsuccessful return" alternatives.

In Table I we have also made use of a subroutine FIND LEXICAL, whose significance may be explained as follows. In writing the syntactic description in (3), we have explicitly indicated that certain syntactic types (in particular, the syntactic type "name") are to be treated lexically rather than syntactically. This has been indicated in terms of the "prefixed asterisk" convention established and explained in the paragraph of section 1 of the present chapter immediately preceding formula (12). The occurrence of such an atomic lexical type in a Backus descriptor implies that an elementary routine permitting essentially immediate recognition of a lexical atom, rather than a complex, possibly recursive, procedure for the recognition of a composite syntactic type, is to be used. It is this elementary lexical-atom finding routine that has been called FIND LEXICAL in the algorithm of Table I. The FIND LEXICAL procedure is assumed to consult a table of lexical atoms, established by a preceding lexical scan of the raw input string, which scan, in the manner already explained, and using the techniques to be described in more detail in Chapter 3, reduces the raw input string to a condensed string of lexical atom pointers on the one hand, and to a set of symbol table entries describing the various lexical atoms on the other.
Table I. Complete Algorithmic Expansion of <ifstatement> syntax.

ifstatement:      stack(back)
  recognize(if)
  find subpart(expression)
  find subpart(relatop)
  find subpart(expression)
  recognize(then)
  find lexical (line number)
popyes
expression:       stack(expressm)
  find lexical(name)
  recognize(plus)
  find subpart(expression)
popyes
expressm:        stack(expressnam)
  find lexical(name)
  recognize(minus)
  find subpart(expression)
popyes
expressnam:      stack(back)
  find lexical(name)
popyes
relatop:          stack(lessrel)
  recognize(gtsign)
popyes
lessrel:          stack(eqrel)
  recognize(ltsign)
popyes
eqrel:            stack(back)
  recognize(eqsing)
popyes
back:             popno
The FIND LEXICAL procedure will normally be able to determine whether its success or its failure return is to be taken by direct examination of certain pre-established "attribute" bits in a symbol table, and consequently has, in this regard, a flavor more like that of the elementary RECOGNIZE routine than like that of the more complex FIND SUBPART routine. FIND LEXICAL differs from RECOGNIZE however, in that instead of merely returning a success indicator in case of success, it enters a pointer to the successfully found lexical atom into the argument stack. This pointer will, in the manner explained above, subsequently be incorporated into the complete syntax tree which we take to be the desired output of the syntactic analysis procedure.

Note that, in the algorithm shown in Table I, we have assumed that <ifstatement> is a syntactic subtype forming part of a larger Backus grammar, so that, when and if our input string fails to parse as an "ifstatement" we merely make a normal failure return to the higher level grammatical from which FIND SUBPART(IFSTATEMENT) has been invoked.

Note also the fundamental fact that the syntactic analysis algorithm shown in Table I can be obtained by straightforward mechanical expansion from the Backus normal form description (shown in formula (3) above) of <ifstatement>. Of course, in a mechanical expansion, meaningless rather than mnemonic labels would be attached to the code corresponding to the two alternative versions of the syntactic type "expression"; in Table I, we have attached the mnemonic labels "expressm" and "expressnam" to these alternative versions of the syntactic type <expression>. Except, however, to the human reader of such an algorithm, this point is without significance. The detailed methods by which Backus normal form descriptions of the type (3) are to be expanded into algorithms of the type shown in Table I will be discussed in more detail below, when we introduce conventions enabling us to describe code generation in direct connection with syntactic analysis.
It is worth noting as an important aside that routines of the sort shown in Table I may either be "executed" or "interpreted", i.e., may either be expanded into a true sequence of machine level subroutine calls, or, alternatively, may be expanded into tables of some other form descriptive of the pattern of calls to be executed, the transfers to the corresponding subroutines then being made by a special "interpreter" code. The first method, i.e., direct execution, has the advantage of high speed; on the other hand, the second may often require less space for the representation of the same procedures, but involve some loss of speed. The particular style, execution or interpretation, which is most advantageously employed in any particular case depends on practical considerations, i.e., on the extent to which compile time on the one hand and space limitations on the other represent critical bottlenecks for a given machine and with a given total work load.

If the Backus normal form descriptors with which we are concerned are to allow the repetition feature described in the paragraphs preceding formula (11) of Chapter 1, we must have the ability to use a corresponding routine in our syntactic analysis algorithms. For the sake of definiteness and convenience, we may call this routine ITERATE SUBPART. The routine in question, which has a single argument denoting a particular composite syntactic type, will work in the following way. On being invoked, it will issue the corresponding FIND SUBPART call repeatedly and indefinitely until a first unsuccessful return from FIND SUBPART occurs. Until this "first unsuccessful return from below" occurs, ITERATE SUBPART merely continues to call FIND SUBPART, always with the same argument, i.e., the argument with which ITERATE SUBPART itself has been called. When the first unsuccessful return from below occurs, ITERATE SUBPART makes a successful return to the level from which it has been called. Note therefore that ITERATE SUBPART can never return unsuccessfully.
A tree building procedure, which can be employed by ITERATE SUBPART just before its terminating return is made, is as follows. All the stacked instances of the syntactic type found by the repeated calls to FIND SUBPART are linked together into a tree of the structure shown in the following figure. If this number is zero, a nominal nulltree is created. The stacked instances are then removed from the top of the argument stack, and replaced by a single entry at the top of the argument stack which references the newly created subtree.

![Figure 11](#) 

**Figure 11.** Tree structure which may be generated on return from ITERATE SUBPART(subtype) call.

Alternatively and somewhat more efficiently, a special type of node containing an explicit "branch count" field may be introduced, and the appropriate number of branches hung directly on this single node.

An example of a syntactic analysis algorithm involving an invocation of the ITERATE SUBPART routine is obtained by considering the grammar of the FORTRAN subroutine statement, represented by the following Backus normal form descriptors.

```
<subroutine statement>
(4) = SUBROUTINE<*name> (<*name> <namec*>) | SUBROUTINE<*name> <namec> = , <*name>
```

The corresponding recognition procedure is shown in Table II.
Table II. Syntactic Analysis Algorithm for SUBROUTINE Statement in FORTRAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subrout:</th>
<th>stack(noargs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognize(subroutine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>find lexical(name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognize(leftparen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>find lexical(name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iterate subpart(namec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognize(rightparen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>popyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noargs:</td>
<td>stack(back)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognize(subroutine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>find lexical(name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>popyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namec:</td>
<td>stack(back)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognize(comma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>find lexical(name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>popyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back:</td>
<td>popno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth noting, from a more general point of view, that subroutine invocations of the FIND LEXICAL type merely exemplify something more general, namely, calls which lead from one style of syntactic analysis to another. In particular FIND LEXICAL takes us from recursive syntactic analysis to finite state lexical analysis of the type described in Chapter 3. From the point of view of general principle however, it is not essential that precisely this transition be made. For example, while a general grammar may require the use of the fully recursive mechanisms described in the present chapter and paragraphs, the subanalysis corresponding to some particular syntactic type and of all the subtypes that can occur in the course of its analysis, may correspond to a subgrammar which is sufficiently restricted so that some simpler and more efficient grammatical analysis
method becomes applicable. In particular, it is possible that a grammatical subtype within a fully recursive Backus grammar can be analyzed by the more efficient "bounded context" methods described in Chapter 4. In this case, one obtains a more efficient overall grammatical analysis if, on beginning the analysis of the syntactic type in question, one passes, via a subroutine call, out of the general recursive framework which we have described in the preceding paragraphs, and into a modified syntactic analysis algorithm of a more efficient kind, possibly written in a different metalanguage. In the simplest case, this more efficient procedure may simply be a lexical scan procedure and, at its very simplest, may be carried out as a lexical pre-scan before syntactic analysis even begins. On the other hand, calls to alternative syntactic analysis procedures of quite arbitrary style may be interpolated into syntactic analysis algorithms of the type shown in Tables I and II, provided only that the interfaces between the different syntactic analysis routines are established by common convention and are respected by all the syntactic analysis subroutines invoked.


Up to the present point in our discussion, we have evaded all the issues pertaining to code generation, merely assuming that our syntactic analysis process generated an explicit syntax tree usable as input to a code generation process. However, it is more convenient in many situations to combine syntactic analysis with code generation, since, as we have already observed, the individual pointers required by code generation routines are precisely those which are developed in the course of syntactic analysis before explicit conglomer- ation of these pointers into a syntactic tree.
In order to do this, we require a method by which calls to a variety of generator routines may be specified in direct connection with syntactic descriptions of Backus form. This is conveniently done by modifying the Backus definers described at the beginning of section 1 of the present chapter, so that they become what might be called "generating definers" i.e., symbolic strings describing both a series of syntactic elements and the particular generative action which is to be taken on successful detection of all the elements of such a syntactic string. In line with this general intent, we define a generating definer to consist of a Backus normal form definer of any of the preceding types, followed by two vertical bars, followed by the name of a generator routine, or, briefly, generator. The generator which occurs in a generating definer is merely the name of a subroutine which is to be invoked immediately on the successful completion of a parse according to the Backus normal form definer which immediately precedes the generator. Using this convention we can write the combined syntax and semantics of the "IF" statement, shown in (3) above, as follows.

(5) \[<\text{ifstatement}> = \text{IF} <\text{expression}> <\text{relatop}> <\text{expression}>\]
    \[\text{THEN} \times<\text{line number}> . \text{genif}\]
    \[<\text{expression}> = <\times\text{name}> + <\text{expression}> . \text{gensum} |\]
    \[<\times\text{name}> - <\text{expression}> . \text{gendif} | <\times\text{name}>\]
    \[<\text{relatop}> = > . \text{gengt} | < . \text{genlt} | = . \text{geneq}\]

Each of the syntactic formulae shown in (5) consists of one or several separate Backus alternatives; every alternative may call for the use of a distinct generator. The separate alternative definers for a given syntactic type occur to the right of an equals sign and are separated by single vertical bars.
The expression into an algorithm of the generating Backus syntax description (5) is shown in the following Table III, which, for its relation to our previous Backus algorithms without generation, should be compared to Table I.

Table III.  **Algorithmic expansion of <ifstatement> syntax, code generation included.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax Element</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **ifstatement:** | stack(back)  
|                | recognize(if)  
|                | find subpart(expression)  
|                | find subpart(relatop)  
|                | find subpart(expression)  
|                | recognize(then)  
|                | find lexical (line number)  
|                | call genif  
|                | popyes |
| **expression:** | stack(expressm)  
|                | find lexical (name)  
|                | recognize(plus)  
|                | find subpart(expression)  
|                | call gensum  
|                | popyes |
| **expressm:** | stack(expressnam)  
|                | find lexical(name)  
|                | recognize(minus)  
|                | find subpart(expression)  
|                | call gendif  
|                | popyes |
| **expressnam:** | stack(back)  
|                | find lexical(name)  
|                | popyes |

[continued]
The action of the generator routines which occur in the above example may be explained as follows. The arithmetic sum generator, GENSUM, always finds two variable names at the top of the argument stack when it is called. Let these two variable names be designated as A and B. Then GENSUM creates a new variable name, which we shall call C, removes the variable names A and B from the top of the stack, places the variable name C on the argument stack, and generates a single line of code, having the significance \( C = A + B \), into an output code stack. In much the same way, the subtraction generator GENDIF, removes the names A and B from the top of the stack, places a new variable name C at the top of the argument stack, and generates a single line of code, \( C = A - B \), into the code stack. Using this procedure, the code corresponding to an arithmetic expression of arbitrary complexity is recursively built up, i.e., an arbitrarily complex arithmetic expression is compiled into a sequence of elementary, perhaps machine language, instructions. The other main generator routine occurring in the syntax formulae (5) is the generator GENIF that is invoked when an if statement has been completely parsed. It is the responsibility of this generator to construct
and emit the particular conditional transfer instruction, which, in low level or machine level terms, corresponds to a FORTRAN IF statement. The action of the GENIF routine is as follows. It finds three items on the top of the argument stack. The first two of these are the names of expressions to be compared; the third is a reference to a code line to which transfer is to be made, conditionally on the result of this comparison. The particular comparison to be made will be a comparison according to either the greater than, the less than, or the equality relation. A flag indicating which relational operation is desired in each particular case must be transmitted to the GENIF routine by that one of the three auxiliary generator routines GENGT, GENLT and GENEQ which is invoked when, in the course of syntactic analysis, one of the three signs $>$, $<$, $=$ is found. This flag can be transmitted in any one of a number of ways. The most consistent manner of transmitting such a flag, though not necessarily the most efficient, is simply to place the flag on the top of the argument stack, where GENIF would then find it. If this style of coding is employed, then GENIF will find not three but four items on the argument stack, of which one is a flag indicating the particular relational operation to be compiled. A plausible alternative treatment of the same point is as follows. A common core location, known both to the GENGT, GENLT, and GENEQ routines, and to the GENIF routine, can be established. Each of the three routines, GENGT, GENLT and GENEQ, when it is called, can simply set this common location to some conventional value known to GENIF. By examining this core location, GENIF can then determine the particular comparison to be compiled in each particular case. This technique, while conforming less well to a very systematic approach aiming to use as few data structures as possible during the compilation process is, of course, somewhat more efficient than the technique described previously, in that it avoids some of the intermediate stack manipulations required by a systematic approach. At any rate, whatever
particular device is used for the transmission of the comparison-signifying flag to the GENIF routine, GENIF will find at the top of the argument stack two values to be compared, and the number of a line of code to which transfer is to be made depending on the outcome of this comparison. Call the two variables in question A and B. The GENIF routine will then generate two instructions into the output string. The first of these may normally be a subtraction which forms the difference of the two variables with which the comparison to be performed is concerned. Suppose we call this difference C; then the second instruction emitted will be one of three possible conditional transfer instructions. All of these conditional transfer instructions will transfer to the code referenced by the label which constitutes the final argument of the GENIF routine; a "transfer on positive" will be used if the conditional transfer is to be made on the > relation, a "transfer on negative" will be used if the conditional transfer is to be made on comparison by the relationship <, and, finally, a "transfer on zero" will be emitted if the relational operator occurring in the original if statement is that of equality.

Note that each generator routine, as a normal matter, receives as its arguments a rather small set of parameters representing the condensed result of calls to prior generators which are invoked recursively in the course of analyzing composite syntactic subelements via the subroutine FIND SUBPART. This circumstance corresponds, of course, to the fact that in generating a syntax tree, only one single node is created on the successful completion of any syntactical alternative, all necessary subtrees representing contained syntactic subelements having already been generated recursively via intermediate calls to FIND SUBPART. We may summarize this basic fact in a phrase by stating that lower syntactic levels are normally predigested.
The Backus metalanguage, extended to include calls on
generator routines in the way indicated above, may appropriately
be called the \textit{generating Backus metalanguage}. As observed at
the end of the first section of the present chapter, the Backus
metalanguage may be used to define its own syntax. Similarly,
the \textit{generating Backus metalanguage} may be used to define itself,
both as to syntax and as to semantics. In doing so, we must,
as noted at the end of the first section of the present chapter,
avoid confusion between literal symbols occurring in the language
being defined and the markers used as metalinguistic separators in
the definition of this language. As previously, we attain this
end merely by substituting other symbols for the few symbols
which occur as separators in the \textit{generating Backus metalanguage};
that is, we substitute round brackets for pointed brackets
and a $|$ for a $\mid$. With these conventions, the self-definition
of the \textit{generating Backus metalanguage} appears as follows.

\begin{verbatim}
(wholedescription) = (defingroup*) END . GENBACK
(defingroup) = (definition)
(definition) = (nampart) = (definers)
(nampart) = <(*name)> . LABEL
(definers) = (definer) (alternate*)
(alternate) = (bar) (definer)
(bar) = | . NEWLABEL
(definer) = (part) (part*) . (*name) . CALL /
(part) (part*)
(part) = (*name) . RECOGNIZE / <(*name)> . SUBPART
/ <(*NAME)> . LEXICAL
/ <(*NAME)> . ITERATE
\end{verbatim}

The eight generator routines which occur in the above
syntactic formulae are \texttt{LABEL}, \texttt{NEWLABEL}, \texttt{CALL}, \texttt{RECOGNIZE},
\texttt{SUBPART}, \texttt{LEXICAL}, \texttt{ITERATE} and \texttt{GENBACK}. The reader will find
it easiest to understand the significance of these various
generators if he compares the syntactic description (3) of
the <ifstatement> with the corresponding syntactic recognition
algorithm given in Table III. Each of the eight generator routines
which we have listed has the responsibility of constructing a
part of a syntactic analysis algorithm like that shown in Table III
from the corresponding element in the more condensed representa-
tion of the same algorithm as contained in syntactic formulae
of the type of (3) above (or (4) above, etc.).

The generator routines RECOGNIZE, SUBPART, LEXICAL, ITERATE
are quite simple. Each of these four generator routines finds
a single parameter at the very top of the argument stack; this
parameter is merely the name of some lexical or syntactic type.
Each of these generator routines merely emits a call to a
corresponding subroutine into an output code buffer. These
calls have, of course, the respective forms RECOGNIZE(name),
FIND SUBPART(name), FIND LEXICAL(name), ITERATE SUBPART(name).
Upon emitting its output, each of the above generator routines
also removes its argument from the top of the argument stack,
thereby reducing the argument stack slightly in accumulated
size. Thus, each of the four generator routines RECOGNIZE,
SUBPART, LEXICAL, ITERATE simply translates an element of a
Backus syntactic string like those of (3) into the corresponding
call seen in Table III.

The generator routine
CALL is equally simple; it receives, as argument, a single name,
which it finds at the top of the argument stack. The generator
routine CALL merely transfers this name from the top of the
argument stack into the output stack. In this way, it
introduces function invocations, i.e., generator routine calls,
into the output string. The two generator routines LABEL and
NEWLABEL have a somewhat more complicated structure, owing to
the fact that during the expansion into algorithmic form of a
syntactic formula having multiple alternatives, and with the
understanding that only a single forward pass over the syntactic
formula is to be made in order to secure its complete expansion,
it is never known at the beginning of the expansion of a
particular alternative whether another alternative will follow, or whether the alternative in question is the last alternative generating definer on the right hand side of a complete Backus definition. We overcome this small difficulty as follows. A counter is kept; this counter is used to generate an indefinitely long sequence of labels of some such form as L0000, L0001, L0002, ... . Each of the generator routines LABEL and NEWLABEL is assumed to generate an instruction of the following form:

\[ \text{label 1: stack(label 2)} \]

In this labelled call, "label 1" will be found by the generator routine LABEL as one of its arguments, while, on the other hand, the generator routine NEWLABEL will calculate label 1 from the current value of the label generating counter in the manner just explained. Moreover, both of the routines LABEL and NEWLABEL will increment the current value of the label generating counter, and will construct the label "label 2" in the output string shown above using this new value of the label counter. Thoughtful examination of the code shown in Table I will reveal the fact that, by following this procedure, the correct output code will be generated whenever the Backus definer momentarily being expanded is followed by an alternative. However, in those cases in which the Backus definer being expanded is not followed by an alternative, but constitutes the last definer on the right hand side of a complete Backus definition, the code generated is incorrect, in that it should have the form

\[ \text{label: stack(back)} \]

instead of the form displayed above. In order to obtain the correct output, we subsequently reach back in the generated output string to make the necessary correction; i.e., we change whatever label has been generated in forming the symbolic output STACK(LABEL2) to the alternative form BACK. In order
to make this process of recorrection efficient, we proceed as follows. A core location containing the address in the output buffer of the generated label (label 2 in our preceding discussion) is saved. Call this core location LASTSTACK.

When the generator routine LABEL is called, i.e., when a new definition appears in the syntactic source text, we know that the last preceding alternative is not followed by any other alternative belonging to the same definition, and hence, as explained above, the last previously generated call STACK(label 2) generated is in error and must be corrected. Thus, the syntactic subroutine LABEL will, whenever it is called, correct the output buffer location referenced by LASTSTACK, changing the label appearing in the referenced location to the label BACK.

Our final generator routine GENBACK generates the labelled line

```
back: popno
```

thereby completing the syntax expansion process. GENBACK must execute any necessary cleanup operations, including the final emptying of the generated output buffer.

The reader may test his understanding of the expansion process just outlined by hand-expanding the above self-definition of the generating Backus metalanguage into the corresponding syntax expansion routine. Such hand-expansion is, of course, the basic "bootstrap" step necessary in initial implementation of the syntax expander.

The first, non-generating form of the Backus metalanguage, as presented earlier in the present chapter, may be regarded as a degenerate form of the generating Backus metalanguage, in which every definition ends with an implied call to a standard POPYES tree section generator. From this point of view, the essential difference between the generating and the non-generating Backus metalanguage is that the generating Backus metalanguage allows arbitrary generator routines to be called at the end of each section of parse, rather than forcing a call to a single standard generator in every case.
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5. An Expanded Backus-Metalanguage.

The generating Backus metalanguage described at the end of the preceding section, while containing everything necessary in principle for the expression of syntax and semantics, is somewhat too slight to be truly serviceable in the formal description of any very substantial programming language. In the present section, we shall introduce an expanded and very much more adequate version of the Backus metalanguage, sufficiently rich in features as to be comfortable during extensive use. We may motivate the features of this extended metalanguage as follows. In the first place, the Backus metalanguage as presented above is based on a uniform "recovery" convention according to which we always back up to the end of the last previously complete successful section of parse on failure to find any required element of any Backus definer. Besides leading to unnecessarily inefficient parses, this procedure has the decisive flaw of not allowing the convenient generation of error diagnostics. In order to improve the power of the metalanguage in both senses, it is appropriate to supplement the Backus definer strings in terms of which syntactic descriptors are composed by adjoining to them strings of transfer labels, each explicitly indicating the point to which transfer is to be made when the corresponding syntactic element of the definer cannot successfully be constructed. While this complicates the form of a definer, and imposes an additional burden of decision on the syntax writer, it more than pays for itself in flexibility and power gained. Introducing this additional string of transfer labels, we gain the freedom to invoke generator routines at any point in a syntactic scan, provided always that our text takes proper account of the prior occurrence or non-occurrence of a generator invocation. Generator subroutine calls are most useful and powerful if we allow them to have explicit arguments; of course, each generator also has available, as a set of
implicit arguments, the quantities which occur at the top of the syntactic argument stack described in the preceding section. Thus, in defining our extended metalanguage, we allow ourselves to intersperse into a definer string not merely simple generator routine calls but generator routine calls with associated lists of parameters. It is also convenient to allow syntactic strings to end not only with an implied call to a POPYES routine, but also with an explicit transfer to any syntactic label. Using such a feature we may, for example, efficiently combine the description of two syntactic types having a common terminal part by writing each as an initial section, both terminating in an unconditional transfer to a Backus definer representing their common terminal part. By the same token, it is convenient to allow conditional transfers to an arbitrary syntactic label to be inserted into a definer string, transfers conditional, that is, on the state of the syntactic success-failure flag. By doing so, we allow generator routines which set or reset this flag to be used as conditional tests of quite an arbitrary sort.

In the extended metalanguage, we maintain the "iteration" feature included both in the Backus and the generating Backus metalanguages of the preceding section, and, as a matter of convenience, extend it to allow the specification not only of an arbitrary number of iterations, but also to allow specification either of a minimum number of iterations, or alternatively of both a minimum and a maximum number of iterations. To improve the readability of our syntactic text, we provide, as a very useful feature, the ability to intersperse comments into syntactic text. Finally, in order to specify the occurrence in a syntax string of literal symbols even when these symbols are identical with symbolic marks of the metalanguage, we provide the standard "quote" option. According to this convention, any literal string which does not contain any special symbol of the metalanguage, represents itself; while any literal string beginning and ending with quote marks
but not containing any embedded quote marks, represents the literal quantity contained between the two quote marks. In such a scheme, of course, the quote mark itself requires special treatment, which may be provided in any one of a number of standard ways.

We also find it convenient, for the sake of readability, to make certain modifications in the stylistic conventions employed in the metalanguages of the preceding section. More specifically, we continue to let each definition begin with

(1) \[ <\text{type}> = \] ,

but, when several definers occur as part of a single definition, we separate them by successive equal signs, rather than by single vertical bars; this convention is just as persuasive and readable as our previous convention. Each definer of the extended Backus metalanguage consists of two parts, a direct part and an alternate part. The direct and the alternate parts of a definer are separated by a slash mark. The direct part of a definer corresponds rather closely in form to the definers occurring in the two previous metalanguages, but includes generator calls, etc., freely interspersed with the syntactic elements constituting the definer. The allowed elements of the direct part of a definer are as follows. In the first place, syntactic type designators representing calls on the main recursive FIND SUBPART routine have the same form as previously, i.e., are represented by the occurrence of the name of the corresponding syntactic type, enclosed in pointed brackets. We also allow calls on the FIND LEXICAL routine, which we write, as usual, in the form

(2) \[<\text{*lextype}>\] ;
similarly, our ITERATE SUBPART calls continue to be written as

(3) \[<\text{type } * > \]

Calls on the generalized ITERATE SUBPART routine in a form specifying both a minimum and a maximum number of iterations are written as follows

(4) \[<\text{type (min, max)}> ; \]

in case we wish to specify only a minimum but not any maximum number of iterations we write

(5) \[<\text{type(min,)} *> \]

Comments are written in the following form

(6) \[<\text{this is the form of a comment}> \]

The text of the comment includes everything from the first pointed bracket and its following dash to the next following pointed right bracket. Literal elements, representing calls on the syntactic RECOGNIZE routine, are represented either by the direct occurrence of the corresponding literal in a definer string, or by the occurrence of a quoted literal in the style explained above.

The three last classes of elements which may be inserted into the direct portion of a definer are subroutine calls, unconditional go to indicators, and conditional go to indicators. A generator subroutine call has the following form

(7) \[.\text{name (param 1, param 2, ..., param k)} , \]

and may occur anywhere in the direct portion of a definer string. Any number of parameters, separated by commas, are allowed. The unconditional and the conditional transfer indicators have
two allowed alternate forms. The simple form of an unconditional transfer is

\[ \text{(8)} \quad \ldots \text{label} \]

The simple form of a conditional transfer is

\[ \text{(9)} \quad \ldots \text{label} \]

where the transfer is taken if the success-failure flag is set to failure. It is also convenient for certain purposes to provide both the unconditional and the conditional transfer in an expanded form in which they are supplied with a single parameter. The expanded form of the unconditional transfer is

\[ \text{(10)} \quad \ldots \text{label}(\text{param}) \]

the expanded form of the conditional transfer is

\[ \text{(11)} \quad \ldots \text{label}(\text{param}) \]

When a transfer, conditional or unconditional, and involving a parameter, is actually taken, we stack the current value of the parameter at the top of the argument stack; this value is then available to generator routines subsequently called. This provides, among other things, a convenient mechanism for signalling a generator routine as to the point from which entry into it was made, a possibility which is useful, for example, in the generation of error messages.

Our list of the items permissible as elements of the direct portion of a definer in the extended Backus metalanguage is now complete. The alternate portion of a definer, which, as we have already noted, is separated from the direct portion by the occurrence of a slash mark, consists of a sequence of explicit or implicit conditional transfers, each of which may be supplied with a parameter if desired. An explicit conditional transfer occurring as part of the alternate section of a definer has the following form:

\[ \text{(12)} \quad \text{.label} \]
in case no parameter is provided, and has the form

(13) \label{param}

in case a parameter is provided.

We also allow two useful forms of implicit transfer labels. The form

(14) \.

indicates a conditional transfer to the system BACK label; the occurrence of a completely blank label, i.e., the form

(15) \.

indicates a transfer to the next alternative definer of the same definition if any such exists, or, if none such exists, indicates a transfer to the system BACK label. All the conditional transfers in the alternative part of an extended Backus definer are intended to be conditional upon the state of the syntactic success-failure flag, always upon return from the syntactic subroutine corresponding to a particular syntactic element in the direct part of the same definer. Thus, for example, the definer

\begin{verbatim}
<type 1> \*<lex2> LIT3 / \label 1. \label 2, \label 3
\end{verbatim}

causes recursive construction of the syntactic type "type 1" to be attempted; if this fails, transfer to the point "label 1" is made. Next, the lexical type "lex 2" is sought, via an invocation of the FIND LEXICAL subroutine; if this element is not found, transfer to "label 2" is made. Finally, the literal element "LIT3" is sought, via a call to the RECOGNIZE routine; if this element is missing, transfer to the point "label 3" is made. On the other hand, if all three syntactic elements are successfully found, the system popup routine is called in its success form POPYES.

Every syntactic element of the direct part of an extended Backus definer which could possibly lead to a failure return.
is required to be represented in the alternate part of a Backus definer by one and only one corresponding transfer label. Thus, the total number of transfer labels, implicit or explicit, forming the alternate portion of a Backus definer must correspond to the total number of elements of the direct part of the same definer representing calls to FIND SUBPART to FIND LEXICAL, to the RECOGNIZE routine, or to the ITERATE SUBPART routine when this routine is called either with a specified minimum or with a specified minimum and maximum number of allowed iterations (but not when the ITERATE SUBPART routine is called without the specification either of a minimum or of a minimum and maximum number of iterations).

With the above explanation of the syntax and semantics of the extended Backus metalanguage itself, the reader should be in a position to follow the formal self-description of this language given in Table III. We use the dash (−) to indicate the end of all of the alternatives of a definition. We end the set of definitions with the word END.

Table III. Self-description of the extended Backus metalanguage.

```
<grammar> = <statement> <statements*> .er(2) −
<statements> = '−' <statement> / .er(1) .er(2) −
<statement> = '<' <*name> '⟩' .check...er(6).clear(0)
   .genlab<spart(1,*)>/.er(3).er(4).er(1)
   = END .check...er(6).clear(0).exit/.er(5) −
<spart> = '='<.clear(1)<direct*> '/'<alternate*>.check...er(6)
   / .er(1) −
<direct> = '.' '.' .set(uncond) '. ' .set(cond).go /
   .maylb..go
   = <−><*name> '⟨' <params> '⟩' .gencall(p)/
   .er(7) .er(8).er(9)
   = <−><name> .gencall(np)/ −
<go> = <*name> '⟨' <*name> '⟩' .gengo(p)/
   .er(11) .er(8).er(9)
   = <−><name> .gengo(np).allri/ −
[continued]
```
The semantics of the extended Backus metalanguage will be precisely defined once we have described the action of each of the generator routines that appears in Table III. Let us note, to begin with, that the generator routine ERMES, which
occurs at the label ER in Table III, is simply an error message transmitting routine. This routine always finds a numerical parameter at the top of the argument stack, and merely sends out the error message corresponding to this numerical argument. Table IV contains a list of all the error messages which may appear.

Table IV. Error messages for the extended Backus syntax expander.

1. illformed terminal portion of syntax statement
2. illformed initial portion of syntax statement
3. illformed name of syntactic type
4. missing right bracket
5. missing left bracket in type name
6. number of alternatives does not match number of elements
7. illformed function name
8. illformed function parameters
9. missing right parenthesis
10. system error
11. illformed transfer label
12. unmatched apostrophe or right bracket causes read to end of input
13. illformed repetition bracket

At this point we may also note a convenient and general auxiliary procedure which can be followed in connection with syntactic error diagnostics. One may merely print, on the output listing generated by a syntactic recognizer routine, a line of asterisks underneath any line representing the section of syntactic source text in which an error has occurred. This line of asterisks should terminate at the point in the input text corresponding to the last input symbol successfully scanned by the parser. In this way, the syntax-programmer will be made aware of the approximate point in his syntax text
at which the parser begins to experience difficulty; it will normally be quite close to this symbol that a correction is required.

Certain of the generator routines occurring in Table III have very simple actions. The generator routine FALSE merely sets the syntactic success-failure flag to its failure condition; the generator routine ALLRI sets the same flag to the success condition. The generator subroutine SET merely sets a special "transfer-type" flag location to indicate either that a conditional transfer or that an unconditional transfer is subsequently to be generated. This flag is used by the GENGO generator routine to determine the type of transfer which it is to generate.
The generator routine CHECK checks for a match between the number of elements constituting the alternate part of an extended Backus definer and the number of direct parts which require corresponding alternate parts. This correspondence check is performed as follows. The syntactic ITERATE SUBPART generator always leaves, on the top of the syntactic argument stack, a count of the total number of iterations which it has performed. The generator subroutine CHECK therefore finds the total number of Backus definer alternates on the top of the argument stack when it is called. The total number of elements in the preceding direct part which require a corresponding alternate part are progressively enumerated by the routine COUNT (besides maintaining the current value of this quantity, COUNT also performs several auxiliary actions, described below). The routine CHECK has only to compare the integer which it finds at the top of the argument stack with the accumulated count found in a parser core location, and to set or reset the system success-failure flag, depending on whether these two quantities are identical or not.

The generator subroutine BACK1 simply backs up one character in the syntactic input string; it is called when this atom must, on the one hand, be scanned in order to make the parse of a preceding string of atoms definite, but, on the other hand, does not belong to this preceding string and must be parsed separately. The subroutine STACK simply places the argument with which it is called at the top of the argument stack; this provides us with a convenient way for inserting "implicit" quantities into the flow of our parse; a procedure useful, for example, in making an implicit label to its explicit. The generator subroutine OFF simply removes a single element from the top of the argument stack; it will be called when the argument stack is known to contain a quantity in which we are no longer interested. The generator subroutine CONCAT finds, at the top of the
argument stack, pointers to a sequence of symbol table entries, together with an integer specifying the number of these entries. It then concatenates all the referenced symbols into a single longer symbol; enters this symbol into the symbol table, and replaces the whole string of items on the argument stack by a single item referencing the newly constructed symbol. Subsequently, the whole sequence of symbols contained between apostrophes may be treated as a single symbol.

The action of the remaining syntactic generator subroutines will be better understood if we first explain the style of syntactic output code that these generators are to produce. The occurrence of an explicit label in the syntactic text, i.e., the beginning of a new syntactic definition, generates an output statement of the form

```
label: continue
```

The implicit labels corresponding to alternate definers forming part of the same definition are treated as follows. A steadily increasing count is kept in a core location which we shall call LASTLAB. The integer values contained in this location are used to generate an indefinitely long sequence of distinct labels. The occurrence of an implicit label in the syntactic text, i.e., the beginning of a new alternative for a given definition, generates an output statement of the form

```
L000n: continue
```

Immediately after the generation of this label, the location LASTLAB is incremented by one.

The occurrence of the syntactic type in a definer causes a call of one of the forms FIND SUBPART, FIND LEXICAL, etc., to appear in the final output. Each of these calls must be followed immediately by code for a conditional transfer, the label in this transfer being specified by the corresponding element in the alternate portion of the same Backus
definer. This remark makes it plain that, in order to generate the correct final code, we must intersperse fragments of code corresponding to parts of the direct portion of each definer with other fragments of code corresponding to elements of the alternate portion of the same definer. In order to do this, we first place all the code fragments generated by elements in the direct portion of a definer into an intermediate direct code buffer and the fragments of code generated by the elements of the alternate portion of the same definer into an alternate code buffer. When a definer is terminated, either by the occurrence of the next following definition or by the occurrence of an (=) sign representing the beginning of the next alternative of the same definition, the generator routine CLEAR will be called. This generator routine transfers the contents of the two above buffers into a final output code buffer, interspersing them alternately according to the following rule: First, code in the direct code buffer is moved into the output string, down to the point at which a code line calling for an alternate code line is encountered. At this point, a single line of code is transferred out of the alternate code buffer into the final generated code string. The same process then repeats. An element of the alternate portion of the definer always generates a conditional transfer, which may be written in one of the following forms:

    ifgo (label)

is the form generated if the corresponding alternate element is a label without any parameter;

    ifgop (label,param)

is the form generated if the corresponding alternate element is a label to which a parameter is attached;

    ifgo (L00On)
is the form generated by an explicitly blank alternative element; here the label in question is to be constructed in the way already explained from the count maintained in the location LASTLAB; and finally

\[
\text{ifgo (sysbak)}
\]

is the form to be generated by the occurrence of the implicit transfer element .b as an alternative element.

In order to give those labels LOOM\(n\) which should coincide with the system "sysbak" label SYSBACK the right significance we proceed as follows. The CLEAR routine is given a parameter, allowing it to be called in one of two forms, the first corresponding to the occurrence of the beginning of a new definition, the second corresponding to the occurrence of the beginning of a new definer continuing an old definition. When CLEAR is called in its first form, it places the current value of the LASTLAB counter on a terminal arguments stack. The clean-up routine EXIT, called when the END statement terminating the whole body of syntactic text is encountered, accesses the terminal arguments stack, generating a whole body of statements of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LOOM}_m: & \quad \text{continue} \\
\text{LOOM}_n: & \quad \text{continue} \\
\text{LOOM}_k: & \quad \text{continue} \\
& \ldots \text{ etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

and, finally, generating the terminal code lines

\[
\text{sysbak}: \quad \text{popno}
\]

One last explanation is required to complete our picture of the target code into which we intend to expand extended Backus metastatements. The output code generated by any definer not ending with an unconditional GO TO indicator should be terminated by a POPUP call. On the other hand, if the last element of a definer is an unconditional GO TO statement, this call is superfluous and may be omitted. In order to secure this action, we make use of a "go flag";
this flag is set to an "on" condition whenever an unconditional GO TO is generated, and is reset whenever any other type of statement is generated, and also when a label occurs in the generated code string. The CLEAR routine, when called, consults this flag and inserts a POPUP statement when and only when the flag is found to be in its 'set' condition.

Keeping these facts in mind, we may explain the action of the remaining syntactic generators appearing in Table III. The generator subroutine GENRGO generates a CALL SUBPART statement. The routine GENREC generates a RECOGNIZE statement. GENRGO also has the responsibility of generating ITERATE SUBPART calls in the special case in which either a minimum or a minimum and maximum number of repetitions are called for. The particular version of the ITERATE SUBPART call required is signalled to the GENRGO routine through its pair of parameters. The related subroutine GENITER generates ITERATE SUBPART calls in the most common case, that in which neither nor a maximum number of required iterations is specified. The generator routine GENFIND generates a FIND LEXICAL call. The generator GENCALL sets up subroutine invocations, and is just a bit more complicated than the other generators of its class in that it must be prepared to deal with an arbitrary number of parameters. Each of the above five generators, when called, resets the "go flag."

The subroutine GENGO generates a conditional or unconditional GO TO statement with or without a parameter. The presence or absence of a parameter in the code to be generated is signalled to this routine by the value of its own single parameter. The GENGO routine determines whether a conditional or unconditional transfer is to be generated by examining the transfer type flag which has previously been brought to the right value by the generator subroutine SET. If an unconditional GO TO is generated, the "go flag" is also set by GENGO to the value 1. The routine GENLAB finds a label
at the top of the argument stack and attaches this label to a CONTINUE statement. The GENLAB routine also resets the "go flag." The GENINS subroutine generates a conditional transfer statement, with or without a parameter, and inserts it into the alternate code rather than into the direct code buffer.

The two remaining syntactic generator subroutines occurring in Table III are CLEAR and PATCH. The CLEAR subroutine zeroes the running count of the number of elements in the direct portion of a definer requiring matching alternate parts, empties both the direct and the alternate code buffers into the final output code buffer, and renews these buffers for subsequent use; resets the "go flag"; generates a POPUP statement if the go flag is set; and inserts a label either into the output code buffer or into the deferred label stack, depending on the parameter value with which the CLEAR subroutine itself is called. The generator subroutine PATCH constructs a label from the count contained in the LASTLAB location, and, using this label, makes up a conditional transfer which it places in the alternate code buffer.

The reader will obtain a clear idea of the combined action of all of the above described generator subroutines if, taking the first few lines of the syntactic text contained in Table III, he hand-expands it into the corresponding parsing algorithm; this parsing algorithm is of course the extended Backus syntax expander itself. The "bootstrap" step necessary in implementing the extended Backus metalanguages on a new computer, is of course just such a hand expansion of the syntactic code of Table III, either into some language already available on the computer or directly into appropriate machine language.
6. Dartmouth BASIC -- a simple algebraic language.

In this section, we illustrate the use of the tools developed earlier in the present chapter by applying them to describe the syntax and some of the semantics of a small, simple, but quite useful algebraic language, the BASIC language, developed at Dartmouth for student use there. As is commonly the case with programming languages, BASIC exists in several slightly variant versions, some of which incorporate features not to be found in others. The particular version of BASIC that we will describe is essentially that of the third edition of the BASIC language manual.

The BASIC language includes an assignment statement of standard form, written in the following manner:

\[ \text{LET } \langle\text{variable}\rangle = \langle\text{expression}\rangle \]

The five standard arithmetic operators may be used to form expressions, as may the members of a built-in set of a dozen or so fundamental transcendental functions (including the trigonometric and exponential functions). Moreover, the programmer is allowed to define new functions by any single algebraic statement and to use these functions in forming expressions. Each statement in a BASIC program is required to have a line number; this line number, as a standard matter, is a three digit quantity. Using these line numbers, control of program flow is attained by the use of GO TO statements, IF statements, FOR statements with associated NEXT statements, and GOSUB statements with which are associated RETURN statements. The following well-formed BASIC lines exemplify the use of all of the statements mentioned above.

101 \hspace{1em} \text{LET } A(J) = \text{COS}(A(J-1))
102 \hspace{1em} \text{GO TO 109}
103 \hspace{1em} \text{IF } A(J) > A(J-1) \text{ THEN 108}
104 \hspace{1em} \text{FOR } J = 1 \text{ TO } 100 \text{ STEP 5}
LET A(J) = 0
LET B(J) = B(J-1) + COS(C(J))
NEXT J
RETURN
GOSUB 108

The operation of the assignment statement, the GO TO statement and the IF statement are all rather self-evident. The FOR statement acts as follows. Each FOR statement involves iteration on a particular variable, specifically on the variable whose name immediately follows the key word "FOR" in the FOR statement. The scope of the iteration is the whole body of BASIC text up to the next following NEXT statement with a matching variable; note that a NEXT statement always consists of the key word NEXT followed and concluded by a simple variable name. "FOR loops" of this form may be nested within each other in the manner normal for iterative loops. The GOSUB statement in BASIC cause the execution of a block of code as subroutine, i.e. execution terminated by return to the next following statement after the particular GOSUB statement by means of which execution of the subroutine block in question was initiated. This "subroutine" feature is provided in a rather rudimentary form. In particular, all variables are "common" to a whole BASIC program, no "subroutine name isolation" is provided, nor does a subroutine call involve any special transmission of arguments. The subroutine call or GOSUB action in BASIC consists merely in placing a return address on an address stack, and transferring to the line of BASIC code referenced in the GOSUB statement. The next subsequently executed RETURN statement transfers to the address found topmost on the return address stack.

Input and output in the BASIC language are invoked by the BASIC READ and WRITE statements. The following examples will illustrate the form of these statements:
Variables in BASIC may be indexed with one or two indices, i.e., may be one or two dimensional arrays. Arrays of more than minimal size must be explicitly dimensioned; the BASIC dimension statement has the rather standard form shown in the following example:

```
300   DIM A(10), B(20), C(30,40)
```

The definition of new functions in a BASIC statement is accomplished by using DEFINE statements. Each such statement defines a new function. The following example illustrates the form of the BASIC DEFINE statement.

```
400   DEF  FNA(X) = COS(X * X) + SIN (X * X)
401   DEF  FNB(Y) = X + FNA(FNA(X))
```

The name of a programmer function is required to begin with the two first letters FN. Moreover, each function must be defined by a single arithmetic expression.

Every BASIC program is terminated by an END statement, consisting of the single key word END. Immediately preceding the END statement terminating a BASIC program, any number of DATA statements may appear. Each DATA statement consists of the key word "DATA" followed by a list of signed numbers; both integer and real numbers are allowed. A DATA statement merely generates the quantities which it lists into a serial list of input data; this input data is then accessed by READ statements appearing subsequently in the BASIC program.

A formal account of the syntax of the basic language is given in Table V.
Table V. Syntax of a version of the Dartmouth BASIC Language.

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{nxtlab} \rangle &= \langle \text{integer} \rangle \cdot \text{genlab} \cdot \text{nxtstat} / .\text{er}(8) - \\
\langle \text{nxtstat} \rangle &= \langle \text{assign} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{readstat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{pntstat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{datastat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{gostat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{ifstat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{forstat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{nxtstat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{dimstat} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{gosub} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{return} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{define} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{end} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{comment} \rangle / .\text{er}(15) - \\
\langle \text{var} \rangle &= \langle \text{name} \rangle \langle (, \langle \text{expr} \rangle , \langle \text{expr} \rangle ) \rangle \cdot \text{subscr}(2) / \\
                       &= \langle \text{b. simpvar} \rangle \cdot \text{er}(1) \cdot \text{er}(1) \cdot \text{er}(2) \\
\langle \text{simpvar} \rangle &= \langle \text{subscr(expr)} \rangle / .\text{er}(2) - \\
\langle \text{functrm} \rangle &= \langle \text{fname} \rangle \langle (, \langle \text{expr} \rangle ) \rangle \cdot \text{genfun} / .\text{er}(3) \cdot \text{er}(1) \cdot \text{er}(2) - \\
\langle \text{factor} \rangle &= \langle \text{number} \rangle / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{var} \rangle \cdot \text{genfetch} / . \\
                         &= \langle \text{functrm} \rangle / . \\
\langle \text{expfac} \rangle &= \langle \text{factor} \rangle \langle \text{^} \rangle \cdot \langle \text{factor} \rangle \cdot \text{arith(expn)} / .\text{er}(1) \cdot \text{er}(1) \\
                         &= \langle \text{expfac} \rangle / .\text{er}(1) - \\
\langle \text{term} \rangle &= \langle \text{expfac} \rangle \cdot \text{terms} / .\text{er}(1) - \\
\langle \text{terms} \rangle &= \langle * \rangle \cdot \langle \text{expfac} \rangle \cdot \text{arith(prod)} / .\text{er}(1) \\
                         &= \langle / \rangle \cdot \langle \text{expfac} \rangle \cdot \text{arith(quot)} / .\text{er}(1) - \\
\langle \text{exp} \rangle &= \langle + \rangle \cdot \langle \text{term} \rangle \cdot \text{arith(unplus)} \cdot \text{sums} / .\text{er}(1) \\
                         &= \langle - \rangle \cdot \langle \text{term} \rangle \cdot \text{arith(unmin)} \cdot \text{sums} / .\text{er}(1) \\
\langle \text{sums} \rangle &= \langle + \rangle \cdot \langle \text{term} \rangle \cdot \text{arith(plus)} / .\text{er}(1) \\
                         &= \langle - \rangle \cdot \langle \text{term} \rangle \cdot \text{arith(minus)} / .\text{er}(1) - \\
\langle \text{assign} \rangle &= \text{LET} \langle \text{var} \rangle \cdot \text{save} \langle = \rangle \langle \text{expr} \rangle \cdot \text{genasin} \\
                         &= \langle .\text{er}(4) \cdot \text{er}(5) \cdot \text{er}(1) - 
\end{align*}
\]
<readstat> = READ <var> . genread . genasin <rvar*> . cdend/.er(6)-
<rvar> = ', ' <var> . genread. genasin/.er(6)
<pntstat> = PRINT <pitem> <pitems*> .. cdend/.er(7)-
<pitem> = ', ' <pitem> /.er(7)-
<pntstat> = <expr> . genprint(value)/. 
= <*> . genprint(msg) <expr>.genprint(value)/.er(1).
 = . allri/. 
<dataset> = . DATA <signed> <csigned*> .. cdend/.er(6)-
<csigned> = ', ' <signed> /.er(6)-
<signed> = ' - ' <*>. gendat(minus)/.b.
 = <*>.gendat(plus)/.
<goast> = GO TO . goend/. 
 = GO TO .. goend/. 
<goend> = <*> . gengo . cdend/.er(8)-
<relatop> = '>' '! = ' . setop(ge)/.lesfirst..
 = . allri.setop(gt)/-
<lesfirst> = '< '! '>' . setop(lgt)/.eqlsgn..
 = '<=' '! = ' . setop(le)/.
 = . allri.setop(lt)/-
<eqlsign> = '=' '! = ' . setop(eql)/.er(9)-
<ifstat> = IF<expr> <relatop> <expr> THEN <*>. integer
 . genif..cdend/.er(l).er(7).er(l).er(10).er(8)-
<forstat> = FOR <*>.name ' = ' <expr> TO <expr> STEP
 <expr> . genfor..cdend/.b.er(4).er(5).er(l).er(1).er(11)
 .er(1).er(1)
 = . allri.stack(l).genfor..cdend/-
<nextstat> = NEXT <*>.name . genext...er(12)..cdend/.er(4)
<dimstat> = DIM <dimelt> <cdimelt*> .. cdend/.er(7)
<cdimelt> = ', ' <dimelt>/.er(7)
<dimelt> = <*>.name ' (! <*>.integer ') ' <*>.integer ')
 . gendim(2) ...er(13)/.er(6).er(3).er(6).er(6).er(6).er(2)
 = <*>.name(integer')' gendim(1)...er(13)/.er(2)-
<gosub> = GOSUB<integer> . gencall..cdend/.er(8)
{return> = RETURN.genret..cdend/-
<define> = DEF <*>.name ' (! <*>.name . genanam ') ' '= ' <expr>
 . genasin.defend/.er(4).er(3).er(4).er(2).er(5).er(1)-
The parser described by Table V will, in the course of its action, generate various diagnostic messages. A complete listing of all of these diagnostic messages is given in Table VI.

Table VI. Error message list for the BASIC compiler.

1. illformed arithmetic expression
2. missing right parenthesis
3. missing left parenthesis
4. illformed variable name
5. missing equal sign
6. illformed list element
7. system error
8. illformed label
9. illformed relational operator
10. illformed if-statement
11. illformed for-statement
12. improper nesting of for-loops
13. excessively large dimensioned arrays or repeated dimensioning
14. illformed terminal portion of statement
15. illformed initial portion of statement

Table VII contains a complete listing of the generator subroutines called by the parser described in Table V. It also lists the lexical types with which the parser of Table V is concerned.
Table VII. Generator subroutines and lexical types for the BASIC compiler.

**Generator subroutines:**

false; allri; ermes; setop; stack;
subscr; save; defend;
genfun; genfetch; arith; genasin; genread; genprint; gendat; genif
gengo; gendim; genfor; genext; gencall; genret; genanam; genlab.

**Lexical types:**

<name>; <fname>; <number>; edge; eof; mesg.

Certain of the generator routines occurring in Table VII have very simple actions. The generator routine FALSE merely sets the syntactic success-failure flag to its failure condition; the generator routine ALLRI sets the same flag to the success condition. The generator routine ERMES is simply an error message transmitting routine; this routine always finds a numerical parameter at the top of the argument stack and simply sends out the error message corresponding to this numerical argument. The generator routine SETOP merely sets the contents of some flag location to a value indicating which one of an allowed set of relational operators appears in an if statement. This location is then referenced by the GENIF subroutine to determine the particular conditional transfer which it is to generate. The generator subroutine STACK merely places its own single argument at the top of the system argument stack; this gives us a way of inserting implicit arguments into the flow of our parse, in explicit form.

Some of the remaining generator subroutines have quite straightforward code-emitting actions. GENLAB finds a label referenced on the top of the argument stack and generates a labelled continued statement

LABEL: CONTINUE
in whatever assembly language form is appropriate. GENGO finds a label reference (on top of the argument stack) and generates an unconditional transfer

\text{JUMPTO LABEL}

in appropriate assembly language form. GENCALL finds a label reference at the top of the argument stack and emits two lines of assembly language code:

\text{CALL RETSTACK}
\text{JUMPTO LABEL}

In these lines of code, RETSTACK is a reserved system label at which an assembly-written subroutine is entered; this subroutine

a) determines the location from which it has been called;
b) using this address, and adding a small integer, determines the appropriate address for eventual subroutine return;
c) stacks this latter address at the top of a system return address stack, checking for stack overflow and giving a diagnostic in case of overflow;
d) makes a direct return to execute the JUMPTO LABEL instruction which is the second of the two instructions displayed above.

Note that the code sequence beginning at the system address RETSTACK is one of a number of system assembly-written sequences which must be appended by the compiler to the code which it compiles. Other such system sequences will be noted in their turn in the following paragraphs.

The generator subroutine GENRET generates an unconditional transfer of the following form:

\text{JUMPTO RETBEG}

RETBEG is a label which must be attached to the initial location of a systems sequence at which

a) the top address of the system return address stack is fetched, a diagnostic being given in case of underflow;
b) an unconditional transfer is made to the address fetched.

The remaining generators have slightly more complex logical actions, in that they are more intimately involved in reading and/or manipulation of symbol table entries, in temporary variable accounting, etc. Before describing these generators therefore, we must explain the general circumstances which determine their form. In doing so, we will have a first exposure, "in miniature" to the wider circle of issues involved in code generation, issues whose more systematic discussion is postponed to Chapter 8 below.

The main issues which must be faced are as follows.

1. Indexed quantities must be fetched and stored using a procedure slightly different from that appropriate for non-indexed quantities. This procedure requires information concerning the dimensions associated with the indexed variable which it is to treat. Inconsistent repeated dimensioning of a single variable must be avoided; a quantity referenced as unindexed in any statement must not subsequently be dimensioned.

2. In the course of computation of a nested expression like \((A \times B) + (C \times D)\), temporary variables for the storage of \(A \times B\) and of \(C \times D\) are required. A suitable rule for the generation of such temporary quantities may be stated as follows: Maintain a temporary variables counter. Each binary arithmetic operation advances this counter by one, but decreases it by one for each argument of the operation which is a temporary variable. Instead of appearing in the symbol table along with programmer defined variable names, temporary variables may conveniently be represented by specially flagged "pointer items" which, in fact, merely contain a temporary variable number. The current maximum value reached by the temporary variables counter must be maintained during compilation, since this information is needed when a new
temporary variable is to be generated, and is also needed when storage for the full set of temporary variables is to be generated. A slight additional complication to all of this arises from the circumstance that, since a programmer-defined function may be called at any point during the evaluation of an expression, each programmer-defined function requires its own private temporary variable storage area. We satisfy this additional requirement as follows. An auxiliary counter is used during the compilation of every BASIC DEFine statement. This counter counts temporaries as they are generated during the compilation of such a programmer-defined function. On terminating the compilation of a DEFine statement, we return to the use of the standard temporary variable counter, but set the value of the auxiliary temporary variable counter to the current maximum value which this auxiliary counter has attained.

If another DEFine statement is subsequently compiled, it will therefore generate temporary variables never used before.

3. In a function definition like

\[
\text{DEF FNCUBE}(X) = X \ast X \ast X + C \ast D,
\]

the argument name \(X\) which appears is a logical dummy having no relationship to the variable of the same name which may appear elsewhere in the same BASIC program. We adjust to this fact by treating the name of a function as an ordinary variable and, by using it during the evaluation of the function to represent the argument of the function. More specifically, on calling the function FNCUBE appearing in the DEFine statement above, say, in the form

\[
A = \text{FNCUBE}(B)
\]

we would

a) execute

\[
\text{FNCUBE} = B
\]

before entering the function evaluation code itself.
b) treat the above definition exactly as if it read

\[
\text{FNCUBE} = \text{FNCUBE} \times \text{FNCUBE} \times \text{FNCUBE} + C \times D
\]

JUMPTO RETBEG

c) execute

\[
A = \text{FNCUBE}
\]
on return from the function evaluation code. Substitution of a function's name for the variable \(X\) appearing in the definition of the function is accomplished by use of a **function switch**, which is turned on during the compilation of a DEFINE statement, and of two auxiliary locations, in one of which the symbol table pointer referencing the current function name is stored, while the second contains the symbol table pointer to the function argument name. When, in the course of compiling any algebraic expression, GENFETCH is called, it examines the function switch, and, if this is on, replaces any reference to the function argument with a reference to the corresponding name.

4. The generation of iterative FOR-next requires a solution to the problem of matching the beginning with the end of each such loop in proper fashion. The loop-beginning GENFOR routine finds, on the argument stack, a reference to the name of the loop's iteration variable, and to a set of three temporary locations, using which we then generate code of the following form:

\[
\text{TEMP} = \text{TEMP1} - \text{TEMP3}
\]

\[
\text{VARIABLE} = \text{TEMP}
\]

LABEL1: CONTINUE

\[
\text{TEMP} = \text{VARIABLE} - \text{TEMP2}
\]

PLUSJUMP LABEL2

\[
\text{TEMP} = \text{VARIABLE} + \text{TEMP3}
\]

\[
\text{VARIABLE} = \text{TEMP}
\]

On encountering the matching NEXT statement which terminates
the loop, we generate the end of loop code

```
GO TO LABEL1
LABEL2: CONTINUE
```

The pair of labels, LABEL1 and LABEL2, appearing in the above-displayed code must not conflict with any programmer defined label. To attain this end, we maintain a label counter LC which is incremented each time a FOR-loop is generated, and which provides us with an indefinitely long string of generated labels; and also maintain a FOR-stack, into which the routine GENFOR, when called, places both the label counter value it has used for the generation of its labels, and the iteration variable used in the FOR-statement. The corresponding NEXT statement removes these quantities from the top of the FOR stack. Using the stacked value of the label counter GENEXIT can generate appropriate loop closing code. The GENEXIT subroutine will also compare the variable which it finds at the top of the argument stack with the variable referenced at the top of the FOR-stack to verify that all four loops are properly nested.

To proceed as explained above, we make use of the following data locations and fields:

1. A one bit function switch FS; a function name location FN; and a function argument name location AN.

2. A temporary variable counter TV and a temporary variable maximum counter TM. An auxiliary temporary variable counter ATV and an auxiliary temporary variable maximum counter ATM.

3. In each symbol table entry, a two bit dimension state field, in which 0 denotes a neutral state, 1 denotes a singly indexed variable, 2 denotes a doubly indexed variable, and 3 denotes a simple variable.

In each symbol table entry, a dimension pointer field which references a dimension table entry if the variable is dimensioned; in this case the dimension table entry gives the dimension information for the variable. Also, a total
accumulated array storage counter TAS.

4. A FOR-label counter LC; a FOR-stack and related stack pointer.

5. An indexing flag IX, used to distinguish indexed from non-indexed fetches and stores.

We now proceed to explain the action of the remaining generator subroutines. SUBSCR will be called with an argument which is either 0, 1 or 2, and also references the variable pointed to by the top of the argument stack. SUBSCR(2) finds two index quantities at the top of the argument stack. It sets the indexing flag, checks to verify that the variable with which it is dealing represents a two-dimensional array, and, using the dimension information for this two-dimensional array, emits code to calculate the linear location of the required array entry. A temporary variable containing this quantity replaces the two separate indices at the top of the argument stack. SUBSCR(1) merely sets the indexing flag, and checks to verify that the variable in question represents a one-dimensional array. SUBSCR(0) checks that the variable with which it is dealing is non-indexed or neutral, and designates a variable as non-indexed if it is found to be neutral. Then SUBSCR(0) drops the indexing flag; if the function flag is set it checks the variable for identity with the current function argument, and replaces it with the name in the current function name location if the variable is identical with the current function argument.

The subroutine GENFUN finds a function name and the variable pointer at the top of the argument stack. It drops the indexing flag and, using GENASIGN and GENCALL, generates the machine code sequence

```
FNAME = VAR
CALL RETSTACK
JUMPTO FNAME'
```
GENASIN finds a pair of variable names and possibly also an index quantity at the top of the argument stack. The index quantity will be present if and only if the index switch is on.

Consulting this switch, GENASIN emits assembly language code to perform a simple store in the nonindexed case, or an indexed store if the index switch is on. If the index switch is on, GENASIN drops it. Note that, if the variable found at the top of the argument stack by GENASIN is a temporary variable, GENASIN must reduce the temporary variable counter TV by 1. GENFETCH finds either a variable name or a variable name and an index quantity at the top of the argument stack. If the index switch is off, GENFETCH acts as a null operation. If the index switch is on, GENFETCH drops it, advances the temporaries counter and generates the assembly code equivalent of the indexed fetch

\[ \text{TEMP} = \text{INDEXFETCH(VAR,INDEX)}. \]

The generator subroutine ARITH is the main generator for all arithmetic operations. It generates the assembly code sequences required for the various allowed binary arithmetic operations and for the unique monadic arithmetic operation, arithmetic negation; the result value is always assigned to a temporary variable and a pointer to this temporary variable is left at the top of the argument stack. Note that ARITH always advances the temporary counter by 1, but reduces this counter by 0, 1 or 2, depending on whether none, one or both the quantities on top of the argument stack when ARITH is called are temporary variables.

GENIF uses ARITH as a subroutine to form the difference of the two quantities whose comparison is to determine the outcome of the IF statement being compiled, and replaces these two quantities by a single temporary variable containing their difference. Then the GENIF subroutine generates appropriate transfer code, in one of the following forms:
for a comparison by equality;

for a comparison by inequality;

for comparison by the greater than or equal to relation;

for comparison by the less than or equal to;

for comparison by the greater than relation;

for comparison by the less than relationship.

The generator subroutine GENFOR finds a variable and three expressions at the top of the argument stack. Using the FOR-label counter LC it generates the loop heading code already described. Then the loop variable and the current value of the loop counter LC are placed at the top of the FOR stack, and LC is incremented by 2. GENEXT finds a single variable at the top of the argument stack. It compares this variable with the variable referenced at the top of the FOR-stack and, if these disagree, issues an 'improper loop nesting' diagnostic. If, on the other hand, no loop nesting error is detected, GENEXT uses the stacked value of the loop counter to generate the loop closing code described.
The two generator routines GENANAM and DEFEND are used in connection with the BASIC DEFINE statement. GENANAM finds a function and function argument name referenced at the top of the argument stack; sets the function flag; places references to the function name and argument name in the locations FN and AN respectively; and generates an assembly language label and associated storage location. GENANAM also interchanges TV with ATV and TM with ATM. DEFEND drops the function flag, sets TM = ATM, and interchanges TV with ATV and TM with ATM. It also generates the output line

JUMPTO RETBEG

The GENDAT and READ routines work together, using a common system INPUT array. GENDAT finds an integer or real number at the top of the argument stack; it converts this quantity to its internal value, takes the negative of this value if called with "minus" as its own proper argument, and puts the calculated value into the next free space in the input buffer array. The GENREAD routine finds a variable name A referenced at the top of the argument stack, emits the lines

CALL READER
A = IOTEMP

and stacks the pointer to the system variable IOTEMP on the top of the argument stack; the system routine READER here invoked merely transfers the first available element in the input buffer into the IOTEMP location, taking a "data exhausted" exit of the INPUT buffer is empty.

GENPRINT can be called in a "data print" or in a "message print" form. In its first form, it uses GENASIN to emit code which will transfer the value to be printed into the system IOTEMP location, and then emits a call to a system value-print routine which accomplishes the conversion and exterior transfer of this value. In its second form, GENPRINT emits code for entering, into the IOTEMP location, the two message buffer pointers defining the beginning and
end of a message to be printed, and emits a call to a system message print routine which accomplishes the external transfer of this message.

The generator subroutine GENDIM finds a variable name and one or two constants on the top of the argument stack. It checks the dimension state field of the variable to make sure that the variable is in the neutral state, and then sets this dimension state field to the appropriate value, 1 or 2. At the same time, a dimension table entry is built and a pointer to this dimension table entry attached to the variable entry in the symbol table, and the total space required for the dimensioned array calculated and added to the total array storage count TAS, a diagnostic being emitted if this total becomes excessive.

EXIT attaches assembly language code for all necessary system functions to the code compiled during the immediately preceding parse run; generates all necessary temporary storage locations, using the value of both the TM and the ATM counters; generates storage for all necessary arrays, using the entries in the dimension table, and transfers the accumulated contents of the input buffer and the print message buffer to proper location. Finally, EXIT will print out an assembly language listing of the code that has been compiled and/or call an assembler to produce final machine code.

This is the last of the generators required for the compilation of the BASIC language. Programmed in a suitable higher level language, each of the above generators should be no more than few dozen lines long; so that the whole parser for the BASIC language, written in a combination of our syntax language and FORTRAN should amount to no more than two to three hundred cards.
7. Optimization of recursive syntax analysis.

The syntax analysis methods presented in the previous sections of the present chapter, especially in Section 5, are at their most efficient when the language to be parsed has a high degree of local ambiguity. In this case, the parsing algorithms of Section 5, in the form given, imply a great deal of "saving" and "restoring"; i.e., we must often note and save an indication of our momentary location in the input string in order, on a subsequent failure, to reattempt a parse along an alternate line, starting once more from the same point in the input string. In some cases, of course, the language which is to be parsed may be relatively unambiguous; this, for example, is the case for both the extended Backus metalanguage itself and for the BASIC language described in the preceding section. This is also the case for many other programming languages: the design of such languages is often influenced by a desire to avoid ambiguity. Even in these cases, however, there are certain common situations in which a recursive parser acts with less than optimal efficiency. In the present section, we will describe several methods by which the efficiency of a parser may be improved, irrespective of whether the language to be parsed is ambiguous or unambiguous.

We begin by considering the situation, typified by the "keyword search" which begins the syntactic analysis of every BASIC statement, in which a lexical atom must be compared with every one of a large number of fixed atoms before a decision can be made concerning the line of action to be taken subsequently. We shall describe a relatively simple device for increasing the efficiency of parsing in this common case.

The idea is as follows. Instead of making comparisons with all the members of a relatively large set of other atoms, and taking a transfer depending on the result of all these comparisons, we make use of a hash table of atoms containing the corresponding transfer addresses, and of an alternative
procedure in which we.

a) hash the atom which is to be compared with our table entries;
b) locate this atom in our hash table by a fast look-up procedure;
c) note, and transfer to the corresponding address.

This technique speeds up the key word scan which, according to the grammar of Section 5, begins the syntactic analysis of every BASIC statement very effectively.

A more widely useful optimization makes use of somewhat more sophisticated techniques resembling the "bounded context" parsing techniques which we will discuss in more detail in Chapter 4. This technique, which may be called context anticipation, involves the following sequence of steps:

1. During the expansion of a grammar written in the extended Backus metalanguage into the corresponding algorithm, make up a complete list, called a composites list, of all FIND SUBPART and all ITERATE SUBPART calls, both those involving and those not involving the specification of a minimum or a minimum and maximum number of iterations. This may readily be accomplished by making slight modifications to the GENRGO and the GENITER routines used by the syntax expander of Section 4.

2. During the same syntax expansion, make up a list, called the symbol types list, of all recognized atoms and lexical types (this is merely a list of all the quantities occurring as arguments to the RECOGNIZE and FIND LEXICAL calls). This goal may be accomplished by making slight modifications to the GENREC and GENFIND routines used by the syntax expander.

3. Next, using the tables prepared (in steps 1 and 2), make up a two-dimensional outcomes table for each call appearing in the composites list. Each entry in this table corresponds to a pair S1, S2 of elements on the symbol types list. The entries of each such outcomes table are to be formed as follows:
a) Begin a simulated run of the parser, starting with
the given FIND or ITERATE SUBPART call, and with a two symbol
input string consisting of S1 and S2.

b) If and when any subroutine other than POPUP, POPNO,
FIND SUBPART, ITERATE SUBPART, FIND LEXICAL, RECOGNIZE, ALIRI,
or FALSE is called during the simulation, terminate the
simulated run and enter the symbol D into the outcomes table.

c) If the input scan pointer maintained by the parser
ever attains the value 3, terminate the simulated run and
enter D into the outcomes table.

d) If after a set maximum number of simulated steps, (say
100 or 1000) the simulated run has not yet returned from
the original FIND or ITERATE SUBPART call, terminate the run
and enter the symbol D into the outcomes table.

In every remaining case, return from the initial
FIND or ITERATE SUBPART calls would have occurred without
any generator call other than those listed in b) above having
been made, and without any character other than the two
initial characters S1, S2 having been scanned.

In this case, the following material is entered into the
outcomes table:

1) The state of the syntactic success-failure flag on
return; the value, 1 or 2, of the scan pointer on return;
and, if this value is 2, so that a character has been
scanned, a flag indicating whether or not a pointer to
this character has been inserted into the argument stack.

ii) The total number of calls to any of the admissible
routines listed in b) above that have taken place between
our initial FIND or ITERATE SUBPART call and the subsequent
return from this call.

4. The next step is to reject any FIND or ITERATE SUBPART
call, which according to a reasonable criterion, is not
worth special optimization. This may be done as follows.
The entries in the outcomes table containing a D are entries
which, because of the complex actions which would be initiated
on encountering the corresponding pair $S_1$, $S_2$ of input symbols, have in any case to be performed; that is, for such entries, we do not attempt any special optimization. On the other hand, entries not containing a D are entries which can, if it is worth our while to do so, be specially optimized. Then, in order not to optimize unnecessarily, we take, for each complete outcomes table, the maximum of all the numbers of intermediate calls recorded in any non-D entry in the table. If this maximum exceeds a reasonable threshold value (say, 2 or 3) it signifies that the corresponding FIND or ITERATE SUBPART call could lead to a complex and lengthy series of actions, terminating however, in a simple return from the call, at most one input character having been scanned in the meanwhile. In such cases it is worth setting up a special optimization. On the other hand, if the cited maximum is less than 2 or 3, it is not worth optimizing in any special way, since the procedure followed by our unoptimized algorithm is bound to be reasonably fast and efficient. Thus, depending on the value of the cited maximum and on the threshold value we choose, we decide either to optimize or to neglect the optimization of a given FIND or ITERATE SUBPART call.

5. In those cases in which we decide to optimize a SUBPART call, we proceed to set up a packed and condensed version of the outcomes table, proceeding as follows. We first reduce each entry in the outcomes table to an entry four bits in length. This is done as follows. A 'D' entry is represented by four bits, all zero; an entry different from D is represented by a certain pattern of four bits, the first of these bits being set to 1. The second bit of these four indicates the state of the syntactic success-failure flag on return from the corresponding SUBPART call. The third bit indicates the number, zero or one, of input atoms scanned at the time of return from the SUBPART call. The final bit indicates whether the scanned input symbol, if any is scanned, is merely RECOGNIZED or is taken
by the FIND LEXICAL subroutine and placed on the argument stack. Proceeding in this way, we reduce our initial outcomes table to a packed table of four bit entries, one entry for each possible pair of elements of the symbol types list.

6. Our next aim is to condense the packed outcomes table, arriving at a considerably smaller table containing the same information. This we do as follows. By sorting the rows and then sorting the columns of the packed outcomes table, we classify all the different symbols occurring in the symbol types list into equivalence classes, two symbols being considered equivalent if the rows in the outcomes table which correspond to these two symbols are identical and the columns in the outcomes table corresponding to these two symbols are also identical. Applying this criterion, we develop a list of equivalence classes of symbols, the list corresponding to the given SUBPART call, which will normally be very considerably shorter than the full symbol types list, and, in many cases, may contain some 4 to 8 entries. We next construct an equivalence class table which, for each symbol type in our symbol types lists, gives the number of the corresponding equivalence class. The condensed outcomes table is now a table containing as many rows and columns as there are equivalence classes and, for each pair of equivalence classes, containing the four bit entry which the full outcomes table would associate with a pair of characters belonging to this pair of equivalence classes.

7. Our procedure on entering an optimized FIND or ITERATE SUBPART call is now as follows. We pick up the two immediately following symbols in the input string; and determine the symbol type of each symbol.

Then, making fast access through the equivalence class table and the condensed outcomes table, we decide either to execute our SUBPART call in the normal way, or decide that this is unnecessary since the outcome of the call can be
predicted directly. In this latter case, we use the remaining information in the condensed outcomes table to establish the appropriate setting for the syntactic success-failure flag, to obtain a properly incremented value of the scan pointer, and, if necessary, to place one additional lexical atom pointer and/or the quantity zero (in case of an iterated subpart call) at the top of the argument stack.

Note that the indexing operations necessary to carry out the steps in 7 above can be carried out most efficiently and at highest speed if the number of rows and columns of the condensed outcomes table are both taken to be a power of two.

The information which must be gathered in order to form an initial version of each necessary outcomes table can be collected easily if suitable modifications to the generator routines occurring in the syntax expander are made. These modified generators can produce, from any given syntactic text, a preliminary version of the corresponding parse algorithm in which each of the subprocess calls invoked is replaced by a call to a routine with a combined simulation and information gathering function. At the end of a first information gathering phase, a complete set of condensed outcomes table can be prepared, one for every SUBPART call which is to be optimized. At that point all these condensed tables can be passed back to the syntax expander, the syntax expander at the same time being informed as to what particular SUBPART call each table belongs. Then, using this information, the syntax expander can produce an optimized parser with one single additional run. Note finally that by applying the general optimization methods to be discussed in Chapter 8 below to the parse program thus produced, still further, rather general improvements in efficiency may be obtained.
1. The basic lexical scan algorithm.

The task of the lexical scan is to divide an input character string into words which can be treated as atomic subunits during the remainder of analysis, to carry out the initial entry of these words into a symbol table, and to flag each symbol table entry with the initial lexical-syntactic type of the word. During this process the machine-internal representation for the value of any symbol word found to designate a constant may also be calculated and entered into the symbol table. The original input string is thereby replaced by a string of pointers to the newly created symbol table.

The lexical scan process prepares in a general way for the principal syntactic pass. It has the obvious advantage of reducing the size of the string to be processed during the principal pass, since many more characters will normally be used to form a mnemonic symbol-name than are required for a symbol table pointer. The lexical scan process is fast, simple, and normally strictly serial. The subsequent stages of syntactic analysis are more complex and may often involve repeated motion back and forth over portions of the input string. Hence, by condensing the input via a lexical scan the number of items of input which must be treated repeatedly is substantially reduced.

It is also worth noting that certain entirely trivial lexical operations will have to be performed very often during the analysis of normal input programs; the suppression of blanks in the parsing of FORTRAN and of repeated blanks in the parsing of many other languages are typical for this observation. By applying a well-adapted high-speed technique in these recurring trivial cases, a lexical scanner can effect considerable savings in total compilation time. Moreover, since most of the character-
related operations of a compiler belong to its lexical sections, the use of a lexical prepass serves to localize a compiler's character-set dependencies.

In describing any given programming language we always have the option either of carrying syntactic description down to the single character level or of regarding certain simple syntactic types as lexical atoms. The latter approach generally speeds up the overall compilation process.

From the more general point of view of Chapters 2 and 4, we may make the following comments concerning lexical scans. Any general recursive parsing method makes use of a control stack. If the grammar according to which the parse is to be conducted is sufficiently simple so that, as a matter of fact, this control stack can assume only one of a finite number of states during a parse, then we can develop a considerably more efficient realization of the parsing process as follows. In the first place, enumerate all possible states of the control stack; these become the states of a finite state automaton. Next, note the transitions of control state induced on encountering any given input character, obtaining in this way a state transition table. Whenever a generator subroutine would be called on encountering a given input character in a given state, this fact should be indicated by attaching an appropriate special entry to the state transition table. Reformulating the parsing process in this way whenever possible has the crucial advantage of permitting realization of the parse by a very high speed programming
technique; we may either encode the states of the hypothetical finite state automaton into the instruction address of an actual computer, and encode the state transitions as indexed transfers; alternatively, we may describe the required pattern of state-transitions by a state table and use an indexed lookup of the form

\[
\text{STATE} = \text{STATE TABLE}(\text{STATE}, \text{CHARACTER})
\]

\[
\text{STATE} = \text{STATE TABLE}(\text{STATE}, \text{CHARACTER})
\]

to achieve the proper transition on digesting each new character in the input string.

In the present chapter, we shall describe a heuristic procedure by which the state table and high speed scan corresponding to a sufficiently simple, "lexical" grammar may be set up directly. Those would-be syntactic types which may appropriately be reduced to the status of lexical types may be determined by perusal of the syntactic definition of the language. For a syntactic type to be reducible to the lexical level, we require that its syntactic definition is simple and iterative rather than complex and recursive. In particular, any syntactic type in which a fundamentally recursive structure is embedded as a subpart is not a candidate for reduction to the status of lexical atom. Moreover, the generator routines which need to be called in connection with the construction of a lexical atom should be simple and involve rudimentary initialization but not complex manipulation of the
symbol table.

We may readily perceive the practical force of these theoretical observations by examining the following direct syntactic definition, which might be given for the principal lexical types occurring in the BASIC language of Chapter II, Section 5. (We write these definitions in the most rudimentary Backus language, since, for the moment, we are not interested in the details of the corresponding generative actions.)

\[
\begin{align*}
<\text{ordinary}>&= A|B|C|D|E|G|H|I|J|K|L|M|O|P|Q|R|S|T|U|V|W|Y|Z \\
<\text{alphabetic}>&= <\text{ordinary}> | P|N \\
<\text{digit}>&= 0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9 \\
<\text{integer}>&= <\text{digit}> <\text{integer}> | <\text{digit}> \\
<\text{decimal}>&= <\text{integer}> . <\text{integer}> | <\text{integer}> . \\
<\text{exponent}>&= E<\text{integer}> | E - <\text{integer}> \\
<\text{number}>&= <\text{decimal}> <\text{exponent}> | <\text{decimal}> | <\text{integer}> \\
<\text{nonspecial}>&=<\text{alphabetic}> | <\text{digit}> \\
<\text{nametail}>&= <\text{nonspecial}> <\text{nametail}> | <\text{nonspecial}> \\
<\text{name}>&= <\text{ordinary}> <\text{nametail}> | N<\text{nametail}> \\
&| F<\text{ordinary}> <\text{nametail}> | F<\text{digit}> <\text{nametail}> \\
&| FF<\text{nametail}> \\
<\text{fn}>&= FN<\text{nametail}>. \\
<\text{fname}>&= \text{SIN}|\text{COS}|\text{TAN}|\text{ATN}|\text{EXP}|\text{ABS}|\text{LOG}|\text{SQR}|\text{INT}|\text{RND} | <\text{fn}> \\
\end{align*}
\]

It is plain that all these constructions, even those which have been put recursively in the above set of definitions, are expressible iteratively. It is for this reason that the types \(<\text{integer}>,\ <\text{decimal},\ <\text{number},\ <\text{name},\ and\ <\text{fname}>\) may appropriately be treated as lexical atoms. On the other hand, referring to the BASIC grammar in Chapter 2, Section 5, we may say that the syntactic type \(<\text{signed}>\) is not appropriately treated as a lexical atom, since an expression like \(-3\) must be analyzed differently depending on whether it occurs in an expression like "A-3", in which case \(-3\) is the union of the operator "-" with the integer "3", or in a DATA statement of the form...
in which case \( -3 \) is interpreted differently, i.e. as a signed number. Of course, a suitably sophisticated lexical scan could make this distinction lexically; however it is more convenient to let the required analysis wait until the syntactic analysis process. The syntactic type \(<\text{expr}>\) of the BASIC language, being recursive and involving complex generation, is not at all an appropriate candidate for reduction to the status of lexical atom. In consequence, a syntactic type such as \(<\text{forstat}>\), which includes \(<\text{expr}>\) as a subpart, is also to be treated syntactically rather than lexically. A syntactic type like \(<\text{var}>\) which in the BASIC language has a very simple construction, can be treated lexically. On the other hand, since the generators which must be invoked on encountering a \(<\text{var}>\), in case this variable is dimensioned are somewhat more complex than those normally performed during the lexical process, the analysis of this linguistic element would normally be handled syntactically rather than lexically.

Three principal classes of symbols and their boundaries are normally detected during lexical scan.

The first class of symbols are the 'constants'. These are symbols which denote decimal, octal, or hexadecimal integers, Hollerith constants, etc.

The second principal class detected during lexical scan is the class of 'variable names'.

It is worth making a few remarks concerning the distinction between 'constants' and 'variables'. Some symbols in the input string have, by convention, assigned values which are set initially and which never change during the running of the program. Thus, for example, the string

\[123\]

has a conventional value equal to the machine-internal representation of \(1 \times 100 + 2 \times 10 + 3\), and this value, once initially established, will be retained throughout the running of the program. Other of the symbols used in a programming language
are formal names distinguished merely by identity or non-identity with other formal names. During the running of the program the values corresponding to these formal names or "variables" will be changed repeatedly.

The three classes of words referred to above do not play equally weighty roles in natural language as in mechanical languages, and it is worth the price of a digression to comment on the reason why this is so. In natural language the first class of constants (also including "noun constants") exhausts normal usage almost entirely. The second class, the blank logical variables, normally occur only as pronouns, never very numerous in any natural language, and in the specialized diction of the mathematical scientist, i.e. as the "P" in such phrases as "Let P be a number...". The basis for this difference in usage is, of course, the fact that enunciations in natural language refer implicitly to a vast text of remembered sentences and linguistic information fragments. Thus the words occurring in natural language sentences normally are not logical blanks, but relate to a rich context which they evoke. Natural language sentences are in thise sense keys for the retrieval of remembered information; the usage of words in a mechanical information retrieval system would correspondingly have a much more natural flavor than the usage typifying other programming languages. Moreover, natural language is rarely used for the description of complex algorithms within which many quantities are varied (though, as noted, the special diction of the mathematical scientist forms an exception to this assertion.) In contrast, the sentences of a mechanical language are normally presented to a machine whose memory is blank except for the presence in it of a stored compiler. These sentences therefore consist of a small number of key words (which invoke particular processes in the compiler) and a large number of distinguishable blank pronouns: the variable names of the programming language. The grammatical mood of the sentences of a mechanical language is normally imperative, and aims to describe complex process.
These are the circumstances that give natural language on the one hand and programming languages on the other hand their rather different flavors.

However, let us return to our main subject. In the lexical scan process we aim to accomplish two results:

1) break down each input string present to us into "words"

2) determine the lexical type of every "word".

One may accomplish word definition merely by inserting a series of explicit end of word marks into the input string. Accordingly, the lexical scan process will normally maintain two pointers: the "scan pointer" indicating the next character to be scanned, and the "word beginning pointer" indicating the beginning of the word currently being constructed (or, equivalently the end of the word last constructed). The lexical scan algorithm, when it detects the end of a given word, inserts a logical mark indicating this word end and moves the word "beginning pointer" forward over the word just constructed. A little additional discussion will put us in position to indicate the precise manner in which these two pointers are used.

As has been noted above, the lexical scan process is a straightforward one; so straightforward in fact that it is normally performed by a programmed "finite state automaton". Such an automaton is always in one of a relatively small number of logical states. Given the state of the automaton, its next state is a strict function of the existing state and of the next input character scanned. The basic heuristic for establishing the pattern of states required for an automaton intended to perform a lexical scan whose target word-types are known is as follows. At any moment during lexical scan, the scan process will either have completed the construction of a particular word of a given type or will be in the midst of constructing such a word. The type of the word under construction may either be fully known or may be partially known. Thus, for example, in standard FORTRAN, after the characters
which we assume to be the initial portion of a word, have been
scanned, it known that the word under construction must be
either an integer or a decimal constant. Later in the same
scan, if the characters

have been scanned, the lexical ambiguity is removed and it is
definitely known that a real constant is under construction.
This real constant will be terminated by the next following
occurrence of a special symbol or alphabetic character. In
general, if any definite or ambiguous word type is under
construction, the next character scanned will either (resolve
any ambiguity and) terminate the word or will (reduce the
ambiguity of the word under construction and) continue the
construction of the word. While the construction of a word
is in process, we advance the "scan pointer", but not the
"word beginning pointer". Whenever the construction of a word
is complete the present positions of the two pointers define
its beginning and end. We use this information to establish a
symbol table entry describing the word, and then advance the
"word beginning pointer" to the present position of the scan
pointer.

We will describe each lexical scan process by a state
transition table and an associated short program of lexical
instructions.

We may establish a state transition table for the
finite automaton which is to perform a given lexical scan as
follows:

1) By enumerating all the lexical types provided in the language
to be scanned, and all the possible initial ambiguities
between these lexical types, arrive at a full set of both
definite lexical states and of ambiguous lexical states
which can arise during a left to right lexical scan.

2) Each one of these states, be it definite or ambiguous,
will correspond to one row of the state transition table.
3) The columns of the state transition table then correspond to the various possible distinct lexical character classes belonging to the given lexical scan process. Here, two distinct characters are considered to belong to the same lexical class if they play identical roles in the construction of words of all possible lexical types. In the contrary case, characters are considered to belong to distinct lexical classes. Thus, for example, in normal FORTRAN all alphabetic characters but H belong to one single lexical class; the character H belongs to a distinct lexical class because of the special role which it plays in the formation of Hollerith constants.

4) The entries in the state transition table are transfer labels indicating particular algorithmic steps to be performed when a character of a given lexical type is encountered in a given lexical state. The two most common entries in a lexical table will normally be an entry called "continue", which transfers to an instruction in the lexical scan program that merely advances the scan pointer; and a label called "end" which transfers to an instruction in the lexical program that marks the end of a word, enters the newly constructed word into the symbol table, and flags the word as being of a lexical type determined by the lexical state at the time that the word-end condition is detected.

One additional remark will be helpful in understanding the details of the particular example considered below. Any lexical type which has the property that the words which belong to it are always complete as soon as the type is definitely known may be omitted from the state table. Thus, for example, in many languages, any single special character (as *, -, +, /, etc.) will act as a delimiter. Such special characters always constitute single character words; the type of such a word, namely "special", is known as soon as the character is detected. For this reason it is not necessary to include a "special character" column in the lexical analysis table. Instead, it is merely
necessary to include a transfer to a "generate special character" instruction in the "next subunit to begin" row of the lexical state transition table.

As a first example to be analyzed in detail we consider a hypothetical FORTRAN whose list of allowed lexical types is as follows.

1) Integer: any sequence of digits, imbedded blanks allowed.
   Examples: 127, 0359, 0 359 275 851
2) Real number: an integer, followed by a decimal point, and optionally followed by a second integer.
   Examples: 37., 37.0, 37.8910, 3 7.89 10
3) Name: any string of nonspecial characters beginning with an alphabetic; no embedded blanks allowed.
   Examples: JIM, TIM23, T23IM.
4) Special character: any character other than blank or period.
   Examples: *, ), (, etc.
5) Period-delimited operator: any string of nonspecial characters, beginning with an alphabetic, containing no blanks, and delimited fore and aft by a period.
   Examples: .GE., .AND., JVIN., .SHIFT.
6) Hollerith constant: any number of digits, followed by the letter H, followed by an arbitrary character string of the length specified by these two digits.
   Example: 5HJophe.

A finite-state process which can perform the lexical scan for our hypothetical FORTRAN will have one state corresponding to each of the above lexical types, and, in addition, will have one state corresponding to each possible state of lexical ambiguity which can arise during lexical scan of an input string. The possible states of lexical ambiguity are

12. Integer or real number? (Since those two lexical types can begin with strings of identical form.)
126. Integer, real number, or Hollerith constant? (This additional ambiguity is possible until more than two digits have been scanned.)
25. End of decimal or beginning of period-delimited operator? Consider e.g. the hypothetical statement IF(30. GE. 31.0) 1, 2, 3.

In addition, we require a state, 10, indicating that the first character of the next following lexical unit has not been scanned.

The relevant character subclasses for the lexical scan are: alphabetic other than H, H, digit, special other than period, period, blank, end-of-card mark.

The following lexical transition table indicating the actions to be taken in each lexical state on the occurrence of any given input character may now be drawn up.

Table I. State transitions for FORTRAN-like lexical scan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character Classes</th>
<th>Alph. $\neq H$</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Digit $\neq$</th>
<th>Spec. $\neq$</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Blank</th>
<th>End of Card</th>
<th>End of File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Real</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Name</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Period-delimited operator (PDØ)</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END1</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Integer or Real (IR)</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>GODCOP</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126. or Hollerith (IRH)</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>HOLCON</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>GODCOP</td>
<td>GOIR</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Decimal or PDØ (DØP)</td>
<td>ENDX</td>
<td>ENDX</td>
<td>GOR</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>GOR</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next subunit</td>
<td>GONAM</td>
<td>GONAM</td>
<td>GOIRH</td>
<td>END1</td>
<td>GOPDO</td>
<td>SKIP</td>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td>EXIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. to begin</td>
<td>GONAM</td>
<td>GONAM</td>
<td>GOIRH</td>
<td>END1</td>
<td>GOPDO</td>
<td>SKIP</td>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td>EXIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- END
- CONT
- END
- END
The procedures to be taken on transfer to the various points indicated in the above lexical transition table are shown in the following table.

Table II. Generative lexical actions for FORTRAN-like scan.

End: Enter the immediately preceding block of characters into the symbol table, calculating the internal representation of its value if appropriate. Flag the symbol as real if state = 2; name if state = 3; operator if state = 5; integer if state = 12; integer if state = 126; real if state = 25; special if state = 10. Set state = 10.

Advance the 'beginning of next lexical block' pointer to 1 less than the current position of the scan pointer, and go to JUMP.

END1: Advance the scan pointer by 1, and go to END.
ENDX: Reduce scan pointer by 1; set state = 12; go to END.
GODCOP: Set state = 25, go to CONT.
GOIR: Set state = 12, go to CONT.
GOR: Set state = 2, go to CONT.
GONAM: Set state = 3, go to CONT.
GOIRH: Set state = 126, go to CONT.
GOPDO: Set state = 5, go to CONT.
SKIP: Advance 'beginning of next lexical block' pointer by 1; go to CONT.
NEXT: Read in next card, re-initialize, go to CONT.
EXIT: Enter E of mark in lexical output string, and terminate lexical scan.
HOLCON: Convert the immediately preceding block of characters to an integer value; advance the scan pointer by this amount.
Enter the block of characters thus delimited into the hash table,
flagging it as a Hollerith constant. Set state = 10.
Advance the 'beginning of next lexical block' pointer to
1 less than scan pointer. Go to CONT.

The reader, using any suitable algorithmic language,
will have no difficulty in converting the above algorithm
into an explicit program.

As a second example of a lexical scan, we consider the
scan belonging to the Dartmouth BASIC language described in
section 4 of Chapter 2. The lexical types in this language
are as follows. A name is any string of characters and digits,
beginning with character, and not beginning with the pair
of characters FN. A function name is any string of characters
and digits beginning with the two letters FN. An integer
is any string of digits. A real number is any string of
digits including a period, and possibly including an exponent
part, which has the form E, denoting exponent, followed by
a string of digits, or, alternatively, E followed by a minus
sign followed by a string of digits. A message is any string
of characters beginning with and ending with a quote mark.
Special characters form the final lexical type; each such
lexical element is only one character long. We include an
end-card mark and an end-file mark among the special charac-
ters. None of our lexical types, other than message, are
allowed to contain blanks. Table III below shows the pattern
of state transitions required for the recognition of the above-
described family of lexical types.
### Table III. State-transitions for BASIC lexical scan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Letter ≠ F,N,E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Digit ≠ ,,,-</th>
<th>Special</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Minus</th>
<th>Blank</th>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>End File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. NORF1 (name or function)</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>Go2</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. NORF2 (name or function)</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. NAME</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. IRE (integer or real)</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. REL</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. MSG</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>Gen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. NXT</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>Go1</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>Go4</td>
<td>End1</td>
<td>End1</td>
<td>End1</td>
<td>Skip</td>
<td>Go8</td>
<td>Nxtd</td>
<td>Exit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the above table, state 1 is the scan state reached after an initial F has been scanned; state 2 is the scan state reached after an initial F and N have both been scanned. RE1 is the lexical state reached after an integer followed by a period has been scanned; RE2 is the state attained after an integer followed by a period and the letter E has been scanned; and RE3 is the lexical state reached after an integer followed by a period and E and a minus sign has been scanned.

Table IV describes the generative actions which correspond to each of the entries in the above transition table.

Table IV. Generative lexical actions for the BASIC scan.

end: Enter the immediately preceding block of characters into the symbol table, calculating the internal value of its representation if appropriate. Flag the symbol as a function name if state=2; a name if state = 1 or 3; an integer if state = 4; a real number if state = 5, 6, or 7; a message if state = 8; a special character if state = 9. Set state = 9. Advance the "beginning of next lexical block" pointer to 1 less than the current position of the scan pointer, and go to JUMP.

cont: Advance the scan pointer by 1;

jump: Go to NORF, NORF2, NAME, IRE, RE1, RE2, RE3, MSG, or NXT depending on the current lexical state.

go3: Set state = 3 and go to CONT.
go2: Set state = 2 and go to CONT.
go5: Set state = 5 and go to CONT.
go7: Set state = 7 and go to CONT.
go4: Set state = 4 and go to CONT.
go8: Set state = 8 and go to CONT.
base: Convert quantity to real number, save value, save value of scan pointer, go to CONT.

exp2: Calculate integer exponent value using saved value of scan pointer;

realpnt: Calculate real value using exponent and saved real. Go to END.

exp3: Calculate negative integer exponent value using saved value of scan pointer. Go to REALPNT.

gen: Enter the preceding block of characters into message storage buffer. Replace this block with characters referencing beginning and end of buffer area. Go to END.

nxted: Read in next card, re-initialize, enter endcard mark in lexical atom string, and go to CONT.

exit: Enter eof mark in lexical output string, and terminate lexical scan.

The reader will note that the two lexical scans described above resemble each other rather closely. A language which admits a larger variety of lexical types (e.g., alternate forms of Hollerith constants; quoted strings in a variety of forms, additional constant forms including octal, hexadecimal, etc. constants) may require a somewhat more elaborate lexical scan algorithm; though lexical scans rarely deviate very far from the pattern discussed in the above examples. However, various somewhat more sophisticated types of processing may conveniently be incorporated into a lexical scanner. One of the most useful and interesting of these is a substitutable parameter feature. Detailed parameter substitution conventions may be set up in a variety of ways; in what follows, we shall, for the sake of definiteness, describe one particular set of conventions.

The basic idea in lexical parameter substitution is to allow certain lexical atoms to act as logical abbreviations for larger strings. Suppose, for example, that, in the basic lexical context described by Tables I and II above, we agree that any symbolic name may be established as a parameter by
writing

    //NAME = <string> //

and that, at each subsequent occurrence of the NAME occurring in the above formula as a lexical atom in our input text, the string on the right of the above displayed formula is to be substituted for the NAME. This may be accomplished as follows. On scanning past a pair of slash marks and encountering a name, one enters the name in the ordinary lexical symbol table, but flags it in a reserved bit position as a parameter. The string of characters immediately subsequent to an equal-sign following the scanned name defines the value of the parameter. This string is scanned in the normal way, but the resulting lexical atom designators are placed in a parameter values buffer rather than in the lexical output string, as normally would be done. Whenever, in the remainder of lexical processing, a name is scanned, the routine which enters this name into the symbol table checks to see if the name is already present and flagged as a parameter. If this is the case, the corresponding string of lexical atoms recorded in the value buffer, rather than the single lexical atom designating the name, is generated into the lexical output string.

In order to avoid an accumulation of parameter names, it is useful to have some method for switching a given name back from "parameter" status to "ordinary" status. This is conveniently accomplished by writing a parameter definition of the special form

    //NAME//

Table V below gives the pattern of state transitions necessary to implement the parameter substitution feature which we have just described.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Alph. ≠ H</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Digit ≠ /,,,=</th>
<th>Special %</th>
<th>Period .</th>
<th>Slash /</th>
<th>Equal Sign =</th>
<th>Blank of Card</th>
<th>End of File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Real</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Name</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Period-delimited operator</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End1</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Integer or real Integer</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Go25</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126. Integer, real or Hollerith</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Holcon</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Go25</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Go12</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Decimal or PDO</td>
<td>Endx</td>
<td>Endx</td>
<td>Go2</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Go12</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. Special or Definition Switch</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Defsw</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Definition</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Endz</td>
<td>Endz</td>
<td>OffdefEndy</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Next subunit to Begin</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>Go3</td>
<td>Go126</td>
<td>Endl</td>
<td>Go5</td>
<td>Go78</td>
<td>Endl</td>
<td>Skip</td>
<td>Next Exit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table VI shows the generative lexical actions which correspond to each of the entries in Table V. Note that, in the algorithm of Table VI, we have deviated slightly from the style employed in the coding of Tables II and IV, in that we allow the principal generative action taken in the section of code following the END label to depend on an internally maintained "generator switch."
Table VI. Generative lexical actions for scan with parameter feature.

End: Enter the immediately preceding block of characters in the symbol table if necessary. If the symbol is flagged as a parameter, go to SUBSTIT. Else flag the symbol as real if state = 2; name if state = 3; operator if state = 5; integer if state = 12 or 126; real if state = 25; special if state = 10 or 78. Place symbol table pointer in lexical output buffer if generator switch = 0; but in parameter values buffer if generator switch = 1.

Adv: Advance to "beginning of next lexical block" pointer to 1 less than the current position of the scan pointer; go to JUMP

Cont: Advance the scan pointer by 1;

Jump: Go to 2, 3, 5, 12, 126, 25, 78, 8, or 10, depending on the current lexical state.

Endl: Advance the scan pointer by 1 and go to END.

Endx: Reduce the scan pointer by 1, set state = 12, and go to END

Endy: Enter the immediately preceding block of characters in the symbol table, flagging it as a parameter. Advance the "beginning of next lexical block" pointer to the present value of the scan pointer. Set generator switch = 1, state = 10, and go to CONT.

Endz: Enter the immediately preceding block of characters in the symbol table, flagging it as a parameter. Set generator switch = 1, state = 10, and go to ADV.

Offdef: Enter the immediately preceding quantity into the symbol table, dropping the parameter flag attached to this quantity if set. Go to SKIP.

Defsw: Advance the "beginning of next lexical block" pointer by 2.

(continued)
If the generator switch is 1, set it to zero, set state = 10, and go to CONT.
If the generator switch is 0, set state = 8 and go to CONT.

Substit: Copy the string of lexical atom pointers referenced by the parameter symbol from the parameter values buffer to the output buffer.
Go to ADV.

Go25: Set state = 25; go to CONT.
Go12: Set state = 12; go to CONT.
Go2: Set state = 2; go to CONT.
Go3: Set state = 3; go to CONT.
Go126: Set state = 126; go to CONT.
Go5: Set state = 5; go to CONT.
Go78: Set state = 78; go to CONT.
Skip: Advance 'beginning of next lexical block pointer' by 1; go to CONT.
The parameter-substituting lexical scan algorithm shown in Table VI may be regarded as a very simple symbolic macro expander. Of course, very much more general and powerful macro processor features might also be designed into a symbolic input program; at their most general, these would provide a fully recursive set of arithmetic and symbol manipulating routines executable at compile time using an interpreter which may very conveniently be combined with a compiler using the same lexical scan. This may be accomplished by providing a switch which will toggle all the generator routines comprising the compiler back and forth between a normal "compile" mode and a direct "interpretive" mode. In the compile mode a generator routine will, when called, emit a block of code; in the interpretive mode the same generator routine when called will execute the corresponding instructions directly. At a relatively small expense in additional programming, this scheme can provide for a very powerful system of compile time calculations and corresponding conditional macro expansions, written in what is substantially the language being compiled. A discussion of this idea would take us rather far from the questions which we have studied in the present chapter; consequently, we choose not to pursue this line of thought here.
We conclude the present chapter with a number of remarks concerning departures from the strict "state transition" style described above which may be used to increase the power and efficiency of lexical scan programs.

1. Internal flags or switches may be maintained, and may be used to govern the action of the lexical scan at particular points in its course. Table VI above has already shown the use of this feature. More generally, if the state transition table rows corresponding to two or more lexical states are identical except for the actions initiated by a few characters, we may combine the two states as sub-states of a single nominal state, and correspondingly combine two rows of the state table into a single row, introducing a state flag to distinguish the two sub-states within the single nominal state into which they have been combined. Input characters which would be treated differently in the two states which have been combined will cause the distinguishing state flag to be consulted and the correct action as shown by this flag to be taken. Using such a technique we could, for example, combine the two rows IRH and IR of Table I into a single row. To this end we could, of course, employ a flag J whose values 1 and 0 distinguish what in Table I is the IRH state from what in Table I is the IR state.

2. Various useful internal counts can be maintained and incremented or decremented from time to time depending on the state of the scanner and the input character to be processed. This device enables the lexical scanner to distinguish, e.g., balanced-parenthesis substrings within an input string, a possibility useful in the pre-processing of various languages.

3. A sufficiently powerful lexical scanner can, in certain cases, be used to perform simple syntactic operations, thereby enhancing the efficiency of the full parse which is to follow. For example, a lexical scanner which pre-scans
an entire "statement" in advance of syntactic analysis may be used to determine the type of the statement, thereby simplifying the subsequent syntactic analysis and making it more efficient.

4. Special processes enhancing efficiency can be built into a lexical scanner where appropriate. For example, incorporation into a lexical scanner of a trick machine-code sequence for bypassing machine words full of blanks, or more generally for locating the next following non-blank character in an input string, will in many cases yield significant reductions in total compilation time.

5. Certain syntactically irritating special conventions featured in particular languages, as for example the continuation-card convention in FORTRAN, can be handled by a lexical pre-scanner and thus eliminated as a cause of syntactic complication.

Note finally that a lexical scanner will normally deal with its input string one character at a time; thus its "front end" can be a "next character" routine. In particular, no large buffer for input string storage is logically required.
CHAPTER 4. DATA DIRECTED PARSING METHODS

1. The General "Bottom-Up" Parsing Method.

The methods of syntactic analysis discussed in Chapter 2 are often called "top-down" methods. The parsing strategy which these methods employ is essentially goal directed. That is, starting with an initial goal, that of constructing a sentence valid according to the BNF grammar at hand, the parsing program builds up a stack of sub-goals. As a sub-goal is pursued, additional sub-goals are generated and recursively added to the stack. Before the algorithm will return to any higher level goal, all parts of all sub-goals generated by this higher level goal must be completely and successfully accomplished.

The 'bottom-up' method is, in comparison, data directed. The action of a bottom-up parsing algorithm is at each point guided by the characters constituting the input string. This string, and more precisely a particular character in the string, is taken up for analysis. Starting with this string and character, the parsing program attempts to find a production of the grammar by reversing which one may combine the given character and a number of its adjacent characters into an intermediate symbol of the grammar, which, according to the given production, might have generated the characters in question. When such a substring is found, the algorithm condenses it, replacing the substring by the single intermediate symbol which has generated it, and thus replacing the given input string by a (generally shorter) string containing both terminal and intermediate symbols of the grammar. This process of condensation is applied iteratively; the over-all goal of the parsing program is of course the complete condensation of the initial sentence into a single character representing the root type of the grammar at hand. Note that in the bottom-up analysis
method no detailed set of intermediate goals is maintained; the inverse of any particular grammatical production is applied when possible.

Since for a general Backus normal form grammar any particular application of a grammatical production in the reverse direction may be in error, that is, may not lead to a full parse of the input sentence, the bottom-up method, like the top-down method, must in general be prepared to "back up." In consequence, the parsing program must keep track of the sequence of tentative combinations made during its attempt to parse a string, in order that any step taken may be undone if this proves necessary in the light of string elements subsequently encountered. As a general method, therefore, the bottom-up parsing strategy has no real advantage over the top-down procedures developed in Chapter II. However, for certain particular types of unambiguous grammars, in which the reverse-direction applicability of a given grammatical production may be inferred with certainty from the local structure of the input string, the bottom-up method can attain real advantages of speed and efficiency as compared to the top-down method. In particularly favorable cases the bottom-up method will permit a language to be parsed by the iterative application of condensing transformations of the kind alluded to above without any back-up at all. Most of our attention in the present section will be directed toward those particular languages, the so-called bounded-context and precedence languages, for which a bottom-up syntactic analysis strategy leads to an efficient, unambiguous, and complete parse of every possible input sentence. We begin, however, by discussing a form of the bottom-up parsing algorithm which is applicable to general Backus normal form grammars.

A bottom-up parsing algorithm is, at each of its stages, concerned with a string. This string is given initially as a string of terminal characters to be parsed. A parsing
algorithm attempts, as indicated above, to condense the string with which it is concerned, stage by stage, through a sequence of shorter strings involving both terminal and non-terminal symbols of the grammar, until the original string has been condensed to a single character. We will find it convenient in discussing our general bottom-up parsing algorithm to assume that, at all times, the string is divided into two parts, a front and a back, which are kept in separate pushdown stacks which we will call stack1 and stack2. Stack1 will always contain the front part of the string being parsed, the first character of the front part being "deepest" in the stack. Stack2 will contain the back part of the string being parsed, the last character of the string being deepest in stack2.

As the parsing algorithm scans forward past the various characters in the input string, these characters will be moved from the top of stack2 to the top of stack1; scanning in the reverse direction will move characters back from stack1 to stack2. The use of two stacks in this fashion makes the insertion of characters into a string and their removal from the string quite convenient.

In searching through a string to be parsed for a point at which a given production of the grammar may be applied in the reverse direction, we shall assume, as a matter of convenient standardization, that only substrings whose final character is the top character on stack2 will be condensed. This convention establishes an orderly left-to-right flow of the parsing process. When a condensation is performed, we replace the top character on stack2 by that intermediate character which, according to the Backus normal form grammar with which we are working, expands directly into the substring encountered. Condensation of a substring will also involve the removal of the top few characters from stack1; these are the characters which immediately precede the top character on stack2 in the string under analysis. The characters
constituting the condensed substring become nodes in the collection of syntax tree fragments which the parse is developing. Management of these tree fragments is most conveniently accomplished by the use of yet another stack, which we will call stack3. This constitutes a useful basis for the "back-up" operations, which, as we have already noted, will occasionally be necessary. The intermediate character generating the most recently condensed string is, as noted above, to be placed on stack2 when a condensation is performed; this intermediate character may then be associated with a pointer indicating the position of the top of stack3 at that moment when the condensation is performed. A second field indicating the number of characters that have been condensed should also be associated with the same intermediate character. If these two pointers are placed on stack3 along with every character transferred to this stack, stack3 will always contain a complete description of the set of tree fragments constructed by the parse. When the parse comes to a successful conclusion, stack3 will contain a complete representation of the parse tree for the initial sentence.

By associating the pointer and block size fields described above with each character of a string to be parsed, we arrive at a basic data item of the following form:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{character} & \text{stack 3 pointer} & \text{stack3 block size} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

It is most convenient, in describing a bottom-up parsing algorithm, to assume a serial enumeration of the productions of the Backus normal form grammar, and to assume that all the possible alternative definers of a given intermediate grammatical type are separately enumerated. That is, instead of writing
in the conventional Backus style, we shall prefer to write

\[(1) \quad \langle \text{term} \rangle = \langle \text{factor} \rangle | \langle \text{factor} \rangle ^* \langle \text{term} \rangle | \langle \text{factor} \rangle ^{**} \langle \text{term} \rangle \]

Such a list, extended to all the productions of a grammar, provides a convenient serial enumeration by which we may refer to particular productions as necessary.

The complete working of a general bottom-up parsing algorithm requires the addition of a fourth field to the three fields shown in (3). This fourth field is necessary in connection with the back-up procedure which a general parsing algorithm must occasionally employ. If a given condensation turns out in the subsequent course of a parse to have been inappropriate, it must be undone, this requires the return from stack3 of previously stacked characters. The returned characters are of course to be put back on stack1 and on the top of stack2. After this back-up operation has been performed, the parsing algorithm will again attempt to proceed; of course the algorithm is not to repeat any condensation which has already been attempted. For this reason, we shall associate with each character the number of the last Backus production whose inverse has already been applied to condense a substring ending with the given character. Equivalently and somewhat more conveniently, we may associate with each character the number of the first production in the Backus grammar which has yet to be applied to a substring of characters ending with the given character. Adding this fourth field to the three fields shown in (3), we arrive at a basic data item of the following form:

\[(4) \quad \begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{character} & \text{stack3 pointer} & \text{stack3 block site} & \text{next alternative production} \\
\hline
\end{array} \]
This data item contains all of the necessary fields for the operation of the full bottom-up parsing algorithm whose details are given in Table I below. A number of additional comments will make the structure of the algorithm shown in Table I somewhat more plain. At the beginning of a parse, stacks 1, 2 and 3 are initialized. Stacks 1 and 3 are empty. Stack2 contains a collection of items of the form shown in (4), representing the atomic words of the initial input string, in reverse order. All the "pointer" fields for these items are set to zero; all the "block size" fields are set to zero.

In each case the "next alternative production" field is set to 1, that is, is set to reference the first production of the Backus grammar defining the parse.
Table I. Details of the General Bottom-Up Parsing Algorithm.

| Initially: stack2 contains input string, first element on top |
|---|---|
| all next-alternative pointers set to 1 |
| all stack3 reference pointers set to 0 |
| stack1 and stack3 are empty |
| Advance: take top element of stack2 |
| n = next production to try |
| Areprods: if n exceeds total number of productions, go to fail. |
| if n-th production matches substring ending with given character, go to succeed. |
| else set n = no. of next production in grammar ending with same character, and go to areprodsn. |
| Succeed: set next production field of top of stack2 to number of next production ending with same character. |
| move top of stack2 and appropriate number of elements of stack1 to stack3. |
| Insert stack3 top pointer in appropriate field of intermediate character. |
| place new intermediate symbol at top of stack2. |
| if stack1 is empty and stack2 contains only a single character, parse is complete. |

| Stack2 contains input string, first element on top |
|---|---|
| for j = 1 till p2-1 do: |
| (next(stack2(j))=1; point(stack2(j))=0) |
| p1=0; p3=0 |
| n = next(stack2(p2-1)) |
| if (n.gt.maxprodns) go to fail |
| if (matches(n,p1,p2)) go to succeed |
| n = nextry; go to areprodsn |
| p2 = p2-1; next(stack2(p2)) = nextry |
| stack3(p3) = stack2(p2); p3 = p3+1 |
| for k = 1 till number do: |
| (p1=p1-1; stack3(p3) = stack1(p1); p3 = p3+1) |
| point(intermed) = p3 |
| stack2(p2) = intermed; p2 = p2+1 |
| if((p1.eq.1) .and.(p2.eq.2)) return successfully |
else go to advance to continue parse.

fail:
insert n in next field of item at top of stack2
move item from top of stack2 to top of stack1.
if stack2 is not empty go to advance; else enter backup loop.

backup:
if stack1 is empty, parse has failed.
if top element of stack1 is not intermediate symbol, reinitialize its next production field to 1, and move it to stack2; then go to backup. Else re-expand intermediate symbol as follows:

expand:
return appropriate number of elements from stack3 to stack1; and one additional element to stack2.
then go to advance.

go to advance
p2=p2-1; next (stack2(p2)) = n
stack1(p1) = stack2(p2); p1=p1+1
if (p2.gt.1) go to advance
if(p1.eq.1) return unsuccessfully

pl=pl-1;
if((point(stack1(pl)).ne.0)go to expand
next(stack1(pl))=1
stack2(p2)=stack1(pl); p2=p2+1
go to backup

k = numb(stack1(pl))
for j=1 till k do:
(p3=p3-1; stack1(pl)=stack3(p3);
pl=pl+1)
p3=p3-1; stack2(p2)=stack3(p3);
p2=p2+1
go to advance

---end---
In advancing to the right, the parsing algorithm takes up the top character on stack2 for consideration. This character will be part of a stacked data item having the additional fields shown in (4). In particular, the next production in the total list of productions constituting the Backus grammar defining the parse will be specified by the last field of this data item. If the number contained in this field exceeds the total number of productions in the grammar, then it is certain that every possible way of condensing a substring terminating at the particular character under consideration has already been tried. When this circumstance arises, the given character must merely be transferred from stack2 to stack1; the parsing algorithm must then proceed to consider the next character which rises to the top of stack2. If, on the other hand, the integer contained in the final field of the data item (4) does not exceed the total number of productions in the grammar, then it is possible that the production referenced by this integer is applicable to that substring of the string at hand which consists of the character on the top of stack2 and its immediately preceding characters; these are, of course, the top few characters on stack1. The parsing program then checks to see if this is indeed the case. If it is the case, a condensation is performed. On the other hand, if condensation according to the specified production is impossible, the production number contained in the final field of (4) is advanced, and the next alternative production is tried. When an applicable production is found, the characters condensed are removed from the top of stack1, and the character at the top of stack2 is removed and replaced by the single intermediate character which, according to the production that has been used, can generate the newly condensed substring. All the characters removed are placed in order on the top of stack3, and the second and third fields of the items inserted at the top of stack2 are set. The parsing algorithm proceeds iteratively
in this fashion until either the initial character string has been condensed to a single character, in which case the parse is successful, or until an end-of-string condition not permitting any further condensations is encountered. If, in this latter case, the initial string is not ungrammatical, it follows that at a certain stage of the attempted parse a condensation which is not a part of the true parse tree of the input sentence has been made. To discover the point at which this fatal error has occurred, the parsing algorithm must undo as many of its preceding decisions as necessary. This is accomplished by reviewing the characters which occur in the condensed input string, in reverse sequence, and by re-expanding any intermediate character which corresponds to a substring saved on stack3 into its original form. When such a re-expansion of or "back-up" operation has been performed, the fourth field of the data item standing at the top of stack2 references a condensing production which has not yet been tried. The parsing algorithm then proceeds to try this production; the iterative use of such a back-up and re-try procedure will lead the parsing algorithm down every possible parse path and will, if the initial sentence is in fact grammatical, eventually bring the algorithm to discover a full parse tree.

Table I gives all details of the parsing algorithm which we have described informally in the last few paragraphs.

The following comments will aid the reader to understand the algorithm given in Table I. In the first place, it is to be noted that we have written out the algorithm twice, in two parallel forms. The left hand column of Table I contains a relatively informal description of the various steps of our bottom-up parsing algorithm. The right hand column in Table I shows the same steps represented in a somewhat more formal way, and in a hypothetical language close to ALGOL or FORTRAN. The algorithmic steps shown in the left hand column may therefore be regarded as explanatory.
comments pointing out the over-all significance of the corresponding steps found in the right hand column of Table I. In the algorithm of Table I, stack1, stack2, and stack3 are regarded as arrays. The quantities p1, p2 and p3 are integers defining the first empty push-down entry in stack1, stack2 and stack3 respectively. Thus, the top entry in the push-down stack1 is always the entry referenced by p1-1. Each stack entry is assumed to consist of the four fields shown in (4) above. Where necessary, the "next alternative production field" is referred to formally by the subfield function "next." Similarly, the "stack3 pointer field" is referred to as necessary by the subfield function "point"; while the "stack2 block size field" is referred to as necessary by the sub-field function "numb."

The algorithm shown in Table I uses a principal subroutine called \texttt{matches} whose three arguments are, respectively, the number n of a particular and two pointers p1 and p2, one to the top of stack1, the other to the top of stack2. This subroutine is assumed to examine the string S under analysis, specifically the substring ending with the character at the top of stack2, to see if the n-th production can be applied in the reverse direction to achieve a condensation of S. If condensation is possible, the value "true" is to be returned; if condensation is impossible the value "false" is to be returned.

We also assume that when the subroutine \texttt{matches} is called, the values of three additional quantities are set. These three quantities are called 'nexty', 'number', and 'intermed' in the algorithm shown in Table I. 'Nexty' is assumed to be the number of the next production in the grammar having the same terminal character as production number n, or, if no such production exists, to be equal to the total number of productions, plus one. The quantities 'number' and 'intermed' are required only in case the attempted condensation succeeds. 'Number' is assumed to be set equal
to one less than the total number of characters involved in the successful condensation. 'intermed' is assumed to be an item of the form shown in (4), in which the character field is pre-set to show the intermediate character which generates the sub-string which is to be condensed, in which the block size field is appropriately set, (i.e. is set to equal to the quantity 'number'), and in which the 'next alternative production' subfield is pre-set to the value 1. The algorithm itself then sets the 'stack3 pointer field' appropriately, using the known value of the quantity p3.

The subroutine 'matches' used in the algorithm of Table I can be simple and efficient if each of the productions constituting the Backus normal form grammar defining the required parse is maintained in the form shown below:

$$
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{c}_1 & \text{c}_2 & \cdots & \text{c}_m & \text{c}_o & k & m-l & 1 \\
\end{array}
$$

In (5) we assume that \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_m \) are the successive characters constituting the right hand side of a grammatical production, that \( c_o \) is the intermediate character occurring on the left hand side of the production, that \( k \) is an integer identifying the next production in the grammar which has the same terminal character \( c_m \) as the production (5), and that \( m-1 \) is one less than the number of characters \( c_1, \ldots, c_m \). Note then that the last four fields in the data structure shown in (5) will constitute an item of precisely the form (4), which the subroutine matches may return without modification as the value of the quantity 'intermed'. The subroutine 'matches' will function most efficiently if it is also provided with a table indicating, for each character \( c \), the number of the first production in the grammar possessing \( c \) as right hand terminal character.

An appropriate input routine will make the use of an algorithm of the form shown in Table I quite convenient. This input routine may, for example, read a set of cards containing a grammar specified in Backus normal form and
written in any convenient notation. The input routine can then sort the productions of the grammar into convenient order and establish a table of productions in which each individual production is represented by a set of fields of the form shown in (5). When the input routine has completed these initializations, the process defined by the algorithm of Table I may be called to parse sentences according to the grammar just read.

2. **Bounded context grammars and associated deterministic scans.**

The back-up procedure employed by the general bottom-up algorithm shown in Table I is rather inefficient; note in particular that the algorithm will always fail to detect the need to back up until it has scanned its string all the way through to the final character. The top-down algorithms discussed in Chapter II will normally begin to correct a developing parse error at a much earlier stage. It is therefore important, in order to improve the efficiency of algorithms of the general type shown in Table I, to avoid backing up as much as possible. This can be done particularly successfully if the parsing algorithm is modified so as to perform a condensation only when a local context in the string being surveyed is such as to insure that such a condensation necessarily corresponds to the true structure of the syntax tree of the string under analysis. Of course, not every grammar will permit a simplified procedure of this kind to be employed. However, those grammars whose languages may be parsed by such a "no back-up" procedure can be handled particularly efficiently.

Given a grammar in Backus normal form, it may be the case that in every possible parse of a string of the particular form

\[(6) \quad S \rightarrow p_1 \ldots p_r \rightarrow c_1 \ldots c_n q_1 \ldots q_r \rightarrow S_r,\]
the substring $c_1 \ldots c_n$ must necessarily be derived from a particular intermediate character $x$. In such a context, the condensation of (6) into

$$S \varepsilon p_1 \ldots p_r \times q_1 \ldots q_r S_r$$

can never be in error. Thus, for example, in various standard grammars for the ordinary arithmetic expression the sequence of elements

$$\ldots + \langle \text{element} \rangle \ast \langle \text{factor} \rangle + \ldots$$

can only be derived from the condensed sequence

$$\ldots + \langle \text{factor} \rangle + \ldots$$

via the reverse of the Backus production

$$\langle \text{factor} \rangle = \langle \text{element} \rangle \ast \langle \text{factor} \rangle$$

If, in the context (6), the substring $c_1, \ldots, c_n$ can only be derived from the intermediate symbol $x$, then $p_1, \ldots, p_r, c_1, \ldots, c_n, q_1, \ldots, q_r$ is called an $(\ell, r)$-unambiguous context.

Using the existence of such contexts, the parsing algorithm of Table I may be modified to eliminate back-up as follows. First, we assume that a complete collection of all $(\ell, r)$-unambiguous contexts for which $\ell \leq$ some upper bound $\ell_0$, and for which $r \leq$ some upper bound $r_0$, is available. Given this table of unambiguous contexts, we revise the algorithm of Table I so that before applying any condensation, the parsing program will verify that the context in which the sub-string to be condensed appears is one of the available list of unambiguous contexts. By restricting the attempted set of sub-string condensations in this manner, we insure that the parsing algorithm need never undo any condensation which it has performed. Unfortunately, for certain grammars, the full set of unambiguous contexts will be 'thin' in the sense that the bottom-up parsing algorithm, restricted in this way, will be unable to condense every grammatical string to a single character. However, if a grammar has the
special property that the restricted bottom-up parsing
algorithm which we have just described will succeed in
condensing every grammatical string, we call the grammar
an \( L_0, r_0 \) bounded context grammar.

In Chapter V, we shall show that not every context-
free grammar has this bounded context property. We shall
at that time discuss the relation between general context
free grammars and the bounded context grammars as a sub-
class in somewhat more detail.

In the present chapter however, we will be interested
not in fundamental theoretical discussions, which we post-
pone to Chapter V, but in relatively pragmatic matters.
In particular, we shall, in the following paragraphs, develop
various useful, algorithmically verifiable sufficient
conditions which guarantee that a grammar is a \((k, \ell)\)-
bounded context grammar with relatively small \( k \) and \( \ell \).

We begin by defining three relations

\[ a \rightarrow b, a \equiv b, a \prec b \]

between symbols of a grammar, terminal or non-terminal.
These relations are defined as follows:

1) The relation \( a \rightarrow b \) holds if there exists a gram-
matical string in which \( a \) and \( b \) are successive elements and in
whose syntax tree, \( a \) is the final element of a sub-tree.

ii) The relation \( a \equiv b \) holds if there exists a gram-
matical string in which \( a \) and \( b \) are successive elements, and
in whose syntax tree both \( a \) and \( b \) are immediately derived
from a common node.

iii) The relation \( a \prec b \) holds if there exists a gram-
matical string in which \( a \) and \( b \) are successive elements and in
whose parse tree there exists a node \( \mu \) with the following
property: \( a \) is immediately derived from \( \mu \), while \( b \) is
indirectly derived from \( \mu \).
Note that, if a and b are consecutive characters in any grammatical string, at least one of these three relations must necessarily hold. Indeed, let $\mathcal{V}$ be the parse tree of the given string. Consider the smallest sub-tree $\mathcal{V}$ to which both of the successive characters a and b belong, and let $\mu$ be the root node of this sub-tree. Then either both a and b are directly derived from $\mu$, in which case (ii) holds; or a but not b is directly derived from $\mu$, in which case (iii) holds, or a is derived from sub-tree $\mathcal{V}$ of $\mathcal{V}$ which, by definition of $\mathcal{V}$, cannot include b; so that in this case, a is necessarily the terminal character of the sub-tree, and (i) holds.

We call our context-free grammar a precedence grammar if the three relations $a > b$, $a \triangleq b$, $a < b$ are mutually exclusive for every pair of symbols a, b of the grammar. Suppose that the grammar in which we are interested is a precedence grammar, that we are given a string S which is grammatical according to this precedence grammar, and that $a_1 \ldots a_n$ is the left-most sequence of characters in the string S which is directly derived from a minimal sub-tree of the parse tree of S. In this case, it follows immediately from definition (ii) that we must have $a_1 \triangleq a_2 \triangleq \ldots \triangleq a_n$. Let a be the character of the string S which immediately precedes $a_1$, and let b be the character of the string S which immediately follows the character $a_n$. Then it is clear from definition (i) that $a_n > b$. Moreover, the relationship $a \triangleq a_1$ is impossible, since some other relation holds in the parse tree of S; while $a > a_1$ is impossible since $a_1 \ldots a_n$ is the left-most sequence of characters in S derived from a subtree of S.

Thus, we must have $a < a_1 \triangleq \ldots \triangleq a_n > b$. Moreover, since $a_1 \ldots a_n$ is the left-most sequence of characters of the string S derived from a minimal sub-tree, no character preceding $a_1$ can be the terminal character of the sub-tree of the parse tree of S. Thus, the relationship $c > d$ can never be satisfied by an adjacent pair of characters c,d of the string S which precede $a_1$. Therefore, for the
special class of precedence grammars, the first sub-string $a_1...a_n$ which is to be condensed according to the parse of the string $S$ is uniquely defined as the left-most string for which the sequence of relations $a < a_1 \equiv ... \equiv a_n \rightarrow b$ holds. If we assume of our grammar, in addition to the standing assumption that it is a precedence grammar, that distinct intermediate symbols never have the same definer, then the condensation operation

\[(12) \quad a_1 \ a_2 \ ... \ a_n \rightarrow \mu\]

affecting the sub-string $a_1...a_n$ is uniquely defined in its context. It follows at once that every precedence grammar is a ($1,1$)-bounded context grammar in the sense of the final paragraphs of the preceding section.

The above discussion may be generalized in a very useful way. If $\sigma$ is any string of terminal or intermediate symbols of a grammar, we may introduce the three following relations, corresponding to the relations (i), (ii), (iii) defined above:

1') We write $a > \sigma b$

if there exists a grammatical string in which the sub-string $... \sigma a b ...$ occurs, and in which $a$ is the final element of a sub-tree of the parse tree.

ii') We write $a = \sigma b$

if there exists a grammatical string in which the sub-string $... \sigma a b ...$ occurs, and in which $a$ and $b$ are both immediately derived from a common node of the parse tree for the string.

iii') We write $a < \sigma b$

if there exists a grammatical string in which the sub-string $... \sigma a b ...$ occurs, and in which $a$ is immediately derived from some node $\mu$ of the parse tree, while $b$ is indirectly derived from the node $\mu$. 
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Let $S$ be a grammatical string, and let $a_i$ and $a_{i+1}$ be successive characters in the string $S$. Let $\sigma_i$ be the substring of $S$ consisting of a few characters immediately preceding $a_i$. Then one of the three relations $a_i < \sigma_i a_{i+1}$, $a_i = \sigma_i a_{i+1}$, or $a_i > \sigma_i a_{i+1}$ must always hold. The proof of this assertion is similar in all regards to the proof of the corresponding assertion in the more special case treated above; cf. the two paragraphs following definitions (i), (ii), (iii). We call a grammar a generalized $k$-precedence grammar if for each string $\sigma$ of characters of length $k$, the relationships $a <_\sigma b$, $a >_\sigma b$, and $a =_\sigma b$ are mutually exclusive. (In making this definition, we intend to allow, among the strings $\sigma$ appearing in the definition, strings consisting actually of a smaller number of characters than $k$, but nominally padded out to length $k$ by whatever number of prefixed "beginning of string" characters are necessary). Suppose then that for each character $a$ of a string $S$ to be parsed, we let $\sigma_a$ be the immediately preceding $k$ character sub-string, supplemented as indicated with prefixed beginning-of-string characters as necessary. We may deduce just as in the special case explicitly treated above that if $a_1 \ldots a_n$ is the left-most sub-string of $S$ belonging to a minimal sub-tree of the parse tree of $S$, then $a_1 \ldots a_n$, together with the immediately preceding character $a$ and the immediately following character $b$, constitutes the first occurrence in the string $S$ of the set of relationships

\begin{equation}
a <_\sigma \sigma_{a_1} a_1 \neq \sigma_{a_2} a_2 \neq \sigma_{a_3} \ldots \neq \sigma_{a_n} a_n >_\sigma b \tag{12}
\end{equation}

Assuming once more that no two intermediate symbols of the grammar exist which have identical definers according to productions of the grammar, it follows at once that the condensation operation which applies to the string $a_1 \ldots a_n$ in the parse tree of $S$ is unique. It follows that every generalized $k$-precedence grammar is a $(k,1)$-bounded context grammar.
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Table II below gives the details of an algorithm for parsing such a grammar.

The following comments will help the reader understand the algorithm shown in Table II. Note, to begin with, that, as in Table I, we have written out the algorithm twice in two parallel forms: a left hand column of informal description and a right hand column showing the same steps in a somewhat more formal way. As in Table I, each step shown in the left hand column may be regarded as an explanatory comment defining the over-all significance of the corresponding step in the right hand column of Table II. The algorithm makes use of four push-down stacks, called stack1, stack2, stack3, and stack4. The first three of these stacks have essentially the same significance as the three stacks used in the algorithm of Table I. Stack4, however, is used to contain a chain of position pointers to positions in stack1; the use of these pointers will be explained shortly. The position pointers for stacks 1, 2, 3, and 4 are called p1, p2, p3, and p4 in the right hand column of Table II. Since the algorithm shown in Table II, like most algorithms for parsing bounded context grammars, does not involve any back-up process at all, the fourth field of the data item shown in (4) is unnecessary. Thus, we may take the data items contained in stacks 1, 2 and 3 to have the simpler form shown in (3) of the preceding section. As in Table I, the "stack3 pointer" field in a data item will be referenced by the subfield-function "point."

The over-all flow of the algorithm is as follows. Starting with the first character of the input string, the parsing program scans through the characters of the input string, in turn, transferring them from stack2 to stack1. As each character is examined, the algorithm determines whether it stands in the relationship a > b, a = b or a < b to the preceding character a, and to the immediately preceding string b of characters. This basic operation is
performed by the subroutine "compare" invoked by the algorithm shown in Table II. This subroutine returns a flag, called \( n \) in Table II, and having one of the four values 1, 2, 3, 4. The first three values of the flag \( n \) correspond to the three relations \( a > b \), \( a = b \), \( a < b \). The value \( n = 4 \) indicates that \( b \) stands in none of these three relations to the preceding character \( a \) of the input string, and hence can only occur if the input string involves a syntax error. Once the relationship between the character \( b \) being examined and the immediately preceding character has been determined, a corresponding action is taken. If \( a > b \) holds, then \( a \) terminates a substring of the input string, for which condensation must be possible. In this case, the parsing program (after checking to see whether the parse is in fact complete) condenses an appropriate portion of the input string terminating with the character \( a \), and replaces it with the intermediate symbol of the grammar which is the unique immediate generator of this input string. The beginning of the portion to be condensed is the last preceding character \( d \) which stands in the relationship \( c < d \) to its predecessor \( c \). The position of \( d \) in the input string will already have been recorded at the top of stack\(^4\) in a manner that we shall describe shortly. Thus the condensing procedure, which is indicated in Table II as a call to a functional subroutine 'condense,' need merely remove the top element from stack\(^4\), and use the pointer which it contains, together with the current value of the pointer \( p_1 \) to the top of stack\(^1\) to determine the portion of the input string which is to be condensed. If such condensation is impossible, that is, if there exists no production whose right hand side is identical with a given substring, then the input string is ungrammatical. Correspondingly, it is assumed in the algorithm shown in Table II that, when the subroutine "condense" is called, it returns a flag "success" which is used by the algorithm of Table II to determine whether or not an error
of this type has occurred. Successful call to "condense" returns a data item "intermed" representing the intermediate symbol from which the condensed substring is generated. It is also assumed that the subroutine 'condense' transfers the appropriate number of elements from the top of stack1 into stack3 when a condensation is performed. Following on successful condensation of a substring, the "stack3 pointer" field of the returned intermediate element "intermed" is set to the appropriate value, the intermediate element transferred to the top of stack2, and the parsing program, starting from this new position, continues iteratively as before.

If comparison of a given input string element b with its immediately preceding character a reveals that the relation \( a = c \) holds, a different procedure is followed. In this case, a and b will eventually form part of a string to be condensed into a single intermediate symbol. For this reason, the parsing program merely passes over the symbol b, transferring it from the top of stack2 to the top of stack1. Finally, in case the character b at the top of stack2 is related to the preceding element a by the relationship a \( \rightarrow c \) b, it follows that b initiates a new subsection of the input string. This subsection, when complete, will be condensed into a single intermediate character. In order to avoid recalculating the beginning of sections of this sort repeatedly, the parsing algorithm can stack the location of every character b related to its preceding character a by the relationship a \( \leftarrow c \) b on stack4. When a section to be condensed is complete, the top initial address on stack4 is removed, and the beginning address of the next most inclusive section eventually to be condensed is revealed.
| Initially: stack1 contains a single beginning-of-string character |
| stack2 contains string to be parsed, first character on top, terminated by end-of-string character |
| all stack3 reference pointers set to zero |
| stack3 and stack4 are empty |
| compare: compare top character of stack1 with top character of stack2, using preceding context; depending on result of comparison, go to (bigger, same, smaller, error) |
| bigger: stack current value of pl on stack4 |
| same: move element from stack2 to stack1; go to compare |
| smaller: if only 1 character besides beginning- and end-of-string characters are left, parse is complete; attempt to condense portion of stack1 from character referenced by stack4 to top; if this fails, a syntax error has occurred; insert stack3 pointer field in new intermediate symbol; place new intermediate symbol on top of stack2; go to compare to continue processing |
| error: return unsuccessfully |
| \( p1 = 1 \); stack1(\( p1 \)) = beginstring; \( pl = pl + 1 \) |
| stack2 contains input string terminated by end-of-string character, first element on top |
| for \( j = 1 \) till \( p2 - 1 \) do: |
| \( \text{point}(\text{stack}2(j)) = 0 \) |
| \( p3 = 1 \); \( p4 = 1 \) |
| \( n = \text{compare}(p1, p2) \) |
| go to (bigger, same, smaller, error) \( n \) |
| \( \text{stack}4(p4) = p1; p4 = p4 + 1 \) |
| \( \text{stack}1(pl) = \text{stack}2(p2); \) \( pl = pl + 1 \); go to compare |
| if ((\( p1 \).eq.2).and.(\( p2 \).eq.1)) return successfully |
| \( p4 = p4 - 1 \); |
| \( \text{intermed} = \text{condense}(\text{stack}4(p4), pl) \); |
| if (not.success) go to error |
| \( \text{point}(\text{intermed}) = p3 - 1 \) |
| \( \text{stack}2(p2) = \text{intermed}; p2 = p2 + 1 \) |
| go to compare |
| return unsuccessfully |
The algorithm shown in Table II examines any given symbol of an initial input string for its syntactic context only once. The parsing program described by the algorithm of Table II is consequently extremely rapid.

If the handle of a parse tree is defined as the left-most minimal sub-tree, then the algorithm that we have described will first discover and condense the handle of a parse tree into a single character; and proceeding iteratively will eventually condense the parse tree into a single node. At any rate, the order of condensation is left to right, the left-most minimal subtree always being condensed first. Since the order of condensation is entirely predictable, a generation procedure may readily be associated with the parsing algorithm of Table II. Code generation procedures may conveniently be inserted as subroutines to be called by the function "condense" of Table II. Each call to this subroutine corresponds to the condensation of a particular sub-tree. Instead of transferring condensed symbols onto stack3, the condensation subroutine, having decided on the particular production which is applicable, may call a generator routine associated with this production. A reasonable metalinguistic convention expressing the necessary semantic specifications might consist, for example, in the association with each of the productions constituting a context-free grammar, of the name of a generator subroutine to be called by the "condense" subroutine when that production is applied in the reverse direction. Such generator names can, by an evident extension of the Backus metalanguage, be appended to the end of the definer constituting the right hand side of a syntactic production, following some special symbol or mark used to indicate the end of the definer.

The following simple scheme for the generation of compiler diagnostics is applicable to precedence parses of the type shown in Table II. At the point at which a transfer to the algorithmic label "error" is made by the parsing program, all those characters of the initial input
string which have been condensed into intermediate symbols of the input string may be regarded as constituting a subsection $S_1$ of the input string whose parse is probably correct. The parsing algorithm can then flag the characters belonging to the string $S_1$. Flagging these characters will show the approximate point of the initial input string at which a syntax error has occurred. The standard diagnostic procedure thus specified is general and applies without any special adaptation, to an arbitrary precedence grammar. On the other hand, since a top-down procedure will always be aware of a local goal, and can report the failure of this goal as a part of the diagnostic information it provides to the compiler user, the diagnostics obtained by the procedure just outlined may be cruder than the diagnostics which can be obtained by a top-down parsing procedure.

3. **Storage of precedence information for a bounded context parse.**

We now turn to consider the form in which the tables of precedence relations to be used by the subroutine "compare" called in the algorithm of Table II are to be initialized and maintained. These tables may be taken to consist of two basic portions, the first of which is a simple (character pair) precedence table, and the second of which is a supplementary (extended context) precedence table. The first of these tables may be regarded as a two-dimensional array, which, for every pair $a, b$ of characters, specifies a value which is either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.

If the value 1 is entered in the first of these tables against a pair $a, b$ of characters, it signifies that the relation $a \prec b$ holds, and that neither of the relations $a \preceq b$ or $a \succ b$ holds. If the value 2 or 3 is entered against the pair in this same table, it signifies, in a similar way, that the relationship $a \preceq b$ (resp. $a \succ b$) holds,
and that no other of the three relations \(a < b\), \(a \neq b\), \(a > b\) holds. If the value 5 is entered against the pair, it signifies that none of the three preceding relations holds. This value is equally decisive for the comparison routine, since, if the comparison routine is called upon to compare two successive characters \(a, b\) during a parse, and if none of the three preceding relations holds, then a syntax error is implied. Finally, if the value 4 is entered against the pair \(a, b\) of characters in the first precedence table, it indicates that at least two of the relations \(a < b\), \(a \neq b\), \(a > b\) hold. In this case simple (pair-wise) precedence is insufficient to determine the parse, the grammar is necessarily a generalized precedence grammar rather than a simple precedence grammar, and the supplementary tables must be used.

In this latter case, the "compare" subroutine of the parsing algorithm of Table II must proceed as follows. The string \(\sigma\) is first set equal to that character in the full string being parsed which immediately precedes the character \(a\). The triple \(\sigma, a, b\) of three characters is then looked up in the supplementary precedence table, which, for the sake of definiteness, we may imagine to be maintained as a list accessed through a hash function. Either this triple will not be found at all in the hash table, or the hash table will assign one of the four values 1, 2, 3, 4 to the triple \(\sigma, a, b\). These values have the same significance as before; 1 indicates that the relation \(a > b\) holds, and that none of the relations \(a = b\) and \(a < b\) holds, etc. If an entry for the triple \(\sigma, a, b\) is found in the hash table, then the 'compare' routine may return a value directly upon finding this entry. If, on the other hand, no entry for \(\sigma, a, b\) is found in the hash table, then the "compare" routine must attempt to use at least one additional character of context. This is done as follows. Setting \(\tau\) equal to that substring of the string being parsed which consists of the two characters immediately preceding \(a\), the compare
routine looks for an entry in the supplementary precedence table (hash table) against the set of four characters r,a,b. If an entry exists, the hash table will supply one of the values 1, 2, 3, 4, and the compare routine may proceed as indicated above. If, on the other hand, no such entry exists, then the "compare" routine must attempt to use the three characters of context immediately preceding the character a,... etc. An a prior decision as to the maximum integer k which is allowed in the consideration of the given grammar as a generalized k-precedence grammar will limit the maximum number of characters of context allowed. The integer k will normally be chosen quite small, generally equal either to 1 (the case considered by McKeeman, to whom the notion of generalized precedence grammar is due) or to 2. Larger values of k would require excessively large supplementary tables and are therefore of less interest.

For a generalized k-precedence grammar with k = 1 or 2, the simple precedence table described above will normally be as large as or larger than the supplementary table, for which reason a simple device, due to Floyd, for reducing the size of this table is of interest. This device is as follows: For each pair a,b of terminal or intermediate symbols, we keep a single authorization bit B(a,b). The value of this bit is 1 if exactly one of the three alternatives a · b, a ≤ b, a ≥ b holds, but is zero if either none or more than 1 of these alternatives holds. Given the set of mutually exclusive relationships a · b, a ≤ b, a ≥ b, holding between those pairs a,b of characters of a given grammar for which B(a,b)=1, we attempt to find two positive, integer valued functions f(a), g(b), such that the relationship a · b implies the numerical relationship f(a) < g(b), such that the relationship a ≤ b implies the numerical relationship f(a) = g(b), and such that the character relationship a ≥ b implies the numerical relationship f(a) > g(b). A pair of functions satisfying these three conditions is said to have the precedence property.
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If such a pair of integer valued functions \( f, g \) is available, then if \( B(a, b) = 1 \), the "compare" algorithm can return the value 1, 2, or 3 depending simply on whether \( f(a) < g(b), f(a) = g(b), f(a) > g(b) \) which it finds. Of course, if \( B(a, b) = 0 \), the "compare" algorithm must consult the supplementary precedence table described above to complete its action. The two-dimensional simple precedence table may be replaced by the union of a table of authorization bits and of two linear arrays, with consequent saving of space.

Next, we shall describe Floyd's algorithm for finding a pair of functions \( f \) and \( g \) having the precedence property. Define sequences of functions \( f_n \) and \( g_n \) inductively, by putting \( f_1(a) = g_1(a) = 1 \) to start the induction, and by defining \( f_{n+1} \) and \( g_{n+1} \) in terms of \( f_n \) and \( g_n \) as follows: if there exists any pair \( a, b \) such that \( f_n(a) \leq g_n(b) \) and \( a > b \), choose some such pair, put \( f_{n+1}(a) = g_n(b) + 1 \), and put \( f_{n+1}(a') = f_n(a') \) for all other \( a' \), and \( g_{n+1}(b) = g_n(b) \) for all \( b \). Otherwise, if there exists any pair \( a, b \) such that \( f_n(a) \geq g_n(b) \) and \( a < b \), choose some such pair, put \( g_{n+1}(b) = f_n(a) + 1 \), put \( g_{n+1}(b') = g_n(b') \) for all other \( b' \), and \( f_{n+1}(a) = f_n(a) \) for all \( a \). Otherwise, if there exists any pair \( a, b \) such that \( a \neq b \) while \( f_n(a) \neq g_n(b) \), put \( f_{n+1}(a) = g_{n+1}(b) = \max(f_n(a), g_n(b)) \), and let \( f_{n+1}(a') = f_n(a'), g_{n+1}(b') = g_n(b') \) for all other \( a' \) and \( b' \).

If \( f_{n+1} = f_n \) and \( g_{n+1} = g_n \), then \( f = f_{n+1} \) and \( g = g_{n+1} \) are evidently a pair of functions with the precedence property. Conversely, suppose that there exists a pair of functions \( f, g \) with the precedence property. It is plain that both sequences \( \{f_n\}, \{g_n\} \) are monotone nondecreasing. Plainly, \( f_1(a) \leq f(a), g_1(a) \leq g(a) \) for all \( a \). We shall prove inductively that \( f_n(a) \leq f(a) \) and \( g_n(a) \leq g(a) \) for all \( n \). Suppose by inductive hypothesis that this holds for a given value of \( n \). Then, if \( a > b \) while \( f_n(a) \leq g_n(b) \), then
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\( g_n(b) \leq g(b) \), while \( f(a) > g(b) \), so that \( f(a) \geq g_n(b) + 1 \) \( \geq f_{n+1}(a) \). If \( a < b \) while \( f_n(a) \geq g_n(b) \), it follows similarly that \( f(a) \geq f_{n+1}(a) \), \( g(a) \geq g_{n+1}(a) \). A similar observation is valid in case \( f_n(a) \neq g_n(b) \) and \( a = b \).

It therefore follows in all cases that \( f(a) \geq f_{n+1}(a) \), \( g(b) \geq g_{n+1}(b) \), completing our inductive argument. Thus, if any pair of functions \( f, g \) with the precedence property exists, the monotone nondecreasing sequences \( \{f_n\}, \{g_n\} \) will be bounded above, and hence for sufficiently large \( n \) we will have \( f_{n+1} = f_n, g_{n+1} = g_n \). Consequently the construction described in the preceding paragraph always leads to a pair \( f, g \) of functions with the precedence property, if any such pair exists.

Note finally that, if \( f, g \) is any pair of functions with the precedence property, and if \( m \) is any strictly monotone function defined on the union of the ranges of \( f \) and \( g \), then the transformed pair \( m(f(a)), m(g(b)) \) of functions also has the precedence property. If \( N \) is the total number of terminal and intermediate symbols of our grammar, then the range of each of the functions \( f \) and \( g \) contains at most \( N \) integers. Therefore, if there exists any pair of functions with the precedence property, there exists a pair whose ranges are both contained in the interval \([1, 2N]\). It follows, if a pair \( f, g \) of functions with the precedence property exists, that the sequences \( \{f_n\} \) and \( \{g_n\} \) of the preceding paragraph are bounded above by \( 2N \). Since these sequences are monotone nondecreasing, the contrary hypothesis that \( f_{n+1} = f_n \) and \( g_{n+1} = g_n \) never hold together implies that the pair of sequences \( \{f_n\}, \{g_n\} \) must be unbounded above. Thus, construction of the two sequences \( \{f_n\}, \{g_n\} \) will reveal directly and algorithmically whether a pair of functions \( f, g \) with the precedence property exists, and gives the functions \( f, g \) when they do exist.

The above discussion terminates our analysis of parsing methods for precedence grammars. In the following section, we shall discuss initialization algorithms for precedence grammars, that is, we shall give an account of the "read-in"
algorithm which can be used to examine an arbitrary context-free grammar, decide whether or not this grammar is a generalized k-precedence grammar for given k, and, in case the grammar is found to be a precedence grammar, set up the two precedence tables needed by the parsing algorithm developed in the present section.

4. **Parse initialization for generalized precedence grammars.**

As we shall show explicitly in the present section, the condition that a context free grammar be a generalized k-precedence grammar for a given k is algorithmically verifiable. It is therefore appropriate, in applying the parsing algorithm developed in the preceding section, to supplement this algorithm by a "read-in" or parse-initialization algorithm. Such an initialisation procedure will examine any given context free grammar, verify that the grammar is a generalized k-precedence grammar, and set up the precedence tables required by the subroutine "compare" used by the parsing algorithm of the preceding section. (c.f. Table II).

Tables III A,B,C below give an account of such a syntax initialization algorithm. The algorithm, which is somewhat lengthy, is divided in the various Tables III into a main routine, described by Table IIIA, which calls various principal subroutines. Algorithms for these subroutines are given in Tables IIIB,C, etc. The over-all structure of these algorithms is as follows. For each pair a,b of terminal or non-terminal symbols of the context free grammar for which tables are to be set up, and for a variety of strings forming potential left-hand contexts of a, the algorithm aims to discover whether or not one of the three relations $a = \sigma b$, $a > \sigma b$ and $a < \sigma b$ holds. If at least one of these relations holds, then the algorithm must discover whether more than one of these relations holds.
Main routine for verifying that a grammar has the generalized k-precedence property.

```
program precgram(k)
for all character pairs a,b of grammar, do all instructions
till end:
  put σ = null; overflow = false
  m = resolve (σ,a,b)
  tablel(a,b) = m
  if(m.ne.4) go to end
  empty pushdown stack
  let σ = first character of symbol set of grammar
  try:  m = resolve(σ,a,b)
        if (m.ne.4) go to enter
        put σ on stack
        let c be first character of symbol set of grammar
        append:  prefix character c to σ to get new value of σ
        if(length(σ).gt.k) overflow = true and go to diagnose
        else go to try
  enter:  if(m.eq.5) go to testdone
          enter value m against σ in hash table
  testdone:  if stack is empty go to end
             else let σ = string at top of stack
             let c = first character of σ; let σ = portion of σ following c
             if c is last character of symbol set of grammar, go to testdone
             else advance c to next character of symbol set of grammar,
             and go to append;
  end:    continue
  finish:  if(overflow) emit diagnostic "grammar violates specified
                        precedence depth limit" and call exit
             else reduce newly constructed tables to standard form and
                        copy them onto the appropriate output medium, then call exit.
  diagnose:  delete initial character from σ
             print out diagnostic message "σab constitutes unresolvable
             context of maximum length"
             go to testdone
```
Table IIIB. Precedence condition resolving subroutine.

function resolve (σ,a,b)
  m = 0
  if(equal(a,σ,b)) m = 1
  for all n = 1 till total number of productions, do all
    instructions till loop1;
    put λ = intermediate symbol forming left hand side of n-th
    production;
    if (not.begin(λ,b)) go to loop1
    if (not.equal(a,σ,λ)) go to loop1
    if(m.gt.0) m = 4 and go to back
    else m = 2 and go to testgreater
loop1: continue
  testgreater: for all n = 1 till total number of productions, do all
    instructions till loop2
    put λ = intermediate symbol forming left-hand side of n-th
    production
    put c = last character of right-hand side of n-th production;
    put ρ = right-hand side of n-th production, with last
    character c deleted;
    if (c.notequal.a) go to loop2
    if σ is a terminal substring of ρ, put σ₁ = null and go to gramtest;
    if ρ is a terminal substring of σ, put σ₁ = portion of σ
    preceding ρ and go to gramtest;
    else go to loop2
gramtest: if(not.gramsib(σ₁,λb)) go to loop2
  if(m.gt.0) m = 4 and go to back
  m = 3
loop2: continue
  m = 5
back: resolve = m; return
Table IIIC. Subroutine to determine the validity of \( a = \sigma b \).

function equal\( (a, \sigma, b) \)
do all instructions till continuel, for all \( n = 1 \) till total number of productions:
put \( \lambda \) = intermediate symbol forming left-hand side of \( n \)-th production
if right-hand side \( \rho \) of \( n \)-th production contains no occurrence of \( \ldots ab \ldots \), go to continuel
else for each occurrence of \( ab \) in \( \rho \) do all instructions till continu2:
let \( \sigma_2 \) be the substring of \( \rho \) preceding given occurrence of \( ab \);
if \( \sigma \) is a terminal substring of \( \sigma_2 \), put \( \sigma_1 = \) null and go to gramtest;
else if \( \sigma_2 \) is a terminal substring of \( \sigma \), put \( \sigma_1 = \) portion of \( \sigma \) preceding \( \sigma_2 \) and go to gramtest;
else go to continu2
gramtest: if (gramsuf(\( \sigma_1, \lambda \)) go to yes
continue2: continue
continue1: continue
    equal = false; return
yes:     equal = true; return.
Table IIID. Algorithm for the grammsub function.

function grammsub(σ)
if σ contains only a single character, put grammsub = from(λ₀,σ),
where λ₀ is the root character of the grammar being
processed and return.
otherwise let a be the first character of σ; let b be the
last character of σ, and let σ₀ be the part of σ that
remains after the deletion of its first and last
characters.
generate all strings ℰ which may be obtained by replacing:
a by any ℰ such that end (λ,a),
b by any μ such that begin (μ,b),
any character c of σ₀ by any ν such that all (ν,c).
for each of these strings ℰ, do all instructions to loopend:
write ℰ in all possible ways as ℰ = ℰ₁ ℰ₂, where ℰ₁ contains
at least 2 characters, and where there exists a
production a → α of the grammar being processed such
that ℰ₁ is identical with a terminal string of α.
for each such production and each such decomposition
of ℰ do the following instruction:

test1: if (gramsub(a₁ a₂)) go to isgram;
write ℰ in all possible ways as ℰ = ℰ₁ ℰ₂, where ℰ₂ contains
at least 2 characters, and where there exists a production
a → α of the grammar being processed such that ℰ₂
is identical with an initial string of α. for each
such production and each such decomposition of ℰ₁ do
the following instruction:

test2: if (gramsub(τ₁ a)) go to isgram;
write ℰ in all possible ways as ℰ = ℰ₁ ℰ₂ ℰ₃, where ℰ₂ contains
at least 2 characters, and where there exists a
production a → ℰ₂ of the grammar being processed.
For each such decomposition of ℰ, do the following
instruction:

test3: if (gramsub(τ₁ a₃)) go to isgram;
for each production a → α of the grammar being processed
such that ℰ is a substring of α do the following
instruction:
test4: if (from(o,a)) go to isgram;
       grmsgub = no; return.
isgram: grmsgub = yes; return

Any triple a,b, for which either none or at most, 
one of the three relations a > b, a = b, a < b holds, 
constitutes a determinate case, in the sense 
that no left-hand context of the pair a, b, 
beyond the context furnished by σ, is necessary for the 
parsing algorithm shown in Table II of the preceding 
section to proceed. On the other hand, a triple a,b,σ 
for which more than one of the three above relations held, 
and for which no additional left-hand context as available, 
would lead to indeterminacy in the parsing algorithm of 
the preceding section. The initialization routine, on 
encountering such a triple, must therefore extend the left- 
hand context string σ by all possible characters of the 
grm at hand, each such character to be appended to the 
left end of σ, attempting in this way to resolve the 
indeterminacy.

The over-all flow of the table initialization process 
is determined by the main routine shown in Table IIIA. This 
routine uses the principal subroutine 'resolve,' an algorithm 
for which is given in Table IIIB. The 'resolve' subroutine has 
three arguments σ,a,b, and returns a value m. The 
returned value m is equal either to 1,2,3,4 or 5. A 
returned value 1 indicates that the relation a = b and 
no other of the three relations a > σb, a < σb, a = σb 
holds; the values m = 2 and m = 3 have a corresponding 
significance. The value m = 5 specifies that none of the 
three above relations hold. The value m = 4 specifies that 
more than one of the three possible precedence relations 
holds; in this case, additional left-hand context for 
the character pair a,b is necessary if indeterminacy is 
to be avoided. Note that the three arguments of the "resolve"
function are respectively a string and two characters; the string is of course to be regarded as a potential left-hand context for the character pair formed by the two final arguments.

The main routine shown in Table IIIA. initializes two tables, referred to in its algorithmic description as "tablel" and "the hash table". Tablel is a two-dimensional table, and contains an entry for every pair \( a, b \) of characters. These entries have the values \( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \), which have the significance explained above. The hash table contains whatever supplementary information is needed to resolve precedence ambiguities between character pairs on the basis of left-hand context. Each entry in the hash table corresponds to a triple \( \sigma,a,b \), and specifies one of the four values \( 1, 2, 3, 4 \) for this triple. The "left hand context string" is extended by the algorithm of Table IIIA. to whatever length, up to a specified maximum limit, is necessary in order that at most one of the three relations \( a = \sigma b \), \( a > \sigma b \), \( a < \sigma b \) should hold. If there is any pair \( a, b \) for which more than one such relation holds for a given left hand context string \( \sigma \) of length \( k \), then it follows that the grammar being treated by the algorithm shown in Table IIIA. is not a \( k \)-precedence grammar at all. In this case, the program "precgram" sets an overflow flag, emits a diagnostic specifying that the string \( \sigma ab \) at hand violates the specified precedence depth limit \( k \), and processing continues with the next string \( \sigma ab \) which would normally be considered. No entry is made in the hash table for a triple \( \sigma,a,b \) for which a unique precedence relation holds with a shorter context string than \( \sigma \); nor is any entry made for triples \( \sigma,a,b \) for which the subroutine "resolve", when called, will return the value 5 indicating that none of the three relations holds. This convention is reasonable, in that it packs a maximum amount of information into a hash table of given size.
The main routine of Table IIIA. begins by initializing the two-dimensional "Tablel" using whatever value \( m \) is returned by the "resolve" function of the three arguments null, \( a \), \( b \). If a value of \( m \) which is different from 4 is returned, it indicates that at most one of the three relations \( a \rightarrow b \), \( a \neq b \), \( a \triangleleft b \) holds; in this case, no entry need be made in the hash table against the pair \( a,b \), and the algorithm goes on directly to consider another pair of characters. On the other hand, if the "resolve" subroutine called with a null first argument returns the value 4, then additional context is necessary in order to establish definite precedence relations for the pair \( a,b \) and entries reflecting this fact must be made in the hash table. In this case, an auxiliary push-down stack is emptied, the string is initialized to the first character of the symbol set of the grammar, and the "resolve" function is again called. If a value equal to 1,2, or 3 is now returned, then an entry for the triple \( \sigma,a,b \) can be made in the hash table. After making the necessary entry, the main routine shown in Table IIIA. will then advance the first character of which the string \( \sigma \) consists to the next symbol of the grammar in sequential order, and loop back to call resolve again and to make a new entry. If, on the other hand, the subroutine "resolve," when called, returns the value 5 for a given triple \( \sigma,a,b \), the sequence ... \( ab \) ... cannot occur in a sentence, and no entry need be made in the hash table. Finally, if "resolve" returns the value 4 for the triple \( \sigma,a,b \), then additional context beyond the context contained in \( \sigma \) is required in order to establish a definite precedence relation for the characters \( a,b \). In this case, a somewhat different procedure is followed. This procedure is motivated as follows. On the one hand, the given left context string \( \sigma \) must be extended by additional characters for the reason we have mentioned. On the other hand, after this has been done, one will eventually want to return to the left context string \( \sigma \), advance its first character from an existing value
to the next character in order, and loop again to make any necessary entry for the triple $\sigma, a, b$ thus obtained. In order to keep track of the over-all process flow, one stacks the string $\sigma$ at the top of an auxiliary push-down stack. After this is done, the first character of the grammar is prefixed to the string $\sigma$ at its left-hand end, and the algorithm proceeds as above, using, however, the extended string $\sigma$. When all possible first characters for a string $\sigma$ have been run through in this way, the algorithm examines the auxiliary push-down stack. If the stack is empty, then every necessary case has already been treated. If, however, a symbol is found on the auxiliary push-down stack, then this symbol is retrieved, its first character advanced to the next following character, and processing continues as before. Note that the same procedure could have been written without explicit use of a push-down stack in a language permitting recursion.

The algorithm for the principal subroutine 'resolve' is given in Table IIIB. This subroutine in turn uses three further principal subroutines, 'equal,' 'begin' and 'gramsub.' The function 'gramsub' has a single argument $\sigma$, and tests $\sigma$ to see if there is any valid grammatical string containing $\sigma$ as an embedded substring. The function 'equal' has three arguments, $a, b, c$, and returns the value 'true' or 'false,' depending on whether the precedence relation $a = \sigma b$ holds or not. An algorithm for this function is shown in Table IIIC.

The 'begin' function has two arguments $\lambda$ and $b$, both characters of the grammar, and tests to see whether $\lambda$ can generate a string whose first character is $b$. This function need merely consult a bit-matrix of "begin bits", which has an entry for each $\lambda$ and $b$ giving the value of the begin function. This matrix can be calculated as follows: Start with a matrix $A(\lambda, b)$ equal to 1 if $b$ is the first character of a string derived directly from $\lambda$; then repeat
the transformation $A(\lambda, b) \rightarrow \min \left( (\Sigma A(\lambda, \mu) A(\mu, b)), 1 \right)$
a sufficient number $n$ of times. Here, $n$ can be any integer such
that $2^n > r$, where $r$ is the total number of symbols of the
grammar being processed. The 'resolve' algorithm shown in
Table IIIB, operates as follows. The value $m$ to be returned
by the function is initialized to zero. The subroutine
'equal' is then called; if it returns the value 'true',
then the quantity $m$ is set to 1. Next follows a loop to
determine whether or not the relation $a < \sigma b$ holds. This
loop tests all the productions of the grammar to see if the
grammar contains any character $\lambda$ with the following properties:
the leftmost character of the same string derived from $\lambda$,
must be $b$, and the relationship $a = \sigma \lambda$ must hold. Note
that this corresponds exactly to the definition of the
relationship $a < \sigma b$ as given in the preceding section.
If the quantity $m$ has not been set to 1, and it is found
that a $< \sigma b$ holds, then we set $m$ to 2; on the other hand,
if the same relation is found to hold, and $m$ has already
been set to 1, then it follows that two conflicting prece-
dence relations are valid. In this case, we set $m = 4$
and return immediately. After a first loop to test for
the validity of the relation $a < \sigma b$, there follows a second
loop, of a rather similar structure, to test for the relation-
ship $a > \sigma b$. The second principal subroutine, 'gramsub',
is called in this second loop. The reader is directed to
Table IIIB, for a detailed account of this portion of the
'resolve' procedure.

A recursive algorithm for the subroutine 'gramsub' is
shown in Table IIID. This routine recursively condenses
the string which it is to test until either it has been
condensed into the single root symbol of the grammar, or until
no further condensation is possible. 'gramsub' makes use
of the 'begin' function which we have already described; also of
a similar function 'end' which tests two characters $\lambda$ and $b$
to see whether $\lambda$ can generate a string whose last character is $b$; of a related function 'all', which tests two characters $\lambda$ and $b$ to see whether $\lambda$ can generate a string consisting entirely of $b$; and of a function 'from' which tests $\lambda$ and $b$ to see if a string containing the character $b$ can be derived from $\lambda$. We leave it to the reader to elaborate algorithms for the calculation of these functions.

The function "equal" is called by "resolve"; like "resolve" it makes use of the subroutine "gramsub". "Equal" checks the triple $a, \sigma, b$ to determine the validity of the relationship $a = \sigma b$. This is done by searching the total set of productions to find a production with the following properties:

- The right hand side of the production must contain an occurrence of ...$a$ $b$...;
- If $\sigma_2$ is the substring of the right hand side of this production preceding the occurrence of the symbol pair $a$ $b$, then the string $\sigma_1 \lambda$ consisting of whatever part $\sigma_1$ of the left hand context string $\sigma$ precedes $\sigma_2$, together with the intermediate symbol $\lambda$, must be grammatical. Additional details are shown in Table IIIC.

5. Restrictions, Extensions and Generalizations.

Additional Comments.

In the preceding section we have called a context free grammar a generalized k-precedence grammar if the use of left-hand contextual strings $\sigma$ of length at most $k$ is sufficient to insure that at most one of the three relations $a = \sigma b$, $a > \sigma b$, $a < \sigma b$ can hold. We noted that every generalized k-precedence grammar is a $(k,1)$-bounded context grammar. It is worth observing that these three relations can easily be extended to relations involving not only a left hand context for a pair of symbols $a, b$ but a right hand context as well.

The precedence relations which must be defined in order to do this are as follows:

1) we write $a = \sigma, \tau b$ if there exists a grammatical string in which the sub-string $... \sigma a b \tau ...$ occurs and in
which a and b are both immediately derived from a common node of the parse tree for the string.

ii) We write \( a \prec_\sigma, \tau b \) if there exists a grammatical string in which a sub-string \( \ldots \sigma a b \tau \ldots \) occurs and in which a is the final element of the sub-tree of the parse tree.

iii) We write \( a \succ_\sigma, \tau b \) if there exists a grammatical string in which the sub-string \( \ldots \sigma a b \tau \ldots \) occurs, and in which a is immediately derived from some node \( \mu \) of the parse tree, while b is indirectly derived from the node \( \mu \).

If in setting the condition that at most one of the three above relations hold between characters of a grammar, we allow left hand contextual strings of length at most \( k \) and right hand contextual strings of length at most \( \ell \), we speak of a generalized \( (k, \ell) \)-precedence grammar.

An easy adaptation of the arguments of the preceding section will show that every generalized \( (k, \ell) \)-precedence grammar is in fact a \( (k, \ell+1) \)-bounded context grammar. Generalized \( (k, \ell) \)-precedence grammars may be parsed by an algorithm adapted from the algorithm shown in Table II, Section 2, using tables which may be initialized by adaptations of the algorithms outlined in the various tables III of the preceding section. We leave all these adaptations to the interested reader.

Since a generalized precedence grammar is defined as one for which the three precedence relations alluded to above are mutually exclusive, and since the addition of new productions to a grammar increases the number of such relations which are valid, it follows that, if a given grammar is a precedence grammar, every one of its sub-grammars must also be a precedence grammar. Even if a grammar is not a generalized precedence grammar, it may be that an appropriately chosen sub-grammar is a precedence grammar. Such sub-grammars may be selected as follows. Starting with some intermediate symbol \( \lambda \) of a grammar \( \Gamma \) other than its root symbol, we make
up a sub-set \( \Gamma_0 \) of the total set of productions defining \( \Gamma \), as follows. First enter into \( \Gamma_0 \) all productions of which \( \lambda \) is the left hand side. Next, form the set of all intermediate symbols appearing on the right hand side of the productions of \( \Gamma_0 \), and enter, as additional members of \( \Gamma_0 \), all productions of which one of these characters is the left hand side. This, in turn, brings about an extension in the set of all intermediate symbols occurring on the right hand side of productions in \( \Gamma_0 \). Forming this set of symbols we add to \( \Gamma_0 \) all productions in which one of these characters appears as the left hand side. Proceeding inductively in this way, we eventually arrive at a collection \( \Gamma_0 \) of productions having the property that if an intermediate symbol \( c \) appears on the right hand side of one of the productions in \( \Gamma_0 \), every production of \( \Gamma \) of which \( c \) is the left hand side is also contained in \( \Gamma_0 \). The collection \( \Gamma_0 \), which we shall also designate as \( \Gamma(\lambda) \) when we wish to emphasize its construction, is then a sub-grammar of \( \Gamma \). Even if \( \Gamma \) is not itself a generalized precedence grammar, the sub-grammar \( \Gamma(\lambda) \) may very well be one. It may also be that various other sub-grammars, \( \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \), etc., of \( \Gamma \), constructed in the same way, are also precedence grammars.

If this is the situation, an efficient parsing algorithm for the language at hand may be constructed as a combination of the top-down and the precedence parsing algorithms described in Chapter II and in the earlier sections of the present chapter, respectively. The procedure to be employed would have the following structure. The "main" routine of the parser would simply be a recursive top-down algorithm of the kind described in Chapter II. On the other hand, whenever this routine reached, as a subgoal, a point at which a substring constituting an intermediate symbol \( x \) whose associated subgrammar \( \Gamma(x) \), was a precedence grammar, then the top-down algorithm would switch into an alternate mode in which an efficient precedence parse along the lines of Table II would be used. If a complete precedence parse
is obtained, so that a substring grammatical according to $\mathcal{N}(x)$ is found, the parsing program will return to its "top-down" mode and continue. On the other hand, if an error is discovered before return from one of the precedence sub-parses employed, it follows that the top-down goal which the precedence parse was employed to accomplish is in fact not attainable, given the characters which follow in the input string. In this case a negative return to the top-down mode from the precedence mode must be and the top-down portion of the parser must take whatever back-up or diagnostic action is necessary. In order to facilitate this, it may be convenient to have every precedence sub-parse generate all its code into an auxiliary array. Successful return from a precedence sub-parse can then cause the transfer of all this code into the main code string; unsuccessful return from a precedence sub-parse can merely erase all the code generated during the sub-parse.

The "lexical" analyses described in Chapter III can be considered as syntactic analyses corresponding to precedence grammars of a special kind. Call a string $\sigma$ of characters a prefix if there exists a grammatical string $\gamma$ of the form $\gamma = \sigma \gamma$.

The prefix $\sigma$ is irreducible in $\gamma$, or simply an irreducible prefix, if no sub-tree of the parse tree of $\gamma$ has all its terminal nodes in $\sigma$. Note that in a precedence parse of the sort discussed in the preceding sections, which scans over the input string, collapsing the sub-string of characters generated by the left-most complete sub-tree of the parse tree of $\gamma$ to a single character, the set of scanned but uncompressed characters always constitutes an irreducible prefix in the sense we have just defined. Conversely, a precedence parse will always have to scan over the whole of an irreducible prefix before it finds any sub-string of characters generated by a single node. The maximum number of scanned, uncompressed characters built up during a precedence parse (which is equal to the maximum number of characters built up in stack1 of the algorithm of Table II,
Section 2) is thus equal to the maximum length of an irreducible prefix. If this maximum length is *finite*, the precedence grammar is said to be of *finite depth*.

A grammar which is not of finite depth is provided by the following rudimentary example.

\[(1) \quad \langle \text{nest} \rangle = ( ) \mid \langle \text{nest} \rangle\]

This grammar permits the generation of arbitrary strings consisting of a number of left parentheses, followed by a precisely equal number of right parentheses. Any string of left parentheses constitutes an irreducible prefix: the grammar (1) will generate irreducible prefixes of arbitrary length.

If a grammar is of finite depth, it may be parsed lexically, that is, by a finite state machine. We define such a finite state machine as follows: Since the maximum depth which the pushdown stack 'stackl' of the algorithm of Table II, Section 2, may reach is bounded, and since each item on the stack may assume only one of finitely many values, we may enumerate all possible states of 'stackl' as a collection

\[(2) \quad \mathcal{T}_1, \ldots \mathcal{T}_k\]

This collection of states is in fact identical with the collection of all possible irreducible prefixes of our finite state grammar. Suppose that the pushdown stack is in one of its possible states \(\mathcal{T}_j\). Receipt of an additional, grammatically legal, input character in this state of the stack will transform the stack state, either by stacking an additional item or by unstacking a number of items. In view of the finiteness of the collection (2) we may summarize these possibilities in a finite set of transition rules

\[(3) \quad \mathcal{T}_i \xrightarrow{c} \mathcal{T}_j\]

Those particular transformations which cause elements to
be unloaded from the push-down stack will in general also cause other generative actions; these generative actions may be indicated in any convenient notation. Receipt of a grammatically illegal character when the pushdown stack is in any given state will cause a diagnostic to be emitted and the stack to be cleared.

It is plain from the above that a finite state machine whose internal states are in formal correspondence with the states of the list (2), and whose transition rules are those given in (3), can simulate all the steps of a parse for a finite depth grammar without actually using pushdown stack. The simulation can be programmed in the style of Chapter III, Section 1, i.e., can use a table of indexed transfers. As noted in Chapter III, such coding makes good use of the hardware of the computer on which it runs and attains high efficiency.

Note also that transformation of a finite-depth grammar into a code written in terms of indexed transfers can be performed mechanically by a suitable metacompiler.

We may define the finite depth property of a grammar in an equivalent, but more convenient, way as follows. Consider the parse tree of the grammatical string \( \gamma \), and the sequence of nodes

\[
(4) \quad v_0, v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k
\]

in this parse tree leading from the root node \( v_0 \) of the tree to the particular "twig" node \( v_k \) matching the last character of the irreducible prefix \( \sigma \). Call the node \( v_i \), \( i \geq 1 \), primary if \( v_i \) is reached from \( v_{i-1} \) according to the left-most branch of the set of branches proceeding downward from the node \( v_{i-1} \).

If the node \( v_i \) is not primary, we call it secondary.

Since \( \sigma \) is an irreducible prefix, no branch of the syntax tree proceeding from the node \( v_{i-1} \) and preceding the branch which goes to the node \( v_i \) can be the top-most node of a
sub-tree of the full parse tree. Thus, every such node of
the syntax tree of \( \Gamma \) must be a twig, and will correspond
to precisely one character of the irreducible prefix \( \sigma \).
It follows that there exist irreducible prefixes of arbitrarily
great length if and only if there exist sequences (4)
containing indefinitely many non-primary nodes \( \nu \). Next
note that the sequence (4) of nodes completely determines
a smallest syntax tree containing the sequence of nodes (4)
and generating a sentence \( \xi \), to wit, that tree containing
the chain (4) of nodes and in which every node not belonging
to the chain (4) is a twig. Since a given grammar consists
only of finitely many distinct productions, it follows that
if a grammar is not of finite depth, there exists a sequence
(4) containing two nodes \( \nu_m, \nu_n \) of the same type. Moreover,
if the subsequence \( \nu_m, \nu_{m+1}, \ldots, \nu_n \) of (4) contains only
primary nodes, then the sequence
\[
(5) \quad \nu_0, \nu_1, \ldots, \nu_m, \nu_{n+1}, \nu_{n+2}, \ldots, \nu_k
\]
of nodes determines a minimal tree of the sort described
just above, generating a sentence containing the same
irreducible prefix \( \sigma \) as the minimal tree corresponding
to the sequence (4) of nodes. Thus, if our grammar is
not of finite depth, it admits a sequence of nodes
\( \nu_0, \ldots, \nu_m, \nu_n \) in which \( \nu_m \) and \( \nu_n \) are of the same type,
but in which not all the nodes in the subsequence \( \nu_m', \ldots, \nu_n \)
are primary. Conversely, if this condition is
satisfied, then the chain
\[
(6) \quad \nu_0, \nu_1, \ldots, \nu_m, \nu_{m+1}, \ldots, \nu_{n-1}, \nu_m, \nu_{m+1}, \ldots, \nu_{n-1}, \nu_m, \ldots
\]
determines, in the above sense, a minimal tree with an indefinitely
long irreducible prefix.
We may therefore make the following statement: a
context free, bounded-context grammar fails to be of finite
depth if and only if there exists a chain of productions
\[
(7) \quad a_1 \rightarrow \ldots a_2 \ldots ; a_2 \rightarrow \ldots a_3 \ldots ; a_3 \rightarrow \ldots ; \ldots ; a_n \rightarrow \ldots
a_1 \ldots
\]
in which not every \( a_j \) is the first character of the production (7) on whose right hand side it appears.

Note, for example, that using this condition it is easy to verify that the following grammar, which describes a language to which the lexical parsing methods of Section 1 of Chapter III can be applied, is of finite depth.

\[(8) \]
\[
\langle \text{integer} \rangle = \langle \text{digit} \rangle \mid \langle \text{integer} \rangle \langle \text{digit} \rangle
\]
\[
\langle \text{real} \rangle = \langle \text{integer} \rangle . \mid \langle \text{integer} \rangle . \langle \text{integer} \rangle
\]
\[
\langle \text{name} \rangle = \langle \text{letter} \rangle \mid \langle \text{name} \rangle \langle \text{nonspecial} \rangle
\]
\[
\langle \text{nonspecial} \rangle = \langle \text{letter} \rangle \mid \langle \text{digit} \rangle
\]
\[
\langle \text{letter} \rangle = A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z
\]
\[
\langle \text{digit} \rangle = 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
\]
\[
\langle \text{operator} \rangle = . \langle \text{name} \rangle .
\]
\[
\langle \text{hollerith prefix} \rangle = \langle \text{integer} \rangle H
\]
\[
\langle \text{octal} \rangle = \langle \text{integer} \rangle B
\]
6. **Bottom-up parsing by the method of nodal spans.**

The quantitative problems which any parsing method capable of handling an arbitrary context-free grammar must face are dramatically illuminated by consideration of highly ambiguous grammars and, in particular, of the simple grammar

\[
\langle \omega \rangle = a \mid \langle \omega \rangle \langle \omega \rangle.
\]

Any string \(w=aa\ldots a\) is grammatical according to this grammar, but each such string has a highly ambiguous parsing; the set of all parses is equivalent to the set of all nested parentheses combinations of \(w\). The number of distinct parses according to this grammar of a string of length \(n\) may easily be seen by induction to exceed \(2^n-2\). Any general parsing method which in any exhaustive sense generates all parses of an arbitrary sentence must flounder in such cases, both in regard to the computation time required to generate all these parses, and in regard to the amount of space required for the storage of all the results which emerge. The exponential growth of computation time and storage requirements with string length noted above is closely bound up with the occurrence in highly ambiguous parses of imbedded ambiguities. That is, if a subsection of a string to be parsed has several grammatically ambiguous parses, all originating with a single node of a given kind \(\land\); and if, in the full parse tree for the string, the string subsection in question can be condensed into a node of type \(\land\), the full parse tree necessarily inherits the ambiguity of the sub-tree depending from the node. 

If ambiguous nodes of this kind occur frequently and in nested fashion, the accumulation of independent ambiguities will lead to a degree of ambiguity for the total string which grows exponentially with the length of the string. This difficulty may be overcome by passing to a representation for the total set of parses, the so-called nodal span representation, which does not involve individual enumeration
of imbedded ambiguities. Bound up with this representation there is also an interesting and quite general bottom-up parsing method which it is the aim of the present section to describe and analyze. Suppose that $\Gamma$ is a context-free grammar according to which we wish to parse a succession of sentences. Let $v$ be an intermediate symbol of $\Gamma$, and $w = a_1 \ldots a_n$ a string of terminal symbols which is to be parsed. If $p$ and $q$ are integers, $1 \leq p < q < n$, we call the triple $(p,v,q)$, which we will generally write for simplicity as $pvq$ a span of the grammar $\Gamma$. We say that the span $pvq$ is present in $w$ if there exists a parse tree, representing a parse valid according to $\Gamma$, of the subsection $a_p \ldots a_q$ of the string $w$, and such that the topmost node of this parse tree is of type $v$. Note that $w$ is grammatical according to $\Gamma$ if and only if the span $lv(n+1)$ is present in $w$. We call the grammar $\Gamma$ standardized if it has the two following properties:

1. no production of $\Gamma$ has a right-hand side which is null;
2. every production of $\Gamma$ is either of the form $\eta \rightarrow a$, where $a$ is a terminal symbol, or $\eta \rightarrow v\mu$ where $v$ and $\mu$ are nonterminal.

We shall show below that any grammar for a given language may be replaced in a mechanical and straightforward fashion by a standardized grammar. For the present, we merely suppose, in order to simplify our exposition, that the grammar $\Gamma$ has already been standardized.

A representation of the full set of parses of a sentence $w$ may be given in terms of a collection of lists as follows. Start with the span $p \cap q = l\nu(n+1)$ present in $w$; consider all the productions of $\Gamma$ having the form $\eta + \nu\mu$. Since (inductively) $p \cap q$ is present, some pair of spans having the form $\nu\mu$ and $rvq$ must be present. If the production $\eta + \nu\mu$ and the integer $r$ have this property, we add a triple consisting of the pair of symbols $\nu\mu$ and the integer $r$ to a list (which we may call
the division list) belonging to the span pνq. We shall write such a division list in the form

(2) \[ pνq \rightarrow \nuνr_1, \nuνr_2, \ldots, \nuνr_k, \nu'ν'r_1, \ldots. \]

Then, recursively (and assuming that they have not yet been processed) we build up the division lists for all the spans \( pνr_j \) and \( r_jνq, \ldots, \) etc. Continue processing in this way until no unprocessed spans remain.

We regard the full set of span lists developed by the procedure outlined above as a description of the set of all possible parses of the original sentence. To obtain a particular parse, we have only to proceed as follows. Start with the topmost span \( pνq = lν_0(n+1) \). Choose any element \( ννr \) from the division list of \( pνq \); then, recursively, choose an element from the division list of \( pνr \) and \( rνq \). This process will terminate when spans of the form \( mα(m+1) \), which represent uniquely defined terminal symbols of the sentence \( w \) being parsed, are encountered. Note that the sentence \( w \) has an ambiguous construction according to the grammar \( Γ \) if and only if there exists a division list in the full collection of lists developed by the above procedure which contains more than a single element.

Assuming that a list of all the spans present in \( w \) is available, we may bound the amount of time and space needed to produce all the division lists as follows: the number of distinct spans is asymptotic to \( n^2g \), where \( g \) is the number of intermediate symbols of \( Γ \). To produce the division list for the span \( pνq \) we require a separate step for all \( r \) in the range \( p < r < q \), and this for all productions of the form \( \eta \rightarrow \nuν \). Thus the total number of distinct steps required is bounded by a quantity asymptotic to \( n^3P \), where \( P \) is the total number of distinct productions in \( Γ \). The space required for the storage of all the span lists is bounded by the product of \( P \) and the number of triples \( p,q,r \) with \( p < r < q \), and hence also by the quantity asymptotic to \( n^3P \).

In the case of the elementary grammar (1) each \( r \) with
p < r < q will actually appear in the division list belonging to the span \( p<r<q \); the full collection of span lists thus includes a number of elements bounded below by a quantity asymptotic to \( n^3 \). By this consideration we see that the asymptotic bound \( n^3 \) given above is precise both in regard to time and in regard to space.

It appears clearly from what we have said above that, once a list of all the spans present in \( w \) is available, the set of all possible parses of \( w \) may be elaborated in an entirely elementary way. Our next task is to develop an algorithm for finding the set of all spans present in \( w \). We may proceed toward this goal in the following way. The span \( p \eta q \) will be present in \( w \) if and only if there exists an \( r \) with \( p < r < q \) and the production \( \eta \rightarrow \nu \) of \( \Gamma \) such that \( p \nu r \) and \( r \nu q \) are present in \( w \). We may therefore proceed in inverse order to build up all spans \( p \eta q \) of greater and greater length \( q-p \) present in \( w \) as follows. Start with all spans \( p \alpha(p+1) \) of length 1, which necessarily represent single terminal symbols in \( \Gamma \). Add new spans to a list of spans present in \( w \) by the following rule:

- if \( p \nu r \) and \( r \nu q \) are present, and \( \Gamma \) contains the production \( \eta \) goes to \( \nu \), add \( p \eta q \) to the spans present.

This algorithm, iterated, will clearly produce the set of all spans present in \( w \).

An efficient arrangement of the flow of work in the algorithm which we have just described informally is as follows. For each \( k \), \( 1 \leq k \leq n \), we generate the set of all spans present in the substring \( w_k = a_1 \ldots a_k \) of \( w = a_1 \ldots a_n \). We keep this information in the form of a set of initials lists, each list consisting, for each node type \( \eta \) and integer \( q \), of the integers \( p < q \) for which the span \( p \eta q \) is present in \( w_{k-1} \). To proceed inductively from \( k-1 \) to \( k \), we begin by adding the span \( k \alpha(k+1) \) to the collection of spans known to be present. Then, if a span \( r \nu(k+1) \) has been added to the collection of spans known
to be present, and has not yet been processed, we process it by
(1) Finding all the productions \( \eta \rightarrow \mu \nu \) of \( \Gamma \), the terminal symbol of whose right-hand side is \( \nu \);
(2) For each such production and for each \( p \) on the initials list of \( \mu r \), adding all the spans \( p\eta(k+1) \) to the collection of spans known to be present; that is, adding all the elements of the initials list of \( \mu r \) to the initials list of \( \eta(k+1) \).
Each newly added and still unprocessed span \( p\eta(k+1) \) must in turn be processed in this way; when no unprocessed spans remain, the set of all spans of the form \( p\eta(k+1) \) which are present will have been generated. At this point, we increase \( k \) and repeat the above procedure, terminating the entire process when \( k \) has reached \( n+1 \).

The amount of time and space required for the above algorithm may be bounded as follows. As we have remarked, the total number of distinct spans is bounded above by a quantity asymptotic to \( n^2 g \), \( g \) being the total number of intermediate symbols in our grammar. The same formula gives, a fortiori, a bound for the total number of spans processed.

In processing a given span \( rv(k+1) \), we

a) check to see whether this span has already been marked as processed, in which case, since an earlier copy of the same span must have been found on the same initials list, we merely delete the span under examination from its initials list;

b) in the contrary case, process the span \( rv(k+1) \) by enumerating all productions in \( \Gamma \) of the form \( \eta \rightarrow \mu \nu \) and, for each such production appending the initials list associated with \( \mu r \) to the initials list associated with \( \eta(k+1) \).

Note now that no more than \( c \) copies of an element \( p\eta(k+1) \) will ever appear on an initials list, where \( c \) is the product of \( k+1-p \) and of the total number \( P \) of productions in \( \Gamma \) of the form \( \eta \rightarrow \mu \nu \); thus the total number of elements \( p\eta(k+1) \) which will ever appear on any initials list during the progress of
our algorithm from \( k-1 \) to \( k \) has the asymptotic bound \( k^2p \).
Since, as is clear from a) and b) above, each element appearing on such a list for a second time is processed in a fixed number of steps, while each element \( rv(k+1) \) appearing on such a list for the first time is processed in a number of steps proportional to the number of productions in \( \Gamma \) of the form \( \eta \rightarrow \mu v \), the total number of steps required by our whole parsing process has an asymptotic bound of the form \( n^3p \).

Concerning the space required for the set of initials lists, note that each of at most \( ng \) initials lists can contain at most \( n \) elements; thus the amount of storage required has an upper bound asymptotic to \( n^2g \).

If the grammar \( \Gamma \) is unambiguous, that is, if no grammatical string of terminal symbols admits more than one parse, the above time estimate may be significantly improved. In this case, the set \( I_1 \) of integers added to the initials list corresponding to \( \eta(k+1) \) during the processing of a span \( rv(k+1) \) must be disjoint from the set \( I_2 \) of integers already present in this list. If such were not the case, and assuming the integer \( p \) to lie in the intersection of \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), there would necessarily exist some span \( r'v'(k+1) \) present in \( w \), and some corresponding production \( \eta \rightarrow \mu'v' \), such that \( pv'r' \) is present in \( w \), while \( r'v'(k+1) \neq rv(k+1) \). But then the substring \( a_r \ldots a_k \) of \( w \) would have two structurally distinct parses according to the grammar \( \Gamma \), contradicting the assumption that \( \Gamma \) is unambiguous. This shows that for an unambiguous grammar, the algorithm described above will place at most a single copy of each element \( p\eta(k+1) \) on an initials list. Thus, for \( \Gamma \) unambiguous, the total number of elements \( p\eta(k+1) \) to be processed during the progress of our algorithm from \( k-1 \) to \( k \) has the asymptotic bound \( kg \), \( g \) denoting the total number of intermediate symbols in \( \Gamma \). It follows at once that the time required for the complete operation of our algorithm in the case of an unambiguous grammar and for the parsing of a string of length \( n \) has an asymptotic bound of the form \( n^2p \).
It is interesting to consider, from the point of view of the present algorithm, the simple unambiguous grammar

\[
\omega = \omega a | a,
\]

which we know from the earlier sections of the present chapter to be prototypical of a class of grammars which permit bottom-up parsing of an arbitrary sentence of length \( n \) in a number of steps proportional to \( n \). Taking \( w = a^n \) as a string to be parsed, we find the spans present in \( \omega \) to be all spans of the form \( p\omega q \), \( p < q \); a collection of \( 1/2 n^2 \) spans in all. This shows the upper bounds derived above to be precise, and makes it plain that our algorithm can only be expected to parse sentences in the time linearly proportional to their length if we sophisticate its action so as to prevent the formation of large numbers of spans (in the above example, all those spans \( p\omega q \) with \( p > 1 \)) not playing any role in the final parse of the sentence to be analyzed.

To improve the algorithm in this regard, we must sophisticate its action. The problem to be overcome is as follows. Suppose that, given a sentence \( w \) and a span \( p\omega q \) present in \( w \), we say that \( p\omega q \) belongs to a parse tree of \( w \) if there exists some parse tree for \( w \), containing a node of type \( \omega \) from which there depends a subtree whose twigs are exactly the terminal symbols \( a_p \ldots a_q \) of \( w \). As the example considered just above indicates, many spans not belonging to any parse tree of \( w \) may be present in \( w \). In many cases, the number of spans present in \( w \) will be proportional to the square of the length of \( w \), while the number of spans belonging to a parse tree of \( w \) will be proportional only to the first power of \( w \). We must therefore modify our parsing algorithm in such a way as to cause the modified algorithm to generate fewer spans not belonging to a parse tree of the sentence \( w \) being parsed. A technique accomplishing this may be described as follows. If \( \mu \) and \( \nu \) are intermediate symbols of \( \Gamma \), write \( \mu F \nu \) if there exists some span, valid according
to \( \Gamma \) depending from a node of type \( \nu \), whose first symbol is \( \mu \). In parsing a string \( a_1 \ldots a_k a_{k+1} \ldots \), maintain a set of candidate lists \( L_k \), one for each integer \( k \); these will be lists of intermediate symbols defined inductively by the following rule:

Rule a: Let \( L_1 \) consist of all intermediate symbols \( \nu \) such that \( \nu \in \Gamma \), the top node of \( \Gamma \). For each span \( \nu \mu(k+1) \) in \( a_1 \ldots a_k \) and each production \( \eta \rightarrow \mu \nu \) of \( \Gamma \) such that \( \eta \in L_p \), put \( \nu \) on \( L_{k+1} \); if \( \nu \in \Gamma \), put \( \mu \) on \( L_{k+1} \) also.

We now modify the algorithm described above by agreeing that an integer \( p \) is to be added to the initials list of a pair \( \nu(k+1) \) if and only if

Rule b: our preceding algorithm would have added \( p \) to this same initials list, and;

Rule c: \( \mu \) belongs to the candidate list \( L_p \).

Our modified parsing algorithm has the interesting property stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 1: If the modified parsing algorithm just described places an integer \( p \) on the initials list corresponding to a pair \( \nu(k+1) \), then there exists some sentence of the form

\[
\gamma(a_1 \ldots a_k b_1 \ldots b_k),
\]

valid according to \( \Gamma \), to whose parse tree the span \( \mu(k+1) \) belongs.

Proof: We proceed by induction on the integer \( p \). If \( p = 1 \), the span \( \nu \mu(k+1) \) is present in \( a_1 \ldots a_k \) and our assertion is evident. If \( p > 1 \), \( \nu \mu(k+1) \) is present in \( a_1 \ldots a_k \) and \( \mu \in L_p \), so that, by rule a) there exists a span \( \nu \beta \) and an intermediate symbol \( \gamma \) of \( \Gamma \) such that either

1. \( \gamma \rightarrow \nu \mu \) is a production of \( \Gamma \), and \( \gamma \in L_p \), or
2. There exists an intermediate symbol \( \delta \) of \( \Gamma \) such that \( \mu \in \delta \), while \( \gamma \rightarrow \nu \delta \) is a production of \( \Gamma \), and \( \gamma \in L_q \).
In case i, q belongs to the initials list corresponding to the pair \( (k+1) \); thus, inductively, there exists a sentence of the form (4) in whose parse tree \( q^{(k+1)} \) and hence a fortiori \( p^{(k+1)} \) is present. In case ii, if we let \( b_1 \ldots b_m \) be any grammatical string of terminal characters such that \( \sigma \to b_1 \ldots b_m \), then in the parse of \( a_1 \ldots a_{k+1} b_1 \ldots b_m \) according to our algorithm we would plainly find that q belonged to the initials list corresponding to the pair \( (m+1) \); thus, inductively, there exists a sentence of the form (4) whose parse tree contains \( q^{(m+1)} \) and hence a fortiori contains \( p^{(k+1)} \). Q.E.D.

Following Knuth, we may readily define a class of grammars for which an upper bound on the length of an initials list may be deduced from the property stated in lemma 1.

**Definition:** A grammar \( \Gamma \) is said to have the LR(t) - property if every span of the form \( p^{(k+1)} \) belonging to a parse tree of any sentence of the form \( a_1 \ldots a_{k+t} b_1 \ldots b_n \) with given initial substring \( a_1 \ldots a_{k+t} \) belongs to every parse tree of every such sentence.

Note that it follows trivially from the above definition that an LR(k) grammar is unambiguous; indeed, any span belonging to any parse tree of such a sentence belongs to every parse tree for such a sentence, so that the set of spans of a parse tree, and hence the parse tree itself, are uniquely defined by the sentence parsed.

The grammar of a given set of terminal strings may always be written either in a "left-recursive" or a "right-recursive" style. Thus, for example, the language whose sentences are all the strings \( a^n \) may be written either as

\[
\begin{align*}
(5a) \quad \langle \omega \rangle &= \langle \omega \rangle \ a \mid a \\
\text{or as} \\
(5b) \quad \langle \omega \rangle &= a \langle \omega \rangle \ a.
\end{align*}
\]
In general, the style (5b), which requires that terminal symbols be found before new "goals" are established, is preferable for top-down parses, while the form (5a), which leads to parse trees with handles tending to occur early rather than late, is preferable for bottom-up parses. Note that a grammar of the type 5a leads to a parse tree having the general appearance shown in Figure 1 below, while a grammar of the type 5b leads to a parse tree having the general appearance shown in Figure 2 below.

![Figure 1. "Left-weighted" parse tree](image1)

For this reason, we call a grammar of the type 5a a **left-weighted grammar**, and call a grammar of the type 5b a **right-weighted grammar**.

![Figure 2. "Right-weighted" parse tree](image2)

More precisely, we make the following definition

**Definition:** A context-free grammar $\Gamma$ is left-weighted if there exists no cycle of intermediate symbols.
\[ \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_k \] and of productions such that

\begin{align*}
\mu_1 & \rightarrow \nu_1 \cdots \nu_2 \\
\mu_2 & \rightarrow \nu_1 \cdots \nu_2 \mu_3 \\
\mu_k & \rightarrow \nu_1'' \cdots \nu_k'' \mu_1 .
\end{align*}

If \( \Gamma \) is a left-weighted grammar, it follows that there exists no infinitely long sequence of intermediate symbols \( \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots \) such that \( \mu_{j+1} \) is the last symbol of a production whose left-hand symbol is \( \mu_j \). We may therefore define the length \( R \) of the longest such chain of intermediate symbols as the right-chain bound for the left-weighted grammar \( \Gamma \).

The following lemma shows that, for the class of left-weighted LR(1) grammars, the parsing algorithm defined by Rules a, b, and c will place at most \( nK \) integers on initials lists, \( K \) being a constant depending only on \( t \) and on the grammar \( \Gamma \). This makes it plausible that, for such grammars, the operation of the parsing algorithm will require a number of steps proportional only to the first power of \( n \), a fact that we will in fact establish later in the present section.

**Lemma 2:** If \( \Gamma \) is a left-weighted LR(1)-grammar, then the parsing algorithm described by the rules a), b), and c) above will, in the course of parsing a sentence \( a_1 \ldots a_n \), place at most \( RM^t n \) integers on initials lists. Here, \( M \) is the number of terminal symbols of \( \Gamma \), and \( R \) is the right-chain bound for \( \Gamma \).

**Proof:** It follows by Lemma 1 that, for each integer \( p \) placed by our parsing algorithm on an initials list, there exists a span \( pv(k+1) \) with \( k \leq n \) belong to the parse tree of some sentence of the form \( w = a_1 \ldots a_k b_1 \ldots b_t c_1 \ldots c_s \), and hence in the parse tree of every such \( w \) with given initial symbol sequence \( w_e = a_1 \ldots a_k b_1 \ldots b_t \). If for each such \( w_e \) and for given \( k \leq n \) we choose one sentence \( w \), we obtain a collection \( W_k \) of sentences,
containing at most $M^t$ sentences, such that the node $p \psi(k+1)$ is present in the parse-tree of one of these sentences. But if $p_1 \psi_1(k+1), p_2 \psi_2(k+1), \ldots, p_m \psi_m(k+1)$ all belong to the parse tree of a single sentence, while $p_1 \leq p_2 \leq \ldots \leq p_m < (k+1)$, it is easily seen that there exists a sequence of productions of $\Gamma$ such that $\psi_{j+1}$ is the last symbol of the $j$-th production, and such that the left-hand symbol of the $j$-th production is $\psi_j$. It follows that $m \leq R$. Thus at most $R \cdot M^t$ spans $p \psi(k+1)$ belong to the parse tree of any of the sentences of our collection $W_k$. Letting $k$ range from 1 to $n$, Lemma 2 follows. Q.E.D.

Corollary: If $\Gamma$ is a left-weighted LR(t) grammar, then the parsing algorithm described by the rules a), b), and c) will never put more than $M^t$ integers on any single initials list.

Proof: If we assumed the contrary, it would follow just as above that there existed a sentence $w$ and two nodes of the form $p \psi(k+1)$ and $q \psi(k+1)$, both belonging to the parse tree of this sentence, and with $p < q$. Then, arguing just as above, we find that there exists a sequence $\psi = \psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_k = \psi$ of productions of $\Gamma$ such that $\psi_{j+1}$ is the last symbol of the $j$-th production, and such that the left-hand symbol of the $j$-th production is $\psi_j$. The cyclic character of the sequence $\psi_1, \ldots, \psi_k$ means that these productions can be repeated any number of times; hence the existence of such a sequence contradicts the assumption that $\Gamma$ is left-weighted. Q.E.D.

It is now easy to show that from the assumption that $\Gamma$ is LR(t) and left-weighted, it follows that the action of the parsing algorithm described by rules a), b), and c) requires a number of steps proportional only to the first power of the number $n$ of characters in the input string. Indeed, since we process only those spans $p \psi_1$ for which $p$
is on the initials list belonging to the pair \( \nu q \), it follows from Lemma 2 that at most \( RM^t n \) spans are to be processed. The processing of a single span \( p \nu q \) involves the following steps:

1. Find all productions \( \eta \rightarrow \mu \nu \). At most \( P \) such productions exist, where \( P \) is the total number of productions in \( \Gamma \).

2. For each such production, examine all the integers \( r \) on the initials list belonging to \( \mu p \). If \( \eta \) belongs to \( L_r \), add \( r \) to the initials list belonging to \( \eta q \).

Assuming that the elements \( \eta \in L_r \) can be found by direct addressing, process ii) above will, by the corollary to Lemma 2, require at most \( M^t \) steps. Thus, that part of the parsing algorithm concerned with the calculation of initials lists will require at most \( RPM^{2t} n \) steps. The calculation of candidate lists according to Rule a) requires the following steps.

iii. For each \( p \) on the initials list belonging to \( \mu q \), find all productions \( \eta \rightarrow \mu \nu \) of \( \Gamma \). This requires at most \( P \) steps for each \( p \mu q \).

iv. For each such production, check whether \( \eta \in L_p \). If this is the case, add \( \nu \) to \( L_q \). This requires at most \( P \) additional steps.

v. For each \( \nu \), maintain a list consisting of all those \( \sigma \) such that \( \sigma \in \nu \). On adding \( \nu \) to \( L_q \), add each element of this list to \( L_q \) also. This requires at most \( g \) steps for each \( \nu \), whose \( g \) is the total number of intermediate symbols present in \( \Gamma \).

The processes iii), iv), and v) require in total not more than \( P(g+2) \) steps for each \( p \mu q \). Thus the operation of the entire parsing algorithm requires at most \( RPM^t (M^t + g + 2) n \) steps.

Note also that all the intermediate data lists required grow proportionally to \( n \) for \( LR(t) \) left-weighted grammars \( \Gamma \).
The efficiency of the parsing algorithm described above will be enhanced if we note in regard to steps iv) and v) above that no symbol \( \nu \) (resp. \( \delta \)) need be added to the candidate list \( L_q \) unless \( a_q \nu \) (resp. \( a_q \delta \)). Taking advantage of this fact we avoid the appearance on the lists \( L_q \) of unnecessary candidates, thereby securing a faster parse.

It is illuminating in connection with the above analysis to consider the simple left-weighted grammar

\[
<\omega> = a \mid <\omega \gamma a > a <\omega \gamma b >
\]

(Note that, if formal agreement with the terms of our preceding discussion is required this grammar may be rewritten in our standard form as

\[
<\omega> = a \mid <\omega > a \mid a <\omega _1> \\
<\omega _1> = <\omega > b.
\]

We will discuss the general question of grammatical standardization in somewhat greater detail below.) Note first of all that the grammar (7) is unambiguous. This may readily be proved by induction on the length of a sentence \( \omega \). If \( \omega = \omega_1 q \) ends in the character \( a \), its only possible parse is clearly

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\omega \\
\mid \\
\omega_1 \\
\end{array}
\]

where on the left-hand side of (9) we have indicated that \( \omega_1 \) is to be parsed. If \( \omega = \omega_1 b \) ends in \( b \), then its only possible parse is

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\omega \\
\mid \\
\omega_1 \\
\end{array}
\]
where we have written $\omega = a\omega_2 b$, and where, in the center of (9), we have indicated that $\omega_2$ is to be parsed. If we consider a sentence $\omega = a^n b^m$ and its parse according to the grammar (7), we find that the following spans belong to the parse tree of $\omega$:

(11) $p\omega(n+m+2-p)$ for $p = 1, 2, \ldots, m$

$(m+1)\omega q$ for $q = m+2, \ldots, n+1$

Note in particular that the presence or absence of a span $p\omega q$ with $p < q \leq n+1$ in the parse tree of $\omega$ depends on the size of $m$, no matter how long the string $a^n$ of a's prefixed to $\omega$ is. This shows that the grammar (7) does not have the bounded context property. It is also clear from what has been said that no left-to-right parsing method of the general sort described in the present section can avoid generating all the spans $p\omega q$ with $p < q \leq n+1$ in parsing $a^n b^m$ in accordance with the grammar (7), thus the LR(t) condition on a grammar $G$ is necessary if sentences of length $n$ are to be parsed in a number of steps proportional to $n$, by a left-to-right algorithm like those we have considered.

The algorithms discussed above may readily be organized by the use of a combination of list and bit techniques.

The lists and bit arrays required for the detailed algorithm are:

a) For each $\mu$ and $q$, and initials list $s_{\mu q}$;

b) For each intermediate symbol $\mu$ of the grammar in question, a candidate vector of bits containing a 1-bit in the $j$-th position if and only if $\mu$ belongs to the candidate list $s_{ij}$;

c) For each intermediate symbol $\mu$ of the grammar in question, a processed vector $D_\mu$ containing a 1-bit in the $j$-th position if and only if, at a given substage of our algorithm, the span $s_{\mu(k+1)}$ has already been processed.

In addition to these lists we require a number of auxiliary tables. Some of these are best kept as lists; others may either be maintained as arrays, or since they will normally be sparsely populated, may more appropriately
be kept as hash tables. The required additional data structures are:

d) An array \( U \) with one entry for each intermediate symbol \( \mu \) of \( \Gamma \); this entry will be non-zero if, at a given stage of processing, \( I_{\mu(k+1)} \) may contain elements representing still unprocessed spans, in which case it will reference the first possibly unprocessed element on \( I_{\mu(k+1)} \).

e) An array \( V \) with one entry for each intermediate symbol \( \mu \) of \( \Gamma \); this entry will be non-zero if, at a given stage of processing, some span \( p\mu(k+1) \) has been generated. (Note: it is appropriate, both in the case of the array \( U \) and of the array \( V \), to chain the non-zero elements together. If we do so we can test for the existence of a non-zero element of \( U \) or \( V \) very readily, and find such an element very readily if any exists).

f) A set of lists \( G_{\nu} \) showing, for each intermediate symbol \( \nu \), all those \( \eta \) and \( \mu \) for which \( \Gamma \) contains a production \( \eta \Rightarrow \mu \nu \).

g) A set of lists \( H_{\mu,a} \) showing, for each intermediate symbol \( \mu \) and each terminal symbol \( a \), all those \( \eta \) and \( \nu \) for which \( \Gamma \) contains a production \( \eta \Rightarrow \mu \nu \) for which \( a\Gamma \nu \).

h) A set of lists \( J_{\nu,a} \) showing, for each intermediate symbol \( \nu \) and each terminal symbol \( a \), all those intermediate symbols \( \alpha \) for which \( a\Gamma \nu \) and \( a\Gamma \alpha \).

We may express our parsing algorithm in terms of these data structures in the manner shown in Table IV below.
Table IV. Algorithm for parsing by improved method of nodal spans.

Initially: Lists $I_\nu$ all empty:
$C_\nu$ has j-bit on, all other bits off;
k=0; b=1'st input symbol;

Advance: b=k+1; a=b; if a is end-of-sentence return;

Ready next: $D_\nu$=0 for all $\nu$:
$U$=0; $V$=0;
$b$=k+1'st input symbol;
$B$-bit vector with only k+1-st bit on;
add $k$ to $\mu(k+1)$ for each symbol $\mu$ such that $\Gamma$ contains a
production $\mu \rightarrow a$;
for each such $\mu$, place a reference to the newly added
element $k$ of $I_\nu(k+1)$ in the appropriate
entry of $U$:

Process: If $U$-array has only zero entries, go to candidates; else
else let $j, \nu$ be that element of a list $I_\nu(k+1)$ referenced
by the first non-zero entry of the $U$-array;

Do: If the j-bit of $D_\nu$ is 0, go to undone;

Drop: Else remove $j$ from the list $I_\nu(k+1);
If $I_\nu(k+1)$ contains no subsequent element $j'$ set the $\nu$-entry
of the $U$-array equal to zero, add $\nu$
to the $\nu$-list, and go to process;
Otherwise, if $I_\nu(k+1)$ contains a subsequent element $j'$, set
$j' = j$;

Go to do;

Undone: Set the j-bit of $D_\nu$;
If the j-bit of $C_\nu$ is off go to drop;
For each $\eta$ and $\mu$ on the list $C_\nu$, do all instructions until placed;
Append the list $I_\mu$ to the end of $I_\eta(k+1);
If the $\eta$-entry of the $U$-array is zero, cause it to reference
the first element in the list $I_\eta(k+1)$;

Placed: Continue;
Go to do;
Candidates: If $V$-array has only zero entries, go to advance;
   else let $\nu$ be some symbol represented in $V$-array;
   remove $\nu$ from $V$-array;
   for all $\gamma$ and $\mu$ on the list $H_{\nu,b}$ do all instructions until added;
   for all $j$ on the list $I_{\nu,k+1}$ do all instructions until added;
   if the $j$-bit of $C_\nu$ is on, set $C_\mu = C_\mu \lor B$;
   for all $\alpha$ on the list $J_{\lambda,b}$ set $C_\alpha = C_\alpha \lor B_j$;

Added: continue;
   go to candidates;
The algorithm shown in Table IV parses a sentence but does not produce the division lists described earlier in the present chapter. It may, however, easily be modified so as to do so. To this end, we allow each entry \( p \) on a list \( I_{\nu_k} \) to include a field referencing the first item on an associated division list; this second list is a list of item pairs, each item of a pair referencing a particular item \( q \) on a particular initials list \( I_{\alpha^m} \). When (cf. the section "undone" in Table IV) the processing of a node \( j\nu(k+1) \) causes \( I_{\nu} \) to be appended to \( I_{\nu(k+1)} \), we attach, to the head of the appended list section, some indication that the associated "attachment parameters" are \( j, \nu, \) and \( \mu \). When, subsequently, the elements \( p\gamma(k+1) \) of the appended list section are processed, we attach the pair determined by these parameters to the division list associated with the entry \( p \) of the list \( I_{\gamma(k+1)} \). (In order to be able to reference these lists quickly, reference to the last item on the division list corresponding to each span \( p\gamma(k+1) \) can be kept in a hash array \( A_{p\gamma} \) used during the \( k \)-th stage of the algorithm and re-initialized when \( k \) is incremented).

Note that the processing needed to build up the division lists adds only a finite number of steps to the processing of each span as shown in Table IV. Thus, all the computation-length estimates made above remain valid even if division lists are required. It is easily seen by inspection of the procedures suggested above that the following amounts of space are required for storage of the division lists in the three principal cases considered above (asymptotic estimates):

- General ambiguous grammars: \( \mathbb{P}n^3 \)
- General unambiguous grammars: \( \mathbb{P}n^2 \)
- LR(t) left-tilted grammars: \( \mathbb{P}n^{2t+n} \).

Throughout the present section, we have assumed the grammar \( \Gamma \) according to which input sentences are to be parsed to have the convenient special form described in (1) and (2) of the second paragraph of the present section. If
we begin with an arbitrary grammar, we can put it into this special form by the following sequence of steps.

A. **Eliminate null productions.** Determine all intermediate symbols of the grammar which can generate a purely null string as follows: mark every $\mu$ admitting a production $\mu \rightarrow \epsilon$ and then, inductively, every $\mu$ admitting a production $\mu \rightarrow \nu_1 \ldots \nu_k$ where all $\nu_1 \ldots \nu_k$ have already been marked, etc. Then given any production $\mu \rightarrow \nu_1 \ldots \nu_k$ of $\Gamma$, add to $\Gamma$ any production which can be obtained by omitting any subset of symbols, all marked, from the right-hand side of this production. Finally, drop all productions of the form $\mu \rightarrow \epsilon$ from $\Gamma$.

B. **Eliminate productions of single intermediate characters.**

If $\Gamma$ contains any cycle of cycle of single-character productions $\mu_1 \rightarrow \mu_2; \mu_2 \rightarrow \mu_3; \ldots; \mu_k \rightarrow \mu_1$ the characters $\mu_1, \ldots, \mu_k$ may be regarded, in an evident sense, as synonyms for each other. In this case, we may replace all occurrences in any production of a character $\mu_j$, $j > 1$, by an occurrence of $\mu_1$. Repeating this step until it can no longer be applied, we obtain a modified grammar for the same language as $\Gamma$ which does not omit any such cycle of single-character productions. Suppose that this has already been done, so that $\Gamma$ admits no such cycles of single character productions. If $\Gamma$ contains any single-character production $\mu \rightarrow \nu$, both $\mu$ and $\nu$ being intermediate symbols, choose such a production with the property that $\nu$ does not admit any single-character production $\nu \rightarrow \gamma$. Next, given any production $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_k$ of $\Gamma$ in which $k > 1$, add to $\Gamma$ any production which can be obtained by replacing by $\nu$'s any set of $\mu$'s occurring on the right-hand-side of this production. Given any production $\nu \rightarrow \beta_1 \ldots \beta_k$ of $\Gamma$, add the production $\mu \rightarrow \beta_1 \ldots \beta_k$ to $\Gamma$. Finally, drop the production $\mu \rightarrow \nu$ from $\Gamma$.

The process we have just described eliminates one single-character production from $\Gamma$; repeating it as often
as necessary, we eliminate every single-character production from \( \Gamma \).

**C. Standardise the production of terminal characters.**

For each terminal character \( a_i \) of the grammar, introduce a nonterminal symbol \( \alpha_i \) and a production \( \alpha_i \rightarrow a_i \). In each production \( \gamma \rightarrow \mu_1 \cdots \mu_k \) of \( \Gamma \), replace all terminal characters \( a_i \) by the corresponding characters \( \alpha_i \).

**D. Final steps.** The grammar now includes productions of two types: productions \( \mu \rightarrow a \), and productions \( \nu \rightarrow \mu_1 \cdots \mu_k \) where \( k \geq 2 \) and all \( \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_k \) are nonterminal.

For every production of the second kind, introduce a sequence \( \nu', \nu'', \ldots \) of additional intermediate symbols and productions

\[
(12) \quad \nu \rightarrow \mu_1 \nu', \quad \nu' \rightarrow \mu_2 \nu'' \ldots, \quad \nu'' \rightarrow \mu_{k-1} \mu_k .
\]

With this last step we have brought our grammar into the required standardised form.

The parsing method described above admits of a generalisation useful in the efficient treatment of certain classes of large grammars. To see how such grammars may arise, consider a situation in which we are given two grammars \( \Gamma_1 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \), and a rule associating with each production of \( \Gamma_1 \) having the form

\[
\nu \rightarrow \mu_1 \cdots \mu_k ,
\]

one or several productions of \( \Gamma_2 \) having the form

\[
\lambda \rightarrow \beta_1 \cdots \beta_k .
\]

In this situation, we may form a kind of product grammar \( \Gamma \) as follows. For \( \nu \) of \( \Gamma_1 \) and \( \lambda \) of \( \Gamma_2 \), introduce a new intermediate symbol, namely the pair \( (\nu, \lambda) \); for every two associated productions as above introduce the production

\[
(13) \quad (\nu, \lambda) \rightarrow (\mu_1 \beta_1) (\mu_2 \beta_2) \cdots (\mu_k \beta_k) .
\]

\( \Gamma \) is the grammar consisting of all the productions (13).
Note that, if $\Gamma_1$ admits $x_1$ nonterminal symbols and $\Gamma_2$ admits $x_2$ nonterminal symbols, then $\Gamma$ may admit up to $x_1x_2$ nonterminal symbols, and a number of productions equally as large. Thus $\Gamma$ may be a very large grammar, and its representation as a product grammar may be highly advantageous.

Even if a large grammar is not precisely a product grammar, but is only approximated by one, its most economical description may have the following form: specify a product grammar $\Gamma'$ approximating $\Gamma$, and then list explicitly those productions of $\Gamma$ differing from productions of $\Gamma'$. A reasonably general and flexible alternative scheme having essentially this flavor may be specified as follows.

We make use of a context-free grammar $\Gamma$, but associate with each terminal and intermediate symbol $\nu$ of $\Gamma$ a set of attributes, whose values may either be single bits or bit-strings treated as boolean quantities or as integers. These same attributes attach to each span of the form $p\nu q$: for a particular span, the attributes assume particular values. With each production $\nu \rightarrow \nu_1 \ldots \nu_k$ of the grammar we associate a set (possibly null) of tests, which are arbitrary relations expressed in terms of the attributes of the set of spans $p_1\nu_1p_2, p_2\nu_2p_3, \ldots, p_k\nu_kp_{k+1}$ which are, in accordance with the inverse of the production $\nu \rightarrow \nu_1 \ldots \nu_k$, to be combined to produce a single span $p_1\nu_kp_{k+1}$. All of these tests must be satisfied for the use of the indicated production to be legitimate. With the same production we also associate a set of rules which specify the manner in which the attributes of $p_1\nu_kp_{k+1}$ are to be calculated from the attributes of the subspans producing this span. An easy adaptation, of the algorithm shown in Table IV, which we leave it to the reader to elaborate upon, will implement bottom-up parsing according to context-free grammars supplied with node attributes, tests, and rules in the manner indicated above. To show how much a grammar may be condensed by the use of such a scheme, we write out a grammar for the normal arithmetic expression as follows.
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\begin{equation}
\langle \text{expr} \rangle = [1] \langle \text{expr} \rangle \langle \text{op} \rangle \langle \text{expr} \rangle \mid [2] (\langle \text{expr} \rangle) [3] \langle \text{name} \rangle
\end{equation}

attributes: \langle \text{expr} \rangle - \text{level} \ (4)

attributes: \langle \text{op} \rangle - \text{level} \ (4)

1 : test - level(\text{part1}) \leq level(\text{part2}) > level(\text{part3})

rule - level = level(\text{part2})

2 : rule - level = 0

3 : rule - level = 0

The conventions which have been used in (14) are as follows. Line 1 of (14) defines a simple context-free grammar: the integers in square brackets merely enumerate the productions of this grammar. The next two lines are merely declarations, and specify that each of the three symbols \langle \text{expr} \rangle and \langle \text{op} \rangle of the grammar have a 4-bit attribute field, called 'level' in each case. 'Level,' of course, refers to an order of operator precedence. The next two lines associate a test and a rule with the production [1]; the test merely specifies that, in each composite span constructed, the normal rules of operator precedence must be satisfied, while the rule specifies that the level of the composite node is to be calculated as the level of its operator part. Note that in every test and every rule associated with a production, we refer to the various subordinate spans to be combined into a single span by reverse application of the production as 'part1', 'part2,' etc.

The two final lines merely specify that both a parenthesised expression and an atomic name have dominant precedence in the parse of an expression. The reader should test his understanding of the formulae (14) by assigning levels to the five usual arithmetic operators +, -, *, /, ↑ in such a way as to cause (14) to coincide in its final effect with the normal arithmetic parse.

Near the end of the present work we will meet a still more powerful and flexible version of the above mechanism for the condensed expression of large grammars in an account of techniques of natural language parsing.
Section 4.7 - Notes and Comments

As computers came into wide use, efforts were initiated to use computers themselves to ease some of the burden of programming. This technique was first known as automatic programming. The main problems which programmers faced around 1951-52 were the small size of the high-speed internal memories, and the lack of any internal floating point operations in the machine hardware. The lack of floating point hardware forced early efforts in automatic programming to be directed to the development of interpretive floating point systems; the Comprehensive System (CS) for Whirlwind at MIT (cf. Adams and Laning [1]), the Speedcoding system for the IBM 701 (cf. Backus and Herrick [1]), and SHORT CODE for UNIVAC I all provided programmed interpretive floating point arithmetic.

In 1952-53, J.H. Laning and N. Zierler (cf. Laning and Zierler [1]) constructed an algebraic coding system at MIT for use at the Instrumentation Lab. This system allowed mathematical expressions and control statements of an elegance and simplicity which has hardly been equaled since. This system compiled a set of closed subroutines and an interpretive code for calling these subroutines. Because of the small memory size of the Whirlwind, each equation (statement) was read from a drum whenever it was to be executed. The language also included subscripted variables, computed switches, loops with an index variable running over a list or varied by an increment, and a natural way of expressing numerical integration of differential equations. The system used the CS floating point routines.

In 1952, H. Rutishauser at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (cf. Rutishauer [1,2,3]) had described methods
of compiling algebraic equations for the ZUSE computer, and later for the ERMETH computer (Rutishauser also described optimization by loop unwinding).

These early systems were shortly to give great impetus to the subsequent development of algebraic compilers. For a time, work continued on interpretive systems which provided machine-like pseudo-instructions for floating point and various other convenient operations, e.g. the PRINT system for the IBM 705 (cf. Bemer [1]) and the A-2 and A-3 systems for the UNIVAC I.

Following this initial period, work on algebraic translators began in several places. In 1954 at IBM a group under J. Backus began the development of FORTRAN I for the IBM 704, a machine which was to have floating point hardware; in 1955 at Remington Rand, a group under G. Hopper and C. Katz began to develop MATH-MATIC (AT-3) for the UNIVAC I, a machine without floating point hardware and with only 1000 words of memory (cf. Taylor [1]). At the Boeing Aircraft Company, in 1955, M. Grems and R. Porter [1] described an algebraic system for the IBM 701, BACAIC.

FORTRAN, which was completed early in 1957 (cf. Backus et al. [1], Sheridan [1]) was destined to become the most widely used algebraic coding language, in part because of the large number of IBM 704 computers which were sold, in part because of the excellence of this pioneering compiler. The fact that the 704 had floating point meant that FORTRAN was a "pure" compiler, interpretive operations being performed only in the execution of the input/output and FORMAT statements. Since it was anticipated that programmers would object to the use of compiled code which was highly inefficient relative to hand tailored code, great pains were taken in the FORTRAN compiler to generate efficient object code. As a result of this the compiler was slower than it might have been; nevertheless, it set a standard of optimization for subsequent high-grade compilers. In 1958 the language was expanded to include independently compiled functions and subroutines.
This was a needed improvement both because of its naturalness and because it permitted larger programs to be written in parts. Eventually, some version of FORTRAN was produced for every IBM computer which was used for scientific computation and for computers of most other manufacturers as well.

MATH-MATIC, which was in several ways a more powerful although a less concise language than FORTRAN, might have been a substantial FORTRAN competitor. Its limited acceptance was due in part to the unsuitability of the UNIVAC I for scientific computation. It is noteworthy that MATH-MATIC provided automatic segmentation and attempted to keep loops entirely within one segment.

The IT (Internal Translator) developed for the Datatron and for the IBM 650 in 1957 (cf. Perlis, Smith and Zoeren [1]) demonstrated that substantial algebraic compilers could be written for a small machine, and a whole series of other compilers of this class then followed: RUNCIBLE, GATE, CORREGATE, GAT, FORTRANSIT.

Mehlan [1] and the papers which follow it in the journal in which it appears may be consulted for an account of an assembly language developed before the existence of true compilers.

The pioneering FORTRAN compiler of Backus et al. made use of advanced optimizations; the syntactic analysis methods which it incorporated, however, were ad hoc and relatively primitive. Some of the earliest systematic techniques were based on precedence schemes, particularly on the notion of operator precedence. Group [1] gives one of the earlier accounts of the use of stacks in the translation process. Arden and Graham [1] describe an early compiler based on a precedence parse and anticipating, in germ, some of the table-driven parsing methods developed later; cf. also Kanner [1] and Hamblin [1] for accounts of the precedence techniques as applied to algebraic expressions, and Knuth [1] for an account of an early compiler taking a simple algebraic language directly into machine language. Cf. also
Wegstrem [1] for an early, explicitly programmed formula translator. Samelson-Bauer [1] is an early paper introducing the bounded-context parsing method and stressing its applicability not only to algebraic formulae but also to the translation of other statements occurring in programming languages; this paper also discusses questions of target code style related to the compilation of multiply indexed expressions.

The systematic syntactic definition of ALGOL given in the two famous ALGOL reports (Naur [1,2] and Perlis-Samelson [1]), together with the work of Chomsky [1], aided greatly in popularizing the systematic view of syntax, in particular, the syntax of programming languages. The resulting parsing algorithms fall into two classes: the bottom-up schemes, including those utilizing precedence techniques; and the top-down schemes.

The literature on precedence and bounded context parses begins with the development of techniques for the parsing of arithmetic expressions as summarized, for example, in Randall and Russell [2]; cf. also Huskey and Wattenburg [1], which describes an elementary, explicitly programmed arithmetic expression scanner.

Systematic theoretical development of fast bounded context and precedence parse methods begins with Floyd [1,2]. The first of these papers gives a direct description of a class of bounded-context syntax analyzers which operate by condensing stacked symbols representing grammatical types in contexts known to be unambiguous; in the second paper, a general definition of precedence language is given and a high speed method for the parsing of such languages is described. In Floyd [3], a more general class of bounded context languages is introduced, and the possibility of analyzing these languages rapidly by the method of "inverse grammars" is pointed out; cf. the comments at the beginning of Sec. 4.2. Graham [1] gives a general survey of bounded context translation with a discussion of problems of code production and
of a number of problems related to optimization, together with a bibliography of papers up to 1964. Evans [1] is a particularly readable account of bounded-context parsing, with a brief account of the relation of parsing to the remainder of the compilation task. See also Irons [4], Paul [1,2] and also Samelson-Bauer [1] which describes a 1-1 context parser; a similar 1-1 context parsing scheme is explained in Eichel, Paul, Bauer and Samuelson [1].

A history of the use of this compiling technique, with some comments on target code style, is given in Samelson-Bauer [2,1,3]; cf. the more general review in Samelson-Bauer [4].

The concept of generalized precedence grammar which is described in Sec. 4.2, together with the parsing method for these grammars described in that section, is due to Wirth and Weber [1]; cf. also McKeeman [1]. Ross [2,3] describes a precedence-like algorithm in which broader contexts can be considered using a back-up scheme. Leavenworth [2] outlines a precedence-parse scheme for translation of FORTRAN, with special attention to the parsing of Boolean statements. Cf. also Wegner [1], Keese and Huskey [1], Bandat and Wilkins [1].

The general parsing technique available for precedence grammars is very efficient; this method, supplemented as appropriate by special devices for the high speed determination of prefixed statement key words for languages in which such keywords exist, seems to be the best general method of syntactic analysis for application in situations where little language variation is expected and a high speed parse is desirable. The no-backup top-down parse of Chapter 2 has advantages if compiler flexibility is more important than parse speed.

The nodal span parse described in Sec. 4.6 is due in its full development to Earley [1,2]; this method goes back to earlier work of Cocke and Younger, cf. Younger [1,2], and
Hayes [ ] and is related to work of Knuth on LR(k) grammars, cf. Knuth [2].

Kanner [1] describes a non-backup top-down compiling scheme, and makes some comments on target code style, symbol table handling, and the general problem of name resolution. Lietzke [1] describes a top-down syntax checker for Algol. Kuno [1] describes a top-down parser, intended for application to natural language parsing, which works with grammars in which the right-hand side of each production begins with a terminal symbol (standard form grammars). Kuno observes that the speed of such a parser may be increased if a bit table of failed alternatives of the form [syntactic type, initial word position] is maintained, and if an alternative once failed is never retried. Cf. also Kuno and Oettinger [1].

Floyd [4] gives a brief survey of syntactic analysis methods as developed up to 1964, with an emphasis on top-down methods. This article includes an excellent bibliography of papers up to its date.

A continuing source of controversy has been the relative efficiency of the various parsing methods. Two different questions can be asked: how badly does the algorithm do in the worst case, and how badly does it do on "normal" statements. Although some data exists on the former question, the latter is much harder to answer. Griffiths and Petrick [1] discuss the number of steps required by various straightforward top-down and bottom-up parsing algorithms, as well as a simple nodal span parser, to parse languages defined by various very elementary grammars. They point out that the number of steps required by a top-down parser may grow exponentially with the length of the sentence to be parsed, and that the effectiveness of a parsing method may, in certain cases, depend sensitively on the particular grammar chosen for the language to be parsed. Modelling the various
parsing algorithms which they study in a standard way by
turing machines (not necessarily a very good way of measur-
ing the efficiency of these parsers) they give a certain
amount of empirical data on the lengths of simulated parses.
Unfortunately, the algorithms considered by Griffiths and
Petrick are sufficiently different from the optimal forms of
the parsing methods that they study, and the empirical data
presented sufficiently narrow, so that the only conclusion
that may reliably be drawn from their work is that a naive
top-down parser may be catastrophically inefficient. Cf.,
however, the objection of Brooker [1] to that conclusion.
The Griffiths and Petrick paper also includes an extensive
bibliography on parsing methods developed up to its date.

Kasami [2] exhibits a simple class of languages which
cannot be recognized in less than \( C(n, \log n)^2 \) steps by a
class of parsing methods modelled by Turing machines.

For a review of the application of these and other ana-
lysis techniques to English, cf. Bobrow [1].

Compilers organized around a systematic view of syntax
analysis first emerge in the papers of Irons [1], Warehall
[1], and Brooker and Morris [1,2,3,4]. Brooker and Morris
describe an elementary top-down syntax-directed compiler
scheme like those considered in the early sections of
Chapter 2. This system includes a language, somewhat stiff
in the view of the present author, for the description of
generative actions. A summary of the Brooker-Morris work
is contained in Rosen [2]. The compiler described by
Irons is rather similar, and, like the Brooker-Morris sys-
tem, includes a primitive language for the description of
generator routines. Cf. also Cheatham and Sattley [1],
McClure [1], Metcalf [1], and Reynolds [1]. Schoore' [1]
describes a similar top-down compiler-compiler incorporating
a special, somewhat limited language for the output of
macro-symbols during syntax analysis; Schneider and Johnson
[1] describe a slightly extended version of this system able
to accomplish certain local optimizations: Cf. also Pratt
and Lindsay [1] for an account of a similar system, somewhat specialized in the direction of interpretive execution rather than compilation. Brooker et al. [2] summarizes experience up to 1967 with the Brooker-Morris compiler-compiler; they indicate that compilers written using their system tend to be approximately twice as large and three times as slow as carefully designed hand-coded compilers. (Compilers employing lexical prescanners and faster syntactic analysis algorithms can do considerably better than this.)

Ledley and Wilson [1] describe a bottom-up parsing method applicable to grammars containing no recursive definitions, together with a simple scheme for describing target language by expressions specifying local node transformations in a parse-tree. Cheatham [3,4] and Dean [1] describe TGS-II, a compiler-writing system consisting of a conventional algebraic languages, supplemented with a powerful pattern matching facility. The memory of the machine has been reconstituted as a set of descriptors; these are the data of TGS-II. These descriptors impose a skeletal structure on the dictionary and other tables. The system of Domolki [1] is particularly interesting both because the user specifies the grammar in inverse form and because the associated parsing algorithm is elegant and efficient.

The input to the compiling system is an ordered set of inverse grammar rules. As usual, the right hand sides of these rules may have calls to compiling routines interspersed with the elements of the reduced string. Thus

\[ \gamma_1: \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \ldots \alpha_k + \beta_1 \gamma_1 \beta_2 \gamma_2 \ldots \beta_l \gamma_p \]

is a typical rule, where the \( \alpha_i, \beta_j \) represent elements of the vocabulary, terminal or nonterminal, and the \( \gamma_j \) represent calls to the compiling routines. The presence of such a rule implies that when \( \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \ldots \alpha_k \) is recognized
as a constituent of the input stream, it is to be replaced in the stream by \( \beta_1 \beta_2 \ldots \beta_m \) with \( \gamma_1, \gamma_2, \ldots, \gamma_k \) executed at the indicated places.

Generally speaking, given a partially parsed string, the left hand sides of several rules may appear in it. For example, one might have

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{a}_1 & \text{a}_2 & \text{a}_3 \\
\hline
\text{\textendash} & \text{\textendash} & \text{\textendash} \\
\hline
\text{\textendash} & \text{l}_1 & \text{l}_3 \\
\hline
\text{\textendash} & \text{\textendash} & \text{l}_2 \\
\end{array}
\]

where \( 1', 2', 3' \) represent instances of left hand sides or rules of the grammar. Under these circumstances, the Dömölki scheme requires that the grammar give the "correct" parse if the rule of shortest length that terminates at the left most point is applied. In the above example, \( \ell_1 \) would be applied. In case of a tie, the rule with smallest index is applied.

The elegance and efficiency of the Dömölki algorithm depend very heavily on the ability of computers to perform bit string operations in parallel. Let \( r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n \) be the rules of the grammar and let \( |r_1|, \ldots, |r_n| \) represent the length of the left hand side of rule \( r_i \). The basic data structure \( D \) of the algorithm is a bit string of length \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} |r_i| \). Such a string contains a bit position for every element of the left hand side of every rule:

\[
D: \begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
|r_1| & |r_2| & \ldots & |r_n| \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

For convenience, if \( b \) is a data structure of type \( D \), we shall write
to indicate that the bit corresponding to the \( k \)th word of the \( j \)th rule is on.

Let \( \{v_i\}_{i=1}^m \) be the vocabulary, terminal and nonterminal, used in grammar rules. To each \( v_i \) we correspond a data structure \( V_i \) of type D with the property that

\[
V_i(j,k) = 1 \leftrightarrow r_i \text{ is the } k \text{th element of rule } j.
\]

Thus the \( V_i \) structures are an encoding of the left hand sides of the rules.

In addition, we define two structures, \( F \) and \( L \) that respectively mark the beginning and end of rules:

\[
F(j,1) = 1, \quad j = 1,2,\ldots,n;
\]

\[
L(j,|r_j|) = 1, \quad j = 1,2,\ldots,n.
\]

Finally, the algorithm makes use of a stack \( Q \) of structures of type D. An element \( Q_t \) of the stack is associated with a pointer into the input stream. The significance of an element \( Q_t \) is defined by the following statement:

\[
Q_t(j,k) = 1 \leftrightarrow \text{the last } k \text{ characters scanned are the first } k \text{ characters of rule } j.
\]

The heart of the algorithm is the following. Suppose one has the structure \( Q_{t-1} \) and wants to calculate \( Q_t \), the structure associated with the next input character. Let the next input character be \( v_p \). Then

\[
Q_t(j,k) = 1 \leftrightarrow Q_{t-1}(j,k-1) = 1 \text{ and } V_p(j,k) = 1.
\]

More exactly, let \( R(Q) \) be the function that shifts the \( Q \)
structure right one bit. Then

\[ Q_t = (R(Q_{t-1}) \cup F) \setminus V_p. \]

Observe that a left hand side has been found whenever

\[ Q_t \setminus L \neq 0. \]

Using this notation, the algorithm can be described very easily. The algorithm used two stacks, one for the \( Q \) elements and one for the input characters.

A scan cursor \( p \) is started at the beginning of the input string, and \( Q_0 \) is set to \( 0 \). Then calculation (1) is made, and \( Q_t \) and the input character are placed on their respective stacks; the scan pointer is advanced. Then test (2) is made to see if any rule is complete; if not, the procedure is continued until a completed rule is found.

When a rule is found to have been completed, a check is made to find out which rule \( r_1 \) is applicable. The vocabulary elements \( p_j \) of the right hand side of rule \( r_1 \) are placed in front of the scan cursor \( p \), which is then set to point to the first of these. Commands are executed as discovered. Then \( |r_1| \) elements are popped from each of the stacks and the algorithm continues.

Conway [1], using a diagrammatic notation, describes a no-backup parser which again is much like those considered in Chapter II. Conway's parsing algorithm applies to a slightly restricted class of no-backup languages; in particular, the range of applicability of this compiler is restricted by the fact that no method for providing generator routine assistance to the syntactic analyzer is incorporated in his system. Conway's article also contains a discussion of some of the issues involved in a strictly
"one-pass" style of compiling. A discussion of some of the special issues involved in the treatment of COBOL qualified names is also included.

Continuing the line of development initiated by Brooker and Morris in the series of papers cited above, a number of other authors have described more or less complete compiler-compiler systems. The McKeeman system described by McKeeman, Horning, and Wortman and surveyed above is one such; Feldman [1] describes another such system incorporating a bounded context parse and a semantic metalanguage suitable for the description of the inverse grammars in terms of which such a parse is specified. Feldman's system includes a reasonably general semantic language; generator routines written in this language may be called by the semantic analyser; the whole system is rather like the "generalized Backus" system described in Chapter II, except that it uses a bottom-up rather than a top-down parser. This system was developed at Carnegie-Mellon University for use there. Gilbert and McLellan [1] describe a compiler-generator system, related to the GENESIS system of the Computer Sciences Corporation, in which syntax is specified by direct listing of a family of significant contexts (inverse or "analytic grammar" technique). Recognition of any significant context will invoke corresponding generative actions; these generative actions are written using a macro language which refers to temporary registers, symbol string registers, to symbol attributes kept in a standardized hash table, etc. Generative output actions, specified in an output macro-language, and diagnostic output actions, specified in an appropriate form, may also be invoked. The system also incorporates a scheme for high-speed lexical analysis of an input string. Sibley [1] describes an experimental compiler-compiler system, with the acronym SLANG, developed at the IBM Corporation. This system, intended to emphasize machine independence, turns source code into relocatable intermediate language, which is then transformed into executable code.
with the help of a collection of machine-dependent code emission routines written in a macro-language having a weak conditional macro-expansion facility useful in optimizing the local code-selection process. The system incorporates a "machine-features questionnaire" in which such basic machine features as word length, register number, etc., are specified to the code generator as parameters. However, as the optimization problem cannot be treated so simply, the SLANG system has not proved to be practical. Grau [1] describes a semi-symbolic language suitable for the description of target code in a compiler-compiler system. Warshall and Shapiro [1] describe a compiler-compiler system incorporating a macro-language for the description of code to be generated; this article emphasizes the problems of code generation and describes a number of simple code optimizations. Cf. also Bolduc et al. [1] and Lin Chang and Marks [1,2]. Barnett and Futrelle [1] describe a syntax analyzer and its input metalanguage. Burkhardt [1] presents a brief summary of some of the early compiler-compiler systems.

One of the most important tasks of a compiler is to provide error diagnostics to a programmer attempting to use a given source language. Unfortunately, the important problem of adapting the various syntax analysis methods available to us so that they also serve this end effectively is one that is hardly discussed in the published literature. We may, in attempting to elucidate this point, begin by observing that diagnostic messages may be separated into two approximate classes, according to the type of error which they record: syntactic diagnostics, which note the ill-formedness of program elements, the inconsistent use of declarations, etc., and which try to pin-point the particular statements or statement fragments responsible for the occurrence of an error, and semantic diagnostics, which note errors in program flow of a sort that can most easily be detected by the flow analysis section of a code optimizer (see below, chapter
on code optimization). In the present paragraphs, we shall only discuss error diagnostics of the first type.

In regard to diagnostics, a compiler ought to aim during its syntax analysis pass to produce as many valid diagnostics as possible; this will allow a programmer to proceed at maximum rate to complete the syntactic debugging of his program. This aim indicates the use of one or another scheme for recovering efficiently from the effects of a single error so as to allow compilation and the detection of additional errors to proceed (Note that the occurrence of a single error of a degree of severity sufficient to preclude execution can be used to set an internal switch in the compiler maintaining syntax analysis and declaration analysis but turning off code generation to gain speed.) The main feature of programming languages which facilitates partial error recovery is the almost universal definition of a <program> as a single list of <sentences> separated by easily distinguished end-of-sentence marks. This allows a compiler to continue past an error by issuing any diagnostic relevant to a single sentence and then by skipping to the next beginning-of-sentence point where the syntax analysis process is restarted. To indicate the probable approximate location of the error in any sentence in which an error is detected the compiler may underscore the erroneous sentence up to the last point to which the syntax analysis process is successful; depending on the parsing method used, this would be the first point at which an illegal precedence condition was detected in a generalized precedence parse, the first point at which an irreducible context pattern was detected in a bounded context parse, and the token marking the end of the longest input string which could form the initial portion of a sentence in a top-down parse. A non-backup top-down parser of the sort described in Chapter II will normally be able to associate a necessary syntactic goal and an unattainable syntactic subgoal with any error condition; printing out this infor-
Parsers with more sophisticated diagnostic aims may attempt to guess corrections for errors occurring within sentences to be parsed; correct or approximately correct guesses will allow other errors occurring in the same sentence to be diagnosed. The guessing algorithm can use some uniform heuristic or may be designed more irregularly to embody empirical experience of the likelihood of errors of various classes. It is to be noted, however, that over-insistent attempts to guess error corrections may result in the production of voluminous and confusing spurious diagnostics accountable rather to the correction guessing mechanism than to the programmer which it is attempting to aid.

Irons [3] describes an interesting heuristic for attempted diagnostic error-correction. In a bottom-up parse, one begins by condensing as many syntactically unambiguous substrings of the input as possible into single syntactic elements, thereby producing a maximally condensed input string $a$. If this normal parsing procedure fails to give a complete parse, i.e., fails to condense an entire input sentence into a single symbol, one examines $a$, searching for a point at which the interpolation of an appropriate syntactic element will allow the condensation into a single element of two or more symbols present in $a$. If none such exists, that element of $a$ which represents the shortest substring of the original input string is deleted, and the process repeats. Note that since successive iterations of this process necessarily produce successively shortened intermediate strings $a$, Irons' algorithm is convergent.

Irons' idea may be adapted for use by a top-down parser as follows. To the longest initial substring $s$ of a sentence to be parsed we associate the most general goal $G$ which the parser attempts to fill (unsuccessfully, of course)
after scanning the last character of \( \sigma \). If the remaining portion of the sentence contains any token \( A \) which could form a valid first character of a syntactic element of type \( \Gamma \), we drop out all elements of the sentence between the end of \( \sigma \) and the first such character \( A \). In the contrary case, we interpolate some character valid as the first token of a syntactic element of type \( \Gamma \). In either case, the operation of the parsing-error correction algorithm continues.

The very interesting paper of Freeman [1] describes a set of pragmatic error correction techniques which have been used successfully in a student-problem compiler at Cornell. The techniques used include the following: illegal punches are converted to a standard "error" character, serving as a flag to a subsequent "correct mispellings" subroutine. This subroutine incorporates a number of sophisticated error-correction guessing techniques, based on the comparison of a word in which a misspelling is suspected to a list of words likely to occur in its place; basic information obtained from such comparisons is supplemented by statistical information concerning common keypunch errors, and statistics on the usage of particular words within the program being compiled. Syntactical conflicts in repeated uses of a single word are treated as misspellings by adding a nominal "illegal punch" character to words used in conflicting fashion. An attempt is made to break up words misspelled by the omission of a blank separator into their component parts.

The subscript 1 or the subscript pair 1,1 is automatically attached to an array name erroneously used without subscripts; a variable not declared as an array but repeatedly used as an array is checked for near-agreement in spelling with a declared array, and, using this information, a decision is made to treat the variable as an array or not. If the variable is not classified as an array, expressions juxtaposed to it in parentheses are treated as implied multiplications. Missing operands in arithmetic expressions
are supplied as "1". Redundancy in the statement forms of the language is used when available, to supply missing parts of statements. Missing or misplaced labels are supplied by searching nearby statements and other relevant context for labels; misspelling correction for labels is guided by the occurrence of nearly matching words in syntactic settings implying those words to be labels. Similarly, misspelling correction for variable names may be guided by the occurrence of nearly matching pairs of words on the right and left sides of assignment statements.

The system described by Freeman also provides a number of execution-time debugging aids, including a cumulative statements-executed count, an individual labeled-statement-executed count, arithmetic trap messages, a check on illegal and excessive array indices, and a check on illegal repetition and branch conditions. For other discussions of the correction of spelling errors, see Blair [4] and Damerau [1].

An amusing and informative discussion of various general issues which the diagnostic section of a compiler must face, together with a more general discussion of the pragmatic issues arising in compiler specification, is found in Hartman and Owens [1].

A successful counterpart to the Backus formalism for syntax description has yet to be found for the description of programming language semantics; consequently the work on code generation has for the most part been ad hoc and non-systematic.

A number of papers discuss various problems connected with target code style in FORTRAN, ALGOL, and other languages. Ingerman [3] makes some comments on target code style applicable to subroutine linkages in ALGOL. Irons-Feuerzeig [1] discuss the same question in slightly greater generality.

Warshall [1] describes, in broad outline, a code gen-
erator system which accepts as its input a standardized analysis tree produced by a syntax analyzer, and which yields assembly-language or machine-language code as its output. The system incorporates a language for describing tree-traversal and conditional code-generation actions, code generation being controlled by a set of tables describing registers in the machine to be compiled for, the sequences of operations available for affecting various basic operations, and the cost in time of executing these operation sequences. Various local optimizations (register selection, etc.) are incorporated in this system on a general basis; additional, essentially arbitrary, subroutines may be called from within the system.

Because of the effectiveness of the Backus formalism, there have been many attempts to find similarly effective mechanisms for the specification of programming languages. This effort, still relatively unsuccessful and not even fully focused, aims at two related goals.

1) To find a metalanguage in which elements of language which are syntax related but not entirely syntactic as, for example, conditions of consistency in the use of definitions, may be concisely expressed.

2) To find a language in which the meaning of programs, i.e., the rules defining the effect of executing a valid program, can be concisely expressed.

One may interpret each of these either in a strong or in a weak sense, i.e., either in the strong sense of procedural specification, or in a weaker non-procedural sense. Thus, for example, goal 2) can be attained in its strong sense only by providing (in some more "basic" language) a definitive program interpreter which is at once concise enough to be logically transparent and specific enough to be mechanically transformable into an acceptably efficient executable interpreter. On the other hand, goal 2) is attained in its weak sense if a program interpreter is pre-
cisely defined in a "basic" language of mathematically un-
ambiguous meaning but with the use of dictions whose trans-
formation into algorithms may be unspecified or whose al-
gorithmic representation may be catastrophically inefficient.
The value of such a specification lies in the fact that it
can provide a concise and authoritative definition of the
intended meaning of programs written in a language of in-
terest; would-be authors of compilers for the language will
then have an authoritative document against which the cor-
rectness of their detailed specifications can be checked,
and one may even imagine that mechanical proof-algorithms
could be used to verify that compiler produced code neces-
sarily did have the effect required by the concise speci-
fication of program meaning for the language being compiled.
Naturally enough, the farther we retreat from the strong
goal of providing specifications which are both precise and
algorithmic, the more conciseness and logical transparency
become of prime significance. Among the precise formal
languages contributed to us by mathematics, the language
of sets and functions, in its various versions, is dis-
tinguished for generality and power, and it is no surprise
to find aspects of this language incorporated in various
schemes proposed for weak-sense semantic specification.
Let us note that the set-theoretical language incorporates
elements going in various degrees beyond those belonging
to languages intended for actual compilation or interpreta-
tion: Among the facilities so provided we may note:
1) sets A to which elements may freely be added and whose
unions and intersections may readily be formed;
2) functions f defined by sets of ordered pairs or n-tuples
and the ability to form such sets as \{x | f(x) ∈ A\}, whose
specific algorithmic construction may imply very exten-
sive calculation;
3) predicates P of several variables in terms of which pro-
positions such as (\exists x_1)(\forall x_2)(\exists x_3)P(x_1, x_2, x_3), pos-
sibly implying very extensive calculations, may be formed;
4) "unspecified search" or "an element which" constructions such as \((ix)P(x)\) which may imply extensive searches;

5) set-from-set constructions, like the power set or "set of all subsets" construction, which imply impractically enormous expansions of original data sets;

6) free use of recursion and other powerful auxiliary mathematical definition methods.

The value of using a powerful albeit non-implementable mathematical language for the definition of language semantics is noted by McCarthy [1] who discusses with relative clarity the issues involved in such an effort; cf. also van Wijngaarden [1], Steel [1], Garwick [1], Strachey [1], Landin [1] for related discussion. McCarthy proposes a scheme incorporating recursion and structured inter-node reference in tree-like data bodies as a mathematical basis for semantic definition, and emphasizes the fact that the semantic specification problem may be isolated from irrelevant syntactic detail by taking programs to be given in a syntactically preanalyzed tree form. An application of these ideas to a small subset of ALGOL is given in McCarthy [2]. McCarthy's proposal has subsequently been developed by workers at the IBM Vienna Research Laboratory and applied to define the semantics of the PL/1 programming language, cf. Lucas, Lauer, Stigleitner [1], and Bandat [1] for a brief summary of this work.

Many papers have been written on details of internal compiler organization. Several of these deal with various aspects of symbol table handling. Batson [1] describes a linear symbol table organization for ALGOL; Sadmine and Weinberg [1] and Kanner et al. [1] describe tree-structured dictionaries. Description of listing techniques are given in Buchholz [1] and Morris [1].

The handling of procedures in ALGOL is discussed in
Ingerman [4]. Irons and Feuerzeig [1] discuss the mechanisms required to handle recursive procedures and block structures.

Storage mapping algorithms and the handling of user-defined data structures is another area with a large literature. Sattley [1] discusses the handling of dynamic arrays in ALGOL 60, and introduces the notion of dope vectors. Arden [1] and Galler and Fisher [1] give algorithms for resolving equivalence declarations.

The incorporation of macro-definition features into compiler languages to permit the extension of such languages, as well as the more general problem of allowing language extensibility through the definition of new data types, syntactic forms, etc. is an interesting problem which has been the subject of a number of papers.

Two principal issues which must be faced in designing a scheme for macro extension of source languages:

1) To what extent shall the macro processor interact with the source language compiler?

2) What range of application is the macro feature intended to cover?

In regard to 1), we may note that a spectrum of possibilities exists. Macro processing may use the tokens of the language to be compiled (i.e., use the lexical scan routine of the compiler with which it is associated) but otherwise be fully independent of the syntax analysis. In this simplest case, macro processing will be confined to a pass preceding the beginning of the translation process proper; the macro processor will transform an initial token string into an expanded string of essentially similar tokens. It is possible to use a macro processor of any one of several degrees of complexity for this purpose, beginning with a simple key word expander built directly into the lexical analyzer, ranging through a macro expander of essentially the same type but including a parameter-substitution fea-
ture, up to the use of a general recursive-macro transformation scheme like that described by Strachey [1]. For still greater generality in macro processing, a specialized string processing language with elaborate pattern-recognition features may be employed (SNOBOL, discussed later in the present work, is a good example of this sort of thing). Still greater generality in this direction would be attained by using a syntax pre-analyzer to transform the input string into a tree and by coupling the syntax analyzer to a recursive tree processor (like LISP) able to effect extremely general recursive transformations of trees recognized. The advantage of such schemes is that they are transparent and no more difficult to use than the string and list processors which they incorporate. Their disadvantage is that they cannot make use of any of the information gathered by the compiler with which they are associated unless the programmer using them re-specifies much of the syntax analysis which is to follow. For this reason, schemes allowing more interaction between a macro expander and an associated compiler have been proposed. In such a scheme, the course of macro expansion may in part be determined by information found by the compiler, as for example the syntactic role played in a given sentence by particular input tokens, the attributes assigned in the course of compilation to input tokens, etc. Such schemes must, however, face difficulties which arise from the fact that the particular set of grammatical definitions and the details of the particular method of syntactic analysis which a compiler employs may be relatively complex and unknown to the average language user. Unless a special effort is made to simplify and standardize both grammar and order of analysis in a compiler closely associated with a macro-processor, so large a mass of special information may be involved in attempting to use the macro-processor as to make it rather difficult to use. If a macro expander is to access attribute information gathered by a syntax analyzer with which it is associated, these
attributes must be maintained and referenced in a manner common to the syntax analysis program, the associated macro processor, and the user of the total system; this may in significant ways constrain the order in which the syntax analyzer establishes attributes, manipulates them, etc. Moreover, if the output of the syntax analyzer is semi-compiled code rather than strings of tokens in a form differing only slightly from the input form of these tokens, the would-be user of a macro expander may be forced into unpleasant interaction with the details of intermediate target-code style employed by the compiler with which the macro-expander is associated. In avoiding this while still combining macro-processing with syntax analysis one might be led to the use of a syntax analyzer which (at least on a sentence by sentence basis) keeps analyzed code in standard tree form convenient for transformation by a recursive macro-processor incorporating conventions for the description of local node transformations. Alternately, a syntax related macro processor may be designed to interact only with certain particularly simple subparts of a total syntax structure (as for example arithmetic expressions and assignment statements) and to be aimed specifically at some such special problem as the addition of new data types to an existing language.

In regard to question 2) above, we may note that, whereas macro-processors used in connection with assemblers are often used only to diminish the burden of repetition typically associated with assembly language coding, sophisticated macro packages can provide far-reaching language transformations which adapt an assembly language rather well to a particular field of application. In fact, Halpern [1,2,3] argues, although not entirely convincingly that a sufficiently sophisticated macro processor will make compilers unnecessary. For a more modest example of what the intelligent use of macro facilities permits, cf. Bennett and Neumann [1].
well-designed source language will itself be adapted to the application area for which it is intended, and in its typical use will therefore often be information-full and rather un-repetitive. This circumstance may tend to restrict the applicability of source-language associated macro-processors. On the other hand, a macro-processor well adapted to the source language to which it is associated, and reflecting likely directions of extension, may be very useful, and in the best case can allow the creation of what are almost new languages for special purposes. It may also be noted that special language features (e.g., the COMMON convention in FORTRAN) sometimes force the repetition of invocations, and that, in such situations, even a simple macro-processor may be quite useful. (Cf. Hopgood and Bell [1] for a straightforward practical application of such an idea.)

McIlroy [1] is an interesting early paper on macro-expansion of source languages. McIlroy describes a system intended for use in connection with source languages and resembling that customarily used within assemblers; this system is of the simplest type envisaged above, i.e., works with the tokens of a source language but is syntax-independent. It incorporates a set of conventions for the specification of compile-time calculations, the conditional expansion of macros, recursive macro-nesting, macro-definition nesting, and other powerful features allowing flexible definition of new language forms within the context of a fixed set of data types. Cf. also Cohen [1]. Leavenworth [1] describes a more restricted source-language macro-scheme, essentially providing only unconditional source language macros.

Cheatham [1] describes several plausible schemes for the extension of source languages by the inclusion of macro features. His proposals include not only a syntax independent macro expander, but also a macro-expander, called from
within the syntax analyzer, which uses the syntactic category to which a given token is assigned to decide whether any particular expansion mechanism is to be applied and to control the details of its application.

Leroy [1] describes a macro-expander for use in connection with programming source languages and allowing compile-time calculations on a particularly flexible basis. In this scheme, normal source-language programs are written; but variables occurring in these programs may be declared as symbolic, and the "execution" of a statement containing a symbolic variable causes a copy of this statement, with all non-symbolic variables replaced by their momentary values, to be placed in the macro-expanded output string. Calls on macros, in the ordinary sense, are replaced in this scheme by calls on subroutines containing symbolic variables.

Galler and Perlis [1] go beyond the schemes described by McIlroy and Cheatham, and describe a scheme for the introduction into ALGOL of new data types and of new binary and monadic operators. Their scheme thus belongs to the third general class of macro-extension methods described above. The inherent simplicity necessary to make such a scheme workable is provided by Galler and Perlis as follows:

1. The scheme is restricted to the definition of new declarations specifying additional data types within a basic ALGOL, to the introduction of new monadic and binary operations for the combination of these data types, and to the introduction of generalized assignment statements by means of which the values of structured new data types may be established.

2. Arithmetic expressions are assumed to be analyzed by a precedence method; thus the syntactic problem involved in introducing a new operator reduces to that of defining the precedence of the new operator relative to previously defined operators. The syntax of assignment statements is, of course, evident.
3. New data types are defined by recursive application of the basic data-structure formation mechanism of ALGOL, i.e., as arrays of arrays of arrays of ... to any desired depth, the relevant dimensions being specified in straightforward fashion as macro parameters. Thus, one may write such definitions as complex a' means array a [1:2]; matrix a(n) means array a(1:n, 1:n). These basic definitions would then allow the straightforward interpretation of complex matrix a(n) as array a(1:n, 1:n, 1:2).

4. The semantics of new newly introduced operations and of old operators in their application to newly introduced data types is defined by specifying for each operator and all its possible operand types an evaluation routine. This evaluation routine may depend both on the operation and on the data type of its operands; occurrence i- source text of an operator with its operands will lead to the interpolation as an open subroutine, of the corresponding evaluation procedure. If the substituted text still contains algebraic expressions requiring expansion, these expression will in turn be replaced by evaluation procedures, and so on until an open subprogram free of expressions requiring macro-expansion is obtained. The semantics of an assignment statement, in its application to nonstandard data types, is handled similarly; the meaning os such an assignment statement is defined by specifying a program text to be substituted for the assignment at each of its occurrences.

Galler and Perlis give a number of interesting examples of the use of this scheme, together with a fairly detailed account of the manner in which it can be implemented.

The central feature of the compiler-compiler languages described above is the presence of a method of specifying syntax patterns, together with a program for processing these patterns. The semantics specification portion of these systems is usually poorly developed; frequently all that is present is a mechanism for calling subroutines written in some unspecified language.

There is another group of languages which are also aimed, in whole or in part, at making compiler writing simpler.
In form, these languages resemble the general purpose algebraic languages such as FORTRAN and ALGOL. Instead of concentrating on the syntactic, pattern-matching, language facilities, they include features intended to make the construction and accessing of dictionaries, stacks, and other complex information structures easier; they frequently also include facilities for doing detailed storage management.

Two such systems are the AED-0 and AED-1 systems described by Ross and Rodrigues [1]. Fundamental to these systems are the notion of the plex (cf. Ross [1,4] Tabory [1]), which permits the construction of very general list structures. A primitive macro facility is also included.

The CPL system described by Barrow [1] resembles ALGOL 60, but has more flexible block structuring and declarative facilities. Furthermore, lists, strings, and files are also included as data items. Richards [1] describes BCPL, distantly related to CPL, which is specifically designed for compiler writing. Its most interesting feature is that its "memory" consists of fixed length bit strings, stored contiguously. There are operators defined for treating these strings variously (and interchangeably) as strings, integers, and labels. The language also provides built-in recursion and a generalized conditional statement.

A language designed for systems programming that takes the opposite approach is described by Lang [1]. This language contains data of several types: character, bit, arithmetic, and logical. It also allows assembly code to be inserted at any point.

The POPS system, developed by the DIGITEK Corporation and since used by others, is a language, intended for interpretive execution, which embodies data structures and manipulation procedures useful in the programming of compilers. This system, which aims more at compact representation and machine independence than at high-speed compila-
tion, has been used to write a number of successful small-
machine compilers; it attains a level of machine indepen-
dence which greatly reduces the labor of carrying an
existing compiler over to a new machine. The POPS language
enables the expression in machine independent form of the
first phases of a compiler, including parsing, diagnostic
production, and the generation of standard form interme-
diate language code; subsequent passage from POPS standard
intermediate code to actual machine operations must be ex-
pressed in some other language.

POPS provides two basic data forms, words (divided into
a few standard subfields) and push-down stacks (consisting
of sequential groups of words). A push-down stack may be
further structured into segments, each segment being a de-
limited-sequential group of words in a stack; an entire
segment may be moved by a single POPS operation from one
stack to another. POPS provides various convenient stack
manipulation operations as well as operations that move
data between single words and stacks; both whole words
and significant subfields can be moved. Instructions in-
serting constants at the top of stacks and into signifi-
cant fields of given words are also provided, as are var-ious other useful stack-transforming operations such as
stack reversal. The system incorporates a one-bit condi-
tion flag, and contains compare operations applying to
given locations and to the tops of stacks which allow the
setting and unseting of this flag; the conditions flag
may then be used to control transfers. Various direct
conditional transfers, as well as instructions capable of
conditional execution, are also provided.

POPS includes several interesting stack search operations.
These operations search all or a designated part of a stack
for a field identical with a data pattern held in one or
several data words. The search proceeds serially through
the stack by groups of words; the size of each group and
the location within it of the appropriate search key may either be specified by the search instruction itself or may be determined from attribute information attached to the stack being searched. Alternatively, a stack may be divided into word groups varying in size, the size of each group being in this case recorded with the group; such stacks may also be searched by the POPS search instructions. A search instruction sets the POPS condition flag, and, if successful, returns the location of the group of words which has been found. Note that the use of serial rather than high search techniques imposes a certain inefficiency on a compiler written using POPS.

Various logical entities naturally occurring in connection with compiler writing, such as an input character stream, an output intermediate code stream, an error message file, etc., are recognized as system entities within the POPS language and treated specially by certain instructions. Thus, for example, an instruction comparing a next incoming character with a specified single character is provided; another instruction comparing a group of input characters to a specified "key word" is also provided. It is also possible to associate attributes with every possible input character, and then to check any given incoming character for these attributes using a single instruction. Code-emission commands are included in POPS; these place intermediate form output at the top of a code stack, using operation-argument references in standard form, producing a standard form result reference, and automatically updating a standard intermediate-instruction "location counter."

System provision is also made for treatment of error diagnostics, and instruction being provided which transmits a current input character pointer and a diagnostic message number to an error stack. This same instruction also in-
crements a count of errors maintained by POPS, and brings a maximum error severity flag to its appropriate value. The system also provides a save-and-restore feature which allows backup and trial of alternate line of parse subsequent to the occurrence of a parse error.

A POPS instruction may be applied either to a given stack, a given address, or a calculated stack or address; in particular, stack or address identifier may be specified indirectly. The POPS system provides basic algebraic, logical, and shift instructions applying to single words, as well as a method for linking POPS-written source text to arbitrary routines written in machine assembler language or some other source language. POPS written subroutines may be freely and recursively called; indeed, since stacks are used as a basic data type, the POPS system is systematically recursive.

As has been remarked above, POPS aims not so much at compilation efficiency as at small size. The POPS system provides about 100 basic macro instructions. The systematic use within the system of stacks significantly reduces the number of locations which must be addressed explicitly. Interpretable POPS code may thus be represented conveniently by a sequence of short words (16 bits is a quite reasonable length) divided into two halves, the first containing an order code, the second referencing either a stack or a one word variable. A similarly condensed representation of transfer operations is attained by dividing all unconditional and conditional POPS transfers into two classes, local and global. Local transfers go from one POPS instruction to a relatively nearby instruction and specify their target relative to their own location; global transfers may have any labeled POPS instruction as a target, but specify their targets indirectly via a sequential list of global labels. In either case, a short field is sufficient, conducing yet again to brevity. POPS allows the
construction of quite small compilers; figures concerning the size of typical POPS-workers compilers will be found below as part of a more general description of various small compilers.

Summary descriptions of a number of interesting compilers have been given in the literature. Backus et al. [1], which we have already cited, includes a rather brief description of the structure of the overall sequence of passes making up the pioneering IBM FORTRAN compiler; these begin with syntax analysis and proceed through optimization to the production of relocatable code; the internal structure of each pass is sketched in outline. Pyle [1] outlines a planned FORTRAN compiler for the English ATLAS computer; this 3 or 4 pass compiler is intended to include common subexpression and reduction in strength optimization, together with some machine dependent local optimizations. An ALGOL compiler incorporating strength reduction, reordering of algebraic expressions for optimal register use, and subroutine linkage optimization by analysis of the pattern of subroutine calls occurring in a complete program is described in Huxtable [1], cf. also Huxtable and Hawkins [1]. Englund and Clark [1] give a short description of an algebraic language compiler incorporating various local optimizations (especially avoidance of unnecessary loads and stores) and an extension of these optimizations to regions containing forward branches only.

Gries, Paul and Wiehle [1,2] describe an ALGOL compiler for the 7090, built of four passes: lexical preprocessor, syntax analyzer, optimizing translator, and code selector. The main optimization performed is a special case of the "reduction in strength" optimization described in Chapter VIII. A special technique useful for handling the name scoping which occurs in ALGOL is described. Huskey [1] describes an early, complete compiler for a small algebraic language incorporating a subroutine call feature; this compiler uses a precedence parse for syntactic analysis. Cf.
also Franciotti and Lietzke [1].

Considerable attention has been paid to non-optimizing compilers which aim at short compile times; these are especially useful in university environments for use in the student programs. Rosen et al. [1] describes a fast FORTRAN load-and-go compiler developed at Purdu University, indicating the sequence and nature of the various compiler passes, the over-all layout of compiler code and data in core, etc. Shantz et al. [1] describes a FORTRAN IV load-and-go compiler (WATFOR) developed at the University of Waterloo. This is a quite successful high speed student-problem oriented FORTRAN compiler which incorporates a precedence parse following upon a fast statement-type determination using the FORTRAN key words. The parser calls binary into code generator routines which produce executable binary code directly. This compiler, running on the IBM 704, is capable of translating 6000 statements per minute. Arden, Galler and Graham [1] give a brief outline of a compiler for the University of Michigan algorithmic language MAD, which is an algebraic language having much the same flavor as FORTRAN but containing a number of interesting extensions.

Although many of the early ALGOL compilers were developed for small machines, the problems of compiling in this environment have not been covered in depth. Naur [4] describes a multipass ALGOL Compiler for a small machine. This compiler uses a precedence scan; about 50% of total compilation time is ascribed to lexical analysis, and about 14% to the (rather straightforward) generation of code. Haines [1] describes a FORTRAN compiler for an 8K IBM 1401. The compiler consists of 63 phases, each containing 150-300 instructions. The program is kept in core and continuously modified by these phases.

A special area of compiling that is receiving increasing interest in the literature is that of compiling programs to be run in an interactive environment. Here the principal concern is not efficiency, but rather flexibility. Two
qualities considered very important are the ability to modify the program as it runs and the ability to monitor its execution. The paper by Evans, Perlis, and van Zoeren [1] describes the use of threaded lists in producing (intermediate) code that is easily modifiable. Lock [1] describes a method of structuring programs so that local changes can be made without requiring global recompilation. The code produced is not machine code, but rather a simple interpretive code. Cf. also Ryan et al. [1] and Katzan [1] for variations and amplifications of Lock's work.

Only a few books dealing systematically with the construction of compilers have yet become available. The first of these was Randell and Russell [1] (cf. also Randell [1]), which gives a general description of an ALGOL compiler-interpreter system, with detailed algorithms and considerable attention to target-code questions. This book also contains brief descriptions of various of the arithmetic-statement analysis methods developed up to the time of its appearance. Unfortunately, the explanator strategy used by Randell and Russel (description of syntactic analysis methods in close involvement with code-generation issues relating to a particular machine) makes it difficult for their reader to sense the theoretical issues involved in syntactic analysis proper.

The excellent recent book of McKeeman, Horning and Wortman [1] gives a systematic theoretical and practical account of the well-designed XPL compiler-generator system developed by them; cf. also the summary paper of McKeeman, Horning, Nelson and Wortman [1]. This system incorporates a generalized precedence parser making use of a (1,1) precedence parse capable of using supplementary (2,1) context as necessary. A small subset of PL/1 is provided for the expression of generative actions. A total compiler is described to the system by a grammar in Backus form which satisfies the restrictions imposed by the subsequent use of a precedence parse, and by a set of generator routines, one corresponding to each production of the grammar and invoked when the use
of this production is unambiguously recognized. A grammar pre-processing routine included in the system converts each input Backus grammar into a set of tables controlling the precedence parse, and, at the same time, checks that the grammar satisfies the conditions necessary in order that this be possible, issuing diagnostics concerning any syntactic errors that may occur in the grammar. McKeeman, Horning and Wortman also give an illuminating discussion of various devices for securing high efficiency of storage of necessary tabular information, and for increasing compile speed by keeping tables in appropriately sorted order. For an earlier account of these same ideas, cf. McKeeman [1]. A compiler for a PL/1 subset produced using the XPL compiler-generator attained a compilation rate of 3000 cards/minute on the IBM 360/67.

A book similar in spirit to that of Randell and Russell, but one which is somewhat more systematically worked out, is that of Grau [3], which describes an ALGOL compiler, and which contains a complete set of compiler algorithms written in a version of ALGOL extended by the inclusion of techniques for the description of target code. Mention should also be made of the book of Ingerman [1], which describes a top-down parser working directly from a tabular form of a Backus grammar and using certain additional tables for increasing the speed of the top-down parse; cf. also Ingerman [2] for a ALGOL program for such a parser. Cheatham [4] gives an introduction to many of the salient issues of syntax analysis and compiler writing more generally. In [5] Cheatham discusses many of the same issues; in particular, he gives a good account of how the symbol table is organized for one style of compiling. Lee's book [1] is a brief and elementary, but well written and highly readable introduction to the construction of compilers.

Hopgood [1] is a quite readable short survey of compiler-writing in general, and discusses many of the major topics belonging to this field, including lexical analysis and various methods of syntax analysis. Hopgood also discusses
a number of interesting topics in optimization of the sort to which Chapter VIII of this book will be devoted, especially those topics related to the optimization of linear code sequences or "basic blocks", and including methods for register allocation and for the elimination of stores in a single-register machine by the rearrangement of operation sequences in a basic block.

Rosen [1] is a well chosen reprint collection of papers including a number of the most noteworthy papers in the theory of compilers. The excellent survey article of Feldman and Gries [1] reviews the development of syntactic analysis methods, giving a technical account of various of the principal methods presently available, together with an extensive bibliography. This article also discusses questions relating to code generation. Rosen [3] surveys the early history of programming language and compiler development, with emphasis on the influence of hardware, and gives a useful bibliography.
Comments on Industrial Compilers

Compilers produced for serious commercial use must conform to high standards in a number of regards, and careful programming effort is often devoted to the optimization of such compilers. A commercial compiler must not be bulky; it must compile rapidly; it must be well debugged and documented. It must produce reasonably efficient output code. It must produce informative diagnostic messages, which catch most common programmer errors, and which do not require many passes over the source code to detect errors. A commercial compiler must be able to provide full listings, including such things as sorted symbol dictionaries, cross reference listings, allocation tables, etc. It must implement all features of a language in precisely specified form. It must be easily maintainable, which requires that appropriate debugging tools be built into the compiler, and that the coding practices used are such that changes made subsequently will not upset the whole compiler. It must be well integrated with the operating system of the machine on which it runs, make intelligent use of I/O, careful use of storage space, and use control statements consistent with other compilers running under the same operating system. It must provide output files in the precise form required by the system linking loader, and must conform carefully and effectively to all other system conventions regarding I/O, overlay handling, etc. (This problem of system interfacing often becomes a thorny point in an implementation of a commercial compiler, and a point to which surprisingly large amounts of effort come to be devoted.)

Precise definition of language is an issue often requiring considerable attention in commercial compiler design. Particular decisions concerning harmless looking language features, as, for example, rules regarding FORTRAN COMMON variables, may have serious consequences for optimization.
An important problem, often overlooked, is what to do about incorrect code: If an addition to the language is made to make a commonly made error legal, then compatibility with other past and future compilers for the same language may be affected. In compilers intended only for local use, all these issues may be settled in whatever manner is convenient for the moment. In writing commercial compilers, they often require careful attention.

Changes in machine structure may force slight variations in language, as e.g., the addition to a language of a class of half length integers. Calling sequences and storage allocation rules must be designed very carefully, as these usually affect the definition of the language itself.

In the following paragraphs, we shall outline some of the ways in which the writers of industrial compilers for higher level algebraic languages have attempted to solve their substantial design problems. Various existing compilers will be cited as examples. Although an attempt is made to note outstanding compilers, it is often true that a particular technique is best illustrated by an otherwise undistinguished compiler.

(a) Prescan and Lexical Scan.

Compilation speed can often be improved by pre-classification of statements by type; many FORTRAN compilers include a statement pre-scan having this goal. For SAS standard FORTRAN IV, this pre-scan can be accomplished by a finite state machine; such a technique is implemented in at least one existing compiler (CSC). For a FORTRAN which allows subscripted subscripts the finite state machine must be supplemented by at least a nesting level counter. A logically trivial issue, but one surprisingly important for efficiency, is the suppression of blanks, a function which can be accomplished during pre-scan. It has been found that comparing each input string word with a word
full of blanks so as to eliminate blanks in groups can increase the compile rate of simple compilers by up to 25 percent. This feature is found in most industrial compilers.

Lexical scan is normally not a separate pass in industrial compilers but is combined with first pass syntax scan. Typically, the syntax scanner calls the lexical scanner to obtain a next input segment in analyzed form. In most cases, the lexical scanner is a hand-coded routine, based on a table look-up of characters in one or more tables (the table depending on the current lexical state indicator). These tables reflect the structure of the language being compiled. The lexical scanner can therefore throw away comments, recognize and convert constants and keywords, etc. In any compiler, this tailoring of the lexical scan greatly increases efficiency. In a few cases (e.g., the SDS 910 ALGOL compiler produced by Programmatics, and all the CSC Genesis compilers) the lexical scan is based at least partly on a formal analytic grammar. The Genesis compilers allow the lexical scanner to interact to a certain degree with the syntax scan which follows along behind it.

(b) Syntax Scan.

The syntax scan accepts the source string, usually partially pre-digested by lexical scan, and produces as output a code string in some form -- often reverse Polish or a variant thereof. The number of "passes" used by a compiler will depend on the language, the space available to the compiler, and the quality of code desired. ALGOL, for example, is hard to compile in less than 2 passes, because uses of identifiers can appear before their definitions (and the definitions, when they do appear, can even influence parsing); a single pass ALGOL syntax scan is possible only at the cost of restricting the language, producing some rather bad code, or cleaning up the code later.
When a scan is done in two passes, the first essentially processes name definitions, and the second produces code in intermediate form. On the other hand, FORTRAN and JOVIAL are easily parsed in a single pass.

The syntax scan also produces almost all of the diagnostic messages developed by a compiler (these messages may be held in summary form for later printing, as in the CSC Genesis compilers, the CSC Univac 1107 FORTRAN compiler, etc.; nevertheless, the diagnostic information is developed during syntax scan).

A simple precedence scan, perhaps supplemented by some other method for classifying statements into types, is most commonly used in production compilers. This method has been used since before 1960; evidently the earliest production compiler to use it was that for Burrough's 220 ALGOL, a version of ALGOL 58 in a compiler largely designed by Joel Erdwinn. Since then, this standard scan has been used in the Univac 1107 and 1108 FORTRAN compilers, the IBM 360 FORTRAN and TSS 360 FORTRAN compilers, and many others.

A number of industrial compilers (the SDS 910 ALGOL compiler written by Programatics and the CSC Genesis compilers for ALGOL and JOVIAL) use parses defined by formal analytic grammars of the sort described above in connection with the Dömolki parsing algorithm. This scan method allows speeds comparable to that of the standard scan. The parsing methods available for generalized precedence grammars and based upon the use of precedence matrices have not been much used in industrial compilers, perhaps because of the large table sizes required; however, a JOVIAL compiler for the IBM 7090 written by SDC did use this technique.

Top-down analysis is used in a number of FORTRAN compilers. As noted above, this is the technique used in the DIGITEK POPS system.
(c) **Optimization.**

Many industrial compilers, especially those for small machines, omit optimization as a separate phase. In such compilers, what little optimization is done is often local, optimization being combined with syntax scan and/or code generation. By paying careful attention to machine details and using the simple technique of remembering register contents during code generation, it is possible to produce quite reasonable code without separate or global optimization. This level of optimization characterizes all the early Digitek compilers, the first crop of CSC Genesis compilers, most of the SDC JOVIAL compilers, the CDC 1604 ALGOL compiler, and many others.

In compilers aiming at a higher level of optimization, the exact degree of optimization performed may vary widely. Typically, common subexpressions will be eliminated with varying degrees of thoroughness, loop constant expressions removed from loops, and computations in loops will be reduced in strength. More will be said about optimization in industrial compilers following our later chapter on optimization techniques.

(d) **Code Generation.**

Code generation uses the symbol table to transform the internal form of a code to some representation of actual machine instructions. Except for the symbol table, only local information is used. Code generators typically consist of a rather large number of individual generation routines, corresponding to the various operators in the code generator input string. During code generation one typically performs a wide and miscellaneous variety of important machine-dependent object code optimizations. This includes various local coding tricks: deletion of an add of a zero or a multiply by a one; replacing a division by a constant with
...a multiplication by the reciprocal; combination of constants; replacing by a shift a division by a power of two; combination of instructions as allowed by a machine order code set; and innumerable others desirable in virtue of the quirks of a particular machine.

The code generation process may be likened to conditional macro-expansion. A technique which may be used to speed the generation process is the preexpansion of conditional code macros into skeleton texts from which particular lines are subsequently selected by a system of indicator bits. This technique is used, for example, in the IBM FORTRAN H compiler.

In compilers not including a global register allocator, register assignment will often be combined with code generation. For some small machines, allocation may be a relatively simple problem, because only one or two registers are available; the Digitek SDS 910 FORTRAN compiler, for example, deals only with the contents of a single machine accumulator.

(e) **Output Editing.**

This phase produces the actual binary load modules representing generated object code, and may also produce an assembly language listing of the generating code. The "assembly" process, i.e., the substitution of addresses for symbols, is often made part of this phase. On the other hand, some compilers produce actual assembler input card images for submission to the system assembler, thereby avoiding the necessity for a separate edit phase. For production compilers, this technique is not to be recommended because of the speed sacrifice involved. It has, however, been used in the IBM 7094 and the BOS 360 FORTRAN compilers.

In a few compilers, storage allocation is deferred to the output editing phase. This approach is useful for compilers intended to produce code for more than one object
machine, and has been used in various of the CSC Genesis compilers. The edit phase of the compiler may also merge diagnostics produced by several previous phases into a source listing. The editor also produces any symbol tables used by the system for debugging and assorted symbol dictionaries and location maps used for hand debugging by the programmer.

Output editing is a surprisingly slow process, especially when a full output listing is produced. Generated instructions are likely to require quite a bit of processing to put them in final form, and most machines on which compilers run are somewhat ill suited to the character and bit string manipulations that an output editor must perform. It may be remarked that many industrial compilers produce either no listing of generated code or a listing in extremely unreadable form. Exceptions to this are the UNIVAC 1107 and 1108 FORTRAN compilers and the CSC Genesis compilers.

(f) Internal Tables and Their Treatment.

Symbol tables in commercial compilers are generally accessed using a hash-search technique; exceptions to this are the IBM FORTRAN H compiler and the Digitek POPS compilers. The POPS compilers use a tree storage method for source names. In this technique, a basic list contains all the characters which have occurred as the first character in a name, and for each such character a list containing all second characters which follow that particular first character in some name is available, etc. Where a hashing technique is used, the hash table is typically separate from the data storage area, and elements having identical hashes are chained together; this allows simple and efficient allocation of space for data storage. In an optimizing compiler, the same hash technique is often used to find formally identical sub-expressions, and a dictionary of expressions may be combined with the symbol table. Most of the information stored within
a symbol table entry has a fixed length, and often a standard block of storage is reserved at the time an entry is made. Items often treated differently are the symbol names themselves (except in languages such as FORTRAN, in which name length is rigidly restricted) and such things as dimension information. In cases where name length is unrestricted, some compilers keep name tables separately; this has the disadvantage of splitting the available space into two parts. An alternate technique is to store each name just before the attribute information pertaining to it, and to keep the number of characters in each symbol name as a field in the corresponding attribute information area. This permits rapid access to attributes and also allows access to the name itself from the attribute block.

For languages which allow only a small maximum number of dimensions for an array, some compilers will allow space for the maximum number in every array entry. On the other hand, dimension information is often stored remotely, and referenced by a pointer field within the basic symbol table attribute block representing an array. An elegant technique used in the CSC Genesis compilers is to store the code sequence required for reference to an element of an array rather than array dimensions; this allows for rapid generation of code corresponding to occurrences of indexed arrays.

The symbol table technique used in a compiler will generally reflect the name-scoping rules of the language being compiled. For languages which, like ALGOL, permit nesting of name-scopes to arbitrary depth, all the entries corresponding to a single name can be chained together, the entries corresponding to innermost scopes being kept first in the chain and removed at scope-end; this provides the necessary recursive action. JOVIAL and those few FORTRANs which permit subroutines included within a main program can be treated by a similar technique but will have only
two scopes: main program and sub-program. Other FORTRANs, which require a strict serial order of routine and subroutines, can be handled simply by purging the symbol table of all but common block and subroutine names each time a subroutine is terminated; often some sort of entry-numbering scheme able to distinguish the current subroutine from the last few subroutines can be used to prevent over-frequent purging. A technique, useful when it is inconvenient or expensive to change list pointers in order to remove names in an inner scope from the range of reference of a given symbolic name, is to tag each symbol table entry with the number of the scope to which it belongs. A table of bits, each representing a particular scope, may also be kept, and the closing of each particular scope flagged. This makes it possible to locate the correct referent of a name as the first element in the chain of entries referenced by a given symbol which belongs to a live scope.

Most compilers use tables of fixed length except for their symbol tables, input and output files, and intermediate code files. A noteworthy exception to this is the storage scheme used by the POPS compilers: here every table is always referenced through a pointer, so the tables can move freely. Whenever the block of space available for a table ("stack" or "roll") is exhausted, storage is reallocated and the collection of tables moved to create more contiguous space for the table about to overflow. This has the advantage of making maximum use of available core, which for the POPS compilers is typically very small.

All commercial multi-pass compilers make serious efforts to overlay sections of code and table areas no longer needed. Compilers running in a "paged" environment, i.e. in a hardware setting in which blocks of a certain size are moved automatically between main and secondary storage, find it important to use as few pages as possible, i.e. not to have
a number of pages part full if a smaller number of almost full pages would suffice. This consideration will in some cases dictate some special arrangement and sizing of tables and blocks of code. The IBM TSS-360 Fortran compiler was planned with this in mind.

(g) Compiler Flexibility and Debugging.

Except in compilers subject to rigid space constraints, it is reasonable to sacrifice a certain amount of space and speed in order to make the compiler modular and improve its debuggability. This aim will be easier to attain if a clean interface is maintained between all the compiler phases, i.e., if the number of tables, especially those passed between successive phases, is kept to a minimum. For example, in the Univac 1107 Fortran compiler and in all the CSC Genesis compilers the only information passed from the syntax analysis phase to the optimization phase is the symbol table, the code string, and half a dozen parameters. This approach is also to be noted in the IBM 7094 Fortran compiler, where only the assembly-format card file is passed between the syntax phase and the code generation phase.

Commercial compilers of medium to large scale will normally incorporate a few specialized tools used only for the debugging of the compiler itself. For example, the Univac 1107 compiler recognizes some unpublished "reserved words" as legal statement types; these cause to be printed a trace of the compiler analysis of the following statement. The CSC Genesis compilers include routines which dump compiler tables on demand in a form convenient for the compiler writer. These routines occupy part of the space allocated for the symbol table, so that when the compiler is operating in non-debug mode no space is required. An octal correction facility for parts of the compiler itself is also included.

The source string, various intermediate code strings, the final binary output string, and the listing file produced
by a compiler are often buffered in sections into external files, at least for compilations too large to fit into core. The careful buffering of external files, aiming at effective overlap between input-output operations and simultaneous in-core calculations can have an important effect on the performance of a compiler. Provision of adequate buffers may allow small compilations to proceed to completion without any external I/O becoming necessary.

The symbol table is normally kept in core throughout compilation. Compilers performing global optimization often require that much of an intermediate code string be kept in core during optimization, and often keep intermediate code in core while passing from syntax scan to optimization.

(h) The Choice of Language for Compiler Writing; Compiler-Compilers.

Until fairly recently, all commercial compilers except for the CSC JOVI AL compilers were written in assembly code; the highest performance compilers still are. The IBM 360 FORTRAN H compiler is written in an extended FORTRAN. The efficiency advantages of assembly code over source code are currently a matter of debate. Estimates of the performance advantage for an assembly-coded over source-coded compiler range from 50-100 percent, and estimates of the advantage in size of assembly-written over source-written compilers cover a similar range. Minimal space can be the most severe obstacle to the use of a source-written compiler (with the exception of POPS compilers, see below). However, the development of suitable systems programming languages and their optimization is expected to reduce the relative advantage of assembly-coded compilers very significantly, and one may look forward to increasing use of source language for the coding of compilers.

The desirable features of a compiler-writing language are:
(i) Efficient access to machine part words as variables in the language. This is very important if the compiler is to be able to use densely packed tables.

(ii) Data structures and allocation rules which permit control over placement of variables in memory including control of overlays, and which permit the combination of heterogeneous variable types in a single structure or entry (as in a symbol table).

(iii) Some form of based storage permitting convenient shifting of tables in core and allowing table structures to be extended to newly allocated blocks of core.

(iv) Name-scoping rules permitting easy combination of separate routines written by different people.

(v) Efficient and flexible calling sequences. In this connection, some of the ideas on subroutine linkage optimization discussed in a later chapter may be valuable.

(vi) Access to all machine instructions, hopefully in a form which does not obstruct global optimization of the compiler code. One way of providing this access is in terms of a package of subroutines.

(vii) At least a rudimentary system of macros permitting conditional compilation of the system source language should be provided. Such a tool is useful for a variety of purposes, including isolation of compiler parameters, avoidance of repeated and error-prone insertion of repetitive code blocks, and production of a number of slightly variant versions of a compiler.

(viii) It must be possible to initialize variables, and, in this connection, provision must be made for the convenient treatment of character and bit string constants.

(ix) Recursive routines are useful for the expression of a number of compiler processes.
PL/1 probably has more of the above features than any other language, but its calling sequences are inefficient, it does not give access in a convenient way to machine instructions, it may involve inefficient methods for access to data structures, and it is rather difficult to optimize. In general, PL/1 pays so high a price for its generality as not to be an ideal tool for the writing of efficient compilers. JOVIAL, FORTRAN, and ALGOL each have some but not many of the features listed above. The IBM BSL language and the CSC SYMPL language have more of these features, and systems programming languages of this sort may well become standard tools for compiler production in the next few years.

Formal compiler-writing systems, which have been the focus of a good deal of university research in the last few years, have not generally been used for the production of commercial-grade compilers. The two principal exceptions to this generalization are the CSC Genesis compilers, which, as noted above, use analytic grammars and an associated bottom-up parsing algorithm, and the compilers written using the Digitek POPS technique; the POPS compilers use a top-down syntactic scan. The Genesis system produces compilers of quite acceptable running efficiency which attain a considerable degree of machine independence. Genesis has by now been used to produce ALGOL compilers running on the IBM 7094, the UNIVAC 490 and 494, and the General Electric 635. A JOVIAL compiler running on the IBM 360 has been produced using the same technique. The POPS system which, as noted in the detailed description of it given in an earlier paragraph of the present section, involves interpretation of pseudo-instructions written in a dense format, can be used to produce very small compilers. It is also easy to move the POPS system from one machine to another by recoding the relatively simple POPS interpreter.
(1) Speed and Size of Data for a Few Principal Industrial Compilers.

We attempt in the following paragraphs to give an indication of the relative efficiency of a number of significant industrial compilers. Approximate figures are given in number of instructions executed per nominal source card. Where information is available, an indication of the level of optimization attained and the style in which the compiler was written is given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th>Language in which written</th>
<th>No. of Instructions Executed Per Nominal Source Card</th>
<th>Optimization Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>360 Fortran H</td>
<td>Fortran</td>
<td>37K</td>
<td>Good global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7094 ALGOL</td>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>137K</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360 JOVIAL</td>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>96K</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600 JOVIAL</td>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7090 JOVIAL</td>
<td>JOVIAL</td>
<td>120K</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1604/3600 JOVIAL</td>
<td>JOVIAL</td>
<td>55K</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107 JOVIAL</td>
<td>JOVIAL</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107/1108 FORTRAN</td>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>14K</td>
<td>Good global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSS/360 FORTRAN</td>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>8K</td>
<td>Good global</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The code produced for a typical arithmetic loop by a good optimizing compiler can out-perform that produced by a naive compiler by a factor of 4 to 1.

The following more detailed figures give a breakdown of the TSS FORTRAN compiler by phases.

**TSS FORTRAN Compiler Breakdown by Phases. (Total Code 67K Lines.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan (including careful diagnostics)</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>30 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization (including register allocation)</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code generation (including local optimization)</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>45 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(j) **Additional details on various particular compilers.**

In the present paragraphs, we outline the structure of a number of compilers; comparison of these descriptions will indicate the consequences of various possible design approaches and the influence on design of such external factors as source language and size constants.

We begin with an account of the IBM OS/360 FORTRAN IV compilers. IBM has produced three FORTRAN compilers to run under OS/360: the E compiler, which can be used on a machine with only 32K bytes of storage; the G compiler, which is designed for a 128K byte machine; and the optimizing H compiler, which requires that 256 bytes of storage be available. The compilers themselves do not use the entire memory, of course; several thousand bytes are occupied by the resident operating system.

Since the amount of memory available is such an important factor in determining the design of a compiler, it is interesting to compare the design of these three compilers.

The G compiler, whose design is most straightforward, occupies 80K bytes of memory. It was written for IBM by the Digitek Corporation and uses their POP technique, which is described above. The compiler consists of five logical phases which are, in general, always resident in core; if, however, additional space is required during processing, those phases not currently in use may be spilled. The first or parse phase transforms the source program into a roll (push-down stack) of instructions in Polish form and builds the dictionary, which is contained on a number of rolls. The second phase uses the dictionary information developed during parse to allocate storage for simple variables and arrays, format lists, parameter lists, etc. The third phase is an optimization phase. The optimization performed is not extensive; the compiler merely attempts to optimize register usage.
for subscript quantities used in DO-loops. The fourth phase uses optimization information and the Polish roll to generate relocatable machine code. The fifth and final phase produces the actual decks and listings.

Essentially all of the storage used by the compiler during compilation is roll storage. This storage is acquired as necessary via the system allocator in 4096-byte blocks. A given roll is kept in consecutively-allocated blocks; this requires relocation of all rolls of larger index whenever a given roll fills up.

The G compiler produces rather cryptic, but effective, diagnostics. Whenever a syntax error is discovered, a "$\$" is printed under the character which caused the parsing routine to stop. If the routine can continue, it then does so; in this way it may happen that several positions in a statement may be marked with "$\$". For each position so marked, a one or two word diagnostic is given. For example:

\begin{verbatim}
  ARY(J) = BRY
  $$
\end{verbatim}

(1) LABEL (2) SUBSCRIPT

The first diagnostic indicates, of course, that the compiler expected to find a label on this statement (perhaps it follows a GO TO statement). The second indicates that BRY appears in a DIMENSION statement and therefore requires a subscript.

The design of the E compiler, which operates in only 15K bytes of core, contrasts with that of the G compiler in an interesting way. The number of phases is larger, and they are less coherently organized. More explicitly, only a nuclear interface module is resident in main memory throughout compilation. This module performs compiler I/O and controls the loading of the other processing phases. It also contains a total compiler communications area. Other phases are loaded
singly, to be overlaid when they are no longer required. There are 12 processing phases, plus 3 so-called "interludes". These interludes are designed to recover space used by I/O processing routines and their associated buffers when certain intermediate files are no longer required. Since this operation is necessarily time-consuming, these interludes are executed only when the compiler must run in an absolute minimum of core.

The five phases of the G compiler correspond almost exactly to an obvious logical partitioning of a compiler. Consequently, all of the functions performed there are also performed by the E compiler. A given logical function is divided in the E compiler among several phases. The following chart relates functions to the phases that perform them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>E Compiler Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parse/dictionary build</td>
<td>8, 10D, 10E, 14, 15, 20, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Allocation</td>
<td>10D, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code generation</td>
<td>12, 14, 20, 25, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optimization in the E compiler is limited to optimizing register usage for subscript quantities occurring between referenced labels. Thus program flow structure is not considered.

The compiler first makes a pre-pass over its input to "reserve" keywords, remove embedded blanks, and insert blanks as separators so that the parsing phase can use a lexical scan.

The parse routine is divided into two phases: one to process declarative statements, which must appear at the beginning of the program, and another to handle executable statements. For the latter statements an intermediate text file is created. Diagnostic messages are encoded into this intermediate file for later processing. Expressions are only
checked at this point for well-formedness, so that a still later phase is required to modify the produced intermediate text to account for operator hierarchy.

Memory allocation for the E compiler is done in a single chunk. The amount of storage allocated is a function of the memory size of the machine on which the compiler is running. This storage space is used to contain the dictionary. Any main storage remaining is used to hold intermediate text; if there is not sufficient space in main memory to accommodate all of the intermediate text, it is spilled onto secondary storage.

The optimizing H compiler requires only 89K bytes of main memory in which to operate, although the compiler contains approximately 403K bytes of code. The compiler is divided into 5 logical phases, similar to those of the G compiler, which overlay each other; some of these phases are further subdivided into smaller overlay segments. Allowing space for dictionaries and intermediate text, the compiler requires a minimum of 150K bytes of storage.

Two factors account for the great expansion in the amount of code in the H compiler over than contained in the G compiler. First, the G compiler is written in the POPS language which is particularly compact. Second, the H compiler performs extensive global optimizations of a type not found in the G compiler.

The first H-compiler phase recognizes statement types and encodes the statements in an intermediate text of the operator-operand type. Simultaneously, it builds the dictionary. It is interesting to note that, like the E compiler, the H compiler only checks expressions for well-formedness, postponing detailed translation to a subsequent phase.

During the second phase storage allocation of programmer-defined variables and arrays is performed. In addition arithmetic expressions are changed from the operator-operand
format developed during phase 1 to a three-address format that properly reflects operator hierarchy. Each element in three-address format is of the form

\[ \text{op a b c} , \]

which represents

\[ a = b \text{ op c} . \]

Of course \( a, b, \) and \( c \) are references to dictionary items, either user-defined or temporary. Also at this point basic blocks and connectivity matrices are constructed as well as information on the usage of variables and constants within a block. This information is required for subsequent optimization phase.

Still following the pattern of the G compiler, the third phase of the H compiler is devoted to optimization. The H compiler can produce code "optimized" to one of three specified levels. At the lowest level minimal optimization is performed. This yields a stylized form of register allocation, with a fixed register for accumulation, another for subscripting, etc., and with redundant register loads and stores removed.

The two other optimization levels use related methods of register allocation. When the most highly optimized code desired, register allocation is done on a loop-by-loop basis, proceeding from innermost loops out. In this case, global subexpression elimination is also performed. The method of flow analysis and loop detection used by the H compiler are well summarized in Lowetz and Medlock [1] and are similar to the techniques explained elsewhere in this volume; consequently, we shall not discuss them here.

Register assignment, whether for a loop or for the whole program, proceeds in two phases: local assignment and global assignment. Local assignment is performed independently for each basic block. To be eligible for local assignment, a variable must be defined and used (in that order) within
the block. For variables that satisfy that criterion, a private register is assigned, assuming that one is available. If one is so assigned, it is "owned" by the variable from the definition point to the point of last use within the block.

Once local register assignment has been completed for all blocks in the loop/program, some eligible registers may remain for which no assignments have been made. These registers are then assigned on a global basis to the variables having the greatest number of references in the loop or program under consideration. When the highest level of optimization is specified, loops are processed from the inside-out, and, if a variable is eligible for global assignment in two nested loops, an attempt is made to assign it to the same register in both. When a variable is eligible for both global and local assignment, the global assignment takes precedence. Status bits are set for each of the operands of each text entry, indicating whether or not the operand may be assumed to be in a register and whether or not it must be retained in the register at the end of the operation.

When the highest level of optimization is specified for a program, three other types of optimization are performed.

i) common subexpressions are eliminated;
ii) code is moved out of loops, where possible;
iii) reduction in strength is performed.

Since the general methods used to perform these optimizations are described in a later chapter, we shall not go into detail here. There are certain aspects of the technique used which are of interest, however. For example, both local and global common subexpression elimination are based on formal identity. Thus the value-number scheme described in Chapter VIII is not used, even on a local basis. Moreover, no attempt is made to do constant propagation and indeed certain decisions concerning expansions of operators made during the first phase
make subsequent discovery of constant operands of little value. Of course, operations whose operands are seen without propagation to be constants are performed at compile time.

If the highest level of optimization has been specified, the user may request this phase to produce a structured source listing of the program. In the listing statements belonging to the same loop are so identified and nesting of loops is indicated by text indentation.

The fourth compiler phase uses the register allocation which has been set up to generate code. In code generation a rather interesting technique, amounting to a kind of conditional pre-examination, is used; this method combines compactness of data representation with high speed code generation. For each basic type of 3-address intermediate text entry operation a skeleton table describing the machine code instructions to be generated for it is specified. This table includes, in proper sequence, all possibly necessary register loads and stores, even though some of them may be redundant for a given text entry. Since System/360 allows both register-register and storage-register version of most arithmetic and logical operations, both forms are included in the skeleton. Furthermore, if the operation is commutative, both possible load orders are included in the skeleton. Associated with this skeleton text is a bit matrix containing as many rows as there are items of skeleton text. Using the status bits for the operands of an intermediate text entry, which we recall are set during the optimization phase, a column is selected from this bit matrix. The rows selected by 1's in this column define the skeleton entries which are to appear in the text entry expansion.

A final compiler phase is called only if errors have been detected during processing; its only function is to print these messages.
The Control Data Corporation provides two very different FORTRAN compilers with their 6000 series computers: the FORTRAN RUN compiler, which attains a high compilation rate and good optimization of inner DO-loops, and the FORTRAN EXTENDED compiler, which emphasizes thorough machine-dependent optimization.

The RUN compiler, originally developed at CDC's Chippewa Laboratories, is a one-pass compiler, resident in core throughout a compilation. The object code it generates is stored immediately above the compiler code, and expands upward. Fixed-size buffers are kept at the top of the available core area; symbol tables start below these buffers and expand downwards. If the object code region ever overlaps the growing symbol tables, the compilation is aborted; no provision is made for storing intermediate data on external devices.

RUN's minimum core requirement varies between 33,000\(_b\) and 40,000\(_b\) (60-bit words), depending on the version of the compiler used.

All RUN compilers have allowed FORTRAN and assembly language subprograms to be intermixed in a source deck. In the Chippewa operating system, the assembler was an integral part of the compiler; in the more recent SCOPE systems, a separate assembler automatically overlays the compiler when assembly language code is encountered.

Code optimization, which played a very small role in the earliest RUN compilers, has improved with each new version. The compile-time optimization routines currently watch for sequences of statements, and in particular for inner DO-loops, which 1) contain no subroutine or function references, 2) include only assignment statements (or, under some circumstances, IF statements), and 3) can only be entered at the first statement of the sequence. When
such a sequence is found, the compiler searches for operations which are performed several times or, in the case of a DO-loop, can be taken outside a loop. A "preamble" is generated immediately before the sequence to pre-compute expressions and array addresses and, for DO-loops, to load DO parameters and address increments into index registers. Next follows the code representing α after which is placed a "conclusion", which e.g., may contain instructions storing variables held in registers within α.

As the level of optimization provided by in the RUN compiler has increased, its compile speed has gradually decreased from approximately 20,000 cards/minute to a current rate of about 15,000 cards/minute. High compilation speed is attained largely by the use of direct, straightforward procedures for code generation, which often utilize fixed code sequences, sometimes with fixed register assignments.

FORTRAN EXTENDED, despite its name, does not include any significant language extensions beyond RUN FORTRAN. This compiler was developed by Control Data to take full advantage of the machine architecture of the 6600. It is a two-pass compiler which emits symbolic assembly code.

The first pass consists of two phases: Phase 1 processes declaration statements (which must precede all executable statements), building symbol tables and producing any necessary assembly language code. Phase 2 processes the remainder of a subprogram, adding to the symbol tables while generating an intermediate form of code, called RLST. During the first pass, all references to a variable in an equivalenced set of variables are changed to references to a common "base variable"; this is necessary in order that the compiler may subsequently optimize references to
these variables during the second pass.

The symbol table used is of some interest. This table is maintained as a series of tree structures, accessed through a hash table. As symbols are added, each tree is rearranged to keep it as symmetric as possible; as a result, not more than four or five entries need be examined to locate an element in a thousand entry table.

The second compiler converts the RLIST intermediate code into assembly language code. During this process two basic types of optimization are performed: DO-loop optimization and code sequence optimization. "Well-behaved" DO-loops (containing no function references or unconditional jumps, and not having extended range) are analyzed to determine an optimal counting strategy, and to pre-load useful data such as DO-loop parameters and array addresses into index registers. In version 1 of the compiler, however, no attempt is made to take loop-invariant calculations outside of DO-loops.

A sequence is a series of instructions delimited by an unconditional jump, active label, or conditional jump terminating a DO-loop; it is the unit within which optimization is performed. Each sequence is optimized in three phases: First, all redundant operations in the sequence are deleted. Second, a dependency tree (similar to those used in PERT) is built and the operations comprising a code are ordered on a priority basis (e.g., an operation whose result is required for all other operations is given top priority). Finally, code is emitted. During the final phase, a careful timing analysis is made to determine the availability of registers and functional units (the 6600 contains 10 independent functional units, which can operate concurrently). Proper scheduling of functional units and registers allows reduction of the time required to execute a sequence by twenty to fifty percent.
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Version 1 of FORTRAN .EXTENDED compiled relatively slowly about an order of magnitude more slowly than RUN. About two-thirds of the compilation time was used by a standard two-pass assembler to assemble the code generated by the compiler. This defect was remedied in version 2, released in 1969, which includes a high-speed assembler as part of pass 2 of the compiler; the compiler pre-computes the addresses for all symbols, so that only one pass is required for final assembly. This improvement lay at the basis of the three-fold increase in compile speed from version 1 to version 2.

Control Data's current plans call for development of a third version of FORTRAN .EXTENDED which is to allow a rapid compilation option (no optimization) and a global optimization option performed by the methods used in IBM FORTRAN H.

COBOL compilers, as a class, have a rather different structure from that of the FORTRAN compilers described above. This structure seems to have been influenced both by the history of COBOL and by the nature of the language itself.

In order to appreciate the style of translation employed in COBOL, it is necessary to have some idea of the structure of a COBOL program. Such a program is written in four sections, called Divisions. The Identification Division is used only to identify the program and to describe its use; we shall not be concerned with it in our discussion of the translation process. Of the other three Divisions, two are used to describe the nature of the data used by the program, particularly the files; the third contains the executable statements of the program. More precisely, the Data Division contains the description of files as they are seen by the user; for example, the buffer areas for each file are laid out and the access method for each file is described. The Data Division
also contains descriptions of all non-file variables. The Environment Division contains a description of the physical aspects of a file - the kind of device on which the file resides, its identification number and extent, etc. Finally, the Procedure Division contains the executable part of the program.

From this brief description it is obvious that compiling a COBOL program involves merging the information in the Data and Environment Divisions to form a complete description of the files and working storage areas of the program and then using this description to produce code for the program given in the Procedure Division. This the OS/360 COBOL compiler manages to do, using six processing phases, four intermediate files, and a dictionary.

During the first phase the data descriptors from the Environment and Data Divisions are encoded and spilled out onto an auxiliary file. The Procedure Division text is reduced in a crude way, basically to the lexical level. Identifiers are kept in this text literally; only labels are entered into the dictionary. The procedure text is spilled out onto a second file.

The second phase uses the file of data descriptions to produce a dictionary. It also does a certain amount of storage allocation. Using the dictionary produced, the third phase reads the procedure text file and produces another file of procedure text, resembling the first, except that variable names have been replaced by their attributes from the dictionary. The dictionary is then discarded.

The fourth phase performs syntax analysis on this file. The result is another text file. The fifth phase uses this file to produce code in an assembly-like language. At the same time the literal table and the label table are each sorted and identical entries removed. The assembly language code is also spilled. The last phase assembles the program and produces the object module.
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The IBM 360/30 COBOL (2) compiler is organized on a functional basis; however, because of the small amount of storage available for the compiler, each of the major functions is implemented using several overlay phases thus requiring frequent and repeated scanning of the (modified) text.

Overall, there are three major components: a data component, a procedure component, and a code generation component. The data component processes the ID, Environment, and Data Divisions; builds the dictionary; and allocates storage for the variables. The procedure component analyses the statements of the Procedure Division and creates an intermediate text from them. The final component generates code from this intermediate text.

Each of these components is implemented by a number of phases which overlay each other. Each of these phases performs a small amount of the total processing for the component. The data component contains eight phases, the procedure component six, and the code generation component nineteen.

The procedure component contains four primary processing phases, each of which is responsible for the translation of a given set of COBOL verbs. During each of these phases, the text, which is kept on secondary storage, is scanned in a linear fashion, and the statements corresponding to a given set of verbs are converted to intermediate form. Thus four scans of the intermediate text are required. Similarly, the code selection phases of the code generation component require ten passes of the intermediate text data set. This component also contains six phases devoted to final assembly of the program.
The OS/360 PL/1 (F) compiler has an overall design that closely resembles that of the COBOL (E) compiler. That is, it contains a small number of logical phases, each of which is subdivided into a series of physical phases. Each physical phase performs some small part of the total processing of the logical phase. This processing generally results in some modification to the current text of the program. In this way the source text is gradually transformed into the object text. There are eleven logical phases, with the functions explained below; there are over one hundred physical phases.

Control of the phase loading resides in a separate set of modules called the control phase. These modules are resident throughout compilation. Not all phases need be loaded for a given compilation; those phases concerned with language features not used in the program will be bypassed. The control phase is also responsible for all of the compiler I/O and for all internal storage management.

It is in the area of storage management, both primary and secondary, that this compiler differs most from COBOL (E). As we observed above, the COBOL (E) compiler keeps only the dictionary in primary storage. Indeed, the dictionary is never spilled. The program text, on the other hand, is kept in auxiliary storage. Every time it is scanned and modified, it is read in and written out again. Such a scheme has two obvious disadvantages; an especially large program requiring a large dictionary may cause the compilation to abort, and the compiler cannot take good advantage of extra primary storage that may be available for a given compilation.

The storage management scheme employed by the PL/1 (F) compiler is much more flexible. It permits compilation to take place when only limited space is available. On the other hand, if sufficient space is available, both text
and dictionary may be kept in primary store, with no spill at all. This is accomplished by employing a "software paging" scheme for both dictionary and text. In such a scheme, an address space large enough to hold the text for any anticipated program is used. This is sometimes referred to as a "virtual store." This space is generally larger than the amount of real storage space that can be devoted to text and dictionary entries. The virtual store is therefore subdivided in a uniform manner into blocks, called pages. The size of a page depends on the amount of memory available for the compilation; it is chosen so that at least two dictionary pages and two text pages can be accommodated in memory at the same time. Reference to an element in the virtual store is made via a subroutine. Using a page directory, this routine checks to see if the page containing the element is in storage. If it is not, a page is moved out to make room and the required page is brought in. The actual address of the element requested is then calculated and the element is accessed.

Such a scheme makes addressing rather uniform, but only at the expense of making each reference expensive. The cost can be cut down, however, by freezing a given page in core at a critical point and making the references indirectly.

It is interesting to look in some detail at the logical phases of the compiler, since their organization illustrates the relative complexity of a PL/1 program, when compared to either FORTRAN or COBOL.

1. Macro phase.
This phase executes the compile-time statements and performs text replacements. The output is a PL/1 program. This phase is logically independent of the rest of the compiler.
2. **Read-in phase.**
This phase performs statement recognition and puts the statements into text pages in internal form. This form closely resembles the external form with keywords and redundant punctuation removed. This recognition activity requires five passes of the text. During this phase, all procedure and block entry points are chained together, as are all declarative statements.

3. **Dictionary phase.**
Using the two chains constructed in the previous phase, this phase first processes the explicitly declared variables (since PL/1 is a block structured language, one needs to know not only what variables have been declared, but in what block or procedure the declaration was made). Then the text is scanned for contextual declarations of variables (e.g., a variable used in a context where only a file name is permitted). Finally, using a fixed-floating convention similar to FORTRAN's, the attributes for all other variables mentioned in the program are filled in. Then each identifier in the text is replaced by its dictionary reference.

This logical phase contains sixteen physical phases.

4. **Pretranslator phase.**
Still working at the text level, this phase attempts to simplify the task of the remaining phases by rewriting certain PL/1 constructions in terms of other PL/1 or PL/1-like constructions. For example, array and structure assignments are expanded into Do-loops. Expressions used as arguments to subroutines
are assigned to temporaries. The I/O statements are modified and simplified. Finally certain debugging statements, if requested, are inserted into the program.

5. **Translator phase.**
These phases modify the text format in a significant way. All executable text is converted to "triple" form: an operator followed by two operands. At the same time, GENERIC function references are particularized to the appropriate family member. Also, certain string operations are marked as optimizable (read: amenable to in-line translation).

6. **Aggregates phase.**
At this point accessing functions for the elements of arrays and structures are computed, assuming that the size of the aggregate is known at compile time. For arrays and structures with bounds and lengths adjustable at run time, code is inserted into the text to calculate the function at run time. Uses of equivalencing statements are also checked at this point to insure that language rules are not violated.

Note that storage is not allocated during this phase.

7. **Pseudo-code phase.**
These phases make a second important change in the text format. At this point the text is replaced by a machine-like code that is essentially one-for-one with machine instructions. Registers are left in symbolic form; the last use of a register is noted by the appearance of the instruction DROP in the instruction stream.
8. **Storage allocation phase.**
Storage is allocated during this phase not only for source program variables and compiler-generated temporaries, but is also for data descriptors of various sorts: dope vectors, runtime symbol tables, flags, etc. Furthermore code is inserted into the text to allocate space for those objects whose allocation must be deferred until run time. In particular, the code for procedure and block prologues is generated.

9. **Register allocation phase.**
This proceeds in a straightforward manner with no particular attempt at optimization.

10. **Final assembly phase.**
This produces the final object deck.

11. **Error editor phase.**
Diagnostics are handled in an interesting way in this compiler. Every time a situation is encountered requiring a diagnostic, an entry is made into the dictionary one of four chains, corresponding to the severity code of the diagnostic. This entry contains the number associated with the diagnostic as well as some skeletal information identifying the trouble spot; e.g., the line number in which the trouble was encountered and perhaps a small bit of text from the area of the trouble.

When the compilation has been completed, the error editor phases load in the full text of the diagnostics and expands the error dictionary entries into readable prose. These "full" diagnostics are then placed in the user's output file.
CHAPTER 5. RIGOROUS RESULTS CONCERNING THE PRINCIPAL SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS METHODS.

1. Turing Machines and Backus Grammars.

In the present chapter, we shall prove a variety of theorems which delimit the relative power of the various syntactic analysis methods introduced in the four preceding chapters. We shall see that some of the methods are substantially more general than others, e.g., that the bounded context syntactic methods of Chapter 4 are in fact not capable of analyzing as wide a class of languages as can be treated by the general recursive method described in Chapter 2. These results will be derived from the theory of Turing machines, and specifically from the proven existence in this theory of iterative symbolic processes for which certain problems are unsolvable.

Our approach will be as follows. We shall show that, using certain linguistic constructions, one can describe the most general Turing machine. Then, by showing that certain problems are solvable for context free languages, and by noting that these problems are unsolvable for general Turing machines, we shall show that a class of formal constructions beginning with languages describable by grammars in Backus normal form necessarily passes out of the domain of these languages. In this way, we will show that certain classes of strings are not describable by Backus normal form grammars, and, more generally, that certain processes describable by such grammars are not describable by grammars that can be parsed by the restricted syntactic method described in Chapter IV.

We begin with the theory of Turing machines. A Turing machine is by definition an automaton which, at each moment, exists in one of a finite collection of internal states \( \{ \sigma \} \) and which iteratively reads and writes a two-sided infinite
tape divided into discrete squares. Each square of the tape is occupied by one of a finite collection of print characters \( \{c\} \). The tape is read and written by the automaton one square at a time. After reading and writing a given square, the automaton may stay in the same position on the tape and reread or rewrite the same square; alternatively, it can advance one square to the left or one square to the right and read and/or write the new square. We require that, after the completion of an elementary read-write operation, the next internal state of the Turing machine, together with its direction of motion, be determined entirely by its previous state and by the character just read. Similarly, the character which the Turing machine writes in a square must be a determinate function of the state of the Turing machine and of the contents of the square just read. We assume throughout that all but a finite number of the squares of a Turing machine tape initially contain some special one of the finite vocabulary of print characters, which we call the blank character; this assumption will play a special role in the following discussion.

According to the above, a Turing machine is described by three functions of two variables each:

\[
(1) \quad p(c, \sigma); \quad s(c, \sigma); \quad m(c, \sigma).
\]

In (1) \( c \) denotes an arbitrary character chosen from the finite vocabulary of print characters; \( \sigma \) denotes the state of the machine which must be one of a finite set of possible states. The function \( p \), which is the print function of the Turing machine, defines the character which the machine will print in the square which it is scanning if the character originally in that square is \( c \) and if the machine is in state \( \sigma \). The function \( s \), called the state function, defines the state into which the machine will pass on scanning the character \( c \) while in the state \( \sigma \). The function \( m \), called the move function, has one of the three possible
values -1, 0, or +1, depending on whether the Turing machine on scanning the character c while in the state s will move one square to the left, will not move, or will move one square to the right.

Each step, and thus inductively the whole action of the Turing machine, is defined by what may be called its configuration, i.e. by its momentary internal state \( s \), the set of characters present on its tape at a given moment, and by the particular character which the Turing machine momentarily scans. This machine configuration may be represented in a form appropriate for our purposes as a state word of the structure shown below:

\[
S = c_1 \ldots c_k \sigma c_{k+1} \ldots c_n.
\]

In (2), \( S \) denotes a state, \( c_1 \ldots c_k \) denotes a sequence of print characters written on the Turing machine's tape, \( \sigma \) denotes its internal state, and \( c_{k+1} \ldots c_n \) are additional print characters written on the tape. We place the state character \( \sigma \) immediately after the tape character \( c_k \) to indicate that the machine is momentarily scanning the particular character \( c_k \). That is, in writing the state word (2), we place the internal state character for a Turing machine immediately after the particular print character scanned by the automaton.

In order that a finite word of the sort shown in (2) property describe the whole configuration of the infinite tape attached to a Turing machine, we adopt a special convention according to which leading and trailing blanks are suppressed. More precisely, in writing the state-word (2), we omit any blank character preceding the first non-blank character on the Turing machine tape and any blank character following the last non-blank character on the Turing machine tape, with the exception that if any blank character lies between a non-blank character and the square currently scanned by the Turing machine, all blank squares up to and including the scanned square must be indicated explicitly. With these conventions, state words of the type
shown in (2) will give a description of the state of an arbitrary Turing machine complete in all necessary essentials.

The iterative motion of a Turing machine from state to state and square to square may then be represented as an iterative evolution of the state word describing the Turing machine. The three possible elementary evolution steps may be shown as follows:

\[
(3) \quad c_1 \cdots c_k \quad c_{k+1} \cdots c_n \rightarrow c_1 \cdots c_{k-1} \quad c_k \sigma \quad c_{k+1} \cdots c_n
\]

\[
\quad \quad \quad \rightarrow c_1 \cdots c_{k-1} \quad c_k c_{k+1} \quad \sigma \quad c_k+2 \cdots c_n
\]

\[
\quad \quad \quad \rightarrow c_1 \cdots c_{k-1} \quad \sigma \quad c_k c_{k+1} \cdots c_n.
\]

On the left hand of (3) a typical state word \( S \) (identical to that shown in (2)) is written. On the right hand side of (3) we indicate the three possible words into which \( S \) might evolve in a single step of the Turing machine. The first of the state words on the right of (3) depicts an evolution step involving rewriting of the character \( c_k \) and change of internal machine state, but not accompanied by any motion of the Turing machine along its tape. The second word depicts a step involving by motion one square to the right. The third state word shown in (3) depicts a step involving rewriting of the character \( c_k \) and change of interval state, accompanied by motion of the automation one square to the left.

Given an initial state word, a Turing machine iteratively produces a sequence of state words of the type shown in (2) by elementary steps of the form shown in (3). This sequence of state words may be written in the form

\[
(4) \quad S_1; \quad S_2; \quad \ldots; \quad S_k.
\]

A sequence of state words of this kind may be called an orbit or path for the Turing machine. The evolution problem for a Turing machine may be described as follows. Suppose that a Turing machine is given. Suppose also that this Turing machine possesses a finite state of print characters \( c \), a finite collection of internal states \( \{s\} \), and that
the elementary steps of which the Turing machine is capable is described by a finite set of elementary productions of the form (3). Find an algorithm which, given an initial state word $S$ of the form (2), is capable of predicting by some determinate algorithmic process whether or not the Turing machine will ever evolve into a state (5) in which $\sigma'$ is required to be some fixed internal state character of the Turing machine.

\[ S' = c_1' \ldots c_k' \sigma' c_{k'+1}' \ldots c_n' \]

The evolution problem that we have just stated is recursively unsolvable. That is, no algorithm with the specified properties exists. The non-existence of such an algorithm is a basic statement in the theory of recursive functions. We shall not attempt to give a detailed proof of this principle here, but shall instead refer to the books of Davis (Computability and Unsolvability) and Minsky (Computation: Finite and Infinite Machines) in which extended and particularly lucid discussions of this point will be found. We may, however, sketch a basis for this principle rather briefly in the following way. It can be seen rather readily by explicit formal constructions that a certain particular Turing machine of the sort which we have described is capable of simulating an arbitrary computer. Such an automaton is called a universal Turing machine. Since almost by definition a formal algorithm is a process that can be be programmed for a computer we may reason by contradiction roughly as follows. Suppose that an algorithm of the kind described above did exist. Then it could be programmed for a computer. The action of the computer under the control of its program could in turn be simulated by a Turing machine. But using a version of the Cantor diagonal process, we can construct a Turing machine which deviates in its action, at least for one initial state, from the result predicted by any single algorithm. This contradiction establishes the nonexistence asserted above.
A stop state of a Turing machine is a state $\delta$ of the machine with the following special property: once the machine passes into the internal state $\delta$, it will remain through all succeeding steps in the same state and will cease to move along its tape. Moreover, once it has entered the state $\delta$, it will never change the contents of the square on the tape which it is scanning. This description may, of course, be summarized more briefly by the single statement: once the machine enters the state $\delta$, it stops. For this reason we call $\delta$ a stop state. The basic result on the nonexistence of an algorithm stated above may be put more sharply as follows. There exists a Turing machine with a finite vocabulary of print characters and of internal states, possessing a stop state in the above sense, and for which there exists no algorithm capable, given an arbitrary initial state of the Turing machine and its tape, of deciding whether or not the Turing machine will ever enter the stop state.

The unsolvable decision problem described by the preceding sentence is sometimes called the halting problem for Turing machines. The halting problem is of course a special case of the equally unsolvable state transition problem described earlier. We will find it convenient in what follows to make use of the fact that not only the general state transition problem but also the halting problem is algorithmically unsolvable. We leave it to the reader to deduce the stronger statement from the weaker.

In order to relate Turing machines to languages and their grammars in the most convenient way, we shall find it convenient to rewrite the sequence (4) of state words of a Turing machine in a very slightly modified form. The modification we require is described simply by the rule: reverse the order of characters in every even numbered state word, but not in any odd numbered state words. If this elementary transformation is performed, the sequence of state words which we obtain may be called the alternating sequence of state words for the Turing machine. As an alternative term for "alternating sequence of state words"
we introduce the term **track**. To be more precise, we make the following definition. If \((4')\) is any sequence of characters, then the sequence of characters shown on the right of \((4'')\) is called its reverse.

\[
\begin{align*}
(4') & \quad W = a_1 \ldots a_n \\
(4'') & \quad W^r = a_n \ldots a_1 .
\end{align*}
\]

Writing \(W\) for the sequence \((4')\) we indicate its reverse as in \((4'')\) by the character \(W^r\). Given the sequence \((4)\) of state words of a Turing machine, the track of the Turing machine is then represented by the sequence \((6)\).

\[
(6) \quad S_1; S_2^r; S_3; S_4^r; \ldots; S_{2k-1}; S_{2k}^r .
\]

As \((6)\) indicates, it is convenient in what follows to restrict **tracks** to consist of even numbers of words; thus we always assume that the last word in a track has the form \(S_{2k}^r\).

The successive words in a track are separated by semicolons in \((6)\). It is convenient for us to make this a formal convention. That is, we assume formally that "semicolon" is a character not present in the vocabulary of print words of our Turing machine (and also not representing an internal state of the Turing machine); and we assume that a Turing machine track is always written formally as a sequence of reversed and nonreversed state words, each separated from the next by a semicolon. In this way, we represent an entire Turing machine track as a composite word. We shall now show that the class of words which can occur in this way may be described completely by a pair of Backus Normal Form grammars, and that these grammars may easily be written in terms of the scheme of productions defining the Turing machine.

Indeed, a track consists of a sequence of pairs of words (an odd numbered and even numbered word making up a pair) successive pairs being separated by semicolons, and the first word of a pair being separated from the second word of the same pair by a semicolon. Each word of such a pair is obtained from the preceding word by an elementary
production of the Turing machine and by a reversal. Thus, every pair has necessarily a form of the following kind:

\[ \text{track} = \langle \text{pair} \rangle \mid \langle \text{pair} \rangle ; \langle \text{track} \rangle \]

\[ \langle \text{pair} \rangle = \langle \text{middle} \rangle \mid c \langle \text{middle} \rangle c \mid d \langle \text{middle} \rangle d \]

\[ \langle \text{middle} \rangle = t_1 \langle \text{end} \rangle t'_1 \mid t_2 \langle \text{end} \rangle t'_2 \]

\[ \langle \text{end} \rangle = ; \mid c \langle \text{end} \rangle c \mid d \langle \text{end} \rangle d \]

In (7) the substring of characters marked \( f \) and \( f' \) represent respectively the front substring of the first word of the pair, which is not modified in the transition from a state to the next succeeding state, and the reverse of this front substring. The section of the strings (7) marked \( t \) and \( t' \) are respectively the group of three characters including the internal state character for the Turing machine which is subject to modification in elementary transition; and the transformed form of this same group of three characters. Finally, the section of the pair of state words (7) marked \( b \) and \( b' \) are respectively the back substring of the Turing machine state word, which is a part the state word not subject to transformation in an elementary Turing machine production, and the reverse of this back substring.

The above description makes it plain that the structure of a track may be described by a rather simple grammar of Backus Normal Form. The necessary Backus grammar is shown below,

In (8) the characters \( c, d, \) etc. occurring in the definer on the right hand side of the definition of the syntactic element \( \langle \text{pair} \rangle \) are intended to be a listing of all possible print characters of the Turing machine \( c \). The characters \( c, d, \) etc., occurring in the definer on the right hand side of the Backus definition for the syntactic type \( \langle \text{end} \rangle \) are, in the same way, a comprehensive list of all the print characters for the Turing machine which the
grammars (8) are intended to model. The doublets \( t_1, t'_1; t_2, t'_2; \ldots \) occurring on the right hand side of the definition of the syntactic element \(<\text{middle}>\) are intended to be a listing of all the separate elementary production triples \( c_k \sigma c_{k+1} \), that appear among the Turing machine productions (3), each taken together with the result triple \( c'_k \sigma c_{k+1}' \), etc. into which a single Turing step will transform \( c_k \)
\( c_{k+1} \).

Notice now that not every sequence of pairs separated by semicolons forms a valid Turing machine track. Indeed, the condition that the whole sequence (6) be built up out of pairs (in the sense of the grammar (8)) is precisely equivalent to the condition that the even element of every pair in (6) consisting of odd and a following even element be derived from the preceding odd element by a reversal and an elementary production of the Turing machine. But, in order that the sequence (6) be a valid Turing machine track, we require in addition that every odd element but the first in (6) be derived from the preceding even element by a reversal and an elementary production of the Turing machine. The structures (6) satisfying this latter condition may also be defined by a grammar in Backus normal form. Indeed, this latter condition amounts to nothing more than the condition that the structure (6) consist of a valid state word of the Turing machine followed by a semicolon, followed by a sequence of "reverse pairs", followed by a semicolon, followed by a final state word. In this context, we mean by a "reverse pair" a pair of words of which the first is the reverse of a valid Turing machine state word and the second is a valid Turing machine state word derived from the first by reversal and by an elementary Turing transformation. Such a "reverse pair" evidently has a structure closely corresponding to the structure shown in (5); the collection of all such reverse pairs may be defined by a grammar in Backus normal form in a manner very similar to that used above to define the collection of all possible
(nonreversed) pairs. It follows therefore that the collection of all those structures (6) in which every even numbered element and the next following odd numbered element forms a reverse pair may be defined by a Backus normal form grammar.

A grammar accomplishing this and specifying also that the track in question must lead to a stopped state of the Turing machine is as follows,

\[(9) \quad \langle o\text{track} \rangle = \langle \text{word} \rangle \langle m\text{track} \rangle \langle \text{eword} \rangle \]

\[
\langle m\text{track} \rangle = \langle \text{opair} \rangle \mid \langle \text{opair} \rangle \langle \text{mtrack} \rangle \\
\langle \text{opair} \rangle = \langle \text{omiddle} \rangle \mid c \langle \text{omiddle} \rangle c \mid d \langle \text{omiddle} \rangle d \mid \ldots \\
\langle \text{omiddle} \rangle = t_1^1 \langle \text{end} \rangle t_1 \mid t_2^1 \langle \text{end} \rangle t_2 \mid \ldots \\
\langle \text{end} \rangle = \mid \langle \text{end} \rangle c \mid d \langle \text{end} \rangle d \mid \ldots \\
\langle \text{word} \rangle = \langle \text{printc} \rangle \langle \text{state} \rangle \langle \text{printc} \rangle \mid \langle \text{printc} \rangle \langle \text{state} \rangle \langle \text{printc} \rangle \langle \text{word} \rangle \\
\langle \text{eword} \rangle = \langle \text{printc} \rangle \hat{c} \langle \text{printc} \rangle \mid \langle \text{printc} \rangle \hat{c} \mid \langle \text{printc} \rangle \langle \text{eword} \rangle \\
\langle \text{state} \rangle = \sigma_1 \mid \sigma_2 \mid \sigma_3 \mid \ldots \\
\langle \text{printc} \rangle = \langle c \rangle \mid \langle d \rangle \mid \ldots \\
\]

In (9) \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3, \ldots\) constitute a comprehensive listing of all the internal state characters for our Turing machine. The characters c, d, and so forth, constitute a comprehensive listing of all the print characters for our Turing machine. The character \(\sigma_1\) is intended to be the unique stop character of the Turing machine. The pairs \(t_1^1, t_1^2, t_2^1, t_2^2\) occurring in the definer for the syntactic type \(\text{omiddle}\), are the same pairs as occur in (7) in the definition of the syntactic type \(\text{middle}\).

The words which are grammatical according to both of the grammars (8) and (9) are then precisely those tracks of the Turing machine which lead to a stopped state of the machine. Note that our two grammars are constructed in an entirely elementary way using the print characters, internal state characters, and elementary productions of the Turing machine. We may therefore assert that the set of those tracks of a Turing machine which lead the machine to a stopped state may be defined as the set of words which are grammatical according to both of two Backus normal form grammars.

A terminal character of a Backus grammar is a character...
occurring in one or several definers but not occurring as a definition. Note that the two grammars described above share the same set of terminal characters.

Using the above observations, the basic Turing unsolvability theorem stated at the beginning of this chapter leads immediately to the following unsolvability result.

**Theorem 1.** There exist two Backus grammars, both involving the same set $T$ of terminal characters, such that there exists no mechanical algorithm which, given a string $w$ of terminal characters, will decide whether there exists an additional string $v$ of terminal characters such that $wv$ is a grammatical string of both languages.

The words $wv$ occurring in Theorem 1 may be considered to be "puns" which have the unusual property of being grammatical in two different languages. For this reason it is reasonable to call the problem whose unsolvability as stated in Theorem 1 as the pun problem, and to regard Theorem 1 as asserting the algorithmic unsolvability of the pun problem.
2. Problems unsolvable for Backus grammars.

We now aim to apply the unsolvability of the pun problem stated in Theorem 1 at the end of the preceding section to obtain additional formal conclusions. It is therefore well for us to begin by stating certain basic definitions concerning Backus grammars somewhat more precisely than we have yet done. We first define a Backus language or a context-free language as follows. The language is specified by a grammar: a grammar is an unordered collection $P$ of productions of the form

$$\begin{align*}
    c & \rightarrow c_1 \ldots c_k
\end{align*}$$

A production written in this way specifies that a single character (representing a syntactic type of the grammar) may be rewritten as a string of characters. We also require that precisely one nonterminal character $c$ among all the characters occurring in the productions of $P$ be specified as the base character of the grammar. A character occurring on the right hand side of one of the productions (9) but not occurring on the left hand side of any production is called a terminal character of the grammar. Let a string $c_1 \ldots c_k$ consisting of characters of the grammar be given. We say that a string obtainable from this string by replacing any of the characters of the string by a set of characters which may validly replace it according to one of the productions (9) of the grammar is obtained from the original string by immediate descent. If $S_1$ and $S_2$ denote two strings, and if $S_1$ is in this sense obtainable from $S_2$ by immediate descent, we write $S_1 \rightarrow S_2$. A sequence of strings $S_1, S_2, \ldots$ each of which is obtained from the previous string by immediate descent is called a grammatical evolution, and may be written in the manner shown in (10).

$$\begin{align*}
    S_1 \rightarrow S_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow S_k
\end{align*}$$
In this case we say that $S_\xi$ is obtained from the string $S_1$ by **indirect descent**; the relationship of indirect descent may be written in abbreviated form in the manner shown in (11).

$$S_1 \rightarrow \rightarrow S_\xi.$$  

The set of all strings which are obtained by indirect descent from the base character of a grammar and which consist exclusively of terminal characters of the grammar is known as the language, the **context-free language**, or the **set of grammatical sentences** derived from the given grammar.

In order to apply Theorem 1 of the preceding section, we must derive a number of set theoretical properties of the languages defined by Backus Normal Form grammars built up out of finite collections of basic grammatical productions of the type (9).

The first of the results which we require may be stated as follows. **Lemma 2.** The set-theoretical union of two languages involving the same set of terminal characters is a language.

The proof of Lemma 2 is easy. Let $\Gamma_1$ be a grammar generating the first language. Let $\Gamma_2$ be a grammar generating the second language. By renaming the nonterminal symbols occurring in the grammar $\Gamma_2$ as necessary, we may readily insure that all the nonterminal symbols of $\Gamma_2$ are distinct from each of the nonterminal symbols of the grammar $\Gamma_1$. Then, by replacing the base character of $\Gamma_2$ by the base character of $\Gamma_1$, we may insure that $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ have the same base character, but that, aside from this base character, $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ have no nonterminal character in common. Given this situation, we simply form the set theoretical union of the collection of productions (9) which constitute the grammar $\Gamma_1$ with the corresponding set of productions constituting the grammar $\Gamma_2$. This "union grammar" we call $\Gamma$. 
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Now we note that, in view of the manner in which $\Gamma$ has been defined, every derivation (10) in which the string $S_1$ consists only of the base character common to the two grammars $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ is in fact either a derivation according to the grammar $\Gamma_1$ or a derivation according to the grammar $\Gamma_2$. Indeed, no string which contains intermixed nonterminal characters of both $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ can ever be generated from the case character by a production of $\Gamma$. Given this fact, it follows at once that every terminal string generated by the grammar $\Gamma$ is a terminal string which would have been generated either by a derivation according to the grammar $\Gamma_1$ or by a derivation according to the grammar $\Gamma_2$. Thus, the language generated by $\Gamma$ consists precisely of the set theoretical union of the languages generated by the languages $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$, and our result is proved. Q.E.D.

Our next aim is to show that the analog, for a single language, of the pun problem whose algorithmic unsolvability is stated in Theorem 1 is in fact algorithmically solvable. This assertion forms the content of Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. Given any Backus grammar $\Gamma$ there exists an algorithmic procedure which, given any string $w$ of terminal symbols, will decide whether or not there exists an additional string $v$ of terminal symbols such that $wv$ is a valid string of the language defined by $\Gamma$.

Before giving the proof of Lemma 3, we shall derive some of the consequences. Note in the first place that since according to Lemma 3 a problem is solvable for a single language that according to Theorem 1 is unsolvable for the intersection of two languages it follows that the intersection of two languages is not necessarily a language. This result is stated as Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. There exist two languages defined by grammars $\Gamma_1$, $\Gamma_2$ involving the same set of non-terminal characters whose set-theoretical intersection is not a language definable by a grammar of Backus normal form.

Theorem 4 tells us that the class of languages defined by Backus grammars, which according to Lemma 2 is closed
under the set theoretic operation of union, is not closed. 
under the set theoretic operation of intersection. But a 
family of sets closed under union is also closed under 
intersection if it is closed under complementation. There-
fore it follows that our set of languages is not closed 
under complementation. This result is stated as Theorem 5.

Theorem 5. There exists a language, defined by a grammar 
\( \Gamma \) of Backus normal form, the set-theoretic complement of 
which is not a language definable by any grammar of Backus 
normal form.

Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 are both based on Lemma 3, and 
it is now time for us to give the proof of Lemma 3.

Proof of Lemma 3: We shall show that, given the grammar and 
the string \( w \), there exists an integer \( K \), definable entirely 
in terms of \( \Gamma \) and of the length of \( w \), such that there exists 
a sentence \( wv \) of the language defined by \( \Gamma \) if and only if 
there exists a second string \( v' \) for which \( wv' \) is a sentence 
of the same language whose parse tree consists of not more 
than \( K \) nodes. Suppose for the moment that this has been 
established. Then note that a) It is easy to enumerate all 
parse trees with a restricted number of nodes. Indeed, each 
parse tree consists of a collection of nodes which may be 
arranged in some serial order, and, associated with each node, 
either a terminal symbol (possibly null) or, a set of pointers 
to certain nodes earlier in sequence. The number of pointers 
associated with each node is bounded in length, the bound 
being of course the maximum number \( M \) of syntactic elements 
entering into a definer of any definition. Therefore any 
parse tree may be represented in some such form as

\[
(12) \quad \ldots ; N_1, j_1^{(1)}, \ldots, j_n^{(1)} ; N_{1+1}, j_1^{(1+1)}, \ldots, j_{n+1}^{(1+1)} ; \ldots
\]

in which \( N_i \) is a node designator defining the type of the 
\( i \)-th node and \( j_1^{(1)}, \ldots, j_n^{(1)} \) are integers subject to the 
condition. \( j_m^{(1)} < i \) and representing pointers. As noted, 
we always have \( n_i \leq M \). It is clear that, given a bound on the 
number of nodes allowed, the total number of possible patterns (12)
is bounded, and from this assertion (a) is evident.

b) Given the full set of parse-trees enumerated as in (a), we may plainly enumerate all the sentences consisting only of terminal characters and parsed by one of these trees. Then we can tell whether there exists a sentence \( wv' \) belonging to this set by serial examination.

This shows that to prove Lemma 3 we have only to prove the existence of the bound \( K \). This we do as follows. Call a parse tree a minimal tree for \( w \) if it parses a sentence of the form \( wv \) consisting entirely of terminal characters and has no more nodes than any other parse tree with this same property. Call a string \( N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_k \) of nodes in a parse tree a pedigree of each \( N_j \), \( j > 1 \), is an immediate descendant of \( N_{j-1} \). Call the depth of a parse tree the maximum length of a pedigree in it.

Call the span of a node \( N \) in a parse tree the set of all terminal characters belonging to tree twigs which are immediate or indirect descendants of \( N \). We first establish a bound \( k \) for the depth of a minimal parse tree for \( w \). To do this, note that if \( N_1, \ldots, N_k \) is a pedigree in a minimal parse tree, and if \( N_1 \) is a node of the same type as \( N_k \), then the span of \( N_k \) must include at least one character of \( w \) not included in the span of \( N_1 \). Indeed, if this is false, we can obviously reduce the number of nodes of the parse tree by replacing the whole complex of branches depending from the node \( N_1 \) by the smaller set of branches descending from \( N_k \), contradicting the assumed minimality of our parse tree. It follows at once that, if \( \ell \) is the number of characters in \( w \), no pedigree in a minimal parse tree contains more than \( \ell \) repetitions of a node-type. Hence, if \( d \) is the number of distinct node-types allowed by the grammar \( \Gamma \), \( d \ell \) is a bound for the depth of a minimal parse tree for \( w \). Since each node in a parse tree can have at most \( M \) descendant nodes, it follows a minimal parse tree for \( w \) can contain at most \( K = M^{d\ell} \) nodes, establishing the required bound \( K \) and completing the proof of our Lemma. Q.E.D.
Various additional interesting unsolvability results may be proved by the methods which we have used to prove Theorems 4 and 5. To obtain a first such result, we modify the grammar (9) so that the definer of the basic syntactic type $track$ appears as shown in (10) rather than as shown in (9).

\[(13) \ track = S; \ track; \ word.\]

Here, we assume that $S$ is some arbitrarily chosen state word for the Turing machine of Theorem 1. Then the collection of words (5) which are grammatical according to both of the grammars (7) and (8), as modified, are all those Turing machine tracks which start with the state $S$ and which lead eventually to the stop state. Since, according to Theorem 1 there exists no algorithm capable of deciding whether there exists a track starting with an arbitrary $S$ and leading to the stop state, it follows that there exists no algorithm which, given two arbitrary languages, is capable of deciding whether or not these languages have a non-zero intersection. This result is stated formally as Theorem 6.

**Theorem 6.** There exists no mechanizable algorithm which, given two arbitrary grammars $G_1$ and $G_2$ in Backus normal form and sharing the same finite set of terminal characters, will decide whether or not there exists any word $v$ which is grammatical according to both grammars.

A slightly modified form of Theorem 6 gives another interesting result. We call a grammar ambiguous if, according to the grammar, there exist two structurally distinct parsing trees which generate the same string of terminal characters. A grammar which does not admit two such structurally distinct parsing trees is called unambiguous. Now note that the grammar (8) is unambiguous. Indeed, the division of a track into pairs is obviously unique. Moreover, within each pair, the $middle$ according to the grammar of (8) is uniquely defined by the fact that the second character of the $middle$ is an internal state.
character for the Turing machine. Moreover, only one elementary Turing production can apply within a pair, since, given the state of a Turing machine and the character which it is scanning, the character which it will print and the subsequent motion and new state are uniquely determined. Thus in the syntactic analysis of a pair, the <end> is unique also. For the same reasons the grammar shown above as (9) is unambiguous as is the modified form of the grammar (9) shown in (13). It is of course this modified form which has been used to prove Theorem 6.

Suppose now that as in the proof of Lemma 2, we make all the nonterminal characters of the grammars $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ distinct by renaming the nonterminal characters of the grammar $\Gamma_2$, and that we then identify the base characters of $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$, renaming the base character of $\Gamma_2$ if necessary. Let $\Gamma'$ be the union of the grammars $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ as in the proof of Lemma 2. Then, since $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ have been seen to be unambiguous, there will exist a string of terminal characters admitting two structurally distinct parsing trees if and only if there exists a string of terminal characters which admits both a parsing tree according to the grammar $\Gamma$. That is, the union grammar $\Gamma'$ will be ambiguous if and only if there exists a word which is grammatical according to both of the subgrammars $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$. But Theorem 6 states that there exists no algorithm which, given two arbitrary grammars $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ of the form which we are considering, will decide whether or not there exists a word which is grammatical according to both of them. It follows immediately that there exists no algorithmic procedure which, given an arbitrary grammar $\Gamma'$, will decide whether or not this grammar is ambiguous. We state the result just derived as Theorem 7.

**Theorem 7.** There exists no mechanizable algorithm which, given an arbitrary grammar written in Backus normal form, will decide whether or not this grammar is ambiguous.
3. **Generalized languages and restricted languages.**

Generalizations of the Backus normal form grammars which we have studied earlier in the present work have been proposed. In the present section, we will consider one such generalization and study the parsing problem for it. We shall also study a class of strings, the so-called regular strings, which constitute an interesting specialization of the class of languages considered in the two preceding sections.

The generalized languages which we wish to consider are those defined by the so-called context dependent grammars introduced by N. Chomsky. Such a grammar is specified by a finite vocabulary of characters $c$ and by a finite unordered collection $P$ of productions of the following form.

$$(1) \quad P: \text{AbC} \rightarrow \text{ABC}$$

In (1), A, B and C all denote strings of characters formed from the available character vocabulary. The symbol $b$ denotes some single character chosen from this vocabulary. We allow any of A, B or C to be the null string. Note that productions of the form (1) resemble the productions that we have used to define the context free languages in the preceding Section 2 (cf. display formula (9) of Section 2). However, in contrast to our understanding in the preceding sections, we intend in dealing with context-dependent grammars that the production (1) should be applicable only when the character $b$ occurs in the context specified in (1), that is, with the particular string A to its immediate right and the particular string C to its immediate left. The special case in which A and C both are null is the case of the context independent productions studied earlier. As in the preceding section, we require that there exist precisely one character $c$ among all the characters used in the productions $P$, is specified as the root or base character of the grammar. As before, we call any character occurring on the
right-hand side of one of the productions (1) but never occurring on the left-hand side of any production a terminal character of the grammar. If a character string \( w = c_1 \ldots c_k \) is given, we say that a string obtainable from this string by replacing any of its characters \( c_j \) by a set of characters which may validly replace \( c_j \) according to one of the context dependent productions (1) is obtained from \( w \) by immediate descent. We use the notation for immediate descent introduced in Section 2 and define the notion of grammatical evolution as in Section 2. If there exists a grammatical evolution starting with the string \( S_1 \) and terminating with the string \( S_k \), we say, just as for context independent languages, that \( S_k \) is obtained from \( S_1 \) by indirect descent; we use the same notation as that introduced in Section 2 (cf. formula (11)) for this.

Note now that the evolution of an arbitrary Turing machine may be described by a single context dependent language of the type that we have just defined. Indeed, in the basic evolution steps shown in formula (3) of Section 1, all the characters in the state word of the Turing machine except the three central characters \( c_k, \sigma \) and \( c_{k+1} \) are seen to play a passive role. The transformation affecting these three central characters is almost precisely of the form (1) allowed for context dependent languages. The elementary Turing transformation differs from (1) only in that it may involve a shift of the character \( \sigma \) to the right or left of a character substitution. To force the Turing machine productions shown in (3) of Section 1 into the form strictly required for the Turing machine to be described formally by a context dependent grammar, we proceed as follows.

For each internal state character \( \sigma \) of the Turing machine, we introduce three additional linguistic characters, related to \( \sigma \) but playing slightly different roles in the grammar which we wish to define. These three characters may be called the "double" of \( \sigma \), which we write \( \sigma_d \), the "inverse" of \( \sigma \), which we write \( \sigma^{-1} \), and the inverse of the
double, which we write $\sigma^{-1}$. For each elementary production

$$\text{(2i)} \quad \sigma \sigma' \rightarrow \sigma_1 \sigma_1 \sigma'$$

of the Turing machine (not involving any rightward or leftward motion of the Turing machine) we introduce the linguistic production shown as (3i):

$$\text{(3i)} \quad \sigma \rightarrow \sigma_1 \sigma_1 \sigma^{-1} \sigma.$$

Note that the linguistic production (3i) specifies a replacement for the character $\sigma$ in contexts where $\sigma$ is the character immediately to the right of $\sigma$. For each Turing machine production of the form

$$\text{(2ii)} \quad \sigma \sigma' \rightarrow \sigma_1 \sigma_1 \sigma'$$

involving a leftward motion of the Turing machine we introduce a linguistic production of the following type:

$$\text{(3ii)} \quad \sigma \rightarrow \sigma_1 \sigma_1 \sigma^{-1} \sigma.$$

Formula (3ii) is, like (3i), a linguistic production involving a substitution for the character $\sigma$. For each basic Turing machine production of the form

$$\text{(2iii)} \quad \sigma \sigma' \rightarrow \sigma_1 \sigma_1 \sigma'$$

involving rightward motion of the Turing automaton along its tape we introduce the linguistic production

$$\text{(3iii)} \quad \sigma \sigma' \rightarrow \tilde{\sigma} \sigma^+_1 \sigma' \sigma,$$

which is a context dependent linguistic production, once again involving substitution for the character $\sigma$. In addition to the context dependent grammatical productions shown above as (3i), (3ii) and (3iii), we add a number of additional productions to our grammar; these are intended to relate $\sigma^{-1}$, $\sigma^+_1$ and $\sigma_{-1}$ to the character $\sigma$. In the first place we introduce context dependent "erasing" productions, involving the characters $\sigma$ and $\sigma^{-1}$, and having the following form:

$$\text{(4a)} \quad \sigma^{-1} \sigma \rightarrow \sigma^{-1}$$

$$\text{(4b)} \quad \sigma^{-1} \sigma \rightarrow \sigma^{-1} \sigma \rightarrow \sigma.$$
Production (4a) allows substitution of a null string for the character $\sigma$. As indicated in (4a), this production is applicable whenever $\sigma$ occurs in a context in which $\sigma^{-1}$ is the next character on its left. Similarly, (4b) is an "erasing" production applicable to the character $\sigma^{-1}$, which is available provided only that the character immediately to the right of $\sigma^{-1}$ is not the character $\sigma$. In addition to (4a) and (4b), we introduce the following four productions

\begin{align*}
(5a) & \quad \sigma + \sigma \rightarrow \sigma + \\
(5b) & \quad \sigma_+ c \rightarrow \sigma_+ \sigma^{-1} \ c \ \sigma \\
(5c) & \quad \sigma_+ \sigma^{-1} \rightarrow \sigma_+^{-1} \\
(5d) & \quad c \ \sigma_+^{-1} \rightarrow c
\end{align*}

Production (5a) is an erasing production having much the same form as, and applicable in the same conditions as, the production (4a) described above. Formulae (5c) and (5d) show similar erasing productions. The production (5c) specifies that a character $\sigma_+$ may be replaced by a null character provided that the character immediately on its right is the character $\sigma_+^{-1}$, and (5d) specifies that $\sigma_+^{-1}$ may be replaced by a null character provided only that the character immediately on its left is not $\sigma_+$. Finally, the production (5b), which involves substitution for the character $c$, states that $c$ may be replaced by the sequence $\sigma_+^{-1} c \ \sigma$ if the character immediately preceding $c$ to the left is the character $\sigma_+^{-1}$.

On all of the productions (3i), (3ii) and (3iii) above, we impose the additional contextual restriction that they are only to apply if there exists no character of the form $\sigma_+^{-1}$, $\sigma_+$ or $\sigma_+^{-1}$ within two characters of the character $\sigma$. With this restriction, the reader will easily see that the linguistic evolution beginning with a valid Turing machine word of the form (6)

\[ c_1 \cdots c_k \sigma c_{k+1} \cdots c_n \]
is at each step completely deterministic in the sense that at most one production in our grammar can apply, and that aside from "intermediate steps" involving cancellation of symbols $\sigma$, $\sigma'$, $\sigma^{-1}$, $\sigma^{-1}$ temporarily generated, this grammatical evolution exactly matches the evolution of the Turing machine which we have used to introduce our context dependent grammar.

To relate the Turing machine stopping problem equally directly to the parsing problem for the context dependent grammar introduced above, it is appropriate for us to introduce a simple standardization for Turing machines, as follows. Suppose that $M$ is a universal Turing machine. We have seen the stopping problem for $M$ is unsolvable. We define a slightly modified second Turing machine in terms of $M'$ as follows. Into the vocabulary of print characters for $M'$ we introduce all the print characters of $M$ and, in addition, introduce two extra characters which we call respectively left and a right end marker characters. To any given initial tape for $M$ we append these two end markers, the left end marker to the extreme left of the field indicated by the state word for $M$, the right end marker to the extreme right of the field indicated by the state word for $M$.

The step by step operation of the machine $M'$ is obtained by simple modification from the operation of $M$. In the first place, we require (except in the special "clean up" terminal states, defined below) that when $M'$ encounters the left end marker character, it replaces the end marker by a blank, reprints the end-marker one space further to the left, and then returns to the blank square which it has just inserted. Similarly, when the Turing machine $M'$ encounters the right hand end marker character, it replaces it by a blank, reprints a right-end marker one square to the right, and returns to the blank square which it has just inserted. In all other situations (except in the terminal situations to be described below) $M'$ behaves in exactly the same way as $M$. It follows from the above that, except when manipulating the end-mark characters, $M'$ has a state word which
is always the same as the state word of \( M \), except for the presence of a left end marker character marking the extreme left hand of the modified section of tape and the right hand character marking the extreme right hand of the modified sections of tape.

We also provide the modified machine \( M' \) with two internal states, in addition to the states possessed by \( M \). We call these two states a right erasing state and a left erasing state. We agree that any configuration which would bring \( M \) into its stop state brings \( M' \) into its right erasing state. Once in the right erasing state, \( M' \) has the following action. A square is scanned. If the square does not contain the right hand end marker its contents are replaced with a blank and \( M' \) moves one square to the right and remains in the right erasing state. In this way \( M' \) will successively erase every square to the right of the position at which it entered the right erasing state until it encounters the right end marker. When \( M' \) encounters the right end marker, it erases it and enters the left erasing state. In this state it proceeds iteratively to replace every scanned character with a blank and move one square to the left, except that when it encounters the left hand end marker it replaces it with a blank and stops. Thus, if starting with a given initial configuration, \( M \) would stop, then \( M' \) will also stop if started in the corresponding initial condition. But, before stopping, \( M' \) will have erased its entire tape. If \( c_0 \) denotes the blank character in the print vocabulary of \( M \) and \( M' \) and \( \sigma \) denotes the stopping state for \( M \) and \( M' \), then the final state word for \( M' \) in the configuration in which it is stopped is

\[
(8) \quad c_0 \sigma.
\]

If for any initial configuration (7) of \( M' \) we complete the definition of our context-dependent language by introducing a base character \( b \) which occurs in the single production

\[
(9) \quad b \longrightarrow c_{L+1} \ldots c_k \sigma c_{k+1} \ldots c_n c_R,
\]
we obtain a language with the following property: the Turing machine $M'$, started in the configuration (7), will stop if and only if the state word (8) is grammatical in our language. That is, the Turing machine $M'$, started in the state shown on the right of (9), will stop if and only if the state word (8) can be derived according to the productions of the context dependent grammar by indirect descent from the character b. It follows that the parsing problem for context dependent languages includes the stopping problem for the universal Turing machine. Hence, the former problem is algorithmically unsolvable. We state this result as Theorem 7.

**Theorem 7.** There exists no programmable algorithm which, given an arbitrary context dependent grammar $\Gamma$ consisting of finitely many productions of the form (1), and given a word $w$ consisting of terminal characters of this grammar, will decide whether $w$ belongs to the context-dependent language defined by $\Gamma$.

This result indicates that unrestricted context dependent grammars are too general to be directly useful for the specification of programming languages.

We now turn to consider the following question: to what extent can general context-free languages be parsed by algorithms restricted in various ways? In particular, can every context-free language be parsed by an advancing deterministic scheme of the sort considered in Chapter IV? We begin our discussion of this question by giving a very simple example of a context-free language -- the set of all symmetric strings on two letters, i.e., the set of all strings on two letters which return their form under left-right reversal. We shall now show that this set of strings admits no determining context-free grammar which can be parsed by a deterministic advancing scheme, essentially because no parsing scheme can find the middle of the string without scanning the string to its end and then backing up.
We proceed as follows. First note that the set of symmetric strings on two letters, a, b is a context-free language with the simple grammar

\[
\langle \text{word} \rangle = a a | b b | a | b | a \langle \text{word} \rangle a | b \langle \text{word} \rangle b.
\]

To show that this simple language cannot be parsed by any deterministic advancing scheme, we must first give an abstract general model of such parsing mechanisms. We model advancing deterministic parses in terms of an abstractly defined class of pushdown automats, as follows. A deterministic pushdown automaton, or simply pushdown automation, is defined by specifying a finite alphabet of input characters \(\{a\}\), a finite alphabet of pushdown stack characters \(\{\alpha\}\), and a finite collection \(\{\sigma\}\) of internal states, together with various functions of those characters described in detail below. The alphabet of input characters must include a specially defined end-string character \(-\). The alphabet of pushdown characters must include a special stack bottom character \(\alpha_o\). The set of internal states of the automaton must include a distinguished initial state \(\sigma_o\), and a distinguished accepting state \(\sigma^+\). The automaton acts in stepwise mode. At each moment, its full state is defined by the state of its pushdown stack, the state of its input string, and by its internal state \(\sigma\). The pushdown stack state is defined by a word \(\alpha_o \alpha \beta \ldots \delta\) formed out of pushdown stack characters and containing exactly one (initial) occurrence of the character \(\alpha_o\). The input string state is defined by a remaining input word \(a_1 \ldots a_n -\) formed out of input string characters and containing exactly one (terminal) occurrence of the special character \(-\). Each move of the automaton may involve both a state change and an elementary transformation both of the pushdown stack and of the input string; each such move is fully determined by the internal state of the automaton, by the topmost (i.e., rightmost) character on the pushdown stack, and by the next (i.e., leftmost) character of the input string. An elementary move may either add an extra character to the top of the pushdown stack, remove a single character from the top of the pushdown
stack, or leave the pushdown stack unchanged; such a move may also either delete the leftmost character from the input string, or leave the input string unchanged. Thus, the action of the pushdown automaton is fully defined by the following functions of $\sigma$ (top character on pushdown stack), $a$ (next character in input string), and $\sigma$ (internal state).

(2) $S(\sigma, a, \sigma)$, value in $\{\sigma\}$ = next internal state function;
    $P(\sigma, a, \sigma)$, values -1,0,+1 = pushdown stack move function;
    $D(\sigma, a, \sigma)$, defined only if $P(\sigma, a, \sigma) = +1$, value in $\{\alpha\}$ = pushdown character placed on stack;
    $I(\sigma, a, \sigma) = 0$, -1 = input move function.

We restrict these functions by the following conditions:

(3) $P(\alpha, a, \sigma) \geq 0$ for all $a$ and $\sigma$ (stack may not be pushed past its bottom);
    $I(\alpha, -1, \sigma) = 0$ for all $\alpha$ and $\sigma$ (input scan may not pass end-string mark);
    $S(\alpha, a, \sigma) = \sigma_+$ (acceptance state is invariant).

A string $a_1 \ldots a_n$ of input characters not containing the end-string character — is said to be accepted by the pushdown automaton if, when started in the internal state $\sigma_0$, the pushdown stack being in the "empty" state $\alpha$, and the input string being in the state $a_1 \ldots a_n \underline{\downarrow}$, the pushdown automaton will eventually reach the invariant internal acceptance state $\sigma_+$. If $A$ designates a pushdown automaton we write the set of all input words which the automaton accepts as $OK(A)$. Note therefore that $A$ may be regarded as a mechanism for performing a "syntax check" on certain classes of strings. It is clear that a language not permitting such a syntax check by a pushdown automaton cannot, in any reasonable sense, be parsed by any such automaton.

The theorem to which we shall devote all our efforts in the present section is as follows:
Theorem 8: Let $\Sigma$ be the set of all symmetric strings on the two letters $a$ and $b$. Then there exists no deterministic pushdown automaton $A$ such that

$$\Sigma = \text{OK}(A).$$

We shall build a proof by contradiction out of a few lemmas. Thus suppose that our theorem is false, and let $A$ (as described above) be a pushdown automaton such that $\Sigma = \text{OK}(A)$.

We first consider input strings of the special form $b^na^m w$, $w$ being an arbitrary string on the letters $a$ and $b$ (exponents indicating repetition) and examine the reaction of the automaton (started in its normal initial state) to such a string. Note first of all, that the automaton will, after a finite number of steps, delete every one of the $m+n$ characters $b^na^m$. Indeed, were this false, the reaction of the automaton to an input string $b^na^m w$ would be independent of $w$. But since $b^na^m a^m b^n$ is accepted by the automaton, while $b^na^m a$ is not, this is impossible.

We now make the following auxiliary definition.

Definition 9: $N(n,m)$ is the least number of symbols on the pushdown stack of the automaton $A$ at the beginning of any move in the series of moves of the automaton during which the $n+m-1$-th of the characters $b^na^m$ but not the $n+m$-th of these characters has been removed from the input string.

The following lemma shows that in scanning the class of input strings described above, the automaton $A$ must develop an increasingly large stack.

Lemma 10: We have $\lim_{m \to \infty} N(n,m) = \infty$ for all $n$.

Proof: Suppose the contrary. Then there must exist some $n_o$ and some sequence $m_1, m_2, \ldots$ tending to $\infty$ such that $N=n(n_o, m_1) = N(n_o, m_2) = \ldots$. The sequence $m_1, m_2, \ldots$ is infinite, while the total number of possible internal states of $A$ and the total number of possible conditions of a pushdown stack word of length $N$ are both finite. It therefore follows that there exist two distinct integers $m < m'$
such that both the internal and the stack state of the
automaton A take on identical values at the beginning of
two distinct moves of the automaton, namely, at the beginning
of some move of A during which the \(n_0+m-l\)th but not the
\(n_0+m'\)th of the characters \(b^{n_0}a^m\) has been removed from the
input string, and at the beginning of some move of A during
which the \(n_0+m-l\)th but not the \(n_0+m'\)th of the characters
\(b^{n_0}a^m\) has been removed from the input string. But then the
automaton will accept a string \(b^{n_0}a^m w\) if and only if it
accepts the string \(b^{n_0}a^m w\). Putting \(w = b^2a^mb^n\) we see that
this is impossible, a contradiction proving our Lemma. Q.E.D.

We now make a second auxiliary definition.

**Definition 11A:** \(N_1(n,m)\) is the number of the first move of
the automaton A, as it scans an input string of the form
\(b^n a^m w\), with the following two properties

(a) at the beginning of the move in question, all the \(n\) characters \(b^n\) have already been removed from
the input string;

(b) at the beginning of the move in question, the
number of characters on the pushdown stack of A
has attained a value which will increase and not recur
again until a character equal either to \(b\) or to \(-1\) is
subsequently encountered in the input string.

Note that it follows at once from Lemma 1 that \(N_1(n,m)\)
is well defined for each \(n\) and all sufficiently large \(m\), and
that, if \(m\) is sufficiently large, \(N_1(n,m)\) is independent of
\(m\). This allows us to make two more auxiliary definitions.

**Definition 11B:** For each \(N \geq 1\), let \(M(n)\) be an integer
sufficiently large so that \(N_1(n,m)\) is well defined for all
\(m \geq M(n)\), and so that \(N_1(n,m) = N_1(n,\bar{m})\) for all \(m,\bar{m} \geq M(n)\).
Definition 11C: For each \( n \) let \( \sigma(n) \) be the internal state of the automaton \( A \) at the beginning of its \( N_1(n,M(n)) \) -th move, and let \( \alpha(n) \) be the top character of the pushdown stack at the beginning of this same move.

We now note that since the total number of internal states of the automaton \( A \) and the total alphabet of pushdown state characters are both finite, there exists some infinite increasing sequence \( n_1, n_2, \ldots \) of integers such that \( \sigma(n_1) = \sigma(n_2) = \ldots \) and \( \alpha(n_1) = \alpha(n_2) = \ldots \).

Next we observe that the following lemma may be established by an argument similar to that used to prove Lemma 1; we leave it to the reader to make the necessary adaptation of that argument.

**Lemma 13:** Let the automaton \( A \) be given an input string of the form \( b^n a^m b^k w \) to scan, and consider the sequence of moves which it will make. Let \( N_2(n,m,k) \) be the least number of symbols on the pushdown stack of \( A \) during any move during which the first of the latter group of \( k \) b's has been removed from the input string, but during which the first character of \( w \) has not yet been scanned. Then

\[
\lim_{m \to \infty} N_2(n_1 m_1 k) = \text{for all fixed } n \text{ and } k.
\]

If we combine Lemma 12 with the facts stated in the paragraph preceding its statement, we can deduce certain interesting facts.

Let \( n_j \) be as in Lemma 12, and consider the action of \( A \) in scanning input strings of the form \( b^n a^m_j b^k \). We assume here that the integer \( m_j \), which will be defined more precisely below, is at any rate sufficiently large so that

1) \( m_j \) exceeds \( M(n_j) \) and therefore exceeds the number \( i_j \) of characters a of the input string scanned by \( A \) at the beginning of its \( N_1(n_j, M(n_j)) \)-th move;

2) \( N_2(n_j, m_j, k) \) exceeds \( N(n_j, M(n_j)) \).
It follows from i) and ii) that the moves of A subsequent to its \( N_1(n_j, M(n_j)) \)-th move, and up to the first move at which the terminator \( \downarrow \) is scanned, depend only on the portion \( a^{m_j-1} b^k \downarrow \) of the input string remaining after this move. Hence, if we put \( m_j = i_j + m \), where \( m \) is any sufficiently large integer, it follows that the moves of A subsequent to its \( N_1(n_j, M(n_j)) \)-th and up to the first move at which the terminator \( \downarrow \) is scanned, are independent of \( j \). It is also plain that A will not examine any one of the first \( N(n_j, M(n_j)) \) symbols on its pushdown stack during any of these moves. The symbols on the pushdown stack of A during any of these moves will therefore consist of a first group depending only on \( j \) and a second group depending only on the number of the terminating string: \( a^{m_j} b^k \downarrow \) of input signals which have been scanned. The following lemma summarizes these facts.

**Lemma 13:** Let \( K \) be any fixed large integer. Let \( \{ n_j \} \) be as in the paragraph immediately preceding the statement of Lemma 1. There exists a sequence of integers \( m_j \) such that for all \( 1 \leq k \leq K \), and letting \( \Sigma(n,m,k) \) denote the condition of the pushdown stack of the automaton A at the beginning of the first move during its scan of the input string \( b^n a^{m_j} b^k \downarrow \) in which the string terminator symbol \( \downarrow \) is scanned, then

i) \( \Sigma(n_j,m_j,k) \) may be written as a concatenation

\[ \Sigma(n_j,m_j,k) = \Sigma_1(j) \Sigma_2(k), \]

where the string \( \Sigma_1(j) \) of pushdown stack characters depends only on \( j \), and the string \( \Sigma_2(k) \) depends only on \( m \) and \( k \).

ii) The internal state of A at the beginning of this same move depends only on \( k \).

Using Lemma 13, it is quite easy to complete the proof of Theorem 8. Let \( J \) be one more than the number of internal states of the pushdown automaton A, and choose \( K > n_j \) in
Lemma 4. Present each of the strings $b^n a^m j b^{n_1} \rightarrow$ where $i, j = 1 \ldots, J$ to the automaton, and consider the resulting sequence of moves. In particular, consider the moves made by $A$ after that first move, described in Lemma 13, in which it scans the string terminator symbol $\rightarrow$. Plainly there exists no $i \leq J$ for which $A$ passes into its accepting state without removing all the characters of $\Sigma_2(n_1)$ from the pushdown stack. Indeed, if such an $i$ existed, the response of $A$ to the inputs $b^n a^m j b^{n_1} \rightarrow$ would be independent of $j$, which is clearly impossible. Consider then the internal state $\sigma_j$ of $A$ at the beginning of the first of its moves which follows the removal of all the characters of $\Sigma_2(n_1)$ from the pushdown stack. Since $J$ exceeds the number of internal states of $A$, there must exist two distinct integers $i$ and $i'$, neither exceeding $J$, such that $\sigma_i = \sigma_i'$. But then $A$ reacts to each of the strings $b^n a^m j b^{n_1} \rightarrow$ in exactly the same way as it reacts to $b^n a^m j b^{n_1'} \rightarrow$. In particular, $A$ accepts $b^n a^m i b^{n_1} \rightarrow$, a contradiction which completes the proof of Theorem 8.
CHAPTER 6. OPTIMIZATION METHODS FOR ALGEBRAIC LANGUAGES

1. Introduction.

We noted in Chapter I that, whereas a source language program consists ideally of a minimal set of indications in appropriate form defining an algorithm, the 'machine' or 'assembly language' program into which this program is translated either by a compiler or by hand may contain a great deal of additional information. In particular, we observed that such an assembly language program specifies particular machine registers and register types to be used in performing the individual machine operations to which a source language is reduced; specifies the particular order in which the necessary sequence of operations is to be stored within the machine; the particular order in which the sequence of operations is to be executed by the hardware; the detailed pattern in which intermediate information generated in the course of computation is to be stored and reloaded, etc. The substantial purpose of all these additional specifications is the transformation of the original source language algorithm into a form which is more or less 'optimized'; that is, into an equivalent form which will run as fast as possible and make minimal necessary demands on the various forms of storage available within a given computer. Now, the general problem of determining the equivalence or inequivalence of a pair of programs is certainly unsolvable. For this reason, it is impossible to develop a fully systematic and wholly adequate theory of program optimization. Any discussion of optimization will necessarily be a semi-systematic account of a variety of methods, each of partial applicability, each intended to optimize one more or less limited aspect of a program.

In spite of the difficulties which must be faced in its attainment, a reasonable level of optimization is essential if source language programs are regularly to replace programs
written in assembly language. To the extent that compiler-produced code is substantially slower and more voluminous than code produced by hand, it is economically inevitable that programs of major significance will be hand-coded. Fortunately, however, many of the hand coding techniques most significantly enhancing the quality of code are of a sufficiently simple logical structure as to be algorithmically formalizable. The resulting collection of algorithms can recapture many of the experienced programmer's "coding tricks." A really good optimization program can in many cases produce code comparing very favorably with hand code. In some cases, by making use of the unique ability of a computer to examine a great many items rapidly and accurately, an optimization program can even outdo the hand coder. A human programmer is, after all, limited by time in the number of optimizations which he can consider, and by accuracy and debugging considerations in the number of optimizations which, having considered, he will decide to use. It is to be anticipated that, as our knowledge of optimization algorithms grows more organized and sophisticated, and as growing computer speed and storage capacity permit the use of increasingly powerful optimization procedures, we will be able to produce mechanically optimized code whose quality substantially exceeds that of hand code in all but isolated special cases.

Optimization procedures may be divided into two recognisably distinct classes: machine independent optimizations and machine dependent optimizations. Machine independent optimizations make use of certain rather general transformations of algorithms which, for a large class of languages and machines, are apt to improve efficiency. Thus, for example, the elimination of instructions, redundant because the calculations they accomplish have already been performed, will in almost all cases and for almost all machines accomplish a saving both of computation time and of program size.
Such an optimization is therefore machine independent. Machine dependent optimization methods, on the other hand, depend rather strongly on particular features of a given machine. Thus, for example, if one particular register of a machine is, in virtue of the machine's structure, the locus of a particularly rich set of single-bit Boolean operations, then a program involving any considerable amount of Boolean manipulation will be most efficient if we can arrange to have most of the Boolean operations performed in the designated register. Moreover, in this situation, any preliminary operation preparing results which are needed as Boolean operands should, for the sake of efficiency, generate its results directly in this same register. Since in the present monograph we are not concerned with any particular machine, we intend to discuss the machine independent optimizations much more fully than optimizations depending on particular machine structures. On the other hand, since any line separating these two classes of optimizations is artificial at least in part, and since a number of important optimizations are in fact machine dependent, we cannot avoid all discussion of machine dependent optimization.

We begin with quick survey of some of the principal machine independent optimizations.

1. Redundant instructions may profitably be eliminated. Thus, for example, the FORTRAN statement

   \[
   A(I,J) = B(I,J) \]

   in which A and B are understood to be two-dimensional arrays (which for the purpose of the following illustration we assume to have the dimension (25,25)) will be expanded by a completely unoptimized translator into code of the form

   \[
   K = I \times 25 \\
   L = K + J \\
   M = \text{Address}(B) + L \\
   \text{Load from } (M)
   \]
\[ N = I \times 25 \]
\[ O = N + J \]
\[ P = \text{Address}(A) + O \]
Store into \( (P) \)

... It is apparent on inspection of the code (2) that the quantities \( M \) and \( O \) have exactly the same values as the quantities \( K \) and \( L \), so that, if the value of \( L \) is saved and hence available in the latter part of the code sequence, statement(1) is expanded may be translated more efficiently as

\[
(3) \quad \ldots
\]
\[ K = I \times 25 \]
\[ L = K + J \]
\[ M = \text{Address}(B) + L \]
Load from \( (M) \)
\[ P = \text{Address}(A) + L \]
Store into \( (P) \)

... Note that our assertion that the code (3) is more efficient than the code (2) depends only on very mild assumptions concerning the computer on which the codes (2) and (3) are to run. We assume, in particular, that enough registers or core locations are available for the quantity \( L \) to be saved and, if necessary, reloaded without requiring a reloading process so elaborate as to be more expensive than the multiplication \( N = I \times 25 \) and the addition \( O = N + J \) combined. Making this mild assumption, we regard the process that takes us from the "raw code" (2) to the "optimized code" (3) as a machine independent optimization.

Note that for almost all machines the code (3) will be better than the code (2) in two valuable senses. In the first place, (3) calls for the execution of fewer machine operations than does (2), so that (3) will run faster. Moreover, the code (3) is shorter than the code (2) so that less internal storage is required to store the sequence
(3) than is needed for (2). Many, but not all, of the machine independent optimizations which we shall consider will yield both these advantages. However, we shall also discuss optimizations (like the optimizations by "reduction in strength" described below) which make codes more efficient in regard to their execution time, but at the expense of a slight expansion in their length. Notice also that the optimization described above is an axiomatic aspect of "good handcoding procedure," and would be made, as a matter of course, by any experienced programmer expressing the algorithm (1) directly in assembly code.

2. A second class of optimizations aims at the optimization-time detection of expressions with determinate constant values, and the replacement of such expressions in the optimized code sequence by their known constant values. For example, it is not uncommon for a programmer to define a quantity PI at the beginning of its program by the FORTRAN statement PI = 3.14159, and then to use this quantity symbolically in subsequent portions of his program, where he might, for example, write

(4) \[ \begin{align*}
\text{...} & \\
X &= 2 \times \text{PI} \times Y \\
\text{...} & \text{ etc.}
\end{align*} \]

On the reasonable assumption that the quantity PI is never redefined, the expression (4) may be rather trivially rewritten as

(5) \[ \begin{align*}
\text{...} & \\
X &= 6.28318 \times Y \\
\text{...} & \text{,}
\end{align*} \]

which in the expanded, assembly language version of the same code would both be shorter and save a multiplication. The saving of time which results from this replacement can of course be particularly important if the instructions (4) or (5) happen to lie in a frequently executed region of the program.
Evidently, other constants than $\pi$ can be involved in such optimizations. A programmer striving for generality of code will, in many cases, refer to various constants symbolically throughout his program, intending to supply particular constant values for all necessary symbols in a block of statements forming a prefixed initialization section in his program. Any symbol used in this way may be the subject of an optimization of the kind that takes us from (4) above to (5). Optimizations of this sort have been called optimizations by constant propagation; this is the term by which we shall describe such optimizations in the remainder of the present chapter.

Optimization by constant propagation may be particularly important in connection with subroutines. Often, a symbolic argument to a subroutine will in fact be assigned only one single value every time the subroutine is called from a given location. The use of techniques allowing the joint optimization of separately pre-compiled subroutines enables one to take advantage of such circumstances to produce efficient subroutine code with which folding has been performed during a pre-run optimization pass.

3. Another useful machine independent optimization procedure is the elimination, within a program, of all calculations whose results are never used, and of all calculations which do nothing but prepare data required for such calculations. Of course the occurrence in an unoptimized program of such a calculation is normally a result of programmer error or carelessness. However, various of the optimization procedures discussed below may, as a side effect, introduce unused calculations of this sort into a program. For this reason, it is important for an optimizer to be able to remove such calculations. This situation will be illustrated below.
The operations required for the elimination of unused computations are also of use in performing another important optimization, namely, the elimination in generated machine code of stores of quantities subsequently unused. Often, for example, a quantity playing an important role within a given code loop is not used or needed once this particular section of code is left. A typical example of such a quantity is an integer used as a counter within FORTRAN DO-loop. If the optimizer is able to detect the points within a code at which various quantities become useless, it can avoid storing such quantities in core locations on leaving the regions in which these quantities are required.

A symbolic quantity which when a program reaches a certain point is no longer needed in its execution is said to be dead at this point in the program. One of the most essential programming tricks used by the experienced assembly language programmer is the systematic detection of program points at which variables become dead, and the use of this information to eliminate unnecessary stores and for the economical assignment of the fast registers available within a given computer. As we shall see, the systematic process of flow tracing which an optimizer can employ in order to detect dead variables and eliminate stores of them is very close in its logical form to the process which must be employed to eliminate redundant calculations.

4. We noted above that the various subparts of a program will in general be executed with different frequencies. In many programs, this skewing of the distribution of execution time over the whole set of instructions constituting the programs is quite extreme. Certain, often very small, sections of the program may be executed with extreme frequency. Such sections of program, which commonly have the logical structure of a simple or only slightly branched loop, are commonly called the 'inner loops' of the program. It is often the case that a program spends the overwhelming bulk
of its execution time in these small inner loops, and that all the rest of the instructions making up the program, which may constitute a very much larger mass of code, are executed relatively infrequently. In such cases, the speed with which a computer will complete the execution of a given algorithm may be increased considerably if instructions can be moved out of frequently traversed program sections into less frequently traversed sections. Optimization which makes use of this fact is called optimization by code motion. Thus, for example, the FORTRAN DO-loop

\[
\begin{align*}
(6) & \quad \ldots \\
& \quad X = 0.0 \\
& \quad D\& 1 \ I=1,100 \\
& \quad 1 \ X = X + 2.0 \ast Q \ast \text{FLOAT}(I) \\
& \quad \ldots 
\end{align*}
\]

will run with distinctly enhanced efficiency if the multiplication of the constant Q by 2.0 is moved out of the loop, and the short code sequence (6) recast as

\[
\begin{align*}
(7) & \quad \ldots \\
& \quad X = 0. \\
& \quad QQ = 2.0 \ast Q \\
& \quad D\& 1 \ I=1,100 \\
& \quad 1 \ X = X + QQ \ast \text{FLOAT}(I) 
\end{align*}
\]

Detection of cases in which an improvement of this sort is available is another important goal for a well constructed optimizer.

The optimizing transition from (6) to (7), that is, transport of an operation (or more generally of a sequence of operations) out of a program loop is only possible if none of the arguments involved in any of the instructions to be moved is redefined within the loop. This and other more general constraints on code motion will play an important part in our discussion. These constraints on code motion and related optimizations are most naturally expressed in terms of the flow graph of a program. For this reason a
systematic discussion of program flow graphs will precede our study of optimization by code motion. We will be led through an analysis of program flow to the definition of certain important nested families of subregions of the program having the character of general abstractly defined "rests of loops."

5. There exists a generalization of the simple code motion optimization discussed above with a significantly increased range of applicability. This generalisation may be comprehended most readily by considering simple example. Suppose that the code

(8)  ...
D0 1 I=1,100
1   A(I,J) = B(I,J)

occurs in a source program. Compilation of this code, followed by optimization by the elimination of redundant instructions as described above, would yield the following pattern of instructions.

(9)  ...
   I = 1
   LOOP: K = I * 25
         L = K + J
         M = Address(b) + L
         Load from (M)
         P = Address(A) + L
         Store into (P)
         I = I + 1
         IF(I .LE. 100) G0 TO LOOP

Since the quantity I is redefined within the loop contained in the code (9), the multiplication K = I * 25 cannot be moved out of the loop. However, it is possible for us to replace this (relatively expensive) multiplication operation by a (less expensive) addition operation. We have only to make use of the fact that a multiplication is an iterated addition. This observation allows us to transform the
code (9) into the form shown immediately below.

(10) ...
I = 1
K = 25
LOOP:
L = K + J
M = Address(B) + L
Load from (M)
P = Address(A) + L
Store into (P)
I = I + 1
K = K + 25
IF(I.LE.100) GO TO LOOP .
...

Passage from (9) to (10) involves
(a) motion out of the loop of the instruction \( K = I \ast 25 \), followed by an optimization by constant propagation "folding" the known value \( I = 1 \) into the instruction \( K = I \ast 25 \), resulting in the simpler instruction \( K = 25 \).
(b) The insertion, at the point within the given loop at which \( I \) is incremented, of the "differential" form \( K = K + 25 \) of the original instruction \( K = I \ast 25 \).

An optimization of this sort, replacing, within a loop, the relatively expensive operation (e.g. multiplication) by a relatively inexpensive operation (e.g. addition) is called optimization by reduction in operator strength, or, more simply, reduction in strength. In a subsequent section of the present chapter, we shall discuss this method of optimization more systematically.

6. Elimination of unnecessary computations may often be combined with corresponding modification of the loop-closing conditional transfers normally generated from source statements having the general character of the FORTRAN statement; doing this, we obtain an additional optimization. If, for example, we consider the code sequence (10), we notice that the loop closing statement 'IF(I.LE.100) go to LOOP' may be
transformed into a test of the quantity K, which quantity is calculated within the loop and available at the point in the code at which the IF statement is to be executed. Specifically, we may replace the termination test for the DO-loop of (10) by the quite equivalent test "IF(K.LT.2500) GO TO LOOP." Now, once this change has been made, the operation $I = I + 1$, which merely counts iterations, may become superfluous. This will certainly be the case if the quantity I is dead at the point at which exit from the indicated loop is made. In this case, by combining test replacement with instruction removal, we can rewrite the code sequence (10) in the more efficient form

$$
(11) \quad \cdots
K = 25
\text{LOOP:} \quad L = K + J
M = \text{Address}(B) + L
\text{Load from } (M)
F = \text{Address}(A) + L
\text{Store into } (F)
K = K + 25
\text{IF } (K.LE.2500) \text{ GO TO LOOP}
\cdots
$$

The procedure we have just described is called **optimization by test replacement**. Note that, in the optimized code (11), no reference to the symbolic quantity I occurs; in particular, no register is required, even temporarily, for the storage of the quantity I. Generally speaking, removal of references to dead variables not only saves code but economizes the use of available fast registers.

Later in the present chapter we shall discuss miscellaneous optimization procedures related to the test replacement optimization that we have just described, useful in connection with iterative loops of the kind common in many algebraic languages.
7. On many high speed computers, tests, i.e., conditional transfers, are expensive operations to execute, in that, when a conditional transfer occurs, the even flow of instructions through the hardware is momentarily interrupted, forcing the hardware to use time to recover from this transient interruption. Later in the present chapter we shall discuss a class of machine "semi-independent" optimizations of marginal utility which are aimed at just this point.

8. There exists an interesting class of loop optimizations which increases the efficiency of a program, reducing the number of instructions which must be executed at the expense of expanding the number of instructions of which the program actually consists. The following example will illustrate the procedure, generically called optimization by unrolling, which we have in mind. Consider the elementary iterative loop

\[(12)\]
\[\ldots\]
\[D\oplus 1 \text{ J}=1,100\]
\[1 \text{ A(J)} = \text{B(J)}\]
\[\ldots\]

This loop, expanded into a form closer to assembly language, would have the following form.

\[(13)\]
\[\ldots\]
\[J = 1\]
\[\text{LOOP} \quad K = \text{Address(B)} + \text{J}\]
\[\quad \text{Load from (K)}\]
\[\quad L = \text{Address(A)} + \text{J}\]
\[\quad \text{Store into (L)}\]
\[\quad J = J + 1\]
\[\quad \text{If (J.LE.100) G\oplus T\oplus L\oplus P}\]
\[\ldots\]

A more efficient, albeit longer, code sequence equivalent to (13) appears below.
Both code sequences (13) and (14) are equivalent to the source language code (12). However, comparing (13) with (14), we see that, in the first place, the elementary loop in (13) is traversed 100 times, whereas the modified or "unrolled" loop in (14) is traversed only 50 times. The total number of address calculations, loads, and stores performed is equal in both cases. However, the bookkeeping operations (incrementation of the loop counter J, execution of the loop termination test) are performed 100 times in the code shown in (13) but only 50 times in the code shown in (14). Particularly if the test operation is an expensive one, this may yield a significant saving in execution time.

In a subsequent section, we shall observe that application of the unrolling optimization to loops performing various common two dimensional matrix operations attains still further gains.

9. As we remarked above, we intend to describe optimizations of the machine independent class rather extensively, but will discuss machine dependent optimizations only in rather cursory fashion. Machine dependent optimizations must, in fact, often be adapted rather closely to the particular features of an individual computer. Certain optimizations
of this class may however exhibit a fair degree of trans-
computer commonality, especially in regard to computers
designed to perform scientific numerical calculations of
the most common sort efficiently. Such machines will
typically be provided with a fair number of high speed
"scratch" registers. Operations finding their arguments in
such registers rather than in normal "memory" or "core
location," will normally proceed faster than operations
which must reference core. Various of the more important
machines of this class have an order code structure in which
many operations find both their operands in high-speed
register and generate their results in a register; an
important consideration for computers of this class is the
optimization of register allocation. Symbolic quantities
occurring in semi-expanded assembly code must be assigned
to registers at any point in the actual machine code in
which operations are to be performed on them. Once the
available supply of fast registers has been completely
used, and when a register is required for a new quantity,
one or more of the available registers must be unloaded
in order to free it for reassignment. This forces the
interpolation into final machine code of auxiliary load
and store operations. A good register allocation scheme,
by carefully deciding on the pattern in which symbolic
quantities will be assigned to registers, can reduce the
number of such interpolated load and store operations very
considerably. This optimization requires
a systematic survey of the semi-final code, aiming at the
estimation for each symbolic quantity of the imminence of
its next use. Using these estimates, a good resource
scheduling algorithm can evolve an effective pattern of
register assignments.

10. High speed machines often attain their speed by the
systematic application of 'microparallelism', that is, by
the provision of independent or multiple arithmetic, Boolean,
indexing, and other functional units, and by the execution
of local sequences of instructions in parallel where this
is logically possible. For machines of this class, instruction scheduling can be a second important machine dependent optimization. If a program is to run with maximal speed it is important that the operations in it be ordered in such a way as to provide the greatest possible scope for parallel execution. Thus, for example, in evaluating the expression \( A \cdot B + C \cdot D \) on a machine either possessing two multiply units or able to execute two multiplies in parallel, it is good practice to begin the two multiplication operations \( A \cdot B \) and \( C \cdot D \) as soon as possible, and to schedule the addition after the multiplications have been started. Various extensions of this idea are possible. However, since this class of optimizations depends in a fairly sensitive way on the manner in which the computer hardware handles overlapped instructions we shall not discuss it in any detail.

11. A final interesting class of machine dependent optimizations involves the possibility of combining several instructions into a single machine instruction. Thus, for example, on one computer one may have to make a size test on the absolute value of a quantity by first forming the absolute value and then performing a separate test; a machine with a different order code structure might permit the combination of these two instructions into a single machine instruction. Code improvements of this sort depend quite sensitively on the order code structure of a given computer and hence tend to be highly machine dependent. We shall therefore have very little to say about them.

2. Basic Code Blocks and Their Optimization.

Optimization, which is a complex process of code transformation, finds the source of its greatest difficulties in the presence, within programs, of transfers. In this section, we shall treat a preliminary case of the optimization problem, assuming away this fundamental difficulty.
That is, we shall discuss the optimization of sections of code containing neither labelled points which may be the targets of control-transfers, nor transfer operations sending control out of the given section of code. Such a sequence of instructions, having the property that control always enters the sequence at its first instruction and always leaves the sequence at its last instruction, is called a basic block. A general program may be divided into a collection of basic blocks; we have only to introduce a point of division at each labelled instruction within the program and at each conditional transfer operation which it contains. In subsequent sections of the present chapter we shall go on to develop methods for the representation of the flow structure of a program containing conditional transfers and associated labelled destination points and to study the present consequences, for optimization, of program flow.

Optimization by the elimination of redundant instructions and by the propagation of constant values may usefully be performed even in the limited context of a single basic block. In this same context we may also optimize by the elimination of unnecessary variable names. E.g., the code sequence

\begin{align}
(1) \quad & D = X \times Y \\
& C = D \\
& B = C \\
& A = B
\end{align}

may be simplified, by elimination of the unnecessary intermediate variables B, C and D, and reduced to the form

\begin{align}
(2) \quad & A = X \times Y.
\end{align}

On the reasonable assumption that information is available which separates the variables whose values are calculated in the given block into 'live' and 'dead' variables, we may further optimize a basic block by the elimination within it of all dead variables and all calculations which play no other role than to prepare values for such variables.
On the other hand, none of the optimisations involving the motion of code, as described in Section 1, make sense in the limited context of a single basic block. Thus, in the present section, we shall not discuss either optimisation by code motion, optimisation by strength reduction, or optimisation by test replacement. Our attention will be confined to optimisation by constant propagation and by the elimination of redundant computations. The relatively simple and straightforward algorithms described in the present section will, in the section following the present section, be sophisticated by the inclusion of methods for the treatment of code flow. The more powerful optimisation scheme thereby obtained will be called the linear nested region optimisation scheme. Thus, the present section may be regarded as preparatory to the section which follows it.

The first aim which a basic block optimiser must accomplish is the detection of formal identities. This end is attained as follows. When, in processing a block of code, the optimiser encounters an elementary computation not previously occurring, a serial or value number is assigned to this computation; this value number may be thought of as an identifier attached to the result quantity produced by the calculation. At the same time, an entry defining the operation to be performed, the value numbers of its two inputs, and the value number of its result is placed in a hash-addressed available computations stack. The form of an entry in this stack is as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(opn)</th>
<th>(val1)</th>
<th>(val2)</th>
<th>(valnum)</th>
<th>(isconst)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
<td>first input value no.</td>
<td>second input value no.</td>
<td>result value no.</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 1. Form of item in available computations stack
(Parenthesised keywords are names of corresponding fields in Table I.)
Each operation subsequently encountered is checked against the available computations stack to determine whether or not an identical operation has previously been performed; if it has, the operation in question is redundant and may be replaced by a reference to a previously calculated value. On encountering an assignment operation whose target is a given variable, we associate the value number of the expression forming the right hand side of the assignment with the variable which is the target of the assignment. To appreciate the combined effect of these procedures, consider the sequence of statements

(2) \[ X = B \times C \times D + B \times C \times 2.0 \]
\[ B = B \times C \times 3.0 \]
\[ Y = B \times C + 1.0 \]

The multiplication operation \( B \times C \) occurs four times in this code sequence. Three of these multiplications yield the same value, so that two of them are redundant and may be eliminated. The formally identical multiplication occurring in the last line of (2) is however not redundant, since the value of \( B \) is changed by the store operation which forms part of the second line of (2). Clearly, every time the value of a variable is reset by a store operation affecting it, subsequent computations involving this variable must be redone. Our optimisation algorithm takes account of this circumstance by attaching to the target value of an assignment statement, the variable number belonging to the right hand side of the assignment statement. Thus, for example, in optimising the code corresponding to the sequence (2), the variable \( B \) will receive a new value number during the optimisation of the second displayed statement. The final occurrence of the multiplication \( B \times C \) will then involve a pair of input value numbers distinct from the value numbers previously associated with the same multiplication.

The optimiser will be able to recognize that the final occurrence of \( B \times C \) in the code sequence (2) is irredundant. A rather similar procedure may be employed in connection with indexed variables and assignment operations having indexed variables as targets; additional details are given below. Note
that a field must be reserved in the symbol table entry describing a given variable to contain the value number currently associate with the variable. When, in processing a basic block, the optimiser encounters a variable for the first time, it will assign a previously unused value number to the variable. A value number counter, incremented each time a new value number is assigned, may be used for this purpose. The same counter is used to assign value numbers to previously unencountered expressions.

The procedures employed in connection with indexed loads and stores necessarily differ somewhat from those which apply to the corresponding unindexed operations. The occurrence of an indexed assignment

\[(3) \quad a(i) = \text{expression}\]

makes the compile-time value of every subsequent reference to an entry \(a(j)\) taken from the array \(a\) indefinite, except that expression \(a(i)\) itself is known to have the value assigned to it in \(3\). For this reason, on encountering an indexed assignment \(3\), we give the variable (i.e., array) name a new value number, and construct a new available value item representing the indexed target expression \(a(i)\), setting the operation field of this new item to signal an indexed fetch operation, and setting its first input field to reference the value number newly assigned to the array \(a\), its second input field to reference the value number of index expression \(j\), and its result value field to contain the value number of the assigned expression on the right of \(3\). Once this is done, indexed load operations may be treated in much the same way as ordinary binary operations; each assignment \(3\) to a location in the array \(a\) will, in effect, invalidate every fetch expression \(a(j)\) in the available computations stack except for the single expression \(a(i)\).

The data structures used by the basic block optimizer are as follows. The compiled code, held in a suitable intermediate form, constitutes the code text. Variables and their relevant attributes are represented by entries in the symbol table. A list of the calculations already performed, whose values are available for the elimination of redundant operations, is con-
tained in an available values stack. For efficiency, entries in this stack are located using an auxiliary hash table. Constants generated by the optimiser's constant propagation process are held in a constants table.

A description of the entries in the foregoing data structures will aid understanding of the remaining details of the basic block optimiser. Figure 2 shows the symbol table item representing a variable name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>attribute description</th>
<th>value number</th>
<th>constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 2. Symbol table item.
(Parenthesised key words are names used in Table I)

In addition to the usual name-reference an attribute description fields, symbol table items include a value number field giving the number of the value a times the variable at any phase of the optimisation process, and a one-bit constant field, set to one if the value momentarily assigned to the variable is known to be a constant. Note again the value number field attached to a variable or to an item in the code will be 0 if no value number has yet been assigned to the given variable or computation.

Figure 3 shows the form of the code text items associated with the various operations which may occur within a basic block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>normal binary operation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>simple assignment operation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>indexed assignment operation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Form of items occurring in basic block of code text.
(Parenthesised key words are names of corresponding fields in Table I)
Items representing normal binary operations have an operation code field and two input argument fields (il and 12) which reference either a variable entry in the symbol table or another calculation item in the code text. An additional field containing the value number of the result of an operation is maintained. This field is filled in during optimisation. Binary operation entries also contain two additional one-bit fields, c and d. The c or constant field is set to 1 if the result of an operation is known to be a compile time constant. The d or do bit is set to 0 if the binary operation is redundant and is to be suppressed during code generation, otherwise the d field is set to 1. An indexed assignment operation has the form explained previously and shown in Figure 3; a simple assignment operation entry has a similar form, but does not involve any index field.

Table I below describes the basic block optimisation procedure in algorithmic detail. The procedure begins with a few initialisations. A pointer, called now, which always indicates the code text item of current concern to the optimiser, is set to point to the first instruction in the basic block to be optimised. At the same time, a pointer called end is set to point to the last item in the block to be optimised; this pointer is used in the algorithm to determine the completion of optimisation of a given block. Pointers indicating the next available entry in the constant values and in the available computations stack are initialized, and the basic value counter current used by the optimiser for generating new value numbers is also initialized to 1. After initialization, a main loop, starting at the label nextitem, is entered. The algorithm then examines the operation code contained in the operation code field of the code text item to be processed, and transfers, using a calculated go-to statement, to whatever subprocess is appropriate for treatment of an operation of each of the several possible types.
Ordinary binary operations are treated as follows. The two inputs to the operation are examined. If either of these input arguments has not yet been assigned a value number, a subroutine is called to make this assignment. Once this is done, value numbers are available for both input arguments. At this point, the input arguments are checked; if these input arguments are known constants a compile-time constant value for the result of the operation may be calculated, and transfer is made to a special procedure for carrying out this calculation. In the contrary case, the available computations stack is searched, using a subroutine find, to find an available computation item showing the same operation code and input value numbers as the computation item currently being processed. If no such item is found, the algorithm transfers to the procedure which must be employed in the non-redundant case. In the contrary, redundant case the current code text item is marked as redundant and non constant, and the value number determined from the corresponding item in the available computations stack assigned to it; then the algorithm loops back to its beginning to process the next code item in turn. Note that, in this redundant case, the code generation process which eventually follows will replace the operation occurring in the original code text by a direct reference to its result value, calculated by a previous operation.

In the nonredundant case, the operation indicated in the code text must be performed, and a corresponding new entry must be made in the available items stack. In this case, we build up the necessary available computations stack item by setting its operation field and its first and second input value fields, and by updating the hash table through which reference to the available calculations stack is made. The corresponding code text item is then marked as irredundant and non-constant, and a new value number is entered into the value number field of the code text item and of its corresponding available value stack item; the value number counter is then incremented and the algorithm loops back to process the next code item in turn.
Table I. Algorithm for optimising a basic block.

now = pointer to first item in basic block;
end = pointer to last item in basic block;
constptr = 1;
aptr = 1;
curval = 1;
go to optype;

nextitem:
now = now + 1;
if (now. gt. end) go to finish;
optype:

item = code(now);
op = op(item);
goby kind (op) (computation,
simpassign, indxassign, indxload);
computation:
il = inl(item); i2 = in2(item);
if (valnum(code(i1)).eq. 0)
call newval (i1);

if (valnum(code(i2)).eq.0)
call newval (i2);

v1 = valnum(code(i1));
v2 = valnum(code(i2));
if (const(code(i1)).and.const(code (i2))) go to fold;
oldval = find(op,v1,v2);
if(oldval.eq.0) go to notavail;
else do(code(now)) = no;
const(code(now)) = no;
valnum(code(now)) = oldval;

initialise current item pointer and set up basic block end pointer;
initialise pointers to constant values stack and available items stack;
initialise value number counter;
go to process first instruction;
test for completion of block optimisation;
determine operation code of item to be processed;
transfer to subprocess appropriate to treatment of operations of various kinds;
determine two input argument code items;
if the first input argument of the operation has not yet been assigned a value number, call a subroutine to assign it a value number hitherto unused;
carry out corresponding procedure for second input argument of current operation;
determine the value numbers of input arguments;
if both input arguments are constants, compile time calculations can be done;
else try to find available prior value number with identical operation and inputs;
returned value of 0 means no such calculation available;
else mark computation as redundant, non-constant;
and assign value number found;
go to nextitem;

notavail:

opn(avail(aptr)) = op;
val 1(avail(aptr)) = v1
val2(avail(aptr)) = v2;
call hashin(aptr)

do(code(now)) = yes;
const(code(now)) = no;
valnum(code(now)) = curval;

valnum(avail(aptr)) = curval;

curval = curval+1;
go to nextitem;

fold;

cl=constval(v1);c2=constval(v2);
c=calculate(op,cl,c2);
v=findconst(c)

if(v.eq.0) go to newconst;

constop:
do(code(now))=no;
const(code(now))=yes;
valnum(code(now))=v;
go to nextitem;

loop back to process next code item;

in nonredundant case, an operation
will be performed and a corresponding
new entry must be made in the available
items stack;

set operation field,

first and second input value fields
for newly performed calculation;
update available calculations
hashtable to reference new item;
mark computation as irredundant,
non-constant;
enter new value number into code item
field;
assign same number to item in available
values array;
increment value number counter;
loop back to process next code item;
beginning of sequence to handle
compile-time constant calculations;
find constant values for both input
arguments;
apply specified operation to argument
values;
attempt to find calculated value in
constants table;
if not available, transfer to "new
constant" sequence;

flag current item as redundant
and show that constant value is known;
enter value number referencing constant
in current code item;
loop back to process next code item;
newconst:

v=curval;
curval=curval+1;
val(const(constptr))=v;
cval(const(constptr))=c;
constptr=constptr+1;
go to constop;

simplassign:

variable=inl(item);
quantity=in2(item);

if(valnum(code(quantity)).eq.0)
call newval(quantity);

valnum(code(variable))=
valnum(code(quantity));
const (code(variable))=
const(code(quantity));
go to nextitem;

indxassign:

variable=inl(item);
index=in2(item);
quantity=in3(item);

if valnum(code(quantity).eq.0)
call newval(quantity);

if valnum (code(index).eq.0)
call newval(index);

assign new value number for new constant;
increment value number counter;
assign value number and calculated constant value to new constant value table entry;
increment top pointer of constant value table;
loop back to finish treatment of current code item;
beginning of sequence for treatment of simple assignment operation;
determine variable to which assignment is made;
determine quantity being assigned to variable;

if the right-hand side of the assignment operation has not yet been given a value number, call a subroutine to assign it a value number hitherto unused;
assign value number of quantity as value number of variable;
variable also inherits constant bit from quantity;

loop back to process next code item;

determine indexed variable to which assignment is made;
determine index expression;
determine quantity being assigned to variable;
if the right-hand side of the assignment operation has not yet been given a value number, call a subroutine to give it a value number hitherto unused; and do the same for the index quantity appearing in the assignment statement;
valnum(code(variable))=curval;
curval=curval+1;
opn(avail(aptr))=indexed fetch;
vall(avail(aptr))=variable;
val2(avail(aptr))=index;

valnum(avail(aptr))=
valnum(code(quantity));
isconst(avail(aptr))=
const(code(quantity));
call hashin(aptr);

go to nextitem;

indxload:

il=ini(item);i2=in2(item);
if(valnum(code(il)).eq.0)
call newval(il);

if(valnum(code(i2)).eq.0)
call newval(i2);

vl=valnum(code(il));
v2=valnum(code(i2));
oldval=find(op,v1,v2);

if (oldval.eq.0) go to notavail;
isconst=findc(op,v1,v2);
do(code(now))=no;
const(code(now))=isconst;

assign new value number to indexed variable;
increment value number counter;
construct new available value item representing indexed expression by setting operation field, first and second input value fields;
assign value number of quantity as value number of indexed expression;
indexed expression also inherits constant bit from quantity;
update available calculations hashtable to reference new item, loop back to process next code item;
sequence for handling indexed load operation;

if the first input argument of the indexed load operation has not yet been assigned a value number, call a subroutine to assign it a value number hitherto unused;
carry out corresponding procedure for second input argument (index) of load operation;
determine the value numbers of variable and index;
try to find available prior value number with identical operation and inputs;
returned value of 0 means no such calculation available;
determine constant attribute from bit of available entry found;
mark indexed load as redundant;
set constant attribute appropriately;
valnum(code(now))=oldval;
go to next item;
finish;
return to main routine
eventually to process another
basic block of code.

The procedure for handling a computation for which a compile
time constant value is available is as follows. We first find
the constant values of each of the input arguments of the com-
putation in question. Next we apply the specified operation to
these two argument values, obtaining a constant value for the
result of the calculation. We then attempt to find this cal-
culated constant in the existing constants table; if no such
value is available in the constants table we enter such a value
into the constants table, at the same time assigning this value
a new value number and incrementing the value number counter.
In either case, a value number representing the constant value
with which we are dealing will be available. This value number
is entered into the appropriate field of the current code item;
this item is flagged as redundant and as having a known constant
value, and the algorithm loops back to process the next code
item in the basic block being optimized. So concludes the treat-
ment of binary calculation items of ordinary form.

Simple assignment statements are treated as follows. The
variable to which assignment is being made and the quantity
being assigned to this variable are first determined. The
quantity being assigned is checked to verify that it has been
given a value number, and, if this is false, a value number is
given to the quantity at once. Then the value number of the
quantity is assigned to the target variable; the target variable
also inherits a constant bit from the quantity being assigned,
so that, if the quantity is known to be a constant, the variable
inherits the attribute of having a known constant value. The
algorithm then loops back to process the next code item.

Indexed assignments are treated by a somewhat more complex procedure. The indexed array which is the target of the assignment, the index expression itself, and the quantity being assigned are all determined. Next, both the quantity and the index expression are checked to make sure that they have been given value numbers and, in the contrary case, new value numbers are at once specified. A new value number is also given to the indexed target variable of the indexed assignment being processed. At this point, a new item, corresponding to the indexed expression forming the left hand side of the assignment operation being processed, is set up in the available computations stack; this item represents the load of an indexed expression formally identical with the indexed target expression of the assignment being processed. The newly established available calculation item inherits the value number available originally attaching to the right hand side of the assignment operation being processed. When, in the subsequent functioning of the optimiser, an indexed load of a logically identical indexed expression is encountered, it is possible to reference a known value directly, no indexing operation being required. The available computation stack item established in connection with an indexed assignment operation also inherits a constant bit from the quantity forming the right hand side of the assignment operation; we note in this connection that indexed load operations, as distinct from normal binary operations, are taken to have known constant values if and only if the constant bit in a matching available computations stack entry is on.

After updating the available calculations hash table to reference the available calculation item added in the manner indicated, the optimiser loops back to treat the next code item in turn.

Indexed load operations are treated by a process which resembles the treatment of ordinary binary operations rather closely, except that, as remarked above, an indexed load operation is
taken to have a constant value not when both its inputs have constant values, but rather when there is a matching available computations entry showing the attribute "constant" in the appropriate one-bit field.

When every code item occurring in a basic block to be optimised has been processed, the basic block optimiser returns to the main routine from which it has been called; eventually it will be called again to process another basic block of code.

The procedures described in Table 1 may be sophisticated to obtain a somewhat improved optimisation level. Note to begin with that if, as a standard matter, the compiler producing the intermediate language code to be optimised always arranges the arguments of commutative operations like multiplication and addition in some standard order, the mathematical identity between the two terms of $A \times B + B \times A$, as well as other similar identities, will be detected. This will allow the elimination of instructions whose redundancy might otherwise not be seen. A similar, more sophisticated procedure would examine chains of arithmetic operations of the form $A \times B \times C$, and reassociate multiplications and additions in some standard order. This would lead to the detection of additional eliminable instructions.

Similar remarks may be made concerning the more sophisticated optimisations required in the presence of program flow; we now turn our attention to this more interesting class of optimisation algorithms.
3. **Optimization by the Linear Nested Region Scheme.**

The basic block optimizer described in the preceding section can be extended straightforwardly and without overwhelming difficulty to take program flow into account. The linear nested region optimization scheme to be described in the present section is such an extension. We may derive the necessary modifications of our prior algorithm by the following considerations. In optimizing a basic block, we take advantage of the serial structure of the code which it contains to deduce two fundamental facts:

i. Every calculation preceding an instruction \( I \) of the block will necessarily have been performed before the instruction \( I \) is encountered;

ii. The current value of any variable to which a value is assigned within the block is uniquely defined as the value established by the last preceding assignment.

As its name indicates, the linear nested region optimizer treats code to be optimized on the basis of the particular linear order in which it is presented (though, as we shall see, algorithms for the useful rearrangement of code order before optimization are available). In the context of this linear code order, the general linear nested region algorithm makes straightforward allowance for the partial failure, occasioned by the occurrence of forward and backward branches within the code, of the above basic principles i) and ii). In regard to ii) note that in the flow configuration shown in Figure 1, and on the assumption that no assignment to the variable \( b \) and occurring in the block \( B_3 \) precedes the use of this variable in \( B_3 \), but that such assignments are made in predecessors of both of the blocks \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \), the value which \( b \) has in its indicated use is indefinite at compile time.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Use of a variable \( b \) after convergence of code flow.
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The linear nested region algorithm, like the basic block optimizer described previously, will operate by assigning value numbers to each variable and expression occurring within a code. Values indefinite at compile time must be assigned value numbers never used before. Accordingly, the action of the algorithm on encountering the terminating label of either a forward or a backward branch is as follows:

1) **Backward branch**: Assign a new value number to every variable set in a block of code which precedes the label in question along the given backward branch. (See Figure 2.)

![Figure 2. Elementary case of backward branch procedure.](image)

On entering block B, a new value number must be established for every variable to which an assignment is made in blocks B, C, or D.

2) **Forward branch**: Assign a new value number to every variable set in a block of code preceding the label in question and following the block from which the given forward branch originates. (See Fig. 3.)

![Figure 3. Elementary case of forward branch procedure.](image)

On entering block C, a new value number must be established for every variable to which an assignment is made in block B.
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Rules 1) and 2) above ensure that, when the optimizer begins to process a block in which the particular preceding assignment which has set the value of a variable cannot be determined at compile time, the variable is assigned a value number never used before. This prevents any expression contained within the block and involving this variable from being eliminated as redundant relative to a formally identical expression occurring in a preceding block.

Assertion 1) above will also fail in the presence of program flow. Note, to illustrate this point, that block C of Figure 3 can be entered without any of the instructions in block B having been executed. The linear nested region optimizer, like the basic block optimizer on which it is modeled, maintains a table of operations previously performed, whose values are available (available computations stack). The remark above makes it plain that on encountering the terminating label of a forward branch, every calculation occurring in a code block which lies between the origin and the terminus of the forward branch must be removed from this table. We may assert more generally that, unless we take explicit account of identical calculations occurring in several different positions within a code, only those calculations which lie in a predominate block A of a given code block B are available for the elimination of calculations redundant within B. Here, we define a code block A to be a predominator of B if and only if it is a logical consequence of the flow structure of the program in which these code blocks occur that the instructions in block A must be executed before control enters block B. The sophisticated optimizers to be described in the later sections of the present chapter will, in fact, detect the occurrence of identical calculations occurring at several different positions within a code, and use this information to eliminate redundancies; the simpler linear scheme to be described in the present section will only eliminate a calculation as redundant if a single logically identical calculation occurs prior to in the same block as or
in a block predominating the block containing a.

For example, the linear scheme described in the present section will not eliminate the third occurrence of a * b as redundant in the following example:

Figure 4. A redundant instruction not detected by the linear nested region optimizer.

The linear nested region optimizer to which the present section is devoted does in fact not even incorporate a precise criterion for predominance, but uses a simple approximate predominance notion derived from the actual sequential order in which blocks occur within a code as presented. The approximate predominance notion would actually be precise if an assumption implicit in the linear nested region optimization scheme, namely that a block B following a block A in serial order is always reachable directly from A via either a conditional transfer or normal control flow, were satisfied. Were this the case, we could calculate the predominators of every block B simply by maintaining a "predominator stack" of code blocks and causing it to vary appropriately as we process the set of call code blocks in serial order. On completing the optimization of a block A and beginning that of its immediate serial successor B, we would then have to add A to the predominator stack, but to remove from this predominator stack every block which is bypassed by a forward branch terminating at a point from which the block B may be reached without passing through any block preceding B.
Note that, as its name suggests, the predominant stack would then behave like a push-down stack, in that blocks would always be added at the top of the stack, and in that, when blocks are removed, the blocks removed would always form a contiguous interval of blocks at the very top of the stack. The algorithms to be described in the present section actually work not with a stack of code blocks, but with a stack of available calculations. When the optimizer processes a new calculation, this calculation is added to the top of an available calculations stack. When the optimizer enters a new block $B$ of code, it must remove from this stack of available calculations every calculation which is bypassed by a forward branch terminating at a point from which the entry label of the block $B$ may be reached without passing through any block preceding this label. Note, for example, that in Figure 5 every instruction lying in the indicated range $\alpha$ must be removed from the available computations stack when the optimizer encounters the label $L$, since the code in this range can be bypassed via the forward branch $B$ and the two interlocking backward branches shown in that figure.

Note also that for this to be possible, the optimizer must be supplied with information "looking ahead" in the code, as, for example, the fact that the label $L$ in Figure 5 is the target of a backward branch (occurring further on in the code) which interlocks a second backward branch whose scope contains the target label of the indicated forward branch $B$. In the present section, we shall describe detailed procedures by which information of this sort can be collected.

Figure 5. Code bypassed by a forward branch via an interlocking set of backward branches.
Later in the present section we shall also describe "code straightening" algorithms, which, by reordering the blocks constituting a code, bring the code into an order in which the serial approximation to predominance used by the linear nested region optimizer is not too badly inaccurate.\footnote{If the code to be optimized has been "straightened" by the use of the code re-ordering algorithms described later in the present section, the approximate predominance notion used within the linear nested region optimizer will differ from true predominance only rather slightly in practical terms. For example, in code having the following flow}
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which is in an order acceptable the code-straightener to be described, the fact that B is not a predominator of block C will cause the optimizer to miss the fact that B is a predominator of block D.
The general linear nested region optimizer to be described not only performs the redundant expression elimination and constant propagation optimizations familiar from the preceding section, but also attempts to move loop-independent operations out of loops which contain them. The method used to determine the possibility of code motion may be described as follows. First of all note that, like the basic block optimizer, the linear nested region optimizer makes use of a value number counter to generate a sequence of unique value numbers. On encountering a label which terminates a backward branch (and thus begins a loop), the current value of this counter is recorded; then, as indicated above, we assign new values to all variables set within the loop just entered. As operations are subsequently encountered within the loop, the value numbers of the arguments of these operations are examined. Any operation both of whose arguments have value numbers which lie below the minimum value number associated with variables set within the loop necessarily has loop-independent arguments, and may be moved out of the loop. This general assertion, however, must bear a small caveat. Consider a loop which contains an embedded forward branch, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Loop containing embedded forward branch.](image)

If the execution frequencies applying to the various blocks in the section of code shown in Figure 6 are not known a priori, it may be that the frequency with which the instructions in block C will be executed is smaller than the execution frequency
of the instructions in block C. If this is the case, motion of an instruction from block C into block A is undesirable. Moreover, in the situation shown in Figure 6, the motion of certain types of instructions from block C to block A may be logically impossible, in that such motion may give rise to effects which the programmer meant to rule out. Suppose, for example, that a floating-point multiplication $a \times b$ occurs in block C of Figure 6. Such a multiplication can, on many machines, generate a floating-point overflow interruption; the intent of the conditional forward branch shown in Figure 6 may be to avoid multiplication in certain cases which would generate interrupts. Thus it is possible that moving $a \times b$ from block C to block A might cause an undesired interrupt to occur, thereby frustrating the programmer's intent and violating the basic requirement that an optimized algorithm express an algorithm logically equivalent to the algorithm as originally given. Such a mishap is called a violation of the safety constraints applying to the optimization process.

Note also that a predictive test of the kind contemplated above may occur in highly disguised form. Thus safety, i.e., the requirement that an optimizer transform a program into a second program which generates no more interrupts, sets no more indicator bits, etc., than the original forbids us to move certain classes of conditionally executed instructions out of a loop. Note, however, that the optimized program is allowed to generate fewer interrupts, etc., than the original program.

The situation becomes still more difficult in the case of a loop entered by a forward branch as shown in Figure 7.
A loop-independent instruction can only be moved out of a loop if a copy of it is placed at every entrance to the loop. To move a loop-independent instruction out of the block D or E, we would have to create additional copies of the instruction and place them appropriately, thus lengthening our code and complicating it with additional transfers. While such procedures are worth considering in connection with more complex optimizers than the linear nested region algorithm to which the present section is devoted, we shall, in the present section, not attempt to face the problems that arise in connection with the use of such procedures. (In fact, no entirely satisfactory procedure for handling code motion out of multi-entry loops of this kind is known.) The relatively simple algorithm to be described in the present section will never attempt to move code out of loops entered by a forward branch, unless these instructions follow the terminating label of the forward branch, and unless the instructions can be moved to a point preceding the origin of the forward branch.

Some of the force of this restriction can be seen in Figure 8A below.
As has been indicated above, we shall not attempt to move any instruction at the position marked \( \beta \) out of loop B. An instruction which occurs at the position marked \( \alpha \) can be moved out of the loop B, but only if it can be moved at least as far as the forward branch \( A \), i.e., past the whole span of instructions bypassed by this forward branch. In this case, it is plainly necessary that instruction \( \alpha \) move out of loop C also. Figure 8B below shows a somewhat more complex situation in which much the same observation can be made.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(Case 2)} \\
\begin{array}{c}
A \\
B \\
C \\
D
\end{array}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(Case 3)} \\
\begin{array}{c}
A \\
B \\
C \\
D
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Figure 8B. A second and third case of loops entered by forward branches.}
\end{array}
\]

In either of the two cases shown in Figure 8B it may be possible to move the instruction \( \alpha \) out of loop D by placing it immediately previous to the forward branch \( C \); it may also be possible to move \( \alpha \) out of the larger loop B by placing it immediately previous to the forward branch \( A \). Note, in this connection, that points immediately preceding forward branches,
as well as points immediately preceding loops, may be destinations at which moved code is placed.

A circumstance connected with the motion of code out of loops makes it advantageous to use a modified intermediate code representation based rather directly on optimizer-assigned value numbers. Consider, for example, the simple loop shown in Figure 9A below.

\[
\begin{align*}
a &= 1 \\
y &= a + 1 \\
s &= b + c \\
x &= a + d \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 9A. Expression renaming during motion of code out of a loop.**

Since the expression \( b + c \) occurring in Figure 9A is loop-independent, the optimizer would move it out of the loop shown in that figure, leading to the first situation shown in Figure 9B.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(first step)} & \quad \text{(second step)} \\
a &= 1 \\
t1 &= b + c \\
y &= a + 1 \\
a &= t1 \\
x &= a + d \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 9B. Expression renaming during motion of code out of a loop, continued.**

The pattern of value numbers which would be encountered in Figure 9B would then reveal that the sum \( a + d \) is loop-independent, so that this sum can be moved out of the loop. In doing so,
however, a + d is actually moved past a formal redefinition (a = t1 in Figure 9B) of the variable a; so that the moved expression to be placed at the head of the loop is properly t1 + d rather than a + d. Note that if this modification is not made, the resulting code is in error. The necessary modification becomes obvious if, as a standard matter, we identify specific operations by the value numbers, rather than the programmer-assigned variable names, of their operands. The association between value numbers and named variables changes with each assignment statement occurring in a code; nevertheless, in final code generation, we must know the source in which a given value, identified by its value number, is to be found. This information can be made available by associating, with each value number, both its original source (defined just below) and a list of all locations momentarily known to contain the value. By the original source of a given value number N, we mean either the first operation whose result has value number N, or if there is none such, the named variable, used as an operand in some other operation, first identified as having N as its value.

The following example will illustrate the general points made just above. Consider the simple code sequence

\[
\begin{align*}
y &= x \times c \\
a &= y \\
y &= x + y \\
b &= x \\
d &= b \times c \\
a &= x + a \\
b &= b + d.
\end{align*}
\]

The following table shows the assignment of value numbers to variables and to expressions during the optimization of this code sequence, and also represents the modified code produced during this same optimization. Note that the detection of redundancies reduces the size of the modified code relative to that of the original code.
Assigned Value Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Code</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>x+c</th>
<th>x+y</th>
<th>b+c</th>
<th>b+d</th>
<th>x+a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>y = y * c</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a = y</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y = x + y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b = x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d = b * c</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a = x + s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b = b + d</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified Intermediate Code

- V1*V2 (=V3); y = V3
- a = V3
- V1+V3 (=V4); y = V4
- b = V1
- d = V3
- a = V4
- b = V4

Figure 10A. Pattern of value number assignments and modified intermediate code produced by linear nested region optimizer in a special case.

Figure 10B below represents the information concerning the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Op. No.</th>
<th>Modified Code</th>
<th>Value number sources, original and auxiliary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>V1*V2 (=V3)</td>
<td>x; c; Opl;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>y = V3</td>
<td>x; c; Opl; y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a = V3</td>
<td>x; c; Opl; y,a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>V1+V3 (=V4)</td>
<td>x; c; Opl; y,a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>y = V4</td>
<td>x; c; Opl; a, Op4;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>b = V1</td>
<td>x;b c; Opl; a, Op4; y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>d = V3</td>
<td>x;b c; Opl; a,d, Op4;y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>a = V4</td>
<td>x;b c; Opl; d, Op4;y,a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>b = V4</td>
<td>x; c; Opl; d, Op4;y,a,b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10B. Available sources for values and final code produced by linear nested region optimizer in a special case.

original source of a value, as well as the list of locations momentarily known to contain the corresponding value, as this information would be maintained by the optimizer during its
processing of the code sequence shown above. Final code generation would in actual practice incorporate a register-allocation algorithm and consequently be somewhat machine-dependent. This final code generation process would, in the manner indicated above, scan through the modified code, maintaining a list of all registers and locations momentarily containing a given value. Whenever a particular value was required, it would be obtained in whatever manner was easiest, i.e., preferably from a register, otherwise from a core location. In any case in which a value required at a subsequent stage of code generation was found not to be available in any register or core location, the code generator would allocate a cell for the storage of the value, interpolate a store into this cell immediately after the operation in terms of which the value is originally calculated, and fetch the value, when necessary, from this cell.

Note again that our optimizer begins with an initial code text representing an unoptimized instruction sequence and transforms this into an optimized modified code text in which instruction operands are generally described by their value numbers. The details of this process will be set forth in what follows. Code generation, given a particular computer, will take the modified text to a form much closer to actual machine code.

The overall structure of our linear nested region optimizer is as follows. A first forward pass over the code to be optimized collects information concerning transfers, labels, as well as assignment information, all of which is required during a following forward pass. This optimizer "prepass" is described algorithmically in Table III below. During a second pass, summarized in Table I and described in Table II below, the bulk of optimization, including constant propagation, elimination of redundant calculations, and motion of code out of loops is performed. Additional processing, described later
in the present section, can be added if optimization by reduction in strength is to be carried out.

The principal data structures used by the optimizer are as follows. The compiled code, held in its initial intermediate form, constitutes the code text. The optimized compiled code in modified form constitutes the modified code text. Variables and their relevant attributes are represented by entries in a standard symbol table. A list of those calculations already performed, and whose values are available for the elimination of redundant operations, is contained in an available computations stack. For efficiency, entries in this stack are located through an auxiliary hash table. Values of constants, as required by the constant-propagation process within the optimizer, are held in a constants table. A stores array, consisting of an ordered sequence of entries, the n-th of which references the particular variable which is the target of the n-th store, is also used. The optimizer uses a special data structure, called a loop and branch stack, to record information concerning the pattern of forward and backward branches in the local section of code currently being optimized. A branch item list, consisting of an ordered set of references to the successive branch items occurring in the code text, serves for the rapid location of all branches and labels within the text.

Table I below describes, in broad outline, the structure of the main pass of the linear nested region optimizer. The reader should note the way in which this algorithm incorporates the main goals and constraints described earlier in the present section.
Table I. **Main pass of the linear nested region optimizer.**

**Overall structure of algorithm.**

| Repeat: | **Advance to next code text item, and test for termination.**
Determine operation type, which may be: computation, simple assignment, indexed assignment, indexed load, subroutine call, function call, forward branch, label, or backward branch. Transfer accordingly to appropriate subprocess. |
| Computation: | **Eliminate redundant computations using available computations stack.**
Detect compile-time constants and perform corresponding calculations.
If calculation is independent of a containing loop, move it out of loop and out of largest possible surrounding loop.
Post new entries in available computations stack as appropriate. |
| Simple assignment: | **Enter value number of right-hand expression of assignment in descriptor of "target" variable occurring on left hand side of assignment.**
Go back to repeat. |
| Indexed assignment: | **Post available calculation item representing indexed load corresponding to indexed assignment being processed.**
Give new value number to target array of assignment. |
Go back to Repeat. |
Indexed load: Eliminate redundant indexing operations using available computations stack. Post new entries in available computations stack as appropriate.
If index quantity is independent of a containing loop, and no array entry is set within the loop, move the current indexed load out of inner loop and out of largest possible surrounding loop. Go back to Repeat.

Subroutine call: Assign a new value number to every variable whose value may be changed by the subroutine. Go back to Repeat.

Function call: Assign a new value number to every variable whose value may be changed by the subroutine. Assign a value number to represent the value of the function. Go back to Repeat.

Forward branch: Post forward branch on branch and loop stack to indicate that the code which follows lies under a branch. Go back to Repeat.

Label: Remove from the available computations stack all items which represent computations performed under a forward branch from which the current label may be reached by a series of backward branches; Using the stores array, give a new value number to every variable whose value is set within a forward branch from which the current label may be reached by a series of backward branches; Remove all forward branches terminating at the current label from the loop and branch stack.
Post a new loop and branch stack item for each backward loop terminating at the current label, to indicate that code which follows lies in a loop.

Give a new value number to every variable which is the target of an assignment either lying within the loop or occurring at a point from which a place within the loop can be reached without passing through the first instruction in the loop.

Go back to Repeat.

Backward branch: Redefine the starting point of each loop represented in the loop and branch stack which interlocks with the backward branch B being processed; cause each such loop to show the start of B as its own start.

Remove the loop B from the loop and branch stack.

Go back to Repeat.

[End of Algorithm]

A closer description of the entries in the various data structures which it uses will aid in more detailed understanding of the linear nested region optimizer. Figure 11 shows the symbol table item representing a variable name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>attribute description</th>
<th>value no.</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 11. **Symbol table item.**

(Parenthesized names define modes of field reference in Tables II, III, and IV.)

In addition to the usual name-reference and attribute description fields, we append a value number field giving the number of the value assigned to the variable at any given phase of the optimiza-
tion process, and a one-bit constant field, set to 1 if the value momentarily assigned to a variable is known to be a constant. Note that the value number field attached to a variable or to an item in the code text will be zero if no value number has yet been assigned to the given variable or computation.

Note also that, as a matter of convenience in the algorithmic descriptions to follow, we assume the "symbol table" as ordinarily conceived to be incorporated into the code text. This allows us to assume that each operation item in the code text contains argument pointers which are of standard form, irrespective of whether the argument's operations are variable names or the results of earlier operations. On the other hand, the detailed algorithms described in what follows do not expect to encounter symbol table items among the items they scan. It may be assumed therefore that the compiler preparing the code text segregates all symbol table items in an initial section of code text; alternately, trivial modifications may be incorporated into the algorithms which follow, to allow them to bypass symbol table items.

Figure 12 shows the form of the original code text items associated with various non-transfer operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>normal binary operation:</th>
<th>(op)</th>
<th>(in 1)</th>
<th>(in 2)</th>
<th>(valnum)</th>
<th>(const.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>value no.</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>simple assignment operation:</th>
<th>(targ)</th>
<th>(in 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op target variable quantity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>indexed assignment operation:</th>
<th>(targ)</th>
<th>(in 2)</th>
<th>(in 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op target array index quantity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>function and subroutine calls:</th>
<th>(valnum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op fname arglist value no.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Non-transfer item entries in code text.
(Parenthesized names define modes of field reference in Tables II, III, and IV.)
These entries have a relatively standard form. Items representing normal binary operations have an operation code field and two input argument fields (il and i2) which reference either a variable entry in the symbol table or another calculation item in the code text. An additional field containing the value number of the result of an operation is present in the entry representing a binary operation. This field is filled in during optimization. Binary operation entries also contain an additional one-bit field c. This c or constant field is set to 1 if the result of an operation is known to be a compile time constant.

The remaining code text items designating non-transfer operations have similar but appropriately modified forms. The text item representing an indexed assignment operation contains, besides its operation code field, three fields which respectively designate the target variable of the assignment operation, the variable or the computation item providing the value to be stored, and the variable or the computation item providing the index governing the store. No value number field is provided in assignment entries, since our algorithms associate a value number with the target variable of an assignment rather than with the store operation itself.

Figure 13 shows the form of the modified code text items corresponding to the above original code text items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation Type</th>
<th>Field 1</th>
<th>Field 2</th>
<th>Field 3</th>
<th>Field 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal binary operation</td>
<td>(op)</td>
<td>(val 1)</td>
<td>(val 2)</td>
<td>(nextit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>op</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>next item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple assignment operation</td>
<td>(targ)</td>
<td>target</td>
<td>stored</td>
<td>next item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>op</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>value no.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexed assignment operation</td>
<td>(targ)</td>
<td>target</td>
<td>(ixval)</td>
<td>(stoval)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>op</td>
<td>array</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>value no.</td>
<td>next item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function and subroutine calls</td>
<td>(valnum)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>op</td>
<td>fname</td>
<td>arglist</td>
<td>value no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>next item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. Non-transfer items in modified code text.
(Parenthesized names define modes of field reference in Tables II, III, and IV.)
Each of these items is furnished with a next item pointer field, not present in the original code text; since our algorithm must occasionally insert items in the modified code text, we include these fields in order to be able to treat the modified code text as a list.

We allow one additional type of pseudo-operation entry to appear in the modified code text, for use in cases in which a previously unused value number is assigned to a variable (as, for example, on entering a loop, cf. the detailed algorithms below). Such a "pseudo-assignment" operation will have the same general format as an actual (simple) assignment operation in the modified code text, but will have a distinguishing operation code value. Items of this kind are needed in order that it be possible to reconstruct all details of the changing associations between value numbers and programmer variable names.

Three types of transfer items can occur in the code text; forward branch items, backward branch items, and label items. The first pass of the optimizer numbers these items in order of their occurrence, thus assigning to each a branch item number by which it can be referenced. Branch item numbers are used by our algorithms at various times to determine the relative position of pairs of branch items. Both forward and backward branch items contain target, condition, and (in the modified code text) next item fields. The target field of a branch item references the label item which is the target of the transfer represented by the branch item; the condition field references the variable or computation controlling a conditional transfer; in the modified code text, this field contains a value number. If a transfer is unconditional, the condition field is left blank. The next item field of a transfer item (in the modified code text) like that of a non-transfer item, points to the next entry in the code text and structures the code text as a list in which insertions and deletions may conveniently be made.
(dlabel) (cond) (itnum) (stornum) (nextit)
forward branch: [op] target condition item no. store no. next item

(dlabel) (cond) (itnum) (stornum)
backward branch: [op] target condition item no. last store no.

(targetno) (qualnum) (firstreach) (firstent)
backward branch: target no. repetition first last first enter next

(stornum) (itnum) (firstbranch)
label, 1st part: [op] labname store no. item no. first branch no.

(firstloop) (lastloop) (laststore)
label, 2nd part: direct loop direct loop affecting store next item

Figure 14. Transfer items in original and modified code text.
(Parenthesized names define modes of field reference in Tables II, III, and IV; note that the "next item" field is present only in the modified code text, and that the "condition" field contains an operation pointer in the original code text, but a value number in the modified code text.)

A forward branch item contains a store number field in which is recorded the serial number of the first assignment lying within the scope of the forward branch. A backward branch item contains a (roughly similar) last store number field. However, the procedure for determining the value to be entered into this field is more complex than that employed in connection with forward branches; the value to be entered in this field is defined as the serial number of the last store operation from which a point within the scope of the backward branch in question may be reached via a series of backward branches (see Figure 15).
A backward branch item contains a number of additional fields, and all in all contains a larger number of fields than either a forward branch or a non-transfer item in the code text; for this reason, each backward branch item is broken up into two parts. The first of these two parts contains the fields already described. The second part of the two-section item representing a backward branch contains four fields. The first of these gives the branch item number of the label which is the target of the backward branch. The second gives the number of preceding backward branches having the same target label as the backward branch represented by the item in question. The third and fourth fields are respectively pointers to the beginning and end of a list of labels, called the "backtarget list", associated with each backward branch during the data-collecting first pass that precedes the main pass of our optimizer. (Cf. Table IV below for a detailed account of this initialization pass.) Both of these fields are pointers to items in an auxiliary transfer and label list area. In general, the items on this latter list have the form shown in Figure 16.

```
  (nex)   (prev)    (codeptr)
[   next   ] [ previous          ] [ branch reference ]
```

Figure 16. Data fields of auxiliary transfer list item. (Names in parentheses give field reference modes used in Tables II, III, and IV.)
The first two fields in Figure 16 contain the chaining information necessary to structure a circularly chained list of transfer items; the second field references a particular label or loop item, i.e., a particular code text entry representing a label or a backward branch. (The purpose of listing backward branches is explained in the next paragraphs.)

Since the fields which must be associated with a label item L in the code text are numerous, such an item is also represented in two parts. The first part contains an operation code field designating the item as a label and contains a pointer to the symbol table entry wherein a specification of the label name and of its attributes is to be found. The next field gives the serial number of the first assignment operation following L. A fourth field gives the branch item number of L. The fifth and last field in the first of the two code text entries representing a given label gives the branch item number of the first forward branch terminating at a point from which L may be reached by a series of backward branches (cf. Figure 5 above and the paragraphs of discussion associated with that figure); if no such branch exists, this field is left blank. The second of the two entries representing a given label contains two pointers to a set of auxiliary transfer list entries. Associated with each label by means of these transfer list entries is a list of all these backward branches terminating at the given label. The necessary list entries are maintained in the auxiliary transfer and label list area described above, and have the form shown in Figure 16. The first field in the second part of a label entry references the first item on this list; the second field references the last item on this list. The next field in the second part of a label entry references the number of the last assignment operation in the code text from which the label may be reached by a succession of backward branches; cf. Figure 15 and the explanations above directly related to this figure.
Figure 17 shows the form of a typical item in the available computations stack.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td>value num</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Item in available computations stack.
(Names in parentheses in mode of references to corresponding fields in Tables II, III, IV.)

The first three fields contain an operation code and the value numbers of the two inputs to this operation. The next field gives the value number of the result of the operation. An additional one-bit constant field is used only for indexed load operations, and is set to 1 if this operation is known to yield a compile-time constant (cf. the relevant section of the algorithm of Table II). To determine whether or not a given ordinary computation is redundant, the optimizer algorithm searches the available computations stack for an item with a given operation code and pair of value numbers as inputs; if an item with the desired characteristics is found, the value number of the operation result is at once available. To facilitate the necessary search, and, at the same time, to allow the removal of items which is necessary on encountering a label terminating a forward branch, a combined hash-table-stack technique is appropriate. This technique is as follows. With the available computations stack, which, like all stacks, is provided with a top pointer, we associate a hash-table of a suitable size. This hash-table is entered using a hash computed from the first three fields (search key) of the item shown in Figure 17. The hash table entry found contains the index, within the available computations stack, of the first item with the given hash. Each item in the available computations stack stack then points to the next item with the same hash. The available computation search routine chains along these pointers until either a zero pointer is
encountered or until the stack top pointer index value is exceeded. Whenever the overall optimizer algorithm encounters a label item terminating a forward branch, it removes, from the available computations stack, a certain contiguous set of computation items, extending in every case from the top of the stack to some point within the stack. (Cf. the discussion of predominator blocks in the earlier paragraphs of the present section.) Giving the available computations stack the data structure described above allows us to remove these items simply by reducing the stack top pointer to whatever value is appropriate. If a hash table item subsequently is found to point to an entry in the available computations stack not having the correct hash, this always indicates that no entries in the available computation stack have the correct hash, so that the hash table item in question is to be regarded as being blank and may be reset to a new value.

Figure 18 shows the form of entries in the loop and branch stack which the optimizer algorithm uses to keep track of the local configuration of forward and backward branches with which it is momentarily concerned.

**Forward branch item:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(lstartval)</th>
<th>(lstartid)</th>
<th>(itnum)</th>
<th>(firstav)</th>
<th>(stornum)</th>
<th>(tlabel)</th>
<th>(live)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>(lstartval)</td>
<td>(lstartid)</td>
<td>(itnum)</td>
<td>(firstav)</td>
<td>(stornum)</td>
<td>(tlabel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb value1</td>
<td>value2</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last preced-ing code item</td>
<td>item number</td>
<td>first available computation item</td>
<td>store number</td>
<td>target label</td>
<td>live bit</td>
<td>need bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Backward branch item:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(lstartval)</th>
<th>(lstartid)</th>
<th>(itnum)</th>
<th>(qualnum)</th>
<th>(firstent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>(lstartval)</td>
<td>(lstartid)</td>
<td>(itnum)</td>
<td>(qualnum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb value1</td>
<td>value2</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last preced-ing code item</td>
<td>item number</td>
<td>qualification number</td>
<td>earliest entering forward branch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 18.** Entries in loop and branch stack.

(Names in parentheses give field reference terms used in Tables II, III and IV.)
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The first field, lb, is a one-bit field which flags the item as being either a forward or a backward branch item. Three additional fields are reserved in both forward and backward branch items, corresponding to the fact that either loop-heads or backward branches can be destination points for moved code. The first of these records the last value which the value number counter has attained before entry into the conditional scope defined by a forward branch or the loop represented by a given backward branch item, as the case may be; the second of these fields records the first value of the value number counter associated with calculations lying within the loop or conditional scope. When, on entry into a given loop or conditional scope, the optimizer establishes a new entry on the loop and branch stack, the value number counter is incremented by some standard value (for example, 100), and these two fields of the new loop and branch stack item are filled in. This procedure reserves a range of value numbers for assignment to computations subsequently moved out of loops, and makes it easy to test instructions for loop independence. The last of the set of four fields common to loop and branch stack entries records the position, in the modified code text, of the last code item immediately preceding the beginning of a forward branch or loop. This defines the position at which code items being moved out of loops may be inserted. As explained in more detail below, the location shown in this field of a loop entry E must be adjusted whenever a loop begun before E happens to terminate before E is terminated (case of interlocking backward branches).

A forward branch item records the number of the first available computation stack item referencing a computation following the forward branch. The value inserted in this field when the forward branch item is established is simply the momentary value of the available computation stack top pointer at the moment when the occurrence of a forward branch code item
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causes a new loop and branch stack entry to be made. A forward branch item also records the branch item number of the forward branch and the number of the first store operation following the forward branch. A forward branch item contains a 1-bit live bit field, set to 1 initially, and reset to zero when the target label of a forward branch is encountered. On encountering a label during our optimization scan, we will (cf. Table II below and the discussion associated with this table) remove all but the first forward branch item terminating at the given label from the loop and branch stack. This one branch item may, however, be flagged as terminated and kept, to allow the motion of code to the point just preceding the corresponding branch, when appropriate. Finally, a forward branch item contains a 1-bit need field, set to 1 if it is ever discovered that the forward branch is the first forward branch entering a loop; if this bit is set, it prevents removal of the forward branch item from the loop and branch stack, which would normally take place when the optimizer encountered the target label of the corresponding forward branch.

Backward branch items are entered into the loop and branch stack whenever a label item terminating one or more backward branches is encountered in the code text. As many separate loop and branch stack entries are made as there are backward branches terminating at the given label. Information allowing the determination of this number is available in the code text item representing the label in question; cf. Figure 14. In addition to the fields already described, a backward branch item in the loop and branch stack also records the branch item number of the label generating it, and the branch item number of the earliest forward branch entering the given loop.

Table II describes in detail most of the procedure employed by the principal (second) pass of the linear nested region optimizer. This algorithm makes use of eight subroutines: maymove, which is called during the processing of a computation
item to determine whether or not the item can be moved out of one or more loops; find, which is a simple search routine for locating items in the available computations stack; findc, a related search routine which returns the constant bit of an item which it has found; hashin, which inserts a new entry into the available computations stack; newval, which assigns a value number to a variable lacking one; newvalno, which assigns a new value to all variables addressed by stores in a given range of code; calculate, which applies a specified operation to a pair of constant inputs to achieve the calculation of a compile-time constant; findconst, which searches the constants table to see if a given constant has already been entered into this table. A detailed algorithm for maymove, the only nontrivial subroutine among these eight, is given in Table III.

Note also that

a) newval assigns a reserved value number and increments the reserved value number counter preval as long as reserved value numbers are still available; otherwise newval assigns a standard value number and increments the standard counter curval. (Cf. the short section of Table II below following the label newconst.)

b) Both newval and newvalno insert one pseudo-assignment operation into the modified code text for each variable to which they assign a new value number. As already explained, the information contained in these pseudo-operations is needed if one is to be able to reconstruct the correspondence between value numbers and programmer names using only information contained in the modified code text.

The algorithm of Table II begins with a few initializations. In particular, a pointer, called now, which always indicates the code text item of current concern to the optimizer, is set to point to the first instruction in the code text; by convention, this instruction is a dummy no-operation immediately preceding all executable code text items. Both a main value number counter curval and a reserved value counter preval are initialized; the
latter to 1, the former to 1000. The *curval* counter is used to assign value numbers in the normal case; the *preval* counter is used to assign value numbers either to new constants calculated at compile time, or to variables encountered before any value number has been assigned to them; such values are therefore independent of all loops. Our procedure thus reserves a range of value numbers signifying values which may be calculated outside of all loops; if the program being optimized is so large that all value numbers in this range are used, we switch to use of *curval* rather than *preval*. After initialization a main loop starting at the label *nextitem* is entered; this loop begins with a termination test; in the non-termination case, the algorithm advances the *now* pointer to reference the next following item of code text, determines the operation code contained in the operation code field of the item to be processed, and transfers, using a calculated go-to statement, to whatever subprocess is appropriate for treatment of an operation of each of several possible types. The necessary transfer is governed by the values held in an array *kind(op)* which assigns an operation type to every operation code which can occur in the code text.

The first additional optimization to follow redundant expression elimination and constant detection is code motion. A subroutine *maymove* is employed to determine whether the operation currently under examination may be moved out of one or more loops. This subroutine, described in more detail in Table III, compares the maximum of the value numbers of the two input arguments of the current calculation with appropriate value number fields in relevant backward branch items momentarily contained in the loop and branch stack. *Maymove* returns both an indication of the place in the modified code text to which a movable instruction is to be moved and the value number to be assigned to a moved instruction. Whenever an instruction is moved, the loop and branch stack entry representing the
largest loop out of which it is possible to move the given instruction is updated to reflect the fact that one additional operation has been moved out of the loop.

In those rare cases in which so many operations have been moved out of a loop or to the head of a forward branch as to make it impossible to assign distinct value numbers in the reserved range associated with the loop or forward branch to every moved operation, we assign unreserved value numbers and increment the value number counter. In such unusual cases our algorithm may fail to detect the movability of logically movable instructions subsequently encountered.

Indexed load operations are handled in much the same way as ordinary computations, except in regard to the treatment of compile-time constants. The treatment of these operations, as well as the treatment of indexed store operations, is described in detail in Table II.

Subroutine call items in the code text are handled by assigning new value numbers to every argument of the subroutine (if additional information concerning the subroutine were available, it would be sufficient to assign new values only to those subroutine arguments which the subroutine might change), as well as to every "common" variable or array which can possibly be modified before return from the subroutine occurs. Whenever a new value number is assigned to a variable or array name, a pseudo-assignment operation is added to the modified code text, making it possible to reconstruct the correspondence between value numbers and programmer names. Function call items occurring in the code text are handled like subroutine call items, except that the name of a function must be treated as an additional argument of the function. Note that, if the optimizer is informed that no call to some certain function F can have "side effects", i.e., that no such call causes re-usable information to be stored anywhere but in the cell containing the returned function value, a call to F may be treated simply as a multi-argument operation.
In this case, redundant calls to the function can be eliminated, and function calls occurring within loops can be moved, under restrictions which are evident generalizations of those applying to ordinary binary operations. This optimization may be quite valuable; the algorithms which follow, however, do not include it.

The remaining parts of the algorithm shown in Table II describe the processes necessary for the treatment of forward branches, backward branches, and label items occurring in the code text. On the occurrence of a forward branch item, the algorithm sets up a new entry at the top of the loop and branch stack, posting its destination label field, its branch item number, the serial number of the last preceding store operation, the number of the first item in the available computations stack which lies within the forward branch, the last code item preceding the forward branch, and the current state of the value number counter. A range of some 100 value numbers is skipped, thereby reserving these value numbers for such code items as may subsequently be moved to the head of the branch, and the limit of this skipped range of value numbers is posted. A slightly changed copy of the branch item, in which the condition governing a conditional branch is represented by a value number, is also added to the modified code text.

Forward branches are terminated and loops initiated by the occurrence of a label item L in the code text. The procedure necessary for treating such items is shown in Table II, following the point marked _label_ in the algorithm of that table. All forward branches terminating at L are handled before any loops beginning at L are considered. The forward branch terminating procedure is as follows. The first forward branch item representing a forward transfer which terminates at a point from which L may be reached by a series of backward branches is determined; the section of code lying between this forward transfer item and the terminating label defines a maximal
"forward scope" terminating at the label in question. (Cf. Figure 5 above and the discussion associated with this figure.) Every calculation belonging to this maximal scope is removed from the available values stack. Every variable which is the target of a store operation lying in this scope is assigned a new value number. After this is done, the items on the loop and branch stack lying above the forward branch item corresponding to the first forward branch terminating at the current label are processed. Every forward-branch-representing loop and branch stack item which terminates at the label being processed and which is not the first forward branch entering any loop is suppressed. Backward branch items are merely moved to keep the loop and branch stack in a packed position. Each item which either represents a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II. Detailed algorithm for main process of linear nested region optimizer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>now = dummy leading no-op in code text;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item = code(now);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constptr = 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aptr = 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbptr = 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curval = 1000;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preval = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nextitem:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if now counter references last code item go to finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>now = now + 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item = code(now);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op = op(item);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initialize current item pointer used by main process;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initialize pointers to constant stack, available items stack,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop and branch stack;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initialize value number counter and reserved value number counter;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test for completion of optimization pass;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if not finished, advance to next item of code;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>determine operation code of item to be processed;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
goby kind(op) (computation, label, simpassign, indxassign, indxload, call, function, branch, loop,label)

computation:

\[ il = \text{inl(item)}; i2 = \text{in2(item)}; \]

if(valnum(code(il)).eq.0)
call newval(il);

if(valnum(code(i2)).eq.0)
call newval(i2);

\[ v1 = \text{valnum(code(il))}; \]
\[ v2 = \text{valnum(code(i2))}; \]
if(const(code(i1)).and.
\[ \text{const(code(i2))} \]
go to fold;
oldval = find(op,v1,v2);
if(oldval.eq.0) go to notavail;
else const(code(now)) = no;
valnum(code(now)) = oldval;
go to nextitem;

notavail;

beginning of process for treating normal binary operations;
determine two input argument code items;
if the first input argument of the current operation has not yet been assigned a value number, call a subroutine to assign it a value number hitherto unused;
carry out corresponding procedure for second input argument of current operation;
determine the value number of input arguments;
if both input arguments are constants, compile time calculations can be done;
try to find available prior value number with identical operation and inputs;
returned value of 0 means no such calculation available;
else mark non-constant; and assign value number found;
loop back to process next code item, placing no item in modified codetext;
in nonredundant case, an operation will be performed and a corresponding new entry must be made in the available items stack;
opn(avail(aptr)) = op;
vall(avail(aptr)) = vl;
val2(avail(aptr)) = v2;
call hashin(aptr);
const(code(now)) = no;
call maymove(max(vl,v2),yesno,
place, valnumber)

if(yesno.eq.yes)go to move;
else
valnum(code(now)) = curval;

valnum(avail(aptr)) = curval;
curval = curval + 1;
using information from appropriate fields of avail(aptr), add operation item to end of modified code text;
go to next item;
move:
valnum(code(now)) = valnumber;
valnum(avail(aptr)) = valnumber;

using information from appropriate fields of avail(aptr), set up modified code text item in place supplied by maymove subroutine;
go to next item;
fold;
cl = constval(v1);
c2 = constval(v2);
c = calculate(op, cl, c2);
v = findconst(c);
if(v.eq.0) go to newconst;

constop:
const(code(now)) = yes;
valnum(code(now)) = v;
go to nextitem;

newconst:
if(preval.ge.1000) go to alt;

v = preval;
preval = preval + 1;

altback:
val(constable(constptr)) = v;
cval(constable(constptr)) = c;
constptr = constptr + 1;
go to constop;

alt:
v = curval;

beginning of sequence to handle compile-time constant calculations;
find constant values for both input arguments;
apply specified operation to argument values;
attempt to find calculated value in constants table;
if not available, transfer to "new constant" sequence;
flag current code item as constant;
enter value number referencing constant in current code item;
loop back to process next code item;
use alternate procedure if reserved range of value numbers is exhausted;
assign new value number for new constant increment reserved value number counter;
assign value number and calculated constant value to new constant value table entry;
increment top pointer of constant value table;
loop back to finish treatment of current item;
if reserved range of value numbers is exhausted, use ordinary rather than reserved value number;
curval = curval + 1;

s impassign:

variable = inl(item);

quantity = in2(item);

if(valnum(code(quantity)).eq.0)
call newval(quantity);

valnum(code(variable)) =
valnum(code(quantity));

const(code(variable)) =
const(code(quantity));

using valnum(code(variable)),
set up a modified code text item
representing a simple assignment
operation, and add it to the end
of the modified code text;
go to nextitem;

indxassign:

variable = inl(item);

index = in2(item);

quantity = in3(item);

if(valnum(code(quantity)).eq.0)
call newval(quantity);

loop back to process next code item;

determine indexed variable to which
assignment is made;
determine index expression;
determine quantity being assigned
to variable;
if the right-hand side of the assign-
ment operation has not yet been given
a value number, call a subroutine
to give it a value number hitherto
unused;
if(valnum(code(index)).eq.0)  
call newval(index);

valnum(code(variable)) = curval;

using the array name **variable**  
and the new value number **curval**.  
set up a modified code text  
item representing a pseudo-  
assignment of **curval** to **variable**,  
and add it to the end of the  
modified code text;

**curval** = **curval** + 1;

opn(avail(aptr)) = indexed fetch;

val1(avail(aptr)) = variable;

val2(avail(aptr)) = index;

valnum(avail(aptr)) =  
valnum(code(quantity));

isconst(avail(aptr)) =  
const(code(quantity));

call hashin(aptr);  

using information from  
appropriate fields of  
avail(aptr), add indexed  
store operation item to  
end of modified code text;  
go to next item;

indexload:

il = in1(item); i2=in2(item)

if(valnum(code(il)).eq.0)  
call newval(il);

and do the same for the index  
quantity appearing in the  
assignment statement;

assign new value number to variable;

increment value number counter;

construct new available value item  
representing indexed expression  
by setting operation field,  
first and second input value fields;

assign value number of quantity as  
value number of indexed expression;

indexed expression also inherits  
constant bit from quantity;

update available calculations hash-  
table to reference new item;

loop back to process next code item;

sequence for handling indexed load  
operation;

determine variable and index of load;

if the first input argument of the  
indexed load operation has not  
yet been assigned a value number,  
call a subroutine to assign it a  
value number hitherto unused;
if(valnum(code(i2)).eq.0)
call newval(i2);

vl = valnum(code(i1));
v2 = valnum(code(i2));
else oldval = find(op,v1,v2);

if(oldval.eq.0) go to notavail;
isconst = findc(op,v1,v2);
const(code(now)) = isconst;
valnum(code(now)) = oldval;
go to nextitem;

call:
examine all the arguments of
the subroutine call;
if an argument is a complex
expression rather than a simple
variable or an indexed variable,
go on to examine the next argu-
ment;
if the argument j under examination
is an indexed quantity, go to
indxarg;
else execute valnum(code(j))
 = curval;
curval = curval + 1;
add pseudo-store into argument
to end of modified code text;
go on to examine the next
argument;
carry out corresponding procedure for
second input argument (index) of
load operation;
determine the value
numbers of variable and index;
else try to find available prior
value number with identical
operation and inputs;
returned value of 0 means no such
calculation available;
determine constant attribute from
bit of available item entry found;
set constant attribute appropriately;
assign value number found;
loop back to process next code item;
sequence to handle subroutine calls;
when all arguments have been examined, assign a new value number to every additional indexed or unindexed variable whose value the subroutine may affect and add corresponding pseudo-store operations to modified code text; go to nextitem;

    indxarg:
set jl = variable occurring in the indexed quantity
valnum(code(jl)) = curval;
curval = curval + 1;
add pseudo-store into argument to end of modified code text;
add copy of code text item to end of modified code text;
go on to examine next subroutine argument;

    function:
valnum(code(now)) = curval;
curval = curval + 1;
const(code(now)) = no;
go to call;

    branch:
if branch is unconditional, put vl = 0 and go to uncbranch;
else il = cond(code(now));
if valnum(code(il).eq.0)
call newval(il);
vl = valnum(code(il));

loop back to process next code item;
assign new value number to subroutine argument;
increment value number counter;

assign new value number to current code item;
increment value number counter;
flag function operation as nonconstant;
go back to treat arguments by normal subroutine call procedure;
sequence for treating forward branch operation;
if the branch is conditional, check to see that the condition argument has been assigned a value number; if not, assign it; determine value number of condition;
unbranch:
using information in fields of
code(now), together with value
vl, set up forward branch item
and add it to end of modified
code text;
type(lupstak(lbptr)) = branch;

\[
tslabel(lupstak(lbptr)) =
\]

dlable(code(now));

\[
itsnum(lupstk(lbptr)) =
\]

itnum(code(now))

\[
stornum(lupstak(lbptr)) =
\]

stornum(code(now))

\[
fristav(lupstak(lbptr)) = aptr;
\]

let loc be the location of the
last modified code text item
preceding the current branch;

\[
lstcoditm(lupstak(lbptr)) = loc;
\]

\[
lstuzdval(lupstak(lbptr)) = curval;
\]

\[
curval = curval + 100;
\]

\[
lstskpdval(lupstak(lbptr)) = curval;
\]

\[
lbptr = lbptr + 1;
\]

enter a new item at the top of
the loop and branch stack,
flagging it as a (forward) branch;
post the destination label of the
branch, its branch item number, and
the number of the last preceding
store operation;

post the number of the first item
in the available values array
which lies within the forward branch;

post the last instruction immediately
preceding the forward branch and the
current state of the value number
counter;

skip 100 value numbers to use for
possible calculations move to
point preceding branch in later
processing

post last skipped value number in
forward loop and branch stack item;
increment top pointer for loop
and branch stack;
go to nextitem;

loop:

if backward branch is unconditional, put vl = 0 and go to uncloop;
else il = cond(code(now));
if valnum(code(il).eq.0)
call newval(il);

vl = valnum(code(il));

uncloop;

using information in fields of code(now), together with value vl, set up backward branch item and add it to end of modified code text;

tmno = targetno(code(now));
qualnum = qualno(code(now));

find the entry on lupstak whose item number is itmno and whose qualification number is qualnm;
let place = location of this entry on lupstak;

lstcode = lstcoditm(lupstak(place));
lstuzd = lstuzdval(lupstak(place));
lstkpd=lstskpdval(lupstak(place));

note that the branch is not yet known to enter any loop, and that its terminating label has not yet been encountered;
loop back to process next code item;
sequence for treating loop (backward branch) operation;

if the backward branch is conditional, check to see if the condition argument has been assigned a value number; if not, assign it;
determine value number of condition;
determine the branch item number and the qualification number of the lupstak.item terminated by this backward branch;
determine the last code item preceding the loop being terminated, as well as the last used value number and the last skipped value number attaching to this loop;
\begin{verbatim}
firstin = firstent(lupstak(place));

lbptr = lbptr - 1;
for all j from place+1 to lbptr,
do all instructions till lupitem;
if(type(lupstak(j)).eq.loop)
go to isloop;
else lupstak(j-1) = lupstak(j);
going to lupitem;

isloop:
lupstak(j-1) = lupstak(j);
lstcditm(lupstak(j-1)) = lstcode;
lstuzdval(lupstak(j-1)) = lstuzd;
lstskpdval(lupstak(j-1)) = lstskpd;
lustin = firstin;
lustj = j;
determine the branch item number of the first branch entering the loop being terminated or any loop interlocked with it;
decrement top pointer of loop stack;

branch items on the branch and loop stack are merely moved to fill empty slot;
sequence for treating loop item on loop and branch stack;
relocate item;
redefine all loop items higher on the branch and loop stack than the loop item being terminated to have the same code-motion control information as the loop item being terminated;
redefine the first entering branch for each loop item higher on the branch and loop stack than the loop item being terminated to be the earliest branch entering either the former or the latter loop;
when all relevant loop and branch stack items have been processed, transfer back to treat the next item in the code text;

if(((firstin.ne.0).and.
(firstent(j-1).ne.0))
then
firstent(lupstak(j-1)) = min(firstent(lupstak(j-1)), firstin);
else if(firstin.ne.0)
firstent(lupstak(j-1)) = firstin;

lupitem:
continue;
go to nextitem;
\end{verbatim}
label:  

itmno = firstbranch(code(now));

if(itmno.eq.0) go to nobranch;

find branch entry on lupstak
whose branch item number is itmno;
let place = location of this
entry on lupstak;
sptr = firstav(lupstak(place));

beginning of sequence for treatment
of label item appearing in code;
(first all operations related to
forward branches terminating at
this label must be carried out);
determine branch number of first
forward branch which terminates
at a point from which the current
label may be reached by a series
of backward branches;
if no such branch exists, skip
first part of procedure;
reset the top pointer for the
available values stack to the
value associated with the longest
branch item terminating at a
point from which the current label
may be reached by a series of
backward branches;
determine the number of the first
store item within this same branch;
determine the number of the last
store operation preceding the
current label;
call newvalno(lowstor,hystor);
call subroutine to assign new
value number to every variable
referenced by store in forward
branch;
initialize number of branch items
to be removed;

lowstor=stornum(lupstak(place));
hystor=stornum(code(now));
call newvalno(lowstor,hystor);
remove = 0;
labl = labname(code(now));
for all j from place to lbptr-l
  do all instructions to bitem;
if(kind(lupstak(j)).eq.loop)
  go to shift;
if(tlabel(lupstak(j)).eq.labl)
  go to examine;
firstav(lupstak(j)) = aptr;

shift:
lupstak(j-remove) = lupstak(j);
go to bitem;

examine:
if(need(lupstak(j)).eq.0)
  go to suppress;
live(lupstak(j)) = 0;
go to bitem;

suppress:
remove = remove + 1;
bitem: continue;

note name of current label;
loop items on loop and branch
stack are merely to be moved;
other than first branch items
terminating at current label are
to be examined for suppression;
reset first included computation
reference of all relevant forward
branch items on loop and branch
stack to reference current position
of available computation top pointer;
loop items and unsuppressed branch
items are moved to new location;
and continue iteration;
if forward branch item does not
define a possible target for code
motion, suppress it;
otherwise merely flag it as a
terminated forward branch item;
go on to process next item on loop
and branch stack;
removed item counter is incremented
by 1 for each suppressed branch item;
adjust loop stack top pointer value;
nobranch:

lastloop = lastlup(code(now));

if(lastloop.eq.0) go to nextitem;

lowstor = stornum(code(now));

thispt = lastloop;

firstpt=firstlup(code(now));

lupcount = 1;

repeat:

insert no-op code item at end of modified code text, and let \texttt{loc} be its location;

this = codeptr(list(thispt));

type(lupstk(lbptr)) = loop;

lstcoditm(lupstk(lbptr))= loc;

lstuzdval(lupstk(lbptr))=curval;

curval = curval + 100;

beginning of sequence for setting up loop items representing loops beginning at current label;
determine pointer to last loop (reverse branch) item terminating in the present label;
if there is no such loop, transfer back to process next code item;
determine number of first store operation immediately following label;
initialize pointer to item in loop-list belonging to given label;
set up pointer to first item in loop-list belonging to given label;
initialize loop number count;
head of iterative loop for treatment of successive loops referencing given label;
determine transfer item in code stream corresponding to loop-list entry currently being processed;
build up new loop item at top of loop and branch stack, flagging it as being of type loop, and noting the last instruction immediately preceding the loop and the current state of the value number counter;
skip 100 value numbers to use for possible calculations moved out of loop in later processing;
lstdkpdval(lupstak(lbpctr))=curval;

firstent(lupstak(lbpctr)) =
firstent(code(this));

if(firstent(code(this)).eq.0)
go to poster;
else find the entry on the loop 
and branch stack whose branch 
item number is
firstent(code(this));
let j be the location of this 
item on the loop and branch 
stack;
set need(lupstak(j)) = 1;

poster:
itnum(lupstak(lbpctr)) = itmno;
qualnum(lupstak(lbpctr))=lupcount;
qualnum(code(this)) = lupcount;
hystor=stornum(code(this));

call newvalno(lowstor,hystor);

post last skipped value number 
in new loop item;
post branch item number of first 
branch entering loop, taking 
value from corresponding field 
in loop-terminating backward 
branch;
check for loop entered by 
forward branch;

flag forward branch item as 
defining possible code motion 
destination;

post branch item number of label 
and loopcount of distinguishing 
modifier in new lupstak item;
enter loopcount as distinguishing 
modifier into loop-closing 
backward branch code item;
determine last store operation from 
which direct return to a point 
within loop being processed is 
possible;
call subroutine to assign new 
value number to every variable 
to which assignment is made 
within extended loop;
\begin{verbatim}
lupcount = lupcount + 1;
if(thispt.eq.firstpt)
go to nextitem
thispt=prev(list(thispt));
go to repeat;

finish:
\end{verbatim}

forward branch not terminating at the label being processed or which is the first forward branch entering some loop is moved to preserve the packed condition of the loop and branch stack, and, at the same time, the field in such an item referencing the first computation in the available computations stack included within the forward branch is reset to the value that this field has in the longest branch terminating at the label currently being processed. The necessity for such changes may be seen by consulting Figure 19.
when branch A is first represented in the loop and branch stack, it will show an integer I as the serial number of the first computation available within its scope.

when branch B is first represented in the loop and branch stack, it will show an integer J > I as the serial number of the first computation available within its scope.

when branch A is terminated, all computations in its scope are removed from available computations list. The first available computation following the terminating label will then be assigned the serial number I. Branch B must be adjusted to reference this serial number.

when branch B is terminated, all computations with serial numbers exceeding I are removed from the available computations stack.

Figure 19. Processing of interlocing forward branches.

In the case in which a loop and branch stack item representing a forward branch is not suppressed on encountering its terminating label, the live bit in the stack item is dropped to indicate that the label has been encountered.

Once all the forward branches terminating at a given label have been processed, a set of new backward branch items, one such item corresponding to each backward branch terminating at the given label, is introduced at the top of the loop and branch stack. Using a counter initialized to one, each of these items is assigned a distinguishing "qualification number". An auxiliary no-operation is introduced into the code string for
each loop and branch stack item introduced; the location of this no-operation is entered in the newly established loop and branch stack item. A range of value numbers is reserved for code to be moved out of the loop being established; and the extent of this range is recorded in the loop and branch stack item being set up. This range is taken to extend from the current value of the value number counter and over a range of some hundred skipped values. The first and the last values of this reserved range are entered into the branch item being established; each time that a calculation is subsequently moved out of the loop represented by the loop and branch stack entry being set up, the first of these fields, representing the first value in the skipped range, will be incremented by one and the corresponding value number assigned to the moved operation (compare Table III, algorithm for subroutine maymove). Note that, by assigning each moved expression a value number consistent with its new location, we ensure that if the moved expression is a subexpression of a larger expression, movement of the larger expression will be handled correctly. This is the reason why reservation of a range of value numbers at the beginning of each loop is appropriate.

If any forward branch enters the newly established loop, the branch item number of the first such branch is posted in the appropriate field of the loop and branch stack entry being established; the necessary value is determined from the corresponding field in the loop-terminating backward branch. The previously posted loop and branch stack item corresponding to this forward branch is flagged by setting its need bit; this will prevent suppression of the stack item when the optimizer encounters its target label.

As a loop-representing loop and branch item is set up, the qualification number of the loop and branch stack entry currently being defined is entered into the associated loop-closing backward branch code text item. This same code text item is then consulted to determine the last store operation in the code sequence from
which return along the corresponding backward branch to the head of the loop being set up is possible, and subroutine is called to give a new value number to each variable and array to which an assignment is made within this extended loop. This procedure assures proper treatment of interlocking loops (i.e., interlocking backward branches, cf. Figure 15). When every backward branch terminating at a given label has been processed by the steps described, the treatment of the label itself is complete and the algorithm advances to treat the next successive code text item.

We come finally to consider the algorithmic procedure employed by the linear nested region analyzer on encountering a backward branch. Each such backward branch terminates a loop. By consulting the appropriate fields in the code text item to be processed, the branch item number and the qualification number of the loop stack item terminated by the given backward branch are determined. Using these two descriptors, a unique entry on the loop and branch stack with these same descriptors is found. The location L of this entry on the loop stack is noted; in the subsequent steps of processing, all the items on the loop and branch stack which lie above this location will be processed.

Since items are added to the top of the loop and branch stack in the order in which corresponding label and forward branch items are encountered in the code text, every loop and branch stack item lying above a backward branch item B being terminated represents either

a) a forward branch whose origin follows the target label of B and whose terminus follows the origin of B (cf. Fig. 20), or
b) a backward branch defining a loop interlocked with B, i.e., a backward branch whose terminus follows that of B and whose origin follows that of B.
Figure 20. Correspondence between position of items on loop and branch stack and position of branch items in code. Stack entries corresponding to the two loops and the one forward branch shown are made in the order A,B,C. When, at the point indicated, A is terminated, B and C lie above it on the loop and branch stack.

The reader must bear these relationships in mind while considering the backward branch processing sections of the optimization algorithm.

Extracting appropriate fields of the loop stack item at location L, we determine the position of the last code text item preceding the loop being terminated, as well as the last value number attaching to code text items preceding the loop, and the last skipped value number attaching to the loop. In the same way, we determine the branch item number of the first branch entering the loop being terminated or any loop interlocked with it.

At this point, we begin to process the items on the loop and branch stack lying above the item that has been located. At the end of this processing, the loop entry originally at location L will have been deleted from the loop and branch stack, and all items lying above it moved down one place to maintain the loop and branch stack in a densely packed condition. Branch items processed are merely moved down one position in the loop and branch stack. Loop items are treated in a more complex fashion. In the processing of a loop item we begin
by moving it down one position in the loop and branch stack, just as if it were a branch item. However, the last used value and last skipped value fields of each loop item moved are reset to the values which these fields has in the loop item originally at location L. The field in each such loop item referencing the last code text item immediately preceding the loop is similarly reset, and the nominal "first entering branch" field in each such loop item is defined to be the earliest branch entering any loop interlocked with either the loop represented by the item just moved or the loop represented by the branch and loop item originally at location L.

These operations effect a kind of redefinition of the loops interlocked with the loop being terminated, at least insofar as the information used by the maymove subroutine to control code motion are concerned. When our optimizer passes the backward branch terminating a given loop A, the effective scope of any interlocked loop B is redefined so as to give B, as its starting point, that originally belonging to A. The loop and branch stack item representing B also inherits its "last skipped value" field from A; thus, no code item occurring after the terminating branch of A will be moved out of B unless none of its input arguments are redefined in the combined scope of A and B, allowing the item to be moved to the last code position preceding A.

Figure 21 shows the successive "structural views" (determined by the set of variables which are assigned new value numbers and the items present on the loop and branch stack at any given time) which the optimizer applies to an interlocked pair of loops in the course of processing the section of code text having the flow structure shown in the figure.
Figure 21. Processing of interlocked loops.
(1) Actual pair of interlocked loops.
(2) Nominal loop after label p₁ is processed.
(3) Nominal pair of loops after label p₂ is processed.
(4) Nominally remaining loop after backward branch p₃ is processed.

The effect of the procedures which we have set forth is to allow an instruction occurring at the position α shown in Figure 21 to be moved either to the first position immediately preceding p₂ or to the first position immediately preceding p₁, while an instruction occurring at the position marked β in Figure 21 will only be moved if it can correctly be moved all the way to the first position immediately preceding p₁. Note, in particular, that we will never move an instruction occurring at a position such as β from the place outside a loop such as A to a place inside the loop A. Note that, if loop A is executed more frequently than loop B, such motion would be undesirable. Motion of code from the range β into the loop A might also violate safety constraints: calculating a * b before a reached its "final" value (value on exit from A) might generate unwanted interrupts.

Figure 22 shows a set of backward branches interlocked in a more complex fashion.
Note in Figure 22 that a movable instruction originating in the range marked o1 may be moved to the point d1, that a movable instruction originating in the range marked o2 may be moved either to the destination d21 or to the destination d22, that a movable instruction originating in the range o4 may only be moved to the destination d41, etc.

We observe also that, in processing a backward branch, a slightly changed copy of the branch item, in which the condition governing a conditional branch is represented by a value number, is added to the modified code text.

This completes our description of the principal optimizer process described by Table II. After processing a code by use of this algorithm, one goes on of course to any additional steps of code transformation and/or generation which are required.

As already noted, the main subroutine used by the algorithm shown in Table II is the subroutine maymove. An algorithmic description of this subroutine is given in Table III below.

The maymove algorithm processes items on the loop and branch stack beginning with the topmost item and proceeding toward the bottom of the stack. These items represent: (a) backward branches whose target labels have already been encountered, but which have themselves not been encountered; (b) "unterminated" forward branches, i.e., forward branches whose target labels
have not yet been encountered; (c) "terminated" forward branches, i.e., forward branches whose target labels have been encountered.

Note that it is the responsibility of maymove to find the largest loop, as defined by items (a), out of which one can move the calculation α which it is given. As noted in the discussion of Figure 8 above, each item of type (b) represents a barrier to code motion. We never move a "conditional" instruction α, i.e., an instruction α bypassed by a forward branch, into the "unconditional" range preceding the forward branch. Moreover, and again as explained in connection with Figure 8, we never move an instruction α lying within a loop entered by a forward branch out of the loop unless the instruction follows the terminating label of the forward branch. Even in this case, α is only moved if it can be moved to a point preceding the occurrence of the forward branch. The maymove algorithm shown in Table III conforms to this requirement as follows. The entries on the loop and branch stack are successively examined, starting at the top of the stack, that is, starting with the last occurring (innermost) loop or forward branch, and working down into the stack. During this process, two pointers to loop and branch stack locations, and one branch item number, are constantly maintained. The first of these is a pointer j defining the stack location currently under examination, and hence defining a point to which α could be moved if not for the special restrictions applying to loops entered by forward branches. Two remaining fields, called valid and mustmove in the algorithm of Table III, play an equally important role. The first of these is a pointer defining the earliest code location to which maymove is, at any given moment, sure that α can be moved, even taking all restrictions concerning loops entered by forward branches into account; the second is a branch item number defining the last code position at which α can be placed if it is to be moved beyond the point currently specified by the valid pointer and in a manner consistent with all forward branches encountered by maymove up to
a given moment in its operation. Consider, for example, the action of `maymove` when called to process the instruction \( a \) shown in the following figure, 23.

![Figure 23. Moving an instruction out of a loop entered by a forward branch.](image)

When `maymove` is called to process \( a \), it first attempts to move it out of the loop B. If, ignoring the entering forward branch A, it finds this motion to be possible, the j pointer is advanced to reference the loop C, and a reference to the entering forward branch A (actually, the branch item number of A) is entered into `mustmove`. If `maymove` then finds that \( a \) cannot be moved out of the loop C, it will also be the case that no fully validated move has been entered into `valid`. If, on the other hand, \( a \) can move out of the loop C, it also follows that \( a \) can be moved back past the forward branch A. On discovering this fact, `maymove` will make a first non-zero entry into `valid`, and, then go on to try to find still larger loops out of which \( a \) can be moved. Even if motion out of larger loops turns out to be impossible, `valid` will still contain a reference to the first code location preceding the forward branch A, so that the earliest code position to which \( a \) can be moved will still have been successfully recorded.

The detailed structure of the algorithm of Table III is as follows. The algorithm first checks that the loop and branch stack is not empty. In the contrary case, code motion is impossible and a negative return from `maymove` is made immediately.
If the loop and branch stack is not empty, the valid and mustmove pointers whose significance is explained above are both initialized to zero. The algorithm then successively examines all items on the loop and branch stack starting at the top of the stack. An item is selected, its type (forward or backward) determined, and transfer to the separate processes appropriate in these two cases is made. Each "live" forward branch item, that is, forward branch whose terminal label has not yet been encountered, constitutes a block to code motion. Occurrence on the loop and branch stack of an item representing such a forward branch causes the algorithm to transfer to its pre-return procedure. Items representing "terminated" forward branches are only examined if the mustmove pointer is non-zero, i.e., only if a backward loop entered by a forward branch has previously been encountered, and a corresponding restriction on the placement of α noted. While this is the case, the item number of each terminated-forward-branch entry on the loop and branch stack is examined, if this item number is seen to represent a branch item lying previous to the item defined by the mustmove field, and if a check of value numbers shows that no argument of the code item to be moved is defined within the scope of the forward branch, the location of the forward branch item in question is recorded in the valid pointer, the mustmove pointer is reset to zero, indicating that no unsatisfied entering forward branch constraint currently remains, and the algorithm goes on to process additional loop and branch stack items, representing larger loops out of which it may be possible to move α.
Table III. Algorithm for the maymove subroutine
Subroutine maymove(maxinval, yesno, place, valnumber)

if(lbpdr.eq.1) go to not;
mustmove = 0;
valid = 0;

for all j = 1 to lbptr-1,
do all instructions till
endloop;
entry = loopstack(lbpdr-j);
if(type(entry).eq. loop)
go to backward;
if(live(entry).eq. yes)
go to blocked;
if(mustmove.eq.0) go to endloop;
if((maxinval.ge.1
lstskpdtval(entry)) go to blocked;

if(itnum(entry).gt.mmustmove)
go to endloop;
else valid = j;
mustmove = 0;
go to endloop;

blocked:
if(valid.ne.0) go to move;
code motion not relevant if not
within loop; initialize latest point
at which code item can be placed;
initialize valid code motion
destination;
look successively at all items in
the loop and branch stack,
starting at the top of the stack;
separate forward and backward
branch cases;
an unterminated forward branch
constitutes a block to code motion;
if no entering forward branch is
currently posted, ignore
terminated forward branch items;
if an input argument of the calcula-
tion to be moved is defined within
a forward branch, motion past the
branch is impossible;
if terminated forward branch follows
latest point at which code item
can be placed, it may be ignored;
else post start of forward branch as
earliest possible code destination;
drop entering forward branch flag;
go on to process additional loop
and branch stack items;
when motion of code to earlier
point is impossible;
if valid code destination has been
found, go to set up code motion;
not:
yesno = no; return;

backward:
if((maxintval.ge.

1stskpdval(entry)) go to blocked;

if(firstent(entry).eq.0)
go to notentered;
else mustmove =

min(mustmove,firstent(entry));
go to endloop;

notentered:
valid = j;
mustmove = 0;
endloop: continue;
valid = lbptr;

move:
entry=lupstack(lbptr-valid+1);
valnumber=lstuzdval(entry)+1;
if(valnumber.ge.

1stskpdval(entry)) go to over;
1stuzdval(lupstack(lbptr-valid+1))
= valnumber;

negative return from subroutine;
procedure for backward branch item;
if an input argument of the calculation to be moved is defined within a loop, motion out of the loop is impossible;
go to separate procedure for loop not entered by forward branch;
else if code is to be validly moved, it must move to point preceding all entering forward branches;
proceed to next loop and branch stack item;
post backward branch as defining earliest possible code destination;
drop entering forward branch flag;
fallout case: set variable j to reference loopstack bottom in subsequent procedure;
procedure to set up code motion descriptors:
post lupstack entry for point to which motion is indicated;
determine value number assigned to moved calculation;
check for conflict with value numbers assigned following destination point of motion;
else update record of last value number used at destination point of motion;
insert:

location = lstcoditm(entry);

insert blank code item immediately following code text position defined by location;
let place = position of this blank code text item;
lstcoditm(lupstak(lbptr-j+1)) = place;

yesno = yes; return;
over:

valnumber = curval;
curval = curval + 1;
go to insert;

[end of algorithm]

Backward branch items occurring on the loop and branch stack are treated as follows. If the code item \( \alpha \) is found to be redefined within the loop described by a given backward branch item on the loop and branch stack, the algorithm transfers at once to its pre-return procedure. In the contrary case, the "first entering branch" field of the backward branch item is examined, and transfer is made to one of two slightly different subprocesses, depending on whether or not this field is zero, i.e., on whether or not the loop in question is entered by a forward branch. If the loop is entered by a forward branch,
the **mustmove** field is reset to the minimum of its former value and the branch item number of the first forward branch entering the current loop; this reflects the fact that if the code item \( a \) is to be validly moved, it must be moved to a point preceding all forward branches entering loops out of which it is moved. Once the **mustmove** value has been redefined the algorithm loops back to process the next loop and branch stack item in turn.

If, on the other hand, the loop item being processed has not been entered by a forward branch, a reference to this loop item is entered into the **valid** pointer, indicating that the **maymove** algorithm is now certain that the instruction \( a \) can be moved in the code at least as far as the label defining this loop, and the **mustmove** field is reset to zero, indicating that no currently unsatisfied entering forward branch constraints remain. In this case also **maymove** loops back to process the next loop and branch stack item in turn.

The terminal procedure employed by **maymove** is as follows. If the **valid** field is found on termination to be set to zero, a negative return is made. In the contrary case, the loop and branch stack entry referenced by the **valid** pointer is found, the value number to be assigned to \( a \) at its new location is determined from the last used value field of this loop and branch stack entry, and the last used value field updated to reflect the fact that one additional instruction has been moved. A blank code item is inserted immediately after the last code item preceding the branch item represented by the loop and branch stack entry, and the subroutine **maymove** makes a positive return. A few details of the action of the **maymove** subroutine omitted in the above summary description will be found in the detailed algorithm shown in Table III.

Table IV below describes the first pass of the linear nested region optimizer. It is the responsibility of this pass to fill in those fields of code text transfer items (cf. Figure 12 above) which refer to aspects of the code determined by items lying
ahead of a given item, and hence which cannot easily be set up by the compiler itself. Such information is, of course, required in the algorithms of Tables II and III. The procedure described in Table IV uses a current item pointer, called now, as well as two counters called actr and bctr, which respectively count assignments and branch items. At the beginning of the algorithm, these counters are initialized, and the current item pointer is set to point to the first item of the code text. Then the algorithm enters a main processing loop, which inspects every code item in turn, bypasses code items representing ordinary computations, and, using an indexed transfer determined by an auxiliary array called kinda, proceeds to separate sub-processes for the treatment of assignment, subroutine call, and branch items. To process an assignment item, one merely adds, to an array reserved for this purpose, and at the location referenced by an assignment counter, a reference to the target variable of the assignment. The assignment counter is then incremented, and the algorithm loops back to process the next code item in turn. In this way, one builds up the complete list of assignment operations required by the algorithm in Table II. Subroutine and function calls are handled in much the same way as assignments. Every argument of such a call, if it is a simple or indexed variable rather than a complex expression and may therefore be an output argument of the subroutine, is added to the assignment list, and the assignment counter correspondingly incremented. All "common" variables accessible to and hence modifiable by the subroutine must also be added to the assignment list. Once this is done, the algorithm loops back to process the next code item in turn.

The treatment of branch items, and especially backward branches, is considerably more complex. The branch item processing sub-section of the first forward pass must attain several goals. Each branch item must be assigned a branch item number. With each label, we must associate a list of all backward
branches terminating at the given label; this list is required by the algorithm of Table II. Moreover, we must flag each backward branch on this list with its serial position on the list. With each label, we must also associate the branch item number of the earliest forward branch, preceding the given label, which terminates either at the given label or in the scope of a linked set of backward branches terminating at the label (cf. Figure 24). Our final goal is to associate, with each backward branch, the number of the last assignment operation from which a label within the scope of the backward branch can be reached without passing through any code preceding the target label of the backward branch; this information is also required by the algorithm of Table II. We attain our aims as follows. With each label we associate a store number, similar to that to be associated with backward branches, and called lastore in Table IV; namely, the number of the last assignment operation from which the label in question can be reached without passing through any of the code preceding it. In order to do this, we must associate, with each backward branch, a list of all the labels which can be reached via the branch and via linking backward branches, in each case without passing through code preceding such a label. This list is called the backtarget list of the given backward branch, and may be built up iteratively for any given backward branch \( \beta \) by adding, to the direct target of the backward branch, the backtarget lists of all linking backward branches lying within the scope of \( \beta \). (Cf. Figure 24.)

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 24. Linked backward branches and backtarget lists.

Labels \( L_1 \), \( L_2 \), and \( L_3 \) all belong to the backtarget list of branch \( \beta \); any assignment operation preceding \( \beta \) is relevant for all these labels.
If a label L occurs on the backtarget list of a given backward branch β, we set lastore field of the code item representing L to reference the last store included in the scope of β. Carrying this operation out sequentially through the whole code insures that each label L will ultimately reference the last assignment operation, in order, from which L can be reached without passing through any code preceding L. Once this is done, we reprocess all backward branches, entering into the stornum field of each backward branch the maximum of the lastore field taken over all labels lying in the scope of the backward branch.

The algorithmic details of branch item processing during the first pass of the linear nested region optimizer are as follows. The stornum field of the current code item is set to the present value of the assignment counter; thus each branch item initially references the first assignment operation preceding it. As explained, this field will, in the case of backward branch items, ultimately be changed. The current value of the branch item counter is entered into the appropriate field of the current code item, and is also saved. A reference to the current code item is placed on a comprehensive list of branch items; this list is used during some subsequent processing phases to provide rapid reference to branch items. The branch item counter is then incremented, concluding the few algorithmic steps common to the processing of all branch items. At this point, indexed transfer is made, using an auxiliary data array kindb, to separate procedures appropriate for the treatment of the three different kinds of branch items. Label items require no further processing at this point, since all additional processing of label items is associated with backward branches which address them. Forward branch items are processed in a rather simple way. The target label of a forward branch is determined, and, if no earlier forward branch has the same target label, the given branch is the earliest branch terminating at its target label. In this case, a reference to the forward branch is posted in the target label of the branch. In either case, the algorithm loops back to process the next code item in turn.
Table IV. Algorithm for first pass of linear nested region optimizer.

now = dummy leading no-op in code text;
actr = 1;
bctr = 1;

nextitem:
now = nextit(now);
if(now.eq.0) go to loopfill;
item=code(now);op=op(item);

goby kinda (op) (ordinary, assignment, branch, call)

ordinary:
go to nextitem;

assignment:
astack(actr) = inl(now);
actr = actr + 1;
go to nextitem;

call:
examine all the arguments of the subroutine call;
if an argument is a complex expression rather than a simple or indexed variable go on to examine the next argument;

initialize current item pointer;
initialize assignment counter and branch item counter;
advance to next code item;
check for completion of first phase; determine operation code of item to be processed; take appropriate transfer to processes for treatment of assignment, subroutine call, and branch items;
bypass all items not of assignment, call, or branch type;
add target variable of assignment to assignment list;
increment assignment counter;
loop back to process next code item;
else add a reference to the argument under examination to the assignment stack, increment the assignment counter, and go on to examine the next argument; when all arguments have been examined, add to the assignment stack a reference to each indexed or unindexed variable whose value the subroutine may affect, incrementing the assignment counter as often as necessary; go to next item;

branch:

stornum(code(now)) = actr;

thisnum = bctr;
itnum(code(now)) = bctr;
branchlist(bctr) = now;
bctr = bctr + 1;
goby kindb(op) (forward, backward, label);

forward:
dest = dlabel(item);
if(firstbranch(code(dest)).eq.0)
    firstbranch(code(dest))=thisnum;
go to next item;

loop back to process next code item;

common initial procedure for three types of branch items;
post current state of assignment counter;
record and post current branch item number;
place reference to current code item on branch item list;
increment branch item counter;
transfer to procedure appropriate for treatment of particular branch item;

forward branch procedure;
determine target label of branch;
if no earlier branch has same target label, this is earliest terminating at target label;
loop back to process next code item;
label:
go to nextitem;

backward:
dest = dlabel(item);
target = itnum(code(dest));
targetno(code(now)) = target;
oldlast = lastloop(code(dest));

add this backward branch to the end of the list of backward branches targeting at and referenced by the target label;
if(oldlast.eq.0) go to firstloop;

qualif = qualnum(code(codeptr (list(oldlast))));

qualnum(code(now)) = qualif + 1;
go to linking;

firstloop:

qualnum(code(now)) = 1;

all additional processing of label items is associated with backward branches which address them;
begning of sequence for processing backward branch code items;
determine target label of branch;
save and post item number of target label in current code item;
determine last preceding branch with same target label;
test if this is first backward branch with given target label;
else determine qualification number of last preceding backward branch to given label;
present item has next successive qualification number;
and skip to begin processing of loops linked by current backward branch;
special sequence for processing first backward branch to given label;
present item has qualification number 1;
linking:
first = firstbranch(code(dest));

initialize backtarget list of
code(now) to consist of
code(dest) as its single member;
for each j from target+1 to
thisnum-1, do all instructions
thru linked;

branchitem = code(branchlist(j));

if(kindb(op(branchitem).eq.
    forward)) go to linked;
if(kindb(op(branchitem).eq.
    backward)) go to backloop;
else if((first.ne.0)and
    (firstbranch(branchitem)).ne.0)
    first = min(first,firstbranch
    (branchitem));
else first=firstbranch(branchitem);
go to linked;

backloop:
if(itnum(dlabel(branchitem)).ge.
    target) go to linked;
else add all elements of
backtarget list of branchitem
to backtarget list of code(now);

begin processing loops linked
by current backward branch;
initialize calculation of first
forward branch either targeting
at termination label or entering
scope of backward branch being
processed;

iterative loop to find first
forward branch entering scope of
backward branch being processed,
and to carry this information
and store information back to
all labels on backtarget list;
examine branch item in scope of
backward branch;
bypass forward branch items;

included backward branches
require different processing;
in case of included label,
redetermine earliest forward
branch entering scope of
backward branch being processed;
and go to next item in scope;

if an imbedded backward branch
links the backward branch being
processed, the backtarget list
elements of the former must be
be added to the backtarget list
of the latter;
linked: continue;

lastlab = lastreach(code(now));
labloc = firstreach(code(now));

labels:

label = codeptr(list(labloc));
lastore(code(label)) = actr;

firstb = firstbranch(code(label));
if(firstb.eq.0) go to noearly;
else if (first.ne.0)
  firstbranch(code(label)) = min(first,firstb);
go to checkloop;

noearly:

if(first.lt.itnum(code(label))
  firstbranch(code(label))=first

checkloop:
if(labloc.eq.lastlab)go to nextitem;

labloc = nex(labloc);
go to labels;

end of iterative processing of backward branch scope;
initialization for additional processing of linked loops;
post first and last elements of backtarget list for current code item;

beginning of loop to reset lastore and firstbranch fields of all linked loops;
calculate code item reference of current backtarget list item;
current assignment affects all loops linked with current loop;
if label is not target of forward branch, use special procedure;
else first entering branch number is minimum branch number targeting at label or entering any loop linked to label;
and skip over initial branch procedure;
procedure for loop which is not forward branch target;
if entering branch originates before target label, post it as entering forward branch;
check for terminating of processing of all loops linking current loop, in which case advance to process next code item;
else advance to next linked loop and continue linked-loop process;
loopfill:

for all $j$ from 1 to $bctr-1$, do all instructions till loopsfull;
branchitem = code(branchlist($j$));
if((kindb(op(branchitem)).eq. forward).or.(kindb(op(branchitem)).eq.label))
go to loopsfull;
else start=targetno(branchitem);
final = itnum(branchitem);
firstin = 0;
lastasin = stornum(branchitem);

for all $k$ from start+1 to itnum-1, do all instructions till labs;
imbitem = code(branchlist($k$));
if(kindb(op(imbitem)).eq. forward.or.kindb(op(imbitem)).eq.backward) go to labs;
lastasin=max(lastasin,
      laststore(imbitem));

if((firstbranch(imbitem).eq.0).
or.(firstbranch(imbitem) .gt. start)) go to labs;
if(firstin.ne.0)firstin = min(firstin,firstbranch (imbitem));
else firstin=firstbranch(imbitem);
labs: continue;
stornum(code(branchlist(j))) = lastasin;

firstent(code(branchlist(j))) = firstin;

loopsfull: continue;
end of first forward pass of linear nested region optimizer;
go on to main forward pass of optimizer;

[end of algorithm]

The algorithmic procedure for the processing of backward branch items bears most of the burden of "lookahead" involved in the first pass of the optimizer and is thus considerably more complicated than the procedures required for the treatment of other kinds of branch items. On encountering a backward branch code item β, one first determines the target label of the branch, posts the item number of this label in the current code item, and also saves the item number for later use. The last preceding branch with the same target label L is determined, β is added to the end of the list of backward branches referenced by L, and a test is made to determine whether or not β is the first backward branch with the target label L. This allows determination of the qualification number of the current backward branch either as l or as l + the qualification number of the last preceding backward branch having the target label L. The algorithm now finds all loops linked by the backward branch β, developing the backtarget list of β, and determining the first forward branch entering the scope of β. The necessary procedure has the form of an iteration, and is as follows. Calculation of the first forward branch entering the scope of the backward branch being processed is accomplished by a simple minimization carried out
over the first forward branch references of all labels included in the scope of \( \beta \). For each backward branch \( \alpha \) belonging to the scope of \( \beta \) and having a target label with a smaller item number than the target label of \( \beta \), all backtarget list elements of \( \alpha \) must be added to the backtarget list of \( \beta \).

Once the backtarget list of \( \beta \) has been built up in the manner indicated, the `lastore` field of every label on the backtarget list of \( \beta \) is reset to reference the last assignment lying within the scope of the current backward branch. At the same time, the "first forward branch" reference attached to each label on the target list of the backward branch \( \beta \) is set to reference either the minimum of its former value and the number of the first forward branch entering the scope of \( \beta \), or, if the label in question has not previously been recognized as the target of a forward branch, is set to reference the first forward branch entering the scope of the current backward branch, provided that this forward branch precedes the label in question. When all the labels on the backtarget list of a backward branch have been processed in this way, processing of the backward branch is complete and the algorithm loops back to process the next code item in turn.

Once a forward pass over all code items has been completed, a termination procedure affecting backward branch items only is carried out. All labels lying in the scope of each such backward branch \( \beta \) are examined, and the maximum of the `lastore` field for all these labels is calculated. This maximum quantity, representing the last assignment operation in the code from which one may reach a point in the scope of \( \beta \) without ever entering code preceding the target label of \( \beta \), is then inserted into the `stornum` field associated with the backward branch.

When all backward branches have been processed in this way, the first forward pass of the linear nested region optimizer ends, and the optimization process flows on to begin the main optimization pass described in Table II.
6.4 **Operator Strength Reduction in the LNRA algorithm.**

The "value number" based algorithm described by Table II of Section 3, with which we have been concerned almost exclusively in that section, accomplishes the elimination of redundant expressions, the propagation of constants, and the motion of code out of loops. We shall now begin to consider the extensions of that algorithm necessary to incorporate the important reduction in strength optimization described briefly in Section 1 (cf. subheading (5) of Section 1) and more fully in the preceding section. Section 9 below gives a general analysis of this type of optimization, and discusses the implementation of strength reduction in connection with more powerful optimizers than that considered in the present section. Here we shall discuss the reduction in strength optimization only in a simpler form, but in a form which is nevertheless sufficient to cover the commonest and most important cases in which this optimization is of benefit. This common case is that in which a product formed with an index quantity under control of a DO iteration is reduced, thereby replacing an integer multiplication by an incrementation operation. Figure 25 below shows the typical features of code associated with such a situation.

![Code example](before)

![Code example](after)

Figure 25. **Common case of reduction in strength.**

In code not generated in so very simple a way by an iterative control statement in a source language, more elaborate situations which may be treated by similar but more complex strength
reduction processes will occur. Figure 26 illustrates such a case.

(before)

\[
\begin{align*}
    t &= \text{dim} \times K \\
    \ldots \\
    K &= J + 1 \\
    \ldots \\
    J &= K + 1
\end{align*}
\]

(after)

\[
\begin{align*}
    t &= t_1 \\
    \ldots \\
    K &= J + 1 \\
    t_1 &= t_2 + \text{dim} \\
    \ldots \\
    J &= K + 1 \\
    t_2 &= t_1 + \text{dim}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 26. A more elaborate case of reduction in strength.

Discussion of these more complex cases is reserved for Section 9.

In the present section, it is convenient for us to regard strength reduction as a generalization of code motion. That is, in the situation shown in Figure 25, we regard the essence of the strength reduction optimization as being the motion of the multiplication operation \(\text{dim} \times K\) out of the loop shown in that figure; strength reduction is then distinguished from simple code motion by the fact that the expression \(E\) being moved actually involves variables redefined (though only in a relatively simple iterative fashion) within the loop out of which \(E\) is moved. The existence within a loop of iterative redefinitions of variables occurring within moved expressions makes the process of code motion involved in strength reduction more complicated than the simple code motion process which we have already examined. Reductive code motion requires us to modify the code left within the loop by the insertion of compensating increment operations appropriately attached to every iterative redefinition of a variable occurring in an expression reduced in strength.

We will, in accordance with constraints described more fully in the preceding section, only apply the strength reduction
process to integer expressions, and more specifically to polynomials in integer variables; in order to guarantee the applicability of strength reduction we shall then impose the condition that all variables occurring in the expressions to be reduced are either loop-constants or are defined only iteratively within the loop to which the reduction process is to be applied. Within the context delimited by this general condition, the simple case of strength reduction shown in Figure 25 is distinguished from the more complex case shown in Figure 26 by the fact that the redefinition affecting the iteratively defined variable \( K \) has the form \( K = K + RC \) (where here and in what follows we denote a loop constant by the symbol \( RC \)), and hence redefines \( K \) in terms of its own former value and not in terms of the value of any other variable. Since this restriction makes possible substantial simplification in our strength reduction algorithms, we shall in the present section only attempt to apply strength reduction to situations in which this condition is satisfied. That is, we shall regard an integer variable redefined within a loop as being an iterative variable within the loop if and only if all its redefinitions have either the form \( K = K + RC \) or the simpler form \( K = RC \). The candidate expressions considered for strength reduction will be polynomial expressions in integer variables \( I \) each of which is either a loop constant or an iteratively defined variable.

Strength reduction applies not only to polynomials linear in iteratively redefined variables, but also to polynomials of higher order. Thus, for example, we may reduce the computation of the fourth power of an iteratively redefined variable to a set of additions. Figure 27 below shows the result of such a reduction.
Figure 27. Strength reduction applied to a polynomial in an iterative variable.

Note that the three multiplications occurring in the unreduced code are replaced by four additions in the reduced version; of course, we count only operations occurring within the loop L shown in Figure 27. On the other hand, if L contained more than a single iterative redefinition of the variable K, we would have to attach an addition to each such iterative redefinition of K, one addition being necessary for each power of K occurring in the expression being reduced. If the number of points within L at which the iterative variable K is incremented exceeds the ratio of multiplication time to addition time, strength reduction of expressions involving K will be undesirable, as an excessive number of additions will have to be performed for every multiplication which is avoided.

Reduction in strength also applies to those somewhat more esoteric cases in which polynomial expressions involving more than one iteratively redefined variable occur. Figure 28 shows such a case.
In this case, one multiplication has been replaced by four additions. The number of additions replacing a single multiplication when a given monomial is reduced in strength may be estimated as the product of the number of distinct iterative redefinitions affecting each of the separate variables occurring in the monomial. As soon as this product exceeds a limit characteristic of the particular computer for which code is being optimized, strength reduction of a monomial becomes undesirable and ought to be cut off. A similar criterion applying to general polynomials is stated below.

Reduction in strength of polynomials occurring within the innermost loop of a nest of loops will move instructions from within this loop to a point within an outer loop. If optimal code is to be produced, these instructions, once moved, ought to be subject to the normal process of redundant calculation elimination, constant propagation, and to any additional code motion and/or outer-loop strength reductions that apply.
Figure 29 below shows the improvement that can be attained by applying outer-loop optimization processes to code moved in the course of strength reduction.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{(initial)} \\
K &= J \times 2 \\
t &= 10 \times K \\
J &= J + 1 \\
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
&\text{(first step)} \\
K &= J \times 2 \\
t_1 &= 10 \times K \\
t &= t_1 \\
K &= K + 1 \\
t_1 &= t_1 + 10 \\
J &= J + 1 \\
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
&\text{(final)} \\
K &= J \times 2 \\
t_1 &= t_2 \\
t &= t_1 \\
K &= K + 1 \\
t_1 &= t_1 + 10 \\
J &= J + 1 \\
t_2 &= t_2 + 20 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 29. Iterated strength reduction in a nest of loops.

In order to apply outer-loop optimizations to code moved out of inner loops during a strength reduction process, we must save a certain minimum amount of information concerning the state of the optimization process immediately before the inner loop was entered. In the algorithms which follow, we choose to save all the value numbers associated immediately preceding entrance into the loop with all variables modified within a loop.

The overall structure of the strength reduction process (which forms an extension of the basic linear nested region optimization process described by Table II) is as follows. Operator strength reduction is applied to the code within a loop when the terminating branch of the loop is encountered. More precisely, on encountering the terminating branch of a loop, we apply the strength reduction process to all code properly within the loop: Code is said to be properly within the loop if it lies within the loop but not within any sub-loop of the loop. Figure 30 below illustrates this concept.
In order to prepare for strength reduction, the optimization algorithm of Table II is extended in various ways. In the first place, we add an extra one-bit field to each entry of the stores array used by the optimizer; this bit is used during the processing of a loop to distinguish iterative assignments, i.e., those having either of the forms $I = I + RC$ or $I = RC$, from non-iterative assignments. As motion out of a loop of any loop-independent expression on the right hand side of an assignment statement will precede processing of the assignment statement itself, iterative and non-iterative assignments may be distinguished without difficulty. After the reduction in strength process has been applied to a loop, we go back and flag every assignment in the loop as non-iterative. Thus if a loop to be processed contains an inner sub-loop, none of the assignments lying within the sub-loop will be treated as iterative during processing of the outer loop.

Once having distinguished between the iterative and the non-iterative assignments lying within a loop $L$, we begin the main reduction in strength process, as follows. A pass over all the assignments in $L$ is made to find all those variables whose only assignments within $L$ are iterative. For each such variable, the total number of its iterative reassignments within $L$ is recorded, and a list of all value numbers assigned to the variable within $L$ is collected. These value numbers, for which at certain points in further processing we will wish to substitute the value numbers assigned to the corresponding variables immediately before entry into $L$, are entered into a

![Figure 30. Code properly within an outer loop of a nest of loops.](image)
hash table called the reducible values table to facilitate
the associative look-up processes which will subsequently
apply to them. Each such value number references the iterative
variable to which it belongs. The reducible values table will
eventually contain both value numbers assigned to iterative
variables and value numbers representing reducible quantities;
entries of these two distinct types will be separately flagged.

On completing the initialization steps described above, we
begin the main part of the strength reduction process. All
instructions properly belonging to the loop L are scanned,
integer sums and products (reducible operations) being treated
in one way and other operations in another. Non-reducible
operations are treated as follows: their arguments are examined,
and any argument found to be reducible is flagged within the
reducible values table as a terminal reducible value. Integer
sums and products are treated as non-reducible operations unless
both of their input arguments either belong to the reducible
values table or are loop-independent. In the reducible case,
a nominal degree is ascribed to the operation (cf. Figures 28, 29
and the discussion associated with these figures). An operation
of excessively large degree is treated as non-reducible. The
value numbers corresponding to the results of operations definitely
determined to be reducible are entered into the reducible values
table, and the operations themselves moved temporarily to an
auxiliary block associated with L.

Once the whole of the loop L has been scanned, we begin to
process the instructions in the prefixed auxiliary code block
associated with L, first converting all the instructions found
there (which instructions direct the calculation of certain
polynomials) to a more explicit representation of the polynomials
which these instructions calculate. This is done iteratively by
associating a polynomial with each instruction in the auxiliary
block. In more detail, we associate with each product operation
the canonically expanded form of the product of the polynomials
associated with its separate inputs; and use a corresponding
procedure for addition operations. A more detailed account of this conversion procedure is found in Table V below.

Table V. Summary of linear nested region strength-reduction process.

(a) Steps carried out during main optimization pass, cf. Table II of Section 3.)

In processing assignment operations, detect those not having the form I = RC or I = I+RC, and flag them as non-iterative assignments;
On encountering label marking head of loop, save list of all pre-loop value numbers belonging to variables reassigned within the loop;
On encountering a loop-terminating backward branch, enter reduction in strength subroutine described below;
On return from reduction in strength subroutine, flag all assignments within loop just processed as non-iterative and erase list of pre-loop value numbers;
Then return to main optimization process of Table II;

(b) Reduction in strength subroutine applying to a given loop L.)

Make pass over all assignments belonging to loop L, detecting each variable all of whose assignments are iterative. For every such variable, calculate the total number of its iterative assignments and collect a complete list of the iterative assignments;
Enter each value number belonging to an iterative assignment into the reducible values hashtable. Flag each such value number as being the value of an iterative variable, and cause it to reference the variable to which it belongs;
Process all instructions properly belonging to the loop L by the following steps;
Scan: Scan the next instruction; if it is an integer addition \( v_i = v_j + v_k \) or an integer multiplication \( v_i = v_j \times v_k \) go to Sumprod;

Non: Else if any input argument of the operation belongs to the reducible values table, flag it in the table as a terminal reducible value. Then go to Scan;

Sumprod: Find the degree of \( v_j \) and the degree of \( v_k \), and use them to calculate the degree of \( v_i \). Here, the degree of a value number belonging to an iterative variable is the number of iterative redefinitions of the variable, and the degree of a loop-independent value number is 0. The degree of \( v_i = v_j + v_k \) is the sum of the degree of \( v_j \) and the degree of \( v_k \); the degree of \( v_i = v_j \times v_k \) is the product \( \max(\text{degree}(v_j),1) \times \max(\text{degree}(v_k),1) \); if the degree of \( v_i \) exceeds the maximum limit \( \text{maxdeg} \) for strength reduction, treat \( v_i \) as irreducible and go to Non; otherwise, enter the value number \( v_i \) into the reducible values hashtable, flag it as the value of a reducible operation, and associate its degree with it in the hashtable;

Move the operation \( (v_i = v_j+v_k \text{ or } v_i = v_j \times v_k) \) into a temporary code block and go back to Scan;

Continue scan until all instructions properly within loop \( L \) have been scanned. Then begin at Convert to process the temporary code block.

Convert: Process the successive instructions in the temporary code block, associating with each instruction a polynomial in the variables iterative within \( L \) and
having coefficients which are loop-constants relative to L. Use the following rule to determine these polynomials:
i. if \( v_i \) is an L-constant value number, the polynomial \( p(v_i) \) associated with it is itself,
ii. if \( v_i \) is a value number belonging to an L-iterative variable \( I \), then the polynomial \( p(v_i) \) associated with it is \( I \),
iii. if \( v_i = v_j \cdot v_k \), then \( p(v_i) \) is the canonically expanded form of the product polynomial \( p(v_j) \cdot p(v_k) \),
iv. if \( v_i = v_j + v_k \), then \( p(v_i) \) is the canonically expanded form of the sum polynomial \( p(v_i) + p(v_k) \);

If the result value number \( v_i \) of the instruction being processed is flagged as a terminal reducible value, call a subroutine \texttt{expand} with argument \( p = p(v_i) \) to generate all initialization code associated with its successive differences, and record in the \texttt{reduction quantities structure table} a collection of entries describing these differences;

When all instructions in the temporary code block have been processed, erase the temporary code block and go on to \texttt{Modproc} to attach all necessary supplements to redefinitions of iterative variables of L;

\texttt{Modproc}: Make a pass over all the iterative redefinitions \( \alpha: I = I + RCI \) and \( I = RCI \) of iterative variables \( I \) belonging to the loop L;

For each redefinition \( \alpha \), make a pass over all the reduction quantities \( t \);

If \( \alpha \) has the form \( I = I + RCI \) and \( s = t \cdot RCI \) is defined in the \texttt{reduction quantities structure table}, attach the compensating instruction \( t = t + s \) to \( \alpha \);
If $a$ has the form $I = RCI$ and $s = t(RCI)$ is defined in the reduction quantities structure table, attach the compensating instruction $t = s$ to $a$;

When all the iterative redefinitions $a$ in the loop $L$ have been processed, clear the reduction quantities structure table calculated for the loop $L$, and return from strength-reduction loop-processing subroutine.

-- end of algorithm --

When, during the conversion of instructions belonging to the auxiliary code block associated with $L$, an instruction flagged as defining a terminal reducible value is encountered, a number of additional procedures are carried out. In the first place, we associate with the polynomial $P$ corresponding to the terminal reducible value a number of additional reduction quantities. This collection of quantities is intended to include all those quantities whose current values must be maintained in order that the values of all reducible quantities may be updated using additions only. The set of these quantities may be defined as follows. For each polynomial $P = P(I,J,...)$ corresponding to a terminal reducible value, we must keep on hand

i. the current value of $P$.

ii. for all variables $I$, $J$, etc. iterative within $L$, the value of all non-zero differences $\Delta I \Delta J \ldots P$, combined in all relevant ways with corresponding loop-independent increments $RCI$, $RCJ$, etc., belonging to iterative redefinitions of $I,J,...$, having the form $I = I + RCI$, $J = J + RCJ$, respectively.

iii. the value of all substituted versions $P(RCI,...)$ of the polynomial $P$ and all the above differences, as dictated by the presence within $L$ of iterative redefinitions having the form $I = RCI$. 
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With each reduction quantity we associate a compiler-generated temporary variable \( t \); for convenience of exposition we use the following notational convention. If \( P(I,\ldots) \) is a reducible polynomial with which the reduction quantity \( t \) is associated, and \( Q \) is the polynomial such that \( P(I+RCI,\ldots) = P(I,\ldots) + Q(I,RCI,\ldots) \), we designate the reduction quantity associated with \( Q \) by the symbol \( t_{RCI} \); if \( R \) is the substituted polynomial \( P(RCI,\ldots) \) we designate the reduction quantity associated with \( R \) by the symbol \( t(RCI) \).

Using these notational conventions, the modifications to the code inside and outside the loop \( L \) necessary in order to complete the next phase of the strength reduction process may be described as follows (cf. Table V for additional details).

1. Insert, immediately before the first instruction of the loop \( L \), a set of instructions appropriate for the initialization of every reduction quantity. In doing so, replace each \( L \)-iterative variable \( I \) appearing in the polynomial representation of a reduction quantity by the value number associated with \( I \) immediately before entry into the loop \( L \).

ii. At appropriate points within the block of instructions thus generated, insert the assignment operations necessary to initialize the compiler generated temporary variables \( t \) associated with the various reduction quantities.

In the algorithm shown in Table V, the necessary initialization code is assumed to be generated by a subroutine \texttt{expand} which also prepares a table, the reduction quantities structure table, in which all the relationships \( t + t_{RCI} \) and \( t + t(RCI) \) are represented.

iii. Make a pass over all the iterative redefinitions \( \alpha: I = I + RCI \) of iterative variables \( I \) belonging to the loop \( L \). For each such redefinition \( \alpha \), make a pass over all the reduction quantities \( t \), checking to see if the quantity \( s = t_{RCI} \) is defined. In this case (i.e., if \( P \) does depend on the variable \( I \)) attach the compensating instruction \( t = t+s \) to \( \alpha \). Then go on to process the next iterative redefinition \( \alpha \) in the loop \( L \).

When a reduction quantity \( s \) is found to be a constant, the
initialization of s is to be omitted and direct use made of the known value of s.

iv. A similar process applies to iterative redefinitions $I = RCI$ of the variable $I$. To each such iterative redefinition we associate supplementary redefinitions $t = t(RCI)$.

When all iterative redefinitions occurring in the loop $L$ have been processed in this fashion, the strength reduction process, as it applies to the loop $L$, is complete. It only remains to flag every assignment lying within $L$ as non-iterative, and to proceed with the main strength reduction process shown in Table II until the next loop-terminating backward branch is encountered, at which point one again carries out a strength reduction process.

In order to describe the strength reduction procedures used by the linear nested region optimizer in more detail we must first look at the principal data structures used by the reduction process. These data structures are as follows. A saved value number list records the value number assigned to all loop-modified variables immediately prior to entry into each loop. A stores array, identical with that used in linear nested region optimization as described above but containing certain extra fields, gives information on all the assignment operations contained in the code to be optimized. A related iterative stores array lists all the elements of the stores array which reference iterative stores, and gives certain additional information concerning these stores. A reducible values table is used during the processing of a loop $L$ to reference and to describe every value number attaching to an iterative variable or to a calculation iterative within $L$. As has already been noted, given a loop $L$ we call every polynomial $P$ whose calculation is moved out of $L$ by the strength reduction process, and every auxiliary quantity needed to be able to calculate the value of such a polynomial using additions only, a reduction quantity; each such quantity is assigned an identifying number. A polynomial $P$ whose calculation is moved out of $L$ is called a terminal reducible polynomial. A terminal reducible polynomials list containing the identifying number of each
terminal reducible polynomial belonging to a given loop L is maintained. A reducible quantities structure table is used to relate each reduction quantity t and each iterative redefinition α of a variable within L to its appropriately substituted versions and to the increments s which must be added to t in order to account properly for the occurrence of α.

In more detail, the entries in these various data structures have the following forms. A stores array entry has the form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(targ)</th>
<th>(indexed)</th>
<th>(itrat)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>target variable</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 31. Fields in a stores array entry.

The first field in such an entry references the target variable of the store. Two additional one-bit fields flag the store as being indexed/non-indexed and iterative/non-iterative respectively. An entry in the iterative stores array has the form shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(storop)</th>
<th>(incrno)</th>
<th>(targ)</th>
<th>(typ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>store operation reference</td>
<td>value number of increment or loop constant</td>
<td>target variable</td>
<td>assign type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 32. Fields in the iterative stores array.

The first field locates an iterative store operation within the modified code text produced by the main part of the linear nested region optimizer. Two additional fields respectively define the value number of the increment (or loop constant) occurring in the store operation and the target variable of the store operation. A final one-bit flag field serves to distinguish assignments \( I = RC \) from assignments \( I = I + RC \).

The reducible values table has entries of two types, one describing iterative variables of a loop, the other describing reducible expressions. These have the following form:
Figure 33. Fields in reducible values table entries.

The first field gives the value number of the reducible expression of iterative variable. A one-bit flag defines the type (variable or expression) of the entry. In an entry of variable type, a reference to the relevant variable is contained in the field which follows; after this we find a field containing the number of iterative assignments to the variable, i.e., the degree of the variable. In an entry of expression type only the second of these two fields is used. Such entries, however, contain an additional one-bit field flagging them as terminal/non-terminal. The entries in the reducible values table will normally be accessed through a hash based on the value number field of the entry; an extra field is reserved for structural use in connection with the associated hash search.

A reducible values counter is used to generate a unique serial number for each reducible quantity; the serial numbers of terminal reducible quantities are listed in ascending order in the terminal reducible quantities list. The reduction quantities structure table uses these serial numbers to relate each reduction quantity $t$ to a reduction quantity $s$ representing the $t$-increments associated with each iterative assignment $I = I + RCI$ and the substituted quantity associated with each assignment $I = RCI$ in the loop $L$ within which reduction in strength is proceeding. The entries in this table are located via a hash based on the identifier of the variable $I$, the value number of the loop independent increment or replacement $RCI$, and the quantity $t$. The entries in this table have the following form.
Figure 34. Fields in the reduction quantities structure table.

Note that the first three fields contain the information containing I, RCI, and t described just above, while the fourth field defines the associated t-increment or replacement quantity s. A one-bit flag field distinguishes the increment from the replacement case. A final field is used in connection with hash access.

We evade all the thorny problems having to do with code motion out of loops entered by forward branches by not applying the reduction in strength process to such loops. Note however that, at the cost of a certain complication of our algorithms, they can be extended to give coverage to this case also. For the same reasons as are explained earlier in the present section in connection with code motion, we will not attempt to reduce expressions calculated under conditional branches. Note that the presence of forward branches wholly contained within a loop does not prevent us from reducing expressions in the loop as long as they are calculated unconditionally within the loop. The information necessary to administer those constraints on code motion is available in the loop and branch stack used by the optimizer.

Table VI below gives a more detailed version of the algorithm described in broad outline in Table V.
In the previous section we introduced the notion of basic block, i.e., of a program subsection involving only linear control flow. In the present section we initiate our discussion of general control flow and begin to describe the optimization algorithms applicable in this much more complex situation.

The flow structure of a program may be represented conveniently in terms of a program graph. This graph consists of nodes and directed edges. Each basic block of a program is represented by a node of the program graph. A basic block will be terminated either by the occurrence of a labeled instruction defining a point in the program to which control may be transferred from elsewhere, by a subroutine or function call, or by a string of conditional transfer operations which transfer control from the end of a given block to the beginning of some other block. If, in a given program, control may flow from the terminating instructions of a certain block \( B_1 \) to the initial instructions of some other block \( B_2 \), we introduce a directed edge in the program graph proceeding from \( B_1 \) to \( B_2 \). The program graph is then completely defined by its set of nodes (representing basic blocks of the program) and by the set of directed edges connecting nodes (representing transfers of control from one basic block to another). Thus, for example, the code

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) \quad & \quad \ldots \\
& x = 0 \\
& j = 100 \\
& \text{loop1:} \quad x = x + j \times j \\
& \quad j = j - 1 \\
& \quad y = 0 \\
& \text{loop2:} \quad y = y + x \times x \\
& \quad \text{if}(y \gt 1000) \quad \text{go to next} \\
& \quad \text{go to loop2} \\
& \text{next:} \quad \text{if}(j \gt 0) \quad \text{go to loop1} \\
& \quad \ldots
\end{align*}
\]
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has the following program graph.

(2)

1. \( x = 0 \)
   \( j = 100 \)
   \( x = x + j \times j \)

2. \( j = j - 1 \)
   \( y = 0 \)

3. \( y = y + x \times x \)

4. (conditional transfer only)

Note that the first two instructions of (1) constitute a first block and are represented by node 1 in (2), that the next three instructions constitute a basic block and are represented by node 2 in (2), and that the next basic block, represented by the node 3 of (2), consists of a single instruction. The two conditional transfers which follow this single instruction are represented in (2) by the two directed edges which leave node 3. The final conditional transfer defines a fourth block containing no actual instructions but represented in (2) by the node 4 and the directed edge passing out of it. In (2), we also show an additional directed edge, passing 'in line' to the remaining code which is not explicitly indicated either in (1) or in (2).

Note that the graph of a program gives a truer representation of its logical structure than the normal sequential form of the same program. Whereas the physical structure of computer memories compels us to arrange the instructions constituting a program in some linear order, this order, except within basic blocks, merely linearise a logically nonlinear program graph in an arbitrary way. (Nevertheless, some of the optimization methods to be studied later will make algorithmic use of linear code arrangements. Part of our effort in the present chapter will be devoted to the development of rational linearizations of general program graphs). A basic block terminating in a 'call exit'
statement or 'end' statement defines a terminal node of a program graph. The unique block containing the first executable statement of a program defines the unique initial or entry node of its program graph; we assume that this node is not the successor of any other node in the graph.

If \( P \in \mathcal{P} \), \( \tau(P) \) is the set consisting of all those nodes which are the terminal nodes of directed edges of the program graph whose initial node is \( P \). A program graph may equivalently be described by a set \( \mathcal{P} \) of nodes, and by the multi-valued 'successor' mapping \( \tau : \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathcal{P} \). A track in a program graph is a sequence of points \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n \), such that \( P_{i+1} \in \tau(P_i) \). \( P_1 \) is called the beginning of the track, \( P_n \) is called the end of the track. If there exists a track whose beginning is \( P_1 \) and whose end is \( P_n \), then \( P_n \) is said to be a successor of \( P_1 \), and \( P_1 \) is said to be a predecessor of \( P_1 \). In a program graph every node which is a successor of the unique entry node of the program graph is called a reachable point. We shall normally assume that every point of a program graph is reachable; it is clear that instructions belonging to unreachable nodes can never be executed during any run of a program. Such instructions are superfluous and may as well be omitted from the program. Subsequently in the present section, we shall have considerable occasion to examine the flow structure of programs more deeply. However, with this basic introduction, we have sufficient material in hand that we may profitably begin to study the two optimizations to which the preceding section was devoted, i.e., optimization by the elimination of redundant operations and optimization by the elimination of dead calculations, both in the context of general program flow.

An operation \( A \star B \) (i.e. an operation which combines two inputs \( A \) and \( B \) to give some sort of result, which we write as \( A \star B \)) is redundant if there exists no track in the program graph, either beginning at the program entry block,
or beginning at any assignment of a new value to one of the variables A or B, which reaches the given operation without passing through some preceding calculation of the result A * B. All other operations are irredundant. In making this definition, we intend that every operation A * B be followed wherever necessary by a store operation, so that the "last calculated" value of A * B is always available if needed. We call the cell in which this value is stored the "value cell" of A * B." Any single redundant operation can be eliminated and replaced by a load from the corresponding value cell. Of course, value cells need be established and stores inserted only for those operations at least one redundant instance of which is eliminated by our optimization algorithms. Moreover, a large number of the store operations whose insertion we here find it convenient to assume will be eliminated by the "dead operation" optimizations which we shall consider in a later section. Note also that, if an operation A * B is deleted and replaced by a load from the corresponding value cell, it follows that at the time that the load replacing the original operation A * B is performed, the value cell already contains exactly the result which would have been stored into it, were the result A * B to be performed and its result stored again. Hence, the replacement of any redundant operation by a load from the corresponding value cell does not change the result obtained, in the one case by actual calculation, in the second case by a mere load. Hence every redundant operation A * B occurring in a program may be removed and replaced by a load without this replacement affecting the results of any computation. On the other hand, irredundant operations must actually be performed, since there exists a direct track to them from some point in the program at which the value of one of the inputs A or B to the operation A * B has been recalculated. We may therefore assert that common subexpression elimination "in the large," i.e., in the presence of program flow, consists of the elimination of all operations redundant in the sense just explained.
Given this fact, the problem of realising this optimization becomes the problem of deciding which operations in a complex program flow graph are redundant. We aim to describe algorithms for the effective determination of just this. In order to develop the necessary algorithms, it is convenient for us to introduce a certain number of new terms. We call an operation relevant for the operation \( A \times B \) if it is either an assignment to the variable \( A \), an assignment to the variable \( B \), or a formally identical calculation \( A \times B \). Each operation \( A \times B \) occurs in some basic block. If the last preceding relevant operation in this block is an assignment to \( A \) or \( B \), the given operation \( A \times B \) is irredundant and must be performed. If the last preceding relevant operation is a calculation of \( A \times B \), then the operation is redundant and should definitely be eliminated. The interesting case for global optimization is that of an operation \( A \times B \) not preceded in its basic block by any other relevant operation. This case we treat as follows.

With each edge \( e \) in a program graph (and with each particular calculation \( A \times B \)), we associate a Boolean value \( x_e \), equal to 1 if an occurrence of the calculation \( A \times B \) as the first instruction in the block in which the edge \( e \) terminates would be irredundant, and to 0 otherwise. We also introduce a second Boolean quantity \( y_b \), equal to 1 if an occurrence of the operation \( A \times B \) as the first instruction in a block \( b \) would be irredundant, and to 0 otherwise. We call \( x_e \) the leaving bit associated with the edge \( e \) and the operation \( A \times B \), and call \( y_b \) the entering bit associated with the block \( b \) and the same operation.

Let \( e \) be an edge, and let \( b \) be the block from which \( e \) originates. The relationship between the Boolean quantities \( y_b \) and \( x_e \) is a characteristic of the basic block considered. If the block contains no instruction relevant to the instruction \( A \times B \), then clearly \( x_e = y_b \). On the other hand, if the basic block \( b \) does contain some instruction relevant to \( A \times B \), then the relation between \( x_e \) and \( y_b \) is as follows.
If the last relevant operation in b is an assignment to A or B, then \( x_e = 1 \). If the last relevant operation in b is a calculation of \( A \ast B \), then \( x_e = 0 \). In any case, we may write
\[
x_e = C_e y_b + D_e,
\]
where, here as in the remainder of the present section, we write the Boolean "and" as a symbolic product, and the Boolean "or" as a symbolic sum. The Boolean coefficients \( C_e \) and \( D_e \) are of course, characteristics of the block b and edge e. We may write the preceding equation more succinctly as \( x_e = f_e(y_b) \), where \( f_e \) is the Boolean function defined by
\[
f_e(y) = C_e y + D_e.
\]
Call this Boolean transformation the edge transformation associated with the edge e and the operation \( A \ast B \). It follows at once from our definition that \( y_b = x_{e_1} + \ldots + x_{e_n} \), \( e_1, \ldots e_n \) being the edges of the program graph which terminate in the block b; indeed an operation \( A \ast B \), standing at the beginning of the block b, is irredundant if and only if the same operation, standing at the end of some one of the edges entering block b would be irredundant. Note that the operation \( A \ast B \), occurring as the first relevant operation in its block, is redundant if and only if \( y_b = 0 \). Thus, the problem of determining the redundancy of the operation \( A \ast B \), when it is the first relevant operation in its basic block, i.e., in that case in which its relevancy depends on the global structure of the program graph, is precisely that of calculating the quantity \( y_b \) for each block b.

Equivalently, and somewhat more conveniently, we may calculate the quantities \( x_e \) for all the edges of the program graph. For the quantities \( x_e \) we have the system of Boolean equations (1) \( x_e = f_e(x_{e_1} + \ldots + x_{e_n}) \)
so that our problem is essentially that of calculating the Boolean quantities \( x_e \) by solving this system of Boolean equations.

Note that similar definitions may be made and a similar line of reasoning applied not only to binary operations, but also to the calculation of functions of any number of variables. Consider, for example, a hypothetical operation \( G(A,B,C) \) producing some result from three inputs \( A, B, C \). This
operation is redundant if there exists no track in the program graph, either from the origin block of the program or from an assignment to one of the variables A, B, or C, which reaches the given operation without passing through some other formally identical operation. All other calculations of G(A,B,C) are irredudant. For the same reason as in the binary case, we may, by associating a hypothetical value cell with each such operation, delete every redundant instance of the calculation G(A,B,C) and replace it by a load from the corresponding value cell. With each edge in a program graph, and with each such operation, we may as in the binary case associate a Boolean value x_e equal to 1 if an occurrence of the operation G(A,B,C) as the first instruction reached by the edge would be irredudant, and to zero otherwise; and also a Boolean quantity y_b having a similar definition but pertaining to entry to the given basic block. We call an operation relevant to the operation G(A,B,C) if it is an assignment of a value either to the variable A, or B, or to C, or is a computation formally identical with the computation G(A,B,C). If a given basic block b contains no occurrence of any instruction relevant to the operation G(A,B,C), then x_e = y_b. If the last relevant operation in b is a calculation of G(A,B,C), then x_e = 0. Thus the relationship between the Boolean quantities x_e and y_b and the pattern of Boolean equations for the calculation of the composite collection of bits x_e, are the same whether the operation considered has two or more input quantities. We may use this fact to treat composite calculations like (A+B)*C on the same basis as simple calculations. Note that if F_e is the edge transformation associated with such a composite operation while f_e is the block transformation associated with the subcalculation like A+B, then necessarily f_e(x) ≤ F_e(x) in the sense of the evident Boolean ordering 0 ≤ 1. It will follow from our subsequent discussion that, of x_e are the irredudancy bits associated with the composite operation (A+B)*C in the sense explained above, while x_e
are the corresponding bits associated with the suboperation A+B, it necessarily follows that $x_e \leq X_e$ for each edge e. Thus, if the calculation $(A+B) \times C$ is redundant in a given block, then the associated suboperation A+B is also redundant in the same block. Hence, an optimization procedure based on redundancy bits is consistent with an underlying data structure which represents composite operations by pairs of pointers to the simpler operations of which they are composed.

A very similar line of reasoning may be applied to study the elimination of useless operations, and especially of store operations, when they are "dead," i.e., never subsequently used in the course of a program run. A store instruction is dead if there is no path from it to any use of the value which it stores which does not pass through another store of the same variable. Suppose that with each store and each edge of the program graph we associate a bit $x_e$ indicating whether the same store operation occurring at the beginning of the block in which the edge terminates would be live rather than dead, and a second bit $y_b$ indicating whether the corresponding store operation, occurring at the end of block b in which e terminates, would be live. Let e be an edge, and let b be the block in which e terminates. Then three cases arise. If the variable A has a use in the block b before any store operation assigning a value to A occurs, then $x_e = 1$. If, on the other hand, an assignment to A occurs in b before any use of A, then $x_e = 0$. Finally, if the variable A has no stores and no uses in the block b, then $x_e = y_b$. Now, since a variable is live at the end of a given block if and only if it is live at the beginning of some block to which transfer may be made from the given block, it follows that $y_b = x_{e_1} + \ldots + x_{e_n}$, where $e_1, \ldots, e_n$ are the edges originating from the block b. The reverse graph of a graph with ordered edges is the
graph with the same nodes and edges, but with the orientation of each edge reversed. In terms of this notion, we see that the general pattern of Boolean equations for the calculation of the live-dead bits associated with a store operation have the same form as the system of Boolean equations determining the redundancy of operations \( A \times B \), except that the reverse program graph rather than the original program graph must be used.

The above argument shows that systems of Boolean equations of the form (1) play a considerable role in two situations of great interest to us. We now begin an examination of the solutions of systems of Boolean equations of this form. Note first that the equations (1) are "linear" in the Boolean sense. It follows that the Boolean sum of two solutions of our system of equations is also a solution of the same system of equations. Since the sum of any two distinct solutions of these equations is greater in the Boolean sense than either of the two solutions out of which it is composed, it follows also that there exists a maximal solution of our system of equations, i.e., a solution \( X_e \) with the property that \( X_e \geq x_e \) for all \( e \) and for any other solution \( x_e \) of the same system of equations. Suppose, on the other hand, that we put \( x_e^1 = 0 \), and, iteratively, put

\[
(2) \quad x_e^{(m+1)} = f_e(x_{e_1}^{(m)} + \ldots + x_{e_n}^{(m)}),
\]

where \( e_1, \ldots, e_n \) are the edges of the program graph terminating in the block \( b \) from which \( e \) originates. Then, since every one of the block transformations \( f_e \) is a monotone Boolean function, it follows by induction that the quantities \( x_e^{(m)} \) are monotone increasing with \( m \), and hence reach a limit after a finite number of steps. Moreover, it follows by a similar induction that, if \( x_e \) is any solution of the system of equations

\[
(3) \quad x = f_e(x_{e_1} + \ldots + x_{e_n}),
\]
then \( x_e \geq x_e^{(m)} \) for every \( e \) and \( m \). Therefore, if we let \( x_e^{(\infty)} \) be the limit of the quantities \( x_e^{(m)} \), then \( x_e^{(\infty)} \) is that unique solution of the system (3) of Boolean equations which is less than or equal to any other solution of the same system of Boolean equations. We call this solution of the system (3) its **minimal solution**. We conclude that there exists a minimal and a maximal solution of the system (2) of Boolean equations. Any other solution of the system (3) lies above the minimal solution and below the maximal solution in the sense of the natural order of boolean quantities.

Let \( x_e \) be the minimal solution and \( x_e \) the maximal solution to the system of Boolean equations (3). We call those edges \( e \) of the program graph for which \( X_e = x_e \) **determinate edges** for the system (3), and those edges for which \( x_e = 0 \), while \( X_e = 1 \), **indeterminate edges** for the system (3). Then since for each indeterminate edge \( e \) the edge transformation \( f_e \) can assume either of the values 0 or 1, we plainly have \( f_e(x) = x \) for each such edge. Moreover, since \( x_e = 0 \), we must have \( x_{e_1} = 0 \) if \( e_1 \) is a determinate edge from which terminates in a node from which an indeterminate edge originates. It follows that the system of Boolean equations (3) reduces, for the set of indeterminate edges, to a separate subsystem having the form

\[
(4) \quad x_e = x_{e_1} + \ldots + x_{e_m}.
\]

where \( e_1, \ldots, e_n \) are the **indeterminate** edges terminating in the block from which the edge \( e \) originates. It is then plain that both \( x_e = 0 \) and \( x_e = 1 \) are solutions of the system (4) of equations, so that, in the situation just described, indeterminacy of solution actually exists.

Since, in all our applications, irredundancy of an operation always is a consequence of the existence of a track from the origin node of the program graph or from a store operation assigning a new value to one of the inputs of a given operator, the **significant solution** of the system (3) of Boolean equations, for our purpose, is always the minimal solution.
Our method for the calculation of the block entry and edge exit bits \( y_b \) and \( x_e \) for any given operation, will be based on the consideration of subregions of graph. Let \( R \) be some subset of the nodes of a program graph. Let \( a_1, \ldots, a_k \) be the collection of all nodes in \( R \) reached by edges from nodes of the program graph external to the region \( R \). Let us write, as a system of Boolean equations, the subsystem of (3) applying to the nodes in \( R \), but modify the equation for each of the nodes \( a_1, \ldots, a_k \) to include one extra inhomogeneous term, i.e., to read

\[
(5) \quad x_e = f_e(z_a + x_{e_1} + \ldots + x_{e_m}),
\]

where \( z_a \) is the inhomogeneous term in question, and where \( x_{e_1}, \ldots, x_{e_m} \) are the edges of the program graph originating at some node in the region \( R \) from which the edge \( e \) originates. Forming the minimal solution of this system of equations in the sense explained above, we obtain a Boolean function \( f_e^R(z_1, \ldots, z_k) \); this function depends on as many Boolean variables as there are entry nodes to the region \( R \). In particular, if \( R \) is a single entry region, \( f_e^R \) is a Boolean function of a single Boolean variable, and hence a function having the same form and (as we shall soon see) much the same intuitive significance as the edge transformation functions with which we are already familiar.

Note that, if \( e \) is an edge originating in \( R \) but terminating outside \( R \), equation (4) will still define a value \( f_e^R(z_1, \ldots, z_n) \); this case is simpler than the case in which \( e \) both originates and terminates in \( R \), since in this case the values of the variables \( x_{e_1}, \ldots, x_{e_m} \) occurring in (4) may be determined from the other equations (4) applying to the region \( R \) and the value \( x_e \) does not appear in any of these other equations.
The theoretical significance of the functions \( f_e^R \) may be understood as follows. Suppose that we partition the program flow graph \( \mathcal{G} \) into a collection \( R_1, \ldots, R_k \) of disjoint single-entry regions with entry nodes \( b_1, \ldots, b_n \). Let \( \{x_e\} \) be the solution of the Boolean redundancy equations (2), and, for each \( j \), let \( E(b_j) \) be the set of edges originating outside the region \( R_j \) and ending in \( b_j \); then put

\[
(6) \quad z_{b_j} = \sum_{e \in E(b_j)} x_e.
\]

If \( e \) originates in \( R_j \), it follows from the definition of the functions \( f_e^R \) that the value of \( x_e \), as determined by (2), is also determined by the set of equations

\[
(7) \quad x_e = f_e^{R_j}(z_{b_j}).
\]

Out of this set of equations we may extract the subset consisting of all those equations applying to edges \( e \) which go from one region \( R_k \) to another region \( R_j \). The subset of the equations (7) applying in this case may be written as

\[
(8) \quad x_e = f_e^{R_j}(x_{e_1} + \ldots + x_{e_1});
\]

have \( e \) is any edge leaving \( R_j \) for another region, while \( e_1, \ldots, e_1 \) are all the edges which originate in another region and terminate in the region \( R_j \) from which \( x_e \) originates. Note then that the system (7) has a definition exactly parallel to the definition of the system (2), except that

(a) where the basic edge transformations \( f_e \) appear in (2), the region-associated transformations \( f_e^R \) appear in (8);

(b) where all the edges originating outside a block and terminating in a block appear in an equation (2), all the edges originating outside a region and terminating in the region appear in (8);

(c) whereas all edges of the graph \( P \) appear in (2), only edges which cross from one region to another appear in (8).
In particular, (8) may be a much smaller system of equations than (2). Note that, once the equations (8) have been solved, the values $x_e$ for all intra-region edges $e$ may be determined by use of the equations (6) and (7). Of course, the use of the region functions $f^R_e$ in the manner just outlined will only be of advantage if it is substantially easier to solve the system (5) of equations determining these functions than to solve the full set (2) of equations. Assuming this to be the case, however, we may elaborate the following strategy for the complete solution of the equations (2):

1. Partition $P$ into a disjoint set of single entry subregions $R_j$, each having an internal structure sufficiently simple so as to make the calculation of the associated $f^R_e$ easy.

2. Treating each region $R_j$ as if it were a block, eliminating all intra-region edges, and using the functions $f^R_e$ in place of the functions $f_e$, set up the system of equations (8).

3. Solve the system of equations (8), determining all the redundancy bits $x_e$ for inter-block edges $e$;

4. Use equations (6) and (7) to determine the redundancy bits $x_e$ for intra-block edges $e$.

It is also worth noting that the transformation defined by 1) and 2) is available for iterative reapplication in developing the solution required in step 3).

In what follows, we shall show how subregions $R_j$ of a program graph $P$ which are especially well-adapted for use in connection with the above strategy may be developed.
The fact that, in discussing solutions of the system (2) of Boolean equations, we are able to treat single entry regions on much the same basis as we treat basic blocks gives to single entry regions in a program graph the exceptional importance which the reader will perceive they have in our subsequent discussion. Note that the function $f^R_e$ is a monotone function of its variables, i.e., that its Boolean value always increases if one of its arguments is increased in the Boolean sense.

We may also define, for a region $R$ and the node in that region, a function which has the same significance for block entries as the function $f^R_e(z_1, \ldots, z_k)$ has for block exits. This function is given simply by

$$E^R_b(z_1, \ldots, z_k) = f^R_e(z_1, \ldots, z_k) + \ldots + f^R_{e_m}(z_1, \ldots, z_k)$$

in case the block $b$ in question is one which is not the terminus of any branch originating outside $R$, and the form

$$E^R_a(z_1, \ldots, z_k) = z_a + f^R_{e_1}(z_1, \ldots, z_k) + \ldots + f^R_{e_m}(z_1, \ldots, z_k).$$

if the node $a$ in question is one which is the terminal node of some branch of the program whose origin is external to $R$. In (9) and (10) $e_1 \ldots e_m$ are those edges of the program graph which originate in $R$ and terminate in $b$ (or in the sense of (9), in $a$). We call the function $E^R_b(z_1, \ldots, z_k)$ the Boolean entering operator function for the block $b$ and region $R$.

The corresponding function $f^R_e$ is called the Boolean leaving operator function for the given edge and region.

In subsequent sections of the present chapter, we will see that the functions $f^R_e$ and $E^R_b$ are highly significant. Indeed, much of our analysis will relate directly or indirectly to these functions. For the present, we confine ourselves to discussing one single application of these region functions: the manner in which they may be used to study the possibility
of moving an occurrence of a given operation from one point of a program to another. Suppose, to be more specific, that \( A * B \) is an operation occurring in a certain block of a single entry region \( R \) of a program and that this operation is not preceded in its block by any other relevant instruction.

Let \( E_b^R(x) \) be the Boolean entering operator function for the given block and region. If \( E_b^R(0) = 1 \), then the operator is not redundant in its location, no matter whether it is redundant on entry to the region \( R \) or not. If \( E_b^R(0) = 0 \) and \( E_b^R(1) = 0 \) also, then the operation \( A * B \) is redundant in any case, and may be deleted and replaced by a load from the corresponding value cell. If, finally, \( E_b^R(0) = 0 \) and \( E_b^R(1) = 1 \), then the operator is redundant if and only if the corresponding operation placed immediately previous to the entry block of the region \( R \) would be redundant. Thus, if while calculating the value of the redundancy bits for larger and larger regions we find that the operation \( A * B \) would not be redundant on entry to the subregion \( R \), but nevertheless that \( E_b^R(0) = 0 \) and \( E_b^R(1) = 1 \) (and with the important "safety" provision that performance of the operation cannot produce any "side effects" such as overflows or machine traps), it follows that if a copy of the instruction is placed immediately previous to the entrance to the region \( R \), the operation \( A * B \) may be deleted in its present location. The net effect of the program transformations just described is, of course, to move the operation \( A * B \) from the point within the region \( R \) at which it originally occurs, to a point immediately preceding the entry block of the region \( R \). If the region \( R \) contains internal cycles, it may well be that the nodes in \( R \) are traversed during a run of the program much more frequently than the region \( R \) is entered; this would surely be the case if, for example, the region \( R \) represents an inner loop of the program being optimized. In this case, by moving the operation \( A * B \) from one place to another, we obtain a valuable gain in efficiency. As our procedure for the calculation of the
redundancy bits \( x_b \) is, in any case, based on the calculation of the region functions \( E_b^R \) and \( F_e^R \) for larger and larger subgraphs of a program graph, starting with innermost subgraphs and working outward, it is particularly fortunate that the criterion for code motion has so simple an expression in terms of the region functions \( E_b^R \).

Note in this connection that the insertion into a code of an additional calculation \( A \ast B \) (which, as always, we assume to store its result into an associated value cell) cannot change the quantity present in the value cell at any subsequent redundant operation. This value could only be changed if there existed a track from the inserted calculation to a redundant calculation of \( A \ast B \), starting from some operation which assigns a new value to either \( A \) or \( B \), and containing no other intervening recalculation of \( A \ast B \). This, however, is impossible by our definition of redundancy.

Note also in this connection that it is obvious that during every run, all the instructions constituting a single basic block will be executed equally often. Thus, we may associate an execution frequency with each node of a program graph. This frequency will of course be data dependent. Since program optimization must be performed at compile time, and hence must be independent of any knowledge of the data which a program has to process, one generally assumes or implicitly estimates data-independent frequencies in making decisions concerning optimization.

The fact that different nodes in the program graph will be executed with widely different frequencies makes it possible to improve the running time of programs by moving instructions, where possible, from their initial positions to nodes in the program graph which will be executed less frequently. This is the fundamental point of optimization by code motion. Of course, it will not be feasible for us to study such optimizations in complete generality; the most general optimization by code motion would hardly be distinguishable from the most general reorganization of
a given program into an equivalent algorithm. We can however, using the methods described above, consider those special code motion optimizations which can be derived from iterated simple motions. Of course, by moving first one and then another instruction in an iterative manner, whole groups of instructions may eventually be moved. Nevertheless, the code-motion optimizations which can be derived in this fashion form a subset of the considerably more general class of optimizations involving the unitary motion of whole blocks of instructions.

In some cases, as an aid to optimization, a programmer is asked to supply, along with his source language program, the probabilities with which various branches leaving a basic block will be taken. From these probabilities the frequency of execution of any given block may be estimated in a simple way. Let the nodes constituting a program graph be enumerated in some order, and let \( f_i \) be the execution frequency of the \( i \)-th node. On the assumption that the first node in the enumeration is the unique entry node of the program, it clearly follows that \( f_1 = 1 \).

For each \( i \) and \( j \), let \( p_{ij} \) be the probability of a transition leaving the \( j \)-th node of the program graph along the directed edge leading to the \( i \)-th node of this graph. Then the frequencies \( f_i \) are determined from the probabilities \( p_{ij} \) by the equation \( f_i = \sum_j p_{ij} f_j \). The coefficients \( p_{ij} \) are of course non-negative. Moreover, the sum \( \sum_i p_{ij} \) has the value 1. Thus, the norm of the transformation represented by the matrix \( P = \{p_{ij}\} \) is 1, and all eigenvalues of this matrix are confined to the circle \( |z| < 1 \). Moreover, it is clear that the point \( \lambda = 1 \) of the complex plane is an eigenvalue of the adjoint of the matrix \( P \) and hence of the matrix \( P \) itself; \( \lambda = 1 \), regarded as an eigenvalue of the adjoint matrix to the matrix \( P \), has a positive eigenvector, all of whose components are equal to one. The classical Frobenius theorem concerning matrices with non-negative elements now enables us to assert that \( \lambda = 1 \) is the eigenvalue of the matrix \( P \) which is largest in magnitude, and that, both for the transpose of \( P \) and for \( P \), this eigenvalue has a one dimensional eigenspace. It follows, therefore, that the equation \( f_i = \sum_j p_{ij} f_j \) has a solution which is uniquely defined up to a constant factor, and that this solution is strictly positive. The additional condition that the program is entered only once then determines the frequencies \( f_i \) uniquely as a solution of the preceding equation.

In the previous section, we saw that a certain system of Boolean equations, and a certain solution of these equations, plays a very significant role in optimization by redundant instruction elimination on a global scale, i.e., in the presence of program flow. We indicated that we intended to base our calculation of the solution of these Boolean equations on the analysis of subgraphs of the program graph, and, in this connection, introduced a pair of functions $E^R_b(z_1,\ldots,z_k)$ and $f^R_e(z_1,\ldots,z_k)$, the so-called entering and leaving functions for a given block and region or edge and region and for a given operation. In calculating these functions, certain special single entry subgraphs of a graph are particularly significant.

We now define, in a precise way, the subgraphs in which we are interested. A subgraph of a program graph $G$ is said to be loop-free if it contains no track, more than one point long, whose first and last points are identical. We define an interval in a program graph $G$ to be a subset $Q$ containing a unique distinguished entry node $q$, and having the property that $Q - q$ is loop free. We will sometimes call the node $q$ the head of the interval $Q$. Since, by definition of a program graph, every node in the interval can be reached from the entry node of the program graph, it follows that every node of an interval can be reached along a track beginning at the head of the interval. Suppose that, given an interval $Q$, we order the nodes of $Q - q$ by selecting the nodes successively, never selecting any node $p$ while we can still select some other node in the interval which precedes $p$ along a track of the interval. Proceeding in this way, we establish a linear ordering for all the nodes of $Q - q$, such that every predecessor of any node $p$ but the first lies previous to this $p$ in this linear ordering. Using this fact, we may calculate the Boolean leaving operator function for each edge $e$ originating in the region $Q$ as follows.
Let $\mathcal{R}$ be the program graph obtained from the interval $\mathcal{G}$ by keeping the same set of nodes but deleting all edges originating at a node of $\mathcal{G}$ and terminating at the head $p$ of the interval $\mathcal{G}$. It is apparent that $f_e(z) = f^p_e(z)$ for all the edges $e$ of the interval $\mathcal{G}$ if $L^p_e(0) = 0$ for every edge in $\mathcal{G}$ terminating in the node $p$. On the other hand, if there exists any edge in $\mathcal{G}$ which terminates in $p$, such that $f^p_e = 1$, then $f^p_e(z) = f^p_e(1)$ for all $b$. Thus calculation of $f^p_e$ is reduced to calculation of $f^p_e$. However, since the graph $\mathcal{R}$ is usually loop free, and since we have already seen that its nodes may be arranged in linear order in such a way that every node comes before any of its predecessors within $\mathcal{R}$, the calculation of the function $f^p_e$ is straightforward. We have $f^p_e(z) = f_e(z)$ for each edge originating from the first node $p$ in sequence (interval head) and have the following formula for an edge originating in any subsequent node $b$:

\[(1) \quad f^p_e(z) = f_e(f^p_{e_1}(z) + \ldots + f^p_{e_n}(z)).\]

In formula (1), $e_1, \ldots, e_n$ are the edges in $\mathcal{R}$ which terminate in the node $b$.

Note, as a practical matter, that all the calculations that we have described may be carried out in parallel for the Boolean functions corresponding to a given region and block, and for any number of distinct items, provided only that the relevant Boolean values for each of the items in question are assigned particular bit positions in a single word, and that we make use of the bit-parallel Boolean machine operations with which almost all computers are supplied.

We have seen above how to calculate the region function $f^p_e$ for any interval $\mathcal{G}$. In the following paragraphs, we shall show that a general program graph may be decomposed into a disjoint collection of distinguished subsets called maximal intervals. The strongly connected subregions of these intervals
can be considered to form an abstract collection of "inner loops". By identifying each interval to a single point, we shall obtain a new graph \( \mathcal{G}' \) from \( \mathcal{G} \). The graph \( \mathcal{G}' \) is called the derived graph of \( \mathcal{G} \). Iterating this construction, we will obtain higher derived graphs \( \mathcal{G}'' \), \( \mathcal{G}''' \), etc. In many cases, this sequence of derived graphs will ultimately converge to a graph consisting of but a single node; programs whose graphs have this property may be considered to be completely regular structures made up of nested sets of iterative loops. A program graph containing no intervals consisting of more than a single point, and hence identical with its derived graph, may be called an irreducible program graph. We shall, in the present section, develop modified algorithms for handling irreducible program graphs by a procedure called "node splitting." Taking all in all, we shall develop an algorithmic procedure for the solution of the Boolean redundancy equations based upon separate calculations for disjoint intervals, and successive calculations for nested intervals. Because of the nested interval structure on which our algorithm rests, the calculation corresponding to the algorithm will grow only slowly, both in regard to computations performed and in regard to storage required, with increasing size of the program being optimized.

The following example will illustrate the principal notions introduced above. Consider the graph shown in Figure 1 below:

![Figure 1. An illustrative program graph.](image-url)
Node A is the entry node of the graph shown in Figure 1. The sets \{A,B\}, \{A,B,D\}, \{A,B,D,F\} are all intervals, and A is the head of all of these intervals. The node C belongs to the interval \{C,E\}. The maximal intervals of the program graph shown in Figure 1 are \{A,B,D,F\} and \{C,E\}.

If J is an interval, all the points of J which are immediate predecessors of the head of J are said to belong to the strongly connected subpart of J. In Figure 1, \{A,B,D\} is the strongly connected subpart of the maximal interval \{A,B,D,F\}; the node F belongs to the maximal interval, but not to its strongly connected subpart. More generally, a set \( L \) of nodes in a program graph is said to constitute a strongly connected region if any node of \( L \) can be reached from any other node of \( L \) along a track lying wholly in \( L \). Since any node of an interval can be reached from its head along a track lying within the interval, it follows at once that the strongly connected subpart of an interval is a strongly connected region. In Figure 1, \{A,B,D\}, \{C,E\}, \{C,E,F\}, as well as the whole graph constitute strongly connected regions.

Let us now begin a systematic investigation of the intervals of a program graph. Let \( p \in \mathcal{P} \). We define a family of sets \( S_n(p) \) by putting \( S_0(p) = \{p\} \) (the set consisting of the single point \( p \)) and by putting

\[
S_n(p) = \{q \in \mathcal{P} \mid \tau^{-1}(q) \subseteq S_0(p) \cup \ldots \cup S_{n-1}(p)\},
\]

inductively.

We let \( I(p) \) be the union of all the sets \( S_n(p) \). The set \( I(p) \) is called the interval of the point \( p \). We now note the following facts.
(a) If \( q \in I(p) \), there exists a track in \( I(p) \) reaching \( q \) from \( p \). This is obvious from the definition of a program graph.

(b) If \( q \in I(p) \), and \( q \notin \mathcal{P} \), any track from a point in \( \mathcal{P} \) but not in \( I(p) \) which reaches \( q \) must include \( p \). (This is the single entry property of an interval.) Indeed, a track reaching a point \( q \) in \( S_n(p) \) must, by formula (2), consist either of the single point \( q \) or must contain a point in \( S_0(p) \cup \ldots \cup S_{n-1}(p) \). Thus our assertion follows readily by induction on \( n \).

(c) \( I(p) - p \) is loop-free. This assertion may be proved as follows. For each \( q \) in \( I(p) - p \), define the level number \( L(q) \) at the smallest integer \( n \) such that \( q \in S_n(p) \). Then if \( q \in \tau(q_1) \), and if \( q_1 \in I(p) \), we have \( q_1 \in S_0(p) \cup \ldots \cup S_{n-1}(p) \) by formula (2), unless of course \( q = p \). That is, \( L(q) \geq L(q_1) \) if \( q \in I(p) - p \). Thus, the level number always increases along a track in \( I(p) - p \). Consequently, \( I(p) - p \) contains no closed track, and therefore is loop free, proving our assertion.

(d) If \( q \in I(p) \), then \( I(q) \subseteq I(p) \). Indeed, let \( q \in S_m(p) \). Then it follows inductively from (1) that \( S_n(q) \subseteq S_{n+m}(p) \), from which our assertion is obvious.

Next we shall show that any program graph may be decomposed uniquely into a union of disjoint maximal intervals.

**Lemma 1.** Let \( p_1, p_2 \in \mathcal{P} \). Suppose that \( p_1 \notin I(p_2) \) and that \( p_2 \notin I(p_1) \). Then the intervals \( I(p_1) \) and \( I(p_2) \) are disjoint.

**Proof:** Suppose that our lemma is false, and let \( q \in I(p_1) \) intersect \( I(p_2) \). If \( q \neq p_1 \) and \( q \neq p_2 \), it follows from formula (2) that all the points of \( \tau^{-1}(q) \) also belong to \( I(p_1) \cap I(p_2) \). But these points all have a diminished level number in the sense of the proof of (c) of the preceding paragraph. It follows by induction on the level number that either \( p_1 \in I(p_2) \) or \( p_2 \in I(p_1) \), contradicting our hypothesis.

Q.E.D.
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Using the preceding lemma, we may readily define a canonical decomposition of any program graph into intervals. We define sets $B_n$ and $D_n$ of nodes and $C_n$ of intervals inductively as follows:

$$
B_0 = \{ p_0 \} \quad \text{(set consisting of entry node alone)}
$$

$$
C_n = \{ I(p) \mid p \in B_n \}
$$

$$
D_n = \text{union of all points in the intervals belonging to } C_0, \ldots, C_n
$$

$$
B_{n+1} = \tau(D_n) - D_n \quad \text{(immediate successors to } D_n \text{ not contained in } D_n).$$

We let $C$ be the union of all the sets $C_n$ of intervals. It follows readily by induction that $D_n$ includes $\tau^n(p_0)$. Thus, since every point in a program graph can be reached from the entry point of the graph, the whole graph is contained in the union of the sets $D_n$. From this, the following statement is plain:

**Lemma 2.** Every point in a program graph belongs to one of the intervals of $C$.

Next, we note the following fact:

**Lemma 3.** The sets of $C$ constitute a disjoint partition of the whole program graph $P$.

**Proof:** If $p$ may be reached from $q$ along a track, we say that $q$ is a **predecessor** of $p$ and that $p$ is a **successor** of $q$. Let $p \in B_{n+1}$ for some $n > 0$. Since the graph entry point $p_0$ is not a successor of $p$, $I(p_0)$ and $I(p)$ are disjoint by Lemma 1. Thus, $I(p)$ and $D_0$ are disjoint. We shall prove by induction that $I(p)$ and $D_m$ are disjoint for all $m \leq n$. Suppose this assertion true for $m-1$. Then, if $p_1 \in B_m$, $p_1$ has...
a predecessor in $B_{m-1}$ by definition. Therefore, $p_{1} \notin I(p)$. Plainly, $p \notin I(p_{1})$. Thus, $I(p)$ and $I(p_{1})$ are disjoint by Lemma 1. Hence, $I(p)$ and $D_{n}$ must be disjoint, completing our induction. Thus, the intervals of $C_{n+1}$ and the intervals of $C_{m}$, $m \neq n + 1$, are disjoint. On the other hand, if $p$ and $q$ are distinct points of $B_{n+1}$, they both have predecessors in $B_{n}$, and, by what has just been proved, these predecessors do not lie either in $I(p)$ or $I(q)$. It follows that $p \notin I(p)$, $q \notin I(q)$, so that by Lemma 1, $I(p) \cap I(q) = \emptyset$. This completes the proof of the present lemma. Q.E.D.

We also wish to note that the interval-defining process described by formulae (2) and (3) above is algorithmic and corresponds to the following simple flow analysis algorithm:

a) Start with the entry node $p$ of the program graph $P$; put it in the set $I$, and designate $p$ as the head of $I$.

b) Iteratively add to $I$ every node all whose immediate predecessors already belong to $I$ and continue this process until $I$ cannot be extended any further. This defines an interval $I$ with head $p$.

c) Add all the nodes belonging to $I$ to a collection of "nodes already processed." If there are any nodes in the program graph not belonging to this set, choose one such node $p$ which is an immediate successor of a node already processed, put it in a new set $I$, and designate it as the head of $I$. Then apply process b) above to extend $I$ to its maximal size, etc.

d) Eventually every node of $P$ will have been processed. At this point, the set of intervals constructed by our algorithm will be precisely the set $I$ defined above.

Note that, for the example shown in Figure 1 above, this process would first construct the interval $\{A,B,D,F\}$ and then the interval $\{C,E\}$. These two sets are in fact the unique maximal subintervals of a program graph shown in Figure 1.
We now study the reduction of program graphs by means of the identification of subregions of the graph to single nodes. Let \((P, \tau)\) be a program graph, and let \(\mathcal{A}\) be some decomposition of the nodes of \(P\) into a family of disjoint sets. If \(J \in \mathcal{A}\) we let \(\tau_1(J)\) be the set of all elements of \(\mathcal{A}\) distinct from \(J\), which also contain a point \(\tau(p)\) with \(p \in J\). We suppose that (as would be the case if \(\mathcal{A} = \mathcal{C}\) ) no point in the set \(J_0\) containing \(p_0\) has a predecessor not in \(p_0\). Then the pair \((\mathcal{A}, \tau_1)\) is also a program graph. As entry point \((\mathcal{A}, \tau_1)\) we take the particular set \(J_0\) belonging to \(\mathcal{A}\) which contains the entry point \(p_0\) of the program graph \(P\). It is clear from the corresponding property of \((P, \tau)\) that every set of \(\mathcal{A}\) can be reached from \(J_0\) along a track of the graph \((\mathcal{A}, \tau_1)\).

Moreover, \(J_0\) has no predecessor in \(\mathcal{A}\). We call the graph \((\mathcal{A}, \tau_1)\) the derived graph of the graph \((P, \tau)\), according to the decomposition family \(\mathcal{A}\). In the special case in which \(\mathcal{A} = \mathcal{C}\), i.e., in which we take the decomposition of a program graph into the intervals defined above, the graph \((\mathcal{C}, \tau_1)\) is simply called the derived graph of the graph \((P, \tau)\); we shall generally denote the derived graph by the symbol \((P', \tau')\). The derived graph \(P'\) will, in turn, have a derived graph of its own, which is the second derived graph \((P'', \tau'')\) of the original graph \((P, \tau)\). Proceeding inductively in this fashion, we define an \(n\)-th derived graph \((P^{(n)}, \tau^{(n)})\) of the graph \((P, \tau)\). This sequence of derived graphs gives a coarser and coarser way of looking at the original graph \((P, \tau)\) in which larger and larger nests of loops are identified to a point. If the graph \((P, \tau)\) admits any interval of length \(> 1\), its derived graph has fewer nodes than \(P\). The contrary case is that of an irreducible graph, in which every interval consists of just one point, so that \((P', \tau')\) and \((P, \tau)\) are isomorphic. It is clear that the sequence \((P^{(n)}, \tau^{(n)})\) of successive derived graphs of a graph eventually reach an irreducible graph; this irreducible graph is called the limit graph of the original graph \(P\) and may, where convenient, be.
written \((O^\infty, r^\infty)\). A graph \(O\) whose limit graph is a single point, is called a **fully reducible graph**. It is this class of graphs to which our procedure of successive interval decomposition applies most effectively. The majority of program graphs occurring in actual practice are fully reducible. On the other hand, irreducible program graphs do sometimes occur. The following figure gives a number of examples of irreducible program graphs.

![Various irreducible program graphs]

If, in order to become more familiar with the intuitive significance of the formal notions just defined, we consider the graph shown in Figure 2 below, we see that the maximal intervals of this graph, which may be found by the algorithmic procedure defined above, are \(I_1 = \{A\}, I_2 = \{B\}, I_3 = \{C, D, E, F, G\} \).
Figure 2. A program graph representing 3 nested loops.

The derived graph of the graph shown in Figure 2 is represented in Figure 3 below. Note that in passing from the graph of Figure 2 to a derived graph we have collapsed the "innermost loop" of the graph shown in Figure 2 to a single node; this inner loop may in fact be defined as the strongly connected portion of the maximal interval I3.
The graph of Figure 3 may be analyzed into intervals using the same method; it consists of the two maximal intervals $J_1 = \{I_1\}$ and $J_2 = \{I_2, I_3\}$. Its derived graph has structure shown in Figure 4 below.

Note that, in this second derived graph, two levels of nested loops have been collapsed to a single point. The graph shown in Figure 4 consists of one single maximal interval, and its derived graph therefore consists of one single node.
If a program graph \( \mathcal{P} \) is fully reducible, the observations made in the first paragraphs of the present section may be combined to the properties of the region functions deduced in the preceding section (c.f. formulae (5) through (9) and the associated discussion) to give an efficient systematic method for the solution of the Boolean redundancy equations associated with the graph \( \mathcal{P} \). First of all, if \( R \) is an interval of \( \mathcal{P} \), the functions \( f^R_e \) can, as we have seen, be calculated directly. The points \( r \) of the derived graph \( \mathcal{P}' \) correspond to the maximal intervals of \( \mathcal{P} \), and the edges of \( \mathcal{P} \) of \( \mathcal{P}' \) correspond to the edges of \( \mathcal{P} \) which originate in one maximal interval of \( \mathcal{P} \) and terminate in another. If we supply \( \mathcal{P}' \) with edge transformation functions \( f'_e \) by setting \( f'_e = f^R_e \), where \( R \) is the interval of \( \mathcal{P} \) containing the origin of \( e \), then, as shown in the concluding paragraphs of the preceding section, the system of Boolean redundancy equations for the edges of \( \mathcal{P} \) which connect disjoint maximal intervals are identical with the Boolean redundancy equations for the derived graph \( \mathcal{P}' \). Note also, for essential use below, that if we are able to calculate the solution \( x_e \) of the Boolean redundancy equations for edges \( e \) of \( \mathcal{P}' \), which is to say for the inter-interval edges of the original graph \( \mathcal{P} \), then, using the region functions \( f^R_e \) we can readily calculate the value of \( x_e \) for every edge. Indeed, if \( R \) is a maximal interval, and \( p \) is its head, let \( y_p = \sum x_e \) the sum being extended over all edges \( e \) originating in an interval other than \( R \) and terminating in \( R \), i.e., terminating in \( p \). Next, let \( e \) be an edge connecting two nodes of \( R \). It follows by the observations made in the preceding section (c.f. formulae (5) through (9) and the associated discussion) that \( f^R_e(p) \) gives the required Boolean value \( x_e \) for the edge \( e \).

Thus the problem of solving the Boolean redundancy equations for the graph \( \mathcal{P} \) reduces to that of solving the corresponding equations for the derived graph \( \mathcal{P}' \). But these equations may be solved by an iterative application of the method just described. More specifically, we
1. Find the maximal intervals of $R^i$ of $\mathcal{P}'$, and for each such $R^i$ and each edge of the second derived graph $\mathcal{P}''$ which originates in $R^i$, calculate the region function $f_e^{R^i}$ by the elementary method outlined in the first paragraphs of the present section;

ii. Use the region functions $f_e^{R^i}$ to define edge transformation functions in the second derived graph $\mathcal{P}''$ of $\mathcal{P}$;

iii. Iterate this construction as often as necessary, defining edge transformation functions for all the derived graphs $\mathcal{P}^{(n)}$ of $\mathcal{P}$;

iv. If $\mathcal{P}$ is fully reducible, some first one $\mathcal{P}^{(n)}$ of the successive derived graphs of $\mathcal{P}$ will consist of a single interval. For this graph, the Boolean redundancy equations may be solved directly by the elementary method outlined in the first paragraphs of the present section;

v. Once this is done, the region functions $f_e^{R^i}$, $f_e^{R^j}$, ..., already calculated may be used to obtain solutions $x_e$ of the Boolean redundancy equations belonging to the edges $e$ of the graphs $\mathcal{P}^{(n-1)}, \mathcal{P}^{(n-2)}, ...$, in turn.

The method just described leads to a solution of the Boolean redundancy equations for every fully reducible program graph $\mathcal{P}$. We shall now generalize this method, deriving an algorithm for the efficient solution of the Boolean redundancy equation for every program graph, whether fully reducible or not. To this end we require some additional information concerning the intervals of a program graph: specifically we shall have to use the fact that the intervals $I(p)$ defined by the essentially algebraic procedure outlined in the paragraphs surrounding formula 2 may also be defined by an intrinsic property. The two lemmas which follow establish this assertion.
Lemma 4. If $J$ is an interval with head $p$, then $J$ is contained in $I(p)$.

Proof: Write $q_1 > q_2$ if $q_1$ and $q_2$ belong to $J$, $q_1 \neq p_1$, and $q_1$ is a successor of $q_2$. Since $J-\{p\}$ is loop-free, this definition establishes a partial order on $J$, having the property that $q > q$ is always false. Next, define a level number $L(q)$ for each $q \in J$ as follows. Put $L(q) = 0$ if $q = p$, and, inductively, put

$$L(q) = \max L(q_1) + 1$$

where $\mathcal{X}$ is the immediate successor function in the graph.

We shall shown inductively that

$$\{q \mid L(q) = n\} \subseteq S_n(p),$$

where $S_n(p)$ is as in formula (2) above. Indeed, this is plain for $n = 0$. Assuming inductively that it is true for $n-1$, it follows from (2) that it is true for $n$. This makes it clear that $J$ is contained in the union of all the sets $S_n(p)$, which is to say that $J \subseteq I(p)$. Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. Any interval $J$ of a program graph is contained in some one of the intervals $I(p)$ of the family $e$; thus the intervals $I(p)$ of the family $e$ are the maximal intervals of $J$.

Proof: Let $q$ be the head of $J$. By Lemma 2, $q$ belongs to some interval $I(p)$ of the family $e$. Thus, by d) of the second paragraph preceding lemma 1, $I(q) \subseteq I(p)$. But, by Lemma 4, $J \subseteq I(q)$. Thus $J \subseteq I(p) \subseteq S$ Q.E.D.
We now return to perfect our discussion of the solution of the Boolean redundancy equations. We wish to describe a method for the solution of the redundancy equations even for irreducible graphs. Our method, which from the algebraic point of view may be called the introduction of extra variables and from the geometric point of view may be called the method of node splitting, will be inductive. To describe the method, we require a number of auxiliary notations. If \( e \) is an edge, let \( b(e) \) be the origin node of the edge; if \( b \) is a node, let \( E(b) \) be the set of edges which terminate in \( b \). The boolean redundancy equations may be written in a form explicitly showing the role of the nodes of the program graph as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_e &= f_e(y_b(e)) \\
y_b &= \sum_{e \in E(b)} x_e.
\end{align*}
\]

Suppose that we partition the set of all edges of the program graph into (possibly overlapping) sets \( F_1, \ldots, F_n \), and, at the same time, introduce new variables \( x_e^j \) and \( y_b^j \), \( j = 1, \ldots, n \), for each of the variables \( x_e \) and \( y_b \) occurring in (6). Then it is clear from the linearity of all the equations involved that the system (6) may be replaced by the modified system

\[
\begin{align*}
x_e^j &= f_e(y_b^j(e)) \\
x_e &= \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_e^j \\
y_b^j &= \sum_{e \in F_j \cap E(b)} x_e
\end{align*}
\]

of equations. Moreover, a slightly closer examination, which we leave to the reader, will show that the minimal solution of the equations (6) corresponds to the minimal solution of the equations (7) and vice-versa. Thus, for our purposes, solution of the equations (6) and of the equations (7) are fully equivalent.
By substituting the second equation (7) in the third of these equations, we can rewrite (7) in yet another fully equivalent form as

\[ x_e^j = f_e(y_b(e)) \]

(8)

\[ y_b^j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{e \in F_j \cap E(b)} x_e^i \cdot \]

The equations (8) permit of a simplification which will be of practical importance in what follows. Suppose, in order to describe this simplification, that the set \( F_j \cap E(b) \) is null, so that the corresponding variable \( y_b^j \) in (8) has the value 0. Then for each edge \( e \) for which \( f_e(y) = 0 \) or \( f_e(y) = y \), we plainly have \( x_e^j = 0 \), \( j = 1, \ldots, n \). It is less obvious that, if we put \( x_e^j = 0 \) in (8) whenever \( F_j \cap E(b(e)) = \emptyset \), we do not change the solution of (8) in any essential way. To see this, note that if in this case \( x_e^j = 1 \) in (8), we must have \( f_e(y) = 1 \), so that \( x_e^i = 1 \) for every \( i \). Thus, if we replace \( x_e^j \) by 0 in (8) whenever \( F_j \cap E(b(e)) \) is null, we neither change the value of any sum \( x_e^j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_e^i \) nor the value of any quantity \( y_b^k \). However, using this last observation, we may omit every variable \( y_b^j \) for which \( F_j \cap E(b) = \emptyset \) and every variable \( x_e^j \) for which \( F_j \cap E(b(e)) = \emptyset \) from the equations (8). Of course, one variable \( y_b^0 \) corresponding to the entry node \( b_0 \) of the program graph ought to be retained, together with all the associated variables \( x_e^i \) for which \( b(e) = b_0 \).

Making the above reductions, we obtain the following reduced set of equations, fully equivalent for all our purposes to the initial set of equations (6):

\[ x_e^j = f_e(y_b(e)), \quad F_j \cap E(b(e)) \neq \emptyset \text{ or } j=1 \text{ and } b(e)=b_0; \]

(9)

\[ y_b^j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{e \in F_j \cap E(b)} x_e^i, \quad F_j \cap E(b) \neq \emptyset. \]
In the preceding paragraphs we have associated with each system (6) of equations a schematic representation of this system by a program graph, and it is interesting to describe the transformation of graphs that corresponds to the algebraic transformation (6) \( \rightarrow (9) \). Geometrically, this transformation may be described as follows:

(a) Begin with a program graph \( P \). Divide all the edges of the graph into a family \( F_1, \ldots, F_n \) of (possibly overlapping) sets. For each node \( b \) of the program graph, and for each class \( F_n \) containing an edge terminating in \( b \), introduce a "split node" \( b_j \). The nodes \( b_j \) are the nodes of the "split graph" \( P^F \).

(b) Introduce an edge \( e \) connecting the split node \( b_j \) of \( P^F \) to the split node \( C_k \) if, in the graph \( P \), there exists an edge \( e' \) connecting \( b \) to \( c \) and belonging to the set \( F_j \). Define the edge transformation \( f_e \) by putting \( f_e = f_e' \).

For example, consider the following irreducible graph

![Diagram](image)

and partition its edges into two sets \( F_1, F_2 \) by including the edge \( e \) in \( F_2 \) while all other edges are put into the set \( F_1 \). It follows according to the above description that the node \( b \) splits into two nodes \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \), \( b_1 \) receiving the input edge \( e \), and \( b_2 \) receiving the other edge originally going to \( b \); the split graph has the form

![Diagram](image)

This latter graph, however, is fully reducible, so that the corresponding system of Boolean redundancy equations may be solved by the methods described earlier in the present section.
We shall now show that the same process can be applied to an arbitrary irreducible program graph \( P \) to define a split graph \( P^F \) whose derived graph has fewer nodes than does \( P \), and hence, iteratively, to reduce any program graph to a single node, thereby giving a complete solution to the Boolean redundancy equations for the original graph. We proceed as follows. Let \( b \) be a node of \( P \), different from the entry node of \( P \) and having as few predecessors as possible. (Note that, since \( P \) is irreducible, \( b \) has at least 2 predecessors.) Enumerate the edges terminating in \( b \) as \( e_1, \ldots, e_n \), and let the origin nodes of these edges be \( c_1 \ldots c_n \). Let \( F_1 = \{e_1\}, \ldots, F_{n-1} = \{e_{n-1}\} \), and let \( F_n \) be the set of all remaining edges of \( P \). This defines a partition \( F \) of the set of all edges of \( P \) and hence defines a split graph \( P^F \). It is clear from the above definitions that the node \( b \) is represented by \( n \) separate nodes \( b_1, \ldots, b_n \) in \( P^F \), while every other node of \( P \) is represented by a simple node in \( P^F \). It is also clear from these same definitions that the unique predecessor of \( b_1 \) in \( P^F \) is \( c_1 \), the unique predecessor of \( b_2 \) in \( P^F \) is \( c_2 \), etc. Thus, by Lemma 5, \( b_j \) and \( c_j \) belong to the same maximal interval of \( P^F \) for all \( j = 1, \ldots, n \). It follows that the derived graph \( P^F \) has at least 1 node less than \( P \), completing the proof of the above assertion.

The above observations lead to an algorithm for the solution of the Boolean redundancy equations belonging to the most general program graph \( \mathcal{P} \). The overall structure of the algorithm is as follows.

1. Construct the maximal intervals \( R \) of \( \mathcal{P} \) and form the derived graph \( \mathcal{P}' \); to an edge \( e \) of \( \mathcal{P}' \) originating in an interval \( R \) assign the region function \( f_e^R \), thereby defining edge transformation functions for the derived graph. Iterate this procedure, calculating the successive derived graphs \( \mathcal{P}'' \), \( \mathcal{P}''' \), \( \mathcal{P}'''' \), \ldots of \( \mathcal{P} \) as long as these graphs contain.
nontrivial intervals; iteratively associate edge transformations with the edges of these graphs. This procedure leads ultimately to an irreducible limit graph $\mathcal{P}^{(n)} = \mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(1)$ consisting either of a single node or of several nodes.

ii. If $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(1)$ consists of a single node, then, as we have already seen, the Boolean redundancy equations for the graph $\mathcal{P}^{(n-1)}$ may be solved in elementary fashion and this solution may readily be used to calculate the solution to the Boolean redundancy equations for all of the graphs $\mathcal{P}^{(n-2)}, \mathcal{P}^{(n-3)}, \ldots, \mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}$. If $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(1)$ consists of more than one node, we use the node-splitting procedure described above, introducing a partition $\mathcal{F}$ of the nodes of $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(1)$ such that $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}^{(1)}$ has fewer nodes than $\mathcal{P}$ and defining the edge transformations of $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}^{(1)}$ from those of $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(1)$ in the manner indicated in the previous paragraphs. As has been seen above (c.f. equations 1-5 and the associated discussion), a solution of the Boolean redundancy equations for $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}^{(1)}$ leads immediately to solution of the same equations for $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(1)$.

iii. Starting with $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(1)$ and iterating the steps i) and ii) as often as necessary, we come through a sequence of graphs with fewer and fewer nodes, ultimately to a graph consisting of one single interval. For this graph, the Boolean redundancy equations may be solved by elementary means. Once this is done, the region functions already calculated may be used to obtain the solutions of the Boolean redundancy equations for all the preceding graphs in turn, and thus, in fine, for the original graph $\mathcal{P}$. 
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It is to be noted that an empirical survey of program graphs shows the great majority of them either to be fully reducible or to have a limit graph consisting of a very few nodes. Thus the basic step i) of the procedure outlined above will in many cases serve for the complete solution of the Boolean redundancy equations. Even if this is not the case, the steps ii) and iii) will not normally have to be applied very often to solve the redundancy equations.

The section which follows contains a considerably more detailed account of the algorithm sketched and outlined above.
Program optimization by code motion, as described in the preceding section, is constrained by the condition that an instruction may not be moved either past a definition of one of its operands nor past a labelled entry point leading back to a definition of one of its operands. 

Reduction in strength is a general device permitting these relatively severe constraints on code motion to be relaxed considerably, and allows us to move an instruction out an inner loop even in the above adverse circumstances. However, the instruction moved must be replaced by another instruction (or sequence of instructions) lying in the loop. This replacement may, however, be an instruction which can execute faster than the one removed. The net gain in efficiency attained is then the difference between the execution times of the moved instruction and its replacement.

The general possibility of replacing an instruction by a faster instruction depends on the fact that in many situations the successive values of a function may be calculated more rapidly than would otherwise be possible if each value of the function is used to calculate the next value. Thus, multiplication by successive integers, or more generally by integers forming an arithmetic sequence, may be replaced by a succession of additions; exponentiation to successive powers may be replaced by a succession of multiplications, etc. To take a far-fetched but perhaps more illustrative example, suppose that, in a certain high frequency region of a program, we must calculate the successive values of a function $f$, known to be smooth. If the direction calculation of $f(J)$ were known to be slow, we might choose to adopt the following modified procedure.

1. Calculate the values $f(J)$ for $J = 0, J = N, J = 2N, \ldots, J = KN, \ldots,$ directly. At each such step of direct calculation, retain the previously calculated values $f(N*K-N)$ and $f(N*K-2*N)$. 
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2. Use the three function values \( f(N\cdot K) \), \( f(N\cdot K-N) \), \( f(N\cdot K-2\cdot N) \) to calculate first and second differences suitable for subsequent use in obtaining the remaining values of \( f(K) \) by interpolation.

3. Calculate any additional value \( f(N\cdot K+J), J=1, \ldots, N-1 \), as required by quadratic interpolation.

The procedure which is outlined above is in fact one of the principal classical methods for reducing the amount of labor required in the calculation of mathematical tables. A considerable theory of the accuracy of the above reduction and other related more general approximations is available. All such classical approximations are of course available for use in connection with computer programs; they will, in many cases, enhance the efficiency of a computer program considerably at little loss in accuracy.

A transformation of this sort may be regarded as a 'reduction in strength' which replaces the possibly lengthy series of steps needed to calculate a function \( f \) by the much simpler series of steps needed to interpolate between available values of \( f \). Of course, an automatically acting optimizer algorithm cannot be expected to make use of reductions as sophisticated as the one that we have described above. Nevertheless, there exists a simpler related family of reductions, applicable especially to the standard code sequences generated by references to dimensioned arrays, which are quite suitable for automatic application. These strength reductions may be regarded as simple instances of the classical reduction described above.

The transformation of instructions which must be carried out during reduction in strength may be described in more specific detail as follows. Suppose that:

1. A transformation \( y = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) (expressed possibly by a single instruction) occurs in a region \( R \) of code, and it is desirable to move this transformation from the point at which it occurs to a lower frequency section.
ii. The desired motion is blocked by redefinitions $x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ of the arguments of the transformation $y = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ which is to be relocated.

iii. It is known that identities of the form

$$f(x_1, \ldots, x_{j-1}, h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n), x_{j+1}, \ldots, x_n) = g_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n, f(x_1, \ldots, x_n))$$

hold.

iv. The function $g$ is simpler than the function $f$, in the sense that $g$ may be evaluated more rapidly than $f$.

In this case we

1. Introduce a new variable $t$.

2. Replace the (macro) instruction $y = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ by the statement $y = t$.

3. Replace each redefinition $x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ of an argument of $f$ by the pair of statements $x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$, $t = g_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n, t)$.

4. Place the initializing instruction $t = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ at each point to which the (macro-) instruction $y = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ would have had to be moved if no redefinitions $x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ were present in the loop containing $y = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$.

The following examples will illustrate the general transformation described above. Suppose that a section of code contains the iterative loop

(1)

\[
\begin{align*}
J &= 1 \\
I &= 1 \\
\text{LOOP:} & \quad X = \text{OS} \text{(FLOAT}(J)) \\
& \quad J = 10 * I \\
& \quad I = I + 1 \\
& \quad I = I + 2 \\
& \quad \text{If } (I \leq 1000) \text{go to LOOP}
\end{align*}
\]

Reduction in strength of the instruction $J = 10 * I$ transforms this sequence into
Optimizations similar to the above may be employed in a wide variety of fixed and floating point situations. In the discussion that follows, we will always describe the fixed rather than the floating point version of a given reduction in strength. We do this because, whereas a fixed point reduction in strength replaces an algorithm by a strictly equivalent transformed algorithm, application of reduction in strength in floating point situations is only approximate, and, owing to the accumulation of round-off errors, may actually change the ultimate result of a calculation.

Before proceeding to a detailed theoretical discussion we shall give a somewhat more general second example of the specific strength-reduction with which we shall be primarily concerned. In describing this and later examples, a number of notational conventions will be convenient. We let I, J, K, etc., denote integers. We suppose that a region R of a program is given, out of which we aim to move instructions by the method of reduction in strength. We let IRC, JRC, etc., denote integer quantities which are region constants, that is, quantities which are not redefined within the region R out of which code is to be moved.

If a code contains an integer multiplication by a region constant, and the argument variable occurring is defined iteratively

(2) ...
J = 1
I = 1
t = 10 * I
LOOP: X = COS(FLAT(J))
...
I = I + 1
t = t + 10
...
I = I + 2
t = t + 20
...
If (I.le.1000) go to LOOP
and only iteratively within the region R with which we are concerned reduction in strength is still applicable. In this case, we have a code sequence

\begin{align*}
(3) \quad I &= M \cdot IRC \\
& \quad \ldots \\
M &= M + JRC \\
& \quad \ldots \\
M &= M + KRC \\
& \quad \ldots
\end{align*}

which may be replaced by a reduced code sequence

\begin{align*}
(4) \quad I &= t \\
& \quad \ldots \\
M &= M + JRC \\
t &= t + IRC \cdot JRC \\
& \quad \ldots \\
M &= M + KRC \\
t &= t + IRC \cdot KRC \\
& \quad \ldots
\end{align*}

The initializing instruction \( t = M \cdot IRC \) must then be moved out of the region R. As noted above, the application of this reduction is constrained by the condition that all definitions of the quantity M within the region R must be of the incremental form \( M = M + JRC \). Note that in (4) the region independent multiplication operations \( IRC \cdot JRC \) and \( IRC \cdot KRC \) may also be moved out of the region R.

A reduction strength similar to the above is applicable in situations in which we calculate the product \( I = M \cdot N \) of two integer variables, on the hypothesis that, within the region R out of which such a multiplication operation is to be moved, both arguments of the product are defined iteratively and only iteratively. However, instead of illustrating this more general reduction by an example at the present point, we now proceed to a general theoretical discussion of operator strength reduction.
To repeat what has been said above, the systematic procedure of reduction in operator strength, as it applies to a particular expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) to be calculated within region \( R \), may be defined as follows.

1. Within \( R \) and at all points within \( R \), we maintain the current value of the expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), keeping its value in some compiler-generated temporary location \( t \) set aside for this purpose.

ii. To each redefinition \( x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) of an argument of \( f \) we append the associated transformation \( t = g_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n, t) \) required to update the value of \( t = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \).

iii. We replace each use of the expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) with the use of the value \( t \).

iv. The value of \( t \) is initialized on entry to the region \( R \) by explicit calculation of the expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \).

The procedure described above is still insufficiently general in one essential regard. In order to insure that the arithmetic operations required to update the value of an expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) are as simple as possible, it may be appropriate to keep available the current values of a number of auxiliary quantities \( u = p(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), \( v = q(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), etc. This generalized procedure will be of advantage whenever the availability of these values simplifies the updating procedure necessary to keep the value \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) current. (Of course we require that the calculations needed to keep the values of the auxiliary functions \( p(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), \( q(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), etc. be simple also). Consider, in order to illustrate this point, the application of a strength reduction procedure to the expression \( i \times j \) in a program region in which the only definitions of \( i \) and \( j \) are the iterative definitions \( i = i + 2 \) and \( j = j + 3 \). If \( t \) is a core location set aside to contain the current value of \( i \times j \), then the rules for updating \( t \) which must be inserted are as follows.
a) Insert \( t = t + 2j \) after each occurrence of \( i = i + 2 \);
b) Insert \( t = t + 3i \) after each occurrence of \( j = j + 3 \).

These rules involve calculation of the products \( 2j \) and \( 3i \), and hence do not lead to a code which is more efficient than the original code in which \( i*j \) is to be calculated. To obtain a code sequence not involving multiplications, we must keep on hand current values of \( u = 2j \) and \( v = 3i \). If this is done, the rules necessary to update all the quantities \( t, u, \) and \( v \) may be stated as follows:

a') Insert \( t = t + u \) and \( u = u + 6 \) after each occurrence of \( i = i + 2 \);
b') Insert \( t = t + v \) and \( v = v + 6 \) after each occurrence of \( j = j + 3 \).

To employ the strength reduction process described above, an optimizer must make corresponding transformations of the code sequences with which it is presented; of course, these transformations must be made during optimization, using only information available at that time. In order that this be logically possible, and in order that we may have reasonable grounds for expecting that the resulting code is more rather than less efficient than the original code, the code sequence originally given must satisfy various constraints.

1. At any point in the original code sequence in which a redefinition \( x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) occurs, the current values of a set of expressions \( u = p(x_1, \ldots, x_n), v = q(x_1, \ldots, x_n), \) etc., sufficiently ample to allow the easy calculation of the updated value of \( t = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) must be available. In particular, no variable whose value cannot be predicted at optimization time may occur in any redefinition \( x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \). This observation makes it plain that no indexed variable with an index which may change in \( R \) can occur among \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \); indeed, the occurrence of such
a variable introduces into the calculation of $h_j(x_1,\ldots,x_n)$ a value which is completely unpredictable at optimization time. Otherwise put, the occurrence in an expression of variable whose definition traces back directly or indirectly along paths of $R$ to the value of an indexed variable with a changing index excludes consideration of this expression as a candidate for reduction in strength. Similarly, the occurrence in an expression of variable whose definition traces back directly or indirectly to a value read from an external medium excludes consideration of this expression as a candidate for reduction in strength.

2. A recalculation $t = g_j(x_1,\ldots,x_n,t)$ must be attached to each redefinition $x_j = h_j(x_1,\ldots,x_n)$ of an argument of $f(x_1,\ldots,x_n)$. If such a redefinition occurs in a strongly connected proper subinterval $Q$ of the region $R$, insertion into $Q$ of the recalculation $t = g_j(x_1,\ldots,x_n,t)$ is undesirable, since, generally speaking, the instructions in $Q$ will be executed more frequently than those instructions belonging to $R$ but not to $Q$. We conclude that the occurrence in an expression of the variable whose definition traces back directly or indirectly along paths of $R$ to a definition lying in a strongly connected subinterval $Q$ of $R$ excludes consideration of the expression as a candidate for reduction in strength.

3. The values of the output arguments of any separately programmed subroutine called at a point in a code sequence can normally be expected to be related within the body of the called subroutine either to an internal loop, or to the value of a variably indexed quantity, or at any rate to be calculated in a manner sufficiently complex as to make reduction in strength impossible. It is therefore reasonable for an optimizer to assume that the occurrence in an expression of a variable whose value is set by a separately programmed subroutine excludes consideration of this expression as a candidate for reduction in strength.
We may call an arithmetic assignment lying within R 
\textbf{elementary} if no expression occurring on the right-hand side 
of this assignment involves a value tracing back directly 
or indirectly along a path of R either to the value of 
an indexed variable with an index change in R, to a value 
read from an external medium, to a value set by a separately 
programmed subroutine, or to a value calculated within a 
strongly connected proper subinterval of R. All other 
assignments may be called \textbf{nonelementary}. The elementary 
and the nonelementary assignments belonging to R may be 
distinguished from each other by use of the following 
straightforward algorithm.

a) Using the method outlined in the preceding 
paragraphs, move as many calculations as possible out of 
R. This makes the \textit{region constants}, i.e., the expressions 
not changing within R, apparent.

b) Take up each of the assignments in R, and flag 
each as being nonelementary if the assignment in question 
is made either by a separately programmed subroutine, an 
input routine, or by use of an expression containing any 
indexed variable whose index is not a known region constant, 
or if the assignment in question is made within a strongly 
connected proper subinterval of R.

c) Once an assignment has been flagged as nonelementary, 
find all the uses within R of this assignment and flag each 
such use as nonelementary.

d) Repeat step c) as long as it leads to new non-
elementary assignments.

Those assignments lying in R which are not eventually 
flagged as nonelementary by use of a)-d) are elementary. 
If an expression occurring in R does not use any nonelementary 
definition in R, we may call this expression an \textbf{elementary} 
\textbf{expression}, or, more properly, an \textbf{expression elementary in R}. 
Only expressions elementary within R are candidates for 
reduction in strength in any sense whatever. However, it 
is by no means the case that every elementary expression
can be reduced in strength. To make explicit the additional criteria which must be satisfied if strength reduction is to be possible, we must examine the reduction process in somewhat closer detail. In order to apply strength reduction to simplify a calculation, we must

1) Define a set \( C \) of formal expressions \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) whose values are to be kept current at all points within \( R \). These are the expressions which are candidates for reduction.

ii) Define a set of "easy" calculations and make sure that all the calculations necessary at any point in \( R \) to update the values of the expressions belonging to \( C \) are "easy".

Thus, for example, in reducing the strength of products occurring within the region \( R \), we wish to replace products by sums; additions but not multiplications are accordingly considered to be easy operations during this reduction. Suppose that an expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) occurring at a given block of \( R \) is to be reduced in strength. If, tracing forward in \( R \) from this block, we come to a redefinition \( x_j = h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) of one of the arguments of \( f \), we must require that the substituted expression \( E = f(x_1, \ldots, h_j(x_1, \ldots, x_n), \ldots, x_n) \) be expressible in terms of other currently available expressions using some set of easy calculations. If, tracing still further along paths in \( R \), we come to yet another redefinition of an argument \( x_k \) of \( F \), we must require that the expression obtained by replacing each occurrence of \( x_k \) in \( E \) by the expression occurring in the redefinition of \( x_k \) be obtained from the value of other currently available expressions by some easy set of calculations, etc. Continuing in this way, and assuming \( R \) to be strongly connected, we return eventually to the place in \( R \) from which we started. Depending on the extent of the internal branching within \( R \) there may of course be any number of simple circular paths in \( R \) leading us from our starting point back to the same point. When we traverse
any such circular path, those variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) not ruled out of consideration by their occurrence in a nonelementary assignment will undergo a composite substitution of some forms

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(1)} & \quad x_j = \phi_j (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \\
\text{(2)} & \quad x_j = \phi_j (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \\
\text{or} & \quad x_j = \ldots \\
\text{(3)} & \quad x_j = \phi_j (x_1, \ldots, x_n);
\end{align*}
\]

If the region \( R \) admits a large number of distinct elementary return paths there will in general, be many different possible composite substitutions. Any particular composite substitution is of course merely the resultant of all the elementary redefinitions of the variables \( x_j \) which occur along some particular simple circular path. If an expression \( \phi(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) occurring in at a given point in a program is to be reducible in strength, we must demand that there exist a finite set \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \) of expressions including \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) and having the following.

**Closure property:** If \( x_j = \phi(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) is any composite substitution, and \( 1 \leq j \leq n \),

\[
(1) \quad E_\ell(x_1, \ldots, x_{j-1}, \phi(x_1, \ldots, x_n), x_{j+1}, \ldots, x_n)
\]

must have an expression in terms of \( E_1, \ldots, E_n \), this expression involving only easy calculations.

Study of an example will help us to understand the force of the above remarks.

Suppose that \( R \) is the program interval shown in Figure 1, and that, in addition to the conditional transfers corresponding to the edges shown in that figure, there occur only the operations and assignments explicitly indicated.
We aim to reduce multiplications to additions wherever possible in the loop shown in Figure 1; the expression \(10 \times i\) occurring in block B is a candidate for this reduction. To attempt a reduction, we first follow the substitutions made for \(i\) in any circular elementary path leading from block B back to block D; we find that only the composite substitution \(i = (i+1) + 2 = 1 + 3\) is made. It follows that strength reduction is possible; the values \(t_1 = 10 \times i\) and \(t_2 = 10 \times (j+2)\) must be kept available. The operation \(t_1 = t_2\) must be attached to the assignment \(i = j+2\), and the operation \(t_2 = t_1 + 30\) to the assignment \(j = i+1\). Once this strength reduction is made, the code shown in Figure 1 takes on the reduced form shown in Figure 2.

Note that code shown in Figure 2 is only superior to that shown in Figure 1 if block B is executed with substantially the same frequency as block A. If this is false, our purported optimization will in fact have degraded the speed of the code, since we will have replaced a rarely executed multiplication by a frequently executed addition. (On the other hand, the further case in which a loop like that shown in Figure 2 contains conditional branches on a loop -- independent condition, the methods of optimization applicable in such situations, and discussed in a later section of the present...
chapter, apply and enable strength reduction to be used advantageously even in certain cases in which a multiplication to be reduced lies in a rarely executed block while an addition affecting it is frequently executed.)
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**Figure 2: First stage of strength reduction.**

Ignoring this issue for the time being however, we now go on to observe that the expression $k^2$ occurring in block C of Figure 2 is a candidate for reduction in strength. The composite substitution $k=t_1+30$ is seen to apply to the variable $k$, so that we must also take account of any composite substitution applying to the variable $t_1$. Examining Figure 2, we see that there is only one such transformation, to wit, the transformation $t_1=t_1+30$. Reduction in strength is therefore possible if we maintain current values not only of $t_3=k^2$, but of $t_4=(t_1+30)(t_1+30)$, $t_5=(t_1+30)*60+90$, and, as auxiliary quantities, $t_6=t_2*t_2$ and $t_7=t_2*60+90$. To the assignment $t_2=t_1+30$ occurring in block A of Figure 2, must append the assignments $t_6=t_4$, $t_7=t_5$; to $k=t_2$ in block A we must append $t_3=t_6$; and to $t_1=t_2$ we must append $t_4=t_6+t_7$ and $t_5=t_7+60$. Once these modifications have been made, the code of Figure 2 takes on the still further
reduced form shown in Figure 3. (In Figure 3 we have explicitly indicated the presence of an entry block E in which all necessary variable initializations can be placed).

\[ l = l + t_3 \\ m = m + n^*n \]

\[ j = j + 1 \\ t_2 = t_1 + 30 \\ t_6 + t_4 \\ t_7 + t_5 \]

\[ k = t_2 \\ t_3 = t_6 \\ nn = 10^*n \]

\[ i = j + 2 \\ t_1 = t_2 \\ t_4 = t_6 + t_7 \\ t_5 = t_7 + 60 \\ n = m + 1 \]

**Figure 3:** Second stage of strength reduction.

The next expressions to appear as candidates for reduction in strength are the expressions 10^*n occurring in block B and the expression n^*n appearing in block C. On inspecting Figure 3 we find that the composite transformations applying to the variable n are n = n + 1 and n = n + 2 + n^*n. The occurrence of this latter transformation implies that any set of expressions containing either 10^*n or n^*n and having the closure property described above must contain expressions of arbitrarily high degree. Hence no such set can possibly be finite. We conclude that neither the expression 10^*n nor the expression n^*n occurring in our loop can be reduced in strength.
While we intend to reserve systematic discussion of register and core location assignment to a later section of the present work, such assignment will have a substantial effect on the code shown in Figure 3; for this reason, it is appropriate to have a preliminary glance at this process here. A variable is live along any track in a program graph connecting a definition of the variable to a use of the variable and not passing through any subsequent definition of the same variable. (Compiler generated temporary variables such as $t_1 - t_7$ in the above example are of course live only along tracks internal to the region $R$ in which they are generated). If two variables are never both alive along any track of a program graph, their values may be held in the same core location or register. Examining Figure 3, we see that the sets of edges along which the various quantities $t_1, ..., t_7$ are live, are as indicated in Table I.

Table I. Live-dead pattern for variables in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>edge</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_1$</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_3$</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_5$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_6$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_7$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is clear from Table I that \( t_1 \), \( t_4 \) and \( t_5 \) respectively are never live at the same time as \( t_2 \), \( t_6 \) and \( t_7 \) respectively. Hence, \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) may be assigned to a common register \( r_1 \); \( t_4 \) and \( t_6 \) to a common register \( r_2 \); and \( t_5 \) and \( t_7 \) to a common register \( r_3 \). Making this modification and indicating initializations explicitly, the code shown in Figure 3 takes on the final form shown in Figure 4.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4:** Reduced code after register overlay.

Comparing Figure 1 with Figure 4, we see that two multiplications present in our original loop have been replaced by three additions. Note also that the variable \( k \) has no use in the code shown in Figure 4; if \( k \) were known to be dead on exit from this loop, the code shown in Figure 4 could be further simplified. Note also that the variables \( i \) and \( j \) occurring in the loop have no use except to define each other. If our optimizer is able to detect this fact, and if \( i \) and \( j \) are dead on exit from block D, then still further simplification of our code is possible.
The most commonly applicable and hence the most useful operator strength reduction is the reduction of multiplication to addition; this transformation applies to various familiar code sequences generated during compilation of source code in which doubly or multiply subscripted arrays occur. For this reason a closer analysis of this particular strength reduction is in order. In reducing multiplications to additions we regard addition but not multiplication as an easy calculation. Thus we are able to reduce an expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) in strength only if it can be included in a finite set \( E_1, \ldots, E_n \) of expressions having the property that any expression \( (1) \) obtained from an expression \( E_j \) by carrying out a composite substitution can be expressed as a simple sum in terms of the various expressions \( E_j \) and of region constant expressions. Otherwise put, we require that, modulo region constant terms appearing additively, the set of all expressions which can be obtained from \( f \) by iterated applications of the variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) of composite substitutions shall be included in a finitely generated additive group. The expressions \( E_1, \ldots, E_n \) may then be taken as the generators of this group. In the most common case the expression \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) will be a polynomial, and we demand that no composite substitution applying to a variable \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) raise the degree of the polynomial \( f \) or introduce new multiplicative factors to this polynomial. This will normally be the case if and only if every elementary assignment to a variable \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) appearing in the region \( R \) has one of the three allowed forms \( x_i = x_j + x_k, x_i = x_j, \) region constant, or \( x_i = \) region constant. Moreover, this criterion, requiring that only linear assignments be made within the region \( R \) to any of the variables \( x_i \), is relatively easy to apply and hence relatively practical. If a set of variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) satisfies this condition, then any polynomial expression in these variables occurring in \( R \) can be reduced in strength. After this reduction is fully carried out, the value of the expression \( f \) will
be obtained via a sequence of assignments involving additions only. Thus, assignments originally involving f may come into a form permitting further reductions in strength. The full set of all expressions ultimately reducible in this way may be determined by application of the following iterative set of rules.
6.11 Subroutine Linkage Optimization -- Introductory.

In the present section, we initiate a discussion of the important question of subroutine linkage optimization.

In order to conserve code space, frequently used sections of code are often compiled in a single copy, and used in the normal transfer-and-return style as subroutines. To the extent that entirely separate subroutine compilation and frequent modification of subroutines is allowed, subroutine calling sequences, i.e., the patterns in which arguments are transmitted to and from subroutines, must be standardized. Since subroutines may call other subroutines in turn, standardization may be necessary if any subroutine in the whole library of precompiled subroutines used by a given program may be recompiled. On the other hand, the use of rigorously standardized linkages produces inefficiencies which may be considerable, in that such linkages may imply code full of the long sequences of linking operations and tables actually required in very general cases but potentially eliminable in frequently occurring special cases. Such inefficiencies may be particularly costly when a subroutine is called from within a critical inner loop of another program. In an attempt to describe methods by which these problems may be alleviated, we shall, in what follows, describe various possible forms of subroutine linkage more flexible than the normal, entirely standardized, linkage; such linkages could be employed to produce code efficient in regard to execution time (though sometimes requiring more storage space) than standard linkages. 

Note in this connection that the ability to use any given subroutine linkage depends not only on the construction of compilers capable of producing linkable code incorporating this linkage, but at a more encompassing level on the existence of a "linking loader" able to merge separate subroutines into a single executable body of code. Many interesting problems relating to the maintenance and use of subroutine libraries, the linking together of programs written in different source languages, the use of assembly language subroutines in connection
with source-language code, etc. relate intimately to the structure of the linking load program provided within a given operating system.

With the intent of supplying considerable additional details in the paragraphs which follow, we begin by distinguishing between four distinct types of subroutine linkage:

1. **Fully closed linkage** - This is the most familiar linkage form, making use of strictly standardized argument transmission and register use conventions. Note however that even in this case appropriate design of transmission and register use conventions can yield advantages.

2. **Semi-closed linkage** - In this form of linkage we require a subroutine to inform its calling program of the quantities and addresses which it expects to receive in registers, the quantities which it will return in registers, the registers which it will use, the global variables and arrays which it may affect, and to supply miscellaneous related information. This linkage information is then passed along to the latter stages of a register allocation process like that described elsewhere in the present chapter; during calling routine register allocation, the subroutine is treated as a program block within which certain register assignments have been made. In order to allow for subroutine modification even after calling program compilation, a record of the subroutine linkage information used during calling program compilation must be associated with the calling program; during final subroutine integration (linking and loading) before program execution, the continued validity of this information must either be verified, or instructions compensating appropriately for subroutine changes inserted.

Properly matched compilation of groups of subroutines in this semi-open fashion will require that called routines be compiled before their calling routines. If an entire collection of routines is to be compiled together, the compiler may have to trace the pattern of subroutine calls occurring in this set of routines and adjust its order of subroutine compilation accordingly.
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Even though all these conditions must be satisfied if semi-open subroutine linkage is to be employed, it is still feasible to use semi-open linkage even for separately compiled and for library subroutines within an appropriately designed program loading system.

3. Open linkage - A subroutine \( S \) is said to be used as an open subroutine if the code constituting the body of \( S \) is explicitly inserted in place of a call to \( S \). This type of subroutine linkage, which permits calling and called routines to be optimized together in fully integrated fashion, is maximally efficient in regard to time. However, since it may require the duplication of extensive sections of code, it may be prohibitively wasteful of space. Nevertheless, there are certain circumstances in which open linkage is feasible and even clearly preferable to other forms of linkage. If a subroutine is called only once in an entire program, an open linkage will be more efficient in regard both to time and to space than a closed linkage. More generally, if a subroutine of length \( \lambda \) is called \( n \) times, then if \( nc \geq (n-1)\lambda \), where \( c \) is the length of the subroutine calling sequence, open linkage is clearly preferable to closed linkage in terms both of time and of space. This observation will apply to various short subroutines of common use which compile to a very few machine instructions. Finally, it may be important to allow a programmer to specify that certain subroutine calls occurring within a crucial loop of a program are to be treated as open calls; the savings in time thus afforded may greatly outweigh the cost in space. Note also that joint optimization of a calling program and an open subroutine may afford subroutine simplifications through constant propagation that reduce the length of the subroutine very substantially.

If a library subroutine is to be called via an open linkage, the library must supply the subroutine either in original source language or in an intermediate language form sufficiently close to symbolic as to permit the symbol table references of the open subroutine to be merged with those
of the calling subroutine in a manner permitting subsequent optimization.

4. Semi-open linkage - To link a subroutine S to a calling routine using a semi-open linkage, we separate S into an initial portion S1 consisting of all those initial instructions of S not belonging to loops of S, and a remainder S2 consisting of the residue of S. S2 is then treated as if it were a separate subroutine called by S1 through a semi-closed linkage, and S1 is inserted in open style in place of any call to S. This permits S1 to be optimized together with the program calling S, but avoids the repetition of such extensive code passages as may be relatively unlikely because of contained loops to yield substantial improvement when optimized together with calling code rather than separately. We may note, much as in the case of open subroutines, that if semi-open linkage is used for S a symbolic or intermediate near-symbolic form for S1 is required; in addition, S1 and S2 must be perfectly matched to each other.

We now turn to a more detailed discussion of the various styles of subroutine linkage outlined above. Closed linkage, employing fixed argument transmission conventions, is simpler than semi-closed and semi-open linkage. However, even for closed linkage significant problems having to do with fundamental source language features must be faced. If a subroutine S is to be used and properly linked to its calling routine R, S and R must agree as to the location and structure of all information to be transmitted between them. If S and R are written in a language not permitting many different data types, it can be sufficient to transmit information in terms of its address only. If, on the other hand, one deals with language incorporating a considerable variety of data types, and in which the meaning of source language expressions depends upon the type of data to which these expressions are applied, it may be necessary to attach descriptors to data during the execution of code. In this case, transmission of data from a routine R
to a subroutine S will also involve transmission of descriptors, perhaps by transmission of descriptor locations, the descriptors themselves serving to locate the information structures which they describe. Unless care is taken in the design of such a language, the constant necessity to interpret descriptors may force all or nearly all code to be executed interpretively at a substantial cost in execution efficiency. If the descriptors attaching to particular variables can be determined at compile time, direct rather than interpretive program execution becomes possible. It is, of course, particularly difficult to preserve static descriptor information across subroutine linkages, and, if a language permits subroutines applicable at run time to operate on argument data with arbitrary descriptors this may be impossible. In response to this problem, one may simply allow subroutines to treat their arguments in fully interpretive fashion. Alternatively, one may restrict the type of argument to which a subroutine may be applied, insisting that matching argument declarations occur both in a subroutine and in the routine which calls it; this would preserve efficiency but at substantial cost in flexibility. The mixture of these two extreme techniques, in which one requires that some argument attributes be specifically pre-declared in matching fashion between a calling routine and its subroutines, while allowing other argument attributes to be dynamically transmitted through the use of descriptors, may be employed. Such a mixed subroutine convention should aim to provide flexibly usable subroutines while still avoiding the development of intolerable inefficiencies.

As a third possibility, one may interpret argument descriptors on subroutine entrance, and use this information to perform slight internal recompilations of the proper body of the subroutine in an effort to attain efficient execution once this subroutine body begins to function; this approach must be scrutinized carefully from the efficiency point of view, and, to the extent that it depends on modification of code, may be unavailable in a system allowing shared or re-entrant code or recursive subroutines.
The problems described above will require particularly careful treatment in a system allowing linkage between subroutines written in distinct source languages. In general, it will only be possible to transmit a data structure D back and forth between a routine R written in one source language \( L_R \) and a routine S written in another language \( L_S \) if both languages provide mechanisms for the description of a structure of the type of D, and only if the compilers for both languages are capable of producing code for accessing the component parts of such a structure. This means that if D is, e.g., an array originally described in \( L_S \) which is to be transmitted to a routine written in \( L_R \), then \( L_R \) must admit a data type having the same storage layout as D. In addition, either the \( L_R \) compiler, the \( L_S \) compiler, or more probably the linking loader integrating R with S must furnish code for the conversion, at the point of an R to S call or of an S to R return, of the standard data descriptors used within R to those used within S and vice versa.

An idea of the kind of problem that may arise in attempting to link disparate languages may be gained by considering some of the problems that arise in linking FORTRAN to PL/1. In PL/1 one may write a procedure

(1) \[
X: \text{PROC (A,B)} \\
\text{DCL A(*), B(*,*) ;}
\]

this indicates that the first argument A will be a vector of undetermined bound; similarly, B will be a doubly dimensioned object. Observe that one can obtain a similar effect in FORTRAN by writing

(2) \[
\text{SUBROUTINE } X(A,B,L,M,N) \\
\text{DIMENSION A(L), B(M,N) .}
\]

Thus in FORTRAN one is required to include the actual array bounds explicitly in the calling sequence. Accordingly, in FORTRAN, when an array is passed as an argument it is sufficient
to pass the address of the beginning of the array. In PL/1, on the other hand, one must pass the address of a descriptor for the array. If FORTRAN and PL/1 are to call each other, it is therefore necessary that both be provided with mechanisms for the conversion of explicit to implicit information and vice versa.

Additional difficulties will arise from differences in the housekeeping schemes employed by various languages. For example, FORTRAN incorporates virtually no housekeeping code. COBOL incorporates some, generally connected with mechanisms for handling various interrupts (end of file, etc.). PL/1 permits recursive procedures, dynamic storage allocation, independent tasking, etc., all of which require certain global housekeeping mechanisms, maintained in the form of stacks and lists. Since these are global, and are used and updated in every routine, their proper treatment during linkage between PL/1 and other languages may present quite complex problems.

One general plan for the treatment of at least the simplest problems of inter-language linkage is as follows. A call from R to S can be compiled as a transfer to an interface routine T to be produced by the loader linking R to S. We may suppose that T is produced with knowledge not only of the form of the call occurring in R but with knowledge of form in which S expects its parameters. In many languages such information is made available in a special subroutine declarator statement occurring at the very start of S (a subroutine feature in the sense of the present discussion will only exist if such information is definable). If implicit data structures such as list or string areas and implicit pointers associated with these data structures play a role in a particular language, then the information to be transmitted to T may include the location not only of explicitly designated parameters, but also of this additional information. Both the called and the calling routines may produce descriptor information concerning arguments of calls and of called subroutines; part of this information can be digested statically at load time to control
the form of the interface routine T and part handled dynamically by T at run time. On receiving control from R, T will execute any necessary interfacing initializations, and transfer control to S. When S completes its execution, it will return control to T, which will take any necessary finalizing actions and return control to R. Interfacing actions may include both the conversion of data descriptors and the physical transmission of data in either direction between the storage areas controlled by R and S. The precise interfacing actions to be performed by T will be known to the loader program, which must be able to recognize the languages $L_R$, $L_S$, etc. in which subroutines to be loaded have been written, and which must be able to link routines written in all possible pairs of languages.

We shall at this point not attempt any systematic discussion of the rather general issues sketched out in the preceding paragraphs, but shall confine ourselves to the discussion of linkage efficiency in situations where in short sequences of data locations or values can be transmitted without any special conversion action being necessary. In a strictly closed linkage style, the calling routine will not know which of its arguments a subroutine will modify; thus all arguments will be passed to the subroutines in terms of their addresses rather than as values. If the source language being compiled assumes static storage allocation, these addresses will tend not to vary dynamically, except in the case of indexed arguments of the form $A(I)$. In such situations, a linkage style in which an actual subroutine transfer instruction is followed by a table of argument addresses ("transfer vector") can be efficient. Note that in this conventional linkage style, a single address will suffice to specify both the location to which return is eventually to be made and the location of the parameter address table. If a subroutine is called with indexed arguments of the form $A(I)$, the value of the corresponding parameter address must be calculated and inserted into the argument address table. Note that this linkage procedure, which involves modification of table locations interspersed
with code, is not compatible with the recursive use of subroutines. A roughly corresponding procedure that could be employed if recursive subroutines or re-entrant code were at issue is as follows:

i. Within whatever storage area or storage stack is appropriate, locate or allocate a block of storage sufficient to store the parameter information for the subroutine to be called.

ii. Insert all necessary parameter information into this parameter area.

iii. Load the address of the parameter area into a standard register.

iv. Enter the subroutine.

The manner in which arguments will be referenced from within a subroutine will depend to a certain extent on the structure of the machine on which code is to run. If a computer is provided with what in practical terms is a sufficiency of index registers, argument addresses may be held in these registers when needed, permitting efficient fetching and storing of arguments. If the order code set of a particular computer includes double indexing, holding argument locations in index registers will also be compatible with efficient reference to indexed arguments. If double indexing is not provided, or if only a few index registers are provided, other methods of argument reference may be preferred. Reference to simple (i.e., non-indexed, non-array) arguments may be facilitated by supplying each subroutine $S$ with a prologue in which the values of such arguments are fetched using their addresses and stored in locations $M$ local to $S$, as well as an epilogue executed just before return in which the values of all output arguments are transmitted back to the calling routine. Arguments treated in this way may be referenced during execution in the same fashion as quantities local to $S$. Transmission of arguments in terms of location references is sometimes designated as call by reference, and this special technique of import followed by export of simple arguments is sometimes designated
as call by value.

Indexed and array arguments must be treated differently. One scheme for the treatment of indexed subroutine arguments furnishes each subroutine with a section of prologue which, before entry into the proper body of a subroutine, stores the address of each indexed argument into all instructions referencing the argument, thus affecting linkage dynamically each time a subroutine is called. This makes a costly linkage but does allow subroutine bodies to execute efficiently. Another possible treatment of the linkage problem for indexed arguments, applicable on machines with sufficiently many registers but without double indexing instructions, would attempt to reduce the strength of address calculations implicit in indexed argument references A(I) inside of any loop within which the index I was iteratively calculable. Within such loops, A(I) could be referenced by a single instruction; in other situations, A(I) would be referenced by adding the location of A (brought either into a register or into a location local to a subroutine) to the index value I and then using a separate load or store instruction to complete the reference.

Optimizers for machines on which such procedures may be necessary ought to make greater efforts to avoid redundant address calculation than have been indicated in the present section. To this end, various techniques related to those already described are available. One may, for example, assign separate value numbers to the value of A(I) and the calculated address of A(I) during linear nested region optimization, allowing repeated address calculation to be avoided, even in such sequences as

\[(1) \quad X = A(I) + \cdots \]
\[A(J) = \cdots \]
\[Y = A(I) + \cdots .\]

Going beyond this, one might try in a systematic way to detect and exploit such facts as the fact that the addresses of A(I) and B(I) necessarily differ by a quantity constant throughout an entire subroutine.
The processes of global optimization which have been described above apply with strong effect to code containing subroutine calls only if the subroutines behave in "normal" fashion. Thus, for example, in order that code flow be traceable even in the presence of subroutine calls we require that subroutines, when called, make normal returns, or at least that the set of addresses to which they may return be known. In particular, subroutines to which transfer addresses may be passed as arguments and within which such addresses may be unrestrictedly manipulated can constitute absolute boundaries for global optimization methods. A similar remark will apply in cases wherein a variable location function (XLOCF in FORTRAN) and an indirect assignment function can be called, making it feasible to pass the location of one variable as the value of another variable to a subroutine. If a global optimizer has to deal with such things, no better method may be available than to treat each call to an exceptional subroutine as a point at which all global optimization information is invalidated, all registers containing live information must be stored, all locally stored argument values must be transmitted to their true locations, etc. The language designer intending to produce a highly optimizable language must bear these considerations in mind; decisions justifiable from the point of view of abstract generality and flexibility may be catastrophic for optimization.

As we have already noted, semi-closed linkage differs from fully closed linkage in that information concerning a subroutine S is furnished to each routine R calling S during allocation of registers within R. Using this information, substantially improved linkages can be provided. Such techniques are often used, not really for library subroutines in general, but for a more limited class of "system" subroutines of whose special properties a given compiler can be explicitly aware.

In compiling a subroutine S for semi-closed linkage, we treat all subroutine return statements as transfers to a nominal return block, and treat the entry point to S as a
nominal entry block within which all subroutine arguments are defined. Registers are then allocated within $S$ in normal fashion. On completion of register allocation for $S$, it will appear that $S$ requires that certain of its simple arguments be loaded in particular registers on entry and provides certain simple output arguments in registers on exit; here, a simple argument $m$ is to be considered as an output argument if it is impossible to traverse $S$ from entrance to return without encountering an assignment to $m$. This information concerning the state of registers on entrance to and on exit from $m$ is then used during the register allocation phase of $R$-optimization, during which the call to $S$ is treated as a program block within which certain register assignments have been made. Any output argument whose value is used from storage within $R$ after the call to $S$ is stored immediately on return from $S$; other output argument values may be available in registers at all subsequent uses and need never be stored. If a simple argument of $S$ is used from storage within $S$, it is flagged to indicate this fact; this information is also passed back to $R$, and used during the final stages of the register allocation process to force appropriate insertion of a store. If a simple argument $m$ of $S$ can be set from within $S$, but need not be set within $S$ before return is made, the normal process of register assignment within $S$ will introduce stores with target $m$ into $S$. For some machine structures it will be appropriate to expand such stores as indexed stores replacing the argument value at its true location within the calling routine $R$; for other machines, it will be preferable to use the "call by value" technique of first storing $m$ in a cell local to $S$ and transferring this value to the calling routine $R$ only on exit from $S$.

Even if semi-closed linkage to $S$ is used, indexed arguments continue to present the problems we have already recognized in our discussion of closed linkages. On computers having sufficiently many index registers and allowing double indexing, indexed arguments may be referenced directly from
within a subroutine by the use of double indexing. In other cases, we must use one of the alternate treatments of indexed arguments described above. During the optimization of $S$, we can determine which arguments and which COMMON arrays $S$ may modify. This information can be passed back to $R$, where its availability will allow more effective optimization than would otherwise be possible.

If a semi-closed linkage is used, then optimization of a calling routine $R$ involves the use of certain information concerning called subroutines $S$. In a functioning subroutine library system, it would be possible that, after $R$ was compiled, but before $R$ and $S$ were linked together into a common subroutine, $S$ should have been recompiled, invalidating some of the register usage information already utilized by $R$. Corrective action leading to successful linkage and execution will only be possible in such cases if the information about $S$ used in the compilation of $R$ is recorded with $R$, and any changes in $S$ noted and compensated for at linking time. For example, compensation could be made for a change in the register in which $S$ expected a certain argument by allowing the linking loader to precede calls to $S$ by inter-register move operations, while compensation could be made for changes in the collection of arguments referenced from core within $S$ by preceding calls to $S$ by appropriate load-store sequences. Changes in $S$ for which the linking loader was unable to compensate would have to be treated as link-abort conditions requiring recompilation of $R$. Note however that none of these problems arise when a calling routine is compiled together with its subroutines, as may tend to be the case for ALGOL, PL/1, or other languages which encourage the embedding of subroutines within the text of the routines which call them.

If a semi-closed linkage style is to be used for a language which permits recursion, so that the calling pattern for a family of subroutines need not be a tree, certain relatively arbitrary decisions concerning the order of subroutine compilation must be made. A plausible scheme for handling this
problem is as follows. Find a set $K$ of subroutines such that the subroutine calling pattern $P$ for the whole family of subroutines to be compiled becomes a tree if all calls to subroutines of $K$ are deleted from $P$. Then compile all subroutines not in $K$, using a strictly closed linkage at every call to a subroutine of $K$. Finally, compile the subroutines of the collection $K$.

Code generated by open subroutine calls enters into global optimization on the same basis as code originally present in a calling program, and hence affords no special difficulty during optimization. It is, however, worth commenting on the manner in which subroutines $S$ capable of being invoked via open calls must be stored in a program library, and on some of the details of the process for incorporating an open subroutine into a calling code. Such subroutines may be maintained in a library in the form of suitably compacted intermediate language code, within which all ordinary symbol table references are replaced by references either to sequentially numbered local variables or to sequentially numbered dummy arguments of $S$; an associated table of variable attributes must also be provided. If $R$ is the routine calling $S$, compilation of $R$ will, in the ordinary course of things, transform every call to $S$ (implicitly) into one in which all arguments are either simple variables or simply indexed variables. To compile what then remains of an open call, we expand the compacted intermediate code constituting the open subroutine body, replacing every local variable $V_n$ of the subroutine by a pointer referencing a compiler-generated symbol $G_n$ corresponding to $V_n$; $G_n$ is inserted into the symbol table $E$ being developed for $R$ and all attribute data associated with $V_n$ is transferred into $E$ from within the condensed attribute table associated with $S$. When, during the same process, a dummy argument $D$ of $S$ is encountered, we replace the reference to it by a reference to the corresponding actual argument $m$ of the call to $S$, if $m$ is simple. On the other hand, if $m$ is an indexed argument...
and D occurs in an expression, we insert a matching indexed load operation into R and replace the reference to D originally occurring in S by a reference to the result of this indexed load operation. If m is an indexed argument and D occurs as the target of an assignment statement, we replace the simple assignment operation in S containing D by an indexed assignment operation containing the indexed variable m.

On completing the expansion of all open subroutines we will have produced an intermediate language text in standard form and optimization can go forward in normal fashion.

In practical terms, **semi-open** and **semi-closed** linkage differ only in the extent to which they insist on stereotypy of information transmitted from a subroutine to a routine calling it. The technique, described above, of treating a semi-open subroutine as consisting of two parts, the first being called an open subroutine and in turn calling the second in semi-closed fashion, reduces the implementation problem for this linkage to cases already discussed. It may be desirable in using semi-open linkages to establish a fixed upper limit for the length of program portions to be compiled in the open style, as otherwise excessively large codes may result in particular cases.
A) Introduction

In spite of the fundamental importance of the subject, code optimization is a subject with a relatively small literature. Optimization may be divided into two principal subbranches: optimization of size and optimization of speed. Size optimization of code has been little studied, partly because the presence of tables alongside code means that the effect of code size reduction is in many situations limited. We remark only that considerable code size reductions can often be obtained by the representation of code in a specially designed interpretable format: this makes it possible to use short rather than full length addresses, implicit references to certain operands and operations, and special dense calling sequence conventions as well. The discussion of APL contained in a subsequent chapter will indicate some of the possibilities that lie in this direction, which is one requiring more work. Table space can be minimized by use of an automatic overlay scheme; see Ershov [2] for an account of one algorithm of this sort. Most work on optimization has concerned itself with speed optimization, and that specifically for algebraic languages. There is, however, a developing if still rather incoherent literature on the special optimization problems associated with access to and searching of large files, and with the associated problem of optimized data location and hierarchically organized memories. We shall not report on this literature in the present section.
Arden [2] discusses code generation for Boolean operations, and describes a method of using conditional transfers for the optimization of Boolean target code. A rather similar discussion of machine-dependent target code optimization for Boolean expressions is found in Huskey and Wattenberg [2]. Floyd [5] describes a number of single statement target code optimizations, some machine independent, others specially adapted to an accumulator machine. These optimizations include detection of equivalent subexpressions, constant propagation, and the choice of a machine-optimal pattern of loads, stores, and input operations. Nakata [1] describes a number of machine-dependent optimizations as they apply to single arithmetic statements. Nakata notes that if one describes an arithmetic expression by its parse tree, then the number of registers required for the storage of intermediate results during the corresponding calculation can be minimized by arranging the necessary computations in an order determined by the branching structure of this tree. This paper also discusses the question of which intermediate quantities occurring during an arithmetic calculation are optimally stored if sufficient registers to contain all such intermediate quantities are available. Jeshov [2] is an early paper discussing a similar optimization, and also describing an algorithm for the elimination of redundant calculations in basic blocks.

Stone [1] discusses the rearrangement of computation order in arithmetic expressions using an analytical approach like that of Nakata, but with a different end in mind, namely the development of as many simultaneous operations as possible for a micro-parallel machine. Note that in optimizing a calculation Nakata will arrange it as serially as possible to minimize the number of registers necessary, while Stone would arrange the same calculation in as parallel a fashion as possible. Thus, for example, the sum \( A + B + C + D + E + F + G + H \) would be compiled.
as follows by Nakata and Stone respectively:

(Nakata: single register machine)  (Stone: multi-register microparallel machine)

| Load A | Load A, R1 |
| Add B  | Load C, R2 |
| Add C  | Load E, R3 |
| Add D  | Load G, R4 |
| Add E  | Add B, R1  |
| Add F  | Add D, R2  |
| Add G  | Add F, R3  |
| Add H  | Add H, R4  |
|        | Add R2, R1 |
|        | Add R4, R3 |
|        | Add R3, R1 |

Allen [1] is one of the first published accounts of an extensive global optimization algorithm. The methods described in this paper may be regarded as preliminary versions of the machine-independent optimization methods to which Section 3 and the later sections of the present chapter are devoted. Allen gives a more detailed account of the use of linear test replacement than is given in the present chapter. Medlock and Lowry [1,2] summarize the implementation of a very similar optimizer in the IBM FORTRAN H compiler; this survey of optimization is particularly readable. Their compiler incorporates many of the optimizations described in the present chapter, including global flow analysis, global common sub-expression finding, code motion, reduction in strength, constant propagation, and test replacement. It also incorporates an interesting algorithm for the rearrangement, using the associative and distributive laws, of sub-parts of a calculation in order to develop more constants and loop-independent expressions than are present in the code as originally compiled.

The register allocation problem is discussed briefly, and
an efficient method for conditional code generation by the use of "bit strips" is outlined. The Medlock-Lowry compiler was written in FORTRAN and used to optimize itself.

Ershov [1] describes an optimizing compiler developed for a computer with small memory and a drum backup store; this compiler uses 24 passes for the total process of translation, optimization, and code generation. The optimizations performed include detection of redundant code in basic blocks, code motion, reduction in strength, combination of loops having identical numbers of iterations and containing independent operations, various subroutine calling sequence optimizations, and a careful storage space optimization. The calling sequence optimizations include the following:

1) if a subroutine parameter is always called with the same value, the subroutine is coded so as to use this value directly rather than as a variable parameter;

2) values of subroutine parameters which are not modified by a subroutine are stored locally on entry and used as local parameters thereafter rather than being accessed indirectly through the subroutine calling sequence in all cases.

Storage optimization is handled by tracing the code flow to determine all variables which are "live" at the same time. From this information, a packing algorithm is able to devise an efficient assignment of variables to core locations.

Allard-Wolf-Seelmi [1] describe a number of machine-dependent optimizations for code running on computers like the CDC 6600, including optimizations based on the reordering of instructions to attain optimal micro-parallel "scheduling" of the independent multiple arithmetic units available in a computer of this structure; cf. Thorlin [1] for the use of PERT scheduling techniques in this area. The early paper by Nevesegul [1]
lists a number of machine-independent optimizations of the type discussed in the present chapter. Gear [1] describes an optimization scheme simpler than but somewhat resembling the linear nested region optimizer to which the first few sections of the present chapter are devoted. The optimizer described by Gear incorporates procedures for the detection of common sub-expressions, the propagation of constants, motion of code out of loops, and strength reduction in a DO-loop context. The rearrangement of calculation order in an attempt to develop more absolute constants and loop constants than are present in originally compiled code is discussed, as is a generalization of the common subexpression finding process to detect the occurrence of expressions necessarily differing by constants. (For rearrangement to develop extra constants, cf. also Gear [2].) A proposal for using code optimization methods to move input statements in a code so as to provide improved input buffering is also made by Gear. Hill, Langmaack, Schwarz, and Seegmuller discuss strength reduction for indices occurring in loops defined by ALGOL FOR-statements, and cite measurements showing a running time improvement by a factor of 2.5 resulting from this optimization. McKeeman [1] describes various local optimizations, somewhat adapted to an accumulator machine, which suppress unnecessary loads and stores occasionally exploiting the commutativity of operations; cf. also Anderson [1].

Iverson [1] comments on the exploitation of formal identities, especially those involving array operations, for increasing the efficiency of the compiled code. Strachey and Wilkes [1] comment on those features of ALGOL that make it difficult to compile good code for that language.
B. Machine-independent optimization of COBOL

Whereas certain of the algebraic language optimizations outlined in Section 1 of the present chapter remain useful in optimizing COBOL programs, others will normally be of little use. COBOL programs typically make little use of indexed arrays, and thus optimization by polynomial strength reduction will not be of importance. Loops will more typically be terminated by file end conditions than by iteration count limits, and so linear test replacement is not likely to find application.

A problem of particular significance in COBOL optimization is that of eliminating unnecessarily frequent variable conversion and reconversion operations. COBOL integer variables are normally stored in character-string form (one byte per character). Two principal reasons favor the use of this storage convention:

1) A COBOL program will often read records containing many fields and modify but a single field in a record. In such a situation, keeping data in its external form automatically eliminates conversions that would otherwise be necessary.

2) The COBOL language allows the overlaying of variables, the overlay correspondence being specifiable on a character-to-character basis.
Arithmetic, however, is almost necessarily performed on data converted into a different (binary or packed decimal) form. This second form of a variable may be called its converted form. Thus COBOL arithmetic operations may come to carry a heavy load of conversions and reconversions. For example, the COBOL sequence

(1) 
ADD 1.00 TO A
ADD B to A GIVING C
...

would naively be translated as

(2) 
temp = convert (A)
temp = temp + 1.00
A = reconvert (temp)
temp = convert (A)
temp2 = convert (B)
temp = temp + temp2
C = reconvert (temp)
...

and so forth.

The following method, closely related to the global optimization methods described earlier, may be used to improve the quality of such code. With each COBOL variable \( A \) we associate its converted form, which we write as \( A' \), and which is assigned a separate storage location. Arithmetic operations referencing variables \( A \) specified by COBOL source
code are translated by corresponding references to $A'$. Implied assignments to a variable $A$ are translated by an intermediate language assignment statement

(3) \[ A = \text{reconvert} \left( A' \right). \]

During optimization, one traces through a program to determine, for each use of a variable $A'$, whether there exists any path back to an assignment to the variable $A$ having a form other than (3). (Such assignments may appear either as READ statements or as assignments to variables overlaying $A$; we call such assignments abnormal assignments to $A$.) If this is the case, the reference to $A'$ is prefixed by an interpolated instruction

\[ A' = \text{convert} \left( A \right). \]

A bit-vector method may conveniently be used to determine when such conversion operations must be inserted. With each basic block $b$ and each variable, we associate a bit $x_b$ equal to 1 if the value of $A'$ on exit from the block may differ from convert $(A)$. With each $b$, we associate a boolean function $f_b$ defined as follows:

$f_b(x) = x$ if $b$ contains no assignment to $A$ or any variable overlaying $A$, and no use of $A$;

$f_b(x) = 1$ if $b$ contains an abnormal assignment to $A$ not followed by a normal assignment to $A$ or a use of $A$;

$f_b(x) = 0$ if $b$ contains a normal assignment to or use of $A$ not followed by an abnormal assignment to $A$.

Then, if $b_1, \ldots, b_n$ are the immediate predecessor blocks of $b$ we have the boolean equation
\[ x_b = f_b(x_{b_1} + \ldots + x_{b_n}) \]

These boolean equations may be solved by the methods described earlier. This will determine the bits \( x_b \); knowledge of these bits allows reconversion operations to be eliminated as redundant. Moreover, in calculating these bits using our normal method of regions, we will find the information needed to move the conversion of a variable \( A \) out of a loop not containing any abnormal assignment to \( A \).

Dead variable elimination in essentially standard fashion will then remove instructions \( A = \text{reconvert} \ (A') \) from the compiled form of a COBOL program unless these instructions are followed either by a WRITE statement involving \( A \) or a use either of \( A \) or of a variable \( B \) overlaying \( A \) to which an instruction \( B' = \text{convert} \ (B) \) has been prefixed.

This "conversion optimization" could improve the code sequence compiled for (1) very greatly from its primitive form (2).

The converted-form variables \( A' \) can be kept in a set of compiler-assigned temporary locations. Optimal assignment of converted variables to locations will aim at a global placement which avoids recopying and motion of these variables to the extent possible. This task resembles an aspect of the ordinary register assignment problem, namely the association of variables with registers in such a way as to avoid unnecessary register-to-register copy
or move operations. The methods for treatment of this problem which have already been described can be applied with little change to the converted-variable location problem; these methods will of course make use of variable live-dead information. Note that in assigning locations to converted variables we may make use of as many temporary locations as are necessary; thus a problem of key significance in register allocation, i.e. deciding which variables are to be kept in registers and which are to be stored, need not be faced here.

Either a two-address or a three-address register allocation algorithm should be used as a model for converted variable location assignment, depending on the character of the instructions which are ultimately to be used to perform arithmetic on converted quantities.

COBOL variables must normally be maintained to specified precision, floating-point type rounding not being allowed. This fact, and the inconvenience often involved in translation between character-per-byte unconverted variables and binary integers, often implies the use of decimal fixed-point operations for COBOL arithmetic. Such arithmetic will involve frequent and inefficient rescaling of variables; a COBOL optimizer should aim to reduce such operations to a minimum. The technique most appropriate for the avoidance of inefficiencies here seems to be highly machine dependent, and we shall for this reason not attempt to discuss it at this time.
COBOL loops will normally be used for the iterative processing of a sequence of records, and their efficiency will therefore be bound closely to input-output considerations. With this caveat, however, we may say that constant propagation should be as useful for COBOL as for FORTRAN. Constant propagation should always aim to supply constants in the form directly needed by those arithmetic operations in which they are used.

Since COBOL makes little use of indexed arrays and still less of doubly indexed arrays, redundant subexpression elimination is apt to be less important for COBOL than for FORTRAN. The availability in COBOL of the PERFORM statement, which allows out-of-line code to be invoked conveniently, will tend to make this assertion all the more true.

The peculiarities of the COBOL PERFORM statement also have interesting implications for the relationship between translator and optimizer. A PERFORM statement involves an out-of-line block of code, and allows specification of repetition for a given number of iterations or until some other termination condition is satisfied. It is appropriate to compile a PERFORM using a parameterless subroutine call, imbedded if necessary in a repetition control block. COBOL allows the statement range ("invoked" block) governed by one PERFORM statement to overlap with blocks governed by other perform statements. The range of a PERFORM statement
may also be entered directly either by transfer or by straight-line control flow. If a PERFORM block is entered in this way, control leaves it in normal fashion once the end of the block is reached.

The target-code style appropriate for achieving these effects is as follows. With every PERFORM block B, associate a compiler-generated label BACKB; as the last instruction of B, insert the assigned transfer instruction

GO TO BACKB

The statement

PERFORM B

is then translated as

SET BACKB = A
GO TO B
A: SET BACKB = NEXTB ...

where A is a compiler generated label having the indicated location, and NEXTB is a compiler generated label immediately following the last instruction of the block B.

The following global optimization techniques may advantageously be applied in this situation:

a) PERFORM sections called only once and not otherwise entered should be placed in-line; subsections of complete sections called only once should be placed in-line too. More generally, the best available criteria for choosing
a subroutine linkage form (closed, semi-closed, open, etc.) should be applied to each PERFORM statement.

b) Once the PERFORM blocks to be invoked in other than open fashion have been determined, we may exploit the fact that the whole text of every PERFORM block is available to us during compilation. This may be done as follows:

i) Survey the source text to determine the pattern of calls between PERFORM sections. As the COBOL language does not permit recursive use of PERFORM invocations, it will then be possible to rank the PERFORM section in such a way that each section invokes only blocks of lower rank.

ii) Start with the code contained in a section of minimal rank. Since each PERFORM section in COBOL is eventually required to return to the point from which it was invoked, such a section may be regarded from the point of view of a program invoking it as a single-entry, single exit region. By analyzing the flow of this region and solving any relevant systems of boolean equations for it, we may assign a bit-vector to the section, this bit-vector describing initial variable uses, variable assignments, etc. which occur in the section. This information will correspond closely to that associated for optimization purposes with a basic code block.

iii) Once a bit vector of the above kind has been associated with each PERFORM section of given rank, we may repeat the same process and calculate similar bit-vectors for every PERFORM section of next higher rank. Ultimately,
bit vectors will be assigned to every PERFORM section in a program.

Within a total COBOL program, each PERFORM section invocation can be represented by much the same sort of intermediate text item as would be used for a subroutine call in a FORTRAN-like algebraic language, except that, instead of associating argument-use information with the item, we associate with it a full bit-vector describing the effect of the invocation on the status of every program variable. Using this information we may apply normal procedures of global optimization. The following constraint must be applied in addition to the usual constraints on code motion: code belonging to any particular collection of PERFORM sections, if it is to be moved, can only be moved to a block belonging to this same collection of PERFORM sections.

Once the PERFORM-section optimizations described above have been applied to COBOL code, loop-bookkeeping overhead is not apt to be a significant part of the total process constituting a loop, and optimization by loop unrolling is therefore not apt to be of much interest.

Since COBOL makes use of higher-level instructions than does FORTRAN, and since it works with a wider variety of data types, optimization by code selection down to a machine-dependent level can be very important. To the extent that these operations are performed by library
subroutines, general procedures for subroutine linkage optimization, able to choose linkages intelligently for efficiency, will be of benefit. Beyond this, we may note the importance of applying special-case selection mechanisms in compiling higher-level operations of particular importance, especially the MOVE statement, which plays a central role in determining the efficiency of many COBOL programs.
C. Index register allocation for Algebraic languages

Whereas rigorously based results applying to simplified models of register allocation in linearly ordered code are available (cf. Horwitz, Karp, Miller, and Winograd [1]), no such results have been derived for code containing even simple loops, much less for code with general flow. Thus register allocation in the presence of flow must use a heuristic lacking complete theoretical foundation. The particular method used will depend strongly on the extent to which global information is to be collected in support of register allocation. Machine structure will, of course, play a fundamental role as well. The simplest scheme, incorporated in many industrial compilers, is to put a newly generated quantity in an empty register if possible; if none is available, the contents of the register used farthest away in the following code is displaced. In this method, register contents are remembered over the extent of a basic block, but all registers are stored and reloaded at each label. This method requires only local look-ahead.

A more elaborate register allocation heuristic has been outlined in a preceding section. Here we shall describe the allocation methods actually used in two interesting production compilers, the original FORTRAN I compiler and a FORTRAN compiler for the RCA SPECTRA 70.

The method which was used for index register allocation in the FORTRAN I compiler is described in Backus et al [1];
in the present paragraphs, relying on the generous aid of Mr. Sheldon Best, we proceed to set forth a somewhat more detailed account of certain concepts and details concerning the register allocation methods used which were not given in the cited article. The overall flow of the FORTRAN I register allocation was as follows.

a) Simulation for Frequency Determination

As a prelude to register allocation, the absolute execution frequency was estimated for all basic blocks of the program, during which process certain control statements, namely the DO, GO T0, and ASSIGN statements, were executed interpretively while the action of others, namely the IF and the computed GO TO statements, was merely simulated. To aid this simulation FREQUENCY statements were used to define both the branching probabilities applicable at IF statements and computed GO TO statements, and also the average iteration counts for DO-statements with variable limits. When frequency statements were not attached to IF-statements, nominal transition frequencies were assumed. Similarly, at DO statements not provided with frequency information, a certain small number of repetitions was assumed. The possibility of solving the simultaneous equations determining path frequency in terms of transition frequency using known methods for solving sparse matrix equations was considered, but no methods which would work in the presence of DO-loops and
assigned GO TO statements was hit upon, although IF-type branches alone could have been handled without explicit interpretation.

The frequency-estimating simulation traced the flow of control in the program through a fixed number of stops, and was repeated several times in an effort to secure reliable frequency statistics. Altogether an odd method!

b) **Region processing order choice**

In order to simplify the index register allocation, it was implicitly assumed that calculations were not to be reordered. The contrary assumption would have introduced a new order of difficulty into the allocation process, and required the abstraction of additional information from the program to be processed. The order of region analysis during register allocation was determined by the frequency order of paths in the program and this made it virtually certain that the most frequent loop in the program would be the region processed first (assuming that frequencies were well estimated).

c) **Register-use look-ahead in basic blocks and larger regions**

As long as one is concerned only with minimizing the number of loads of symbolic indexes into actual registers and not with minimizing the stores of modified indexes it is obvious that the optimum strategy for straight-line code consists in selecting that index register for replacement which contains the symbolic index which is re-used most
remotely. Of course, if an index value becomes "dead" then it should be selected for replacement before any "live" value. In dealing with loops constructed from basic blocks and larger regions the situation is different from the straight-line case in two related respects: 1) every index is re-used during each turn through the loop (unless it becomes dead) and 2) the contents of the registers at the beginning and end of the loop must ideally be made to match.

The FORTRAN I method for dealing with those problems for loops and more general sets of basic blocks was as follows. Branches and blocks were selected in decreasing order of estimated frequency to form connected regions or paths for processing. Each such region consisted of groups of blocks or previously processed connected regions reachable one from another by traversing highest frequency branches from already selected blocks. In processing a new path connecting two previously disconnected regions, register usage was matched by permuting all the register designations of one region to match those of the other, as necessary. In processing a new path linking a block to itself and thus defining a loop, the loop was first considered to be concatenated with a second copy of itself, and straight-line register allocation carried out in normal fashion through the first of the two copies, with look-ahead extending into the second copy. The contents of registers
on exit from the first copy thus determined was now applied both as the initial condition and as a "terminal condition" applicable to the second copy. This terminal condition was in turn used during register allocation within the second loop copy in the following way. Straight-line allocation was carried out for the second loop copy in essentially normal fashion. However, the look-ahead procedure employed during this allocation was modified as follows: a register seen on look-ahead to the end of the loop to contain the correct terminal quantity was considered to have a "subsequent terminal use", while a register not in this condition was not considered to have such a use. This information in turn controlled the pattern of register loads and unloads in the loop, in the manner already described; the allocation produced for the second loop copy was that ultimately used in generating machine code.

d) Activity of indices and the insertion of local stores

Upon an operation $\alpha$ involving an index changed the index, the index was said to become active. It then had to be stored in its cell before displacement from a register. This store was inserted right after $\alpha$ if the displacement of the index occurred within a loop. However, in the case of indices which could be retained in a register throughout a loop, store instructions were inserted on all exits from the loop, thus moving the necessary store operation outside the loop.
e) **Adjustment of entry and exit conditions**

Stores of active registers upon exit from a loop, and initial loads of registers upon entry into a previously processed region were regarded as occurring between basic blocks. Any necessary initialising load instructions were arranged in little clusters provided with various entry points as in the algorithm sketched in the preceding chapter, allowing different subsets of registers to be loaded by branching to different parts of the cluster. Each cluster was so arranged as to minimize the number of instructions executed during "most frequent" branches to the cluster. Terminal storage of active registers was accomplished by attaching store-index instructions to region exits.

This completes our brief account of the FORTRAN I register allocation algorithm. Machines like the IBM 360 and RCA Spectra 70 have features which introduce additional complexity invalidating the simple assumptions upon which the FORTRAN I analysis of the index register assignment problem was based. Moreover, although these groups of machines all have essentially the same instruction codes, it is still the case that the timing of instruction execution varies so much among member machines as to make it unlikely that an assignment algorithm which would be near optimum for the whole class could be developed. The following list of conditions and constraints gives
an idea of the facts which must be faced in treating the
register allocation problem for these machines:

1. Sixteen fixed point registers serve as fixed
point accumulators, and, except for register 0, also as
index registers and base registers.

2. Nearly every reference to memory requires the use
of a base register or index register since the displacement
field available in an instruction is limited to 12 bits.

3. Adjacent registers are used in coupled fashion
in certain double precision arithmetic operations.

4. The time required to load several adjacent registers
from adjacent memory locations may be significantly less than
the loading time applicable to non-adjacent memory locations,
and the time to move one register to another may be much
less than a store-load combination. Two registers may
be interchanged in minimum time on some machines without
the use of a third register; on others, using a third
register gives minimum time.

5. Two three, or even four registers may be used or
affected by a single fixed point instruction (even excluding
multiple load and store instructions, which can involve
all the registers).

6. The four floating point registers of these machines
can contain either single or double precision floating
point quantities.
7. The floating point registers can only be loaded and stored individually; no movement of information between the fixed and floating point registers is possible. Information can be moved from one floating point register to another without using memory but two floating point registers cannot be exchanged without using a third register or using memory.

8. Standard subroutine linkages use two to four fixed point registers in a rather involved way. Certain features of these linkages are dictated by the fact that only a short address field (called the displacement) is available in instructions. This fact has the following consequences:

1. Storage references generally require the use of a register, and references to distinct arrays may require the use of distinct registers. On subroutine call, all such base quantities may have to be stored; on return, they may have to be reloaded. Even references to the section of program currently executing may require a register.

2. Inter-block transfers generally require the use of a register.

It can be seen from the above that register allocation for this class of machines involves two separate, rather different allocation problems; fixed point and floating point allocation. However, these two problems interact, since floating point instructions may have to use bases and indices to locate their operands.
These facts, plus the great variety of instructions available on the machines under consideration, imply strong interactions between the problems of register allocation, code generation, and storage assignment. The resulting optimization problem is sufficiently complex as to defy rigorous treatment. We shall, in order to give the reader an idea of the manner in which such questions have been treated in practice, outline in considerable detail the treatment of register allocation actually used in a FORTRAN compiler for the RCA Spectra 70. In this compiler, several simplifying constraints were imposed on the allocation process:

1. Floating-point register allocation was to be accomplished independently of and logically before fixed-point register allocation.

2. Only intermediate results arising during expression evaluation were to be kept in floating point registers; i.e., no analysis was to be made to see whether a variable or constant was used frequently enough in a basic block to warrant keeping it in a register throughout the block. Note that this limitation applied only to floating point quantities occurring during expression evaluation, not to base values and indices used in auxiliary fashion; such index quantities were retained globally under conditions explained below.

3. No look-ahead other than that involved in a
basic block common subexpression finding process incorporated in the compiler was to be done. This meant that local decisions on which quantities were to be displaced when a register was needed could not use look-ahead information except in the special cases of intermediate quantities used more than once in a basic block and variables defined and used subsequently within a basic block.

iv. No reordering of computations to improve the register allocation was to be done.

v. No flow-analysis was to be done beyond the recognition of innermost and "simple" DO-loops, i.e., DO-loops with no branches out of their range which could conceivably be followed by a branch back into the range. Within such simple DO-loops, quantities (especially index quantities) dependent on the control variable were to be maintained entirely in registers, if desireable.

In an effort to avoid the proliferation of base quantities, a decision was made to group all simple variables and program constants, as well as all register save locations, into one contiguous area, addressed if not too long by one standard register, and otherwise addressed by up to five registers. One additional register was reserved for references to the section of program currently executing and/or subroutine linkage. Four additional registers
were generally used for function result return, parameter
list location, return address, and entry point address,
though where possible those registers did double duty,
storing fixed point temporary quantities and indices.
This left from 4-8 registers available for the storage
of bases, i.e., data locations not varying through a given
program or subroutine. Since, as stated, register allocation
was to be done without the use of flow analysis, the
following crude method for allocation of registers to
base quantities, which embodies a concept of semi-permanent
register assignment, was employed:

Base values that were used sufficiently often would
be assigned semi-permanently to registers, loaded at the
start of the program, and assumed to be in registers at
the start of every basic block. If, however, it was
necessary to displace these global bases within certain
particular basic blocks, then they would be reloaded via
a single load-multiple instruction at the end of each of
such block.

The bases which were to be assigned semi-permanently were
chosen as follows. During the preliminary steps of compilation,
the base quantities to be used within a program were determined,
and the number of references to each base counted. Then
the k most frequently referenced bases were assigned semi-
permanently to registers, and the remaining registers used
to load bases more dynamically as needed within a block. The integer k was determined using the following heuristic considerations: From the frequency of base reference, and the total number of blocks in a program, the probability of referencing any given base in a given block may be estimated. The "marginal advantage" of assigning one additional base semi-permanently is proportional to the number of blocks in which this base is referenced; if g is the total number of registers available for bases, the "marginal cost" of doing so is proportional to the number n of blocks in which more than g-k bases not semi-permanently assigned are referenced. From the probability that any single base be referenced in a block, and on a simplifying assumption of statistical independence, n may be estimated, and k chosen so as to balance marginal advantage against marginal cost.

It would of course have been of advantage in all of this to assign blocks a weighted significance according to their frequency of execution, but this would have required recourse to a certain amount of flow-tracing.

A similar algorithm for register assignment is used in TSS FORTRAN for the IBM 360. Within a given loop, a count is made of the frequency of occurrence of integer expressions and offset quantities. A number of index registers are assigned to the most frequently used quantities of this kind. A number of additional registers then remain available
for local assignment. Local assignment is done by a
straightforward sequential process; during this process
a record is kept of the variables and non-globally assigned
expressions which are available in registers. When variables
needed for particular operations are available in registers,
load operations are elided. If a given register contains
the value of more than a single variable, the list of all
variables which it contains is available.

Index register assignment methods of the very simple
type just described operate rapidly and can produce satis-
factory FORTRAN object programs, but they certainly cannot.

Really good register assignment cannot
be done without tracing flow and without attaching estimated
frequencies to blocks and branches. In view of the importance
of frequency information, it has been proposed that frequencies
should be measured rather than estimated by running a
program before optimization, using typical input data and
counting the number of times each branch path is taken.
Then time-optimization should concentrate on very frequently
used loops and memory space should be optimized in low
frequency regions. The highest frequency loops should be
compiled first so that register and memory allocation can
be adjusted to match them. It is also doubtful if register
allocation should be treated separately from code generation
and storage assignment if really top-notch code is to be
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Sophisticated register allocation, as well as other forms of complex optimization, can make debugging more difficult because variable values may be found in unexpected places; presumably such optimization would only be applied to nearly debugged programs. As a debugging aid a suitably generalized storage map could be used to show where a variable is at different times; this information could either be used by a person interpreting a dump or by a debugging routine.
CHAPTER 7. SPECIAL PURPOSE LANGUAGES: LSIP AND SNOBOL

1. LISP and related recursive languages.

Since its introduction by John McCarthy in 1960, LISP has become one of the best known and most successful of the languages intended specifically for non-numerical computation. In the present section, we shall discuss the principal features of this language. We note, to begin with, that, as is true of most programming languages, LISP exists in several dialects differing slightly in those language features which are not of common use. The volume entitled The Programming Language LISP: Its Operation and Applications, Information International, M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1964, gives a reasonably authoritative account of the dialect LISP 1.5. M. Harrison's Introduction to Non-Numeric Programming, New York University, 1967-68, presents a slight variant of the LISP 1.5 dialect, corresponding to a LISP system developed for the CDC 6600. We shall rarely be concerned with those language details which are apt to vary between different LISP versions; where this is the case, however, we shall tend to follow Harrison.

LISP may be regarded as a powerful and extensible framework for the specification and coordination of complex logical processes. The framework provided by LISP is constructed of a remarkably small number of mechanisms, which are however, among the most powerful general mechanisms available to the programmer. LISP notably makes systematic use of recursion. It works with basic data items which are pointers to more complex data structures, thereby making effective, organized use of the powerful programming technique of indirection, on the basis of which very effective techniques of substitution may be employed.

Since a LISP pointer may in fact point to a machine language subroutine, and more generally to a block of code executable by any specified interpreter routine, LISP provides a framework within which routines written in any arbitrary language can be invoked. A LISP pointer may also point to yet another LISP pointer, or to a pair or structured collection of such pointers. This implies that the LISP
system allows indirection to any arbitrary level. Moreover, since a list structure is nothing but a collection of pointers referencing each other, a list processing scheme in harmony with the more basic idea of indirect reference results.

Any list consists of a first item and a collection of items which follow. LISP gains additional power by making systematic use of the simple observation that such a list may be interpreted as a function invocation if the first item on the list is considered to be a function and the following items are considered to be its arguments. Employing this idea in a systematic way, one is able, in LISP, to assign a value to every list. Moreover, since the several arguments, both input and output, of a function can be conglomerated into a single list of arguments, LISP can, as a standard matter, work with functions having single outputs, which outputs may on occasion be lists. This technique also allows functions having indefinite numbers of arguments to be used freely.

At the level of implementation LISP makes use of a simple, powerful, completely dynamic storage allocation scheme. Moreover, since LISP keeps systematic track of all the information available to it at a given moment, un referencia storage areas can be collected for re-use without explicit programmer indication being required. This simplifies the task of the programmer and avoids what otherwise would be a common source of programming error.

In order to specify the internal workings of LISP in all necessary detail, we shall define it in terms of a still simpler, quite rudimentary language, embodying the principle of recursion and establishing various specific recursive subroutine linkage conventions, but not incorporating those additional specific list processing features with which the full LISP system will be concerned. This rudimentary language will be called RUDE. Recursive programming techniques are based essentially on the use of pushdown stacks; the RUDE language will therefore consist most essentially of a set of conventions for the use of such a stack.
The RUDE language provides only eight simple statement forms, of which six are executable and two are declarations. The six executable statements are an IF statement, a GO TO statement, a version of the FUNCTION CALL statement, a RETURN statement, and two statements, PUSH and PULL, required for the explicit manipulation of the pushdown stack with which RUDE is concerned.

We may justify specific conventions employed by RUDE in the following way. When a subroutine is called in a fully recursive system involving a simple pushdown stack, all the information supplied to the called subroutine from the calling program will be placed on the pushdown stack. This information must include whatever address will eventually be required to return from the subroutine to the calling program and to restore the pushdown stack to the condition expected by the calling program. In addition, space must be reserved on the pushdown stack for whatever additional internal, intermediate information the called subroutine will generate.

Three quantities must be available in places known to the subroutine: the bottom of the stack area allotted to it, which may also be the address of the first of its arguments; the total number of its arguments; and the top of the stack area allotted to it. These three information items may be embodied in a set of three pointers. The particular convention actually employed by RUDE is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Data fields accessed by a subroutine in RUDE recursive linkage convention.
The arguments supplied to a subroutine by the calling program are grouped in a sequential block at the bottom of the stack area available to the subroutine. Immediately above the last of the subroutine arguments, three locations on the stack are reserved for storage of two pointers and of the return address which the subroutine is to use on concluding its operation. Immediately above the return address as many locations as are required by the subroutine for the storage of "internal temporaries" is kept. Three pointers are used by a RUDE subroutine: an argument pointer referencing the stack location of the first argument; a data pointer, referencing the stack position of the first internal datum in use by the subroutine; and a top pointer, referencing the first unused stack location. A subroutine may determine the number of arguments with which it has been called as the difference between the data pointer and the argument pointer, less three. The value to which the top pointer must be restored on returning from a subroutine is simply the value of the argument pointer used by the subroutine. The values to which the argument pointer and the data pointer must be restored on return from the subroutine are stored on the pushdown stack in the data locations indicated in Figure 1 above, and may evidently be referenced easily by use of the data pointer.

RUDE makes use of the following "source language" conventions. A subroutine argument will be referenced by a subroutine as a1, a2, ... . A data item (i.e., temporary variable) local to the subroutine will be referenced as x1, x2, ... . We assume all subroutines to return a single value (which in the intended application will often be a pointer to some larger data structure). We assume that, as a standard matter, this value is returned in the position of the first subroutine argument, i.e. in the position which after return from the subroutine is referenced by the "top pointer." Introducing a useful, slightly special convention, we will allow a RUDE program to refer to this location, i.e. to the stack location whose address is given by the "top pointer," as x0.
A RUDE program is made up of a succession of statements. A statement may or may not be labelled. We allow several statements to be placed on a single line, except that only the first of these statements may be labelled. Successive statements placed on a single line are separated by semi-colons.

The form of the RUDE GO TO statement is

(1)  go to <label>,

where "label" may be any statement label. The form of the RUDE IF statement is

(2)  if (<quantity>) <label>,

where again, "label" may be any statement label, and where "quantity" may be any one of a1, a2, …, x0, x1, x2, ….

(3)  return (<quantity>),

where the quantity appearing in the return statement determines the particular value which will be placed in the location of the first subroutine argument for return to the calling routine.

The RUDE function call statement has a slightly more complicated structure; it combines a rudimentary function call with a simple "assignment" operation. It has the form

(4)  <quantity> = <<function name> (<quantity>, <quantity>, ..., <quantity>)

Examples of RUDE statements of this structure are

(5)  a1 = f(a1,x0)
    x0 = gab(x1,x2,x3,x3).

A statement of this form is assumed to act as follows. The quantities listed as arguments are placed on the pushdown stack in successive locations beginning with the location referenced by the "top pointer."

Immediately above this are stacked the 3 additional items shown in Figure 1, i.e., the current value of the argument pointer, the current value of the data pointer, and the return address. The subroutine corresponding to
whatever function is named is then called. On return, the subroutine must restore the values of the argument pointer, the data pointer, and the top pointer, and must also place the function value which it has calculated on the stack. If the quantity appearing on the left of the RUDE function call statement which has just been executed is something other than x0, the returned value will then be transferred to the location specified by this quantity. On the other hand, if the quantity appearing on the left of the RUDE function call statement which has just been executed is x0, no such transfer is required.

The RUDE GO TO and IF statements operate in an evident fashion. The IF statement uses the standard convention according to which any non-zero argument is treated by it as a logical "true," and the zero argument is treated as a logical "false." In the LISP system to be described below, the all-zero item will also be the basic "NIL" item of LISP. We may therefore say that the RUDE IF statement is a conditional transfer on a non-NIL argument. The operation of the RETURN statement and of the function-invocation-assignment statement has just been explained. The two final RUDE statements are PUSH and PULL. These two statements both consist of just one word: 'PUSH' in the one case, 'PULL' in the other. The PUSH statement merely increases the "top pointer" by one; the PULL statement merely decreases the top pointer by one. Using these statements, stacks of arguments may be built up prior to the execution of a subroutine call which requires a variable number of arguments; the reader will find a number of examples of this technique in the LISP algorithms which follow later in the present chapter.

The RUDE language also contains two declaration statements. The first of these declaration statements is the FUNCTION statement. The second is the START statement. The FUNCTION statement has the form

\[(6) \quad \text{FUNCTION } \langle \text{function name} \rangle\]

It assigns a name to the function whose definition follows.
the FUNCTION statement and marks the entry point to the
function. The second RUDE declaration statement is the
START statement. This statement may only be used once in
a RUDE program and must be the first statement of the
RUDE program. We define it to have the form

(7) \text{START} \langle \text{function name} \rangle (\langle \text{constant} \rangle, \langle \text{constant} \rangle, \ldots, \langle \text{constant} \rangle)

An example of such a statement would be

(8) \text{START} \text{PROCESS} (1,100,3.5)

This statement begins the execution of a RUDE program by
supplying the indicated constant parameters to a "main"
subroutine and invoking this subroutine. The subroutine
invoked may then call "exit" by executing a RETURN statement.

Function names occurring in RUDE programs are under-
stood to belong to a list of available functions. In
particular, the translator which converts a RUDE algorithm
into a block of executable machine code must make use of a
list of elementary function names and of the machine addresses
at which the blocks of code corresponding to these names
begin. A more ample language would of course contain various
mechanisms for making additions to the list of available
elementary functions. In the present exposition we shall
merely assume however that any function occurring in a
RUDE program and not defined within the set of RUDE
algorithms given is available as an elementary function.
We will always explain the (generally rather simple) action
of each elementary function used.

The reader will note that the syntactic form of each
of the statements of the RUDE language is so simple that
the translation of this language into executable machine
code is more closely akin to the normal process of assembly
than to anything which may truly be called compilation.
This assembly process would have the following form. Each
statement is taken up in turn and its type immediately
determined from the first two symbols which it contains.
Code for each of the statements may be generated immediately
in a straightforward manner, except that labels referenced
in statements which precede their occurrence cannot be supplanted immediately. The normal assembly procedure of leaving all machine addresses corresponding to labels blank in a first pass, accumulating the machine address of all labelled statements in a label table, and returning to fill in all machine addresses in a second pass may be used to deal with this slight difficulty. In this sense RUDE is as much an assembler macro-language put into the form conventionally used for an algebraic source language as an algebraic source language requiring compilation.

We intend RUDE merely as a step toward the definition of the algorithms internal to LISP, and have now reached the point at which we may begin these definitions. In the RUDE language, as we have described it above, we may invoke any one of an arbitrary collection of elementary functions. We now make the additional assumption that the elementary data items which the processes invoked by RUDE manipulate are pointer items having the form shown below.

(9)

\[ \begin{array}{c|c}
T & P \\
\end{array} \]

In (9) the field T is assumed to consist of a relatively small number of bits, flagging the type of the data item to which the second or P field points. The P field is assumed to be a field of approximately the same length as a machine address, and to function, like a machine address, as a pointer to some other data structure. The data structure which is referenced by the P field may be any data structure with which a processing system to be written in the RUDE language is concerned. In particular, it may be a word-length real number, an integer, a double precision quantity, an array, a block of executable machine code, a block of interpretable stylized code, or any other data structure that may be required. It is also convenient to allow an immediate data type, which we shall assume as a standard matter to be flagged by the condition T = 0, in which the P field is interpreted not as a pointer but as a bit field to be manipulated directly. Whereas the provision of an immediate data type in this form is not logically
necessary, it is convenient, and serves to enhance the efficiency of the RUDE algorithms which result.

The algorithmic scheme which we have thus far outlined becomes a list processing language if among the data types provided, we include a data type which is a pointer to a "list node" consisting of two or more pointers. Nodes consisting of at least two pointers must be provided in a prospective list processing system, or else the system reduces to a simple linear scheme of indirect addressing. On the other hand, it is perfectly possible and even quite common in setting up a list processing scheme to base the whole list structure on simple binary nodes. More complex nodes may in fact be built up out of sets of binary nodes, so that nodes having a more complex structure are not logically necessary. On the other hand a hypothetical list processing language aiming at high efficiency for specialized applications might profitably make use of a specially designed nodal structure not only containing more than two nodes but also containing nodal fields intended for the storage of useful immediate data.

LISP uses the simplest possible binary node, having the following form:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
T_f & P_f & T_b & P_b \\
\end{array}
\]

Such a node consists quite literally of a pair of data items of the kind shown in (9). We distinguish the two elements of this pair as the "front" and the "back". Each has its own type field and pointer field, as shown in (10). An item of type (9) which points to a node of type (10) will be called a list item. We may then define two basic and entirely elementary functions of a list item; the front function, whose value is the front item of the node to which a list item points, and the back function, whose value is the back item of the node to which an item points. In this sense we may write such expressions as

\[
\text{front}(x_0), \text{back}(a_1), \text{etc.}
\]
Both the front and the back items of a node may themselves be list items. In this case, successive application of the functions 'front' and 'back' may be used to refer from a given initial item successively and indirectly to some other item.

We provide the LISP system with a basic elementary mechanism for the construction of new nodes by introducing a function 'join' of two arguments. The two arguments of the 'join' function are both required to be items. Given two items to be joined, the join function operates as follows. Using a dynamic storage allocation mechanism which the LISP processing system must contain and which will be described in more detail below, the join function obtains a slot of otherwise unused storage precisely sufficient for the storage of a single node. This node is then constructed by direct insertion of the two items specified as arguments to the join function. Finally, the join function constructs a new item, of list type, and causes its pointer field to point to the newly constructed node.

This new list item is returned by the join function as its value. Thus, join is a function of two items whose value is a single item, namely, a pointer to a node into which the two original items have been inserted.

For reasons which will become clear below it is convenient to provide not one, but two distinct kinds of list items. These will differ only in that the second type of list item is flagged in a recognizably different way from the first in its T field, is called an atom, and is used in a slightly different way at certain points in the basic LISP algorithms. Aside from the differences which will be noted in the algorithms below, items of list type and of atomic type (sometimes called atomic list type for clarity), may be manipulated in the same way; both types of items are pointers to list nodes.

A full LISP system might include items of at least 8 types. Besides the immediate data items, the list items,
and the atomic list items mentioned above, items of machine
code type, of integer type, of real type, and of BCD type
are useful. In the LISP system which we shall describe,
an additional distinction between two kinds of machine code
item is made. The first of these machine code types will
be called a prefunction code item; the second will be called
a postfunction code item. Both kinds of items are pointers
to blocks of machine code which may be entered and executed
in identical fashion. However, we will, in setting up the
detailed LISP algorithms which follow, make use of a convention
according which to a machine code postfunction receives its
arguments after certain preliminary processing which is
omitted in the case of a machine code prefunction. This
prefunction-postfunction distinction is more a convenience
aimed at simplifying various subsequent expression modes than
a basic logical necessity.

In order that the reader may have a definite set of
conventions in mind, we specify the existence within our
LISP system of the following set of item types and associated
T-field flags:

| T = 0 | Immediate data item |
| 1    | List item           |
| 2    | Atomic list item    |
| 3    | Machine code function, type prefunction |
| 4    | Machine code function, type postfunction |
| 5    | Integer of machine word length |
| 6    | Real number of machine word length |
| 7    | BCD constant of machine word length |

Of course, in a more elaborate LISP system additional
item types could readily be provided.

The basic LISP algorithms will of course have frequent
occasion to refer to the type of an item which they are
processing. In order that this be possible we assume that
a number of elementary attribute functions are available.
These attribute functions merely examine the type field
of an item and return a value which is either zero or nonzero,
depending on the contents of the T field, and on the particular
attribute which is required. The specific attribute functions with which we will be concerned will all occur in the basic LISP algorithms which are to be described later in the present section; the significance of each attribute will be explained in connection with the occurrence of the corresponding attribute function in an algorithm.

Two ideas going beyond the elementary notions presented so far play a fundamental role in LISP. The first is that of assigning a value to any list structure; this value will generally be a second, different, list structure. We assign such a value as follows. Consider a list structure, call it L. It consists of two parts; front(L) and back(L). If front(L) designates an item of machine code type, we obtain the value of L by applying the machine function defined by front(L) to back(L). More precisely, we take back(L) to be a list of the arguments to be supplied to front(L). The actual collection of arguments which will be supplied to front(L) is derived from the set of items on this list. If front(L) is designated as a prefunction, the items forming the list back(L) are submitted directly L. If, on the other hand, front(L) is designated as a machine code postfunction, each of its arguments is evaluated before being submitted for processing by the machine subroutine front(L). Next, we consider the procedure to be employed in case front(L) does not designate an item of machine function type. In this case, we require that front(L) be an element either of list type or of atomic list type. Then either front(L) is an atom or not. If front(L) is not an atom, we examine front(front(L)), front(front(front(L))) etc., iterating as often as necessary in order to reach either an item of machine code type or an atomic list item. Proceeding in this manner, we reduce the general case of evaluation to the particular case in which front(L) is an atom. In this case, i.e. when front(L) is an atom, we make a further reduction based upon a substitution procedure. This substitution procedure involves a second basic notion of LISP, the notion of atom value.
As has been mentioned above, an atomic list element is identical in structure and function with a normal list element, except that it is specially flagged. If 'a' is an atomic list item, then by convention front(a) is the 'value of a'. Whenever a value for a is required, this value will be substituted for a. Conversely, to establish a new value for an atomic list item a, we have only to change the front item field of the node referenced by a. The LISP evaluation algorithm makes use of this convention.

If a situation is reached in the operation of the list evaluation algorithm in which a value is to be calculated for a list L, and front(L) is an item of list type rather than of machine code type, then front(L) is replaced by its value (in general a complex list structure) and the evaluation process proceeds iteratively to find an initial atom in this replacing structure. This process of replacement and initial atom finding will continue until a situation is reached in which the first item of a list to be evaluated is found to be a valid machine subroutine item, in which case the machine subroutine concerned will be applied directly to the remainder of the list being evaluated in the manner indicated above.

A precise specification of the basic evaluation procedure which has just been described informally is found in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. The basic LISP evaluation algorithm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>function value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start: if(atom(al))isat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(atom(front(al)))do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xl=join(back(front(al)), back(al))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al=join(front(front(al)),xl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isat: return(front(al))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do: if(machsub(front(front(al))) domach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x0=atom(al); if(x0)isat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xl=front(al); x0=atom(xl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(x0)do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x0=back(xl); xl=back(al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xl=join(x0,xl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x0=front(al); x0=front(x0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al=join(x0,xl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al=front(al); return(al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xl=front(xl); x0=machsub(xl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(x0)domach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The reader's analysis of Table I will be assisted by the following comments. The algorithm shown in Table I is written in RUDE. However, since the RUDE language as defined above does not permit the use of nested parenthetical expressions, and since the use of such expressions does serve to make the logical structure of an algorithm easier to follow, we employ the procedure of writing this RUDE algorithm in two forms, the first in a hypothetical extension of RUDE permitting nested parenthetical expressions, the second in the RUDE language as it has been defined above. The first version of the algorithm may be regarded merely as a set of comments intended to make the reading of the algorithm itself easier. In Table I, and in the similar tables which follow in the rest of the present section, we have arranged the two versions of the algorithm in parallel columns, with the parenthesized version on the left. Each line of the algorithmic form on the left corresponds to one or more similarly placed lines of formal RUDE statements on the right. The reader will probably find it most

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>if(atom(front(front(a1))))</th>
<th>x0=atom(x1); if(x0)expatom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>expatom expatom: al=join(front(front(a1)), back(a1))</td>
<td>x0=errorroutine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go to start</td>
<td>x0=back(a1); al=join(x1,x0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domach: x2=top; x3=back(al)</td>
<td>go to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(prefunc(front(front(al))))dort</td>
<td>x2=top; x3=back(al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x0=val(front(x3))</td>
<td>x0=prefunc(x1); if(x0)dort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push</td>
<td>x0=front(x3); x0=val(x0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execute: al=xeq(front(front(a1)),x2)</td>
<td>push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return(al)</td>
<td>al=xeq(x1,x2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dont: x0=front(x3); x3=back(x3)</td>
<td>return(al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push</td>
<td>x0=front(x3); x3=back(x3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(x3)dont</td>
<td>push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go to execute</td>
<td>if(x3)dont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>go to execute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
convenient to examine the left hand or parenthesized version first, and to look at the expanded right hand version second.

A few detailed comments on the algorithm of Table I are in order. The basic list functions "front", "back" and "join" are used repeatedly in this algorithm. The attribute functions "atom", "machfnc" and "prefunc" are also used. Atom is assumed to return a non-zero value if and only if its argument is an item of any type other than list type. The attribute function machfnc returns a non-zero value if and only if its argument is an item of machine function type. The attribute function prefunc returns a non-zero value if and only if its argument is a machine function of prefunction type. The algorithm shown in Table I also makes use of an assumed machine function "xeq". This function is employed to set up and execute indirect machine function calls.

Finally, the subroutine 'errorroutine' is invoked at certain points in the algorithm shown in Table I. Note that this subroutine has no explicit arguments. We assume this subroutine to be a machine-written standard error procedure, which may be thought of as printing an appropriate diagnostic message, perhaps with additional diagnostic material, and returning control to the operating system through a call to the system 'exit' routine.
LISP, in order to be of use as a programming language, must be supplied not only with internal conventions and basic algorithms like those outlined above, but also with a set of conventions for list input and output and for the initiation of processing action. Such an input scheme, taken in connection with the fundamental list evaluation algorithm described above, defines a programming language. Such a programming language will have the following general form and usage. A sequence of lists will be specified to the system, on whatever input medium the system uses, and in some particular form. Each list, after it is read in, is evaluated, i.e. the above "value" function is applied to it. This evaluation procedure requires a quantum of processing which may be small or large, i.e. which may consist on the one hand of a relatively simple initialization operation and on the other hand of a calculation leading at its conclusion to the printing of some desired final result. As a general rule, however, when the evaluation of one list read off the input medium is complete, the LISP processor will return control to its input routine and attempt to read yet one more list from the input medium. Only when an illegally formed data structure or an end-of-record mark is found on the input medium will control be returned to the operating system through a call to "exit."

Almost any context-free language may be interpreted as a LISP input language in the following way. Parse a sentence of the language; the result is a parse tree whose twigs represent the various lexical atoms occurring in the sentence. Now, a parse tree is a structure having almost exactly the form of a LISP list. We may therefore take each input sentence to represent its own parse tree. Lexical atoms are to be regarded as representing small lists, of some standard form depending on the lexical type of the atom, on which all relevant attributes of the atom are represented. Initially these attributes may merely be the print name and the lexical type of the atom; however, provision for the subsequent attachment of additional attributes, and, in particular, for attachment of the atom
value required by the fundamental evaluation algorithm should be made from the start. From the above point of view, the role of the special syntactic conventions which a particular input language will embody is merely that of facilitating the representation of list structures in common use (and of course, representing these in a manner having mnemonic value). Lists input in a given input language may, if desired, be transformed in any appropriate way before their submission to the basic evaluation algorithm; thus, the connection between an input form and the list which it represents can be made as flexible as necessary. LISP itself serves very well as a language for the expression of semantic pre-transformations of this sort. The use of a powerful and general parser as a "front end" for a LISP system allows us to make input to the system in convenient, concise, and mnemonic form. On the other hand, if one is willing to write lists for input in a restricted and somewhat clumsy way, the parse aspect of LISP input can be reduced to a process which is almost trivial; LISP input is, as a matter of fact, more often accomplished by the use of the trivial conventional list notation which we are about to describe, than by the use of any more adequate input language.

The straightforward input scheme ordinarily employed by LISP makes use of a list notation which we will also find useful in defining other basic LISP functions. A list to be input is represented on the system input medium as a parenthesized structure built up out of symbolic names, constant data items (e.g. integer and real numbers), and parenthesized substructures. The occurrence of a name in the input string results internally in the construction of a list item element of the form shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Atomic List Item Generated by a Symbolic Name.](image-url)
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Note that the left half of the node referenced by the top atomic list item in Figure 2 is the value cell of the atomic list item; this value cell may either be initialized to the value NIL, or, still better, to a reserved value 'empty' district from NIL, this latter procedure permitting subsequent detection of illegal occurrences of unbound variables. The right hand side of the same node consists initially of an atomic list item which references a further node whose front part is of BCD type and references the symbolic name encountered in the input string, transformed to its internal BCD representation. The list structure referenced by the top atomic list item in Figure 2 is often called the property list of the atomic list item. During subsequent processing this property list is normally used for the storage of attributes of the atomic item as these may be developed, with the consequence that the structure of the property list may change considerably. Only two conventions concerning the structure of the property list must be observed; in the first place, the front item referenced by an atomic item will always be used to supply its value in the sense of the preceding algorithms; in the second place, we require as a standard output convention that the BCD name of a named atom always be the first item on its property list.

Each time that a new symbolic name is encountered in the LISP input string not only will an internal structure of the type shown in Figure 2 be created, but a reference to the top item of Figure 2 will also be entered into a comprehensive symbolic atoms table. This table may appropriately be maintained as a hash table. On encountering a symbolic name in its input stream, the LISP input processor will check the symbolic atoms table to see if the newly encountered name has been encountered before. If this is the case, the symbolic name will be identified with its prior occurrence and the internal item corresponding to the symbolic name will reference the old property list, so that no new property list will be constructed.
Three particular reserved names, NIL, T and F are treated specially by the input processor. On encountering one of these names the input processor constructs not a symbolic atom item of the type shown in Figure 2, but an immediate data item, zero in the case of NIL, and 1 in the case of T. The reader will observe that these two distinguished immediate items play a special role in the fundamental LISP algorithms represented above. The name F is treated as a synonym for the name NIL.

The occurrence in the LISP input stream of a data item other than a name produces an atomic item of the simple form shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Internal Item Corresponding to Integer Data Item.](image)

The most general allowable input list will be made up out of names, data items, and subroutines in the following manner. A structure having the form

\[(al\ a2\ ...\ an)\]

where \(al, a2, ... , an\) are all either names, integer or real numbers, constitutes an elementary input list. A structure of this same form in which \(al, a2, ... , an\) are either names, real or integer constants, or composite input list structures, is a composite input list structure. All input to the LISP system is required to have the form of a composite list structure. Moreover, the composite list structures which may be used as LISP input are required to have the particular form shown in

\[f(al\ a2\ ...\ an)\]
In (12), we require that \( f \) be a simple name, and that \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \) be composite input list structures. The input routine automatically transforms the list structures shown in (12) above into the modified input structure shown in (13) below.

\[
(13) \quad (f \ (\text{quote} \ a_1) \ (\text{quote} \ a_2) \ldots \ (\text{quote} \ a_n))
\]

In (13), "quote" is a predefined atom, whose value is the identity machine code prefunction with the trivial algorithm shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II. Algorithm for the &quot;quote&quot; function.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>function quote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_1 = \text{front}(a_1) ) return(( x_1 ))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input structure shown in (13) is then transformed into an internal list structure, as follows. Each atomic name and constant occurring in structure (13) is translated into internal form in the manner explained above. The whole structure is then translated into internal form by a recursive procedure which may be described as follows. Designate the internal form of a structure by placing a bar over the structures, so that \( \overline{a} \) designates the internal form of the input structure \( a \). Then we define the internal form of the general composite input structure

\[
(14) \quad (a_1 \ a_2 \ \ldots \ a_n)
\]

by the rule

\[
(\overline{aT}) = \text{Join} (\overline{a}, \overline{n})
\]

\[
(15) \quad (\overline{a_1 \ a_2 \ \ldots \ a_n}) = \text{Join} (\overline{a}, (\overline{a_2}, \ldots, \overline{a_n}))
\]

If, as is sometimes done, we write the join operation more compactly with an infixed dot, the rule (15) may be written in the more customary form.
\[(\text{nil } a_2 \ldots a_n) = \text{nil} \cdot (a_2 \ldots (a_n \cdot \text{nil}))\]

Note that in terms of this notation we have
\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{\{a\}}) &= (a \cdot \text{nil}) \\
((\text{\{a\}})) &= ((a \cdot \text{nil}) \cdot \text{nil}) \\
(((\text{\{a\}}))) &= (((a \cdot \text{nil}) \cdot \text{nil}) \cdot \text{nil}), \\
\end{align*}
\]

whereas
\[
((\text{\{(a \cdot b)\}\{(c \cdot d)\}}) - ((a \cdot (b \cdot \text{nil}) \cdot \text{nil}) - ((c \cdot (d \cdot \text{nil}) \cdot \text{nil})
\]

and so forth.

The LISP input process concludes by applying the function "value" to the internal form of the input structure (13). To repeat: input is presented to the LISP system in the form (12); it is at once transformed by the LISP system from the form (12) to the form (13); the structure (13) is converted to its internal representation according to the above rules, and the function 'value' applied to it. Application of 'value' in this manner may of course initiate a considerable amount of processing. Moreover, since this processing may include cells on routines like 'setval' which affect permanent changes in the data structures maintained by the LISP system, the internal list structure of which the LISP processor is aware may be considerably changed by the operations set in train by input of a LISP input item.

Output from the LISP system is accomplished by a programmed 'print' function. This function normally produces output identical in form with what has above been called the composite input structure. Where output in this form is impossible, output is normally printed in a notation derived from the 'dot' notation used on the right hand sides of (16), (17) and (18).

Once the input and output conventions outlined above are established, LISP becomes a usable programming language, all but one which is unpleasantly homogeneous in appearance.
In what follows, we shall make use of the standard expository convention in terms of which internal LISP lists are represented in the above "input" form, or, as it is sometimes called, the list notation. This will at least give us a notation in which lists may be written. Note however that this notation is incomplete: it shows the manner in which a list is put together in terms of atoms, but does not give any information concerning the property lists of the atoms which occur in the list.

Concerning the list notation we observe in the first place that

\[(19) \quad \text{join}((a \ b\ c\ d),\ (e\ f\ g\ h)) = (a\ b\ c\ d\ e\ f\ g\ h).\]

Let us, in order to explore our notational conventions, calculate the value of a list of the form

\[(20) \quad (((a\ b))),\]

where, for the sake of definiteness, we suppose that "a" has the value "quote". The list (20) may be written in dot-notation as

\[(21) \quad (((a\ (b\ nil))\ nil)\ nil) .\]

According to the algorithm of Table I, the value of (21) is the same as that of each of the sequence of lists

\[(22) \quad ((a\ (b\ nil))\ (nil\ nil)) ,\]

\[(a\ ((b\ nil)\ (nil\ nil))) ,\]

i.e., in list notation

\[(23) \quad (a\ b)\ (nil))\ and\ (a\ ((b)\ nil)) .\]

Since a has the value "quote", the value of (23) is calculated as that of

\[(24) \quad (quote\ ((b)\ nil))\]

according to the algorithm of Table I; since quote is a prefunction with the algorithm shown in Table II, we obtain
The function \texttt{lambda}, an algorithm for which is given in Table III, is almost as basic to the operation of the LISP system as the value function defined by Table I. This function performs the basic operation of attaching temporary values to atoms for use by the value function of Table I. Since the LISP system is required to be fully recursive, \texttt{lambda} also saves the old value of every atom for which it supplies the new value, and restores these old values before it returns. The specific conventions used by \texttt{lambda} are as follows. It receives a single argument which is required to be a list item referencing a list of two parts, whose front part is however, also a two-part list. The 3 items mentioned above are all used by \texttt{lambda} in an essential way. Let \texttt{al} be the argument supplied to \texttt{lambda}: write $x_1 = \text{front}((\text{front}\texttt{al})$, $x_2 = \text{back}(\text{front}\texttt{al})$ and $x_2 = \text{back}\texttt{al})$. Then $x_1$ is required to be a list item referencing a list of atoms while $x_2$ is required to be a list item referencing a list of expressions. \texttt{Lambda} saves the values of all the atoms on the list $x_1$ and supplies to each of these atoms as its new value the value of the corresponding item on the list $x_2$. After this, "atom value substitution" operation has been performed, \texttt{lambda} calls the value function of Table I, supplying the item $x_3$ as its argument and obtaining a

\begin{align}
(25) \quad ((b) \text{nil}) \\
\text{or equivalently} \\
(26) \quad ((b \cdot \text{nil}) \cdot (\text{nil} \cdot \text{nil}))
\end{align}
as the value of (20).
function lambda
x2 = back(al)
al = back(front(al))
x1 = front(front(al))
x3 = front(x1); x4 = front(x2)
x5 = nil

bind:
  x0 = front(x3); push
  x0 = ident(x3); push
  x0 = repfront(x3); val(front(x4))

  x3 = back(x3); x4 = back(x4)
x5 = incr(x5)
if(x4) bind
  x0 = ident(x5); push
  al = val(al)
  x3 = valtop; pull

unbind:
x1 = valtop; pull
x2 = valtop; pull
x0 = repfront(x2, x1)
x3 = decr(x3); if(x3) unbind
function(al)

Table III. Algorithm for the function 'lambda'.
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2. The Snobol String Manipulation Language.

SNOBOL is an interesting string processing language organized around a concept of 'pattern matching'. The language has developed through several stages, in consequence of which various more or less general versions exist. The particular version of SNOBOL that will be described in the present section is the SNOBOL-3 language as specified by D. J. Farber, R. E. Griswold and I. P. Polonsky, in "The SNOBOL-3 Programming Language", Bell System Tech. Jour., Vol. XLV, No. 6 (1966) 895-944.

SNOBOL differs considerably from the languages of the FORTRAN-ALGOL-PL/1 algebraic class both in the nature of the data with which it is concerned, and in the nature of the statements out of which complete programs are composed.

In the SNOBOL language every datum and the value of every variable is a character string. Only one basic statement, the string matching-replacement statement, is provided in the SNOBOL language. The language provides this statement both in a full and in several degenerate versions which will be described in detail in the present section. The main data structures maintained by the SNOBOL processor may be described as follows. All string data known to the SNOBOL processor is collected into one general body of BCD text; this data body may be called the comprehensive text array. Each individual string known to the processor is represented as a substring of this text array. A named string of the SNOBOL language is defined by a pair of substrings of the text array, the first of these substrings being the name of the string, and the second of these substrings being the value of the string. Thus a named string is represented to the SNOBOL processor by the set of four fields indicated below:
A set of four fields as shown in (1) together constitute a "string descriptor". In (1), 'name 1' is a pointer to the first character of the name string of the descriptor, and 'name 2' is a pointer to the last character of the name string of the descriptor. Similarly, 'value 1' and 'value 2' are pointers to the first and last characters respectively of the value string of the descriptor. All of these pointers of course reference particular characters in the comprehensive text array. If, at a given point in a SNOBOL computation, any of this information has not yet been established, the corresponding field is set equal to zero. Thus, for example, if no specific value has yet been assigned to a named variable in a SNOBOL program, the variable is considered to have a nominal null string value, indicated by setting both fields 'value 1' and 'value 2' in its descriptor to zero.

As the statements in a SNOBOL program are successively executed, new values may be assigned to a previously named SNOBOL variable. This is accomplished by changing the 'value' fields of the unique string descriptor of the variable. New variables may also be defined and assigned values. This is accomplished by setting up a new string descriptor with the proper 'name' and 'value' fields. Finally, additional text may be generated and added to the comprehensive text array.

A SNOBOL program is organized as a sequence of statements, each of which specifies the execution both of a basic string operation and of a (possibly degenerate) conditional transfer. The fundamental SNOBOL string operation is that of matching a reference string to a pattern. Any SNOBOL string may serve as the reference string for such a matching operation. String constants in SNOBOL are written by enclosing their literal string in quotations. Thus,
is an example of a SNOBOL string constant, as is

(3) "THIS IS A SNOBOL STRING CONSTANT WITH SPACES"

The simplest form of SNOBOL pattern is an interspersed sequence of string constants and string variables. A string constant in a pattern is written, just as any other string constant, by enclosing its value in quotation marks. Several different types of variables are provided in the SNOBOL language. The simplest of these is the named general variable, written simply by enclosing the name of the variable in a pair of asterisks. Thus *X*, *Y*, *Z*, *XX*, *YY*, etc., are SNOBOL named general variables. A SNOBOL pattern involving the first three of these variables is shown in (4).

(4) "IS" *X* "OL" *Y* "WITH" *Z* "S"

In matching a pattern like (4) to a reference string like (2), one attempts to match every part of the pattern to a part of the reference. To match a constant occurring in the pattern requires that a precisely identical portion of the reference be found. A variable in the pattern, on the other hand, is taken to match any null or non-null string of successive characters in the reference string; if several alternative matches are possible, a variable is always taken to match the shortest possible substring of the reference string. If a match of every element of a pattern to a corresponding part of a reference string is possible, the pattern match is successful, and a system success-failure flag is set to indicate this fact. Moreover, in case of a successful match, every variable in the successfully matched variable is assigned a new value, namely, the part of the reference string which
it matches. If, on the other hand, not every element of the pattern can be matched to a part of the reference string, the attempted match is said to fail, and the SNOBOL system success-failure flag is reset to a "fail" condition. In this case, no new value is assigned to the variables occurring in the pattern.

As an example, we may consider the application of the SNOBOL matching process to the reference string (2) and the pattern (3). The reader may verify that in this case a match is possible. The details of this match are shown in (5):

```
matches matches matches
  *X*    *Y*    *Z*
(5) "THIS IS ASNOBOL STRINGCONSTANT WITHOUT SPACES"
matches matches matches
  "IS"     "OL"     "WITH"     "S"
```

The successful match shown in (5) would assign the string value "IS AS NOBOL" to the name "X", the string value "STRINGCONSTANT" to "Y", and the string value "OUT" to the name "Z".

In addition to the fundamental matching operation, whose main features are described above, the SNOBOL language admits string expressions and operations described by such expressions. String expressions may be formed from string names and quoted string constants using either concatenation, which applies to arbitrary strings, or using the arithmetic operations +, -, *, /, ** which apply only to string variables whose values represent valid integers. (Note in particular that arithmetic is handled on a character string basis.) Concatenation is signified by the successive placement, separated by blanks, of the string variables and string constants whose values are to be concatenated. A SNOBOL expression may also involve a call to a string function of one or several variables written in the ordinary prefix style. The following is a typical SNOBOL expression:
In the above expression 'JIM' is a variable and 'F(I,J)' is a function. By concatenating the value of the variable 'JIM' and the value of the function $F(I,J)$ with the preceding constants and with the value of the arithmetic subexpression 
"-3" * "2" + "7" (this value is of course the string '1'), we obtain the value of the whole expression.

We have now described all the principal elements of the SNOBOL language, and can go on to describe the general SNOBOL matching-replacement statement.

The language provides this statement both in a full and in several degenerate versions. The full matching-replacement statement consists of six parts: a label part, a string reference, a pattern, an equals sign, a replacement part, and a routing indicator part.

1) The first of these six parts, the label, is optional. If present, it labels the statement in which it occurs, so that transfer may be made to the statement from other points in a SNOBOL program.

2) The string reference part is a string expression, evaluation of which is the first step in execution of a nondegenerate matching-replacement statement. Evaluation of the reference expression yields the string to which the remainder of the SNOBOL matching-replacement statement will refer for matching and for replacement; this string may appropriately be called the reference string.

3) The pattern part of a matching-replacement statement consists of a sequence of string expressions and string variables. In executing a matching-replacement statement, the SNOBOL processor attempts, in the manner indicated above and described in more detail below, to match the pattern against the reference string. A match attempt will either succeed or fail. Depending on
the outcome of an attempted match, a success-failure flag is set. If the match succeeds, the match processor also assigns new values to any variables occurring in the pattern. Additionally, a successful pattern match defines a particular substring of the reference string, to wit, that part of the reference string which matches the pattern. This substring, defined at the conclusion of a successful pattern match, may be called the designated substring of the reference string.

4) The replacement portion of a matching-replacement statement is an expression which is evaluated following a successful pattern match and whose value replaces the designated substring of the reference string.

5) The final part of the full SNOBOL matching-replacement statement is the routing part. This part is delimited by a prefixed slash following which one or two labels indicating the points to which transfer is to be made on success or on failure of the preceding steps of calculation and matching.

Some of the parts of the complete matching-replacement statement described above are optional; by omitting the various optional parts we obtain the various degenerate versions of the statement.

i) The label part of a SNOBOL statement may be omitted.

ii) The reference part of a statement may be omitted, but only if the following pattern, equals sign, and replacement part are also omitted. In this case the matching-replacement statement consists only of a routing portion and acts as a conditional GO TO statement.

iii) If the reference is not omitted, the pattern, the replacement part, and the routing part may each either be omitted or be present, except that if the equal-sign separating the pattern and replacement part is omitted, the replacement part must also be omitted. If the equal-sign is present and no explicit replacement part occurs, the
SNOBOL processor will assume that the null string is intended as the replacement part. Omission of the pattern reduces the matching-replacement statement to a string assignment statement followed by a conditional transfer statement.

iv) If the replacement part is omitted, pattern matching will still be carried out, and, on successful match, assignment of new values will be made to the variables occurring within the pattern. However, no replacement of the designated substring of the reference string will be made.

v) If the routing part of the SNOBOL statement is omitted the SNOBOL processor will, on completing execution of the matching and replacement parts of the statement, pass immediately to execute the next following SNOBOL statement.

The routing portion of a SNOBOL statement begins with a slash which separates it from the earlier portions of the SNOBOL statement. One or two routing expressions will follow this slash. The allowable routing expressions have the form

(a) \text{S(<expression>)}
(b) \text{F(<expression>)}
(c) \text{(<expression>)}

The letter "S" has the semantic significance: transfer if the system success-failure flag is in the success condition. Similarly, "F" requests transfer if the success-failure flag is in the failure state. The presence of parentheses but the absence of either of the letters S or F requests unconditional transfer. The expression occurring in parentheses in either (a), (b) or (c) above may be an arbitrary string expression.

The following sample SNOBOL statements will illustrate the above discussion.

(7) \text{HERE TEXT " " *WORD* " " = " " /S(QUIT)}

Statement (7) is a labeled SNOBOL statement. The value of the named string TEXT will be the reference string during
the execution of statement (7). In case of successful match, the designated substring will be replaced with a single blank, and the statement labeled with the label GT will be executed next. If the match in (7) fails, the next following statement in the program containing statement (7) will be executed.

(8) \[ \text{STR} = "\text{FOUL} \ " \ " \text{BALL}" \]

Statement (8) contains no pattern, and hence reduces to a string assignment statement. The value of the reference string STR becomes "FOUL BALL".

The syntax and the semantics of the SNOBOL expression are both straightforward. As noted above, the only infix operations provided are the basic arithmetic operations and the string concatenation operation. During the action of the SNOBOL processor, every operation not only returns a value but sets a success-failure flag which is available for subsequent use by the SNOBOL processor. Thus, for example, an attempt to apply an arithmetic operation to a pair of strings, one of which has a value which is not a valid integer, as, for example, "A23456" will set the failure flag, terminate evaluation of the expression and cause the SNOBOL processor to transfer to another SNOBOL statement. Arithmetic expressions may be enclosed in parentheses. A left parenthesis beginning an arithmetic expression must always be preceded by a blank space.

The prefixed monadic dollar sign operator ($) is used to signify indirect reference within a SNOBOL expression, i.e., $\text{JIM}$ designates the value of the variable whose name is equal to the value of the variable JIM. The treatment of this "indirection operator" is best understood by reference to the underlying operation of the SNOBOL processor. At any given moment the SNOBOL interpreter is aware both of a body of accumulated text contained in the text array, and of a comprehensive collection of string descriptors of the form shown in (1), contained in a dynamically varying string.
descriptor table. In evaluating string expressions, and for other purposes as well, the SNOBOL interpreter makes use of a basic location function DESCRIP, which, given a string value, finds a descriptor in the descriptor table whose name string is identical to the given string; if none such exists, DESCRIP returns an indication of this fact. (The descriptor table is most appropriately maintained as a hash table; a hashing technique increases the efficiency of the basic DESCRIP function above what it would otherwise be). The dollar sign represents externally what internally is a call on the basic function DESCRIP.

SNOBOL expressions may also contain function calls, written in the ordinary prefix style. A function call in a SNOBOL expression consists of a name, followed without any intervening space by a left parenthesis, followed by a string of arguments, followed by a terminating right parenthesis.

Function calls are recursive, and involve the following conventions. A call on a function must be preceded by a call to the / SNOBOL 'DEFINE' function. This function call is required to have the form

(9)  DEFINE(<namer>,<label>,<local variable definer>)

In (9), 'namer' must be a string expression whose value has the form: name(argument 1, argument 2, ...). The string 'name' is the assigned name of the function being defined; argument 1, argument 2, etc. are the names assigned to the argument variables of the function. The entry 'label' in (9) is a string expression whose value determines the entry point to the code sequence which is to be used for calculating the function. The 'local variable definer' which forms the final portion of the DEFINE statement must, if present, be a string expression whose value is a list of variable names whose values are to be
saved on entry into the function and restored on return from the function. However, the local variable definer may be omitted. The SNOBOL DEFINE function is dynamic in the sense that when executed it either causes a new entry to be made in a function table (c.f. below) or causes an old entry in this table to be modified. The use of the general form (9) is illustrated by the following particular examples:

(10)   DEFINE ("REVERSE(X)","REV")

(11)   DEFINE("JOIN(X,Y)","JINE","A,B,C")

When a function is invoked, the address to which return is to be made on completion of the function calculation is saved on a pushdown stack. The value of all the function arguments and of all the local variables belonging to the function are also stacked. The value of each of the declared arguments of the function is set to the value of the corresponding actual argument; the value of each of the declared local variables of the function is set to the null string. The function name is treated as a variable name, and its value set equal to the null string. The last value assigned to the function name before return from the subroutine determines the value returned by the function. On completion of whatever internal calculation the function is to perform, return to the calling point is accomplished by a nominal transfer to one of the two dummy labels RETURN and FRETURN. Either of these nominal transfers returns to the last previously stacked return address. Nominal transfer to the nominal RETURN label sets the system success-failure flag to the success condition; corresponding transfer to the FRETURN label sets the system success-failure flag to the failure condition.

Three types of variables are provided in the SNOBOL language: the general variable, the parenthesis-balanced variable and the fixed-length variable. Any or all of these variable types may be used in forming a SNOBOL pattern. The form of a general variable is
In (12) 'expr' denotes a string expression which is to be evaluated and whose value defines the name of the named variable. The second form shown in (12) is the form of a null-named ordinary variable. The form of a parenthesis-balanced variable is

(13) *(<expr>)* or *(  )*  

Here again 'expr' is an expression whose evaluation determines the name of the named variable; the second form shown in (13) is the form of a null-named, parenthesis-balanced variable. The form of a specified length variable is

(14) *<expr 1>* / <expr 2>* or * /<expr 2>*  

In (14) 'expr 1' is an expression whose evaluation determines the name of the specified length variable, while 'expr 2' is an expression, whose value must be a string denoting a valid positive integer, which integer determines the length of the specified length variable. The second form of the specified length variable shown in (17) is that in which the name of the variable is null.

The following example of a SNOBOL pattern illustrates various of the possibilities discussed above.

(15) "A" * * $BUMP *(JIM JŒE + '1')* *JIM/JŒE + "1"*  

The pattern (15) consists of the coded string constant A, followed by a null variable, followed by the expression $BUMP which may be evaluated by a single indirect reference, followed by a parenthesis balanced variable whose name is to be calculated by evaluating a SNOBOL expression, followed by a single specified length variable.

The matching of a pattern to a reference in the execution of a SNOBOL statement proceeds as follows. The expression constituting the reference is evaluated. If this evaluation fails at any point, all further execution of the matching-replacement statement is suppressed and transfer is
Immediately made to whatever point is indicated by the routing portion of the replacement statement. If, on the other hand, the reference can be successfully evaluated, its value determines the name of the string against which the pattern is to be matched. All expressions included in the pattern or in a variable of the pattern are then evaluated. If any one of these evaluations fails, all further matching is broken off and transfer is made as indicated by the routing portion of the statement. If, on the other hand, all the individual parts of the pattern are successfully evaluated, a matching process is invoked: the processor employed to carry out the matching attempts to match the pattern to the calculated string reference.

Pattern matching then proceeds as follows. The values of all the variables occurring in the pattern are first saved. This initial step is necessary since, on the one hand, if the match which is to be attempted turns out to be successful, new values will be assigned to all of the variables occurring in the pattern; if, on the other hand, the match turns out to fail after a particular success, the initially saved values of all the variables in the pattern must be restored.

Pointers indicating the number of elements of the pattern which have been successfully matched and the part of the reference string which has been matched are initialized. A length variable is set equal to the length of the reference string. The first pattern element is then taken up, and an attempt made to match it to the shortest possible section of the reference string beginning at the first character of the reference string and extending as far to the right in the reference string as is necessary to secure a match. The precise conditions for a match depend on the nature of the pattern element. A non-variable element will only match a substring of the reference pattern which is identical to it, character for character. A variable occurring in the pattern will match either an arbitrary substring of the reference string, or, if the variable is specified as being
parenthesis-balanced or fixed length, the variable will match only such substrings of the reference string as have the specified property.

If the first element of the pattern is successfully matched to a substring of the reference string an attempt is immediately made to match the next pattern element; this next pattern element is required to match a part of the reference string immediately following the part matched by the preceding pattern element, and extending to the right only as many characters as are necessary to secure a match. Proceeding in this way, the match processor attempts iteratively to match every element of the pattern to a part of the reference string. As soon as a variable is successfully matched, the substring of the reference string which it matches is assigned to the variable as its new provisional value. If every pattern element is successfully matched, the match as a whole is taken to be successful. On successful completion of the matching operation the SNOROL success-failure flag is set to the success condition; this flag is used subsequently in interpreting the routing portion of the matching-replacement statement to determine the next SNOROL statement to be executed. The successful completion of a match also defines the designated substring of the reference string as that subpart which is matched by all the pattern elements together. If the matching-replacement statement contains an equal-sign, the replacement expression following the equal-sign is then evaluated. If the system success-failure flag is set to 'failure' at any point during the evaluation of this replacement expression, the replacement operation is broken off and the interpreter proceeds at once to execute the routing portion of the matching-replacement statement. If, on the other hand, evaluation of the replacement expression is successful, the string value of the replacement expression replaces the designated substring of the reference string, thereby assigning a new value to the reference variable. In this case the success-failure flag is left set to the success state.
and the routing portion of the matching-replacement statement is executed.

We have next to consider the procedure employed by the SNOBOL interpreter when it finds that a part of the pattern which it is attempting to match to a substring of the reference string cannot be so matched. When this occurs, the match processor returns to the last preceding pattern variable and attempts to expand the substring of the reference string to which this last preceding variable has been matched. Such extension is logically possible if the variable is a general or a parenthesis-balanced variable: the general variable can be matched to a longer substring of the reference string simply by matching it to a substring one character longer than has been used for its preceding match; a parenthesis-balanced variable may have to be matched to a substring which is considerably longer in order that the condition of parenthesis balance be respected. (Of course, the substring to which a fixed length variable is matched cannot be extended in length). Extension of the substring matched by a general variable will be impossible only if the present match of the variable extends all the way to the end of the reference string. If the match of a preceding variable can be extended in the above manner the match processor again attempts to match the following elements of the pattern. In this way successful match of every element in the pattern may be attained after a number of initial failures. If, on the other hand, extension of the match of the last preceding variable is impossible, the pattern processor retreats yet further back and attempts to extend the match of a still earlier variable of the pattern. If the match processor is in this way driven back to an attempt to rematch the very first pattern element, or if no further extension of the match of the first pattern element is possible, the match processor will attempt to rematch the first pattern element by starting the match of this element one character further to the right than has been previously been attempted.
Only when it has been determined that no possible initial match position for the first pattern element can possibly lead to a successful match of the whole pattern will the match processor finally decide that it is impossible for the pattern to be wholly matched to any portion of the reference string. In this case, the interpreter success-failure flag is set to 'failure' and the SNOBOL interpreter proceeds at once to interpret the routing portion of the matching-replacement statement.

It is to be noted that the SNOBOL system is highly interpretive, in the sense that its basic operations are performed by complex system routines rather than by short sequences of machine operations, and in the sense that certain classes of logical objects (e.g., transfer labels) which are determined at compile time in a language like FORTRAN may be dynamically varied during execution in the SNOBOL language. This circumstance makes SNOBOL somewhat more flexible than a less interpretive language could be. For example, since arithmetic expressions are evaluated interpretively, software switches which vary the interpretation of the basic arithmetic constructions can be and are provided. This makes it possible to establish several SNOBOL arithmetic modes, which will be discussed in more detail below.

A mode switch controlling an aspect of the matching process is also provided within the system. This switch may be called the anchor-unanchor mode switch; it controls the procedure employed by the pattern matching processor in attempting to match the first element of a pattern. In the "unanchor" mode, the first element of the pattern is allowed to match a substring of the reference string beginning at any character of the reference string. In the "anchored" mode the first pattern element is required to match a portion of the reference string beginning at its first character. This mode switch is toggled by a pair of dummy string function calls, MODE("ANCHOR") and MODE("UNANCHOR"). In view of the frequency with which
transitions between anchored and unanchored mode are required
within SNOBOL programs, an alternative version of the anchored
mode, valid only during the execution of a single statement,
following which the anchor-unanchor flag is returned
to its previous setting, is provided. A temporary matching
mode of this sort is established by one of the two pseudo-
function calls, ANCHOR( ) and UNANCH( ), which have null
string arguments and return the null string as a dummy
value.

Table I below gives a formal algorithm for the match
procedure described informally in the preceding paragraphs.
The algorithm is divided into two parts, a principal sub-
routine "MATCHER" controlling the overall flow of the
match process, and a secondary subroutine "MATCHES"
which tests a single section of a reference string for match
with a single pattern element.

The following comments will assist the reader in
comprehending the algorithm shown in Table I. The matching
processor makes use of a match pointer stack and of a
pattern parts stack during the process of matching. These
stacks have the form indicated diagrammatically in Figure 1.

![Diagram of information stacks](image)

**Figure 1. Information stacks used by matching process**
The array PATPART is initialized to reference all the pattern elements to be matched, and to give the type (constant, general variable, balanced variable, etc.) of each pattern part. The array BEGIN is initialized to zero. As the match proceeds, BEGIN(J) is set to indicate the beginning of the section matching the J-th pattern part. When the match processor fails back from an attempted match, the corresponding element BEGIN(J) is set to zero. On the other hand, if the (J-1)-st element is a variable for which a prior match has been attempted, the non-zero value BEGIN(J) is saved to indicate the character from which the earlier variable match must be extended. The variable NP defines the next pattern element for match; NOPAT is the total number of elements in the pattern. MODE is the permanent match-mode switch; TEMPMODE is a temporary (one-statement) match mode switch; and TMODE is a flag indicating whether or not the TEMPMODE switch is effective. TYPE(J) is the type of the J-th pattern element as taken from the appropriate field of the array PATPART. BALANCED is a computed attribute which holds if the reference string section which its arguments reference is parenthesis-balanced.
Table I: **SNOROL match process algorithm**

Subroutine MATCHER(Ref, Nopat, Patpart)

Save values of all variables in Patpart

(Nopat = Number of pattern elements)

MP = 0

Zero all entries in Begin stack; Begin(1) = 1

Len = length of reference string

Suc:

MP = MP + 1

If MP > Nopat go to Okdone

Match:

If (MATCHERS(MP)) go to Suc

Fail:

MP = MP - 1. Begin(MP+1) = 0

If (MP < 0) go to Nokdone;

If (Type(MP)=const. or flv.) go to Fail

If (MP > 0) go to Match

If (Tempmode = 1) and (Tempmode = Anch) go to Nokdone

If (Mode = Anch) go to Nokdone

Else Reg = Begin(1) + 1

If (Reg > Len) go to Nokdone

Else Begin(1) = Reg; go to Match

Okdone: Matchedseq = [Begin(1), Begin(Nopat)]

Dropem: Tempmode = 0. Return

Nokdone: Restore values of all saved variables

Go to Dropem.
Function MATCHES(MP)
Low = Begin(MP)
Go to (Const,Flv,Ordv,Balv) by type(MP)

Const: Top = Low + Constlen; If top ≤ Len go to Idcheck
Nomatch: Matches = No; return
Idcheck: Check for identity with following string,
          Go to Nomatch if no.
Setnext: Matches = Yes; Begin(MP+1) = TOP+1
Flv: Top = Low + Varlen
Over: If (Top > Len) go to Nomatch
Setvl: Value.Patpart(MP) = [Low,Top]; go to Setnext
Ordv: If Begin(MP+1)=0, Top = Begin(MP) and go to Setvl
     Else Top = Begin(MP+1)+1; go to Over

Balv: If(Begin(MP+1)=0) Begin(MP+1) = Begin(MP)
Bigger: Top = Begin(MP+1)+1. If (Top > Len) go to Nomatch
          If (BALANCED(Low,Top)) go to Setvl
          Else go to Bigger.
The SNOROL interpreter handles the final or routing part of a matching-replacement statement as follows. Any string expression occurring in the routing part is evaluated. A failure condition arising during this evaluation is considered to be a programmer error and leads to the printing of a diagnostic message and the termination of SNOROL execution. If, on the other hand, all expressions occurring in the routing portion of a SNOROL statement are successfully evaluated, a search is made of a label table (see below) to find a label matching the appropriate transfer label. Failure to find such a label is again treated as a fatal programmer error. If, on the other hand, a matching label is found, the SNOROL interpreter continues execution from the transfer point corresponding to this label.

As indicated above, the two main data structures used by the SNOROL interpreter are the text array and the descriptor table. For the treatment of transfers and of subroutine calls, the SNOPOL processor requires two additional tables, a label table and a function table. The label table consists of a set of entries of the form shown in (3L).

(3L) | name 1 | name 2 | code location |

The function table consists of a set of entries of the form shown in (3F).

(3F) | name 1 | name 2 | code location | function specifier |
In (3L) and (3F), 'name 1' and 'name 2' are pointers to the first and last character of the label or name respectively. Moreover, the third field, 'code location', indicates the location within the fixed collection of SNOBOL instructions of the point referenced by the given label or function calls. The fourth field occurring in (3F), i.e. the "function specifier" field, is a pointer to the location of additional information concerning the function; this additional information includes, for example, a list of arguments for the function. Two basic SNOBOL processor functions LDESCRIPT and FDESCRIPT are used to locate entries in the label table and the function table respectively. These two routines operate in much the same manner as the DESCRIP'T routine discussed above but reference the label table and the function table rather than the variable descriptor table. A flexibly expendable collection of built-in functions is provided within the SNOBOL system by allowing an initializing program to preset positions in the function table which reference the entry points to built-in routines.
7.3 SIMSCRIPT - An Algebraic language adapted for simulation.

SIMSCRIPT is a special purpose algebraic language with added list processing and statistical features intended to facilitate the writing of simulation programs.

The original SIMSCRIPT system for the IBM 7094 was developed by Markowitz, Hausner, and Karr of the Rand Corporation. In what follows, we shall describe a version of the SIMSCRIPT language agreeing with this original system in most essential respects but differing in the direction of generality and simplicity in some details.

SIMSCRIPT is organized around an internally maintained list of timed future events. The simulated occurrence of successive events drives the SIMSCRIPT processor to its various actions. In addition exogeneous events collectively constituting an exogeneous event file may be referenced during simulation and effect the flow of the simulation process.

The basic structure of the main SIMSCRIPT simulator routine is as follows. The ordered list of future events is referenced and the time of the next event, either exogenous or endogenous, is determined. An internal simulation clock is then set to the time of this next event. If the event is endogenous it must be described by an endogenous event routine of the sort which will be described below. If the next event is exogenous the details of the event are determined by reading the exogenous event file. Any action corresponding to the next event, whether it be exogenous or endogenous, is taken, following upon which the same basic simulation step is repeated iteratively until no further endogenous or exogenous events are found.

The events with which the SIMSCRIPT main routine deals belong, from the viewpoint of the general structure of the SIMSCRIPT language, to a more general class of temporary entities. A SIMSCRIPT entity is a data element with a declared subfield structure. The necessary storage for an
entity is dynamically allocated when the entity is created within the SIMSCRIPT system, and is released for re-allocation when the entity is abolished.

In more detail: the SIMSCRIPT system is organized around a collection of basic data types and logical entities. These include:

(a) the simulated clock - each event taking place during a SIMSCRIPT simulation is associated with a value of the special system variable TIME, which represents a simulated internal clock. The value stored in the clock location is automatically updated by the system before each simulated event.

(b) entities - a SIMSCRIPT entity is a structured collection of named data fields, forming a contiguous block of words beginning at a base address; this collection of words may be called the entity descriptor, while the individual fields in the block are called the entity attributes. Entities are divided into three sub-types: temporary entities, permanent entities, and event notice entities. The manner in which these three types of entities are distinguished, and the slight variations in the manner of their use, will be described in detail later. Event notice entities are treated in much the same way as temporary entities; each such entity is referenced via the address of its descriptor block. Permanent entities are handled more like elements of FORTRAN arrays, and are referenced by their name and number.

(c) The SIMSCRIPT system incorporates sets, actually linearly structured lists, of three kinds. The three types of sets provided are distinguished by their use and structure, as follows:

(i) Stacks or LIFO lists. Such a set is maintained as a unilaterally linked list, and the system maintains a reference to the first element of the list only.

(ii) Queues or FIFO lists. SIMSCRIPT queues are maintained as unilaterally linked lists; the system maintains a reference
to the first and to the last element of every queue.

(iii) Ranked lists. Ranked lists are maintained as bilaterally linked lists; the system maintains a reference both to the first and to the last element of every ranked list.

Elements are entered into stacks at their top, and also removed from the top of stacks. Elements are entered into queues at their bottom, but removed from the top of queues. Entities are entered into ranked lists at a position determined by the numerical value of a ranking attribute, in a manner described in more detail below. The SIMSCRIPT system provides for the removal of elements from ranked lists either at the top of the list or at any intermediate position in the list; it is for this reason that ranked lists use bilateral linkages.

(d) The SIMSCRIPT system maintains one special ranked list for system use: the main timing list or endogenous event list, which is an ordered list of event notice entities. Each of these entities describes a future event, to occur at a definite time. The time at which an event is to occur is determined by its TIME attribute; this attribute is maintained by the system as one of a number of special system attributes pertaining to event notice entities and recorded in the first two words of the descriptor of such an entity (which words are consequently unavailable for programmer use). Except for the special reservation of the first two words of its descriptor block by the SIMSCRIPT system, an event notice entity has the same structure and usage as does an ordinary entity.

When, in the course of a simulation run, control returns to the main scheduling routine of the SIMSCRIPT system, this routine examines the main timing list to determine the next event to be simulated. A notice entity describing this event will always be found at the top of the main timing list. This entity may either describe an endogenous or exogenous event; in which case its data subfields will contain all
necessary parameters of the event, or may describe an exogenous event, in which case it will merely give the time and name of the exogenous event. In this case, parameters of exogenous events are read subsequently from an external exogenous event tape. During its operation, the master scheduling routine uses the TIME attribute of the event notice entity which it finds at the top of the main timing list to update the simulated clock location TIME, and then transfers control to whichever event routine corresponds to simulated event. (Cf. below for additional details concerning these routines.)

Table I below describes the structure of the SIMSCRIPT main scheduling routine in more detail.

Table I. Structure of the SIMSCRIPT main scheduling routine.

Remove notice entity E from top of main timing list; Set TIME location from TIME attribute of entity E; Examine TYPE attribute of entity to determine whether

endogenous

Determine NAME of endogenous event routine corresponding to TYPE attribute of entity E;

Set NAME = Address of entity E;

Call appropriate endogenous event routine;

Loop back;

exogenous

Call appropriate exogenous event routine;

Read next exogenous event time and type from exogenous event tape;

Using time and type of next exogenous event, set up exogenous event descriptor and insert it in appropriate position on main timing list;

Loop back;
(e) The SIMSCRIPT system allows use of an exogenous event tape. This tape contains a sequence of records, each such record describing a single exogenous event with all its parameters. The information on this tape is maintained in standard FORTRAN card image form, and is read both by the SIMSCRIPT system routines and by simulation-programmer written routines with the use of normal FORTRAN conventions involving READ statements with FORMATS etc. The first card of the record describing a particular event must contain the time of the simulated event and an integer describing the type of the simulated event, both in standard format. This card is read by the SIMSCRIPT main scheduling routine. The remaining cards are to be read by user-written routines. The association between the exogenous event numbers found on the exogenous event tape and the particular exogenous events to which they refer is established by a specific declaration of a form described somewhat below.

(f) Events, represented within the SIMSCRIPT system by event notice entities, are simulated by a collection of endogenous and exogenous event routines and their subroutines. One event routine must be provided for each type of endogenous and exogenous event which is allowed to occur during a given simulation run. When the main scheduling routine decides that a particular event is to be simulated, it transfers control to the associated event routine. Event routines are notified, on being called, of the location of the notice entity describing the event which they are to simulate; by reading appropriate fields of this notice entity, they are able to determine all the parameters of the event. (Cf. Table I above.) Exogenous event routines find the necessary parameters of the exogenous event which they are to simulate by reading the exogenous event tape.
The SIMSCRIPT system is based upon FORTRAN. Any legal FORTRAN statement may occur in a SIMSCRIPT program; the SIMSCRIPT statements themselves have a distinguishing syntax which enables the SIMSCRIPT compiler to recognize them separately from FORTRAN statements among which they may be embedded. The subroutine description-and-call-conventions in SIMSCRIPT are identical with those in FORTRAN. In particular, any legal FORTRAN library subroutine may be called for use within a SIMSCRIPT program.

The SIMSCRIPT language allows the use of local and global variable names for the storage of a single machine word of information; these variable names have much the same use and are subject to much the same conventions as in FORTRAN. A local variable is used as if it were a FORTRAN variable local to the particular subroutine in which it is mentioned; a global variable is accessible from all parts of a SIMSCRIPT program, and has much the same usage as a FORTRAN Common variable.

The fields of a (temporary) SIMSCRIPT entity are referenced by using a variable (or more generally expression) as an index, and prefixing it with the name of the field in question. Thus, e.g., if I is a local variable containing the address of an entity E of a type for which Weight and Volume are declared attributes, then WEIGHT(I) and VOLUME(I) are expressions whose values are determined by contents of the appropriate data fields of E. An attribute of one entity may be a reference to another entity, and, accordingly, nested expressions referencing some ultimate data field are allowed as in COST(HOUSE(OWNER(DOG))). In the above example, the variable DOG must contain a valid entity address.

Permanent SIMSCRIPT entities are handled in a slightly different way. When a SIMSCRIPT permanent entity type is declared (see below for details) the block size of the permanent entity's descriptor block, together with the manner
in which this block is structured into data fields, is stated. At the same time the number of permanent entities of each type is stated (as in FORTRAN Dimensioning). Storage for permanent entities is allocated statically at compile time (whereas storage for temporary entities is handled dynamically). Thus permanent entities, as well as the data fields which they contain, are referenced by numerical indices, and treated in much the same way as FORTRAN arrays would be treated (except that in the case of permanent entity attributes these arrays are arrays of part words whose members are regularly but not necessarily contiguously arranged in memory). A permanent SIMSCRIPT entity may be declared to have one or two indices; a doubly indexed permanent entity is rather similar to a FORTRAN array of two dimensions.

The general SIMSCRIPT construct used for reference to a data field is called a field expression. The syntactic definition of this notion is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<entity locator> } &= \text{ <field expression>} \\
\text{<integer quantity> } &= \text{ <integer algebraic expression>} \\
\text{<algebraic expression> } &= \text{ <term><addop><term>...<addop><term>} \\
\text{<addop> } &= +|-
\text{<term> } &= \text{ <factor> * <factor> * ... * <factor> | <factor>} \\
\text{<factor> } &= \text{ <element> / ... / <element> | <element>} \\
\text{<element> } &= \text{ <field expression>|(<algebraic expression>)} \\
\text{<field expression> } &= \text{ <simple variable name> } \\
\text{\quad } &= \text{ <temporary attribute name>(<entity locator>)} \\
\text{\quad } &= \text{ <permanent single-indexed attribute name> } \\
\text{\quad } &= \text{ (<integer quantity>)} \\
\text{\quad } &= \text{ <permanent double-indexed attribute name> } \\
\text{\quad } &= \text{ (<integer quantity>, <integer quantity>)} \\
\text{<integer algebraic expression> } &= \text{ <algebraic expression> } \\
\text{<real algebraic expression> } &= \text{ <algebraic expression>}
\end{align*}
\]
Function calls, which may occur in algebraic expressions, have the following syntax.

\[ \text{<function call> = <function name>(<algebraic expression>, ..., <algebraic expression>)} \]

resembling that used in FORTRAN rather closely. Real expressions are distinguished from integer expressions by a lexical first-letter-of-name convention identical to that used in FORTRAN.

The most novel features of SIMSCRIPT come from the interaction between entities and sets; we now turn to describe the logical relations involved. Each type of set to be used in a given simulation must be declared, and its basic properties specified; whereas the actual declaration style used in SIMSCRIPT employs a fixed-format, tabular style of declaration, a logically equivalent linear declaration form might be described as follows:

\[ \text{<set declaration> = DECLARE SETS <set descriptor>, ..., <set descriptor> } \]
\[ \text{<set descriptor> = <name> (<set type descriptor>)} \]
\[ \text{<set type descriptor> = LIFO, <integer> | FIFO,<integer> | <ranked set descriptor> } \]
\[ \text{<ranked set descriptor> = RANKED,<integer>,<ranking attribute name>, <order keyword> } \]
\[ \text{<order keyword> = INCREASING | DECREASING } \]

In \text{<set type descriptor>} and \text{<ranked set descriptor>} above, the \text{<integer>} which occurs may be either 0, 1, or 2, and describes the number of indices required to identify a set of a particular type. A set with no subscripts will always be referenced through a global variable having the same name as the set and addressed by this name throughout the whole of a SIMSCRIPT code. Such a set is therefore used in "global" fashion. A set with a single subscript will always be referenced either through a field (LIFO case) or
through a pair of fields (FIFO and RANKED cases) belonging to some other entity as attributes. Such a set is therefore attached to some other entity (temporary or permanent); this entity is the owner of the singly indexed set. A set with two subscripts will always be referenced through either a field (LIFO case) or through a pair of fields (FIFO or RANKED case) belonging to a permanent entity as attributes; note that, since attributes of permanent entities, like permanent entities themselves, are addressed by numerical subscripts, a doubly indexed set is addressed using a pair of integer subscripts. If a temporary or permanent entity type is ever to be the owner of an indexed set, the entity type must include among its declared attributes an attribute called FNAME, which must be assigned a field long enough to contain an address; this field is used by the system to reference the first element of the set NAME owned by the entity. (F is used conventionally for "first element.") In addition, if the set in question is either an FIFO queue or a ranked set, any entity owning the set must include among its attributes a second field called LNAME (last element reference). These attributes of entities owning sets should normally not be used explicitly by the SIMSCRIPT programmer, but only implicitly via the entity-in-set operations which SIMSCRIPT provides.

The ranking attribute declared for a ranked set is used in a manner to be described in more detail below in order to determine the positioning of entities within a set. If a ranked set is declared as INCREASING, its elements will be arranged in increasing order of this attribute, and consequently elements with smaller values of the ranking attribute will be placed toward the beginning of the set. If the set is declared as DECREASING, its elements will be arranged in the opposite order.
A ranked set declaration must always specify the attribute according to which the elements of the set are to be ranked; every entity-type which in the course of a simulation may be assigned to the ranked set as a member must have an attribute of this name. When an entity of appropriate type is entered into a ranked set as a member (cf. "FILE" statement below), it will be placed in the position defined by its rank.

The specific syntactic form in which SIMSCRIPT makes reference to a set is defined as follows.

<set expression> = <unindexed set expression> | <singly indexed set expression> | <doubly indexed set expression>

<unindexed set expression> = <set name>
<singly indexed set expression> = <set name>({<entity locator>})
   | <set name>({<integer quantity>})
<doubly indexed set expression> = <set name>({<integer quantity>, <integer quantity>})

Each of the three types of entities provided by the SIMSCRIPT system, i.e., temporary entities, event notice entities, and permanent entities, must be declared together with its attributes. The actual form of declaration used in the implemented SIMSCRIPT system is fixed format and tabular; a logically equivalent linear declaration form is as follows.

<temporary entity declaration> = DECLARE ENTITIES <temporary entity descriptor>, ..., <temporary entity descriptor>
<event notice entity declaration> = DECLARE EVENT ENTITIES
   <event entity descriptor>, ..., <event entity descriptor>
<permanent entity declaration> = DECLARE PERMANENT ENTITIES
   <permanent entity descriptor>, ..., <permanent entity descriptor>

[continued]
<temporary entity descriptor> = <name>(<record size>,
   <attribute descriptor list>), <name>(<record size>, <satellite pair list>, <attribute
descriptor list>)

<record size> = 1|2|4|8
<satellite pair list> = <satellite pair>, ..., <satellite pair>
<satellite pair> = (<satellite block number>, <record size>)
<satellite block number> = 1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8
<attribute descriptor list> = <attribute descriptor>, ..., <attribute descriptor>

If an entity type is ever to be assigned as a member of a unilaterally linked set (i.e., a FIFO or LIFO queue) called NAME, it must include among its declared attributes an attribute called SNAME, which must be assigned a field long enough to contain an address; this field is used by the system in order to contain the successor links structuring the set NAME (S is used conventionally for "successor link"). If an entity is ever to be assigned as a member of a bilaterally linked set called NAME (i.e., a ranked set) it must include among its attributes a pair of fields, one called SNAME and the other called PNAME ("predecessor name"). These attributes of entities belonging to sets should normally not be used explicitly by the SIMSCRIPT programmer, but only implicitly via the entity-in-set operations which the SIMSCRIPT system provides.

The basic SIMSCRIPT commands relating entities and sets are as follows: A command

CREATE <entity type name> NAMED <field expression>

is provided. This statement calls the dynamic space-allocator which is built into the SIMSCRIPT system to allocate one or several blocks of storage for an entity of the type named. The address of the newly allocated entity is placed in the data field addressed by the field expression occurring
as the last part of the statement. Another action, which may be explained as follows, takes place at the same time. The SIMSCRIPT system associates, with each declared temporary entity type, a simple variable of the same name accessible from all parts of the SIMSCRIPT program within which this entity type is declared. Thus, for example, if an entity type named XXX has been declared, a cell also named XXX is set aside. Whenever the CREATE statement is invoked to create an entity of type XXX, the address of the newly created entity is placed in the cell named XXX. This circumstance allows use of the CREATE statement (as well as a number of other SIMSCRIPT statements to be described below) in the short form

CREATE <entity type name>.

This statement calls the SIMSCRIPT space allocator to allocate one or several blocks of storage for an entity of the type named, and places the address of the newly created entity in the variable having the same name as the entity type, as just explained. Since no field expression occurs in the short form of the CREATE statement, no attempt is made to place a reference to the newly created entity in any other place. That is, CREATE XXX is logically equivalent to CREATE XXX CALLED XXX. A similar remark applies to the short form of various other of the statements to be described in the next few paragraphs.

The operation inverse to the SIMSCRIPT CREATE operation is the DESTROY operation, which can be called either in long or in short form, these two forms being as follows:

DESTROY<entity type name> NAMED<field expression>
DESTROY <entity type name>.

Invocation of either of these statements returns the space occupied by the referenced entity for reuse by the SIMSCRIPT space allocator. If the DESTROY statement occurs in its
long form, the address of the entity to be destroyed is taken from the field expression occurring at the end of the statement; if the DESTROY statement occurs in its short form, the address of the entity to be destroyed is taken from the variable having the same name as the entity type, as explained above. It is the SIMSCRIPT programmer's responsibility to be sure that he never DESTROYS an entity to which subsequent reference is directly or indirectly made in the course of a simulation run. If such an error occurs in a program, invalid information may subsequently be supplied to routines referencing an entity after the space which it occupies has been released for reallocation; this may lead to various kinds of subsequent program failures, including transfers to irrelevant locations. In particular, an entity should never be destroyed while it is still a member of any set.

Entities are made members of sets by the SIMSCRIPT statement:

FILE <field expression> IN <set expression> .

Invocation of this command inserts the entity whose address is contained in the data field referenced by the <field expression> forming the first part of the statement into the set addressed by the <set expression> forming the second part of the statement. The entity in question is inserted in proper position into the set, all necessary pointers and references being automatically updated. Insertion will be at the top of a stack, at the bottom of a queue, and in rank order in a ranked set.

An action inverse to that of the FILE statement is provided by the following statement:

REMOVE FIRST <field expression> FROM <set expression> .

Invocation of this statement causes the first element of the set addressed by the <set expression> forming the latter
part of the statement to be removed from the set, and
causes the address of this entity to be inserted into the
<field expression> forming the first part of the statement.
This allows the newly removed entity to be addressed for
other purposes. For ranked sets, and for ranked sets alone,
another related command having the following form is available:

\[
\text{REMOVE <field expression> FROM <set expression> .}
\]

This statement removes the specific entity addressed by the
<field expression> forming its first part from the set
addressed by the <set expression> forming its second part.
Since this type of element removal is allowed to affect
not only the first but an arbitrary element of the set to
which it applies, its use is restricted to bilaterally linked,
i.e., ranked, sets.

We have already noted that the SIMSCRIPT system maintains
a master timing list of event notice entities. Special forms
of the above commands are provided for entering event notice
entities into, and deleting them from, this special list.
These commands are as follows. The command,

\[
\text{CAUSE event type name> CALLED <field expression>}
\text{AT <real algebraic expression>}
\]

and its associated short form,

\[
\text{CAUSE <event type name> AT <real algebraic expression>}
\]

enters event notices into the main timing list. More
precisely, the first of these statements, when invoked,
adds an event notice entity of the type specified in the
statement, and which is referenced by the contents of the
data field located by the <field expression> which this
statement contains, to the master timing list. The TIME
attribute of the event notice entity is set equal to the
value of the <real algebraic expression> forming the last
part of the statement. If the statement is invoked in
short form it operates in much the same way, except that the notice entity added to the main timing list is located via the global variable having the same name as the entity type being added to the list. Of course, when an event notice entity is added to the main timing list it is placed in the position determined by its TIME attribute, earliest events being placed first.

The corresponding inverse command has the long and short forms

```
CANCEL <event type name> CALLED <field expression> ;
```
or

```
CANCEL <event type name> .
```

The first of these statements uses the field expression which it contains to locate an event notice entity of the specified type; this event notice entity is then removed from the bilaterally linked, ranked main timing list. The short form statement operates in much the same way, except that it uses the global variable having the same name as the type of the event entity to be removed to locate the entity.

In addition to the statements described above, which control the creation and destruction of entities, the insertion and removal of entities into and from sets, and the insertion into and removal of notice entities from the main timing list, SIMSCRIPT contains a variety of other statements which may be invoked to obtain effects more nearly resembling those familiar from experience with more common algebraic languages. Many of the statements in this latter group may be supplied with a postfixed repetition control list if iterative execution of a single statement is desired. Thus, for example, the SIMSCRIPT LET statement, whose significance is much like that of the FORTRAN assignment statement, except that it allows assignment not only to a full word but to a subfield of a word, has the following syntax.
LET <field expression> = <algebraic expression>

The simple form of this statement sets the contents of the field addressed by its first part equal to the value of the algebraic expression forming its second part. The compound form of the LET statement performs precisely the same action, but performs it repetitively under the control of the repetition control element which forms the final part of a compound LET statement. The syntax of a repetition control element is as follows.

<repetition control> = <repetition phrase>,...,<repetition phrase>

<repetition phrase> = <forpart>|<forpart>,<withpart>

<forpart> = FOR <variable name> = (<integer quantity>)

| <forword> <single-subscripted permanent entity name>
| <variable name>

| <forword> <variable name> <ofwords> <set expression>
| <forword> = FOR EACH | FOR ALL | FOR EVERY
| <ofwords> = OF | IN | ON | AT
| <withpart> = WITH <boolean expression>

<boolean expression> = <boolean term>, OR <boolean term>,..., OR <boolean term> | <boolean term>

<boolean term> = <boolean factor>, AND <boolean factor>,..., AND <boolean factor> | <boolean factor>

<boolean factor> = <relation> | NOT < relation>

<relation> = (<algebraic expression>) <relation operator> (<algebraic expression>)|(<boolean expression>)

<relation operator> = GR | GE | EQ | NE | LS | LE

A repetition control consists of a sequence of repetition phrases separated by commas. Each repetition phrase causes
a single "level" of repetition; thus, the occurrence of a whole sequence of repetition phrases causes a nested, iterated repetition, working out from the first repetition phrase to the last repetition phrase, as in a nested set of FORTRAN DO-loops. Each repetition phrase either consists simply of a FOR statement in one of four admissible forms, or is a compound consisting of a FOR statement to which a boolean condition has been attached. The syntax of the <forpart> constituting the first piece of every <repetition phrase> is given in the table above. Examples of the four options provided are as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
FOR I = (1)(N)
FOR I = (1)(N)(2)
FOR EACH PERMTHING I
FOR EACH I OF GROUP(J) .
\end{verbatim}

Each of these examples implies an iterative execution of whatever statement is a \textit{controlled} statement by the FOR-statement in question, during which iteration the variable I is systematically varied. The first two forms shown above resemble the two forms of the FORTRAN DO statement, in that they vary I in arithmetic sequence from a lower to an upper limit; the second of these forms implies an increment different from 1. The third example shown above, in which the variable name occurring is required to be a zero-subscript permanent entry name as shown in the preceding syntax table, varies I by steps of one from an initial value of one to a final value equal to the total number of entities of type PERMTHING declared. The final line in the above group of four examples shows iteration over the members of a set; in this example, GROUP(J) is required to be a set expression, and I is successively set equal to each of the members of this set, in order, during the implied iteration. The iteration implied by a SIMSCRIPT FOR-clause can be conditioned if a WITH-clause is attached to the FOR-clause. As noted in the above syntactic
table, such a WITHPART consists of the key word WITH followed by a boolean expression built up from elementary comparisons using the boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Thus, for example, we may write

...FOR EACH I OF GROUP(J), WITH(SIZE(I))GR(J),OR(2*SIZE(I))
  LT(J) ...

as a typical compound repetition phrase. The occurrence of such a repetition phrase will cause iterative execution of the statement which it controls, the variable of iteration running successively over the domain described by the <forpart> of the repetition control phrase, but all values of this variable not satisfying the appended WITH-phrase being omitted.

The remaining SIMSCRIPT statement forms are as follows. A STORE statement is provided, and has the form

STORE <algebraic expression> IN <field expression> |
  STORE <algebraic expression> IN <field expression>,
  <repetition control>

This command stores the value of the algebraic expression forming its first part into the field expression following the keyword IN; the presence of a repetition control part causes iterated execution of the basic statement in the manner already described. This statement has much the same semantic significance as the LET statement, except that, whereas the LET statement may imply conversion between real and integer values as determined by the declared or implicit quantity types in the two parts of a LET statement, no such conversion is implied by a STORE statement.

SIMSCRIPT incorporates all legal FORTRAN statements, and, in particular, incorporates the various forms of flow control statements provided by FORTRAN, i.e., the two-way IF, the three-way IF, the GO TO command, and the computed GO TO statement. It also incorporates the FORTRAN iterative DO
statement. In addition, a somewhat more flexible iteration control statement is provided, having the following syntax.

\[
\text{DO TO \{statement number\}, \{repetition control\} .}
\]

The scope of such a DO TO statement includes all statements which lie between the statement number which it contains and the next following SIMSCRIPT statement labeled with this statement number; as many repetitions of all these statements are executed as are specified by the repetition control part of the DO TO statement.

The following two statement forms are provided for testing the condition of a set.

\[
\text{IF \{set expression\} IS EMPTY \{any SIMSCRIPT statement\}, or}
\]

\[
\text{IF \{set expression\} IS NOT EMPTY \{any SIMSCRIPT statement\} .}
\]

The semantics of these statements is obvious.

To facilitate finding either the maximum or the minimum of a collection of numbers, SIMSCRIPT provides the two following statements.

\[
\text{FIND \{field expression\} = MAX OF \{algebraic expression\},}
\]

\[
\text{\{extended repetition control\}, IF NONE \{any SIMSCRIPT statement\} .}
\]

\[
\text{FIND \{field expression\} = MIN OF \{algebraic expression\},}
\]

\[
\text{\{extended repetition control\},}
\]

\[
\text{IF NONE \{any SIMSCRIPT statement\} .}
\]

The syntax of the extended repetition control part forming the last section of a FIND MAX or FIND MIN statement is as follows.

\[
\text{\{extended repetition control\} = \{extended repetition phrase\},}
\]

\[
\text{\ldots, \{extended repetition phrase\},}
\]

\[
\text{\{extended repetition phrase\} = \{repetition phrase\},}
\]

\[
\text{\{repetition phrase\} \{where clause\},}
\]

\[
\text{\{where clause\} = WHERE \{field expression\} \{comment\} .}
\]
Each <extended repetition control> is a list of <extended repetition phrases>; each such phrase causes a single level of repetition, and all together cause a nest of iterated repetitions working out from the first extended repetition phrase to the last extended repetition phrase. Each <extended repetition phrase> is either a simple <repetition phrase> of the type with which we have already become familiar, or is a compound consisting of a simple <repetition phrase> to which a <where clause> is appended. A <where clause> consists of the keyword WHERE and a <field expression>, to which an arbitrary sequence of SIMSCRIPT words may be appended. The occurrence of a WHERE clause in an extended repetition phrase within a FIND MIN or FIND MAX statement causes that value of an iteration variable belonging to the maximum or minimum eventually found to be saved, and to be inserted into the field expression occurring within the WHERE clause. This allows for the determination not only of the maximum of an algebraic expression, but simultaneously for a determination of the parameters for which this algebraic expression reaches its maximum. Thus, for example, if we write

```
FIND X = MAX OF C0S (Y1(I) + Y2(J)), FOR
    I = (1)(100), WITH (K(I))GT(MIN), WHERE IBIG
    IS MAXIMIZING I, FOR ALL J IN GROUP,
    WITH (TYPE(J))EQ(NEEDED), WHERE JBIG IS
    MAXIMIZING J, IF NONE GO TO 100
```

The indicated maximum will be calculated and the values of the parameters I and J for which this maximum is attained will be placed into the field, IBIG and JBIG. The comment provided as part of the WHERE clause has no program significance, but is only intended to improve program legibility. Every FIND MAX or FIND MIN statement occurring in a SIMSCRIPT program ends with the two key words IF NONE followed by some arbitrary SIMSCRIPT statement; if the iterative search implied by the FIND MAX or FIND MIN statement discovers no elements
satisfying the boolean conditions contained in the extended repetition control part of the statement, then the terminal <statement> which forms a part of the FIND MAX or FIND MIN command will be executed.

A modified form of the above statement is provided in the SIMSCRIPT language in order to make the iterative searching action of the FIND statement available in situations in which an iterative search is to be performed but in which no algebraic expression is to be minimized or maximized. This statement has the form

FIND FIRST <extended repetition control>,
    IF NONE <any SIMSCRIPT statement>  

This statement searches iteratively over all the elements implied by the <extended repetition control> portion which it contains; the first time all the boolean conditions contained within this <extended repetition control> are satisfied, the iteration is broken off. At this point, the value of any iteration parameters mentioned in WHERE clauses will have been made available. If the iterative search implied by a FIND FIRST statement is unable to satisfy the set of boolean conditions which it contains, so that no element within the scope of the iterative search is actually found, the IF NONE clause which constitutes the final portion of a FIND FIRST statement is executed.

The SIMSCRIPT system incorporates a small statistical package which is accessed through a COMPUTE statement having the following form:

COMPUTE <field expression list> = <statistical quantity list>
    OF <real algebraic expression>, <repetition control>  

The syntax of the various elements comprising a COMPUTE statement are as follows.
The first element of a COMPUTE statement is a list of <field expression>s, and the second element is an equally long list of <statistical keyword>s. The two final portions of a COMPUTE statement are a <real algebraic expression> and a <repetition control> determining a set of values over which this <real algebraic expression> is to be calculated. By repeated calculation of a real algebraic expression, a finite collection of real numbers is determined; the statistical quantities listed in the COMPUTE statement are then calculated for this collection of real numbers, and the value of each statistical quantity inserted in the corresponding field as determined by the <field expression list> which the COMPUTE statement contains. The statistical quantities provided within the system are a number of basic linear and quadratic functions of a data-collection; the mean, variance, standard deviation, etc.

A statement convenient for the expression of groups of addition operations of a form common in simulation programs is provided by ACCUMULATE, whose syntax is as follows.

\[
\text{ACCUMULATE}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ INTO}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ SINCE } <\text{real algebraic expression list}>
\]

\[
| \text{ACCUMULATE}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ INTO}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ SINCE } <\text{real algebraic expression list}>, <\text{post-add list}>
\]

\[
| \text{ACCUMULATE}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ INTO}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ ALL SINCE } <\text{real algebraic expression}>
\]

\[
| \text{ACCUMULATE}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ INTO}<\text{field expression list}> \text{ ALL SINCE } <\text{real algebraic expression}>, <\text{post-add list}>
\]
The syntactic definitions of various of the sub-elements occurring in an ACCUMULATE statement are as follows.

<algebraic expression list> = <real algebraic expression>, ..., <real algebraic expression>
<post-add list> = <post-add clause>, ..., <post-add clause>
<post-add clause> = POST <real algebraic expression> | ADD <real algebraic expression>

In its simplest form, the ACCUMULATE statement consists of three parts, all of which are lists required to be of equal length. The elements of the first and second lists are <field expression>s, the elements of the third list are <algebraic expression>s. Each <algebraic expression> is added to the value held in the field addressed by the corresponding <field expression> in the first list contained in an ACCUMULATE statement, and the results of this addition inserted into the field addressed by the corresponding <field expression> in the second list of the ACCUMULATE statement. If the key phrase ALL SINCE occurs in place of the phrase SINCE, then the ACCUMULATE statement contains a single <algebraic expression> rather than a list of algebraic expressions; in this case, the value of the <algebraic expression> occurring is added to the value of every field addressed by an element of the first <field expression> list contained in the ACCUMULATE statement, and the resulting value entered into the field addressed by the corresponding <field expression> in the second list. An ACCUMULATE statement may also be compound, and include a list of <post-add clauses> as its final part. If n such clauses occur, their effect is as follows. Each clause contains a real algebraic expression. If the n-th of these clauses contains the key word POST, the value of the real algebraic expression contained in the clause is calculated and inserted into the field addressed by the n-th member of
the first <field expression> list contained in the ACCUMULATE statement. If the n-th post-add clause contains the keyword ADD together with a real algebraic expression, the value of the real algebraic expression is calculated and added to the value contained in the n-th field addressed by the n-th element of the first <field expression> list contained in the ACCUMULATE statement; the sum is then inserted into this field.

As already noted, prime responsibility for the simulation of each exogenous or endogenous event belongs to a uniquely determined exogenous or endogenous event subroutine; it is the responsibility of the programmer to supply such an event routine for every event type which is allowed to occur during a given simulation run. The header card of an endogenous event routine has the form

```
ENDOGENOUS EVENT <name> ;
```

describing the header card of an endogenous event routine has the corresponding form

```
EXOGENOUS EVENT <name> .
```

Note that these routines are subroutines called by the SIMSCRIPT master timing routine; they have however no explicit parameters, since while an endogenous event routine finds its parameters in the various fields of a corresponding event notice entity whose address is supplied to it by the master timing routine, an exogenous event routine always reads any necessary parameters from the exogenous event tape. Exogenous event entities are set up using information contained on the exogenous event tape; the particular exogenous event which a given record on the exogenous event tape represents is always signaled to the main timing routine by a numerical parameter read from the exogenous event tape, as explained earlier in the present section. The correspondence between exogenous event subroutine names and the integer parameters found on the exogenous event tape is
established by an **exogenous event declaration**, whose syntax is as follows.

```plaintext
DECLARE EXOGENOUS EVENTS <expair>, ..., <expair>,
where <expair> = (<name>,<integer>)
```

This declaration contains a list of pairs, the first member of each pair being the name of some exogenous event, and the second member of the pair being the integer serial number assigned to this exogenous event in its representation on the external tape.

Input and output are provided in the SIMSCRIPT system through the FORTRAN READ, WRITE, and FORMAT statements which it contains; a special convention, according to which a READ statement with no tape number refers implicitly to the exogenous event tape, is employed. If an exogenous event routine is to read data from the first card of an exogenous event record, i.e., from the card containing the serial number and time of the exogenous event, which, as explained previously, is read also by the master timing routine, a special statement

```plaintext
SAVE
```

is provided. The effect of this statement is to readjust the pointers in the input-output buffer so as to make this first card available for re-reading by an exogenous event routine.

The original SIMSCRIPT system also incorporates a "report generator" feature allowing the setup of output in elegant tabular form and using a tabular format description. For simplicity, we shall omit this feature from the version of SIMSCRIPT described here.
4. The list processing language \( L^6 \).

\( L^6 \) is an elegant small list processing language developed by K. C. Knowlton of Bell Telephone Laboratories (cf. Knowlton, A Programmer's Description of \( L^6 \), CACM 2 (1966) 616-623). The basic data item in \( L^6 \) is the data block, consisting of a set of \( 2^n \) machine words, where \( n = 0,7 \). Thus, a data block consists of either \( 1,2,4,...,128 \) words. (Since the concept of "machine word" enters at so fundamental a level in its definition, the \( L^6 \) language is not machine independent.) A data block in \( L^6 \) may be divided into subfields of arbitrary size, except that each subfield must be a portion of a machine word. A subfield is defined by specifying a particular word in a block, and, within this word, the left-most and the right-most bit of the subfield. Each single character and single digit is treated by \( L^6 \) as the name of a field; thus, the \( L^6 \) processor is aware at any time of 35 different fields, one corresponding to each of the characters A,B,...,Z,0,...,9. That is, for each of these characters and digits a corresponding entry in a field definition table is maintained by the \( L^6 \) processor. The entries in this table have the form shown below.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
W & F & L & \text{additional information} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

In (1), \( W \) references a certain word in a block; this word may be either the zero-th, first, ..., 127th word in a block. Thus the field \( W \) must contain 7 bits. The entry \( F \) in (1) references the first bit of a field; the entry \( L \) references the last bit of a field. The necessary size of each of \( F \) and \( L \) is of course determined by the size of the machine word in any given \( L^6 \) system. (The type of additional information which may usefully be contained in the extra field shown in (1) will be described below.) The entries constituting the field definition table are used to access the fields to which they refer. Each of the 35 field
definition table entries may be redefined dynamically during a run under the L^6 system. Thus, the field associated with every character may be redefined during the run. Fields are allowed to overlap. Suppose, for example, that the character A corresponds to the field in word zero of a block, bits 0-15; that the character B corresponds to the field in word zero of a block, bits 7-30; and that the character C defines a field in word three of a block, bits 16-32. Then the disposition of these fields in an L^6 data block consisting of 4 words appears as follows.

![Diagram showing fields A, B, and C in a data block]

The contents of a field may be treated by the L^6 processor as alphanumeric information, as a non-negative integer, as a bit pattern to be manipulated by logical operations, or as a pointer to another L^6 block. The type of information contained in a field is defined implicitly by the way that an L^6 program uses it. Thus, there is no need to identify a field to the L^6 system as, for example, containing a pointer, containing an integer, etc.

Twenty-six logical base fields or bases are provided in the L^6 system. Each is associated with a given character A, B, ..., Z. The instantaneous value of each base is determined by the contents of an associated machine word; the 26 machine words required to store the value of all the bases make up the base values table. The contents of a base are referenced in L^6 coding by writing the name of the base (consisting, of course, of a single character). More complex field reference is indicated by the concatenation of names. Thus, the
composite name ABlCOD represents the contents of the field obtained as follows. First, get the contents of base A; treating this quantity as a pointer determining a certain block address, take the contents of the B field of this block. Treating this quantity, in turn, as a pointer determining a block address, take the contents of the l-field of this block, ..., etc. Syntactically, a name or composite name in L^6 is any string of letters and digits beginning with a letter. Semantically, and in the sense explained above, any such name references the content of a certain field in some L^6 data block.

The field contents referenced by L^6 composite names are used in L^6 programming by tests and by operations. During the execution of an elementary L^6 operation, and depending on the particular operation in question, the field referenced by the operation may either be loaded only, be stored only, or be both loaded and stored. The L^6 language provides a variety of basic field comparison tests (equality, inequality, relative size, etc.) and basic field manipulation operations (copying, addition, subtraction, boolean operations, shifts, etc.). Operations and tests are assigned one or two character mnemonics and written in a primitive infix form. An exhaustive account of the L^6 operations and tests will be presented below. Here we mention only that, for example, (AX,E,BXY) is the form in which an L^6 test comparing the contents of the field AX and BXY for equality is written, while (A0,A,BXYZ) is the form in which we write an L^6 operation adding the contents of the field BXYZ to that of the field A0, and replacing the contents of the field A0 by their sum.

The general L^6 statement is constructed of tests and operations of the above kind and has the following structure

(3) <label><condition-key><tests>THEN<operations><exit-label>
as in the following example:

(4) L2 IFN0NE(XD,E,Y)(XA,E,B) THEN (XD,A,C)(XA,A,D) L3

Various parts of the general $L^6$ statement may be omitted to form degenerate $L^6$ statements as explained in detail below.

The second argument of certain $L^6$ operations (specified in more detail below) can be a literal rather than a field name. Literals of the three types Hollerith, decimal, and octal are provided in the system. A Hollerith literal is any string of characters, digits, and periods. Operations and tests which permit a Hollerith second argument also require a Hollerith second argument, so that Hollerith literals are always distinguished from $L^6$ composite names by the context in which they occur. A decimal literal is a string of digits. An octal literal is a string of digits not including 8 or 9. The admissibility of a decimal or octal literal as the second argument of an $L^6$ argument is determined by the operation, these two possibilities excluding each other. Thus the interpretation of a numerical literal is always unique in context.

The code sequence generated by the occurrence in $L^6$ code of a composite name depends on whether the corresponding field is to be loaded or to be stored. The code sequence generated by the name ABC...DE in case of a load is shown in (5) below. In the code sequence (5) we assume the existence of two logical registers X1, X2 and three sets of additional logical registers Y00, Y01; Y1, Y11; Y20, Y21. The first of each of these pairs will be used to contain the location information for a given field; the second element of the pair will be used to contain the contents of that field. The particular pair to be used will be specified as a parameter in each call to the code generation routine which generates sequences of the form (5), and will be determined by knowledge of the particular (first, second, or third)
argument of the test or operation which is to be loaded or stored. (As indicated in more detail below, a few L operations have three arguments.)

(5)  
\[ X_1 = A \]
\[ X_2 = \text{FD}(B) \]
call getfield
\[ X_2 = \text{FD}(C) \]
call getfield
\[ \ldots \]
\[ X_2 = \text{FD}(D) \]
call getfield
\[ \rightarrow \]
\[ Y_{10} = X_1 \] (or \[ Y_{20} = X_1 \] or \[ Y_{30} = X_1 \])
\[ X_2 = \text{FD}(E) \]
call getfield
\[ Y_{11} = X_1 \] (or \[ Y_{21} = X_1 \] or \[ Y_{31} = X_1 \])

In (5) \( \text{FD}(J) \) is the \( J \)-th element of the field definition table described in the preceding paragraphs. The subroutine \text{getfield} fetches, into the logical register \( X_1 \), the field contents specified by the block pointer contained in \( X_1 \) at the time that \text{getfield} is called, and by the field definition table entry contained in \( X_2 \) at the time that \text{getfield} is called.

When code for the field store operation corresponding to a given name is required, then the sequence (5) down to but not including the line in (5) marked with an arrow is generated, and placed exactly where the full code sequence (5) would otherwise be. Then, when the quantity to be stored has been calculated, the code sequence

(6)  
\[ X_1 = Y_{10} \] (or \[ X_1 = Y_{20} \] or \[ X_1 = Y_{30} \])
\[ X_2 = \text{FD}(E) \]
call setfield

is executed. By convention, all \( L^6 \) operations will leave their results
in a logical register known to the subroutine **setfield**; this routine finds a block pointer in X1 and the corresponding field definition table entry in X2. Using this information, it performs the required field store operation. The routines **getfield** and **setfield** may be coded very directly and simply; they require for their operation only the information contained in the fields W, F, L of (1). Alternately, and for the sake of efficiency, the addresses of efficient field extraction and insertion routines may be contained in the portion of the field definition item (1) marked "additional information". In this case, **getfield** and **setfield** may call directly into the load and store subroutines whose beginning addresses constitute this "additional information". If this procedure is followed, suitable field load and field insertion routines must be compiled dynamically by the \( L^6 \) processor every time a new subfield pattern is associated with one of the quantities \( A, \ldots, 9 \). Such dynamic compilation can produce highly efficient target code.
7.5. The APL or Iverson Language.

APL is an interesting and successful programming language developed at the IBM Corporation by Iverson and Falkoff. It is distinguished by the systematic and recursive use of arrays as basic data elements; these arrays may be of dimension 1, 2, 3, or more. APL is a basically interpretive system in which such fundamental attributes of data elements as their dimension are treated dynamically; this yields a system of great power which may however for certain problems be of low efficiency. As with LISP, the use of compound structures as basic data elements obviates the need to introduce functions or subroutines with large numbers of arguments, and in fact APL only provides functions with 1, 0, and 2 arguments. APL extends scalar operations in a systematic component-by-component manner to vectors, matrices, and higher dimensional arrays; vector operations are similarly and systematically extended to 2-dimensional matrices, etc. These implicit conventions give APL inherent power and conciseness. APL's conciseness is further enhanced by the systematic use of special symbols for built-in functions. A very remarkable economy of expression is ultimately attained, a fact especially welcome and impressive in connection with the use of APL from a console.

While it is our principal intent to discuss the APL language and the structure of its interpreter, it is worth mentioning some of the features of the supervisor under which APL runs which gives it much of its flavor. APL is available as an interpretive, time-sharing, remote terminal system. Supervisor commands are segregated from statements belonging to the APL language itself, so that the language maintains its simplicity unencumbered by system complications. The APL system may be considered to operate in response to invocation messages from the user; thus, a work session may be described as a series of invocation-response pairs. An
invocation will normally be an APL language expression; the response consists of the value of the APL expression. Alternatively, an invocation may be a stage in the definition of a function; in this case, the response consists merely in a request for the next line of the same definition. Finally, an invocation may be a supervisor command. Supervisor commands are distinguished from APL language commands by an initial right parenthesis followed by key words and identifiers.

The APL console executive associates a "library" with each system subscriber, and provides numbered "public libraries" in addition. Each library is divided into "workspaces," which may consist not only of symbolically stored user-defined functions but also of a complete set of tables describing the momentary status of an APL run. This allows APL sessions to be freely suspended and resumed. Within a given work space, defined functions are accessible through their symbolic names, in terms of which they may be copied from one work space to another. Defined functions and APL variables may also be united into symbolically named "groups," and entire groups may be copied using a single supervisor-level ACS command. At any time during execution of an APL program, control may be returned to the supervisor level by transmitting an appropriate break signal from the console; execution interrupted in this way may subsequently be resumed.

An APL console is always considered to be in one of two states, command state, in which statements are received for immediate execution, and function definition state, in which text is being received for subsequent execution as part of a function. The system is toggled from one state to another by the symbol \(\triangledown\). When the console is in command state, entry of any valid APL expression causes the system to print out the value of that expression. Integer and/or real numbers are printed in a standard format; vectors
are printed by arranging their elements in standard sequence; two dimensional arrays are printed by arranging their elements in a standard two dimensional format; higher dimensional arrays are printed as a sequence of two dimensional arrays.

All simple APL statements are composed of data terms and function terms. The basic data forms are numeric constants (indistinguishably either fixed or floating point), boolean constants, and character constants. In output, the elements of boolean or numeric arrays are printed with separating blanks, the elements of character arrays without separating blanks. An APL name specifies either an array or a function name.

A large number of built-in system functions are provided; in addition, user defined functions are allowed. Functions are distinguished as monadic (one argument, always immediately to the left of the function term) dyadic (two arguments, one to the immediate right, the other to the left); occasional no-argument functions are allowed. The simple function concept is applied within APL to a maximally wide variety of processes. Both to provide standardized treatment for a wide variety of cases and to provide simplified parsing, a strict right to left Polish convention is employed. Thus, for example, the APL expression

\[ \text{A \div (B - \text{FN} (C \times (D \geq E)))} \]

is equivalent to

\[ \text{A \div (B - \text{FN} (C \times D \geq E)))} \].

Wherever possible, function symbols do double duty as monadic and as dyadic operators. This is the case with \(-\) (minus) in many languages; in APL, this convention is systematically extended, so that for example, \(\div\) \(P\) denotes the reciprocal of \(P\), \(\times\) \(T\) denotes the signum of \(T\), etc. The following rule avoids ambiguity in this double use of function characters: If the 'lexical entity' to the left of a function term in a statement is a datum, interpret the function
dyadically, otherwise interpret it monadically.

APL treats the assignment operator, designated by a leftward pointing arrow, as an ordinary binary operation having the value of its right hand side but having the "side effect" of giving its left hand side the attributes and value of its right hand side. This allows multiple assignment operations to occur as part of a composite APL expression; as usual for APL, operations are executed in a strict right to left fashion. Thus, for example, the expression

\[ A \times A \leftarrow A \times A \leftarrow 3 \]

is perfectly legal and has the value 81; it has also the side effect of assigning 9 as the final value of the variable A. If, however, the leftmost operation of an APL expression is an assignment operation, the value of the expression is not printed at the console when the expression is evaluated. Of course, in this case, the value may be obtained by separately entering the name of the variable occurring at the extreme left of the assignment expression. Thus, for example, if the expression

\[ B \leftarrow A \times A \leftarrow A \times A \leftarrow 3 \]

were entered at the console, no result would be typed. However, A would be assigned the value 9 as a side effect, and B the value 81. If the single symbol B were subsequently typed its value 81 would be printed.

The built-in dyadic scalar functions provided in APL are addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, maximum, exponentiation, logarithm to a specified base, residue, binomial coefficient, a set of circular functions, the logical and, or, nand, nor operations, and the relational operators less than, not greater, equal, not less, greater, and unequal. Monadic operators are associated with many of these binary operators; this association is often defined very simply by substituting an appropriate "implied unit quantity"
in place of a missing left operand. This implied unit is 0 in case of addition and subtraction, 1 in case of division, e in case of exponentiation, etc. In cases where this procedure is not appropriate, some other plausible significance is associated with the monadic form of a normally dyadic operator. Table 1 below, reproduced from the APL programmer's manual, gives detailed information on the built-in scalar operators provided in APL.
### Table I: PRIMITIVE APL SCALAR FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monadic form fB</th>
<th>Dyadic form a fB</th>
<th>Definition or example</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition or example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+B ↔ 0+B</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Plus</td>
<td>2+3.2 ↔ 5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-B ↔ 0−B</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Minus</td>
<td>2−3.2 ↔ −1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>×B ↔ (B&gt;0)−(B&lt;0)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Signum</td>
<td>2×3.2 ↔ 6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+B ↔ 1÷B</td>
<td>÷</td>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>2÷3.2 ↔ 0.625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>⌈B⌉</td>
<td>Ceiling</td>
<td>3⌈7 ↔ 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−B</td>
<td>⌊B⌋</td>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>3⌊7 ↔ 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>×B ↔ (2.71828..)×B</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>2×3 ↔ 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∗N ↔ N ↔ ∗N</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>Natural logarithm</td>
<td>A dB ↔ Log B base A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>2×3uffed (See Table 3.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−B ↔ Random choice</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>A dB ↔ (dB)÷((A)×(B−A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from B</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Deal</td>
<td>See Table at left</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB ↔ B×3.14159</td>
<td>Pi times</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>A dB ↔ (dB)÷((A)×(B−A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~1 ↔ 0</td>
<td>~0 ↔ 1</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>A dB ↔ (dB)÷((A)×(B−A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table of Dyadic o Functions</th>
<th>And</th>
<th>Or</th>
<th>Nand</th>
<th>Nor</th>
<th>Less</th>
<th>Not greater</th>
<th>Equal</th>
<th>Not less</th>
<th>Greater</th>
<th>Not Equal</th>
<th>Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(−A)OB</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>AoB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>≤</td>
<td></td>
<td>≥</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>Result is 1 if the relation holds, 0 if it does not:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1−B<em>2)</em>.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1−B<em>2)</em>.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccos B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sine B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccos B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cosine B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctan B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tangent B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1+B<em>2)</em>.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(1+B<em>2)</em>.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccosh B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sinh B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccosh B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cosh B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctanh B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tanh B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Any list of constants separated by spaces defines an APL vector. Thus, for example, if we write

\[ A <-- 2 \; 1 \; 0 \]

then when \( A \) is typed the value of \( A \) will be printed as

\[ 2 \; 1 \; 0. \]

Note that, typically for APL, the above assignment statement sets the value and the dimension of \( A \) simultaneously.

Character vectors are input by typing the individual characters which constitute their elements, in uninterrupted sequence and surrounded by quote marks. Thus, if we enter

\[ A <-- 'ABCDEF' \]

\( A \) becomes a character vector, and if we then type \( A \) the response

\[ ABCDEF \]

will appear.

Every scalar operator is at once generalized within the APL language to apply to arrays of arbitrary dimension and size on a component-by-component basis. This requires, however, either that the two operands of a dyadic operator be of the same size and dimension, or that one of the operands be either a simple constant or an array containing but a single element. Dyadic combination of a single element \( S' \) with an array combines \( S' \) separately with every element of the array. In terms of this convention and the standard APL conventions regarding assignments, we see that the input

\[ A \times A <-- 1 \; 2 \; 3 \; 4 \]

will produce the output

\[ 1 \; 4 \; 9 \; 16; \]

the input

\[ 1 \; 2 \; 3 \; 4 \times 2 \]

will produce the output

\[ 2 \; 4 \; 6 \; 8; \]
while the input
\[1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 \ \times \ 5 \ 6\]
will produce an error diagnostic.

Three other mechanisms by which scalar functions may be extended to arrays are provided. These are reduction, inner product, and outer product. If \( S \) is a built-in APL scalar function and \( V \) a vector of length \( m \), then the formula \( f/V \) denotes the \( f \)-reduction of \( V \), and has the value


if \( n=1 \), then \( f/V \) has simply the value \( V[1] \). If \( V \) is a two dimensional array, \( f/V \) is the vector \( U \) whose \( j \)th element is

\[V[l;j]fV[2;j]f\ldots fV[j;n],\]

and similarly for higher dimensional arrays. Reduction along other than the first dimension of a multi-dimensional array is specified by attaching an integer specifying the desired dimension of reduction enclosed in brackets as a so-called \textit{qualifier} following the slash mark specifying reduction; thus, in the above circumstance \( f/[2]V \) is the vector whose \( j \)th component is

\[V[j;1]fV[j;2]f\ldots fV[j;n],\]

while \( f/[1]V \) has the same value as \( f/V \).

The APL generalized inner product and other product provide two additional mechanisms for extending scalar functions to arrays. If \( f \) and \( g \) are two dyadic APL scalar functions, while \( A \) and \( B \) are arrays, then the \textit{outer product} \( C \leftarrow \leftrightarrow A \cdot \cdot \cdot gB \) is the array whose typical element is

\[A(i_1,\ldots,i_m)gB(i_{m+1},\ldots,i_{m+n}).\]

If in this circumstance we assume that the last dimension of \( A \) is equal to the first dimension of \( B \) and let \( D \) be the array whose elements are \( C(i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_m,i_m,\ldots,i_m),\)

the \textit{inner product} \( Af.gB \) may be defined in terms of preceding concepts as \( f/[m]D \). Note that \( A+.xB \) then denotes the ordinary matrix-matrix or matrix-vector product.
In addition to built-in scalar operations and their various extensions to arrays, APL admits an interesting family of mixed operators, i.e., operators producing vectors from scalars, scalars from vectors, or more generally arrays of a certain dimension from arrays of a different dimension. One of the most basic of these is the **indexing** function. If C is a vector and I an integer constant, then \( C[I] \) denotes the \( I \)th element of C. APL generalizes this familiar notion in various interesting ways. If I is a vector of integers rather than a single integer, the \( k \)th element of I being \( i(k) \) while the \( i \)th element of C is \( c(i) \), then \( C[I] \) denotes the vector whose components are \( c(i(k)) \). Similarly, if I is an \( n \)-dimensional array of integers whose elements are \( i(k_1, \ldots, k_n) \), \( C[I] \) denotes the array whose elements are \( c(i(k_1, \ldots, k_n)) \). If C is an \( m \)-dimensional array with elements \( c(i_1, \ldots, i_m) \), and \( I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_m \) are arrays with elements \( i_j(k_1, \ldots, k_i) \) then \( C[I_1; I_2; \ldots; I_m] \) is the array whose elements are \( c(i_1(k_1, \ldots, i_j), i_2(k_{j+1}, \ldots, k_{j+i}), \ldots) \). Elision of a coordinate selects all indices along that coordinate; thus, for example, if \( A \) is a two dimensional array, \( A(I) \) is the vector whose \( J \)th coordinate is \( A(I;J) \).

Besides its fundamental indexing operations, APL provides several additional built-in mixed functions. The monadic operator \( \text{?} \) converts an integer \( n \) into the vector consisting of the first \( n \) integers. Thus \( \text{?} 5 \) has the value 1 2 3 4 5. The monadic operator \( \text{p} \), applied to an array, gives the vector of **dimensions** of the array. The monadic **ravel** operator designated by a comma, makes any array \( A \) into the vector \( A \) of all the elements of \( A \) arranged in standard sequence.

The symbol \( \text{p} \) may also be used dyadically as the \( V \text{p} A \), where \( V \) is a vector of dimensions and \( A \) an arbitrary array; the value of \( V \text{p} A \) consists of the elements of \( A \), taken in
natural order, **but** arranged as an array of the dimensions specified by $V$. If the elements of $A$ do not suffice to fill out an array of the indicated dimension, they are cyclically repeated as often as necessary. Thus, for example, the value of

$$ \begin{array}{ccccccc} 3 & 3 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\ \end{array} $$

is

$$ \begin{array}{cccc} 1 & 2 & 3 \\ 4 & 5 & 6 \\ 7 & 1 & 2 \\ \end{array} $$

The comma may also be used as a dyadic operator; as such, it denotes vector concatenation. A dyadic **index** function $V S$ is provided, with the following significance. If $V$ is a vector of $n$ elements, then $V S$ yields the position of the earliest occurrence of $S$ in $V$, or $n+1$ if there is none such. If $S$ is an array with elements $S[I]$, then $V S$ is the array whose elements $V S[I]$. The dyadic **membership** function $A \in B$ gives 1 if the scalar $A$ belongs to the array $B$, otherwise 0; if $A$ is an array, it yields the obvious array of zeros and ones having the same dimension as $A$.

The **take** function $V \uparrow A$ is defined as follows. $V$ is a vector of integers whose length $m$ does not exceed the dimension of $A$. If the entries of $V$ are positive, $V \uparrow A$ is the array whose entries are

$$ A(i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_m, 1, 1, \ldots, 1), \text{ where } 1 \leq i_1 \leq V(1), \ldots, 1 \leq i_m \leq V(m). $$

Any negative element $V(i)$ selects the last $|V(i)|$ rather than the first $V(i)$ indices in the corresponding dimension. The **drop** function $V \downarrow A$ is defined analogously, except that an indicated number of elements are dropped rather than kept. If, for example, $E$ is a 4 by 3 matrix, then $3 -2 \uparrow E$ is the same as $-1 1 1 E$. The **grade up** and **grade down** functions, $\uparrow A$ and $\downarrow A$ respectively, produce the permutations which would order the vector $A$ in ascending (resp. descending) order. If $A$ is an array of dimension higher than 1, they act on the first dimension of $A$ unless written in qualified form as $A[N]A$ or $\downarrow[N]A$, in which case they act on the $N^{th}$ coordinate of $A$. 
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The **compress** function V/A is defined as follows. If V is a vector of length N, V/IN is the vector consisting of all integers J for which V[J] is non-zero; V/A is A[V/IN:]. The same 'selection'' action may be applied along the Nth dimension of A by writing V/[N]A. The related **expand** function V\A is defined by the condition that V/V\A is A, and that all the elements of V\A which do not correspond to elements of A are 0.

The following table, reproduced from the APL programmer's manual, summarises the APL operations. In the examples given in this table, the following arrays are used:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
P = 2 3 5 7 \\
1 2 3 4 \\
E = 5 6 7 8 \\
9 10 11 12 \\
A B C D \\
X = E F G H \\
I J K L \\
\end{array}
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sign¹</th>
<th>Definition or example²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>ρA</td>
<td>ρP ↔ 4, ρE ↔ 3 4, ρ5 ↔ 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reshape</td>
<td>VρA</td>
<td>Reshape A to dimension V, 3 4ρ↓12 ↔ E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravel</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A ↔ (×/ρA)ρA, E ↔ 12, ρ5 ↔ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catenate</td>
<td>VV</td>
<td>P,↓2 ↔ 2 3 5 7 12, 'T' 'HIS' ↔ 'THIS'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index generator³⁵</td>
<td>iS</td>
<td>First S integers, 14 ↔ 1 2 3 4, 0 ↔ an empty vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of³⁵</td>
<td>V↓A</td>
<td>Least index of A in V, or 1+ρV, P↓3 ↔ 2 5, 5 1 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take</td>
<td>V+A</td>
<td>Take or drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop</td>
<td>V+A</td>
<td>Take or drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade up⁵⁵</td>
<td>∆A</td>
<td>The permutation which would order A (ascending or descending), 3 5 3 2 ↔ 4 1 3 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade down⁵⁵</td>
<td>V↓A</td>
<td>The permutation which would order A (ascending or descending), V↓3 5 3 2 ↔ 2 1 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compress⁵⁵</td>
<td>V/A</td>
<td>1 0 1 0/P ↔ 2 5, 1 0 1 0/E ↔ 5 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand⁵⁵</td>
<td>V\A</td>
<td>1 0 1\12 ↔ 1 0 2, 1 0 1\11\X ↔ E FGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse⁵⁵</td>
<td>φA</td>
<td>φX ↔ HGFE, φ[I/X] ↔ φX ↔ EFCH, A BCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotate⁵⁵</td>
<td>AφA</td>
<td>φP ↔ 7 5 3 2, ABCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>VQA</td>
<td>Coordinate I of A becomes coordinate V[I] of result, 2 1QX ↔ BFJ, AEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>AεA</td>
<td>pWεY ↔ pW, EεP ↔ 1 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode</td>
<td>V↓V</td>
<td>1011 7 7 6 ↔ 1776, 24 60 60↓112 3 ↔ 3723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encode</td>
<td>V↑S</td>
<td>24 60 60↑3723 ↔ 1 2 3, 60 60↓3723 ↔ 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deal³</td>
<td>S?S</td>
<td>W?Y ↔ Random deal of W elements from Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: PRIMITIVE APL MIXED FUNCTIONS
The binary deal function (whose name is taken from gambler's parlance) makes a stochastic element available within APL. It has the form M?N, and selects a vector of length M at random from iN, the vector being selected from iM without replacement. The monadic roll function ?N selects a random element from iN. The binary decode function V⊥U gives the value of the vector U in the number system whose radices are given by the components of the vector V; the encode function V⊤U gives the representation of a scalar U in the number system having the components of V as radices, and gives it to as many places as V has components. A binary rotate function KΦX is provided, and is defined as follows. If K is a scalar or one element vector and X is a vector, then KΦX is a cyclic rotation of X, rotating X K places to the left if K is positive and K places to the right if K is negative. If X is an m dimensional array, then the coordinate J along which rotation is to be performed may be specified by writing the qualified operator KΦ[J]X. Moreover, K may be an array whose dimensions must equal the dimensions of X less its Jth dimension; in this case, each vector along the Jth coordinate of X is rotated as specified by the corresponding element of K. K is also allowed to be a scalar, in which case every vector along the Jth coordinate of X is rotated K places. The monadic operator ΦX corresponding to the dyadic rotation operator reverses the coordinates of a vector. It may be applied to an array of more dimensions by writing it in qualified form as Φ[J]X, in which case X is reversed along its Jth coordinate. The generalized transpose operator V φ X is defined as follows. V is a vector of length N equal to the number of dimensions of X; the coordinates of V constitute some permutation of the first m integers, with repetitions allowed. The value Y or V φ X is the array of m dimensions defined by

\[ Y(i_1, \ldots, i_m) = X(i_{q(1)}, i_{q(2)}, \ldots, i_{q(n)}) \]

in this formula, each index \[ i_j \] has the maximum range of
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variation allowed by the expression on the right hand side of the formula. The corresponding monadic operator \( OX \) may be defined as

\[
(1 \ 2 \ \ldots \ n-2 \ n \ n-1) OX,
\]

where we assume that \( X \) is an array having \( n \) different dimensions; note that if \( X \) is an ordinary matrix this operation gives the transpose of \( X \).

APL admits an interesting form of indexed assignment statement. The element immediately to the left of an assignment arrow may be an array \( A \) supplied with indices in square brackets; the pattern of indices which occurs must be such as to unambiguously designate some subarray \( B \) of \( A \). The subarray \( B \) will have certain dimensions; the expression on the right of the assignment arrow must define either an array \( C \) of these same dimension or a scalar. This being the case, each element of the subarray \( B \) within \( A \) is replaced by the corresponding element of \( C \) (or by the value of \( C \) itself if \( C \) is a scalar).

APL makes use of a simple convention providing standard-format input and output. Numerical input required within an APL expression is indicated by using the "square box" symbol \( □ \). On encountering this symbol, the APL interpreter will halt and require the input of a single numerical quantity from the keyboard. As soon as this is supplied, it will replace the occurrence of \( □ \) with the quantity supplied and interpretation process will continue. If the symbol \( □ \) occurs to the left of an assignment arrow, it designates output. To request symbolic or alphabetic input, the symbol \( ▽ \) is used instead of \( □ \).

This completes our account of the APL interpreter in its execution mode. As has already been mentioned, APL admits input in a second mode, the so-called subroutine-definition mode. When in this mode, text is received for subsequent execution as part of a user defined subroutine. A definition is opened by typing the symbol \( ▽ \). On comple-
tion of a subroutine definition, the definition is **closed** by typing once more. The symbol beginning a new subroutine definition is followed immediately by a subroutine **definition header**. The header can have one of a number of forms. At its simplest, it consists solely of a name \( a \), which subsequent to the completion of the subroutine definition body which follows the name becomes the name of the newly defined subroutine. If \( a \) is followed in the function header by a second name \( b \), the subroutine is monadic (having a single argument, the argument being represented by \( b \)), and on each subsequent invocation of the subroutine, an argument is required. If three names occurred, \( a, b \) in sequence, the subroutine is recognized as having two arguments; and \( b \) are the argument names, and the middle name \( a \) is the subroutine name. If the header occurs in the form \( Z \leftarrow A \ F \ B \) (this form may also occur without one of the arguments \( A \) or \( B \)), the subroutine is designated as a **function**; in this case, \( Z \) is the output value (possibly array) for the function. Variables occurring within a function definition will normally refer to the same logical object as identical symbolic names occurring elsewhere, which is to say that all variable names are ordinarily global. This is sometimes inconvenient and a mechanism is provided to designate names occurring within a function as being local to the function. To so name, one appends the name preceded by a semicolon to the basic function header.

Successive statements in an APL subroutine are numbered and referred to by their numbers. APL statements in a subroutine may be the targets of transfers. A transfer operation in **APL** is indicated by an arrow \( (\rightarrow) \) followed by an arbitrary APL expression. The expression is evaluated yielding an integer, and transfer is made to the statement having the appropriate number. Return from within an APL subroutine is indicated as a nominal transfer to any statement number not actually occurring in the subroutine. It is sometimes inconvenient to refer to a statement by its
explicit number, especially if the body of the function within which it occurs is to be modified. For this reason, a label option is provided within APL. If a statement occurring in the body of a function definition is pre-faced by a name and a colon, then at the end of the definition the name is assigned a value equal to the statement number. Using this label name following a transfer arrow, even as part of some more complex expression, allows one to avoid the annoyances that might result from the direct use of numerical expressions. APL routines may be called recursively; the system uses an internal stack to handle this recursion.

Relevant details concerning the inner workings of the APL function-definition mechanisms are as follows. Individual statements are stored in a lexically analyzed but not syntactically reordered form. Statement bodies are stored singly in the APL array area. A subroutine is defined by an ordered vector V referencing the successive statements belonging to it. This vector V is established when the subroutine definition is closed; while it is open, pointers to the statements comprising a subroutine are maintained as the successive elements of a list, allowing easy insertion and deletion of statements. The vector V defining a subroutine is prefixed by a field giving such additional information concerning the subroutine as its trace and stop vectors (see below) and its modification lock. A stored subroutine R may be reopened for modification by typing ∨ R.

Some few words containing the name-scoping rules used in APL are in order. Names are global unless specified as being local to a subroutine. A name F used globally as a function may not be used globally as a variable, but may be used locally as a variable within a subroutine G. If this is done, the function F becomes unavailable once the subroutine G is entered. Labels are treated as local variables within the subroutines where they occur, but are specially flagged to prevent their values (established when the function definition is closed) from being changed.
The symbol table entry defining a subroutine contains fields specifying such information concerning the subroutine as its length, the variables local to the subroutine, the subroutine's arguments, etc. With each statement in a subroutine APL associates a stop bit and a trace bit, these bits taken for all the statements of a subroutine collectively constituting the stop vector and trace vector for the subroutine. If the stop bit attached to a statement is on, execution will be suspended and control returned to the keyboard whenever interpretation reaches the statement in question. If the trace bit attached to a statement is on, a report giving subroutine name and statement number will be typed whenever interpretive control reaches the statement. The current value of the stop vector associated with the subroutine F may be accessed by using its special symbolic name $S \Delta F$ in an APL expression; similarly, the stop bits may be modified by making a normal APL assignment to the pseudo-variable $S \Delta F$. The trace vector is referenced in similar fashion as $T \Delta F$.

Various other APL features used in the definition and debugging of APL subroutines and as general conveniences affect the detailed syntactic definition to appear below. If the definition of a function is opened by the special symbol $\nabla$ rather than the normal $\nabla$, or closed using $\nabla$ in place of $\nabla$, the function is locked and subsequently the function definition may not be displayed or modified, nor may the trace or stop vectors associated with the function be changed; this feature is useful in protecting programmed exercises intended for classroom use. A locked function may, however, be erased; but only by the owner of the library to which it belongs. APL assists the editing of unlocked functions in various ways. An existing function F may be reopened for modification by typing [N], where N is 1 more than the number of statements comprising F, indicating that it is ready to accept a new line to be appended at the end of F. Typing [\[\]] will display all of F and
cause the system to await entry of an additional line; typing \([\int N]\) will display all statements from \(N\) onward and cause the system to await replacement of the last statement of \(F\). Typing \([N\lbar]\) will display statement \(N\) and cause the system to await replacement of this statement. Typing \([N\lbar]\) invokes a special mechanism for character-by-character editing of statement \(N\); the reader is referred to the APL Programmer's Manual for the details of this mechanism and the conventions associated with it.

If \([N]\) is typed, the system awaits insertion or replacement of line \(N\); use of a decimal for \(N\) allows insertion. When a function is closed its statements are appropriately ordered and successively renumbered. Function definition or display may also be requested on a single line. Thus, for example, typing \(\forall F[3]X\leftarrow X+1\forall\) opens the definition of \(F\), enters a new third line consisting of the statement \(X\leftarrow X+1\), and closes the function \(F\), locking it.

The APL system monitors the activity of programs running under it, thereby accumulating information of potential dynamic interest to system users; various dynamic items of program status information may similarly be of use. Such information may be accessed using one of a limited number of system pseudo-variables having such forms as \(I19\), \(I29\), etc., in APL expressions. The information made available in this way includes such quantities as the time of day, the date, the amount of central processor time used in the current session, the vector of statement numbers belonging to the current status indicator, the number of the next statement to be executed, etc.

APL statements, whether belonging to prestored user-defined subroutines or received directly via keyboard transmission, are stored in a lexically analyzed but not syntactically reordered form. This assures compact storage and allows the symbolic version of any statement to be reconstructed from its stored form.
The APL interpreter embodies conventions facilitating the suspension and resumption of program runs. The execution of function F may be stopped before completion in a variety of ways: by an error report, by an attention signal, or by the action of the stop bits comprising the vector SAF mentioned above. No matter how stopped, status information on the function is still active and function execution can later be resumed. In this state the function is said to be suspended. Entering a transfer →K will cause execution of the suspended function to be resumed, beginning with statement K. The possibility of fully dynamic suspension and resumption is based upon the availability within the interpreter of complete dynamic program status information. (See below for a more detailed discussion.)

In the suspended state of any function, APL statements intended for immediate interpretation may freely be entered at the console; these statements may call on additional APL functions, which may in turn lead to new function suspensions and to the entry of additional statements from the keyboard. Statements α entered for execution from the keyboard are called keyboard statements. Note that on completing the interpretation of a keyboard statement α entered from the console during suspension of some particular function F, we return once more to the suspended state of F. Suspension of F will only be dissipated when a transfer is interpretively executed from the keyboard at the level of F.

As has been noted, pointers defining those portions of the control and argument stack that correspond to the interpretation of the most current APL statement are available at all times. If an error occurs during interpretation of this statement, the corresponding stack section is cleared, and execution suspended just prior to next following statement. In addition, the availability at all times of complete
status information allows a diagnostic trace of the set of subroutines momentarily activated to be given upon system-level request at any time during the suspended state of an APL run.

Expressions within APL are written in what is essentially right-to-left Polish form, a fact simplifying certain aspects of the APL syntax. Table III below gives the syntax of APL in the generalized Backus metalanguage, while Table IV contains a summary account of the lexical types and the generator routines occurring in Table III. In order to deal effectively with the right-to-left execution order of the APL expression, we have segregated the syntactic definitions comprising Table III into two logical sub-parts, a first part detecting system commands and handling subroutine definition and editing statements, and a second part defining the APL expression interpreter. We suppose the tokens for syntactic analysis to be provided by a simple token emitter routine containing an emission-order switch; the first part of our syntax assumes a left-to-right emission order for tokens, while the expression-interpreting portion of the syntax table assumes that the token emitter has been switched over to right-to-left emission. The necessary reversal of scan order is to be accomplished in the generator routines forward (see below) which switches to the keyboard-oriented forward scan, and reverse, which goes to the reverse scan. The routine forward serves in addition for initial keyboard input of a statement, unlocking the APL keyboard to permit reception of a line, waiting for this line to become available, and calling a lexical scanner to break a newly received line into tokens. Two principal syntactic entry points correspond to our division of the APL syntax into a forward-scanning keyboard-input section and a backward-scanning expression evaluator; these appear in Table III as the syntactic types <transman> and <expr>.
Table III. APL Syntax

<-basic syntactic definition separating system commands, function definitions, and statements>

<transmsn> = '.forward ')<syscommand>..transmsn/.comnderr

'=V'.lock (0)<fhead>..fdef/.transmsn.syner

'=V'.lock (1)<fhead>..fdef/.transmsn.syner

= <stmt>/.syner

<-syntactic definitions applying to subroutine head>

<fhead> = '<*name>'<*-'. result(1)<*name>..ftail/.syner..syner

= .result(0)..<ftail/

<ftail> = '<*name><*name>..oklocal<locals*>..testloc...syner<edge>

..post(2)...syner..fdef/.dubfn.syner

= <-name>..newtest..oldedit..oklocal<locals*>..testloc...syner<edge>.post(0)...syner..fdef/.syner

<dubfn> = <-name>..newtest..oldedit..oklocal<locals*>..testloc...syner<edge>

..post(1)...syner..fdef/.syner

<oldedit> = .open...syner'[<distail>.fline/.syner

= <-edge>..setlength..fdefs/.syner

<locals> = ';! <*name>/.b.locerr

<locerr> = .errnote/

<-syntactic definitions applying to subroutine body>

<fdef> = .startnmbr..fdefs

<fdefs> = .newnmbr.forward')<syscommand>.numback..fdefs/.comnderr

'=I' <distail>..<fline/.syner

= 'V'.numback.close..transmsn/.

= 'V'.lock (1).close..transmsn/..fline

<fline> = <nondel*> 'V'<edge>.enter.close..transmsn/.syner

= <nondel*> 'V'<edge>.lock(1).enter.close..transmsn/.syner

= <-nondel*>'<edge>..fdef/.syner

<distail> = '[I']'.display/.nobox.

= <- []><*integer> '[''.lineset.display/.b.b

<nobox> = '<integer>[I' <*>integer>')[''.linefix/.b.boxless..b

= <-integer []>']['.lineset.disline.numback..fdefs/.b

<linefix> = (We shall not show the action required here. cf. APL programmer's manual for details)

<boxless> = '<integer>']'.lineset.fline/.b

<nondel> = '<*name>/.}

= '<*integer>/.
<real>/. = <quote>/. = <fsymbol>/. = <sysname>/.  
-syntactic definitions defining the APL expression interpreter>

<stmt> = .reverse..expr/  
<expr> = <name>.testvar...fsymb..midexp/.  
        = <vector>..midexp/.  
        = <quote>..midexp/.  
        = ')'<expr>('[..midexp/..synerr..synerr  
        = ')'<subs>['<name>.subscript.domerr..midexp/..synerr..synerr  
        = '□'.numin..midexp/.  
        = '□'.symbin..midexp/.  
        = <sysname>.sysval..midexp/.expend

<subs> = <expr>': };/..b  
         = ';',.misdim/.  

<fsymb> = <name> 'Δ'.'-'..testfn(3)...synerr..tvector/.fcall..synerr  
         = 'Δ'.name.'S'..testfn(3)...synerr..svector/.synerr  
<fcall> = .testfn(0)...synerr.call(0)...transmsn..expr/  
<expend> = <labpart><< edge>.clean.print.cleanup...transmsn..expr/.synerr  
          = ':'< name>/.synerr  

<midexp> = <fsymbol>.'< fsymbol><leftpart>.doinr...domerr..midexp  
          = .notsym.nodot..synerr  
          = <-<fsymbol>'o'<leftpart>.doutr...domerr..midexp/..synerr..synerr  
<nodot> = <-<fsymbol><leftpart>.dodyad...domerr..midexp/  
          = .domonad..domerr..midexp/  
<notsym> = ')'<expr>['//'< fsymbol>.doredn(1)...synerr..midexp  
          = .synerr.synerr.qualop.selecta  
          = '//'< fsymbol>.doredn(0)...synerr..midexp/.selectb  
          = < name>.testfn(2)..moncall <leftpart>.call(2)...transmsn  
          = .expr/.synerr  
<-the next few lines describe the APL indexed assignment>
The next line describes the APL transfer statement:

```
<maygo> = 'labpart' '<edge>' 'clean.dogo' 'transmsn.reval
   ...expend' 'midexp' 'expend' 'synerg
```

```
<mayfn> = 'testfn(3)' 'synerg' 'asintvect' 'midexp' 'synerg
  = '<name> 'S' 'testfn(3)' 'synerg' 'asintvect' 'midexp' 'synerg
```

```
<moncall> = 'testfn(1)' 'synerg' 'call(1)' 'transmsn' 'expr
```

```
<qualop> = 'order(down)' 'midexp'
  = '/orders' 'midexp'
  = '{' 'lefpart' 'dorot' 'midexp' 'expand
  = '<-hyp('q')val' 'dorev' 'midexp'
```

```
<selecta> = '-/[q]val' 'lefpart' 'doselect' 'domerr' 'synerg
<selectb> = '-/[q]val' 'putslash' 'lefpart' 'dodyad' 'domerr' 'midexp' 'synerg
<expand> = '[q]val' 'lefpart' 'doexpand' 'domerr' 'midexp' 'synerg
```

```
<lefpart> = '<name> 'testvar' 'fsym'
  = '<vector' '/
  = '<quote' '/
  = ']' 'expr' ']' 'synerg' 'synerg
  = ']' 'subs' '>' ['<name>' 'subscript' 'domerr' 'synerg' 'synerg
  = ']' 'numin'
  = '{' 'symbin'
  = '</sysname>' 'sysval'
```

```
<vector> = 'num(1,*)' 'makevect'
<num> = '<integer'/
  = '<real'/
```

```
<fsym> = 'testfn(3)' 'synerg' 'tvector' 'backup
  = '<name> 'S' 'testfn(3)' 'synerg' 'svector' 'backup
<backup> = 'backl/
<syserr> = 'errout' 'transmsn/
<domerr> = 'errout' 'transmsn/
<syscommand> = (The syntax of the APL system level commands is not shown.
  See the APL programmer's manual for details.)
```
Implicit in the syntax shown in the above table is the structure of APL as an interpretive system. The APL features playing a central role in this regard have a significance for interactive interpretive systems extending beyond the boundaries of the APL language itself, and are worth additional comment. The generator routines basic for this aspect of APL are dogo, cleanup, call, and errout, detailed algorithms for which are given below in Tables V through VIII. We note the following highlights.

i. Both a subroutine definition mode and an execution mode are provided; the language interpreter gets its string of tokens indirectly either from the keyboard or from a prestored statement.

ii. A statement entered in execution mode from the keyboard is immediately classified either as a system-level command for immediate execution, as the beginning of a new function definition, or as an expression actually to be interpreted. On detecting the beginning of a new definition the system toggles into input status, in which status it remains until a special definition-close signal returns it to execution status.

iii. Transfers within and calls among pre-stored subroutines are executed interpretively, using a vector of statement addresses for transfers and using a hash-addressed master symbol table for calls. Transfers are handled simply by informing the system token emitter routine of the next statement to be executed, calls by stacking the system status information described below and passing the location of the first statement of a called subroutine to the token emitter.

iv. Interpretation of APL statements involves repeated parsing; the parser will use a recursion control stack and an argument-and-operator stack. The momentary state of any single-statement parse will be defined by the state of these two stacks and a small amount of additional information, such as the identity of the statement being executed, the last symbol in this statement which the parser has reached, etc. Since APL is interpreted rather than compiled, the most
Table IV. Lexical types and generator routines for APL syntax.

A. Lexical types.

<name>, <integer>, <real>, <quote>, <edge>, <fsymbol>, <sysname>.

B. Generator subroutines associated with keyboard input and function definition.

forward- unlocks keyboard to receive transmission, awaits transmission, calls lexical scanner, signals token emitter for forward scan;
lock(yesno)- posts flag indicating lock/unlock of subroutine;
result(yesno)- posts flag indicating result/nosresult for subroutine;
oklocal- drops local argument error flag;
testlocs- tests local argument error flag;
errnote- sets local argument error flag;
post(n) - posts definition of new subroutine with n arguments, checking on legality of name and correctness of local variable sequence;
newtest- returns 'no' if name designates existing subroutine;
open- opens subroutine for correction, tests for legality of opening;
setlength- sets input line number to end of current subroutine;
startnmbr- initialises input line number to 1;
newnmbr- prints and increments input line number;
umback- decrements input line number;
close- closes subroutine definition, posts lock;
enter- enter a new line into a function definition body;
display- display all lines from current position to end of subroutine, advance input line counter to end of subroutine;
lineset- establish specified input line number;
disline- display a single line of a subroutine;

c. Generator subroutines associated with the interpretation of APL expressions.

reverse- signal the token emitter to begin reverse scan;
testvar- test a name for validity as a variable;
subscript- carry out subscript expression interpretation, checking on validity of arguments;
numinsymbinsysvaltvec
to operate
svector
make value of subroutine trace vector available as argument;
svector
make value of subroutine stop vector available as argument;
mdim
post missing dimension pseudo-argument indicator on argument stack;
testfn(n)
test name for validity as subroutine name, either with given number or with unspecified number of arguments;
call(n)
make subroutine call interpreter routine;
clean
removes edge indicator and labels from top of argument stack;
print
prints value of interpreted expression where appropriate;
cleanup
terminates interpretation of prior statement, initialises for interpretation of next following statement, signals for keyboard or subroutine input through syntactic 'yesno' flag;
doinr
executes inner product process, checking on argument validity;
doutr
executes outer product process, checking on argument validity;
dodyad
executes dyadic operation, checking on argument validity;
domonad
executes monadic operation, checking on argument validity;
doredn(yesno)
execluates reduction process in qualified or unqualified form, checking on argument validity;
simpasin
execute non-indexed assignment operation;
indexasin
execute indexed assignment operation, checking on argument and index range validity;
output
print value of expression;
dogo
interpreter of APL transfer statement;
retval
check subroutine for returned value, setting 'yesno' flag and value-print flag accordingly;
asintvect
make assignment to function trace vector;
asinsvec
t make assignment to function stop vector;
order(updown)
calculate permutation ordering quantities in specified manner;
dorot
execute rotation operation in qualified form;
dorev
execute reversal operation in qualified form;
doselect
execute 'compress' operation in qualified form;
doslash
put dyadic slash operator at top of argument stack;
doadspand
execute 'expand' operation in qualified form;
dovec
assemble string of numerical constants into a constant vector;
back
back up one token in input string;
errout
issue diagnostic, terminate interpretation of current statement.
characteristic generative actions taken by the APL parser will consist rather in the interpretive execution of a local code fragment than in the emission of code. In connection with such an action one will typically remove an operator and a pair of arguments from the argument-and-operator stack, replacing them with a reference to an operation result. Calls on user-defined functions \( F \), however, must be treated somewhat differently. In interpreting such a call, the following actions must be carried out.

a.) Record at the top of the control stack any information required by the interpreter which has not already been stacked. This will include:
ai.) The name of the subroutine containing the statement currently being executed;
aii.) The number of the currently executing statement within this subroutine;
aiii.) The position in the current statement of the last symbol scanned by the parser;
aiv.) The length of the control stack and argument stack segments associated with the currently executing statement.

This information may appropriately be called the invocation information belonging to a particular entry of control into a function \( F \).

b.) On entering a subroutine \( F \), reinitialize all non-argument variables local to \( F \) by stacking references to the prior values of these variables and by reflagging the variables as having undefined values. Initialize the arguments of \( F \) by stacking references to their prior values and causing each argument variable to reference a newly created copy of whatever argument values are transmitted to \( F \) from the point at which it is called.
c.) Establish new current subroutine and statement information, as follows:
ci.) Current subroutine is \( F \);
cii.) Current statement number is 1;
ciii.) Last symbol scanned by parser is 0;
civ.) Current control stack top pointer and argument stack top pointer are recorded.

v.) On returning from a called subroutine F, one merely unstacks the previously preserved status information, returns any output argument, restores all F-local variables to their prior values, and recommences interpretation at the point from which the subroutine was originally called. A very similar mechanism is used to return control to the keyboard on a stop or error condition and to resume operation subsequently. The occurrence of a system error or stop signal stacks all necessary status information and returns control to the keyboard which is placed in execution status. Note that by treating calls on undefined functions as errors we allow partially programmed collections of subroutines to be executed and give the system user a chance either to define a missing subroutine when it is called or to provide the subroutine result manually by direct entry. This scheme for treating calls also forms the basis for the flexible and convenient diagnostic traces and pauses used in APL.

As has been noted, the syntactic signal which returns control from the keyboard to a suspended subroutine is the occurrence of a transfer statement. Such a statement is in effect treated as a return from the keyboard to a suspended subroutine, followed at once by a transfer to the indicated destination within the formerly suspended subroutine. (cf. Table V for additional details of this mechanism.)

vi.) When the interpretation of a statement is either completed normally or terminated on the occurrence of an error, all temporary information, whether contained in the parse-control stack, the argument stack, or elsewhere, is erased before control is passed either to the keyboard or to the next prestored statement to be interpreted.

Table IV lists the lexical types and describes the gen-
Note in connection with the above table that an attention signal transmitted from the keyboard will set a stop flag within the APL system. This flag is consulted whenever interpretation of a new statement is to begin; if it is found to be set, the action appropriate for a statement bearing a stop bit is taken, and the stop flag dropped.
erator routines which occur in the syntactic definition of APL given in Table III. The lexical types which occur are rather standard: Symbolic names, symbolic integers and real numbers, quoted character strings handled internally as character vectors, specially prefixed system function names, special symbols for built-in APL functions, and a special mark representing either the left- or right-hand boundary of a statement are admitted. The lexical analysis necessary to break character strings into these tokens is straightforward, and we shall not describe it in any additional detail. On the completion of lexical analysis, the tokens representing a lexically analyzed input string are either stored as part of a subroutine or passed directly to a token emitter for subsequent syntactic analysis.

Table IV groups the APL generator routines into two main subsets, namely those routines associated with subroutine definition and a forward scan, and those routines associated with statement interpretation and a backward scan. In many cases, the action of a generator will be clear from the brief description found in Table IV. In connection with the subroutine definition generator group, note that flags indicating whether a subroutine is to be locked on closing and whether the subroutine will return a value are set up by lock and result respectively; these flags are then used by close, and in the case of a new subroutine by post, which between them accomplish most of the labor of subroutine definition. The subroutine post is invoked just after the header line of a new subroutine has been syntactically analyzed; it checks the received information concerning subroutine name and local variables for semantic admissibility and goes on to establish a subroutine data structure into which the successive lines of a subroutine doby may be incorporated as received. Note that the syntactic as distinct from the semantic validity of a local variable list appended to a subroutine header is established by the elementary joint action of the three routines okaylocal, errnote, and testlocal. With the exception of the two key routines open and close,
both of which perform fundamental operations in connection with subroutine definition, most of the remaining generator routines of the first set are elementary and serve to display lines of a subroutine either singly or in groups, to manipulate a position counter defining the next position at which a subroutine line is to be received, etc. Additional details concerning the open and close subroutines are given below as part of an account of the two slightly different data structures used to represent subroutines during definition and during execution.

Many of the interpreter-associated generator routines shown in Table IV are of straightforward action. One subgroup, consisting of subscript, doinr, doutr, dodyad, domonad, doredn, dorot, dorev, doselect, doexpand, and order, implement the various basic dyadic and monadic operations of the APL system. Most of these routines also check their arguments for validity, and will set the syntactic error flag on encountering invalid arguments. Note that a variable whose value is undefined will normally be an invalid argument.

A second subgroup of generator routines, numin, symbin, tvector, svector, and sysval dynamically create argument values in slightly non-standard ways, either receiving keyboard input, supplying values from fields maintained within the interpreter itself, or making up bit vectors from the trace and stop information associated with subroutines. Note that the APL implementation attaches the trace and stop bits associated with the subroutine directly and individually to the subroutine statements, so that, for example, the insertion of additional statements into a subroutine will not change the meaning originally belonging to a particular trace bit. The numerical input routine numin will itself issue a diagnostic and wait for corrected input on receiving input in illegal format.

The generator routines simpasin, indxasin, asintvect
perform various types of value assignment operations; indxasin also checks its arguments for validity and sets the syntactic error flag if necessary. The routines asintvect and asinsvect set the trace and stop bits associated with the statements of a subroutine. The two routines print and output are responsible for APL standard form output. The second of these routines is unconditional and straightforward; the routine print, however, which is called on completing the interpretation of an entire APL line, is called only conditionally. It will output the calculated value of the line provided that the last executed operation in the line is not either an assignment or a function call not returning a value. The print condition flag necessary for this purpose is manipulated as follows. In beginning the interpretation of a new statement, the flag is set to its print condition, either by the routine forward, or by the routine testvar. The execution of any operation returning a value will again set the print flag; the execution either of an assignment operation or a function call not returning a value will drop the flag. The necessary flag manipulation action is accomplished by simpasin, indxasin, asintvect, asinsvect, and output.

The four routines call, cleanup, dogo, errout play basic roles in the logical flow of the APL interpretation; their action, represented in detail in the four tables which follow immediately below, has been survey in preceding paragraphs. The generator misdim is called during the syntactic analysis of an APL subscripted expression to supply a marker to be stacked in place of a missing index when such cases as

\[ A(;J;;) \]

are encountered. The interpreter subroutines subscript and indxasin will subsequently take appropriate interpretive action according to whatever pattern of explicit and nominal indices is supplied. The subroutine clean is used in auxiliary fashion to remove from the syntactic argument stack the edge
marker and a string of labels which may appear on the argument stack during the terminal scanning of the extreme left hand portion of an APL statement. The subroutine makevect assembles a string of numerical constants into a constant vector; note that in a stored APL statement the successive components of a constant vector are represented simply by the succession of integers representing these components. Note also that it is only within the body of a constant vector that a blank can be used to represent concatenation.

The few generator routines appearing in Table IV but not discussed in the foregoing brief survey all have elementary actions which are described sufficiently well by the summary given in Table IV.

We conclude the present section with an account of the principal internal data structures used by APL and their role in APL interpretation. Aside from the basic symbol table, these data structures are generally arrays. APL arrays are kept contiguously in storage blocks allocated dynamically; each array is prefixed by a descriptor word giving its size, its type (logical, numerical, character, or stored text), and relevant additional attributes, and containing a live-dead bit indicating whether or not the array has passed out of use. In addition, this descriptor word points to the symbol table entry of the temporary or programmer variable having the given array as its value. In those cases in which an array which is already the value of one programmer variable is assigned as the value of a second such variable, a second copy of the entire array is created. Thus, a single array is never the value of more than one variable. This permits the following very simple garbage collection scheme to be employed. A pass over the whole array storage area is made. Space is repacked by moving arrays to eliminate dead arrays. When an array is moved, the unique symbol table entry referencing it (and which it references) is reset to show its new position.
Table V. Algorithm for the APL transfer interpreter.

**subroutine dogo**

if current statement is at keyboard level, go to key;

**insub:**
if transfer target is not integer, go to error
if transfer target is out of current subroutine range, go to popup;
post number of next statement to execute;
do current statement cleanup operations;
if trace bit for next statement is on, go to trace;

**tonext:**
if stop bit for next statement is on, go to stop;
*if stop flag is on, drop it and go to stop;*
transmit location of new statement to emitter routine;
set syntactic yesno flag to 'yes' state;
return;

**stop:**
set syntactic yesno flag to 'no' state;
return;

**trace:**
print function name and statement number;
go to tonext;

**popup:**
do current statement cleanup operations;
do subroutine return unstacking operations;
if subroutine returns a value, place this value on top of stack;
post flag to indicate whether subroutine returns a value;
return;

**key:**
erase current statement;
do current statement cleanup operations;
if control stack is empty, go to error2;
do control information unstacking operations;
go to insub;

**error1:**
issue diagnostic 'invalid transfer target';
post zero as number of next statement to execute;
do current statement cleanup operations;
go to stop;

**error2:**
issue diagnostic 'transfers illegal when no subroutine called';
go to stop;

- end of subroutine algorithm -
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Table VI. Algorithm for the APL end-of-statement interpreter.

subroutine cleanup;
if current statement is at keyboard level, go to key;
construct statement number n by incrementing current statement number;
place this statement number on stack top;
call doo;
return;
key: erase current statement;
do current statement cleanup operations;
set syntactic yesno flag to 'no' state;
return;

- end of algorithm -

Table VII. Algorithm for the APL subroutine call interpreter.

subroutine call (n);
stack information on current state of parse;
stack values of local variables;
for each subroutine statement which contains a label, find the labels
which it contains and set each label's value;
bring in external values of any subroutine arguments;
initialise all information descriptive of subroutine;
post 1 as number of next statement to execute;
if trace bit for first statement is on, go to trace;
tofirst: if stop bit for first statement is on, go to stop;
signal emitter routine on location of new statement;
signal emitter routine for reverse emission;
set syntactic yesno flag to 'yes' state;
return;
stop: set syntactic yesno flag to 'no' state;
return;
trace: print function name, statement number is 1;
go to tofirst;

- end of algorithm -
Table VIII. Algorithm for APL error-handling subroutine.

subroutine errout

issue appropriate diagnostic, indicating point of error within current statement;
if current statement is at keyboard level, go to key;
print current subroutine name and statement number;
post current statement number as number of next statement to execute;
do current statement cleanup operations;
stack control information;
return;
key: erase current statement;
do current statement cleanup operations;
return;

- end of algorithm -
A symbol table entry has the form shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name pointer</th>
<th>name length</th>
<th>value pointer</th>
<th>dimension pointer</th>
<th>hash chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1. APL symbol table fields.

The `name pointer` field in each symbol table entry references a location in a packed character array at which the external form of the symbol is stored; the `length field` defines the extent of the symbol. The `value pointer` locates that array, in the APL array area, containing the current value of a symbol, or, if the symbol has no current value, is blank; the `dimension pointer` similarly locates the array of dimensions of an APL quantity. A scalar quantity will have a blank dimension field. The `hash chain` field is used to chain together all symbols sharing a common hash address.

A symbol table entry representing an APL subroutine name rather than an array has similar fields, but these fields have a somewhat different significance. In this case, the `value pointer` references a vector defining the successive statements comprising a subroutine, while the `dimension pointer` references a vector defining the variables local to the subroutine.

An APL array is headed by a set of fields having the form shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>symbol table entry</th>
<th>live bit</th>
<th>attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>array word 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>array word 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. An APL array with its header fields.

The `live bit` is used in the manner outlined above to control garbage collection. The `array length` is given in bytes.

The `type` of an array will be one of the following: real, integer, logical, character, statement definer, local variable definer, set
of statements. Set-of-statement arrays and local variable definer arrays are referenced by symbol table entries representing user-defined subroutines; statement definer arrays are referenced through set-of-statement arrays. The symbol table entry field of an array header either defines the symbol table entry having the given array as value or dimension array, or in certain cases described in more detail below, some other field through which the array is located.

The attribute field associated with an array has a significance that varies with the type of the array. In the case of a logical (packed bit) array, the attribute field contains an integer between 0 and 7 describing the number of unused bits in the last byte of the array. An integer array of length 1 may have the special attribute "unmodifiable" indicating that it represents the value of a label.

The symbol table entry corresponding to an APL subroutine will reference an array of statement-set type and an array of local variable definer type. The first of these arrays will have an open-closed attribute and a locked-unlocked attribute; the local variable definer array will have a returned-value attribute, and an integer attribute describing the number of arguments of the associated subroutine. When a subroutine is closed, the associated statement set vector will have the form shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>statement set</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>symbol table entry</th>
<th>live bit</th>
<th>closed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>location of subroutine header</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>location of statement number 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>location of statement number 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. The statement set vector of a subroutine, closed form.
This form of the statement set vector is appropriate for the efficient interpretation of APL transfer statements occurring within a subroutine.

When the same subroutine is opened, either during its initial definition or for modification, the statement set vector is put into a variant form in which statement references and symbolic statement identifiers alternate. This open form of a statement set vector is shown in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>statement set length</th>
<th>symbol table entry</th>
<th>live bit open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>line identifier 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location of line 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line identifier 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location of line 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...  

Figure 4. The statement set vector of a subroutine, open form.

As lines are added to an open subroutine, whether it be for insertion or as replacement lines, they are successively added, together with their labels, to the end of the open statement set vector. Thus, the logical body of an opened subroutine can be defined at each moment as the collection of its lines appropriately reordered in terms of their identifiers, and where the latest of any group of lines all having the same identifier is to be kept while the others are to be eliminated. The implied "sort and comb" action will be performed automatically whenever a whole sequential section of the subroutine is displayed; this same action is performed again when the subroutine is closed, at which time the statement identifiers occurring in the open form of a statement set vector are eliminated, putting the statement set vector into its closed form. The APL subroutine close
routine also examines all the lines comprising a subroutine, detecting all labels, adding them to the local variable definer vector for the subroutine, appending the appropriate value to each label, and checking the use of labels for semantic correctness. Figure 5 below shows the form of a local variable definer vector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>local definer</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>symbol table entry</th>
<th>live bit</th>
<th>argument descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>symbol table pointer 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>symbol table pointer 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>symbol table pointer n (for label)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>local value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>symbol table pointer n+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The local variable definer vector for a subroutine.

An ordinary local variable is flagged as such, and represented simply by a pointer to the variable's symbol table entry; a label is specially flagged, and the corresponding symbol table pointer is followed by field containing the value of the label.

An APL statement is represented by an array of the form shown in Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>statement</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>statement set entry pointer</th>
<th>live bit</th>
<th>attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symbol pointer number 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symbol pointer number 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. The APL statement-definer array.
Each statement definer points to the statement set entry referencing it. The two attributes of a statement definer are the stop bit and trace bit of the corresponding statement. Keyboard statements are referenced through a special statement set vector which may be considered to define the members of a nominal (keyboard) subroutine.

The syntactic argument stack is used to store the information which must be preserved during an APL subroutine call. Figure 7 shows the arrangement of information in the section of this stack corresponding to a partially interpreted statement $S$ during a period when the interpretation of $S$ has been interrupted by a call to a subroutine. All the various types of stack entries shown in Figure 7 bear distinguishing flags, allowing the routines which process them to take appropriate action in every case.

```
Figure 7. Layout of argument-stack information during a call from a statement to a subroutine.
```
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The same remark applies to the entries in the corresponding control stack section, shown in Figure 8. Note that, since the call-associated information is kept in the argument rather than the control stack, the control stack contains a smaller variety of fields than the argument stack.

Figure 8. Layout of control-stack information during a call from a statement to a subroutine.

When the execution of a subroutine is suspended by the occurrence of an error, external signal, or stop bit and control is returned to the keyboard, information is stacked in a pattern logically resembling that shown in Figure 7. Since in this case no partial parse information or local variable pre-call value need be preserved, the argument stack area has the simpler form shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Layout of argument-stack information during suspension of a subroutine.
CHAPTER 8. THE SELF-COMPILING COMPILER.

One of the most serious long term problems in programming is the incessant and growing burden of reprogramming inevitably imposed by the continuing rapid development of physical hardware. The use, for the great bulk of programming of source language code reduces this problem by several orders of magnitude below the catastrophic proportions which it would have if machine language programming were still common. Nevertheless, even the small discrepancies in source language (say, FORTRAN) dialects available on different machines are productive of considerable difficulties. This difficulty, which in overall terms is proportional to the total accumulation of source code which must be carried from one machine generation to the next, is itself of growing significance and must, unless significant further steps of programming language standardization are taken, inevitably choke off the continued growth of society's library of effectively available programs. Dialectal variations in machine independent source languages like FORTRAN have one of their irreducible sources in the substantially different word lengths and the slightly different arithmetics with which machines are built. A more subtle but also quite significant source of dialectal variations lies in the tendency of even the most conscientious programmer to introduce small, possibly random variations in the action of a compiler being written de novo, especially in those inevitably numerous cases in which the "official" specification of the language is marginally incomplete. In the present chapter, we should like to propose a scheme for attaining a quite considerable measure of additional standardization in the definition of source languages, and moreover of making the process by which a source language is carried over to a new machine simpler and more efficient. The scheme to be described is one which has often been considered, and in some cases even implemented.
It involves the use of a compiler written in its own language, and capable therefore of compiling itself over to a new machine. Our effort will be to define and isolate to a maximum extent, the necessary machine dependencies residually inherent in such a compiler. By doing so, we aim to arrive at a system of programs which may be "bootstrapped" as smoothly and automatically as possible.

We should like, in order to explain our intent, to offer a suggestive biological analogy. The whole symbolic structure of programs written in a given source language, and ultimately carried by the compiler for the language, is capable (if it can run at all) of providing complex function and may be likened in biology to an extensive chromosome describing the multiple functions of a cell. Assuming that the few necessarily machine dependent parts of this possibly very large symbolic structure are carefully isolated into a small subsection of code, we may regard this part of the total symbolic structure as the description, to the symbolic entity (or chromosome), of its external environment (the machine). By changing only the machine dependent part of the larger structure we "mutate" the chromosome, producing a modified version of it which is capable of "infecting" a new environment. Thus, by proper design of our chromosome, we provide a highly "infectious" structure capable of spreading rapidly into a variety of environments. The presence, on the other hand, of a large number of implicit or hidden machine dependencies within a symbolic structure makes it highly environment-specific and therefore "uninfectious." Since technological development is bound to change the environment within which programming systems exist, it is clear that the uninfectious symbolic structures will be "killed"; only the most highly "infectious" structures can survive long enough to evolve to any very impressive level of function.

We may note, in analyzing the necessary parts of a self-compiling system, that

a) since it cannot safely be assumed that all necessary
information structures are available "in memory," an input/output function must be provided within the system.

b) This input/output function ought, for the sake of generality and convenience, involve the logical ability to reference arbitrary numbers of external files.

c) Such an ability implies the availability of at least a minimal operating system. For this reason, our discussion will, in the present chapter, go slightly beyond compiler theory proper and touch on some of the basics of operating system design.

The problem that must be faced is the following. We wish to define languages entirely in their own terms. For syntax, this is easy: we have only to use any reasonable metalanguage capable of describing code generation. This metalanguage can, as we have seen repeatedly in the preceding chapters, readily describe itself. The semantic side of our problem however, requires that we have available a language in which generator routines, symbol table manipulating routines, etc., as described in the preceding chapters, may be expressed. As seen in these chapters, this requires that we express a collection of algorithms more varied, less highly standardized, than those involved in syntax analysis. For this reason, we require for the expression of our generator algorithms a language going somewhat beyond what is appropriate for a specialized metalanguage. Such a language may appropriately be a language of algebraic type (built around a fairly standard assignment statement) which, on the one hand, omits those many features of algebraic languages not needed for the rather limited purpose intended, but on the other hand, includes some essential supplements. Foremost among these is the ability to define the bit-field-size of symbolic quantities, an ability that, as we have noted, is absolutely necessary to secure strict machine independence. Such a language will be described in the present chapter. Before doing so, however, we shall describe
the overall flow of the process by which we intend our symbolic structure (compiler) to pass from one machine to another.

Note first that, in order to isolate machine dependencies to a maximum degree, we insist that the compiler be written in its own language, and that it contain no scattered data statements descriptive of the particular machine on which it is running. Ideally the only machine dependent part of the compiler proper should be a single block of parameter statements defining such irreducibly necessary machine dependent facts as the machine word size, the size of the character field, the size of the symbol table and other main compiler tables appropriate in view of available memory size, etc. On the other hand, if the system is to run, connection with actual machine order codes must be established somehow, since the octal order codes for accomplishing addition, multiplication, etc., on the one hand, and the basic "driver" code sequences for I/O functions, etc. must be available somewhere. To narrow and standardize the symbolic code → machine code interface, we shall agree to place all this machine dependent code in a single binary file of data which we shall call the machine block. We assume that, whenever a program runs, this machine block is present in low core. We assume that the only information about the machine block available to the compiler, is a list defined by an initial parameter-type statement of the addresses, at which the machine language functions ultimately required for the running of symbolic programs are to be entered. Call the binary file of machine code constituting the machine block in the sense just explained. We assume, in accordance with the above, that with every compiled and in its low core locations the compiler loads the block MB; alternately, we could assume that the block MB is re-entrant, permanently resident in low core, and thus that it never requires special loading except at machine start-up. At any rate we shall always show the machine block MB as an explicit argument in a compilation.
Production of the machine block MB is, of course, the most laborious part of the work involved in transferring the self-compiling compiler to a new machine. MB will normally be produced from an assembly language written code. This code must be written with an eye to the machine's operation code set, channel configuration, external storage device configuration, etc. In order to facilitate the task of producing the block MB for a new machine, we shall always assume that a simple assembler, capable of assembling code for machines of arbitrary word length, is available within the general system containing the self-compiling compiler. We call the symbolic code for this assembler, written in the source language compiled by the self-compiling compiler, A. Intending also to imply that a rather minimal language is sufficient to express all necessary compiler functions, we call the language compiled by the self-compiling compiler LITTLE.

The total list of files, binary and symbolic, which therefore make up to minimal compiler system required for any given machine are as follows:

**Binary Files:** an executable LITTLE language compiler -- file C; an executable syntax expander code -- file E; a binary machine block -- file MB.

**Symbolic Files:** LITTLE-code for the assembler -- file SA; symbolic code for the compiler, written in a combination of syntax language and LITTLE-file SC; and symbolic code for the syntax expander, written in a combination of syntax language and LITTLE -- file SE.

The bootstrap procedure which takes us from an original machine M1 to a new machine M2 is then shown in Table I below. In preparing for the bootstrap procedure, we must

a) write an assembly language code SMB', which when assembled will produce the machine block MB' for the new machine.
b) hand-modify a few parameter statements in the symbolic code SC to produce a new symbolic code SC' which represents a LITTLE compiler for the machine M2.

c) hand-modify a few parameter statements in the symbolic code SE to produce a new symbolic code SE' which represents a syntax expander for the machine M2.

Note that, since the core programming system which we carry through the bootstrap procedure contains both a reasonably powerful systems programming language and an adequate syntax expander, the system is highly viable in the sense explained above.

TABLE I. BOOTSTRAP PROCEDURE FOR THE SELF-COMPILING COMPILER

| A = C(SA, MB)            | compile the assembler          |
| MB' = A(SMB')            | assemble the new machine's    |
|                           | machine block                  |
| SC1 = E(SC')             | produce a LITTLE-coded        |
|                           | compiler, which will run       |
|                           | on M1, but produce code for M2 |
| Cl = C(SC1, MB)          | produce an executable compiler,|
|                           | which will run on M1, but      |
|                           | produce code for M2            |
| C' = Cl(SC1, MB')        | produce an executable         |
|                           | LITTLE-language compiler      |
|                           | which will compile on M2 for M2|
| SE1 = E(SE')             | produce a LITTLE-coded syntax |
|                           | expander for M2                |
| E' = Cl(SE1, MB')        | produce a binary syntax        |
|                           | expander for M2                |

At this point, all the files MB', C', and E' are available to machine M2, and the LITTLE language has been carried to the new machine.

In Table I, we have assumed implicitly that the compiler system is capable of accessing a number of external files. On a large machine, provided with an adequate set
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of external storage devices, these access operations might be accomplished by the automatic action of a family of storage device drivers, which, of course, form part of the machine block MB. On a small machine, where no such devices are available, the same goal might instead be accomplished by transmitting an operator console message requiring that a new paper tape be mounted. In either case, and of course neglecting speed considerations entirely, the logical structure of our boot-strap procedure remains the same.

It is now time to give a more detailed description of the LITTLE language. In defining this language, it is our intent to incorporate only that relatively minimal set of essential features which are truly necessary in the convenient expression of compiler function. As already noted, we shall build our language around an assignment of the standard form \( \text{destination} = \text{expression} \); this yields a convenient source form and has the second advantage of being close enough to the underlying machine load-store operations to facilitate the production of good target code.

Our compiler will have to perform arithmetic in bit fields of arbitrary length. Of course, it need provide only integer and not floating point arithmetic. The arithmetic operations provided will be: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and integer division, all of which are convenient auxiliaries in the expression of compiler functions. It is convenient and easy to provide a variety of additional boolean, comparison, and bit-field manipulating operators. These will be listed and described in more detail below.

In addition to the basic assignment statement, we require, of course, that a conditional transfer or "if" statement be available within our language, and that an unconditional transfer or "go to" statement, a "call" statement for the invocation of procedures of closed subroutine type, and a "read" together with a "write statement" be available also.
A "computed go to statement" is also provided; this state-
ment gives access through the LITTLE language to the indexed
transfer instruction available on most machines, and
increases efficiency considerably in certain situations.
Since the expression of a full compiler may require quite
a bit of code, variable name conflicts can become a practical
problem in writing a compiler. To avoid this, we find it
appropriate to introduce a subroutine feature of the FORTRAN
type, capable of providing name isolation. Accordingly,
we introduce a "subroutine" statement, a "function" statement,
and a "return" statement for returning from a called subroutine.
This collection of nine members is our full list of executable
statements, though, of course, we also require, as non-
executable statements, and "end" statement for marking the
end of a single subroutine, as well as a "rin" statement
for indicating the end of all the statements of a program.

In addition to the executable statements described
above, we include several essential declaration statements
in the LITTLE language. In the first place, since we must
provide variables representing bit fields of arbitrary size,
we introduce a declaration statement SIZE which enables
us to associate a bit field size with a variable name. This
statement will have the form shown in the following example:

\[
\text{SIZE A(10), B(36), C(45)}.
\]

A single index, which may be an arbitrary expression, may
be attached to any variable name. Such an "indexed name"
is taken to refer to the bit field obtained by offsetting,
from the bit address belonging to the unindexed variable
name, over the number

\[
\text{SIZ * (INDX - 1)}
\]

of bits; here, SIZ represents the declared size of the variable
in question, while INDX represents the index value to be
applied.
In order to provide for the storage of arrays on a reasonably rational basis, we include a "dimension" declaration of standard form in the LITTLE language. This enables us to declare the size of any array with which we are concerned, and enables the compiler to make corresponding storage space reservations.

To make it possible to initialize the values of variables, and to make it possible to collect all machine dependent program parameters into a single section of code, we provide both a "data" statement and a macro feature. The data statement allows data items of integer, octal, and alphabetic type, and has the form shown in the following example:

```
DATA X=10/Y=BC775/JIM=3AJIM/STAR=1A*.
```

The more general form shown in the following example is also allowed.

```
DATA ARRAY1=10,11,12,13,B16/ARRAY2=0,0,0/C=3AJIM.
```

Using such a data item, we can set the value of arbitrarily many locations of an array. The macro feature is explained below.

In order to improve the readability of LITTLE program listings, we include a "comment" statement in the language.

The LITTLE expression is composed in relatively standard fashion out of variable and function names, which are combined with members of a list of arithmetic, comparison, boolean, concatenation, bit-counting, and field extraction operators. With the exception of the triadic field extraction operator, all these operators are either diadic or monadic. The diadic operators are written in the usual infix notation, and the monadic operations are written as prefixes. Aside from the arithmetic operators, which are denoted by their usual special symbols, operators are designated by symbols obtained by enclosing a one, two, or three letter mnemonic between successive periods. More specifically:

1. The comparison operators are designated in the Fortran IV manner by .EQ., .NE., .GT., .LT., .GE., .LE.;
2. The boolean operators are designated in the Fortran IV manner by .OR., .AND., .EX., the last of these representing the "exclusive or", and by .NOT. which is a prefixed monadic operator;

3. A concatenation operator represented by the prefixed symbol .C. is provided, as is a monadic bit-count operator represented by the prefixed symbol .NB. A prefixed monadic "first non-zero bit position" operator .FB. is also provided.

4. The subfield extraction operator is triadic and is written in prefix form, as follows:

```
.F. <expr 1>, <*number>, <expr>
```

This operator extracts, from the quantity obtained by evaluating the <expr> which it contains, a subfield whose size is given by the <*integer>; the value of expr 1 determines the first position of this extracted field. The same form, written on the left side of an assignment statement, represents a field insertion operator (part word assignment). Accordingly, the four possible forms of LITTLE assignment statements are

```
<*name> = <expr>,
<*name> (<expr 1>) = <expr>,
.F. <expr 1>, <*number>, <*name> = <expr>
.F. <expr 1>, <*number>, <*name> (<expr 2>) = <expr>,
```

which represent respectively, the simple, the indexed, the partword, and the indexed partword forms of the assignment statement.

As in other languages, precedence rules are provided to reduce the number of parentheses needed to specify an expression. Table II below shows the precedence groups of LITTLE operators, arranged in order of increasing precedence.

Table II. The operators occurring in LITTLE expressions, arranged in order of increasing precedence.

1. (comparison operators) .EQ., .NE., .GT., .LT., .GE., .LE.;
2. (arithmetic addition and subtraction) +, -;
3. (monadic arithmetic minus) -;
4. (arithmetic multiplication and division) *, /;
5. (boolean addition, concatenation) .OR., .C.;
6. (boolean inversion, bit count, first bit operator)
   .NOT., .NB., .FB. ;
7. (boolean multiplication, exclusive or) .AND., .EX.;
8. (subfield extract operator) .F. <expr 1>, <*number>, <expr>;
9. function references, array references.

Table III below gives a quick-reference list of all
the allowed forms of LITTLE statements.

Table III. Quick-reference summary of LITTLE language.
Executable statements:

if (<expr>) go to label
  go to <label>
  goby <expr> (<label l>,..., <label n>)
  call <name> (<expr l>,..., <expr n>)
  return
  continue
  read <file>, <var>
  write <file>, <expr>
  a = <expr>
  a (<expr 1>) = <expr>
  .F. <expr 1>, <*const>, a = <expr>
  .F. <expr 1>, <*const>, a (<expr 2>) = <expr>

Declaration statements:

  subr <name> (<arg 1>, ..., <argn>)
  fnct <name> (<arg1>, ..., <argn>)
  end
  fin
  data <var1> = <const11>, ..., <constlm> / <var2> = <const2l>,
  ..., <const2n>/.../<vark>=<constkl>...,<constkn>
  dims <var1> (<const1>), ..., <varn> (<constn>)
  size <var1> (<const1>), ..., <varn> (<constn>)
Table IV below contains a formal syntactic definition, written in the extended Backus meta-language, of the LITTLE language. In subsequent paragraphs of the present chapter, we shall describe the action of each of the generator subroutines appearing in Table IV; this will provide a very detailed account of the operation of the LITTLE compiler.
Table IV. Syntax and Generators for the LITTLE language.

<statement> = SUBR..subst/. = FNCT..funst/. = CØMM..comst/.
= .chkend'/*<name>.gengol(labop)' /*.unlab/.unlab.
er(3).er(4) —

<unlab> = IF..ifst/. = GØ..gost/. = CALL..callst/.
= GOBY..gobst/..= RETN..rest/.. = END..endst/.
= FIN..finst/..= DATA..datst/.. = READ..readst/.
= WRIT..writst/.. = CØNT..cdend/.. = DIMS..dimst/.
= SIZE..sizest/.. = <asgn> / —

<ifst> = '(! <expr> ') ' GØ TØ <name>.genif..cdend/ 
er(5).er(6).er(7).er(9).er(9).er(3) —
<gost> = TØ <name>.gengo..cdend/er(9).er(3) —
<callst> = <name> '(! <plist> ') ' .gencall(2) .cdend/ 
er(10).er(11).er(7)
= allri .gencall(1) .cdend/ —

<plist> = <expr> <expr*> / —
<exprc> = '"' <expr> /..er(6) —

<subst> = <*name> .gensub(no) '(! <arg> <args*> ') '
..cdend/er(10).er(11).er(7).
= .allri .gensub(no) ..cdend/ —
<args> = '"' <arg> /..er(11) —
<arg> = <*name> .genarg/. —

<retst> = .genret..cdend/ —
<endst> = .genend..cdend/ —

<fin> = .terminate/ —
<data> = <ditem> <ditems*> ..cdend/er(12) —
<ditems> = '/<ditem> /..er(12) —
<ditem> = <*name> '=' <*const> <datents*> .gendat/er(13)
er(8).er(13) —
<datents> = '"' <*const> /..er(13) —

<readst> = <*name> '"' <expr> .genread..cdend/ 
er(14).er(14).er(14) —

<writst> = <*name> '"' <expr> .genwrit..cdend/ 
er(14).er(14).er(14). —
<comst> = <comp*> CMND..cdend/.er(12) —
<comp> = CMND.false/
 = *e0rf..er(15)/
 = *any> .unstack / .er(12) —
<dimst> = <dimelt> <dimelts*> .. cdend/ .er(12) —
<dimelts> = ', <dimelt> / ..er(12) —
<dimelt> = *name> '('< *integer> ')') .gendifm
 .er(11).er(5).er(11).er(7) —
<sizest> = <sizelt> <sizels*> .. cdend/.er(12) —
<sizels> = ', <sizelt> / .er(12) —
<sizelt> = *name> '('< *integer> ')') .gensiz
 .er(11).er(5).er(11).er(7) —
<gobst> = <expr> '('< *name> <namec*> ')')
 .gengoby/.er(6).er(5).er(3).er(7) —
<namec> = ', <name> / .er(3) —
<funst> = *name> gensub(yes) '('< arg <args*> ')') ..cdend/
 .er(10).er(5).er(11).er(7) —
<asgn> = 'left> = <expr> .genasin(AN)..cdend/
 .er(8).er(6) —
<left> = '.F.' <expr> ', <integer> ', *name>
 '<( ' <expr> ')').set(AN,4)/
 = *name> '('< expr> ')').set(AN,2)/.er(18).er(6).er(7)
 = <name> .allri.set(AN,2)/ —
<noinx> = .allri.set(AN,3)/ —
<expr> = <arexp> <cop> <expr> .arith(A@)/.b..b
 = <arexp> .allri/. —
<arexp> = <sterr> '+' <arexp> .arith(1)/.b..b
 = <sterr> '-' <arexp> .arith(2)/..b
 = <sterr> .allri/ —
<cop> = '.GT.' setop(A@,3)/.
 = '.LT.' setop(A@,4)/.
 = '.GE.' setop(A@,5)/.
 = '.LE.' setop(A@,6)/.
 = '.EQ.' setop(A@,7)/.
 = '.NE.' setop(A@,8)/. —
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<term>  =  <factor> '<*' <term> .arith(9).marith(1)/.term.b..b
        =  <--factor> '/' <term> .arith(10).marith(1)/..b
        =  <--factor> .allri. marith(1)/ —

<factor> =  <lterm> '.ØR.' <factor> .arith(11)/.b..b
        =  <lterm> '.C.' <factor> .arith(12)/..b
        =  <lterm> .allri/ —

<lterm>  =  '.NB.' <lterm> .marith(2)/.b
        =  '.FB.' <lterm> .marith(3)/..b
        =  '.NOT.' <lterm> .marith(4)/..b
        =  '.N.' <lterm> .marith(4)/.b
        =  <lterm>/.b —

<lterm>  =  <lterm> '.AND.' <lterm> .arith(13)/.b..b
        =  <lterm> '.A.' <lterm> .arith(13)/..b
        =  <lterm> '.EX.' <lterm> .arith(14)/..b
        =  <lterm> .allri/ —

<lterm>  =  '.F.' <expr>, <*>integer>, <expr>.genextr
         /.b..er(17).b
         =  '( ' <expr> ' ') '/..b..er(7)
         =  <*name> '>(' <expr>, <expr*> ')': gencall(3)
          /.b..b..er(16).er(7)
         =  <*name> .allri/ —

<er>  =  fetchp(EN).ermes(EN).findend/ —
<cdend>  =  '.,' ..statement/.er(2) —
<findend>  =  '.,' ..statement/.er(12) —
The general structure of the LITTLE compiler is as follows. A lexical scanner analyzes the successive characters of a source program to be parsed, dividing an input string into atomic words, calculating the values of constants as necessary, and initializing a hashed symbol table, i.e., a hashed array containing a unique reference to every variable name occurring in the given source program. This array is called HA; each item in it points to an attribute entry belonging to a second fundamental table VOA (variable and operator attribute array); entries in HA corresponding to variable names also point to a copy of the symbolic variable name to which they correspond. The lexical scanner provides successive lexical input atoms to the main parse routine. The main parse routine is a recursive syntactic recognizer written in the extended Backus metalanguage and calls various generator subroutines. Table IV lists the extended Backus metastatements defining the syntactic recognizer for the LITTLE language, and hence constitutes the definitive specification of the syntax of LITTLE. Table V lists the generator subroutines called directly from the main syntactic analysis program.

Table V. Generator subroutines called directly during parse of LITTLE programs.

A. Generator subroutines of elementary action.
   allri, false, unstack, set, setup, fetchp, ermes

B. Generator subroutines corresponding to declaration statements.
   gensub, genarg, genend, terminate, gendim,
   gensiz, gendat, (gengol).

C. Generator subroutines corresponding to executable statements.
   genif, gengol, gencall, genret, genread,
   genwrit, gengoby, genasin, arith, marith, genextr
The generator routines occurring in Table V are classified according to the nature of the generative action they take. The "elementary" routines are those which are concerned neither with code generation nor with manipulation of entries referenced through the hash symbol table. The generator routines "corresponding to declaration statements" are concerned almost exclusively with manipulation of attribute entries referenced by name pointers in the hashed symbol table. These routines assign attributes by setting subfields of attribute entries; check on the consistency of name usage by examining the attribute entries attached to a given name; and, in a similar way, take account of the LITTLE name-scoping rules described below. The generator routines "corresponding to executable statements" also examine attribute entries and set relevant subfields of such entries. In addition, however, these generators or further subroutines called by them construct new entries in the VOA array which represent calls on machine-dependent code-selection routines. Note then that, as its name implies, the VOA array contains entries of two types: those representing variables and those representing operators. A new operation entry, when constructed by a generator subroutine corresponding to an executable statement, is placed at the top of the unused portion of the VOA stack, so that the order of operator type entries in the VOA stack also represents the order of the corresponding code fragments in the output code to be generated. Note also that the generator routines invoked during the parse of the component parts of the syntactic type <expr> (constituting expressions of quite general form) enter references to the entries which they construct into the hash array HA; using these entries, the same routines detect common subexpressions within basic program blocks and suppress logically redundant recalculations.

The occurrence within a LITTLE source program of either a label or a subroutine call terminates a basic code block within which formally redundant calculations are truly redundant and may be suppressed. For this reason, on encountering such a label we call a BLOCKEND
procedure, which assigns compiler-created "temporary" variables for storage of the result of each calculation in the compiler-generated macro-code stream, and which respecifies the inputs to a macro operation as a temporary variable rather than as the calculation whose result this temporary variable represents. This, on the one hand, reduces the logical context of each macro-operation in the code stream to something quite local, i.e., to a finite set of variables representing inputs, thereby transforming the code stream into a sequence of "productions" directly usable for final code generation. On the other hand, when proceeding in this way we break the logical links between an operation and the prior operations which prepare its inputs and make formal identities between distinct calculations unrecognizable. It is for the latter reason that temporary variable specification is postponed to the occurrence within our source-code of a block-terminating label or subroutine call. The BLOCKEND procedure also purges the hash-table HA of all entries representing operations rather than variables; this purging operation is done using an efficiently-aimed device implicit in the procedures described below.

Translation of LITTLE source-code into tabular macros representing eventual calls on code-selection routines continues in the manner described above until the occurrence within the source code of a FIN-statement terminating the source program to be translated, at which point code-selection action is commenced. The generated macros are processed, and the associated machine code produced. The code selection procedure is generally as follows. Each macro call in turn is examined by an ASSEMBLE routine which determines, by reference to the particular operation to be performed, and by reference to its input variables and their size, whether the operation is essentially elementary and to be performed by an open-macro-sequence of a few machine instructions, or whether the operation is non-elementary, in which case it is to be performed by a closed subroutine, written in LITTLE or directly in machine code, which performs the required complex operation by a programmed sequence of elementary steps.
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The following document (by C. Ernest) represents an effort (originating with John Cocke and Jack Schwartz) to initiate a discussion among a selected sample of experts concerning some of the principal issues in the design of commercial-grade compilers. It is hoped that, even when a consensus does not emerge from the discussion, strategic issues will at least be defined, directions for future research indicated, facts brought out, etc. Your frank, forthright opinion is solicited; in areas of controversy, the documents produced will be regarded as "debates on paper."

A first response is attached, and may help to indicate the style of response which would be helpful. In addition to any questions raised by specific assertions in the enclosed document or by points of comment thereby suggested, we would like to have your opinion specifically on the following questions.

1. What quantitative information on compiler performance standards (size, speed) is available? Speed is probably best stated in terms of instructions per statement compiled, some indication of the amount of optimization performed and the general adequacy of the compilation being given. Bases for or reference for figures should be cited where possible.

How are the overall data and space requirements of a given compiler affected by the size of the programs which it aims to compile, and by the complexity of the language to be compiled?

2. What proportion of compile time do various compilers devote to various principal subprocesses? What are the data space and code space requirements for the principal logical subparts of typical compilers?

3. What are the best compile-speed figures attainable by non-optimizing or only very slightly optimizing compilers? What are the best sizes attainable by such compilers?

4. What are the principal issues which arise in attempts to optimize the use of storage (automatic overlay planning, segment planning, etc., as distinct from optimizations which aim at reducing the number of instructions executed)? Do existing COBOL compilers (or possibly JOVIAL or ALGOL compilers) contain any useful ideas on this score?

5. To what extent should the machine on which a compiler is to be implemented affect its design? Is this merely a matter of core size and a few other overall parameters, or must much more detailed considerations concerning order code structure, storage hierarchy, etc., play a role?
6. What are the principal issues to be faced in the sectioning of a compiler into phases? How does the size of available core affect this question? What are the principal solutions employed in sectioning existing compilers? How is compiler efficiency affected by the need for sectioning?

7. Can anything about register use optimization be said on reasonably machine-independent basis?

8. What are the principal compiler variations occasioned by special features of the language to be compiled? In particular, do compilers for very large languages (like PL/1) have a fundamentally different structure than compilers for smaller languages, or are they merely expanded versions of the same sort of processor which would be used to compile a smaller language?

Note that the paragraphs of the following document have been individually numbered. This is intended to facilitate reference to particular points; we ask you in your comments to make use of these paragraph numbers where appropriate.
I. (1) These comments outline some of the ways in which industrial compilers for higher order algebraic languages such as FORTRAN, Algol, and JOVIAL have solved, or attempted to solve, the various problems which complex design must face. The differences between academic, or experimental compilers as contrasted with industrial, or (usually) practical compilers are explored. Also discussed are the compiler-compiler approach, the features that make a good industrial compiler, and some actual speeds and sizes for existing compilers. (2) Throughout, various existing compilers are cited as examples. Although some of the best compilers are mentioned, it is often true that a particular technique is illustrated best by an inferior compiler, so that citation in this paper should not be taken as a sign of excellence. We do note outstanding compilers.

II. Structure
(3) The compiling process, as understood currently consists of the following phases:

1. (FORTRAN only) Prescan. Most FORTRAN compilers include a prescan for each statement to determine statement type. For ASA Standard FORTRAN IV, this prescan can be done by a finite state machine: this technique is implemented in at least one existing compiler (CSC). For a FORTRAN which allows subscripted subscripts, the finite state machine must be supplemented by at least a nesting level counter. FORTRAN can be parsed without a prescan, but the added complexity of syntax would make the compiler bigger and slower.

2. Lexical Scan. The lexical scan picks the tokens out of the source string: reserved words, operation signs or words, identifiers, constants, and comments. The first three
categories are often handled identically by the token scan, except that reserved words and operation words or signs are pre-posted in the symbol table, along with any built-in function names the language may have; these are found and handled properly during a standard identifier search.

(4) One important function of the lexical scan is to reduce the size of the input string -- clearly this is accomplished by replacing identifiers, constants, etc., with pointers to symbol table entries. It is also done by causing strings of blanks to be represented by either zero or one blank (according to the language), except within character constants. It has been found that comparing each input string word with a word consisting of the code for a string of blanks causes an increase in compile speed of up to 1/4, especially in simpler compilers; this feature is found in most industrial compilers.

(5) We know of no American industrial compiler in which the lexical scan is a separate pass. It is always combined with the first pass syntax scan. Typically, the syntax scanner calls the lexical scanner to obtain the next segment of the string. In most cases, the lexical scanner is a hand-coded routine, usually in assembly code, based on a table lookup of characters in one or more tables (which table(s) depends on the current state), which implicitly "knows" the language being compiled. Thus it can throw away comments, recognize and convert constants, etc. In any compiler, this tailoring of the lexical scan greatly increases efficiency; in syntax directed compilers based on Chomsky context free grammars, the tailoring is mandatory in order that the compile speed be reasonable.

(6) There are exceptions to the above: An SDS 910 Algol compiler by Programmatics, and all of the GENESIS family of compilers by CSC, include a lexical scan which is at least partly based on a formal (analytic) grammar. Older compilers in the GENESIS family include part of the lexical scan in the normal first pass syntax scan -- viz., the recognition of constants, identifiers, and some reserved words. These compilers
do include a lexical scan, the state of which is set by the syntax scan (following along behind it).

3. Syntax scan

(7) The syntax scan accepts the source string, usually partially predigested by the lexical scan, and produces as output a code string in some form -- often reverse Polish. Whether the syntax scan is one pass or two depends on the language, the space available, and the quality of code desired. Algol, for example, is naturally a two pass language, because uses of identifiers can appear before their definitions (and the definitions, when they do appear, can even influence parsing); a single pass syntax scan is possible only at the cost of restricting the language, producing some rather bad code, or cleaning up the code later. When a scan is done in two passes, the first essentially processes name definitions, and the second produces code.

(8) FORTRAN and JOVIAL are naturally one pass languages.

(9) The syntax scan also produces almost all of the diagnostic messages produced by the compiler (they may be printed later, as in the CSC GENESIS compilers, the CSC Univac 1107 Fortran compiler, etc., but the information is developed during the syntax scan), and may make some error corrections.

(10) The process of parsing is by far the best understood part of compilers, and for that reason has received most of the attention in print. The syntax pass is built around a particular parsing technique, but the non-syntactic functions of the syntax scan usually require at least twice as much time and space as the syntactic functions, especially in compilers which produce fairly good code. We return to this subject later.

(11) The methods used for syntax scans in production compilers fall into three categories:

a) Standard, or Bauer-Samuelson scan. This method has been used since before 1960; evidently the earliest production compiler to use it was that for Burroughs 220 Algol, a version of Algol 58; the compiler was largely designed by Joel Erdwinn.
Since then, the standard scan has been used in, among others, the Univac 1107 and 1108 FORTRAN compilers, the IBM 360 FORTRAN H and TSS 360 FORTRAN compilers. (It has also been used in assemblers allowing non-trivial expressions; for example, the SLEUTH II assembler for the 1107).

b) Scans based on Chomsky type 2 grammars. This type of scan has received most of the attention in the literature; usually some restriction of a context free grammar is allowed (bounded context, operator precedence, etc.).

A number of compiler-compilers have been based on grammars of this type as well; most of them are not production tools, however. One which evidently has been used to produce a compiler, based on an explicit context-free grammar, is the TRANGEN system of Compass, Inc. Actually, this system is based more on Floyd productions than on context free grammars.

Some production compilers have been built using a hand-coded version of this type of syntax scan; that is, the grammar is not explicitly part of the code for the compiler, but the structure of the scan is based on it. The Digitek FORTRAN compilers use essentially this technique. There is also a very poor CDC 1604 Algol compiler, written at Oak Ridge, based on a context free grammar technique.

IBM for a while supported a project to produce compilers from context-free grammars. There was at least one FORTRAN compiler for the 7094 produced in this way, but as it was significantly slower and larger than other IBM compilers, it was never released.

There is also in existence a JOVIAL compiler for the 7090, written by SDC, which uses a matrix technique quite similar to an operator precedence grammar.

c) Scans based on analytic grammars. The only industrial compilers using these are the SDS 910 Algol compiler written by Programmatic, and the entire family of GENESIS compilers, produced by CSC, for Algol, JOVIAL, and a proprietary CSC language.

The Programmatic compiler is based on syntax tables produced from a single syntax language by the use of assembler
macros. The CSC compilers are produced by a full-fledged compiler-compiler.

(18) This scan method allows speeds comparable to that of the standard scan. Some of the same techniques are used in writing the grammar as are used in a standard scan; for example, the typical analytic grammar expression scan is essentially a standard scan, except that the operator pushdown list is contained in the string being parsed. For instance, using (V) as the metalinguistic name of any expression or variable, and (P+), (P*), and (PT) as the names of a pushed-down +, a pushed-down *, and a pushed-down ↑, respectively, a scan might proceed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \quad + \quad B \quad \uparrow \quad C \quad * \quad D \\
(V) & \quad + \quad (V) \quad \uparrow \quad (V) \quad * \quad (V) \\
(P+) & \quad (P\uparrow) \\
(V) & \\
(P*) & \\
(V) & \\
(V) & \\
(V)
\end{align*}
\]

Note that, if pointers to the variable entries in the symbol table are connected with the (V), the (P\uparrow), the (P+) and the (P*) names in some way, this method of scanning allows trivial construction of expression trees directly from the scan.

4. Optimization phase

(19) Many industrial compilers, especially those for small machines, omit this as a separate phase. Either very little optimization is done, or it is done locally and the phase is combined with the syntax scan and/or the code generation phase. With careful attention to machine details, and with a simple
register memory during code generation, it is possible to produce quite reasonable code without a separate optimization phase. All the early Digitek compilers and some of the current ones, including the off-the-shelf-FORTRAN, do not perform global optimization; this is true of the first crop of GENESIS compilers. A number of less successful compilers also omit the optimization phase; e.g., the CDC 1604 Algol compiler, and most of the SDC JOVIAL compilers.

(20) Techniques used for global optimization, and the exact set of optimizations performed, vary widely. Roughly, one can say that common sub-expressions are eliminated in certain places, loop constant expressions are removed from loops, computations in loops are reduced in strength, etc.

(21) The first optimizing compiler was of course FORTRAN I, written by a team at IBM; it contained the seeds of a great many good ideas, and was quite remarkable for its time. The best code currently produced by a compiler probably is produced by the IBM 360 FORTRAN H compiler. The TSS FORTRAN compiler, using a different technique, runs a close second, and is much faster (originally 4-5 times faster). An optimizing compiler need not run slowly. Illustrations of this point are furnished by the Univac 1107 and 1108 FORTRAN compilers; these compile at approximately 14,000 instructions executed per source card, including input/output. An even better illustration is furnished by the TSS FORTRAN compiler (360), which runs at approximately 8,000 instructions executed per source card (CPU time only).

5. Code generation phase

(22) The code generation transforms the internal form of the code, using the symbol table, to some representation of actual machine instructions. Except for the symbol table, only local information is used. The internal forms used may of course be only a sequence of calls on routines in another phase.

(23) Code generators typically consist of a rather large number of individual generation routines, corresponding to the operators in the code generator input string. Probably the hardest task
of a code generator is to assign the machine registers, and generate necessary temporary storage cells. This task may be made easier by information collected earlier by an optimization phase.

(24) For some small machines, of course, register assignment is a simple problem, because there are only 1 or 2 registers available; the Digitek SDS 910 FORTRAN compiler, for example, has only an immediate register memory for the machine accumulator. Most industrial compilers by now incorporate a register memory, destroyed at code entry points, for the machine accumulator and index registers. A commonly used technique for choosing a register for a new quantity is to pick an empty register if possible, or to destroy (with a possible store) the contents of the register containing a quantity which is used farthest away in a forward direction; the Univac 1107 FORTRAN compiler, among many others, uses this method.

(25) Much of the most important object code optimization is accomplished during the code generation phase. This includes a whole bag of very locally applicable coding tricks: deletion of an add of zero, or a multiply by 1; replacing a division by a constant with a multiplication by the reciprocal; converting constants to the correct type; replacing a multiply or divide by a power of two by a shift; and innumerable others made desirable by the quirks of a particular machine. Most of the better code generators also expand built-in subroutines, including those for some type conversions, in-line.

(26) Code generation is typically quite fast, because of its local, non-combinatorial nature. This is not true in the CDC 6600 FORTRAN compiler, however, because the code generator also schedules the instructions in an attempt to allow the machine maximum overlap when the code is run; this process is highly combinatorial. Other fourth generation machines will require compilers with the same characteristic. Also, if a very careful job of register assignment is done, the code generator will be slowed down quite a bit.
6. Output Editing

(27) This phase produces the actual binary load modules containing the object code, and may produce an assembly style listing of the generated code. The editing phase also carries out the assembly process -- substituting addresses for symbol table pointers -- on the code.

(28) Some compilers actually use the standard assembler for the machine to accomplish the output editing; that is, the compiler produces actual card images and inputs them to the assembler. For experimental compilers, this technique is often quite useful; for production compilers, it is not to be recommended, because of the speed sacrifice. The IBM 7094 FORTRAN compiler used this technique, as did the later BOS FORTRAN compiler for the 360.

(29) In a few compilers -- notably those of the GENESIS family produced by CSC -- the output editor also allocates the storage for object program data, in a fashion strictly determined by earlier processes, and passed to the editor as a system of pointers and sizes. This approach is useful for compilers which produce code for more than one object machine.

(30) The editor may also merge diagnostics produced by several phases together with the source string, and possibly an assembly listing of the generated code. Most compilers, including all IBM industrial compilers, produce either no or an extremely unreadable listing of the generated code. Exceptions to this are the Univac 1107 and 1108 Fortran compilers, and the family of GENESIS compilers.

(31) Editing is, rather surprisingly, somewhat slow, especially when a full output listing is produced. This is evidently due to the fact that each generated instruction requires quite a bit of attention, and that most machines on which compilers run are ill-suited to the character and bit string manipulations that an editor must perform.

(32) The editor of course also produces any debugging symbol tables usable by the system, and sorted symbol dictionary listings and maps.
III. Storage allocation and file handling in the compiler

1. Symbol tables

(33) Almost all commercial compilers use symbol tables based on a hashing search technique. The hash table is typically separate from the data storage area, and links are used for the hash chains -- this allows simple allocation of the space in the data storage area. In an optimizing compiler, the same hash technique is often used to find formally common sub-expressions as is used to find identical names or constants. (34) There are exceptions to the above: Digitek compilers use a tree storage method for source names. A single list (stored contiguously) contains all the characters which have occurred as the first character in a name, and for each a name or location of a sublist containing the second character which followed that particular first character in some name, etc. Some Jovial compilers provide for a "compool" -- that is, a common pool of symbol and other information -- which is larger than the compiling machine can contain in core. The program is first scanned, and all names not defined within the program (definitions in the program take precedence) are collected, sorted lexicographically, then compared against the previously sorted list of compool names on a tape -- thus the size of the symbol table is determined by the names actually used in the program, and only one pass over the tape is required.

(35) Except for the above-mentioned Jovial technique, symbol tables are almost always kept entirely in core throughout the compilation, and data is not moved within the table, so that pointers to the data can be kept easily. An exception to the latter part of the statement is again provided by the Digitek compilers -- see below.

(36) For languages having more than one scope of definition for names, a number of different techniques are used. Jovial and some FORTRAN's (having subroutines included within the main program) have only two scopes: main program or subprogram. This is usually handled by posting inner scope names so that the search process finds them first, and by deleting all names
defined in the inner scope at the end of that scope. Often
the restriction is made that a previous scope -- even an outer
one -- is not resumed once an inner scope has been entered;
in this case, deletion of the inner scope names is not necessary.
(37) Another technique,* useful where it is inconvenient or
expensive to delete names or to change chain pointers for
names in an inner scope, is to keep with each symbol table
entry a scope begin number = the number of the begin scope,
numbering consecutively from the start of the program, within
which the particular entry is defined. A single bit for each
different scope range is also kept; these are initially all
zero, and are set to 1 individually as each individual scope
closes. The "within scope" check for a name is then that the
current scope begin number is greater than or equal to the stored
scope begin number, and that the end marker for the stored
scope begin number has not yet been set. Forward referenced
labels present a further problem: this can be solved by
assuming that each label is defined at each scope (creating
entries as necessary when a label is referenced), and that some
inner labels have the same address as corresponding outer labels
(a label entry is set to point to the corresponding entry for
the next outer level when a scope is exited and no definition
for the label has occurred).
(38) Equivalence or overlay information is another important
detail, the solution to which is not particularly enlightening,
and which varies from compiler to compiler. Some system of
links is typically used.
(39) Most of the information stored with a symbol entry is
of fixed length, so that a standard amount of storage can be
reserved at the time the entry is made. Exceptions to this
are the characters of the name itself (except in FORTRAN
compilers) and such things as dimension information. Some
compilers keep separate name tables, with pointers to attribute
information; this has the disadvantage of splitting the available

* used in the GENESIS compilers.
space into two parts. Another technique is to store the name just before the attribute information in core, keep as one attribute the number of characters (words) occupied by the name, and reference the entry by a pointer to the start of the attribute storage -- this permits rapid (non-variable length) access to attributes, and also allows slightly slower access to the name itself from the attribute part.

(40) For languages which allow a small maximum number of dimensions for an array, some compilers allow space for the maximum number in every array entry. FORTRAN has the problem that dimension information may occur after the first reference to a name, so that allowing space for exactly the correct number of dimensions when the symbol table entry is first made is not always possible. Algol has the same problem, although more locally. Therefore dimension information is often stored remotely, and pointed to from the name. One nice technique, used in the GENESIS family of compilers, which is convenient for both constant and variable dimensions, is to store the information as a Polish string (remote from the variable entry) which can be appended to the actual subscripts at reference. For example, for a two dimensional array \(A\), declared in Algol as \texttt{array A [LB1:UB1, LB2:UB2]}; the stored Polish string would be:

\[
\text{LB2, -, UB1, LB1, -, 1, +, *, +, LB1, -} \downarrow
\]

At an actual reference, e.g. \(A[I,J]\), the names or expressions \(A, I\) and \(J\) would simply be followed by the stored string in the code output, to produce:

\[
A, I, J, \text{LB2, -, UB1, LB1, -, 1, +, *, +, LB1, -} \downarrow
\]

*More generally, the stored Polish string for an n-dimensional array is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LBn, -} & , \text{UB1, LB1, -}, 1, +, *, \text{LB(n-1), -}, \\
\text{UB2, LB2, -}, 1, +, *, \text{LB(n-2), -}, \\
\vdots \\
\text{UB(n-1), LB(n-1), -}, 1, +, *, \text{LB1, -}
\end{align*}
\]

-741-
In non-Polish, this is:

\[ A \left[ ( I + (J-LB2) \times (UBL-LB1+1) \right] - LB1] \]

Of course, the actual subscripts and the upper and lower bounds can be expressions or variables or constants in this representation.* This permits consistent handling of static and dynamic arrays at reference, and provides extremely rapid generation of code at reference. This technique does not work quite as well for FORTRAN because of the necessary reversal of the actual subscripts.

(41) For compilers running under time sharing systems where space is charged for in increments of pages, it is important to use as few pages as possible -- that is, not to have a number of pages part full if fewer almost full pages would do. The IBM TSS/360 FORTRAN compiler (written by CSC) has been planned with this in mind.

2. Internal table storage

(42) Except for the symbol table, and input and output files, tables in a compiler are usually fixed length. One noteworthy exception to this is the storage scheme of the Digitek compilers: each table is referenced every time through a pointer, so that tables can move freely. Whenever the contiguous space for one table is used up, storage is reallocated and data moved, if possible, to create more contiguous space for the full table. This has the advantage of making maximum use of the available core -- which for Digitek compilers is typically very small. It has the disadvantage that when the available space becomes nearly full, much time is spent reallocating. The extra time required by the extra level of indirectness is also an added cost, but a minor one; because tables are referenced essentially interpretively (see below), there is little extra code space required.

* constants may be combined if desired, of course.
Every commercial multi-pass compiler uses the same sections of core for different programs or tables in the different passes. Most operating systems provide for code overlays in this fashion; one of the most flexible schemes is provided in the Univac 1107 and 1108 systems.

3. Input/Output files

Typically, the source string, a scan or construct string (for two pass syntax scans), various intermediate code strings, the final binary output string, and the listing file, if any, are I/O files, at least on compilations too large to fit into core. Of course, not all compilers have all these files -- the Digitek compilers have only an input source file, and an output binary file and print file (they are one pass).

Optimizing compilers often keep the intermediate code string in core between the syntax scan and the optimization pass; one convenient form for expressions, for example, is trees, which do not lend themselves to easy input and output.

A technique used in the GENESIS family of compilers is to provide rather large buffers for each of the intermediate files, so that they can be kept entirely in core for small compilations. If the file does become too large to stay in core, the first buffer is kept in core to cover the tape rewind time at the start of the next phase -- all other buffers are written on tape. This technique is also used in at least one SDC JOVIAL compiler.
IV. Flexibility; debugging of the compiler

1. Flexibility

(47) Except for the smallest commercial compilers, wherein space constraints determine almost the entire plan, a reasonable amount of space and speed is sacrificed in order that the compiler be debuggable and that it be amenable to reasonable change.

(48) One of the most important contributors to this flexibility is a clean interface between each of the various phases. That is, the number of tables, files, etc., should be kept to a minimum, and the implicit information in each should be kept to reasonable limits. For example, in the Univac 1107 FORTRAN compiler, and in the entire GENESIS family of compilers, the only information passed from the syntax phase to the code generation or optimization phase is the symbol table, the code string (in intermediate format), and a few parameters (like 5-10). This approach is carried to an extreme in the IBM 7094 FORTRAN compiler, where only the assembly format card file is passed between the syntax phase and the code generation phase. The reason that clean, explicit interfaces cost time and space is obvious: the amount of data passed is relatively large, and it is sometimes necessary to go to some work to discover information in a later phase that was much easier to find in an earlier phase, but which could not be or was not included in the explicit interface neatly.

(49) Machine or language independence of the compiler adds greatly to the interface problems -- see the discussion of GENESIS compilers below.
2. Debugging

(50) Every good commercial compiler of medium to large scale includes within itself some tools used only for the debugging of the compiler itself.

(51) For example, the Univac 1107 FORTRAN compiler recognizes some unpublicized "reserved words" as legal statement types; these cause a trace of a following statement, as it is processed by the compiler, to be printed.

(52) The GENESIS compilers include routines to produce a core dump listing in relocatable format, using the names of routines and tables which are part of the compiler. They also include a formatted symbol table dump, which among other things, prints the names as character strings; and a formatted Intermediate Language dump, to list the intermediate format of the code string in a fashion most readable to a compiler writer. All these routines occupy part of the space allocated for the symbol table, so that when the compiler is operating in non-debug mode, no space is required -- the routines are merely written over by data storage. An octal correction facility for the parts of the compiler itself is also included. The choice of which, if any, debugging tools are to be activated is indicated in the normal option list on the card which calls the compiler into operation.

(53) The IBM TSS/360 FORTRAN compiler also includes some of the same types of tools.

(54) See also the next section.
V. Compiler-compilers

(55) So far as we know, the only compiler-compiler worthy of the name which is being used to produce commercial compilers is CSC's GENESIS system. Other compiler-compilers either do a small part of the job (e.g., build syntax tables only), or they produce compilers which are toys. Since GENESIS is reasonably successful, but does have some problems, it is worth some discussion.

(56) GENESIS consists of a large system which accepts the source for a language specification, makes a number of theoretical and practical checks on it, produces tables and code from it, and provides for debugging of it within the GENESIS system. In addition, GENESIS consists of a compiler structure plan in some detail, an Intermediate Language design, and a number of code generators, optimizers, and editors for a number of machines. The grammar used to express the syntax of a language is an analytic one; the pragmatic functions (e.g., symbol table posting and searching, code production) are in the first generation of GENESIS written in a special interpretive language -- in the second generation in a procedure oriented language (SYMPL).

(57) The debugging tools included in the GENESIS system include symbol table and IL dump routines -- callable at any time, and a syntax level trace of the recognition process (turnable on and off), as well as the logical consistency checks made automatically on a language specification.

(58) The output of GENESIS is a set of binary tables in the format of the compiling machine system, and the code in the same binary format (as well as several kinds of listings).

(59) GENESIS has by now been used to produce Algol compilers running on the IBM 7094, the Univac 490 and 494, and the GE 635. The compilers running on the 7094 and the 490 each produce output code which runs on these two machines, and on the CDC 3600 and the SDS 910. The 7094 and the GE 635 compilers also produce code which runs on the GE 635. A Jovial compiler running on and producing code for the IBM 360, which includes
an optimizer, is in the latter stages of checkout. PL and FORTRAN compilers are planned. To give an indication of the machine independence of the language specification, be it noted that the first two passes (the syntax scan, including code production, etc.) of the 5 compilers running on the IBM 7094 are identical, in source and in absolute binary, for all 5 compilers. A single language specification (source and binary) serves for all five.

(60) The GENESIS compilers -- particularly those of the first generation, which include a large amount of interpretive code -- are not the most rapid available: the 7094 compilers run at about 137,000 instructions executed per source card including all I/O, etc. The new compilers are faster; the Jovial compiler runs at 100,000 i.e./s.c. on the Model 65; a SYMPL compiler runs at 84,000 i.e./s.c. on the 1108.*

The space required is about average for a medium scale compiler, but a hand-coded compiler with similar features could probably be written to occupy 1/2 to 2/3 the space occupied by the GENESIS compilers. Improvements could be made to increase the speed almost to that available from good hand-coded compilers; the space required could not be reduced much more than at present without a large speed sacrifice, or loss of modularity.

(61) Somewhat surprisingly, the Intermediate Language has not created many problems, except those normally associated with explicit interfaces of any kind. Although most compiler theoreticians have convinced themselves that a general Intermediate Language is impossible, the fact remains that a practical one, requiring only minimal change to accommodate a new machine or source language, is quite possible (at least for the Algol, FORTRAN, Jovial, PL/I class of languages).

(62) The biggest problem with GENESIS is proving to be standardization. Any system which supports a number of compilers cannot be allowed to change without careful

* this compiler generates code for the 60-bit 6600, which means editing takes 60 to 70 percent of the time.
consideration of the consequences for existing and future compilers. There are already two major versions of GENESIS--the second incorporating a number of major improvements--as well as a few minor wrinkles introduced to adapt the system for a particular compiler without careful enough consideration.

(63) GENESIS does not permit the same kind of easy definition of a new language that, say, a university compiler-compiler system might. This is mostly because it is aimed at producing commercial compilers, and this is not an easy job in general (see the discussion below). GENESIS does make implementing a compiler a quicker and more reliable job than hand coding allows; it provides for greater compatibility between compilers; and significantly eases the maintenance of a compiler.
VI. The Digitek method

(64) Digitek provides off-the-shelf FORTRAN compilers, particularly for small machines, which are probably the easiest compilers to move from machine to machine in existence. The compilers are not fast, do not produce verbose diagnostics or code output listings, and do very little optimization. They are extremely small, compile all of FORTRAN plus some sensible extensions, and as mentioned, are easy to move to a new machine.

(65) An attempt was made, jointly by Digitek and PRC, to use the same technique to implement PL/1, with notable lack of success. Evidently the technique is best for small languages.

(66) The compilers are based on a set of POPs - Programmed Operators. Each POP is essentially an instruction in a higher level machine -- the POPs are interpreted, fairly efficiently. Each POP typically consists of an operation to be performed and the name of a list involved, and possibly a skip flag. The list names are consecutive integers, used to index into an address table containing pointers to the lists (see Internal Table Storage, above), so that the field required in the instruction is quite small. The 360 POP set requires only 2 bytes per POP, including the list name. Almost all lists are pushdown lists, so that subscripting is usually not necessary, and so that recursive techniques may be easily programmed. Included in the interpreter for the POPs is a storage allocation routine which uses every last word of available space for the lists, if necessary (see Internal Table Storage, above).

(67) The reason that the compilers move so easily to a new machine is that most code is written in POPs, so that only a new POP interpreter (or part of one -- the interpreter itself may use POPs) is necessary, plus new code generation POPs for the new machine. Of course, the compilers are relatively small, and the techniques are quite well understood by now, which helps.
VII. The language in which a compiler is written

(68) Until fairly recently, all commercial compilers were written in assembly code, except for the SDC JOVIAL compilers. The best compilers, from a user point of view (Univac 1107 and 1108 FORTRAN, IBM 360 FORTRAN H and TSS FORTRAN), still are. FORTRAN H for the 360 was originally written in an extended FORTRAN, but was recoded in assembly code for system release 14; the assembly code version runs much faster than the older version, although it is full of bugs.

(69) The SDC Jovial compilers written in Jovial were very large and very slow--partly because the art of compiler writing was not as well understood then as now, and partly because of the inefficiency of the Jovial code. These compilers included very little optimization, so the compiler code itself was poor.

(70) It is becoming possible to write a compiler in a higher order language with little loss of speed. The GENESIS compilers are written in either Algol or SYMPL. Even though the optimization for these compilers is of the local variety, speeds are quite reasonable. Newer compilers, compiled through an optimizing compiler themselves, are faster, but are not yet released. There are also one or two existing Jovial compilers (one by SDC, one by CSC) which are written in Jovial, compile most of the language, are not globally optimized, which run quite fast. The CSC Jovial on the 1107 (rather experimental, and somewhat rudimentary) runs faster than 10,000 instructions executed/source card.

(71) It must be stated that the biggest improvements in speed of compiler code written in a higher order language come from local optimizations, including a rather careful use of machine facilities and a reasonable register assignment scheme, and from the careful coding by the programmer to avoid inefficiencies which the compiler cannot remove. Global optimization will allow further improvements, and a sophisticated register assignment scheme even more.
Unfortunately, none of the standard existing higher order languages are well-suited for writing compilers. The desirable features of a language in which to write compilers are:

1. Access to machine part words as variables in the language. This has implications for the object code data storage allocation as well as for the code production.

2. Some form of based storage. Using array subscripts as pointers is possible, but awkward, and it may lead to some unnecessary machine word size dependence. This is particularly true with the newer machines, which have several different sizes of data which are easily accessed.

3. Multi-level scope of definition of names. This permits combining separate routines written by different people with little trouble.

4. Efficient calling sequences, either as standard in the language, or as an alternate to the standard. The ability to leave arguments in registers is very valuable, even at the cost of extra declarative information required from the programmer.

5. Some access to machine instructions, either by subroutine call, or as built-in language functions. This point combines with point 4.

6. Data structures and allocation rules which permit efficient (not variable at many levels, as in FL/1) access to data, control over placement of variables in memory, including control of overlays, and the combining of heterogeneous types of variables in a single structure or entry (as in a symbol table).

7. Some provision for recursive routines. This is not absolutely necessary, but is very convenient, as many compilation processes are naturally recursive. Again, extra declarative information -- e.g., which routines are recursive, which variables are to be stacked -- may be required in the language without reducing the effectiveness of the tool much. Recursion is becoming quite cheap, with many machine registers, re-entrant code, etc. This point also combines with point 4 very strongly.
8. Some rudimentary macros and conditional compilation tools. Something as simple as the JOVIAL DEFINE is useful; statement functions which are compiled in line at reference, as in the Univac 1107 FORTRAN compiler, are better and usually sufficient. Conditional compilation allows the easy adaptation of the same source code to several different machines, for example.

9. Some provision for initialization of variables.

10. Some provision for at least rudimentary handling of character and bit string (of word length or less) variables and constants. In addition, octal (not -- repeat, not -- hexadecimal) constants are extremely handy to have.

(73) A number of other features would be convenient, but not strictly necessary. An example is the status variable in JOVIAL and SYMPL, and the status switch in SYMPL. It is necessary in general to have both real and integer variables and expressions, but the real variables are used very seldom--only in input/output conversions and in constant combination or generation in the code generation phase -- so that if a library of routines is provided, real arithmetic is not strictly necessary in the compiler language.

(74) PL/I probably has more of the above features than any other language, but in particular it does not have 4, 5 or 6. In addition, it has so many features which are essentially useless in writing a compiler that much unnecessary inefficiency is unavoidable. JOVIAL, FORTRAN, and Algol also each have some of the required features, but not all. SYMPL is probably the best existing choice, but still does not have feature 7, and has a weak form of feature 8.
VIII. Differences between Commercial Compilers and Toy Compilers

(75) We will list the features of a "good" compiler in each field, which are different for the two types:

Commercial Compiler

1. Well-integrated with the machine operating system.
   This includes a good correction facility for source code (the IBM 70/4 and 360 notwithstanding), intelligent use of I/O, careful use of storage space, and control statements consistent with other system compilers (this last is often surprisingly hard to accomplish).

2. Well-debugged and well-documented.

3. All features of a language implemented.

4. Informative diagnostic messages, which catch most of the most common programmer errors, and which do not require many passes over the source to catch all existing errors (if possible, of course).

5. Output code is reasonably efficient.

6. Full listings, including such things as sorted symbol dictionaries, cross-reference listings, allocation tables, etc.

7. Easily maintainable. Debugging tools are built into the compiler, and the coding practices are such that changes do not upset the whole compiler (if possible).

(76) The only real feature that a toy compiler, or a toy compiler-compiler has which a commercial compiler does not is a clarity and consistency of design from a theoretical point of view. This in turn permits rather large changes to be made in the language, or new languages to be added, fairly easily.
IX. Implementation Problems for a Commercial Compiler

(77) It is well known that production of a commercial compiler takes much longer and is much more expensive, as a general rule, than the production of a toy compiler. It is worth noting the reasons for this, because they are not the obvious ones.

(78) Probably the biggest problem in implementing a commercial compiler is in fitting it to the existing machine operating system. No existing operating system is well enough documented or debugged to permit adding a nontrivial compiler without a fair amount of trial and error to discover just how to make the system do something close to what is desired; this is true in particular of relocatable loader input formats. Other trouble areas are system I/O, and overlay handling. Of course, if the system is small, or if no attempt is made to use it well, this problem largely disappears. The former condition applies to most of the systems within which the Digitek compilers live, which explains part of the ease of moving them. The system is not used well if the compiler produces an assembly input file, as do many toy compilers; this does avoid the relocatable format problem handily, though. This overall problem of system compatibility cannot be over-emphasized, and must be experienced to be believed. It behooves any implementation project to assign at least one man from the start to learning to live with the system. Note that for languages with I/O, the system interaction problem also exists for the object time library.

(79) The other large problem in implementing a commercial compiler is usually that of exact language definition. Often a new machine will necessitate changes in an existing language -- cf. 2 byte integers in 360 FORTRAN IV. Another problem, often overlooked, is what to do about incorrect code; if an addition to the language is made to make a commonly made error legal, then compatibility with other past and future compilers for the same language may be affected. Further, particular conventions with regard to definition points for
common variables in FORTRAN, for example, may hurt optimization in the future considerably. Calling sequences and storage allocation rules must be designed very carefully, as these usually affect the definition of the language itself. The entire problem of exact language definition is likewise always underestimated, and must be experienced to be appreciated.

Of course, for toy compilers, the decisions convenient for the moment are made.

(80) There are some other more obvious reasons why a compiler is a major effort. The object time library must usually be written and debugged (a toy compiler can usually use an existing one). All the aforementioned points relating to clean interfaces, flexibility, maintainability, etc., cost time in implementation.
Appendix (I) A Summary of Speed and Size Data
for a Few Principal Compilers.

(81) Machine speed figures used in converting source lines per minute into instructions executed per source card:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Instructions per Sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7090</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7094</td>
<td>800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360 mod 65</td>
<td>800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107</td>
<td>220,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1604</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(82) Note that for all compiler speeds given, the actual measurement was in cards per minute. The figures for different compilers are not really directly comparable, because some include I/O time and others do not. Note also that FORTRAN is a simpler language, and typically has less on a card than Algol, JOVIAL, or SYMPL, which partly explains the fast FORTRANS.

Compiler Speeds, Sizes
(83) TSS FORTRAN (machine code)

CPU time: 6000 source lines/minute on mod 67
! --- approximately 8,000 instructions executed/source card

Percent of time in each phase (approx.):
- scan (includes very careful diag., user correction interaction) 30 %
- optimizer (includes global register assign.) 28 %
- code generation (includes local reg. " ) 28 %
- edit 5 %

Sizes
- scan 20,000 lines of code (assembly code)
- interlude 2,000 "
- optimization 10,000 "
- code 30,000 "
- edit 5,000 "
- Total 67,000 lines of code
1107 ALGOL (GENESIS - scan only) -- space required

(84) Language Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tables</th>
<th>Pass 1</th>
<th>Pass 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical scan, misc.</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntax trees</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>2170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic functions</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>1475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3630</td>
<td>3945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(85) Code to Interpret the Above

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control, space handling,</th>
<th>750</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>misc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical scan</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntax</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic functions</td>
<td>3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(All in machine words occupied (36 bit words).)

-757-
(86) **FORTRAN H**

(Old version, written in FORTRAN)

CPU time: 1300 source lines per minute on mod 65

Approximately 37,000 instructions executed/source card

(87) **GENESIS Compiler**

**7094 Algol**

350 cpm (mod II) = 137,000 i.e./s.c.

**360 JOVIAL**

500 cpm on mod 65 (including I/O, no optimization)

Approximately 96,000 i.e./s.c.

**6600 JOVIAL**

1500 cpm on 6600

Approximately 100,000 i.e./s.c.

**GE 625 Algol**

315 cpm = ?

**1103 SYMPL**

860 cpm = 84,000 i.e./s.c.

(This compiler produces 60 bit output for the 6600, which means that editing takes 60-70% of the time.)

Speed breakdown per pass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scan</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object allocation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>code generation</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>editing</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we replace the editing times to be approximately equal to scan times, as is normal in other 1 pass scan GENESIS compilers, we get approximately (and fictitiously):

1600 cpm = 42,000 i.e./s.c.
(88) Non-GENESIS compilers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>CPM</th>
<th>Instructions Executed per Source Card</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDC J-3 JOVIAL (in JOVIAL)</td>
<td>1604</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>55,000 i.e./s.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>55,000 i.e./s.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC J-2 JOVIAL (in JOVIAL)</td>
<td>7090</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>184,000 i.e./s.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC J-S JOVIAL (one pass) (in JOVIAL)</td>
<td>7090</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>120,000 i.e./s.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC 1107 J-S JOVIAL (internal) (in JOVIAL)</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>10,000 i.e./s.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107-1108 FORTRAN (machine code)</td>
<td>900-5000</td>
<td>= 14,000 i.e./s.c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(include optimization, I/O)
Appendix (II.) Register Allocation in TSS FORTRAN

(89) Up to 8 "global" registers are assigned from the innermost loop out. Which variable should be in a register is decided by a weighted "popularity" count for expressions, adcons and variables. All other registers are assigned locally as needed. Evidently little or no flow tracing is done, although the information about what was moved, reduced in strength, etc., is available.
Comments on Jack Schwartz' questions by C. Earnest

1: Probably the most meaningful compiler speed figure is instructions executed/source card (or statement) compiled. A bad compiler may generate voluminous amounts of code, so instructions executed/instruction compiled is not so good. A very rough conversion factor between these ratios is 3-5 instructions generated/source card.

4: I don't know much about this. Of course, JOVIAL and ALGOL compilers can and do overlay local storage blocks in different scopes.

5: Given its gross description, particular details concerning a compiling machine affects compiler design only slightly. The most significant parameter is core size, which determines how many passes must be used, how many luxury features can be included, etc.; size constraints can require the use of an entirely different technique if severe enough (e.g., Digitek FORTRAN), or permit otherwise impractical techniques if large enough (e.g., optimizing compilers which represent expressions by trees kept in core throughout the compilation process).

The other main factor to be considered is the operating system under which a compiler is to run. In TSS, the storage layout chosen for the TSS FORTRAN was suggested by the attempt to make maximum use of a page once any part of the page was used (as mentioned elsewhere). The operating system under which a compiler is to run also affects the details of its file handling significantly.

As an illustration of this entire point, note that the GENESIS compilers are all identical in gross design, number of passes, number of files, etc. GENESIS compilers have been written so that the last syntax pass and the code generation or optimization pass can run as one pass if enough core is available, but none of them actually run in this way (in fact, changing from one style of segmentation to another amounts to replacing file input and output handling routines by a bilateral linkage routine).

Of course, the details of the machine being compiled affect the code generator, and the optimizer, but, for current machines, not very profoundly. Some nasty detailed problems arise in, for example, the 360 (cover registers, calling sequences) but these are not of general interest.

6: This varies greatly. Digitek compilers are one pass, with no overlays. Most compilers follow the following outline of phases for the passes:
   1) Prescan, lexical scan, pass 1 syntax scan
   2) (Pass 2 syntax scan)
   3) (Optimization phase)
   4) Code generation
   5) Editing
The only things that carry over from pass to pass are the compiler control and I/O programs, and the symbol table. Buffers may also be kept (see I/O files).

8: There is really nothing general I can say about this. Certainly smaller languages can use simpler techniques (FORTRAN compilers can assume 6 characters for identifiers, for example), and more complex languages are a lot more work and may require fancier scans.

Probably most of the difficulty with designing and writing a compiler for a big language -- aside from the obvious amount of work required to implement all the features -- comes in the area of language design, and understanding just how the features interact with each other.
Comments on Paper by C. P. Earnest -- Anon.

Most successful commercial compilers seem to be of one of three types: a) the directly hand-coded compilers making maximal use of hand code optimizations and compiler tricks, b) the CSC GENESIS-produced compilers, c) the Digitek Corp.'s "POP-method" produced compilers. The following comments principally concern GENESIS compilers.

The GENESIS compiler generating system seems to be capable of producing compilers whose performance belongs to the presently acceptable commercial range. On the other hand the system does not presently produce compilers that really rate with the fastest hand-generated compilers. Roughly, a hand-coded compiler will out-perform a GENESIS compiler by a factor of two in compile speed. Moreover, the GENESIS compilers seem to be somewhat bulky, partly because of the logical compromises necessary to secure the machine independence at which these compilers aim. The bulk ratio (GENESIS compiler/hand-produced compiler) seems to be fairly represented by a factor of two or three. In particular, GENESIS produced compilers seem to be doubtful candidates in any situation in which a compiler must run in less than 32,000 -- 32 bit words is required. In this design range, only the hand and the Digitek-type compiler seem to be candidates.

Part of the time-space problem noted above seems to be a result from the fact that the SYMPL language used within the GENESIS system for the SYMPL language used within the GENESIS system for the expression of semantic generators is compiled without any substantial optimization. This seems to result in a bulk of machine code which is about four times the size of hand code written to express the same function. It might be expected that application of an optimizer to the SYMPL intermediate code would substantially increase the quality of GENESIS produced compilers. However, unless a very sophisticated optimizer were designed, some residual loss could be expected due to the requirement of machine independence inherent in the GENESIS system. It would be quite interesting to estimate the relative part of present inefficiency attributable to the two causes in machine independence versus non-optimization.

Some of the specific details of the GENESIS generator language seem somewhat primitive. In particular, the code generation procedure could use considerably more detailed structuring, in the style of the "bit strip" method used in the IBM Fortran H compiler. The lack of such a system feature makes the GENESIS generator subroutines extremely large. The GENESIS system would also benefit considerably from a more careful and systematic treatment of the register assignment problem, and, in particular, lacks a reasonable algorithm for the assignment of registers in program regions.

Some of the special features of the GENESIS system do seem quite interesting. GENESIS seems to represent one of the most successful efforts to limit the effects of machine dependence on compiler writing, and in particular, is a definite advance over prior efforts like the SLANG effort at IBM and theNELIAC effort of the San Diego Naval Electronics Lab. The use in GENESIS of multiple scan cursors operating in tandem seems to be an interesting special feature.

It seems that the intermediate language structure adopted by a compiler can have considerable effects on the overall success of the compiler design. This is an area that has been insufficiently thought out, especially in regard to proposals for a single optimizing compiler back end to be used in connection with several different compiler front ends. It is to be hoped that further investigation will produce a generally acceptable solution to this problem.
Appendix III

COMPARATIVE FIGURES FOR VARIOUS COMPILERS
(quoted from Fortran, a Comparative Study by F. Bryant, Atlas Computer Laboratory, England)

Features of the compiled code
The following questions are listed A, B, C, ... and an asterisk in the answer matrix means yes.
A. Is there any optimization of subscripts over a statement?
B. Is there optimization of common sub-expressions over a statement?
C. Is there optimization over many statements?
D. Is code removed from DO loops where possible?
E. Are immediate IF successors recognized?
F. Are DO loop indices optimized over the loop in any way?
G. How are array accesses treated?
   (a) by code;
   (b) vectors by code, two dimensions and above by subroutine;
   (c) by code using dope vectors;
   (d) vectors and two dimensions by code, above by subroutine.
H. Are constant subscripts recognized?
I. Is division by a constant recognized and implemented by multiplication?
J. Is exponentiation by small integers done by repeated multiplication?
K. Is multiplication and division by powers of two treated either by shifting or exponent arithmetic?
L. How good is object code listing?
   e = excellent, g = good, m = moderate, p = poor.
M. Treatment of dummy arguments — passed across by prologue:
   (a) plants addresses in code;
   (b) passes address of argument list;
   (c) passes address in index registers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Atlas (London)</th>
<th>Atlas (Hartran)</th>
<th>PDP-10</th>
<th>1108</th>
<th>1900</th>
<th>1900</th>
<th>6600</th>
<th>360</th>
<th>360</th>
<th>4/50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**? only if power is integral i.e. 2 not 2.0.

Note: Estimate that Fortran H2 optimization increases compile time (over H0) by factor of 3.
A test program for the various compilers

ODE: this is a Runge-Kutta type integration program. It consists of a master routine, the main subroutine DOAL1A and a small subroutine DYBDX.

DYBDX is interesting in that the function of X in the DO loop can be removed to outside the loop. The 1108 V and 360 H02 do this, with the H02 also finding that it can keep an accumulator loaded with this function for the entirety of the loop.

The 1900 code from XFAM and XFAT is almost identical. There is some space saving in XFAT as it does some of the work in passing arguments by subroutine, whereas XFAM does it directly. XFAT cannot use its improved indexing scheme as the arrays are arguments and the scheme relies on knowing absolute addresses at load time.

The usual factor of around two in improvement by H02 over H00 is noticed. Here this is obtained mainly by optimization of the loop indices; they are kept in index registers in the correct form for accessing arrays.

The differences between London and Hartran are due to Hartran's better method of passing arguments.

The 1108 V usually passes arguments in the same way as 1108 IV. Here it does not do so, for undiscovered reasons, and its performance suffers correspondingly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Obeyed</th>
<th>Ratio for large N</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>long</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>taking 1108V=1.0</td>
<td>words</td>
<td>bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>247 + 156N</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertran</td>
<td>271 + 179N</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDP-10</td>
<td>238 + 233N</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108 IV</td>
<td>209 + 163N</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108 V</td>
<td>323 + 112N</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XFAM</td>
<td>312 + 451N +12S</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XFAT</td>
<td>214 + 446N +34S</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600</td>
<td>111 + 141N +6S 98 + 140N</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H00</td>
<td>356 + 365N</td>
<td>86 + 27N</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H02</td>
<td>413 + 134N</td>
<td>72 + 24N</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System 4</td>
<td>358 + 226N</td>
<td>96 + 11N</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(S = unknown subroutines)
(N = program parameter)